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Some recent studies by engineers and sociologists have

led to doubt whether the superior efficiency of the very

great cities as business, industrial and agricultural centers

can be taken altogether for granted. They have advan-

tages, but they also have disadvantages, and the disadvan-

tages seem to be multiplying faster There is need

for concerted fundamental and courageous consideration of

all the questions involved. They reach a hundred times

deeper than the mere superficial problem of getting streams

of motor cars moved through city streets.

They have to do with the elementals of social organiza-

tion. They concern vital phases of community welfare

and progress. The physical configuration of our cities, the

direction of the mighty currents of the nation's commerce,
the continent-wide distribution of population and industry

these are all included among the problems

CALVIN COOLIDGE,

May 1, 1925.
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ADDRESSES OF WELCOME

SULLIVAN JONES, State Architect, Representing the Gov-

ernor of New York, Hon. Alfred E. Smith.

The Governor feels that the State of New York has in-

deed been honored by its selection as the place of this epoch-

making meeting
1

. His disappointment at not being able to

be here will be evident in the course of what I am about to

say, which will fully illustrate his deep and sympathetic
interest in this whole subject of planning. The Governor

asks me to extend to you his heartiest welcome, and to ex-

press to you also his most sincere regrets.

Early in 1919 the Governor appointed what he called a

reconstruction commission. The report of this commission

was not followed by legislation, but it contained the germ
from which three years later a very comprehensive official

movement found its birth. In 1923, when the housing ques-

tion and especially rent laws came up for reconsideration,

the Governor said that the housing problem was funda-

mentally related to questions of highways, parks, industry,

to the distribution of population and to the distribution of

industry, and finally to the relation of the city to the coun-

try. Consequently he recommended that the whole prob-

lem of housing be studied from the broad standpoint of

regional planning, and as a result there was created in the

State Department of Architecture a Bureau of Housing and

Regional Planning. A brief quotation from this Commis-
sion's recent report will make clear its conception of the

problem.

"The Commission is becoming more and more impressed
with the important part that proper location of industry

and population plays in creating and must play in solving

the housing problem. Conditions in the growing centers of

industry and population and even in the suburban region
which surrounds them are not merely the results of the

coagulation of populations or the pressure upon the land,
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but the result of the mal-adjustments in the fundamental

functions of the community."

City planning, unfortunately, has been obliged to con-

cern itself largely with what has happened, and its work
has been that of reclamation. Regional planning steps out

into the wilderness and deals not with the past but with the

future. That the importance of regional planning should

have been realized at last is perhaps perfectly natural.

Man first swats the fly, then he screens his doors and win-

dows, and when he finds this measure not wholly effective,

he attacks the breeding places. We have started with the

house; we have graduated from the house to the city, and

now we are attacking the really fundamental source of the

trouble, the region.

But no plan, especially on such a scale as has been un-

dertaken by the State Commission, can go forward without

the support of public opinion. With that in mind the State

Commission has sought to interest the locality and has

adopted the procedure of organizing the locality and giving
it a perfectly clear understanding and knowledge of the local

problem. These local organizations soon find their problems
interrelated with their neighbors and ultimately the whole

State of New York will become a continuous chain of local

activities. To aid in the carrying out of this great program
there has been created in this state a federation of planning
boards. This is a voluntary membership body, representa-
tive of all of the local planning boards. It is used by the

local planning boards as their own medium for co-operation
and co-ordination and finally as an official contact point be-

tween the local planning movements and the State Commis-
sion.

Organized planning in this state is now under way in

two great regions. The first is known as the Niagara

Frontier, comprising the whole of Niagara and Erie coun-

ties. In the Niagara Frontier there is an official planning

board, and also a planning association which is the sales

organization of the planning idea. It brings the support of

public opinion to the official planning board and its work.
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The second region is what is known as the Capital

Region and embraces three counties, Schenectady, Albany
and Rensselaer. The planning movement in the Capital

Region and interest in it has been tremendously stimulated

by the recent passage of Congress of the Deeper Hudson
Bill appropriating the funds for deepening the channel to

Albany, and by recent legislation, the creation of an Albany

port. It has been said, and I think with utmost truth, that

the bell is ringing in the Capital District. It is on the

threshhold of a tremendous development, and understand-

ing this the three counties comprising that district have

come together, organized, and are well on their way.
While all of this work has been going on, the State Com-

mission itself, through the Bureau of Housing and Regional

Planning, has been studying the problem as a whole the

plan of the State of New York. Nothing as fundamental,

as far-reaching, nor as significant in the way of planning
has ever been undertaken before. The great advantage of

this tremendous step forward is that it is official. It has

the sanction of the Government of the State of New York.

The work, the information, the statistics, the data which

have been produced are absolutely fundamental. We have

re-discovered the State of New York. We know why the

State of New York is what it is today, and knowing that I

think we can, with a measure of safety, begin to prognosti-

cate the future.

This work on the state plan will have a fundamental

effect upon the highway plan of the future for the state, on

the park system, on the water sheds and water supplies,

on the development of water power, and on the location of

industry.

A question has been raised as to whether the work of

the Commission can ever be put into service. There is no

doubt in my mind, nor in Governor Smith's mind, as to the

effectiveness of this great planning undertaking. Every in-

dividual who is trying to locate his industry is seeking all

the information he can. He makes his decision on the basis

of his own wisdom and his knowledge of conditions, which,
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unfortunately, is rather limited. But if he can refer to a

source of information such as has been presented here in

the form of maps, he can put his finger on the map and say :

"There is where my industry should be located." And I

don't believe that the State Commission will have to use any
arguments to persuade that individual or that industry to

locate where it should to its best advantage.

Now, I think from what I have said you will understand

how intensely and enthusiastically interested Governor

Smith is in this meeting and the subjects you are going to

discuss, and also how very sincere is his disappointment at

being unable to be present.

D. EVERETT WAID, President, American Institute of Archi-

tects.

The American Institute of Architects, by seniority and

right of prior possession, claims New York City as its pri-

vate property. In assurance of that right, which I am sure

even the Governor would not deny this morning, the Ameri-

can Institute of Architects extends a cordial welcome to the

International Town, City and Regional Conference. It is a

little triumph on my part to have committed to memory the

title of your organization.

The Institute's oldest chapter, and the national organiza-
tion itself, had its early beginning in New York, and yet
with all the attractions of New York as a convention city,

we have not held one of our conventions here for thirty

years, but we are enjoying the present effort and are im-

mensely appreciative of the splendid part in our exposition
which has been taken by your representatives from many
countries.

It is at once our deep regret and our loss that the two
conventions are being held so closely in unison that we can

have opportunity to enjoy but a small part of your delibera-

tions. The members of the Institute, I fear, have been so

absorbed in their immediate and personal problems that

they have not thus far taken as large a share in regional
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and town planning work as their obligations call for, and as

I am sure your wishes would require. The rather intensive

programs of both conferences will doubtless forbid the full

interchange which we both earnestly desire.

On behalf of the American Institute of Architects I ex-

tend an invitation to all your members to attend our ses-

sions in so far as you find it practicable. We bespeak for

you a most profitable conference and extend our grateful
thanks for your generous co-operation and earnestly predict
a close affiliation which will augur well for the great devel-

opments of the future in which we all are so deeply in-

terested.

ROBERT W. DE FOREST, President, Metropolitan Museum of
Art.

As I look around on this extremely intelligent and
earnest body of men and women, I feel strongly tempted to

do something more than merely extend a welcome to you.
I have attended conferences of this kind before; I have
heard addresses of welcome and responses, too, and I know
how formal a part of your serious problems a mere welcome
is.

I wish to emphasize that our welcome is not a formal
one. It is a real heart to heart welcome and there are sev-

eral reasons why an international conference should be
welcomed in New York.

We are probably the most international city in the world.

There isn't a single one of your foreign delegates (I hate
the word foreign it is not a fair word

;
in this country we

all of us are foreigners in a sense), from far distant coun-

tries, whether it is Europe, or Asia, or Africa, or Polynesia,
that will not fi.nd many of your fellow countrymen here to

welcome you. We are international in that sense.

And perhaps there is another reason why a conference
of city planning should come to New York. New York is

the most horrible example of lack of city planning in the

beginning, that there is in the world. That is not imputing
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crass ignorance to our ancestors. Perhaps I feel ancestrally
a little responsible myself, because I do happen to be among
the small group of still surviving orginal New York families.

It is not entirely the fault of lack of foresight on the part
of our ancestors. They could have had no idea of what was
coming.

When my original ancestors came to New York I am
in the seventh generation ; it was nearly 300 years ago and
saw nothing but that little piece of land at the south end of

the city where the Battery now stands, how could they, or

how could any one have conceived of what was going to

happen on this island? Now we are ready to show you
all our failures, all our faults, all our misfortunes. We are

willing to show you everything that we lack, and we hope
we are able to show you some things that we have. I wish

we could have shown you our Governor in person. I wish

we could have had his inspiring presence at this opening
conference a man of the people, born in the poorest tene-

ment district of New York, brought up there, without the

advantages which most of you have had, of a university

education; he is a great Governor of a great State of the

Union, and he is worthy of it.

I said we would gladly show you everything; we will,

and when you go away I hope you will not go away with the

impression which my Buffalo friends came to with regard

to New York. They* said they were not willing to take

the word of us New Yorkers on the situation in New York

City, but wanted to investigate for themselves. They came

down here and spent three days all alone where they went

I don't know investigating New York, and when they came

back and joined our little assembly we asked them, "What
conclusion have you come to with regard to New York?"

"Well," they said, "We have made up our minds. We
have made up our minds that New York should be abol-

ished."

I hope you won't make up your minds that all New York

should be abolished, but I know you will see many things
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that should be abolished, and we New Yorkers know they

should be abolished.

There is one point in this conference that I would like

to emphasize. This is the International Federation for

Town and Country Planning. We have heard of city plan-

ning for many years, but I don't know that we have em-

phasized or had emphasized country planning. My relation,

which has been alluded to, to what is called the Regional

Plan of New York has emphasized to me the importance
of country planning. Our Committee has gone outside of

New York; we have looked around a radius of fifty miles.

Now, it is in the suburban districts, in what are still

country districts, that the great opportunity for planning
comes. It is those districts that you see around New
York and our large cities that have not yet crystallized to

such a degree that they cannot be put in condition for the

future. So I would like to emphasize country planning.

In the welcome that I am giving you I would like to lay

particular emphasis on the welcome of our Metropolitan
Museum of Art. As has been announced, you are welcome
there. You have special invitations there. Mr. Waid has

alluded to the function that is going on in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, so not only as a citizen of New York, but

as the President of the Metropolitan Museum of Art I

heartily welcome this earnest, able, intelligent body of men
from different parts of the world to our own city, to the

Museum and to everything that we have here that is good.

REPLT
EBENEZER HOWARD, President, International Federation of

Town and Country Planning and Garden Cities.

I have not prepared a speech for this meeting, but if I

had, after listening to the very splendid addresses we have
heard I should have come to the clear conviction that that

speech would have to be abolished. All of us who have come
from other lands must have felt many sensations, but per-
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haps the most powerful would be the enormous power and

energy of which this community of New York and of

America generally is expressive. The conviction of that

power has been much intensified by what I have heard as I

have sat on this platform.

When I conceived the idea of the garden city, there was
in my country no conception whatever of regional planning,

and there is very little understanding of it there today. I

did look ahead myself, and pictured not only a garden city,

but a group of garden cities. But obviously, the time had
not come when an uninfluential person like myself could ex-

pect to carry out a great scheme of regional planning.

I have for many years been advocating that the very
first thing to be done is to set to work to build entirely new
towns according to the best design that man can produce.

But it does seem to me, after what I have heard of your

regional plan of New York, that you are taking a step in

this country to prevent what might be a colossal mistake

in starting new towns. It is just as important that the new
towns should be in due and proper relation to one another

as it is important that in a city the streets and buildings

should be in proper relation to one another. And though it

would not be humanly possible to produce a plan which is

perfect, it certainly is possible to produce a plan which will

be vastly better, if carried out in course of time, than no

plan.

I have lived long enough in America to know that the

people of this great country and most of you who come
from other lands must recognize it have, among other

qualities, the somewhat extraordinary power of conceiving
and following out new ideas. They are not so tied as we
are to existing conditions. And when I hear Americans

speak of New York in the terms we have heard New York

spoken of today, not failing to recognize its many points of

splendour and efficiency, but seeing that it has risen in a
more or less spasmodic and unorganized way, when I see

how far they realize how much there is to be done, and when
I associate these facts with the idea of the enormous power
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and spirit of enterprise of the country, I feel that civiliza-

tion is on a new threshhold, that possibilities lie before us

which the Americans will do more to point out to the other

nations of the world than has ever entered into the minds
of any of us. Yes, there are possibilities ahead, possibilities

of creating not only new towns, but new regions, of creating
a new civilization which shall surpass ours as the civiliza-

tion of our time surpasses the old.

I do feel that we are under an immense debt to the peo-

ple of the United States and particularly our friends on the

platform for giving us this hearty welcome. May we make
efficient use of all the opportunities that we shall enjoy in

this great city and the regions round about. May we take

home with us many pleasant recollections of the kindness

received and friendships formed, and may we be able in our

own lands to emulate the good work that this great nation

is doing, while avoiding, perhaps, some of the mistakes they
have made, just as they will seek to avoid the mistakes we
have made.

It is a great pleasure to me to be able to express in this

way our thankfulness to the people of this country for the

splendid reception they have given us.



PROGRESS IN PLANNING
GEORGE B. FORD

President of the National Conference on City Planning and
of the American City Planning Institute. Chairman of

the Council of the International Federation
for Town and Country Planning

and Garden Cities

City planning is young. It is growing rapidly. Its pos-

sibilities are limitless. It is because we all realize these

things that we are come together to exchange experience
and ideas.

We of the United States most heartily welcome you who
come from other countries. We believe that your coming
will be of the greatest value to us in the inspiration and

suggestions it is bound to bring. We hope you also may
glean ideas from what you may see and hear while with us

which will repay you for what you have sacrificed in com-

ing.

Thanks to the many city planning publications and the

previous international conferences, we are already fairly

well acquainted with what others are doing and why. Yet

every now and then we suddenly realize that we have utterly

misunderstood. This congress should be especially useful

in clearing up such misconceptions and in so doing it is

bound to add to the common understanding among nations,

so essential to permanent peace. For this reason if for

no other we believe that it is particularly fitting that this

international conference should take place in this country.

The United States can now offer for study an exception-

ally large number and variety of plans. Today city plan-

ning is active in 22 out of the 48 states. It is well launched

in all but six of the remainder. During 1924 planning was

in process in over 350 cities and towns, an increase of at

least 100 over the year before. There are now over 300

city planning and zoning commissions and at least seven

state associations of planning boards. Nearly 100 towns of

less than 10,000 people have commissions and planning
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commissions are also currently at work in all but three of

the 60 cities of over 100,000 inhabitants.

Complete new towns, laid out according to the best plan-

ning practice, are being developed by Nolen at Mariemont,

Ohio, by Olmsted and Cheney at Palos Verdes, Calif., by
Hare at Longview, Wash., by Bartholomew at Three Rivers,

Texas, and by Phillips at Southfield Garden City, Mich.

Zoning ordinances have been adopted by over 325 cities

and towns up to the end of 1924 according to the Depart-

ment of Commerce. Of these 200 are what are known as

"comprehensive" ordinances. Two-thirds of the combined

population of all cities of over 25,000 inhabitants are now

enjoying zoning. Two-thirds of the states have zoning en-

abling acts, almost all of which are at least based on the

model acts prepared by Secretary Hoover's Zoning Com-
mittee. Various recent court decisions, especially three in

Massachusetts, have put zoning on an especially firm basis ;

even "one-family per house" districts have been strongly

upheld. The decisions upholding zoning far outweighed
those nullifying it.

Subdivision platting is controlled in hundreds of cities

and towns, and in at least 10 states for a distance of from

three to 10 miles outside of the city limits. Many of these

cities have adopted complete platting regulations, among
which are Toledo, Duluth, Allentown, Norfolk, Cincinnati,

Dayton, Memphis, Worcester, Rochester, Springfield, Mass.,

Los Angeles, Akron and Haverhill. Most fortunately,

Secretary Hoover, through his Division of Building and

Housing and his Zoning Committee, is now endeavoring to

harmonize and improve the platting and planning enabling

acts in the various states, as they have already done with

the zoning acts.

Most valuable contributions to the larger subject of the

control of the development of new areas have recently been

brought out by Messrs. Bassett, Whitten, Williams, Nichols

and Bettman, all of which, fortunately, are being set forth

during this Conference.
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Traffic regulation is unquestionably being improved as

a result of the National Conference on Street and Highway
Safety, called by Secretary Hoover. For the first time it

has been brought home to all that the permanent solution

of street traffic problems lies in city and regional planning.

Various cities have studied traffic regulation as a stop gap
to serve until such time as improvements in the thorough-
fare system can permanently solve the problem. The most
notable report on this subject is the one recently made for

Los Angeles by Olmsted, Bartholemew and Cheney. Other

reports have been made for Toledo, New Brunswick, Eliza-

beth, Memphis, Cincinnati, Norfolk, Albany, Worcester,

Springfield and Pittsburgh.

Thoroughfare systems have been worked out for a num-
ber of cities and in most cases for at least three miles out-

side of the city limits so that outlying as well as inlying

plats can be made to conform to them. The recent systems
include Chattanooga, Dayton, New Brunswick, South Bend,

Albany, Toledo, Des Moines, Elizabeth, N. J., Harrisburg,

Allentown, Pa., Indianapolis, Norfolk, Atlanta, Worcester

and Los Angeles. The Detroit Super Highway report with

its network of 204-foot thoroughfares throughout a 40

mile radius, with rapid transit lines in each, particularly

catches the imagination, as does also the huge scheme for

the New York area being worked out by the Sage Founda-

tion. Unquestionably the greatest scientific contributions to

the subject are embodied in the paper presented by Pepler
and Brix, which is a mine of comparative facts with regard
to thoroughfares, and that presented by E. P. Goodrich in

which he proves mathematically that beyond a point that

can be determined in each case, money spent on improve-

ments to relieve traffic is wasted and that often much less

needs to be done than the plans propose.

Extensive studies of transportation by rail, water or

air have been made recently in a number of cities. The

airports of Boston, Buffalo and Dayton are up to the minute.
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The Baltimore, Duluth, Toledo and Seattle port schemes

are going ahead apace. The inland cities of Albany and

Richmond are being made into seaports. Comprehensive
railroad relocation plans as a part of the City Plan are now

being carried out in Louisville and are well under way in

Philadelphia, Toledo, Cincinnati, Dayton, Memphis, Roches-

ter and Portland. Complete transit and bus schemes have

been worked out for Los Angeles, Atlanta, Worcester, Nor-

folk, Toledo, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and Duluth.

The development of park and playground systems has

had an especial impetus of late. Great progress has been

made on the Chicago waterfront parks and on the Schuylkill

River parks in Philadelphia. Much has also been done in

Birmingham, Santa Barbara, Seattle, Indianapolis, Cincin-

nati and Norfolk. The county park systems of Westchester,

Erie and Niagara Counties, N. Y., and of Essex, Hudson
and Union Counties, N. J., and the State Park Systems of

New York, Indiana and Massachusetts are examples of a

most logical recent tendency. Particularly fortunate is the

interest of various national park and recreation associations

in city planning, heading up as it did recently in the Presi-

dent's National Conference on Outdoor Recreation. The
most important event of the year was the creation of the

long needed Park Commission for Washington and its sur-

rounding region. Mr. Bassett's study on how to acquire

play parks made for the Sage Foundation is the outstanding

recent contribution to the subject.

Civic art is rapidly regaining its proper place in city

planning as is evidenced by the completion of the San
Francisco and Denver civic centers and the good starts

made in St. Louis, Memphis, Buffalo, Toledo, Lexington,

Ky., and Camden, to say nothing of the full plans for Cin-

cinnati, New Brunswick, Worcester, Duluth, Norfolk and

Chattanooga. The new bridge and approach plans for Cam-

den, Springfield and Washington set a new standard.

Comprehensive plan reports have been prepared during
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the last year for Toledo, Boston, Rochester, Denver, Allen-

town, Pa., Passaic, N. J., Williams Bay, Wis., North Adams,
Mass., Cincinnati, Worcester, Elizabeth, N. J., Duluth,

Memphis, Norfolk, Springfield, Mass., Springfield, 111., Belle-

ville, N. J., Sarasota, Fla., and for Wakefield, Maiden, Win-
chester and Dedham, Mass. Preliminary reports have ap-

peared for Washington, D. C., and for Somerville and New
Bedford, Mass.

Economic and industrial surveys related to city planning
have been made for Cincinnati, Toledo, Louisville, Seattle,

Albany, Augusta and Richmond. They illustrate a most

healthy new tendency to put city planning on a sound

economic basis.

How to pay for the execution of the City Plan is a sub-

ject that has received much attention of late. The assess-

ing of benefits locally is rapidly gaining in popularity. Thus
more and more, property owners are paying for improve-
ments in proportion to the benefit they receive directly from
them. Large bond issues for carrying out city planning

programs have been launched in many cities, notably

Chicago, St. Louis, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Toledo and
Buffalo. However, a most interesting innovation has been

tried out in Rochester, N. Y. There excess condemnation

of land beyond that needed for the actual improvement has

been undertaken most successfully in several cases. This

is quite in harmony with its successful experience in Eng-
land which is brought out so clearly by Mr. I. G. Gibbons's

paper at this Conference.

The public has been educated in city planning of late

in many effective campaigns, in particular those in Dallas.

Evansville, Ind., Buffalo, Chicago, Rochester and Boston,

The publications of the Massachusetts, Ohio, New York and
Wisconsin federations of planning commissions are proving
of the greatest service, while the Indiana campaign with its

map showing currently the progress being made in city

planning and its city planning primer for high schools is

proving most effective.
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The most important planning accomplishment in the

United States is that Cincinnati has just officially adopted
its complete city and regional plan. It is the first larger

city in the country to have an official comprehensive plan.

According to the Charter and the State Law nothing can be

done contrary to this published plan in the use or layout

of property, and the Plan must be conformed to in all

other regards unless overruled by the City Council after

hearing by a two-thirds vote and also with the approval of

the Department affected. All public improvement and pub-
lic utility programs are now legally controlled by the de-

tailed City Plan.

The one event that should appeal to all citizens of the

United States is the movement organized by the Federal

City Plan Committee and the American Civic Association

with the collaboration of many national and Washington
organizations to induce Congress to create a Washington
and regional planning commission and allot to it sufficient

funds to make a comprehensive plan for Washington to

grow to. For it is a fact not generally realized that the

city has already outgrown its famous plan of the past and

action must be taken immediately to prevent irreparable

mistakes. All should insist that their Senators and Repre-
sentatives support the Planning Bill for the federal city.

OTHER COUNTRIES
In Canada the recent activity has been largely confined

to zoning, the control of platting and the framing of better

enabling acts. Regional plans are started for the Hamilton

and the Ottawa districts. At Point Grey the outskirts are

undergoing an interesting development and plans for Kitch-

ener and Waterloo are well under way. The new general

layout for the University of Saskatchewan is a model for

the effective grouping of buildings. Mr. Cauchon, President

of the Town Planning Institute, and Mr. Hynes and Mr.

Adams have long been active in arousing interest in city

planning.

In Mexico, the City of Mexico is making a city and
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regional plan with the help of Mr. Bennett. Mr. Contreras

reports that interest is springing up in other cities.

In South America most of the larger and many of the

smaller cities have a charm comparable with that of many
of the older cities of Europe. In addition they have a per-

sonality of their own. In the setting, grouping and har-

mony of their public buildings and in their beautiful prome-
nades, in the orderly appearance of many of their streets,

they, with Mexico and Cuba, set a worthy example to the

United States. In housing developments at mines and on

large plantations some exceptional results have been ob-

tained.

In Japan great progress is being made under the com-

pulsory town planning law. In Tokio many broad streets

are being cut through by forcing the property owners to

give up one-tenth of their land without compensation.
Australia and New Zealand have made notable progress

of late, as will be brought out by Mr. Hurst Seagar at this

Conference. Canberra, the capital of Australia, now well

under way, is developing on a radiating plan filled in with

a rectangular plan. No land is to be sold in fee, but all is

to be leased on 99-year leases.

In India plans have already been drawn for most of the

lagrest cities, including Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi and Madras.

In Europe the public became interested in city planning
about 30 years ago. The modern science of urban planning
was developed actively in several countries before the war.

Today most of the large communities of Europe and many
of the smaller are being planned. In 1919 both France and

England passed laws requiring all cities of 10,000 or 20,000

people to make comprehensive city plans. Today in Eng-
land 234 obligatory and 214 optional plans are in process
under the direction of the Ministry of Health. In America

public interest in city planning dates from the Chicago
World's Fair in 1893, but it was not until 1909 that there

was enough interest in any except the esthetic side of plan-

ning to warrant the calling of a national conference on the

subject.
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Regional planning has had the greatest growth of late

of any of the phases of planning practice. All over the

world there has developed a realization of the fact that

planning to take care of future growth cannot stop at the

arbitrary political boundaries of a city or town, but must
include the whole area which is economically and socially

tributary to the city. If there are several communities of

more or less equal importance in an economic group it is

recognized that they must plan in common. The beginnings
of a national plan have already been laid out for Mexico.

Probably the most advanced regional planning in any
country is that in the Ruhr district in Germany where Dr.

R. Schmidt and his associates have planned an area of about

1,500 square miles, including 300 different communities
with nearly 4,000,000 inhabitants. In 1920 they formed a

planning parliament for the district which assesses the

towns pro rata for carrying out the common plan for high-

ways, transportation of all sorts, zoning, decentralizing of

population and for forest and park reserves. The recent

plans for Cologne and surroundings are exceptionally com-

plete, including a great forest belt and the treatment of the

mining area beyond.

Equally interesting plans are in process for the metro-

politan areas of Berlin, Hamburg, Munich, Budapest,

Prague, Zurich, Warsaw, Oslo, Stockholm, Copenhagen,
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Brussels and Antwerp.

In England the development of the regional plan about

London is being carried out on a large scale to cover in

all an area of some 10,000 square miles. The Thames Val-

ley and the Middlesex County sectors of the plan are par-

ticularly active. The Doncaster Regional Plan of Aber-
crombie's for the Yorkshire district is one of the most com-

pletely worked out regional plans that have yet been pre-

pared. The competition for a plan for the Dublin area,

sponsored by Lord and Lady Aberdeen, attracted universal

interest.

The Garden City idea, Mr. Ebenezer Howard's great

inspiration, has proved in England an unqualified success..
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thanks to the devotion and resourcefulness of Mr. Unwin,
Mr. Purdom, Mr. Parker and others. It is being tried in

various other countries, but not as yet in the United States.

It is to be hoped most sincerely that this Conference will

inspire the adaptation in this country also of this idea of

a self-contained garden community, with its own means of

livelihood and permanently limited in size and surrounded

by open farming territory.

In France, regional plans have been worked out recently

for the Paris, Lille, Rheims and Strasbourg areas, although

the greatest regional plan development is probably along

the French Riviera where most of the cities and towns have

combined in the creation of a common plan into which their

individual local plans are made to fit. The treatment of

the Paris fortifications and the series of garden suburbs

now under way about Paris, under the direction of Sellier,

Bruggeman and Bassompierre are of great interest.

In the United States there has been a remarkable ad-

vance in regional planning within the last year notably

in the creation of the Toledo and Cleveland (Ohio) County

Planning Commissions and the Niagara Frontier Regional

Planning Commission. Great progress has also been made

recently toward the creation of regional planning commis-

sions in Washington, D. C., Albany, N. Y., Boston, Cincin-

nati and Philadelphia, while considerable progress has been

made in the actual preparation of regional plans for New
York, Buffalo, Norfolk, Toledo, Cincinnati, Indianapolis,

St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Minneapolis and Los An-

geles.

The Ohio permissive law providing for the creation of

regional or county planning commissions and providing for

their support by pro rata assessments on the communities

affected is working out most satisfactorily in practice ac-

cording to all reports and can well serve as a model for

other states. It is interesting to note that Dayton, Ohio,

as a preliminary to regional planning, made a detailed study

throughout the tributary area of all factors which would

affect a decision as to whether annexation, amalgamation
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or co-operative planning would be the most practicable

method of handling the common problems.
The Niagara Frontier Regional Planning Commission

is unique in the United States in that it is composed of

several larger communities of relatively equal importance
so that no one can dominate. On the commission are rep-

resented six city councils, 22 village boards and the boards

of county supervisors.

The New York, the Philadelphia and the Washington
regional planning programs extend into three states. In

the two latter cases an endeavor is being made to create a

commission with official representation from all three

states. Precedent for such co-operaion already exists in

the New York Palisades Interstate Park Commission, in

the New York Port Authority and in the New York Bridge
and Tunnel Commission.

We all believe in protecting by law private and public

property against the harmful use of nearby property. We
are agreed that private property should be developed in an

orderly way so that it will help rather than hinder the ap-

propriate growth of its neighborhood.

We are all controlling the layout of new areas by what
we call "Plat" or "Site Planning." We are controlling the

use and density of property development by what we call

"Zoning." Our underlying principle is the same. What
a man gains by being protected against an undesirable use

of neighboring property more than compensates him for

any rights he may give up of using his own property in any
way he may wish.

We differ in our methods, for the Teutonic and some
of the Scandinavian and some of the Slavic countries have
succeeded in inducing the property owner to yield much
more of his private rights to the common interest than
have the other countries. We should all examine these

methods and their results with great care to see what we
may adapt to our own use.

Another important difference of method, most marked
as between England and the United States, lies in the de-
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tail of initial comprehensive planning. In England initial

planning is confined to fixing the general lines of commu-

nication, open spaces and zoning. The rest is left to "Site

Planning," whenever a given tract is ready for development.
In the Uuited States it is customary to plan initially in

much more detail on the principle that the earlier the plan

is fixed the less there will be to undo later. The experience

of Germany corroborates that of the United States and at

the same time Germany has gone further than any other

country in preventing building in mapped streets and open

spaces and even in forcing out existing property uses that

are contrary to the best interest of the neighborhood. It

is conceivable that each country can find something in the

experience of the others that would be to its advantage.

In the United States and Canada the least developed side

of city planning is the architectural side. While remark-

able progress has been made of late in the design of indi-

vidual buildings almost no attention has been given to con-

trolling the appearance or the silhouette of the town as a

whole. Two notable exceptions are Bennett's silhouette for

Ottawa as seen from the river, and his official design for the

Chicago lake and river fronts. Saarinen's suggestions for

the latter are most original and strike an entirely new note

for America.

In Europe almost every city plan lays great emphasis
on preserving the personality of the town and on designing

its effect as a whole, in relation to its site and setting. This

idea is strikingly brought out at this Conference by Prof.

Sverre Pedersen of Norway, who insists that color, ma-

terial, form, atmosphere, climate and topography should all

play an active part in the painting of the city picture.

No country has as yet rounded out its planning by de-

veloping in their proper relation all four aspects of plan-

ning; the economic, the social, the esthetic, the legal. The

completely rounded out plan is yet to be made. To the end

of rounding out planning practice, if for no other reason,

this international congress and exhibition in America should

be of the greatest benefit to all. For the first time all four
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approaches are adequately represented by their best oppo-

nents, and also contentious subjects can be studied from

every angle. Each city, each state, each nation has some-

thing to contribute to the common fund of experience and

ideas, and at the same time each of them has much to learn

from the others.

This does not mean that planning practice can be stan-

dardized. A uniform type of plan cannot be imposed on

cities and towns generally, for each community has its own
distinct personality which is and should be most jealously

guarded. However, experience shows that there are cer-

tain fundamental principles that do apply to most communi-
ties under similar circumstances. It is this common fund
that should be measurably swelled by the discussions of this

Conference.

In general, all experience shows that the interest in and
the art of planning grow in proportion as the competent
groups collaborate and work together for the common end.

In the United States it is thus of the utmost importance
that every state should have its federation of planning com-
missions working in close harmony with the State League
of Municipalities and the State Association of Real Estate
Boards and the State Chamber of Commerce.

Nationally, the National Conference on City Planning
should pursue even more closely its past collaboration with
the Department of Commerce, The National Association of
Real Estate Boards, The Chamber of Commerce of the
United States, The Association of American Municipal Or-

ganizations and the various national organizations actively
interested in parks, recreation, housing, traffic, thorough-
fares, transit, etc. Similarly the American City Planning
Institute should keep in close touch with the American
Institute of Architects, The American Society of Civil En-
gineers and The American Society of Landscape Architects.

With a view to greatly extending the range and effec-

tiveness of its educational work it is highly desirable that
the National Conference on City Planning should join the
National Federation of Planning and Park Associations
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which is prepared to conduct a national campaign of plan-

ning education among communities large and small.

Finally the planners of every country have everything
to gain by taking a much more active part in the Interna-

tion Federation for Town and Country Planning and Garden
Cities. Personally and unofficially, I believe its local meet-

ings should be increased in number and an international

medium for the constant exchange of information and ideas

should be organized at the earliest possible moment. It

would seem to me that this might best be done by means of

a more intimate collaboration with the International Union
of Cities, which holds its third international congress on

September 28, this year, at Paris, and which publishes val-

uable monthly reviews of planning events, and with the

Union of International Associations, both of which bodies

now have their headquarters in Brussels.

Possibly all three of these bodies and others associated

will eventually be grouped in the much discussed "Palais

Mondial" or "World Center/' in connection with the League
of Nations. In any case the possibility of creating a world

exchange for community planning ideas in connection with

the proposed League of Nations Bureau of Municipal Re-

search is worthy of most serious consideration.

Again, we planners of the United States most heartily

welcome you from other countries and we most sincerely

appreciate the honor you bestow on us in coming to our

shores. We most ardently hope that these international

meetings will continue in an unbroken series and that we

may all participate largely in them for our mutual benefit

and inspiration.



DISCUSSION BT REPRESENTATIVES
OF VARIOUS COUNTRIES

CANADA
W. W. CORY, Deputy Minister of the Interior, Ottawa.

Of the nine provinces of Canada, the following seven

have town planning acts: Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,

Prince Edward Island, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan

and Alberta. Under these various acts a good deal of work

has been accomplished. In Nova Scotia plans have been

made for the Halifax district; in New Brunswick a scheme

has been prepared for the city and county of St. John; in

Ontario about a dozen cities and towns have appointed town

planning commissions and several have had plans for future

development prepared. Manitoba has a tov/n planning de-

partment with a Comptroller of Town Planning to whom all

plans of proposed subdivisions are referred. Saskatchewan

has a Provincial Director of Town Planning under the Min-

ister of Municipal Affairs. The Director deals with sub-

division of land and the location, direction and width of

streets.

The Vancouver Branch of the Town Planning Institute

of Canada has presented to the Legislature of British Co-

lumbia a draft of a suggested Act and the Secretary of that

branch considers it probable that this measure will be in-

troduced at the next session of the Legislature. While Que-
bec has not as yet passed a Town Planning Act there is

evident a good deal of interest in town planning matters,

notably perhaps in Montreal.

The actual achievement in Town Planning in Canada is

perhaps not as yet proportionally as large as in Great Brit-

ian and the United States, but there is a very vital interest

in the subject throughout the Dominion. As one instance

of this interest I might mention that the Town Planning
Institute of Canada has now a membership of about one

hundred and seventy and in this membership is included the
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majority of Federal, Provincial and Civic officials whose
duties bring them into contact with town planning matters.

Among the honorary members and associates are many pub-
lic spirited citizens keenly interested in the orderly growth
and development of the communities in which they live.

The natural human longing to get away from the cities

that we may be inspired by the sunshine and the beauty of

the world brings me to the phase of town planning in which,
as Deputy Minister of the Department of the Interior, I am
perhaps most directly interested, the regional and town

planning work being carried on in the National Parks of

Canada. These national parks are veritable mountain king-

doms, dedicated for all time to the service of the people of

Canada and of the visitors within her gates.

There are seven national parks in the Rocky Mountains

Jasper Park in Northern Alberta, the largest of them all,

almost the size of the State of Connecticut ; Waterton Lakes

Park in Southern Alberta adjoining the United States

Glacier National Park at the International Boundary; four

parks along the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway,

Banff, Yoho, Glacier and Mount Revelstoke, and the new

Kootenay park established along the Banff-Windermere

highway. There are a number of smaller national parks
elsewhere in Canada and there is also the great Buffalo

Park at Wainwright.
The Government takes charge of all administration with-

in the parks, protecting them by eternal vigilance from the

ever threatening menace of fire, guarding the rich herit-

age of wild life, preserving and enhancing the natural

beauty of the landscape, opening up the many attractions

by roads and trails and making provision in every way for

the convenience and comfort of visitors.

No land may be purchased in the parks, but sites for

business or residential purposes may be secured for a nomi-

nal rental. There are no monopolies and no concessions.

Equal opportunity for all is the policy of the administration.

The various businesses which provide service for the tour-

ist are regulated by a system of licenses. Health Inspec-
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tors ensure cleanliness and sanitation. Law and order are
enforced by justices of the peace and the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police.

I mentioned both regional planning and town planning
in connection with the parks for, of course, in these great

reservations, it is necessary not only to plan the towns and

villages that are growing up but to consider also the roads,

and trails which link them to one another and to the various

outstanding beauty spots which we desire to make easily

accessible to the visitor; to consider too the railway facili-

ties and their relation to the commercial enterprise min-

ing, for example which existed prior to these areas being
reserved for the nation and which have, in fairness to their

owners, been allowed to continue operations.

The town of Jasper is the administrative center of Jas-

per National Park and it was our good fortune to be able

to have this town properly planned from the outset. The

plan was made by Mr. Thomas Adams and Dr. E. G. De-

ville, the late Surveyor General of Canada; the town hav-

ing grown now to a fair size one can appreciate how very

skilfully the planning was done and how admirably this lit-

tle town fits its site on a plateau at the foot of the great
mountain ranges. We have rigidly adhered to the plan and

in addition we require that plans of all buildings to be erect-

ed in the town be submitted to the Department for ap-

proval. We frequently have occasion to amend these plans

in various particulars in order that the standard we have

set may be maintained.

I should like to have had time to say something of the

trails and roads we have made, including the great new
Banff-Windermere road with its numerous camp sites and

the many small townsites we have laid out on the shores

of the jewelled lakes that are to be found in all the parks,

but I have perhaps said sufficient to enable you to see that

in our administration of these great reservations the science

and art of town planning occupies an honored place.
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ENGLAND
RAYMOND UNWIN, British Ministry of Health.

I just want to mention three things which you should

understand in regard to British town planning at the pres-

ent time. First of all, our town planning work has been

delayed considerably since the war owing to our great occu-

pation with the housing problem, which appeared to us to

be more urgent and more serious than any other. We are,

therefore, not nearly so far forward with our town planning
schemes as we should have been, and I regret to say that

we are still struggling to overtake the leeway in regard to

the building of houses. We started after the war with a

deficiency which was variously estimated at from a half

million to a million houses. Since then, with the utmost

effort, we have been able to build in various forms, assisted

by the Government, somewhere between 300,000 and 400,-

000 houses. We still need many hundred thousand more

houses, and with the utmost effort we can make, our build-

ing industry at present is not able to build them fast enough
for us.

In the meantime progress is being made in town plan-

ning, and Mr. Pepler has been devoting himself to it with

very great energy during the last few years, during which
1 have been devoting my time very largely to trying to solve

this housing problem. Joint Town Planning Committees
have been organized for the purpose of regional planning.
Under the British Town Planning Acts it is the duty of local

authorities to prepare a town plan, but we find it necessary
to get regional plans as the basis of individual town plans.

We have no power to make compulsory regional plans, but

we have power to form regional committees from the dif-

ferent local authorities. Through these committees they

get together and agree among themselves voluntarily upon
the main lines of the regional plan. These main lines can

be embodied legally by each individual local authority in

their individual plans. In that way we are able to get the
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regional plans carried out, each authority carrying out the

part in its own area.

The next step we are preparing for is dealing with built-

up areas. At present the British town planning law ap-

plies mainly to planning the un-built area around the town,
land likely to be used for building purposes. Our present
Minister of Health, Mr. Chamberlain, who was known as a

great town planner long before he was known as a politician

or as a Minister of Health, has promised within the next

year or two to bring in a new town planning bill giving us

power to plan the built-up areas of our towns.

Those of us who have been fortunate enough to avail

ourselves of the opportunity of coming here hope to learn

a great deal from the United States as to the particular

treatment of zoning and planning built-up areas in which

they have had far more experience than we have.

Town Planning Statistics supplied later by MR. G. L.

PEPLER.

234 Town Planning Schemes are in hand by 129 Councils

governing populations of 20,000 or over. Such are obliged

to prepare schemes.

214 Schemes are in hand by 163 Councils or Districts

having populations of less than 20,000 each.

There are 32 Regional Joint Town Planning Committees,

including altogether some 450 local authorities, and ranging
from the Manchester Region Committee composing 96 local

authorities and covering 719,808 acres to the Worthing
Committee including 3 local authorities and covering 15,156
acres. Most of the great industrial centers are now cov-

ered by Joint Town Planning Committees.

FRANCE
PROFESSOR AUGUST BRUGGEMAN, Institute of Urbanism,

University of Paris.

Respecting town planning achievement I have little to

add to the valuable information given by Mr. Ford. I only
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wish to point out that the Leille-Roubaix plan is really our

first regional plan and it came into being spontaneously

through the mutual understanding of these northern cities.

The Marseilles plan for the extension of the town comprises
a very great harbor. Then we have the Department of the

Seine which comprises Paris, pursuing the policy of the

ownership of land by public authority in acquiring a region
of about forty square miles, which the Department intends

to plan according to a scheme which appears in the Exhibi-

tion here, under the heading "La Courneuve."

From an organization point of view we had, during the

last few months, the opportunity to combine in one national

federation the 120 public housing boards which we have in

France. And we hope that in the very near future this na-

tional federation will join our International Federation.

From an intellectual point of view, I may add that the

School of Higher Civics, the existence of which some of you
are aware of, has now by Presidential Decree been made

part of the University of Paris. This school is now estab-

lished under the name of 'Tlnstitut d' Urbanisme," which
means Institute of Higher Civics and Public Administra-

tion. It intends to train city officials and city planners. It

is not run in quite the same way as similar organizations
abroad. We intend that our students the city officials and

city planners should know the arts of both planning and

city administration; they should not ignore one side or the

other of the big problem. This institute is placed under the

direction of a special committee of which the Director of

the University of Paris is the President.

From a legal point of view, I may say that we have

passed during the last year a new town planning act which
is intended to amend the faults of the preceding one of 1919.

We have at present in France 300 town planning schemes
in preparation.

Of course, I do not at all intend to persuade you that

these achievements are due only to the efforts of our French

section, but I wish you to believe we neglect no opportunity
to further the progress of our common ideals. I have much
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pleasure on this occasion to pay a tribute to the activity of

1'Association des cites-jardins de France which is our pio-

neer association.

GERMANY
DR. JOSEPH BRIX, Freie Deutsche Akademie, Germany.

Im vorigen Jahre auf der Conferenz in Amsterdam hat

Dr. Schmidt berichtet, dass in Deutschland ein grosser Sied-

lungs-Verband gegriindet worden ist, der sich mit der Plan-

ung von Stadten und Siedlungen, von Industriebezirken und

wichtigen Haupt Verkehrslinien beschaftigt. Dieser Ver-

band hat den Namen "Ruhrsiedlungsverband." Er umfasst

3 Regierungsbezirke mit 4 Millionen Einwohnern. Ein

eigenes Landesgesetz ist fiir ihn gemacht. Unter der Leit-

ung von Dr. Schmidt hat sich dieser Ruhrsiedlungsverband

kraftig weiter entwickelt.

Durch Gesetz von 1911 haben sich die Stadt Berlin und
die benachbarten anderen Stadte und Gemeinden zu einem

Verbande, den "Zweckverband Gross-Berlin" mit einer

Flache von 3,500 Quadratkilometer und 4.2 Millionen Ein-

wohner zusammengeschlessen. Aber im Jahre 1920 ist aus

diesem Zweckverbande die "Einheitsgemeinde Gross-Ber-

lin" mit 880 Quadratkilometer und ungefahr 4 Millionen

Einwohner hervorgegangen. Hierdurch wird die Bildung
von Trabanten-Stadten, sowie von Gartenstadten sehr

gefordert.

Das Bestreben, die Interessen der Einwohner, des Ver-

kehrs, der Industrie und der Bergwerke bei der Planung
und dem Bau der Stadte und Ortschaften gleichmassig zu

beriicksichtigen und die Flachen (Territories) gut zu niit-

zen, fiihrt immer mehr dazu, ja zwingt dazu, Projekte

(Planungen) fiir grossere Gebiete (Regions) aufzustellen.

So hat sich auf Initiative von Dr. Prager zum Beispiel fur

den Regierungsbezirk Merseburg der "Siedlungsverband
fiir den engeren mitteldeutschen Industriebezirk" gebildet,

mit dem die benachbarten Lander, wie Sachsen, Hand in
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Hand arbeiten werden. Dieses engere Gebiet umfasst 7000

Quadratkilometer und ! 3
/2 Million Einwohner.

Immer wird gefunden, dass die Verkehrslinien der Eisen-

bahnen, der Strassen, des Wassers und der Luft einer Regel-

ung, einer Neu-Orientierung bedtirfen und dass in Verbind-

ung damit die Verteilung der Flachen erfolgen muss. Fur
die Territorien der Bergwerke, fur die Kohlendistrikte, ist

dies besonders wichtig.

Kohle, Industrie, Siedlung und Verkehrslinien gehoren
zu einander, und jeder Teil soil dem anderen nu'tzen! Un-
mittelbar uber einem Kohlenfeld, behonders iiber einem
Braunkohlenfeld sollten keine Ortschaften angelegt werden.

In Deutschland sind unter anderem gegenwartig in

Bearbeitung oder in Vorbereitung : Ein Generalplan, ein

Regionalplan fur "Gross-Hamburg" durch die Behorden der

Freien und Hansestadt Hamburg und das Wohlfahrts-Min-

isterium in Preussen; ein Regionalplan fur "Dusseldorf"

durch Prof. Muesmann; ein Regionalplan fiir "Koln und das

Braunkohlengebiet" auf Grundlage des grossen Bebauungs-
planes von Prof. Dr. Schumacher; ein umfassendes Projekt
fiir die Stadt "Karlsruhe unter Fiihrung von Biirgermeister

Schneider; ein Regionalplan fiir "Stuttgart" durch Prof.

Muesmann unter den Auspizien von Biirgermeister Sieg-

loch.

Im Jahre 1921 hat eine Konkurrenz fiir einen Regional-

plan der Stadt "Breslau," und ebenjetzt hat eine Konkur-

renz fiir einen Bebauungsplan der Stadt "Wetzlar" zu einem

guten Erfolge gefiihrt, an dem die anwesenden Prof. Vet-

terlein Hannover und Dr. Heiligenthal Berlin Anteil

haben.

Auch in Deutschland ist man bemuht die Kosten des

Bauens zu verringern und das Bauen zu erleichtern. Wir

geben den Strassen in der Wohngebieten nur geringe Brei-

ten, wir vereinfachen die Entwasserung (sewage) und wir

planen die Siedlungen auf gutem Untergrund. Die Be-

bauungsplane werden revidiert und neue Zonungs Plane

aufgestellt.
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Je welter entfernt von den Centren, desto flacher (nied-

riger) wird gebaut und um so grosser kb'nnen die Garten

werden. Das Haus fur eine Familie oder das Zweifamilien-

haus werden bevorzugt. Wir finden, dass des Doppelhaus,
und die in Reihen aneinander gebauten Haiiser sehr okono-

misch sind, die geringeren Kosten erfordern. Auch durch

Erleichterung in der Konstruktion und durch sparsame
Bauweise wird geniitzt.

In Deutschland ist eine wichtige Sache in Vorbereitung,

das ist ein "Stadte-Baugestetz." Dieses Gesetz soil regeln

das ganze Stadtebau-Siedlungs-und Wohnungs-Wesen.

POLAND
SYGMUNT RUDOLF, Polish Public Health Service.

I should like to emphasize two points. The first thing I

always hear in Europe is of the purely aesthetic aspect of

city planning. But in my opinion, there should be more

co-operation among the people engaged in public health

work on the whole question of city planning. The Public

Health Committee of the League of Nations is very
much interested in the public health side of this great prob-
lem. We gain more and more influence in every country and

there is no field where there is so much co-operation be-

tween the different countries as exists on this question.

With regard to Poland, our country has been free since

1918, and since that time we have worked on town planning.

We have a division of town planning in the Ministry of Pub-

lic Health. The Ministry have delegated an expert on pub-
lic health relations to this division and the division is doing
much educational work. This is getting along very well,

and I am sorry there are not many eminent people from my
country to represent these activities. But I hope this year
we will join the International Federation and do more in

the next conference.

The most important problem in town planning in Poland

today is the housing problem. Many cities were destroyed

during the war and we are going to rebuild our cities on a
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new basis. Fifty per cent, of our people, including some
of the most prominent people, are without dwellings, so the

housing problem is pressing .

QUEENSLAND
T. C. BEIRNE, Town Planning Association of Queensland,

Australia.

Queensland, as you know, is a very important part and
a very large part of Australia. As a matter of fact, I think

Queensland is larger than any half dozen of the States in

the United States.

The Town Planning Association of Queensland was only
formed about four years ago. Its object is to secure the

development of towns and the improvement of housing con-

ditions on lines beneficial to the people as a whole, having

regard to health, convenience and beauty. The Association

is purely voluntary, and it has no legislative enactment to

support it. We have as yet no town planning law in

Queensland, so we cannot do very much except in the way
of educational work. We are doing our best to create a pub-
lic opinion favorable to our ideas and the members of our

Association are so earnest and enthusiastic that we are

hopeful of very best results.

Queensland has a coast line of 3,500 miles and a popu-
lation of only about 800,000. Brisbane, the capital of

Queensland, has a population of about 240,000. So you see

we have ample scope for town planning. We have but few
of the difficulties that you have. Tenement houses, for in-

stance, are practically unknown. We also have a very good
workers' dwelling act. Under this the Government will lend

a man up to 75 per cent, of the cost of the house he wants
to build, and at a very low rate of interest, I think about

4 per cent, for 40 years. So we have a good opportunity for

planning properly there.
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IRELAND
LADY ABERDEEN, Civics Institute of Ireland.

Those of us who are living in this hotel, and who receive

the little hotel newspaper will have perhaps noticed last

night a short report of an interview with the newly-arrived
Commissioner Murphy, from Ireland. He was asked how
things were going on over in Ireland, and he said things
were very peaceful. The interviewer seemed inclined to

throw some doubt upon that matter, so Mr. Murphy said:

"Well, there is not much use of Ireland being at peace, be-

cause no one will ever believe it." I suppose all the news-

papers have been so accustomed to connect the name of

Ireland with trouble that any news that represents Ireland

as being peaceful is not news.

Ireland is in a period of transformation ; is making very

rapid advance, and I think it would be very interesting to

you to see it just as it is now.

With regard to the civic survey which has just been

completed for Dublin, and the plan, there are some draw-

ings in the exhibition here. I must ask permission to tell

you briefly how this civic survey came about. In 1913

everybody was startled in Ireland, and far beyond Ireland,

by the news that a whole side of a street in the slum area

of Dublin had fallen down, injuring many people and killing

some. A commission was appointed to inquire into what
could be done. We had had the previous year a visit from
the Town Planning Exhibition. Patrick Geddes had been

with us and had gone very deeply into the conditions in

Dublin, so we asked him to come and give evidence before

the commission for us. He also suggested that we hold a

civic exhibition in Dublin. Mr. Edward Filene suggested
that we get Mr. John Nolen to plan the exhibition. Mr,

Nolen came and made a great success of it. It was in 1914.

We also had many friends present from other countries that

year. Out of this came the idea of an international com-

petition for a plan of a reconstructed Dublin. Mr. Noler.

was good enough to act as one of the adjudicators. The
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prize was won by Professor Abercrombie and Sidney Kelly,

the latter of whom is with us today.
The reports and plans came out during the first few

weeks of the war, so nothing could be done then. But act-

ing under Mr. Nolen's advice we formed the Civics Insti-

tute of Ireland.

Some years later Professor Abercrombie came over to

Ireland and showed in brief how many of his suggestions,
in spite of the destruction, were still practicable.

So we published the book "Dublin of the Future," which
embodies the winning plan and other suggestions. Pro-

fessor Abercrombie recommended us to carry out a civic

survey. This was done by a voluntary committee of the

Civics Institute, under the chairmanship of Mr. Horace
O'Rourke. This survey has provided us with an immense
amount of information.

I am glad to be able to tell you that the city commis-
sioners of Dublin have decided to have a town plan made,
based on the information gathered in the civic survey.

Similar work is going on in Cork, where again Mr.
Abercrombie and Mr. Kelly are acting as advisors. The
Civics Institute hopes to carry on this work, not only in

urban areas, but also throughout the rural districts of Ire-

land through the rural clubs, etc., which are being formed.

ENGLAND
MRS. 0. M. ALDRIDGE, National Housing and Town Planning

Council, England.

I just want to call attention to one point. In England
we are greatly interested in town planning and we are be-

coming daily more keenly interested in regional planning.
But we have arrived at this point through our interest in

the housing of the people. We began to deal with our great

housing problem about the middle of the last century from
the side of sanitation, but we saw that was not enough.
We cleared away unsanitary areas and began to build new
houses, big block tenements, upon those cleared sites. We
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found that was not enough. Then the Housing Act of 1890

gave us power to build new houses without necessarily

clearing an insanitary area first. That led us on, and from
that time onward our whole housing movement has steadily

widened and developed into one of housing and town plan-

ning, because we began to see that it did not matter how

good a house might be if we put it in the wrong place.

So we began to think of the surroundings of the house.

We had the wonderful activities and example set by Mr.

Howard, the establishment of Letchworth Garden City, and

all the examples set by its foundation; because Letchworth

alone as you see it does not represent its value today, the

value is in all that stimulation, that example which was set

forth not only in our country, but for the rest of the world

to adapt.
Then we got our first permissive powers in 1909 for town

planning, and in 1919 those powers became obligatory.

It is, therefore, from the housing side that we are most

keenly interested. There were times when princes planned
and built great palaces and fine boulevards. Then we had
the time of big public buildings and fine, broad streets, etc.

And now, today, we are likely, perhaps, to plan from the

point of view of business and transport.

We shall never be on sound lines until we plan for the

distribution of population and the proper housing of the

people of the country.

GREECE
DR. PLATON DRAKOULES, Representing the Government of

Greece and Greek Garden City Associations.

The town planning and garden city movement in Greece

is only a year or eighteen months old. A great number of

refugees from Asia Minor after the catastrophe of the

World War have come to our country and we are called upon,
a country of about six million, to shelter 1,500,000 exiles

from other lands. Athens now has 800,000 inhabitants

where twenty years ago it had only 100,000. Many houses
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which have been hastily constructed are not even fit for

animals. The conditions are deplorable. The city is suf-

fering all the evils of congestion. At first the authorities

were not sympathetic, but now the desire for new towns

based on new principles, the principles of combining agri-

culture and industry, has enabled us to bring into being

only last year an association, the object of which is to en-

lighten public opinion regarding town planning and garden
cities. The Greek government has been convinced of the

soundness of these new principles and they are ready to

grant us without cost land for the purpose of building new
towns. There are already nearly 1,000,000 acres ready to

be developed in accordance with the program of our asso-

ciation. There is also an important attempt to create a gar-
den city which has started by order of the government it-

self. I am sure that Greece is likely to become a most
valuable factor in this great international movement which
is destined to transform the world.

MEXICO
CARLOS CONTRERAS, Mexico City, Representing the Society

of Mexican Architects and the Department of Edu-
cation.

The City of Mexico has the oldest city plan in America;
it dates from 1400. It provides local and regional communi-
cation and classified housing centers for a city of a million

inhabitants.

During the Spanish epoch, from 1560 to 1830, the lake

and garden city became transformed into a fortified city,

increasing its built area at the expense of canals and lakes,

and becoming a city of rectangular blocks with a central

square. Notable in this epoch are superb works of engi-

neering, drainage, water supply, aqueducts and sewage dis-

posal.

During the period of Mexican independence, from 1830

on, (1) the colossal engineering works of the region were

completed; (2) the replanning of the city was undertaken
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in 1893 by a commission for the embellishment of the city,

which replanned the slums to the east and the great ex-

tension to the southwest; (3) the present municipality of

Mexico created a special department with a city planning

commission; (4) the National Planning Project for the Re-

public of Mexico was suggested by Carlos Contreras. The
aims of this last project are:

(1) To establish a Federal Central Planning Depart-
ment or Bureau in Mexico City, for the planning of

the Republic. The functions of this department
shall be the development of a National Plan for the

Republic of Mexico based on the following funda-

mental elements: (a) a national system of high-

ways, (b) ports and harbors, waterfronts and

waterways, (c) parks and other public reservations,

and (d) national zoning.

(2) To organize local planning departments or groups
in the various states that would take care of city

and regional plans, civic design and housing prob-
lems.

(3) To give impetus to city planning and to educate and

guide public opinion by means of publicity, includ-

ing lectures and conferences that would bring to-

gether, not only architects, engineers and city plan-

ners, but philanthropists and public spirited men as

well.

(4) To prepare and to present to the Federal Govern-
ment for its approval in Congress, a Federal bill

relating to city, town and regional planning in the

Republic of Mexico and to initiate the proper legis-

lation throughout the Republic.

(5) To direct and control the execution and ultimate

realization of this national planning project for the

Republic of Mexico.



THE TRAFFIC PROBLEM
PLANNING AS A PERMANENT
SOLUTION OF THE TRAFFIC

PROBLEM
ARTHUR S. TUTTLE

Chief Engineer of the Board of Estimate and Apportion-
ment of the City of New York

The ideal city plan should provide adequate accommoda-
tion for the circulation of pedestrian and vehicular traffic ;

light and air for the population ; proper grouping of public

buildings ; suitable segregation of the various classes of busi-

ness, residential and manufacturing areas ; ample space for

recreation; adequate rapid transit service, and readily ac-

cessible trunk line railroad terminals. If the city is located

on the waterway, the plan should also include provision for

the handling of water-borne commerce. The control of all

these features of the City Plan, in this country, usually rests

with the municipal authorities and is exercised by a num-
ber of agencies.

In recent years, as the congestion problem has assumed
serious proportions, the necessity of co-ordinating all of the

factors which must be considered in the effort to accommo-
date the available means of communication to the ever-in-

creasing demands made upon them and to an extent beyond
their capacity, has resulted quite generally in the creation

of City Planning agencies, with more or less official stand-

ing, for the purpose of adapting, in so far as possible, exist-

ing conditions to present day and future needs.

If we could lay down fixed and inflexible rules as to the

character and extent of development to be permitted in vari-

ous parts of a city and its environs, if we could regulate the

character and size of the vehicles of the future or even those

of today, if we could anticipate the extent of the luxuries

which the coming generations may afford, and if we could

measure up the position which the City may acquire in its
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business, political and social relations, the city planner ot

today, on whom there rests a growing responsibility of tre-

mendous moment, might perhaps lay down a plan which

could be decreed as permanent. But suppose these things

were done on a broad scale and with a careful study of the

history of the past, what assurance would there be that the

vision of the future would ever be realized, and if it should

perchance, is the City to stop growing when the conditions

for which it is designed have been met and thence evermore

continue in a uniform existence? The answer to such a

suggestion is that an unduly arbitrary and inflexible effort

to direct the lines and character of the growth of a city

inevitably cripples endeavor and destroys the initiative on

which the growth or even the life of a city depends.

The growth of a city may be likened to that of a child.

In the infant period the needs are few and in large degree
identical. Through childhood days, as intellect develops and
stature increases, the wants begin to multiply. There is an

ever-increasing call for new clothing to meet the continuing

growth of the frame, the social instincts must be cultivated

and education must be acquired, and all of these usually
make heavy demands upon the time and resources of the

parents. Suppose, if you please, that the child ceased to

grow either in stature or in mind, and imagine the grief of

the parents and friends. To be sure, the requirements in

this case would be comparatively simple, but the dream of

future success and greatness would entirely fade away. And
so it is with our cities as they go through the building-up

process, only in their case so long as prosperity prevails,
there can be no end to growth. The congestion which in-

evitably results is but the growing pains of the youth. With-
out it, prosperity is at low ebb, and the city is classified as

dead.

To my mind there is no such thing as a permanent city

plan for the active, progressive and growing city, and the

congestion problem must be considered as being ever pres-
ent and as taking on a new character from day to day. We
should aim to make our plan elastic enough to follow the
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change in business conditions, in methods of travel, and in

habits, with as great vision of the future needs as can be

safely depended upon from the lessons of the past. In other

words, the city planner should direct his efforts no further

into the future than he can justify from lessons of the past
and he should not endeavor to extend his vision to a point
where permanency could be implied, otherwise the result-

ing roominess might be likened to that which we note when
we see the small boy endeavoring to wear his father's

clothes.

Too much rigidity in plan would seriously interfere with

changes which often spell a great economic and social bet-

terment such as resulted from the substitution of electricity

for steam in the operation of the Park Avenue Tunnel which

was rapidly followed by the conversion of this avenue into

one devoted to apartment buildings of the most exclusive

type, or from the removal of the garment workers from the

east side to modern loft buildings in the area north of the

Pennsylvania Station which, up to a few years ago, was the

center of the printing and lithographing industry, or from
the transfer of the cloak and suit manufacturing industry
from lower Fifth Avenue to an area farther west.

In the Borough of Manhattan we have an excellent ex-

ample of a city plan which was developed in 1811 with such

a far-reaching view into the future that its promoters were

subjected to serious criticism. In general, the north and
south streets traversing the Borough longitudinally were

given widths of 100 feet, while the east and west streets, ex-

tending from river to river, were made 60 feet wide, with

an occasional street width of 100 feet. So generous were

these widths, that later generations allowed these streets to

be occupied by the structures which are today realized as

encroaching seriously upon their usefulness and which

would be removed at once if it were practicable to do so.

The wider streets, in early days, did not prove to be as at-

tractive for business as was the case with the narrower

ones where congestion in some degree was noticeable, and

no more than twenty-five years ago a street width of 100
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feet was actually deplored by an engineer who occupied a

position of great responsibility in the municipal government
and who as a result of his personal study of the highway

problem from every angle, ventured the opinion that the

author of a plan providing for giving a street width of 100

feet was entitled to be hanged.

It was not until about 1903 that the inadequacy of our

present streets began to be realized, and since this date

there has been a continuous progressive movement in the

direction of improving conditions at points of congestion.

To what extent the automobile is responsible for the

present overcrowding of our streets is somewhat doubtful.

While the motortruck has largely replaced the horse-drawn

truck, it does not ordinarily occupy as much space when

standing still, and by reason of the fact that it is capable
of moving, say, four times faster than the horse-drawn ve-

hicles, it requires only one-fourth as much road space per
unit of time while in motion. Similarly, the passenger car,

which has superseded the buggy, is more economical of

roadway space, as is also the taxicab as compared with the

now obsolete two-wheeled hansom.

It is evident that the present types of vehicles are less

of a tax upon the streets as regards space than were those
of twenty or more years ago, and that the increased traffic

congestion is due rather to the rapid increase in number of

vehicles in use than to the change in motive power.

Another factor in producing congestion undoubtedly
consists of the trend of the population away from the coun-

try to the cities, as is instanced by a comparison of the

changes which have taken place in the last twenty-five years,
the records indicating that in 1890 only 36 per cent, of our

population resided in cities, while in 1925 the ratio had in-

creased to about 54 per cent. Probably this change, to some
extent, has been brought about through the absorption of

rural areas by the adjoining community, but at the same
time it should be noted that the change has not been coupled
with a corresponding increase of urban area by reason of
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the fact that in such areas there has been a continuing in-

crease in density of population.

Before anything like definiteness can be reached in the

laying down of principles for securing relief from conges-

tion or for the re-planning of our present-day city, consid-

eration must be given to the future status of the motor-

truck which at the present time is more popular than rail

delivery for shorter hauls, partly by reason of the shorter

time involved in transit and partly because of lower costs.

Is the motor-truck to continue to hold its own as new rail

facilities are provided, or will it come into even greater de-

mand, with a corresponding increase in the load upon the

streets?

Attention might also be drawn to the new conditions

which are likely to arise through the increasing popularity
of the aeroplane. This will demand the setting aside of great

landing fields in the vicinity of our cities, from which new
arteries of travel will have to be provided to connect with
those previously planned, many of which, as a result of the

changed conditions, may possibly be left outside the lines of

popular travel.

In 1916 the first comprehensive zoning ordinance in this

country was adopted for New York City, thus pioneering
a movement which has since been followed by 320 cities,

towns and villages, with a total population of more than

24,000,000 people, where more or less rigid zoning ordi-

nances are now in effect.

The New York ordinances were designed partly to stabil-

ize values and partly, in the language of the Committee,
"to promote the public health and welfare, including, so far
as conditions may permit, provision for adequate light, air

and convenience of access." In its report the Zoning Com-
mittee pointed out that street capacity was directly related
to the use of the property served, and that the lack of re-

strictions as to height at that time was bringing a continu-
ous increase in traffic load as each new skyscraper was
erected to replace a building of moderate height.
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While height limits on buildings in New York City were
then imposed ranging generally from one to two and one-

half times the street width, or in other words, say, from
60 to 250 feet, the skyscraper is still being erected to enor-

mous heights under the latitude allowed through the pro-
vision of offsets under which the set back above the gov-

erning height ranges from one horizontal to from two to

five vertical.

Through the use of lots of substantial size, great tower-

ing heights are reached with the present day buildings,

sometimes with most attractive architectural effect and

sometimes, in cases where space consideration is the only

governing factor, with the effect of exemplifying the cubist's

wildest dreams.

Reference might be made to a building now under erec-

tion in the downtown section of the Borough, which, while

located in an area where height at the street lines is limited

to 200 feet, will, nevertheless, in conformity with the set-

back requirements, reach a height of 480 feet. This build-

ing will have 25 acres of floor space and accommodation for

6,000 employees, and will replace buildings ranging in

height from 3 to 4 stories; its effect in bringing increased

congestion not only to roadways and sidewalks in its

vicinity, but also to transit lines is obvious, as is also the

fact that the city planner of previous days could never have

foreseen the resulting condition.

An examination of the Zoning Map for the Borough of

Manhattan shows that for purposes of use 12 per cent, has

been allocated to parks, 22 per cent, to residence districts,

37 per cent, to business districts, and 29 per cent, to un-

restricted use, while in the matter of height regulation 7

per cent, of the area is limited to 1% times that of a street

on which it has frontage, 63 per cent, to li/2 times the

width of the frontage street, 27 per cent, is allowed twice

the street width, and in the remaining 3 per cent, of the

area the height limitation is represented by 2^ times the

street width. Assuming that the average street width is

about 70 feet, and that the greater height allowances relate
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to the business and unrestricted areas it would appear that

the average height of buildings in these areas would be

about 140 feet with a maximum of 250 feet provided that

no set-back allowance was made. From a very superficial

view of the City, it is evident that we have a long way yet

to go before anything like this average is reached, and that

the congestion of today will be insignificant in comparison
with that of the fully developed city unless radical steps are

taken in the direction of affording relief.

The problem in New York is quite similar to the one

which obtains in practically all of the great cities, not only
in this country but abroad, and we are told that notwith-

standing its wide boulevards, drastic traffic regulations are

now being enforced in Paris, while the British Parliament

has recently authorized a Traffic Commission with broad

powers.

Actuated by insistent demands of civic organizations for

an improvement in the present traffic conditions, evidently
aimed more particularly at the situation existing in the

Borough of Manhattan, the Board of Estimate and Appor-
tionment has recently appointed an Advisory Committee on

Traffic Relief, consisting of the Chief Engineer of the Board
of Estimate and Apportionment, the Police Commissioner,
the Corporation Counsel, the Commissioner of Plant and

Structures, and an Engineer from each of the five Boroughs.
At the present time the control and regulation of street

traffic rests with the Police Commissioner; the responsi-

bility for mapping, improving and maintaining the high-

ways rests primarily on the Presidents of the various

Boroughs, and the Commissioner of Plant and Structures is

charged with responsibility for the construction and main-
tenance of bridges and ferries. It was expected that this

Committee, which is made up of representatives of all of

the agencies directly involved in an official way, would take

cognizance of matters relating to the development of traffic

arteries of an interborough character, and would formulate

general policies for relieving or ameliorating traffic con-

gestion. With a view of ascertaining the sense of the com-
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munity and more particularly the views of the various or-

ganizations which have made the problem one of great con-

cern, a public hearing was given by the Committee a short

time ago for the purpose of collating all of the suggestions

which might be offered as an aid in its investigation, at

which time, however, practically no suggestions of value

which could be construed as strictly novel were offered, al-

though most of those which have heretofore been under

consideration were placed in evidence, these comprising the

following :

1. The systematic control of street traffic, both vehicu-

lar and pedestrian, in which connection an effort should be

made to bring about uniformity in traffic signs and signals

throughout the country, with sufficient variation in control

to meet the requirements of local situations.

2. The improvement of existing streets through the

removal of obstructions, the laying of smooth pavements,
the widening of roadways where practicable without undue
encroachment upon the sidewalks, and the provision of easy
curves at the intersections.

3. The introduction of by-passes to enable through
traffic to avoid congested centers.

4. The limitation of the dimensions and weight of dif-

ferent types of vehicles.

5. The fixing of roadway widths to conform with the

types of vehicles which they are likely to be called upon to

accommodate.

6. The separation of grades at street intersections at

points where this can be effected without undue property

damage.

7. The construction of elevated express streets along
the waterfront or where they can be introduced without

undue deprivation of light and air or interference with sur-

face traffic.

8. The provision of adequate parking accommodation
for automobiles in or near the congested business and com-
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mercial centers, this being accomplished either by setting

aside public areas for this purpose or through the construc-

tion, either municipally or privately, of parking garages.

9. The placing of the burden of providing parking and

loading spaces at least in part upon the property owners.

10. The widening of existing streets, where practi-

cable, or accomplishing a similar result by the introduction

of sidewalk arcades with a corresponding widening in the

roadway.

11. The cutting through of new arterial streets where
additional facilities can be obtained by no other method.

12. The control of density of traffic by imposing addi-

tional restrictions on height of buildings.

13. Lowering the peak of vehicular traffic by compul-

sory night trucking.
14. The substitution, where practicable, of buses for

surface railroads, and the removal of abandoned surface

tracks.

15. The construction of underground rail facilities for

the delivery of store freight.

16. The provision of undercrossings for pedestrians at

the busy traffic points, preferably in connection with the

operation of underground rapid transit systems.
17. The setting up of more liberal standards for the

width of both local and arterial streets in the planning of

new territory, or the assignment of a greater proportion
of the city area to street purposes.

18. The acquisition of court yard areas during early

stages of development which can later be thrown into the

street system when and as required.

The field for study is a tremendous one and the ex-

pense which may be piled up, unless it is considered from
a practical standpoint, is staggering. It is not to be ex-

pected that revolutionary results will flow from the work
of the Committee, but rather that remedial measures will

be carefully studied and that steps will be taken to apply
those which are deemed most expedient.
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As long as the inventive genius of man is permitted to

function, its influence will be directed toward devising new
and improved methods of transportation, and a glance over

the past should be sufficient to convince us that unforeseen

changes may within a few years render futile our best ef-

forts to provide for conditions which we cannot anticipate
with any certainty. On the other hand, however, a short-

sighted policy which fails to provide for a reasonable

growth is generally far more disastrous than is the com-

prehensive plan which falls short of meeting some of the

requirements of future years by reason of altered condi-

tions which could not possibly be foreseen. Both of these

aspects must be borne in mind unless we are satisfied to be

looked upon by our contemporaries as fantastic dreamers
or by future generations as having been wholly lacking in

foresight.

The engineer who, while endeavoring .to plan for pos-

terity, does not neglect his present opportunities and ap-

proaches the problem with the assurance that his succes-

sors will, in the course of a few years, be engaged in re-

vising his plan to meet their needs, will accomplish all that

can reasonably be expected of him.



CITY PLANNING AS A PERMANENT
SOLUTION OF THE TRAFFIC

PROBLEM

MORRIS KNOWLES
Consulting Engineer; Chairman, City Planning

Commission, Pittsburgh, Pa.

INTRODUCTION

The inability to reach a permanent solution of the traffic

problem is due primarily to the inability of man to foresee

the mode and methods of transportation in the future. Re-

gardless of the fact that city planning is a new science, at-

tempts were made more than a century ago to solve some
of the problems arising out of this troublesome question
of traffic. But with the limitations of prevision and regard-
less of their intentions, the city planners could not foresee

the traffic situation of today.

During the past century we have passed through vari-

ous stages of conveyance, from the horse-drawn vehicles of

different kinds to the various types of tramways, horse-

drawn, cable and electric; then subways and elevated rail-

ways, and today we are faced with the automobile traffic

problem. The permanent solution of this traffic problem,
which has resulted from the congestion of different modes
of conveyance, is largely in the hands of the city planner.
What may take the place of the automobile within the next

century we are at a loss to say at the present time. There-

fore, any attempt at the permanent solution of the traffic

problem must be based primarily on the traffic situation

forecasted by the conditions as we now find them.

The word permanent, as applied to the traffic situation,

is a relative one and has great limitations. We know what
the situation is today and we can imagine what it will be,

because of the normal increase in concentration and in the

number of motor vehicles. We cannot see very far, how-
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ever, what changes will take place in the various arts and

industries which are concerned with transportation. These

may include the changes in kinds and type of motor vehi-

cles, in rapid transit methods, in kinds and type of business

and industrial interests, and in residential and community
development. Therefore, permanent, in this sense, is purely
a relative term, and any plan to be worked out must be

elastic in its features. Such, for example, is the provision in

a zoning ordinance, which permits both interpretation and
variation from a strict enforcement of the letter of the or-

dinance and at the same time provides reasonably for

amendment and revision of the organic law.

THE PROBLEM

The two underlying factors causing the traffic problem
are first, the concentration of people by close association of

business, commercial and banking enterprises, and second,

the tremendous increase in the number of motor vehicles.

ACCIDENTS

The seriousness of the problem is probably most

strongly brought home by consideration of the traffic situa-

tion in its relation to safety measures. The total toll dur-

ing the year 1924 in the United States is estimated to be

88,000 deaths from accidents. The automobile death toll

for 1924 was 17,345, or about 15.5 per hundred thousand
of total population of the country. Another important

safety question that has been raised by traffic conditions

is that of getting fire equipment more rapidly to the fires.

It has been stated that, due to the parking of automobiles

and traffic congestion, the apparatus does not arrive at fires

as quickly today as it did 25 or 30 years ago, when depen-
dence was entirely upon horse-drawn vehicles rather than

upon the modern motorized equipment.

INCREASE OF MOTOR VEHICLES

The automobile registration has increased from 300 in

1895 to 17,726,507 in 1924. It is estimated that by 1935
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this number will be increased to 25,000,000 or 30,000,000.

The enormous and rapid increase in automobile registration

is shown in the following table :

TABLE I

Automobile Registration By Five-Year Periods From 1895 to Date

Year Registration
1895 SCO
1900 13,824
1905 77,988
1910 468,497
1915 2,445,666
1920 9,231,941
1924 17,726,507

EFFECT ON BUSINESS DISTRICTS

If it be remembered that, when highway systems were

originally laid out, most of the traffic was pedestrian, it can

be realized that the carrying capacity of our highways has

been increased by the efficiency of the transportation facili-

ties which have been provided rather than generally by good
design. This is particularly true of motor facilities. How-
ever, a study of the relative carrying capacity per unit of

street area, between the automobile and street car, shows
that the latter can handle many more passengers per unit

of street occupied than can the automobile.

For example in Los Angeles, during the rush hour on

busy streets, the average street car carries 77 persons per

trip, and at the same time, the average automobile carries

1.67 passengers. Each car takes up as much space as two
and one-half automobiles. Therefore, the required space
for automobile traffic per passenger is about 18.5 times as

great as that of the street car. Likewise, in Chicago, as

shown by studies of Major B. E. Kelker, there were 446,000

persons carried outbound through the "Loop" in twelve hours

by 82,170 vehicles. Of these, 10 per cent, were street cars

and they carried 74 per cent, of the passengers, the remain-

ing 90 per cent, of the vehicles only cared for 26 per cent,

of the passengers. In other words, an increase in the num-
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ber of street cars from 8,200 to 11,000, or about 34 per

cent., would have provided for the same number of passen-

gers as was carried by the 82,170 vehicles which passed

through the district. Statistics from other cities show that

75 per cent, of the traffic is carried by street cars, but that

83 per cent, of the traffic occupancy of the street is by pri-

vate machines.

RELATION TO ACCIDENTS

As previously stated, it is the casualties that have called

our attention most forcibly to the traffic situation. Vehicu-

lar interference is recognized as a major cause of accidents.

Table No. II gives the total accident death rate in the United

States as compared with the deaths due to automobile acci-

dents from 1917 to 1924, inclusive.

TABLE II

Total Accident Death Rate in the United States Compared with

Deaths Due to Automobile Accidents 1917 to 1924

(Figures Supplied by the U. S. Bureau of Census)

Total Accident Death Automobile Accident Death
Rate Per 100,000 in Rate Per 100,000 in

U. S. Registra- U. S. Registra-
Year tion Area tion Area
1917 81.2 8.9

1918 82.5 9.2

1919 72.0 9.4

1920 70.3 10.6
1921 68.7 11.6
1922 71.4 12.8
1923 75.7 14.2
1924 78.0 (Estimated) 15.5

These figures speak for themselves and show that, al-

though the total accident death rate in the United States

is gradually decreasing, the automobile accident death rate

has increased almost as much as the total death rate has

decreased. The decrease in the total rate, as shown from
1917 to 1923, has been due to a reduction in railroad fatali-

ties, from 11.5 to about 6 per 100,000 of population; to a

reduction in street car fatalities, from 3 to about 1.6 per
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100,000, and to a reduction of accidents from other mis-

cellaneous causes. This good work, however, has been

partly offset by an increase from 9 to 14.2 per 100,000 in

the automobile fatalities. At the same time it must be re-

membered that during this period the number of automo-

biles has increased from 5,000,000 to about 15,000,000, and,

although the death rate per 100,000 population has greatly

increased, the death rate per car has steadily decreased, as

is shown in Table No. III.

TABLE III

Death Rate Per Car in the United States

(Figures Supplied by the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce
and the United States Bureau of Census)
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actual design and the determination of grades, cross sec-

tions, etc.

NEED OF PERMANENT SOLUTION

The permanent solution of the traffic problem involves

three questions : First, the replanning of our cities to meet
the difficulties of the congested and built-up district ; second,

the provision of sufficient facilities in the now undeveloped

territory, so as to prevent congestion when these districts

become more built up, and third, the planning and re-

arrangement of an entire region, so as to alleviate the con-

ditions which now exist. These are the problems for the

permanent solution of which planners are now seeking light

and information.

The need of adequate planning is apparent ;
it is to an-

ticipate, as far as possible, the conditions which are likely

to exist. Some of these will necessarily be corrective. When
considering some of the major improvements that have
been made and proposed, we realize the cost of delay. The

big element of expense in traffic relief frequently is prop-

erty damages and not the construction of highways or

traffic carrying facilities. For example, Boston now pro-

poses an intermediate thoroughfare, at a total cost, includ-

ing certain related street extensions, of $32,850,000. The

project consists mainly of the widening of streets to 100

feet. Of the total estimated cost, $25,600,000 is for the

main thoroughfare, and of this $24,450,000 is for the taking
of land and buildings. The actual total for construction

work is only $1,150,000.

The great need of permanent solution is realized when
we consider the annual cost of traffic congestion. Secre-

tary Hoover estimates an annual cost to the country of

$600,000,000 ; New York places its figure at $182,000,000 ;

Chicago at $60,000,000; Cincinnati at $35,000,000, and

Worcester, Mass., at about $20,000,000. These amounts
show what the traffic problem means in America today.
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CITY PLANNING DEFINITION

"A City Plan is a program for the future physical de-

velopment of a city. It represents the joint endeavor of a

city and its citizens in preparing for their own future needs

and the probable requirements of their commerce and in-

dustry." It has been defined as "the development and co-

ordination of comprehensive programs for the advance-

ment and betterment or the creation of facilities for every

municipal and public activity." Still another definition is

that stated by the Town Planning Institute of Canada, viz. :

"The scientific and orderly disposition of land and buildings
in use and development, with a view to obviating conges-
tion and securing economic and social efficiency, health and
well being."

From these definitions the distinction between regula-
tion and planning is thoroughly evident. What the cities

and the urban districts need today to properly care for

their traffic needs are more adequate tools rather than
more cunning methods of using the inadequate tools with
which they are now laboring. It is only by planning com-

prehensively and by planning as thoroughly as possible with
the data at hand that we can look for a relatively perma-
nent solution.

ELEMENTS OF IMPORTANCE

When traffic is congested the citizen cries for wider
streets. Very often his cry is heeded and streets are

widened without first determining the essential data.

TRAFFIC DATA

In wise planning it is necessary that a careful exami-
nation be made of the number of vehicles; the possible

segregation of traffic
; the thoroughfares available ; the pos-

sibility of improving parking facilities ; the effect of proper
traffic regulation; the need and opportunity of possible de-

centralization ; the overland highways and their relation to

the street system ; the volume of through traffic and the pos-
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sibility of its separation from local traffic. These and all

of the other contingent and fundamental data should be con-

sidered by the town planner in studying any given problem.

City planning cannot confine itself to the eradication of

any one particular sore spot in the traffic situation, but

must deal with the whole problem in its big and broader

sense.

PUBLIC UTILITIES

Such planning is concerned with the development of

transit lines; the arrangement of transportation facilities;

provisions for the usual public utilities, such as water, elec-

tricity, gas, telephones, sewerage and drainage. It is con-

cerned with provisions for housing, public recreation, and
with an orderly arrangement of the industrial, business and
residential districts; the latter is accomplished through
zoning. Since city planning must consider these things in

the broadest sense, the relief of any particular weakness
in the traffic situation can come only when considered in

its relative importance to the planning problem as a whole.

ZONING

One of the most important features of city planning in

its relation to traffic although perhaps not thoroughly
realized is that of zoning, or "the creation by law of dis-

tricts in which regulations, differing in different districts,

prohibit injurious or unsuitable uses of structures and
land." Zoning attempts to give stability to the general plan,

It sanctions where the residents should live and sets forth

areas to be devoted to stores and industries.

The traffic needs of a community involve: First, the

distribution of traffic within that community; second, the

methods of getting traffic to and from the community, and

third, the method of getting traffic around the center of the

congested area without passing into it. Since zoning tends

to give permanency to the city's development, it plays an

important part in determining the street system. The
character of a district determines, to a large extent, the
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type of streets required to meet the particular traffic need.

The factory districts, for example, will be interested in

getting materials delivered to the factory and from the fac-

tory to shipping points and transportation centers. Their

need is for wide heavy-hauling streets and generally the

problem is that of caring for slow-moving traffic.

In the business districts, which are the principal objec-

tive points of all inter-city traffic, the question is largely
one of arterial distribution within the district, with main
exits and entrances. If the principal streets are stabilized

as to use and thus as to value, it will more surely fix the

improvements and provision for transportation require-
ments.

In short, to intelligently design a system of streets and
to make them relatively permanent and, therefore, as nearly
fixed as possible requires zoning, so that the planner may be

certain as to the kind and character of the traffic the streets

must carry. Thus zoning enables sensible planning of thor-

oughfares of sufficient width and of a type to meet the re-

quirements of different kinds of development, so that it will

not be necessary to first build, then tear down and rebuild.

RECREATION AND TRAFFIC

Public playgrounds for children are important, so as to

avoid the necessity for children playing on the streets. If

proper recreation facilities are available, it is necessary to

have them located so as to prevent children crossing at dan-

gerous corners.

The general question of traffic and its regulation and
the location of recreational facilities is vividly brought to the

public mind by the ill-advised location of many such struc-

tures as stadiums, ball parks, theatres and amusement halls.

Such recreational centers are of vital public interest. Their
location often can be selected at such points as to fit in with
the existing traffic facilities, rather than at such points
as to increase the difficulty and to necessitate the expendi-
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ture of large sums to correct an aggravated traffic situation

which might have been forseen and avoided.

STREET WIDTHS

As shown, the widening of streets, particularly in the

high value business districts, is an expensive proposition

and generally the expense is so great that it is practically

impossible. The suggested widening of Sixth Avenue in

New York at a cost of $200,000,000 is an example. It is

possible, by proper planning, to anticipate to a certain ex-

tent such an improvement as street widening, by providing

for set back lines some years in advance of actual construc-

tion. This method of looking forward to future street ex-

pansion is a valuable means where it can be carried out. To
be fairly exercised, however, some limit of time to complete
the improvement should be stated.

Where the cost of street widening is excessive and land

values are high, many schemes to avoid the actual pushing
back of property lines or building lines have been suggested.
These have ranged from elevated streets and sidewalks, sub-

surface streets and sidewalks, subways, both for rapid
transit and for surface cars, up to the great highway, 200
feet in the air, which has been suggested for London, at an
estimated cost of 36,000,000 pounds. High level through-

ways for motor vehicles, as well as for rapid transit cars,

may become a common sight in the future.

However, items of less expense in construction some-
times can be carried out. The arcading of the first floor of

buildings, particularly in shopping streets, so as to place
the sidewalk wholly under the walls of the building and de-

vote the full street width to vehicles, is a promising method.
It is justified as yet in only a few instances in America
(such as the Madison Square Garden in New York and the

Commercial Trust Building in Philadelphia) but is a com-
mon practice in France, Southern Europe and Spanish
America. This solution is probably destined to become more
common.
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THE STREET SYSTEM

From what has been said, it must be evident that the

widening of existing streets is not always the solution of

the problem. The selection of the right street to widen,

the designation and working out of the most effective and

direct routes resulting thereby, frequently will bring about

the accomplishment of traffic relief. But haphazard develop-

ment, even widening which is not in harmony with the city

planning, will invariably result in unbalanced traffic condi-

tions. Wide streets will be of little value if they lead into

extremely narrow ones which will cause a congestion simi-

lar to the tie-up in the neck of the bottle.

Where bridges and tunnels are used the provision of suf-

ficient and adequate approaches (in other words exits and

entrances from the district) must be just as carefully

planned as the location of the bridge itself. What we need

is not more streets, not wider streets, but a better general
street system, a street system which will comprehend the

divisions between local arterial streets and main through

highways.

DECENTRALIZATION

The concentration of business activities in a small sec-

tion of the city will bring about the concentration of auto-

mobile and other forms of traffic. Examples of this kind

are seen in the "Downtown Triangle" of Pittsburgh, the

"Loop" in Chicago, and the shopping and theatre district of

New York. Of course, over concentration does tend in time

to drive out some kinds of activity, due to the inconvenience

of doing business in such a district.

Provision could be made to decentralize, to a certain ex-

tent, these high value business districts. Enlarged adja-
cent areas, or up-town or suburban districts, with proper

replanned facilities for reaching them, will aid in doing
this. Care must be exercised that decentralization be not

carried on in such a manner as to result in the use of motor
cars in making points which otherwise might be covered on
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foot; as in such cases, and to some extent, the effect would

be neutralized.

PROVISION FOR PARKING

In the regulation of street traffic the prohibition of park-

ing on various streets during different hours has been used

as a palliative or temporary expedient. In order to more

completely utilize the automobile as a method of transporta-

tion, facilities must be provided for storing cars as a part
of permanent planning if the use of streets for storage
is to be limited, as it should be, or entirely prohibited, as is

necessary in many cases.

This may be done in a number of ways. It may be ac-

complished by the utilization of open spaces, either publicly

or privately controlled; or by the building of multi-story

garages, which may be operated on a municipal or a con-

cession or licensed basis. Newspapers now report projects

for storing from 1,000 to 4,000 cars. If a warehouse district

is convenient to the congested business district the use of

the warehouses for the storage of pleasure cars while the

trucks are out or in use during the day might be consid-

ered. Such storage places should have the entrances and
exits reasonably well separated.

INCREASED USE OF EXISTING STREETS

The carrying capacity of existing streets may sometimes

be increased by proper development. This development may
mean the widening of certain streets; the improvement of

grades ; the elimination of grade crossings ;
or the construc-

tion of better exits from the district. Such improvements
will provide for a more uniform speed of vehicles, and this

will have the same effect as increasing the width of the

streets.

THROUGH HIGHWAYS BY-PASS LOOPS

Probably the most useful method of traffic relief, and

perhaps the one which can most economically be carried out

in older districts, is to divert the through traffic from the
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most congested area. Diverting from such area the people

and vehicles which would not be there if there was an

alternative route, will reserve the streets for that traffic

which has actual need to be in the district. It is sometimes

possible to by-pass all through traffic, by the construction

of thoroughfares encircling the congested area. Such

schemes are proposed at Pittsburgh, Detroit and Chicago.

The through highway systems of the United States, such

as the Lincoln, Yellowstone, National and Dixie High-

ways were originally located along old existing roads and

trails, which connected one city with another. In fact,

during the designation of popular highways, certain cities

vied with each other in having these thoroughfares pass

through the heart of their business districts. Any attempt
to by-pass them was promptly contested. The result is that

all these important inter-state and national highways pass

through numerous cities, which today are seriously ham-

pered and are now considering by-passes. Pennsylvania
and probably other states are making studies of this, for

the purpose of relocating such important cross-country

highways, so as to avoid passing through the principal cities

but still afford good connections to them. Perhaps no state

has gone further in this respect than has Delaware with

the DuPont Highway, which runs north and south through
the state, but avoids the larger cities and central communi-
ties.

Roads of this sort are usually expensive undertakings
such as, for example, the Connors Highway from Tampa to

Palm Beach which passes through the Everglades. Another
is an Italian road which connects Milan with the Lake re-

gion. Both are for purposes of through travel and nothing
else, and indicate to us some of the solutions which we may
expect in the future.

PARKWAYS

The use of existing parks in connection with solving the

traffic problem is often possible. General driveways through
parks lead from nowhere to nowhere. They are made to
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take one through a scene of beauty and to afford recreation.

It is possible to rearrange such drives and use them as

thoroughfares without destroying actual beauty as is so true

of Riverside Drive in New York. Pittsburgh, for example,
has arranged its principal park driveway through Schenley

Park, into a main thoroughfare, leading from a new boule-

vard to the residential district, which greatly relieves the

existing through ways. It in no way injures the park for

its purposes as such. The proposed development in New
York of a parkway system for the entire Metropolitan
area includes not only by-pass routes but also a system of

thoroughfares for the purpose of diverting traffic, and car-

rying it through the exits and entrances of the Metropolitan
center.

CONCLUSIONS

Traffic control under existing street conditions will not

afford a solution to the problem. The method of accom-

plishing permanent results is in planning for the future

and the replanning of things as they exist. Some of these

items of importance to be studied and planned are:

1. Improvement of intersections by rounding of corners.

2. Removal of obstructions to view at intersections, by
classification of use and limitations of congestion through
the use of the power of zoning.

3. Provision for the separation of traffic or grades at im-

portant intersections both for vehicular and trolley and
railroad crossings.

4. Removal of pedestrian traffic, at street crossings by
use of overhead walks or under-pass ways.

5. Widening and straightening of streets where feasi-

ble and practicable.

6. Cutting through of new streets where the need is such

as to justify the cost.

7. Segregation of different kinds of traffic, not only by
regulating but principally by the design of appropriate
facilities.
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8. Building of loops and by-passes around central busi-

ness districts.

9. By-passing of through traffic around congested areas,

by building appropriate highways in the outskirts of the

city.

10. Construction of rapid transit facilities, either over-

head or underground, not only for street railway but some-

times for vehicular traffic.

11. Removal of parked machines from the streets, by
providing other facilities, so as to preserve available width

for moving traffic.

12. Provision of playgrounds and recreation centers in

suitable number and suitably located.

Proper planning in the future, readjustment of existing

streets and further development of the traffic regulations

can do much toward promotion of safety on the highways,
and even more towards speeding up of travel. We suffer

from the narrow streets, from the high buildings, in busi-

ness centers, from the lack of the stabilizing influences of

zoning, from poor planning and the inadequacy of arterial

highways. It is only by a comprehensive plan, by a con-

tinual vigilance in its operation and carrying out, by re-

adapting it to changing needs and reasonable future re-

quirements that the traffic problem can be solved and the

city kept in its highest state of efficiency.



CIRCULATION ET TRANSPORTS
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Le probleme de la circulation en rapport avec la decen-

tralisation des regions n'offre pas en lui-meme de difficultes

techniques an point de vue du transport. Nous n'avons pas
en effet, pensons-nous, a etudier ici d'une fac.on plus par-

ticuliere les bienfaits ou les defauts de tel ou de tel mode de

transport, les avantages ou les inconvenients de tel ou tel

mode d'exploitation.

II importe avant tout de mettre en lumiere 1'influence

considerable que revet, au point de vue du "degorgement"
des regions, la solution qui peut etre apportee par une or-

ganisation rationnelle de la circulation aux formules quelles

qu'elles soient, qui sont envisagees dans d'autres rapportr
en vue de mettre un frein au developpement anormal des

centres urbains desequilibres.

Sans circulation rationnelle, il ne peut y avoir de decen-

tralisation efficace.

Sans rapports reguliers et permanents entre la cite-jar-

dins-entite economique destinee theoriquement a se suffire

a elle-meme et le reste du monde, 1'agglomeration nouvelle

ne serait qu'une ile dans un ocean. Sans contact constant

et aise entre les agglomerations anciennes, auxquelles il

serait difficile de denier leur importance economique, et les

agglomerations nouvelles, qu'il faudra en quelque sorte faire

surgir du sol par des moyens factices en apparence, il est

impossible de maintenir entre les collectivites les relations

indispensables a toute migration.

Pour realiser une bonne circulation il faut evidemment
Nous en parlerons tout a Pheure. Mais il faut avant tout

qu'elle soit rendue possible et ceci est une question d'ordre

purement administratif.

A Porigine de nos villes les difficultes de la circulation

se presentent dans des conditions infimes. Le centre initial

contient dans ses limites Tensemble de la population. II dis-
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pose, ou a peu pres, des moyens administratifs qui lui per-

mettent d'assurer ses besoins de circulation, quoiqu'il soit

a remarquer qu'en general la satisfaction donnee a ces be-

soins reste toujours insuffisante. A mesure que se mani-

feste la circulation urbaine il se produit un afflux progressif

de population qui a pour consequence que celle-ci tend fatale-

ment a s'etablir en dehors des limites administratives du

centre primitif. II se presente alors ce phenomene que 1'en-

semble de la population, participant d'une activite econo-

mique et d'une vie urbaine uniques, est repartie sur des ter-

ritoires administres differemment. La premiere sinon la

plus grave des difficultes auxquelles est exposees la popula-
tion extra-muros est celle du transport.

Et avant que soient resolues les difficultes provenant de

i'enchevetrement des unites administratives, gerant separe-
ment et distinctement les interets d'une population dont il

est socialogiquement et economiquement impossible de dif-

ferencier les elements, avant que soit trouvee et realisee la

solution ou une tentative de solution a des necessites qui

sont les memes pour tous les habitants, il faut une vie

d'homme. C'est il y a peu de temps seulement qu'on a pu
constituer pour les besoins des 3 millions de parisiens et du

1/2 million d'habitants de 79 communes limitrophes (ensem-
ble 3% millions d'individus groupes en une agglomeration

compacte) Torganisme departemental (T.C.R.P.) qui a la

charge d'assurer enfin avec methode et esprit de suite les

transports en surface dans le departement de la Seine. En-
core ne peut-on considerer la question comme tranchee, at-

tendu que le debordement tend a s'accentuer vers les de-

partements voisins et que 1'affinite d'interets entre ceux-ci

et la Ville de Paris s'affirme chaque jour davantage.
C'est a ecarter des ecueils de cette nature qu'il y a lieu

de veiller et nous dirions volontiers qu'en matiere de trans-

port la decentralisation ne se concoit pas sans une concen-

tration administrative ayant pour objet d'assurer dans 1'in-

teret general une fonction essentielle de 1'organisme vivant

et agissant qu'est une ville ou une region economique.

Cec.i dit, quelles seront les preoccupations de 1'architect ?
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The present vital problem of traffic in every modern
town is largely the result of an inadequate or insufficient

street plan. The methodical research made by city planners
or traffic experts to improve the actual conditions of street

circulation, as well as the various temporary remedies for

congestion, show that no definite solution is to be found in

police regulations, which only give an apparent relief, in

spite of the favorable results obtained by their application.

It may be said that a street system is comparable to a

pipe disposal and that the widths of roadtracks, as shown

by the graphs of city surveys, must be scientifically calcu-

lated like the diameters of water pipes in which the out-

put, the pressure, the speed of running or the movements
should vary and increase at different times. The city sur-

vey, if carefully prepared and graphically represented, gives

a mathematical illustration of this fact.

Reports made on the plan of almost all American cities,

such as Chicago, St. Louis, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Pitts-

burgh and also Ottawa, the recent studies made for the

Civic Survey of Paris, represent the traffic condition in rela-

tion to the street system as it exists, or as it may be devel-

oped or improved, to the density of population and to the

actual or future needs of circulation.

They occasionally give a classification of traffic of differ-

ent nature or different speed.

They all come to the conclusion that congested districts

ought to be remodeled by different operations widening
of certain streets; cut through, when widening is impossi-
ble or prohibitive, and especially diverting of certain vol-

ume of through traffic which brings unnecessary conges-
tion.

In certain places no change is required in the street plan,

but only a good organization of traffic distribution "one

way streets" ; "gyratory crossings," even when the crossing

place is not strictly circular ; division of traffic by well dis-

posed landings, and finally all police regulations for insur-

ing safety of vehicular and pedestrian traffic.
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The control and the execution of the police regulations

on street circulation are carried out not only by policemen,

but more efficiently and more automatically by an appro-

priate system of signals : colored lights, bells, towers. The

modern roadway is a track where normal speed and regular

density of traffic are essential in order to avoid unnecessary

stops or slackenings.

Nothing is more inconvenient than the alternative "go"
and "stop" at any crossing on an important artery ; if total-

ized, all the short interruptions of street circulation in the

centre of Paris or New York, for instance, during the hours

of intense business life every day, make an amazing loss

of time and consequently an increase of congestion. In

certain crowded crossings, where no space for circular traf-

fic is available, the creation of elevated or underground
tracks should pay.

The rule should be that uninterrupted and automatic

circulation be assured everywhere and especially during the

most active hours of the day.
The nature of the paving of the streets has a great im-

portance, smooth surfaces (such as tar macadam, bitumi-

nous cement, wood pavings, vitrified bricks) becoming dan-

gerously slippery under certain weather conditions. On the

other hand, ordinary stone macadam, old-fashioned granite

pavings or sandstone blocks do not stand heavy motor trucks
and are very easily worn out. A broken road is also a dan-

ger for circulation.

The same could be said regarding the street car rails.

They ought to disappear from every active artery and be
established only in the suburbs, as a real railroad track, on
a special part of the road, separated by hedges or fences

from the rest of the traffic, permitting thus a real speed on
the street car.

The question of public transportation is one of the es-

sential elements of traffic. Frequent stops, width and.

weight of cars make them an obstruction if they are mixed
with the ordinary cars, and particularly when they are on
rails, as they cannot be handled as a common vehicle.
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Consequently, small autobuses, though frequent, are the

best system of public rapid transportation in the crowded
area of a city.

Where police regulations are insufficient, is where the

width of the street is unquestionably too small. Even severe

classification, interdicting slow or heavy carts in certair*

central ways, has no effect on congestion. It just avoids

disorder and danger of entanglement.

Modern rapid driving and the constant increase of auto-

mobiles require a logical adaptation of the layout of a street

system conceived for the service of such a constant stream,

layout of the structure itself providing for more radiating
and diverting arteries, for more large circles at every cross-

ing or radiating focuses, for wide roadways divided into

various tracks for different speeds. No rails, no heavy au-

tocars, no pushcarts, no slow cartings should be tolerated in

the centre. No parking on narrow streets and even on

sufficiently wide thoroughfare where a line of dead traffic

on both sides may create a danger of entanglement, and

actually reduces the available width of the street precisely

during the time of the day in which the full width is neces-

sary.

Large department stores, hotels or commercial buildings
have often their approach practically blocked by a double

line of parked cars. The plans of these important buildings

ought to be organized so that a real inner service court be

reserved in the building itself, with an easy entrance and

exit, so as to park all cars which now crowd the streets lead-

ing to them.

As the constant increase of traffic should require a con-

stant widening of the streets, the modern town must be

planned so that the widening be financially possible. We
recommend that most of the new streets (which will form
the future extension of the town, and which may require

a considerable widening when the agglomeration expands to

the suburbs and absorbs them) be laid out with unbuilt

areas on both sides (zones non oedificandi), so that small
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walls or fences, or even hedges, may be easily removed when
traffic conditions require the widening of the street.

The same remark applies to the roadtrack, when lined

by rows of trees. The space between the curb and the first

of the roadtrack without removing the trees.

The layout of the details* of curbs, radii, width of cants,

grades, gutters, landings and also their influence on the

traffic, as sharp angles or steep turns, are the cause of many
accidents.

The lighting of the public thoroughfares is a very im-

portant factor of good traffic conditions. At night the con-

gestion does not exist, except for a very short time in the

theatrical district and near the railway stations.

The interference of the car lights with street lighting

forms a twinkling which makes driving uncertain and dan-

gerous, and consequently brings confusion and bad circula-

tion. The lights must be regularly distributed, high lamp-

posts giving light from above, strong but not too freqent,

and where possible in certain central and most congested

districts, two different light disposals (electric and incan-

descent gas), so as to avoid complete darkness in the event

of a temporary stoppage of either.

Regarding the police regulation, it seems that an im-

portant part of congestion is caused by a number of bad
drivers. For the sake of a better traffic, it will become
essential to make the driving passes more difficult to obtain
in order to eliminate the unpracticed chauffeurs from the

circulation.



SUMMARY
The question must not be examined here from the point

of view of the technical difficulties in the methods of trans-

port, but from a general point of view.

The successful establishment of a regional plan will

depend on the attention one gives to the realization of a

rational circulation.

Before the plan is established it is necessary to define

the administrative system of the region, as it is on this

that depend all measures, present and future, assuring that

traffic needs will be met and permitting the use of means
of transport appropriate to these needs. The problem is

therefore of an administrative order.

In the great agglomerations which unite the original

centre with the immediately adjoining boroughs and dis-

tricts the multiplicity of administrative authorities prac-

tically prevents all reforms intended to put at the disposition

of the inhabitants the necessary means of transport. Al-

though the interests of the people are identical, unfortun-

ately they are separated under different administrative

authorities.

The decentralization of population should correspond to

a concentration of administration that gives satisfaction to

the general interests of circulation and transportation.

From the point of view of the town planner the "de-

congestion" may be obtained by the enlargement of roads,

by alterations to the route (also cuttings, etc.) and by
prohibiting certain types of traffic. The distribution of

traffic may sometimes be sufficient: special kinds of traffic,

gyratory traffic at cross roads, traffic limited to certain

hours.

The use of signals is recommended.

Traffic should be so arranged as to continue without

blockages and stops.

Tiamways should disappear from the congested centres,

and in the suburbs should be confined to special tracks.
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Tram rails, heavy autobuses and carts should not be toler-

ated in roads where there is intense traffic.

Parking should not be allowed except where there are

special provisions for it.

The great department stores, large hotels, etc., should

have easily accessible places for parking.

New roads should have a strip of land left unbuilt upon
so that when the traffic increases the road track also may
be increased without great cost. The same applies to roads

bordered by avenues of trees, there should be a clear space

left between the trees and the edge of the road track for

expansion without sacrificing the trees.

Special attention should be given to public lighting in

the streets and to the proper placing of lights, e.g., powerful

high lights that are not too numerous. In the congested
centres there should be alternative lighting services (gas

and electric) in case of breakdown.

Inefficient drivers of vehicles should be eliminated.

SOMMAIRE
D'un point de vue general la question de la circulation

ne doit pas etre examinee ici en ce qui concerne les difficul-

tes techniques des modes de transport.
Du soin que Ton mettra a la realisation d'une circula-

tion rationnelle dependra toute entreprise d'amenagement
regional.

Avant meme que soit etabili le plan, il y a lieu de definir

le regime administratif de la region, car c'est de celui-ci

que dependent toutes mesures presentees et a venir, assur-

ant les besoins de circulation et permettant Temploi des

moyens de transport appropries a ces besoins.

Le probleme est done d'ordre administratif.

Dans les grandes agglomerations actuelles, englobant un
centre initial et des communes limitrophes, la multiplicity
des autorites administratives empeche pratiquement toute

reforme destinee a mettre a la disposition des habitants les

moyens de transport reclames, alors que- les interets de la
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population sont identiques, malgre qu'ils soient repartis sur

des territoires administratifs differents.

La decentralisation des habitants doit correspondre a

une concentration administrative permettant de donner

satisfaction aux interets generaux de la circulation et des

transports.

Du point de vue du "Town Planner," la "decongestion"

peut etre obtenue par Telargissement des voies, par le re-

coupement de celle-ci et aussi par 1'interdiction d'un certain

volume de circulation.

La repartition de la circulation peut suffir parfois: cir-

culation a sens unique, circulation giratoire aux carrefours,

circulation limitee a certaines heures, etc

L'emploi de signaux est a recommander.

La circulation doit pouvoir etre continue partout.

Les tramways doivent disparaitre dans les centres con-

gestionnes et souvent, dans les faubourgs, etre etablis sui

une partie reservee de la voie. Ne tolerer dans les voies

de trafic intense, ni rails, ni autobus lourds, ni charrettes.

Dans les rues etroites et meme dans les rues de largeur

moyenne, pas de stationnement. Pourvoir les grands maga-
sins, les grands hotels, les grands etablissements de cours

interieures facilement accessibles, en vue d'eviter le station-

nement a Fair libre.

Concevoir les rues nouvelles de telle sorte que les im-

meubles soient precedes d'une bande de terrain non aedifi-

candi jusqu'au moment ou, la circulation augmentant, il soit

possible d'elargir la voie sans proceder a des depenses con-

siderables. Meme remarque en ce qui concerne les avenues

rangees d'arbres; 1'espace entre ceux ci et les constructions

doit etre suffisant pour permettre d'elargir Favenue sans

sacrifies les arbres.

Consacrer Tattention a Teclairage public. Repartir cet

eclairage regulierement. Pylones eleves de grande force

eclairante et peu nombreux. Dans les centres congestionnes :

deux sources de lumiere, Tune suppleant Tautre en cas de

panne ou de reparations.

Eliminer les chauffeurs inexperimentes.



AUSZUG
Die Frage muss hier nicht von dem Standpunkt der

technischen Schwierigkeiten der Transportmetoden betrach-

tet werden, sondern von einem allgemeinen Gesichtspunkt.

Die erfolgreiche Griindung eines Regional-Planes wird

von der Sorgfalt abhangen, die der Realisation einer ration-

ellen Circulation gegeben wird.

Bevor der Plan entwickelt wird muss das administrative

System der Region definiert sein, weil hiervon alle gegen-

wartigen und zukunftigen Massnahmen abhangen die guar-

antieren, dass die Anforderungen des Verkehrs gelost

werden, und die auch die Anwendung der diesen Anfor-

derungen entsprechenden Transportmittel ermoglichen.

Folglich ist dieses Problem administrativer Natur.

In den grossen Agglomerationen, die das ursprimgliche
Centrum mit den nachstliegenden Gemeinden vereinigen,

verhindert die Vielfaltigkeit der administrativen Organe
tatsachlich alle Reformen, welche den Einwohnern die

notigen Transportmittel zur Verfiigung stellen sollten.

Obgleich die Interessen der Bevolkerung identisch sind, sind

sie leider unter verschiedenen Administrationen geteilt.

Der Dezentralisation der Bevolkerung sollte eine Con-
centration der Administration entsprechen, die die allge-

meinen Verkehrs- und Transport-Bedurfnisse befriedigen
wiirde.

Vom Standpunkt der Stadte-Planierung (Town planner)
kann die Entladung ("decongestion") erreicht werden durch
die Verbreiterung der Wege, durch Verlegung der Verkehrs-

richtung (auch durch Verkiirzung, etc.) und durch das Ver-
bot gewisser Verkehrstypen. Die Verteilung des Traffiks

mag in gewissen Fallen geniigen: specielle Arten von Ver-

kehrsmitteln, Kreistraffic (gyratory traffic) an Kreuzwegen
Beschrankung des Verkehrs auf gewisse Stunden.

Der Gebrauch von Signalen ist empfohlen.

Der Verkehr sollte so angeordnet sein, dass er ohne

Stauungen und Unterbrechungen verlaufen kann.
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Strassenbahnen sollten aus den iiberfullten Centren ver-

schwinden und sollten in den Vororten auf specielle Geleise

beschrankt sein. Strassenbahn-Geleise, schwere Auto-

Omnibusse und Lastwagen sollten auf Wegen, wo intensiver

Verkehr herrscht, nicht gelitten werden.

Das Abstellen von Automobilen sollte nicht gestattet

werden, mit Ausnahme solcher Orte, wo specielle Vorrich-

tungen dafiir vorhanden sind.

Die grossen Handelshauser, die grossen Hotels, etc.,

sollten leicht erreichbare Orte fiir das Abstellen von Auto-

mobilen haben.

Neue Wege sollten einen unbebauten Streifen iibrig

lassen, so dass sie ohne grosse Unkosten verbreitert werden
konnen wenn der Verkehr zunimmt. Dasselbe bezieht sich

auf Wege, die auf den Seiten Baumreihen haben; in diesen

Fallen sollte freier Raum zwischen den Baumen und dem
Wegrande gelassen werden, so dass der Weg verbreitert

werden kann ohne dass man die Baume zu opfern braucht.

Besondere Aufmerksamkeit sollte auf die offentliche

Strassenbeleuchtung gerichtet werden und gleichfalls auf

die richtige Stellung der Lichtkorper, d.h. machtige hohe

Lichtkorper, die nicht zu zahlreich sind. In den belebten

Centren sollte zweifache Beleuchtung eingerichtet werden

(Gas and Electrizitat) im Falle einiger Beschadigung.

Ungeiibte Wagenfuhrer sollten verboten sein.



ARTERIAL ROADS
G. L. PEPLER

Past President British Town Planning Institute

and

DR. JOSEPH BRIX

Regierungsrat, Professor at Technical High School,
Berlin-Charlottenburg

INTRODUCTION

We had prefaced our specific information and proposals,

by an introduction, partly historical, dealing with the na-

ture of roads and road traffic; referring to the increasing

danger to life and limb; making clear how material pros-

perity and welfare depend on facility of communication;

emphasizing that a solution of the problem could only be

found by dealing with the matter as part of the larger

problem of regional or town planning development. Be-

cause of the limits of space, we are holding over this mat-

ter, which has many lessons for us today, for a more favor-

able opportunity.

PART I.

PRACTICE.

Systems. Before attempting to study recent evolution

in arterial road practice and examples of roads that have

been constructed, or are projected, it will be well briefly to

examine some forms of existing road systems.

There are broadly two main types: (a) Checkerboard,

(b) Spider's-web. Limits of space compel us to omit our

analysis of these two main systems, but, briefly it may be

said that the former represents principally pioneer or colo-

nial development, and the latter, of which Paris is the best

example, a later form that takes more account of commu-
nity needs. Emphasis must be laid on the value of a wide
inner ring (as at Vienna, Frankfort, Nuremberg, and many
other German towns) , with roads radiating therefrom and

perhaps other rings further out. The value of this inner
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ring consists not only in that it offers a splendid buffer that

shelters the core from concentration of traffic
;
not only be-

cause of its charm as a boulevard, or as a place for public

buildings, but also because it may save the old core from

destruction by reconstruction that otherwise would be neces-

sary to make space for adequate freedom of movement, and

makes a starting out place for new developments to meet

new conditions, without destroying the character or charm
of the original nucleus.

In his road plans for Liverpool, Mr. J. A. Brodie, the

City Engineer, and a pioneer in arterial road projects, ap-

plies the following theory, illustrated on accompanying dia-

gram No. 1, as far as it can be adapted to local geographical
circumstances and subject to the effect of previous building

developments :

Radial roads, having a minimum width of 120 ft.

(36.6 M) from 1/2 to % mile apart, linked with circumfer-

ential roads of similar width, approximately 1 mile apart.

This makes the framework of arterial roads, the width of

which is sufficient to allow of a special tramway track in

the center with a carriageway on each side and crossing

places at quarter-mile intervals, and the intervening areas

are divided into approximately % mile distances by roads

80 ft. (24.4M) in width, and again subdivided by roads 60

ft. (18.3 M) wide. This deals with all through traffic and
the roads within the areas thus surrounded are, in residen-

tial districts, laid out so as to discourage through traffic. In

providing for the further growth of a large city, Mr. Brodie

would increase the width of 120 ft. so as to allow room for

express lines of tramway or electric railway to the out-

skirts, sunk just below the level of the roadway in open
cutting, so that express traffic could pass under the road-

way traffic without interruption at the intersecting points.

The same idea of the express tram, or light railway in cut-

ting, was one of the proposals made by Professor Brix in

his winning design for the Greater Berlin Town Planning
Competition, 1911 see Sheet No. 5.
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Mr. A. Comey, of U. S. A., has propounded the theory
of a system of State planned roads, linking up centers of

population. The towns are to expand along these roads, and

the intervening wedges of land are to be starved of commu-
nications so that they may remain open and available for

food production and recreation. A somewhat similar idea

of a long town tied to a road, is being put in practice near

Madrid, called the "Ciudad Lineal." See Sheet No. 3.

Types. We have divided these roughly into groups, each

illustrated by a few examples. The authors much regret

that limitations of time and space make it necessary severe-

ly to restrict the number of examples quoted, and still more
the number illustrated.

(1) Connecting Large Towns. The difficulty here is.

not, as a rule, the absence of communication, but the enor-

mous variation in load, and the closing in of buildings in

the proximity of towns. France was exceptionally fortu-

nate in her system of roads planned nationally long before

the recent huge increase of road traffic. In most other

countries road development has been much more fortuitous,

and drastic proposals have now to be made for widening
existing roads, or constructing new ones. Of such projects
the following may be quoted : (The following abbreviations

are used: C. W.=Carriageway, F. P.=Footpath, G. M.=
Grass Margin.)

Ruhr Region: Principal road 34 M (111 ft. 6 ins.)

wide= Central C. W. for through traffic, 10 M. wide (32 ft.

9 ins.) ; strip for tram on either side, 3.8 M. (12 ft. 6 ins) ;

C. W. on either side for local traffic, 5 M. (16 ft. 5 ins.)

two F. Ps., 3.2 M. (10 ft. 6 ins.) ; Building Lines, each 5 M.

(16 ft. 5 ins.).

Birmingham: Mr. Humphries, the City Engineer, has

propounded the following for a through Communication
Road. 150 ft. (45.8 M.)=Central C. W. for fast traffic 40

ft. (12.2 M.) ; Tramway strip on either side, 15 ft. (4.6 M.) ;

C. W. each side for slow traffic 20 ft. (6.1 M.) ; F. P., G. M.,,

20 ft. (6.1 M.).
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Birmingham to Wolverhampton, 10 miles (16 Kilos)

long; 100 ft. (30.6 M.) wide=C. W. 40 ft. (12.2 M.) ; two
G. M., each 20 ft. (6.1 M.) ; two F. P., each 10 ft. (3 M.).

Middlesbrough to Redcar (Proposal of Messrs. Aber-

crombie & Adshead to South Tees-side Joint Committee),
120 ft. (36.6 M.)=F. P. 10 ft. (3 M.) ; G. M. 10 ft. 3 ins.

(3.1 M.), C. W. 40 ft. (12.2 M.), strip reserved for tram-

ways, 30 ft. 9 ins. (9.4 M.), Service C. W. 16 ft. (4.9 M.) ;

F. P. 13 ft. (4 M.).

Manchester Radial Road, 100 ft. (30.6 M.)=Central

strip for tramway, 28 ft. (8.5 M.) ; C. W. of 20 ft. (6.1 M.)
on either side, F. P. and G. M., on either side, 16 ft.

(4.9 M.).

Bradford Arterial Road, 100 ft. (30.6 M.)=C. W. 40 ft.

(12.2 M.) ;
on one side strip for tramway 18 ft. (5.5 M.),

flanked on either side by G. M. each 9 ft. wide (2.75 M.) ;

F. Ps. 10 ft. (3 M.) and one extra G. M. 4 ft. (1.2 M.).

West Middlesex (Proposal of Messrs. Adams & Thomp-
son to Joint Committee), 120 ft. (36.6 M.)=C. W. 40 ft.

(12.2 M.) ; two service roads 16 ft. (4.9 M.) ; two F. Ps. of

8 ft. (2.45 M.) ; two G. M. of 6 ft. (1.8 M.) and two G. M.

of 10 ft. (3 M.).

Zurich to Thalwil (road proposed in report on Zurich

Town Planning Competition, by the Assessors, of whom
Professor Brix was one), 96 ft. (29.25 M.) ; Motor Track

19 ft. 6 ins. (6 M.) ;
two C. W., each 18 ft. 9 ins. (5.75 M.) ;

Tram Track 15 ft. (4.5 M.) ; one F. P. 12 ft. 3 ins. (3.75

M.) ; one F. P. 10 ft. (3.5 M.).

In Italy a road reserved solely for motor traffic is to be

constructed, 53 miles (85 Kilos) long, from Milan to the

Lakes, the width is to be 46 ft. (14 M.), and there will be

no footways.

A similar road has been proposed in England from Lon-

don to Liverpool, but not yet accepted; width to be 50 ft.

(15.3 M.) in first instance, but land reserved to make pos-

sible an ultimate width of 65 ft. (20 M.).
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In England the Ministry of Transport have recently

suggested a minimum width of 60 ft. (18.3 M.) ; C. W. 30

ft. (9.1 M.) ; two F. Ps., each 8 ft. (2.45 M.) ; two G. M.,

each 7 ft. (2.1 M.).

(2) Bypass Roads. These are roads constructed

parallel to existing arterial roads, in order to relieve them
of traffic. It has been found a more economical and less

disturbing method than to widen the existing road and

sometimes also it makes it possible to preserve the charac-

ter of the existing road, through a pretty village, and save

beautiful old buildings.

One of the first of such roads projected in England was
the Brentford Bypass, 8 miles long, known as the

Great West Road, 120 ft. (36.6 M.) wide; C. W. 50 ft

(15.3 M.) ; G. Ms. 25 ft. (7.6 M.) ; F. Ps. 10 ft. (3 M.).

Birmingham, Bypass to Warwick Road, 120 ft. (36.6

M.) ; central strip for tramways, 33 ft. (10 M.) ; C. W. 24

ft. (7.3 M.), on either side; on each side for F. P. and
G. M., 19 ft. 6 ins. (6 M.).

Watford Bypass, 16 miles (25.6 Kilos) long; 100 ft.

(30.6 M.), central C. W. 30 ft. (9.1 M.) ; two G. Ms. 20
ft. (6.1 M.) ; two F. Ps. 10 ft. (3 M.) ; two G. M. 5 ft.

(1.5 M.) next fence.

(3) Ring Road. Ring Strasse, Vienna, 188 ft. 6 ins.

(57.5 M.) ; central C. W. 49 ft. (15 M.), flanked on each
side by treeplanted strip 29 ft. 3 ins. (9 M.) wide, two
Service Roads, each 21 ft. (6.4 M.) wide; and two F. Ps.,
each 19 ft. 6 ins (6 M.) wide.

Le Boulevard Circulaire, Brussels, 247 ft. (75.3 M.) ;

central road 95 ft. (29 M.) ; one side roadway 36 ft. 6 ins.

(11 M.) ; another side roadway 26 ft. (8 M.) ; promenade
space 89 ft. 6 ins. (27.3 M.).

Leeds, 125 ft. (38 M.) ; central strip for tramways 31
ft. (9.5 M.) ; flanked on each side by C. W. 27 ft. (8.23 M.) ;

tfo G. M., each 13 ft. 6 ins. (4.1 M.) ; two F. Ps., each 6 ft.
9 ins. (2 M.).

Liverpool, Queen's Drive, varies from 108 ft. (33 M )
to 140 ft. (42.7 M.).
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(4) Connecting Parts of a Large Town.

Queen's Boulevard, New York City, 200 ft. (61 M.) ;

main C. Ws., each 34 ft. (10.4 M.), on either side of central

refuge, 6 ft. (1.8 M.) ; flanking tram and tree strips, each

18 ft. (5.5 M.) ; side roads 25 ft. (7.6 M.) ;
F. Ps. 20 ft.

(6.1 M.).
South Bend, Indiana, U S. A., in 1924 the City Plan

Commission adopted the following proposals of Mr. Har-

land Bartholomew: Principal Radial Thoroughfares, mini-

mum width 100 ft. (30.6 M.), intended for 8 lines of traf-

fic; Central Tramway 20 ft. (6.1 M.) ; C. W., each side 26

ft. (8 M.) ; each F. P. 14 ft. (4.3 M.).

Cross communication streets, minimum width 80 ft.

(24.4 M.), intended for 6 lines of traffic; 20 ft. (6.1 M.) in

center for tramways, where required; 17ft. (5.2 M.) ; C. W.
each side; 13 ft. (4 M.) each side for F. P. and G. M.

Richard Weiss, of Dresden, has advocated a street 24 M.

wide (78 ft. 8 ins.), divided as follows: Central strip for

tramway 9 M. (29 ft. 6 ins.) ; C. W. on each side, 5 M. (16
ft. 5 ins.) ; each F. P. 2:5 M. (8 ft. 3 ins.). He puts 9 M.

(29 ft. 6 ins.) as the minimum width for tramway strip, in

order to allow standing places for passengers.

In his winning design for the Greater Berlin Competi-

tion, Professor Brix introduced a road with surface tram-

ways and with railway in cutting: 52 M. (171 ft.) ; two
C. W., with tram line at side of each, 10 M. (33 ft.) ; F. Ps.,

5 M. (16 ft. 5 ins.) ; central railway in cutting, 22 M. (72

ft.). See Sheet No. 5.

He has also proposed a road 45 M. (147 ft. 6 ins.) wide,

made up as follows. Elevated Railway in centre, with

trams below, 8 M. (26 ft.) ; on either side, F. P. 4.5 m. (15

ft.) ; next, tree to hide trams and elevated, and on one side

cycle track, 4 M. (13 ft.) and on the other a track for

equestrians, 4 M. (13 ft.) ; two C. W., each 6 M. (19 ft.

6 ins.) ; two F. P., each 4 M. (13 ft.) .

Middlesborough to Redcar: This road, 120 ft. (36.6

M.) wide, described above, was designed as a dividing road

between residential and industrial areas.
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(5) Parkways.

Champs Elysees:, 261 ft. (80 M.) ; C. W. 114 ft. (34.7

M.) ; service roads, each 58 ft. 6 ins. (17.8 M.) ; F. P., each

15ft. (4.6 M.).
Ocean Parkway, New York City, 210 ft. (64 M.) ; cen-

tral C. W. 70 ft. (21.3 M.) ; promenade on either side 30 ft.

(9.1 M.) ; two C. W. 25 ft. (7.6 M.) ;
F. P. 15 ft. (4.6 M.) .

F. Ps., each 4 M (13 ft.) . See Sheet No. 5.

Fifth Avenue, New York City, 100 ft. (30.6 M.) ; C. W.
55 ft. (17 M.) ; F Ps. 22 ft. 6 ins. (6.8 M.).

Kingsway, London, 100 ft. (30.6 M.) ; C. W. 60 ft. (18.3

M.) ; F. Ps. each 20 ft. (6.1 M.) ; double line of trams in

subway. The C. W. is actually divided into two by the

raised entrance to subway, 12 ft. (3.7 M.), and the line of

motors parked in centre. This leaves width of 24 ft. (7.3

M.) on either side. Recently, on a motor omnibus, I over-

took a moving lorry as it was passing a vehicle standing

by the side, making three abreast. There was just enough
room.

Nesser St., Cologne. In addition to connecting parts of

a large town, this street continues into the open country,
and its width and the disposition of its parts vary accord-

ingly. The cross section in a residential part of the City
is as follows: 42 M. (137 ft. 4 ins.) ; central C. W. 10 M.
(33 ft.) ; separate tramway track on one side, with margin,
10 M. (33 ft.) ; on other side of C. W., tree-planted strip
4 M. (13 ft.) ; two service C. W., each 5 M. (16 ft. 5 ins.) ;

two F. Ps., each 4 M. (13 ft.).

(6) Street separating Industrial and Residential Areas.

Birmingham: Mr. Humphries, the City Engineer, has

proposed a street of this type : 188 ft. (57.3 M.) wide ; park-
way strip in center 100 ft. (30.6 M.) ; 24 ft. (7.3 M.) C. W.
on either side, flanked by F. P. and G. M., for which 20 ft.,

(6.1 M) is provided in each case.

Unter den Linden, 193 ft. (59 M.) ; central parkway
divided into carriage drive 37 ft. 6 ins. (11.4 M.) and two
tree-planted promenades, each 11 ft. 3 ins. (3.4 M.) ; strip
for equestrians 13 ft. (4 M.) ; C. W. on one side 42 ft. (12.8
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M.) and on the other 32 ft. (9.8 M.) ; one F. P. 26 ft. (8 M.) ,

and another 20 ft. (6.1 M.).

Bismark Strasse, Charlottenburg, 164 ft. (50.0 M.) ;

central C. W. 35 ft. 9 ins. (10.9 M.), with underground

railway in subway; strip for tramway 29 ft. 2 ins. (8.9 M.) ;

strip for equestrians 21 ft. 5 ins. (6.5 M.) ; side C. W., each

18 ft. (5.5 M.) ; F. Ps. 20 ft. 10 ins. (6.35 M.). Four lines

of trees.

Cours du Prado, Marseilles, 220 ft. (67 M.) ; central

C. W. 59 ft. (18 M.), with trams at side; on either side

promenade, each with three lines of trees, 54 ft. (16.6 M.) ;

two service roads, each 26 ft. 6 ins. (8 M.).

Muirhead Avenue, Liverpool, 220 ft. wide (67 M.) ; cen-

tral park strip 104 ft. wide (31.7 M.) ; on one side of this,

space for trams 29 ft. (9 M.) ; on either side C. W. 27 ft.

(8.23 M.) ; F. Ps., each 10 ft. (3 M.), and one extra G. M.
13 ft. (4 M.).

Professor Brix has proposed a Parkway 45 M. (147 ft.

6 ins.) wide, made up as follows : Central promenade, lined

with trees, and with G. M., 9 M. (29 ft. 6 ins.) ; equestrian

strip, and cyclist track, each 4 M. (13 ft.) ; tram track on
either side, 4 M. (13 ft.) ; two C. W., each 6 M. (19 ft. 6

ins.) ; F. Ps. 4 M. (13 ft.) . See Sheet No. 5.

Fairmount, Philadelphia, cut diagonally through the

City, at a cost of over $17,000,000, to link up certain parks
and squares, is 6,300 ft. (2 Kilos) in length, and the boule-

vard varies in width from 140 ft. (42.7 M.) to 250 ft.

(76 M.).

Street Junctions. The holding up of cross traffic is the

chief cause of delay, and numerous suggestions have been

made for avoiding this difficulty and also to minimize the

danger of accident.

Superimposed Street. In 1906 Mons. Eng. Henard of

Paris proposed an ambitious scheme of carrying one thor-

oughfare over another, and the same idea, on more modest

lines, has recently been put forward again in London by Sir

Alfred Yarrow, who offered to construct an experimental
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crossing. On the whole, up to the present, the difficulties

in the way of such a proposal, and its expense, have pre

vented its adoption.

Hit and Miss. The basis of this principle is that right

of way should be given to the traffic traversing the more

important street. To achieve this an obstruction is delib-

erately placed in the way of the traffic emerging from the

minor street. The obstacle may take the form of a wide

central obstruction, round each side of which traffic is de-

flected; or a definite break in direction may be made, so

that one minor street does not come exactly opposite an-

other. At present this principle, although having much to

commend it, has not got beyond the theoretical stage in most

countries, but has been put into practice successfully at Bir-

mingham.

As Sir Richard Paget has pointed out, a main feature

of such an arrangement should be width of vision at the

junction and the provision of a place where vehicles can re-

connoitre before crossing or joining the main stream of

traffic.

Convergence. Another plan advocated by Mr. Brodie>

Mr. H. Weiss and other authorities, is to converge minoi

streets and only allow egress to the main street at intervals

of not less than a quarter of a mile, or 500 metres, thereby

diminishing obstructions to the main stream of traffic.

Refuges. Much can be done to deflect traffic into right

channels, and to give sanctuary to pedestrians, by a well-

arranged placing of street refuges. This is a method ad-

vocated by the Metropolitan Police of London, and the Edg-
ware Road is quoted as an example of a street where the

placing of refuges has 'largely eliminated accidents. Need-

less to say, they must be well lighted.

Gyratory. Gyration of traffic is a matter relating more
to traffic control, which is beyond the scope of the paper,

but it will be referred to briefly in the latter part. The

object of good planning should be as far as possible to make
the way easy, safe and simple and to reduce the need for
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control to a minimum. Constant daily police control at

one point is a most expensive matter; capitalized, it may
amount to 9,000, and that must be taken into account in

reckoning the cost of an improvement that will save the

need for a supervisor.

PART II.

SUGGESTIONS.

After this brief and necessarily sketchy review of some

examples of practice and theory, let us consider what de-

ductions can be drawn and, further, whether any conclu-

sions of general application can be arrived at.

Systems. In dealing with the arterial road system of

any Region or place, it is useful to reduce the problem to

a diagram, both as regards existing conditions and pro-

posals.

Free circulation of necessary traffic is the object in view
and this can only be achieved by a properly linked up sys-
tem. In order to discover the places that suffer from undue

pressure and the missing links that help to cause it, the

problem should be set out in diagrammatic form both as it

exists and also its ideal solution.

Local conditions and circumstances and factors other

than traffic may make full realization of the ideal impos-

sible, but the advantage of a diagram is that it defines and
focuses attention on the objective.

This is the line of attack when dealing, as in the ma-

jority of cases, with a place or district already largely de-

veloped and where, therefore, existing factors have a pre-

ponderating influence.

To have in mind an ideal preconceived complete system
will not be of very great help in such a case, but the basic

id^a of such a system and particularly some of its details

wiH be of much assistance, and in the rare case of planning
a new town, it may be possible to apply the main theory of

the system as a whole.
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It is, however, of the greatest importance that any such

diagram should be used only as a diagram and there should

be no attempt to force any pattern on a locality. It is es-

sential that the most should be made of all local features,

even to stress local identity, and that monotonous repetition

should be avoided.

Any system must, of course, take into account all forms

of transport, by road, by rail, by water, by air, and, further,

must be designed to meet the varied needs of the place

rather than to attempt to make those needs adapt them-

selves to itself.

It is no part of this paper to deal with zoning, but that

should clearly be the fundamental basis of any system of

communications. For one reason, if there is a zoning plan,

both as regards character and density, the type of local

traffic to be dealt with in each part is known and its prob-

able amount can be estimated. For example, Mr. E. P.

Goodrich has told us with reference to the United States

that the amount of vehicular traffic originating in, and des-

tined to residential districts, is today approximately one

vehicle per day per family ; and that the amount of vehicu-

lar traffic created by industry may be closely approximated
on a square foot basis of land and of floor space thus em-

ployed.

He also suggests that the main thoroughfares in single

family residence districts should be spaced not to exceed

3,000 ft. (915 M.) apart; 2,000 ft. (610 M.) in two-family
house districts, and 1,250 ft. (381 M.) in multi-family house

districts.

Mr. Goodrich's suggestions might be compared with

those of Mr. Brodie, to which earlier reference was made.

On grounds of economy and amenity it is desirable, as

far as possible, to conduct road traffic ; that is, to lay down
convenient lines for the main streams, which will be of

liberal width, and to design the road plan of the interven-

ing areas, where they are residential, so that through traf-

fic may be discouraged, and in all cases so that the traffic
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of the roads from them may not impede the flow of the

main streams.

This last point suggests converging feeder roads to

crossing places on the arterial roads, at intervals not closer

than one quarter of a mile (402 M.). This method is par-

ticularly important where tramways on separate track are

laid along the main road, as the reduction of stopping and

crossing places enables high speeds to be maintained.

Too much convergence of main streets is a thing to be

avoided, as free circulation will thereby be impeded. It Is

essential that at all points of junction ample space should

be provided not only to facilitate circulation, but particu-

larly to allow width of vision so that the element of surprise

may be eliminated, and siding accommodation supplied,

where emerging traffic may, if expedient, stay for a mo-
ment in safety, waiting to join the stream at a favorable

moment, so that its flow may not be impeded. Unless the

system planned provides for unimpeded flow of the main

streams, by eliminating checks from converging or cross-

ing traffic, it is waste of money to provide great widths for

the main arteries.

A suggested system is indicated on the accompanying

diagram (Sheet No. 2), which incorporates the idea, recom-

mended by Dr. Unwin, of dividing up the town into a series

of well-defined wards, more or less self-contained as re-

gards the minor public buildings, so that local identity may
be enhanced and good citizenship encouraged because the

inhabitants will not feel lost in a huge unarticulated

agglomeration.

The town and its wards should provide accommodation

for about 140,000 inhabitants, and their industries, a place

quite large enough to support first class cultural institu-

tions. Also the parts are compact and, therefore, economy
is achieved in respect to roads and other public services;

the usual ugly sprawl over the countryside is avoided and

plenty of land for recreation and food production lies at

hand.
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An important point is the wide inner circle [say 163 ft.

(49.7 M.), or 250 ft. (76.2 M.), if including a railway in

cutting], with a diameter of about three-quarters of a mile

(1207 M.), enclosing the main center of the town. This

should not only be made into a parkway, so that all enter-

ing the center may enjoy a glimpse of green, and the busi-

ness man may have a pleasant promenade accessible in his

luncheon hour, but also it should form the means of cir-

culating all omnibus or tram traffic, none of which should

be allowed to pass inside this girdle to cause congestion of

the busy center. Public buildings and theatres placed in

this circle would not only have a fine setting, but the trans-

port of the crowds that thronged them would be enormously
facilitated.

Another important planning point is the provision of

playgrounds within easy reach of all houses, inter alia so

that children may have places to play in other than the

streets, and a grave traffic danger may thereby be removed.

The principal dimensions are figured on the diagram

and, therefore, need not be referred to in the text, but once

again it is well to emphasize that it is only a diagram, shown

principally to suggest the spacing of main arteries, and

nothing so hard and fast, even as a framework, is suggested
as a place fit for human habitation.

Many items of a town are purposely omitted from the

diagram, and all detailed planning by which any amount
of variety could be introduced.

Contours, a river, or an existing railway, are a few of

the factors that would modify its application profoundly.

Types. We now propose to make some suggestions with

reference to the various types of arterial road that have

already been referred to, both as to width and for what

purposes and how that width should be allocated. Atten-

tion must, however, first be given to some general con-

siderations and in particular to principles and factors that

govern the component units by which the width is built up.
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General Design. The conclusions of the Fourth Interna-

tonal Road Congress held at Seville, in 1923, may be ac-

cepted with reference to the principal objects to be sought,

viz.: Avoidance of steep gradients, the provision of curves

of long radius, good visibility and the minimum of cross-

fall. At the First National Conference on Street and High-

way Safety, held in the United States, in December, 1924,

it was agreed that grades in excess of 6 per cent. (1 in 17)

should be avoided and that highways of primary impor-
tance should not have curves of less than 300 ft. (92 M.)
radius.

Width. The width of carriageway must depend on the

widths of vehicles and the number of lines of traffic that

it is desired to accommodate, which will depend on national

and local circumstances and habits.

Unfortunately in most countries there is no general con-

trol in respect to the widths of vehicles and, therefore, to

some extent this factor is an unknown quantity.

The Fourth International Road Congress agreed that

the maximum width overall should not exceed 2.50 M., or

about 8 ft. 2 ins.

In England the width of vehicles licensed to ply for hire,

such as omnibuses and charabancs, is controlled, and in the

Metropolitan Police Area of London omnibuses are limited

to a width of 7 ft. 2 ins. (2.2 M.) and the turning circle

must not exceed 60 ft. (18.3 M.) ; the turning circle of a cab

must not exceed 25 ft. (7.6 M.).

The following are the overall widths of typical road

vehicles in use in England:

Steam Lorry 7 ft. (2.1 M.)
Ford Car 5 ft. 7 ins. (1.7 M.)
Motor Omnibus... . 7 ft. 2 ins. (2.2 M.)
Taxicab 5 ft. 2 ins. (1.75 M.)
Motor Lorry 6 ft. (1.8 M.)

(3-ton)

Furniture Van
Up to 7 ft. 9 ins. (2.4 M.)
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The overall widths in Germany appear to be slightly

less in some cases, but on the whole there is not much dif-

ference; a fire engine measures 2.45 M. (8 ft.).

Measurements taken in the Manchester District have

discovered motor lorries measuring when loaded a width

of 8 ft. 4 ins. (2.5 M.) overall.

The standard unit in England used to be 8 ft. (2.45 M.),

but that is held to have been proved insufficient for modern
traffic on arterial roads, and for that situation the Ministry
of Transport of England have adopted a general standard

unit of 10 ft. (3 M.) per vehicle.

In Germany the standard unit is 2.5 M. (8 ft. 2 ins.),

but in practise, for arterial roads, it is usual to add an extra

metre to the total width ; e. g., for 4 lines, 4 x 2.5 M., plus

1 M., equals 11 M., total width of C. W., which is equivalent

to 4 units of 9 ft. (2.75 M.).

After considerable discussion at the Town Planning In-

stitute, on a paper read by G. L. Pepler, in 1921, most were

agreed that 9 ft. (2.75 M.) was a reasonable unit for gen-
eral application.

The proposals that follow are based on a unit of 9 ft.

(2.75 M.) per vehicle.

Tramways. The laying of tramway rails on a roadway
is now generally condemned, and the disadvantages of such

a procedure were referred to in the conclusions of the

Fourth International Road Congress, where the view was

expressed that the tramway should be laid on an indepen-
dent track separated from the area reserved for general
traffic.

A tramway so laid has many advantages: In economy
of construction and maintenance, in speed of service and
smoothness and quietness in running; as can be witnessed
on the many miles of this track laid at Liverpool by Mr.
Brodie.

No other form of tramway than on a track separate
from the C. W. should be allowed on new arterial roads

and, therefore, no other form has been provided for in the

suggestions that follow.
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It is an open question as to whether the two tracks

should be kept close together on a raised strip in or near

the center of the road, or should be so laid one on a strip

each side of the road, or in some cases in cutting. Engi-
neers differ in opinion and one form may be suitable in one

case and the other in another.

If the bulk of the road traffic is predominantly, or on

frequent occasions, one-way, it is a mistake to divide the

roadway and in such cases one-side or each side of the car-

riageway is indicated as best for the tramway strip or

strips.

Subject to this consideration, the majority of opinion in

England appears to favour the central track on the grounds
that people living in houses fronting the road prefer to

have the trams as far from their front doors as possible;

also they desire for their private motors direct access to

the carriageway; also it is convenient for road vehicles to

be able to pull up to the side curb.

The unit of width will vary according to whether the

strip has to carry a double or single track.

The gauge of the English track is 4 ft. 8% ins. (1.4 M.),
with 4 ft. (1.2 M.) between, or 13 ft. 5 ins. (4 M.) overall

for the double track. In addition 5 ft. (1.5 M.) are re-

quired on either side, at stopping places for waiting and

alighting passengers. This gives a net requirement of 23 ft.

5 ins. (7 M.). It is, however, desirable that a screen of

trees should be planted on each side and to allow room for

this it is wise to provide a total width of 40 ft. (12.2 M.)
for the tramway strip, where double-decked trams are in

use, as in England.

To allow adequate margins for the single track it is de-

sirable to reserve a strip at least 15 ft. (4.6 M.) wide.

Road in Cutting. It is often an economical plan to ex-

cavate for the carriageway only, keeping the footpaths at

the top of the banks; the banks may be planted and made
into an attractive feature and pedestrians are sheltered

from the bustle of road traffic. This principle may also be
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extended by taking service roads to the houses, set back
from the tops of the banks: An example by Dr. Heiligen-
that is illustrated on Sheet No. 5.

Footpaths. Later in the paper in dealing with Arterial

Roads connecting large towns, page 20, we give reasons

why F. P. and G. M. should together be at least 20 ft. on

each side of wide roads where sewers, water, gas and elec-

tricity mains, etc. will be duplicated. Also under the head-

ing "Connecting Parts of a Large Town," we refer to the

need for adequate widths to ensure the safety and comfort
of pedestrians, and with reference to grass margins recom-

mend the minimum width of 5 ft. (1.5 M.). As to widths
of footpaths that require paving in the various types of

arterial roads, the wise plan is to secure ample width in

the first instance, to meet possible ultimate requirements,
but to pave in the first instance only the width needed
then.

The average width of a standing person is 0.7 M. (2 ft.

3 ins.) and to pass one another in comfort a margin of 0.2 M.
(8 ins.) is required. An open umbrella measures 1.10 M.

(3 ft. 7 ins.) net, therefore a sensible unit to adopt is at

least 1 M. (3 ft. 3 ins.), or possibly 3 ft., allowing for over-

lap of umbrellas (a most unpleasant if infrequent experi-

ence). The occasional encroachment of lamp-post or pillar
box can be disregarded.

The old method in England was to make the F. P. a pro-

portion of the total width of street, but clearly the unit

method is the only sound one.

Adopting the unit of 1 M. (3 ft. 3 ins.) or at least 3 ft.,

we find that for busy streets where people want to pass in

a hurry, 2 M. (6 ft. 6 ins.) or 6 ft. is the minimum space
that should be paved. Four units, 4 M. (13 ft.) at least, will

be required in commercial or shopping streets. In purely
residential areas, where the density of families to the acre
does not exceed 12, or in rural roads, the margin per person
may be dropped and this width may be reduced to a mini-
mum of 4 ft. 6 ins. (1.4 M.) provided that there is a grass
margin in addition.
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Cycle Tracks. The Cyclist is no wider than the pedes-
trian and usually carries no umbrella, but requires a some-

what greater margin of safety. Two cyclists can pass in

6 ft. (1.8 M.). Should tliere be moving vehicles on either

side of them, it would be wise to allow 6 ft. 6 ins. (2 M.).

Horse Tracks. Man and horse measures 0.8 M. (2 ft. 7

ins.) across, to allow safe passing unit of 1.20 M. (4 ft.)

is advisable.

1. Connecting Large Towns. Such a road, although

having a predominant purpose will in fact comprise a con-

nected series of units, varying according to immediate local

circumstances.

As it nears the centre of either town, the load of traffic

will increase greatly, as much local traffic will be present;
it may in turn pass through residential, industrial, and

agricultural areas; on part of its length a tramway may be

required. The load of traffic will also be greatly affected by
the distance apart of the towns to be connected.

In considering the effect of such changes, we have as-

sumed that the arterial road plan will be part of a general
town planning scheme, including zoning. If this were not

the case, the only safe thing to do would be to provide
for the maximum possible throughout the entire length
which would be very extravagant.

Another point relating to general planning arises from
the fact that in order to secure good grades for new ar-

terial roads a considerable amount of cut and fill may be

required. Where this is the case, it is important to re-

serve entrances for tributary roads at points where the ap-

proach is on the level, free from high embankment or deep

cutting.

It is always a nuisance to have public services such as

sewers, water, gas, electricity, or telephone, pipes or cables

running under the carriageway, as the weight of traffic

involves risk of fracture, unless the services are laid deep,

and also it necessitates breaking up the road surface for

connections or repairs. This is especially the case where
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the carriageway is constructed of reinforced concrete. This

indicates the desirability of duplicating service mains on

either side of the road. Moreover, this becomes an economic

necessity when the road is wide, otherwise the length of

connections becomes a serious charge on the developers of

the frontage land.

The space necessary to preserve in the road width, on

either side for duplicated service mains was gone into

closely by officials of the Leeds Corporation and they came
to the conclusion that 20 ft. (6.1 M.) was required on each

side clear of the carriageway.

Near the business center of a large town, at least six

lines of vehicular traffic must be provided for, and prob-

ably on the type of arterial road we are discussing, provision
should be made for trams.

To meet the above requirements our total road will be

comprised as follows:

(A) Central separate strip for tramways, with trees

on either side 40 ft. (12.2 M.) ; C. W. on either side 27 ft.

(8.23 M.) ; F. P. on either side, sufficient to cover duplicated
service mains, 20 ft. (6.1 M.). Total width 134 ft. (say
41 M.).

If the arterial road next continues through a residential

area, it must be remembered that it will still carry traffic

between towns, such as lorries, &c. To allow for six lines

of vehicular traffic may not be absolutely necessary, and

probably as regards general traffic, a central carriageway
36 ft. (11 M.) wide would meet the case. If there are

trams, however, a difficulty arises: a double carriageway
18 ft. (5.5 M.) wide, each side of the tramway strip would
not meet the case, as each would be somewhat cramped
for a road of this character. If the double tramway strip

were moved to one side, or if a single tramway strip were

placed on either side, no saving in total width would be

achieved, because in order to save interruption of the tram-

way service, a service road for residents would have to be

placed between the frontages and the tramway strip.
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If therefore the to and fro traffic is about equal, there

would seem little point in departing from Section (A),
described above, except to turn part of the Footpath into

Grass Margin. 25 ft. (7.6 M.) Building Lines should also

be prescribed.

If, however, the principal flow of traffic is in one direc-

tion : say a large flow inwards in the morning and a similar

return flow in the evening; or the road leads to a large

sports ground where crowds frequently gather, it may be

advisable to rearrange the section as follows: (B) F. P.

and G. M. 20 ft. (6.1 M.) ; Service C. W. 18 ft. (5.5 M.) ;

strip for trams 40 ft. (12.2 M.) ; Main C. W. 36 ft. (11 M.) ;

F. P. and G. M. 20 ft. (6.1 M.).

Where the road continues through a park or the agri-

cultural belt separating the towns, the circumstances are

changed. Provided that adequate parking places are re-

served at suitable intervals, where people can disembark

for picnics &c., or at view points; stopping traffic is prac-

tically eliminated. In these circumstances therefore it will

probably be wise to pool the space for vehicular traffic, and

service roads will not be necessary. The following section

is suggested: (C) Central C. W. 27 ft. (8.23 M.) ;
Tram-

way strip on either side 15 ft. (4.6 M.) ; G. M. 12 ft. (3.7

M.); F. P. 8 ft. (2.45 M.). Total width 97 ft. (29.7 M.).

Through the agricultural belt a building line of 25 ft.

(7.6 M.) should be prescribed to govern occasional farm

buildings or settlements.

2. By-pass Road. The object of this type of road is, as

its name implies, always the same, but its form will vary

according to circumstances. For example, the Watford By-

pass now being constructed near London will be 16 miles

(25.6 Kilos) long and will bypass a long length of existing

arterial road (an old Roman Road) that has houses, swell-

ing in places into suburbs, fronting most of its length.

Another form is the new road made in the heart of a town,
driven parallel to the existing main road but through in-

ferior property : this will take the character of a wide town
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street and the making of such a street may ensure the

preservation of historic buildings fronting the old highway.
Another form bypasses the near-in suburb; while another

skirts a nice old village the present character of which it

is desired to preserve and therefore its charming but nar-

row streets must be relieved of through traffic.

A most important requirement in connection with a by-

pass Road is that its departure from the main road should

be marked by emphatic sign posts.

In some cases tramways are being provided for in ne\i

Bypass Roads, but probably this will not usually be wise

because the intention is not to disturb the character of the

existing street but to relieve it of passing traffic and to

give freedom of movement to that traffic. If the tram no^
traverses the old street it may therefore remain and con-

tinue to bring the shoppers, who will be able to go about

their business unhampered by traffic flying through.

Usually, therefore, provision will not have to be made
for trams. It is wise to secure ample width, but in the

first instance probably the full width will not have to be

paved. The following example provides an initial C. W. of

27 ft. (8.23 M.), sufficient for 3 lines of traffic, and allows

margin for its ultimate widening to 45 ft. (13.7 M.) 5 lines

of traffic: (D) Central C. W. 27 ft. (8.23 M.) ; G. M. on

either side 19 ft. (5.8 M.) ;
F. P. 10 it. (3 M.). Total width

85 ft. (25.9 M.) ; 25 ft. (7.6 M.) Building Lines. Trees

must be planted clear of any probable future widening.

Close to a big town it would probably be wise to reserve

94 ft. (28.7 M.), allowing ultimately for 6 lines of traffic

in C. W. When a C. W. is as wide as 54 ft. (16.5 M.)

refuges will be necessary at crossing places for pedestrians,
these could be placed 18 ft. (5.5 M.) apart.

3. Ring Road. The primary function of a ring road
is to distribute traffic approaching a town, along the main

arteries, and thus prevent congestion of the centre by traffic

that has no business there. Also if a system of wards
or of satellite towns is adopted, the ring road is a connect-
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ing link between them, and thereby, if a large town be

planned, based on the ward system (see illustration Sheet

No. 2) workers can get to the industrial area, without pass-

ing through the streets in the centre of the town.

The ring road has also an important amenity and prom-
enade function and should be laid out with this in view. It

will link up a system of parks laid out on the approved

wedge principle and thus form a parkway. Where it crosses

the parks it will itself need no embellishment.

The ring road may be divided into two predominant

types, namely, the inner and the outer.

As has been pointed out in the notes on suggested road

systems, if an inner ring road can be laid out encircling a

main centre not more than three-quarters of a mile (1207

M.) in diameter, all tram and bus traffic, and if possible

train, can circulate it and thus serve every part of the

centre without penetrating and confusing its streets. The
railroad would of course have to be in cutting and frequently

bridged. Unfortunately it is only likely to be practicable in

a few cases, when dealing with existing cities, except quite

underground, and therefore is not illustrated in the follow-

ing example.

For an inner ring road in such a situation, the following

dimensions are suggested: (E) Central C. W. for three

lines of fast traffic 27 ft. (823 M.) ; strip on either side

for trams, allowing margin for trees 20 ft. (6.1 M.) ; C. W.
each side for slow, stopping traffic, 2 lines, 18 ft. (5.5 M.) ;

G. M. 10 ft. (3 M.), allows for possible widening of C. W.;
F. P. 20 ft. (6.1 M.) ; total width 163 ft. (49.7 M.).

For an outer ring road, along which there is likely to be

much less traffic than on the inner, but the amenity aspect

of which is of great value, the following section is pro-

posed: (F) central strip for tramway 40 ft. (12.2 M.) ;

C. W. on each side 18 ft. (5.5M.) ; G. M. 10 ft. (3 M.) ; F. P.

10 ft. (3 M.) ; G. M. 10 ft. (3 M.) ; total width 136 ft.

(41.4 M.).
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4. Connecting Parts of a Large Town. In a proper
traffic system, tramways would mainly be confined to the

main radial and ring roads, suggestions for which have al-

ready been illustrated in this article (see examples A. B. C.

F.), and, therefore, it is not proposed to make provision

for them in the type of street we are now dealing with.

Any streets of minor importance are outside the scope

of this paper our attention is confined to main thorough-
fares. In these streets in particular it is essential that

due regard should be paid to the comfort and safety of

pedestrians. It is therefore desirable to reserve ample
widths of footpaths. In commercial or shopping areas the

whole width can be paved, and also in industrial zones,

where large numbers of employees daily throng to and from
work at certain hours. Where the same street continues

through a residential area part of the space can be laid out

as a grass margin. Unless a grass margin is wide (at least

5 ft. (1.5M.) its purpose is not recognized and the passer-by
takes no care to preserve it. Also there must be enough
width paved to allow passing in comfort, without stepping
on to the grass. Some protection is afforded if the trees are

planted on the inside of the grass margin next the foot-

way. This can be done if there is a good building line. It

is wise therefore to reserve a width of 20 ft. (6.1 M.) for

each sidewalk.

In a place laid out on a sound system, traffic will be

more evenly distributed than is the case in many of our

existing towns; also buildings of great height with extra-

ordinary traffic needs, will not be encouraged. The follow-

ing suggested examples are based on the assumption that

they will form part of a proper system. In rectifications

to an existing town greater widths may be necessary, and
can be calculated by multiplying the units according to the

load of traffic that has to be dealt with. In the example
given, provision is made for six lines of vehicles, which
should allow ample freedom of movement in a road of this

character. Refuges for pedestrians would be required at

crossing places:
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(G) Through Commercial or Industrial Area: C. W.
54 ft. (16.5 M.) ; F. P. 20 ft. (6.1 M.) ; total width 94 ft.

(28.7 M.).

(H) Through Residential Area : C. W. 54 ft. (16.5 M.) ;

G. M. 10 ft. (3 M.) ; F. P. 10 ft. (3 M.) ; total width 94 ft.

(28.7 M.).

Possibly in the first instance it would be enough to con-

struct the C. W. 36 ft. wide (11 M.), sufficient for four lines

of vehicles, in which case the G. M. would be increased.

5. Separating Industrial from Residential Area. In

such a street the aim is not only visible separation of the

two functions, but also to make provision on the one hand
for the lively bustle of business and on the other for peace
and quiet for the resident. For this reason the suggested

design is not symmetrical. The road on the business side

need allow for stopping traffic on one side only, therefore

a three-line way should usually suffice. The road on the

residence side should not be continuous for the same length
as the parallel business street, so that fast through traffic

may be discouraged. If arranged in this way a width suffi-

cient for two lines of traffic should be enough.

(J) On business side F. P. 20 ft. (6.1 M.) and C. W. 27

ft. (8.23 M.) ; Parkway strip, traversed longitudinally by

footpaths for promenaders, 100 ft. (30.6 M.) ;
on residence

side C. W. 18 ft. (5.5 M.) ; F. P. and G. M. 12 ft. (3.7 M.) ;

B. L. 25 ft. (7.6 M.). Total width exclusive of Building-

Line 177 ft. (54 M.).

6. Parkways. This is a type of road on which it is not

wise to be dogmatic. The individual predilections of the

designer can be given free rein, subject to the circumstances

of the locality with which he is dealing.

Many of the existing examples, so various in design,

quoted earlier in this paper will be familiar to those present,

but they would perhaps find difficulty in saying exactly

what was the special charm of each. Still less would it be

safe to assume that mere repetition in quite another place

would retain the glamour at present felt.
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We shall, however, probably all agree that ample width

is an essantial desideratum of the parkway. It is in fact

an elongated piece of park making continuous a system, or

else an approach.

It gives scope either for formal or informal treatment,

usually the former. Formal treatment of parts is clearly

indicated in dealing with the main approach road, flanked

by buildings, leading from the heart of a town to an im-

portant park. In more outlying parts, where greater width

can be reserved and flanking buildings are not so evident,

a rather more informal treatment may be suitable.

The nature of the park approached must also be taken

into account: if a large nature reservation, informality is

suggested, but usually even in this case there will be some
formal treatment at the entrance, in which case the ap-

proach should harmonize.

Another form that more use might be made of, as it is

both economical and attractive, is a strip of green leading

out to a nature reservation, or connecting the wild park
or open common. This will be designed entirely for the

pedestrian and will be left quite wild, traversed only by a

footpath perhaps winding its way along the banks of a small

stream, where it will fit in very economically with estate

development. The width reserved for such a strip must de-

pend on local circumstances, but if more cannot economically
be obtained, a width of 100 ft (30.6 M.) is not to be despised.

The Parkway proper is likely to be used by pleasure
traffic that will be predominantly one-way at special times ;

therefore a fairly wide main Carriage Way is desirable.

Provision should also be made for the bicyclist and the

equestrian. A tramway will also make the parks more ac-

cessible to the general public. In all cases tramway strips

should be turfed. Seats should be provided at intervals in

recesses off the F. Ps. in park strips. The equestrian
will desire to be not too close to the tram. Service Roads
will be required for frontages, and therefore there will be
little stopping traffic on the main C. W. and it should be
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sufficient to provide for four lines of traffic. The following

is a suggestion for a simple form of Parkway leading out

to an important Park: (K) G. M. 10 ft. (3 M.) ; F. P. 10 ft.

(3 M.) ; Service Road 18 ft. (5.5 M.) ; G. M. 8 ft. (2.45 M.) ;

strip for equestrians 12 ft. (3.7 M.) ; G. M. 8 ft. (2.45 M.) ;

F. P. 12 ft. (3.7 M.) ; G. M. and single tramway strip 19 ft.

(5.8 M.) ; central C. W. 36 ft. (11 M.) ; tramway strip 15 ft.

(4.6 M.) ; strip for bicyclist 12 ft. (3.7 M.) ; G. M. 10 ft.

(3 M.) ; F. P. 12 ft. (3.7 M.) ;
G. M. 10 ft. (3 M.) ;

Service

Road 18 ft. (5.5 M.) ; F. P. 10 ft. (3 M.) ; G. M. 10 ft. (3 M.) ;

total width 230 ft. (70 M.).
7. Junctions. Free circulation is best achieved by

avoidance of undue concentration at particular points.

However, main thoroughfares must cross and must have

their nodal points: also minor streets must debouch on to

main ones, and it is to these forms of junctions that we shall

confine ourselves.

It may be remarked in passing that any regulation re-

quiring traffic to gyrate or go solely in one direction will

only achieve its purpose if there is room between the points

of junction for the traffic to sort itself out so that the

vehicle taking the next turning can get next to the curb,

without holding up the general stream of vehicles of which

it is a unit.

Another point to emphasize is that where one street

joins or crosses another, width of vision is more important
than width of way: indeed a certain constriction of way
may be desirable in some cases so that the tributary flow

may be checked before it joins or crosses the main flow.

When improving the corner of an existing street it is some-

times well to set back the fence only and to maintain the

curb line. This extra width of footpath adds to safety of

pedestrians, and vehicles will not then be tempted to rush

round the corners.

Another important matter to remember is that buildings

are given prominence at street junctions and therefore a

feature of the detailed road plan should be the symmetrical

placing of surrounding buildings on plots of convenient
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shape and size for their purpose. Important road junctions

are rather favourite places for shopping centres. This is

not an advantage from the traffic standpoint, but if use

for this purpose is anticipated, extra width of carriageway

should be provided for stopping vehicles, and of footway for

shopping pedestrians.

The National Conference already referred to expressed

the view that a clear view for at least 300 ft. (92 M.) should

be provided at all points on highways of primary import-

ance. If this formula be accepted, it would require that

where one road entered another at right angles there should

be provided a clear field of vision across the corner, at a

distance of 212 ft. (64.8 M.) away from the point of inter-

section. This would involve setting back any buildings at

least 120 ft. (36.6 M.) across the corner. A car going at

20 miles per hour will cover 212 ft. (64.8 M.) in about 8

seconds, or in about 5 seconds at 30 miles per hour, but

should be able to pull up in less time or distance than this.

The City Surveyor of Manchester has adopted 150 ft.

(45.8 M.) (in lieu of 212 ft.) (64.8 M.), which gives a clear

view across a right-angle corner of 212 ft. (64.8 M.), as

compared with 300 ft. (92 M.) asked for by the National

Conference. On account of junctions at angles other than

right-angles, it is simplest to keep constant a minimum
distance from point of intersection of centres of roads, and

150 ft. (45.8 M.) is suggested as a reasonable figure where
two roads of equal importance cross. Where a minor road

enters a major one, and a slowing down device is adopted,

as suggested later, it should be quite safe to reduce this

distance to 120 ft. (36.6 M.).

Diagrams L. M. N. illustrate subsidiary roads joining

a main thoroughfare. L. is self-explanatory, M. illustrates

the hit and miss principle and is the reproduction of a dia-

gram worked out by Sir Richard Paget and Mr. Pepler.

An important item is the space provided for reconnoitre,

and the refuges that deflect traffic in the desired direction.

Diagram N. illustrates a point of convergence for subsidiary
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roads. This is particularly useful where there is a tram
service on the main road, as it reduces cross traffic. Such

points of convergence should not be nearer to each other

than about 1320 ft. (about 400 M.) and when provided,
intermediate crossings should not be allowed. In all cases

where there are traffic islands or refuges they must of

course be lighted.

Building Lines. It is assumed that in all cases adequate
building lines would be provided. In England 25 ft. (7.6 M.)
is a fairly common minimum set back for the building line

to Arterial Roads. There is, however, some difference of

opinion as to whether groups of shops should be allowed

to advance beyond this line, say to within 10 ft. of the back
of the footpath. In the opinion of many municipal engineers
it is desirable to keep shops back to the general line, as in

front of shops more width of pavement is required for

pedestrians and an extra width of carriageway for standing
vehicles. If shops are kept back then the pavement should

be carried to the front of the shops so that they may be

brought within the orbit of the passing pedestrian, who
can then gaze into the windows and admire the wares, free

from the jostling of the people in a hurry.
We are conscious of many features and principles con-

nected with Arterial Roads, that we have not elaborated,
or have only lightly touched upon, and realize that much
more investigation and study is still required. But already
we have exceeded our allotted space and therefore in con-

clusion desire to thank Mr. Herbert Jennings for drawing
the diagrams and to express the wish that these notes and

suggestions may at least be the means of initiating a dis-

cussion by our esteemed colleagues of the International

Federation for Town and Country Planning and for Garden
Cities.



SOMMAIRE
On fait un examen rapide de revolution urbaine; on

decrit et on analyse deux types principaux de systemes

routiers; 1'echiquier et la toile d'araignee. Le systeme pre-

conise par M. Brodie comporte notament des routes rayon-

nantes de 36 m. 60 de large, ecartees Tune de 1'autre de 300

a 1200 m. et reunies par des routes transversales de meme
largeur, approximativement tous les 1600 m.

On fait une classification des types de routes et on en

donne de nombreux exemples :

1 rattachant de grandes villes; 2 routes de passage; 3

routes circulaires; 4 routes reunissant les parties d'une

grande ville; 5 separant les zones industrielles des zones de

residence; 6 laiges allees.

On decrit les propositions qui ont ete faites pour as-

surer la coordination des routes.

Principals conclusions La liberte de la circulation

(principal objet en vue) ne peut etre obtenue que par un

systeme adequat, faisant partie d'un plan general urbain.

Le problerne peut d'abord etre resume par un diagramme.

Autant que possible, il faut canaliser le trafic dans les

principales arteres, en gardant entre elles des zones, prin-

cipalement residentielles, degagees, autant que possible, de

toute circulation. Reduise le nombre des croisements des

principales voies de circulation au minimum, en faisant con-

verger les routes pourvoyeuses de telle fagon qu 'elles ne

croisent les grandes routes qu'a des intervalles rapproches
de 400 m. au moins. Eviter la convergence excessive des

principales routes.

La route circulaire est excellente pour repartir le trafic.

Si le large cercle interieur a un diametre de 1,200 metres,
aucun omnibus ou tramway ne pourra penetrer a Tinterieur

et le chemin de fer devra aussi rester a Texterieur, dans
une tranchee.

Les terrains de jeu pres des habitations empecheront les

enfants de jouer dans les rues.
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La largeur de la chaussee doit dependre de la largeur
des vehicules et du nombre des lignes de circulation qu'il

est desirable d'amenager.
La largeur par vehicule doit etre de 2 m. 75.

Les tramways ne sont autorises que si la voie est separee
de la chaussee. II faut 12 m. 20 pour une double voie de

fagon a permettre de planter un rideau d'arbres de chaque
cote. II faut 4 m. 60 pour une voie simple.

La largeur minimum de la bande de gazon doit etre de
1 m. 50.

II faut compter 1 m. de largeur par personne sur les

trottoirs dans les rues passageres. La largeur minimum du

pave dans les zones rurales ou residentielles doit etre de
1 m. 40; il faut y aj outer la bande de gazon entre le pave et

la chaussee.

La piste pour les bicyclettes : 2 m. au minimum.
La piste pour les chevaux : 2 m. 40 au minimum.
Pour assurer de bonnes pentes aux routes principales,

il faut deblayer et remblayer. II est important de placer
les croisements des routes tributaires a des points parfaite-

ment niveles.

Pour les routes qui ont 24 m. 40 de large, ou davantage
il est sage de doubler les conduites de gaz, eau, electricite,

telephones etc. . . . et de leur reserver une bande de 6 m.
10 au minimum de chaque cote ou ne passeront pas les

voitures et qui sera utilisee pour le passage des pietons et

le gazon.

Le diagramme No. 6 donne une illustration pour chaque

proposition de type de route.

Pour chaque grande artere, aucune chaussee supportant

beaucoup de circulation ne doit avoir moins de 8 m. 23 de

large.

S'il y a des tramways, il est sage de reserver une bande
au centre. Dans les rues passageres du centre, on exigera
une chaussee de 8 m. 23 de chaque cote. Dans la zone

d'habitation, si la circulation predomine dans une rue, une
chaussee principale de 11 m. doit etre prevue, avec une
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chaussee accessoire de 5 m. 50 sur 1'autre cote pour la voie

du tramway.
Le systeme de circulation giratoire reclame de la place

aux points de jonction de la circulation, pour la repartir

de telle fagon que le vehicule prenant le premier tournant

prenne au plus court sans contrarier le sens general des

vehicules dans lequel il est une unite.

L'etendue du champ de vision aux croisements des rues

est encore plus important que la largeur du chemin. Quand
on rectifie le tournant d'une rue, il est parfois sage de reculer

la palissade et de maintenir la courbe existante.

La ou des routes d'egale importance se croisent, on doit

voir clairement d'une de 1'autre, 46 m. avant le carrefour.

Les croisements de routes secondaires avec les routes

principales doivent etre amenages de fac,on que la circula-

tion secondaire soit ralentie et ait 1'espace necessaire pour
se reconnaitre avant de croiser ou de traverser le courant

principal.

AUSZUG
Zwei Hauptsysteme von Strassenverkehrsnetzen werden

beschrieber und beurteilt, namlich die Schachbrett und

die Radialanordnung. Das von Brodie befurwirtete Verfah-

ren bei Aufstellung von neuen Stadtplanen, namlich Bil-

dung eines Hauptstrassennetzes, bestehend aus 36. 6 m
breiten, rund 800 bis 1200 m. von einander entfernten

Radialstrassen mit etwa 1600 m auseinander liegenden

Ringstrassen ahnlicher Breite verbunden, wird besprochen.

Die in frage kommenden Strassenarten werden an der

Hand mehrerer aus der ganzen Welt entnommenen Bei-

spiele im einzelnen erlautert:

1. Strassenverbindungen von Grossstadten. 2. Ent-

lastungsstrassen, 3. Ringstrassen, 4. Grossstadtische Ver-

kehrsstrecken, 5. Trennungstrassen von Wohn und Indus-

triegebieten, 6. Park und Alleestrassen.

Hauptfolgerungen. Eine ungehinderte Abwicklung des

Hauptverkehrs lasst sich nur durch ein gut ineinander
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greifendes Hauptverkehrsadern Netz, als Teil eines all-

gemeinen Bebauungsplannes erreichen. Zunachst lasst sich

die Losung der Aufgabe auf ein nach theoretischen Ge-

sichtspunkten aufgestelltes Stadtplannetz, auf ein Diagram,
zuruckfiihren. Der Verkehr ist, soweit als tunlich in die

Hauptstrassen zu leiten, Zwischengebiete und namentlich
die Wohngebiete sind von ihm moglichst frei zu halten.

Moglichste Verminderung der Kreuzungen von Haupt-
verkehrsziigen durch Zusammenfuhrung mehrerer Zu-

bringerstrassen zu je einer Einmundung in die Hauptbahn
in Entfernungen von nicht unter rd. 400 m. Vermeidung
von nicht unbedingt gebotenen Zusammenfiihrungen von

Hauptverkehrslinien. Ringstrassen sind fur die Verteilung
des Verkehrs hervorragend geeignet. Bei Anordnung eines

Innenringes von etwa 1200 m.

Durchmesser sollte Strassenbahn und Omnibusverkehr
innerhalb dieses Ringes nicht gestattet sein. Womoglich
wiide auch eine Stadtbahn vom Innenring aufzunehmen
sein.

Nachst den Wohngebauden gelegene Spielplatze sollen

die Spielenden Kinder den Gefahren der Strasse entziehen.

Die Fahrbahnbreiten sind durch die Fuhrwerksbreiten
und die Zahl der erforderlichen Verkehrsspuren bedingt.

Die Breitenmasse typischer Fuhrwerke werden mit-

geteilt.

Als Einheitsbreite des Fahrdammes fur je eine Ver-

kehrsspur werden 2.75 m empfohlen.
Strassenbahnen sollen nur auf eigenem, vom Fahrdamm

getrennten, Gleiskorper gestattet werden. Fur Doppel-
gleise ist eine Breite von 12.2 m erwiinscht, wodurch auch
die Anlage von schutzenden Baumreihen beiderseits ermog-
licht wird. 4.6 m werden als Breite fur den eingleisigen

Schienenweg vorgeschlagen.

Als geringste Breite eines Griinstreifens werden 1.5 m
g-enannt.

Die Burgersteigbreite in Geschaftsstrassen wird mit 1

m fur je eine Personenreihe bemessen. Die kleinste Breite
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des befestigten Fusswegs in landlichen oder Wohngebieten
wird auf 1.4 m festgesetzt, wozu noch ein Grasstreifen

zwischen Fuss und Fahrweg tritt.

Breite der Fahrradwege wenigstens 2.2 m und der Reit-

wege 2.4 m.

Die gute Fuhrung von Hauptstrassenadern erfordert oft

Einschnitte und Damme. Die Moglichkeit der Einmund-

ungen von Nebenstrassen an geeigneten Stellen ist offen

zu halten.

In Strassen tiber 24 m Breite sind die Versorgungslei-

tungen fiir Gas, Wasser, Elektrizitat, Ferngesprache
u. s. w. zweckmassig doppelt auszufuhren. Hierzu ist eine

Mindestbreite von rund 6 m auf jeder Strassenseite fur

Fussweg und Grasstreifen bei Freihaltung des Fahrdammes
von den Leitungen erforderlich.

Auf Blatt 6 der Zeichnungen sind fiir jeden Strassen-

typus Vorschlage abgebildet.

Der Fahrdamm fiir den Durchgangsverkehr einer Haupt-
strassenader sollte wenigstens rund 8.25 m Breite besitzen.

Es erscheint ratsam die Strassenbahn in der Strassen-

mitte vorzusehen. In Hauptgeschaftsstrassen werden dann

auf jeder Seite Fahrdamme von 8.25 m Breite erforderlich.

Durch Wohngegenden wird fiir den Durchgangsverkehr in

der Regel ein Weg als Hauptfahrdamm von 11 m Breite

neben der Strassenbahn vorgeschlagen, wahrend auf deren

anderen Seite eine Nebenfahrbahn Platz zu finden hat.

Der Rundfahrverkehr erfordert zwischen den Ein-und

Ausmundungsstellen so viel Platz, dass die Fuhrwerke bei

ihren Wendungen die nachste Fahrlinie erreichen konnen,
ohne den allgemeinen Verkehrsstrom, dessen Einzelglied

sie sind, aufzuhalten.

Die Sichtweite einer Strassenkreuzung ist von grosserer

Bedeutung als die Strassenbreite. Bei der Verbesserung
einer schon vorhandenen Strassenecke verdient manchmal
die Zuriicksetzung der Vorgarteneinfriedigung allein unter

Beibehaltung der vorhandenen Fahrlinie den Varzug.
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Wo sich Strassen von gleicher Verkehrsbedeutung kreu-

zen, sollte eine freie Sicht von der einen Strasse in die

andere von einer Entfernung von rund 46 m vom Schnitt-

punkt der Strassenachsen an vorhanden sein.

Vereinigungen von Nebenstrassen mit Hauptstrassen
sollten so vorgesehen werden, dass die Fuhrwerke auf der

Nebenstrasse ihre Fahrt verlangsamen konnen und Platz

haben, Umschau zu halten, bevor sie den Hauptverkehr
kreuzen oder in ihm einmiinden.



DISCUSSION

DR. JOSEPH BRIX, Berlin, Germany.

It is certainly most useful that the designer of a town
or regional plan should in the first place draw up a scheme

that is a building or traffic diagram such as has already

been adopted by several authorities in the form which

appears most appropriate and desirable for the particular

case and on the lines of such a diagram as Mr. Pepler has

himself drawn up. Such a diagram represents, so to speak,

the theoretical ideal outline of the town plan which must,

after taking into consideration all local circumstances

whether of a technical, economic or aesthetic nature be con-

verted into practice, or into the actual proposal or definite

plan. The main point to aim at is so to lay down the pro-

posals that in the new town districts the traffic shall be

able to circulate without friction. Police orders, as well

as rectification of traffic regulations, shall as far as possible

be unnecessary.

The element of the single carriage track based upon
the width of vehicle fixes the minimum width of the car-

riageway. In England the normal minimum width of track

is 10 feet, that is about 3 metres in Germany, and in sev-

eral other continental countries 2% metres. That is a dif-

ference of about 20% which has an appreciable affect upon
the cost of maintenance and construction of streets. I must
admit that the minimum width of 2V^ metres has proved
insufficient for automobile traffic. Mr. Pepler and I sug-

gest to you a minimum width of carriageway of 2.75

metres or 9 feet., and beg you to pass a resolution to the

effect that the capacity of such minimum width as the basis

for the measurement of carriageways is desirable.

Another very important point is that the fact that at

the present time the rule of the road is different in differ-

ent countries. It should at least be identical within the
same continent and yet we find that on the European con-

tinent not only in different countries but even in prov-
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inces and towns different rules are in force, resulting in

uncertainty, dangers and actual accidents.

Moreover, the design of street crossings and places are

permanently influenced by this lack of uniformity. It will

be obvious to you from the illustration of the junction of

a side street with a main street that the widening of the

carriageway and the altering of the line of the street in

the interest of traffic must vary according as the vehicles

pass another right or left. It is therefore necessary to

notice carefully that the drawing applies to the case where
vehicles pass one another on the left and that where the

opposite rule is in force the drawing must be reversed.

On the question of bringing into force a universal rule

of the road it is also much to be desired that an attempt
be made at the next Congress of the Federation to find a

solution of this problem.

ALVIN MACAULEY, President Packard Motor Car Company,
and representing the National Automobile

Chamber of Commerce.

I feel that I can hardly say anything more significant

than to point out that today the traffic problem is given a

leading place in a conference devoted to city planning and

that a representative of the automobile industry is invited

to participate in the discussion. Only a few years ago the

relation between the automobile industry and city planning
was remote.

I am glad to report that both groups have realized the

situation. The automobile industry is invited to a city

planning conference. The National Automobile Chamber of

Commerce has appointed a Committee on Traffic Planning
and Safety, and its Chairman, Mr. George M. Graham, has

worked unremittingly to educate the industry to the urgency
of the problem. City planners and automobile men joined

with civic authorities in a National Conference on Street

and Highway Safety a few months ago. I feel that the first

steps have been taken towards the very vital co-operation

necessary to the solution of this difficult problem.
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Last spring the writer made a survey of these problems

by gathering first-hand information from the city engineers

of some two hundred and thirty municipalities of various

sizes over 10,000 population. Nobody would have expected

to find such a prevailing feeling of pessimism among techni-

cal officials as was expressed in the data submitted or such

a record of inadequacy in real activity.

There is little doubt, after studying this material, that

the traffic problem is the most acute and difficult one with

which the cities have at present to contend. Water supply,

sewerage, street paving these are comparatively simple and

their technique has been worked out and, if a city is willing

to pay, it can solve these problems definitely and continu-

ously. Even "crime waves" can be stemmed and public

health can be bought. But in many cities only the utmost

intelligence, effort and expenditures can be of substantial

help in the traffic situation. And, in a few years, if they are

not available soon, even unlimited planning, action and

money will not avail.

The outstanding fact revealed is that the important traf-

fic streets of a large proportion of the 233 cities studied are

inadequate for either the moving traffic or stationary vehi-

cles which must use them. The engineers of some cities

feel that this fundamental difficulty is due to the automo-
bile ;

the engineers of more cities feel that the difficulty is

due to the street and, fortunately, most feel that it is a

problem which challenges their engineering skill and which
must be solved.

There is no logical relation between the width of im-

portant streets and traffic use of them in the majority of

the two hundred-odd cities and this situation is particularly
true of the older and smaller cities. In less than a quarter of

the cities are the business streets wider than the main thor-

oughfares; in three-eighths the business streets are equal
in width to the main thoroughfares and in the remaining
three-eighths the business streets are narrower. In most of

the cities the streets are utterly inadequate to provide park-
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ing space where it is most needed. Already nearly a third

of the cities have widened some of their streets in order to

accommodate traffic, and in fully a half, traffic has become

congested to such a degree that widening of streets involv-

ing enormous expenditures is now urgent.

What these conditions mean in accidents, transportation,

cost of living, inconvenience, extra policing and many other

economic and social burdens, cannot be estimated. These

burdens comprise a congestion tax, which is borne by every
citizen and which increases rapidly each year until it is fur-

ther augmented by the cost of street widening. What are

the cities doing to relieve themselves of these burdens?

It seems, in many ways, unfortunate that cities in this

country became interested in city planning when they did

a little too early a few years before the traffic problem be-

came acute. If the interest in city planning had arisen

simultaneously with the pressure of traffic congestion, the

whole city planning movement would have been more power-
ful and more effective. Its inspiration would have been

the city practical rather than the "city beautiful." And if

it had not been that traffic regulation by policing was so

simple and apparently successful in the earlier stages of

the traffic problem, it would have been realized sooner that

regulation is only a temporary palliative, not a cure.

These reasons are at least partially responsible for the

fact that, while about half the cities report planning com-

missions, very few have taken these commissions and their

plans with any degree of seriousness. They also account

for the fact that, while about a third of the cities have made
some study of traffic conditions, very few have used traffic

studies in planning street layout, and only about a fifth have

any kind of plan for future street development.

The city engineers who replied to the questionnaire
named thirty or forty specific causes of traffic congestion
and almost as many remedies. No doubt if their proposals
were carried out, traffic congestion would in a number of

cases be measurably relieved. Street widening, enlarging
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intersections, separating grades, lengthening curb radii at

corners, removing obstructions to vision, better pavements,
better maintenance such remedies as these would certainly

save hundreds of streets in the country from becoming in-

tolerably congested. So also would regulatory measures such

as the establishing of one-way streets, segregating different

types of traffic, by-passing through traffic, prohibiting haz-

ardous turns, signal systems and public education in traffic

laws. So also would provision for parking although the

parking problem in the busier streets of the older cities is

most difficult of solution because of the high land values

which prevail.

But how inadequate such measures are, only the larger
cities know. They discuss instead the need for more parallel

through streets, for radial streets, for new streets connect-

ing sections, for more rapid transit, for zoning, for limiting

building heights, for decentralizing the population for

wholesale replanning and rebuilding, which probably are

much nearer the fundamental needs. The smaller cities caii

still prevent the conditions which must otherwise be inevi-

table, by making full use of the experience gained by the

larger cities. It is cheaper and easier to plan than replan,

to build than to rebuild.

Thinking down to the bottom, we realize that congestion
will not be remedied until every automobile owner accepts
it as his problem just as much his own problem as his

license or a leaking radiator on his car. And before that,

every automobile dealer should accept it as his problem.
And before that, every automobile manufacturer should ac-

cept it as his problem.

If we each of us realize it as our own individual problem,
we shall all feel it our duty to work together for its solu-

tion.

It does not seem credible that the automobile industry
and the automobile owner should have failed to learn the

obvious lesson from the burdensome tangle of restrictive

legislation which now surrounds them.
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As traffic congestion grows, regulation and restriction

increase.

When the cities were confronted with growing traffic

problems a few years ago, the police departments assumed

charge. The congestion was slight compared to what it is

now and regulatory measures were simple and seemingly
effective. In most cases, while the engineers feel that the

traffic problem is really an engineering problem, they find

that it is still in the hands of the police department.

The police officials and their advisors in many of the

large cities have used commendable ingenuity and patience
in untying traffic tangles and inventing schemes for pre-

venting them. But the end of such measures is near what
is now needed is engineering ability and not police power.

The automobile industry need have little fear that regu-
lation will go "beyond the limit." The big cities probably
will never forbid the use of automobiles in congested sec-

tions they will not have to. Already the New York sub-

ways are urging automobile owners, through advertising, to

park their cars out of the theatre and shopping centers and

go downtown by train. As a matter of fact, many motorists

have been doing that for months.

When the cities and their traffic commissions begin to

find that the traffic problem cannot be solved by putting
drivers in jail, they will turn their attention to the streets.

It must be admitted that we the automobile industry
have been so concerned with "next year's model" that we
have forgotten that it would have to run on last generation's
streets and generally on streets built on the 1682 model
when William Penn laid out the first checkerboard street

plan for Philadelphia. We have been so busy boosting high-

ways to take a man from one city to another that we have

given no thought to what happens when he gets there. But
now we must add to the slogan of "Good Roads" one of "Bet-

ter Streets."

With adequate funds and public support the city engi-

neers of the larger cities could eliminate the most serious
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traffic difficulties at least for some years. In the smallei

cities they could probably prevent them altogether. The
number and use of automobiles will undoubtedly continue tc

grow but probably all the general types of traffic congestion
and their causes have already been or can be studied and
solutions for them worked out. If he had the means and
the power, the engineer of any city of any size and type
could know what he faces in traffic problems and could pre-

vent them to a considerable degree. This does not mean
to infer that all that can be known of city planning and
traffic control is known and that engineering skill has solved

all the possible problems there is still much to be learned

and much to be solved. But much more would be learned

and solved if it were not for the pervading sense of hope-
less pessimism with which so many technical officials face

their problems. While the country boasts (with jusifica-

tion) of its fifteen million automobiles as proof of happy
prosperity, it should not forget that this prosperity requires

intelligent control.

Citizens and their elected officials generally lag behind

the municipal engineers in matters of city development

and, quite naturally, perhaps it will always be so, as the

physical growth of a city generally precedes its civic growth.
That is why the solution of many traffic problems is still in

the thinking rather than in the acting stage.

Every city, large and small, needs a planning commis-

sion with not only a planning function but also a realiz-

ing function. And on this commission there should be rep-

resentatives of all the interests concerned and men who
can arouse such interests. Not only should the Mayor, the

council's head, the city engineer, the superintendent of

streets, and the police chief be active members, but so also

should representatives of civic organizations, of automobile

dealers and of automobile users. Public interest should be

awakened and continuously maintained until adequate pro-

vision is made for correcting any conditions which cause

trouble. When the engineer has worked out a plan to relieve

congestion at some particular point that plan should be
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"sold" to the public even to the extent, if necessary, of

having the traffic policemen at that particular point dis-

tribute explanations of the plan and petitions to all motor-

ists inconvenienced.

In intelligent city planning and conscious control of city

development lies the principal hope of preventing and

ameliorating the traffic difficulties of the future.

Zoning must be organized not only with regard to use

and to the comfort of the people, but also with regard to the

transportation necessities of the various sections. Zoning
regulations have been devised and enforced to prevent the

haphazard jumbling of various types of buildings and their

uses and they can also be made to prevent traffic concen-

tration and mixing of different types of traffic. We know
the social and economic relations between the zones and we
therefore can know the traffic relations. We know that

there will be a flow of traffic between residential and busi-

ness, shopping and amusement centers at certain times of

the day ; between railroad and shipping terminals and manu-

facturing and wholesale distributing zones, and that there

will be a constant flow of through traffic along the most con-

venient streets connecting with popular highways. All these

needs can be, to a large extent, foreseen and, if there is a

civic will, provided for.

If tall buildings and population congestion are a cause

of traffic congestion, then building heights should be re-

stricted. If certain zones become overgrown, subsidiary
decentralized zones must be developed. Such control does

not necessarily mean exercise of the police power of the

municipality enlightened co-operative citizen action can

bring it about. The success of the "Save New York" move-
ment in keeping manufacturing establishments out of the

high class retail district demonstrates what can be done.

The city can guide its growth in many ways without abus-

ing its powers.

The traffic problem is, therefore, but a part of the larger
civic problem of city planning. Knowledge, vision and will
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are needed the first two can be provided by the engineer,
the architect and the practical sociologist the last can be

provided only by the citizen.

NOULAN CAUCHON, Ottawa, Canada.

In a living organism the urge to growth reacts con-

sciously to the limitations of environment and there evolves

a balance of parts and functions adapted to survival. In

a synthetic organism like that of a city, which expands by
accretion, the force of development reacts mechanically to

the resistance of environment, and the resultant of forces,

if uncontrolled, tends to disruption.

The basis of planning must be a healthy maximum rela-

tive density of occupational living conditions. And as a

principle of racial survival the point of permissible satura-

tion must not exceed that of social well being. In the ul-

timate higher economics of Ruskin "There is no wealth but

life" anything less is but a measure of commercial can-

nibalism.

Distribution. The first dimension of distribution is

fixed at one layer of traffic upon a plane, the second is an

approximate width of flow, the third is a cumulative length

and the fourth dimension is time which is subject to limita-

tions of speed and safety.

Five centuries ago Leonardo da Vinci was apparently
the first to discover the truth in stipulating that the width

of a street should equal the height of buildings thereon.

Such proportion averages local requirements, within limits,

but an expanding city or a cumulative distance needs the

balanced relief of through and rapid transit.

Disproportion of height is a scale or measure of con-

gestion, an incidence of overload, disclosing economic dis-

integration of all machinery, human and material.

It may be worth remembering that in the Rome of the

Caesars buildings were 70 feet high, on narrow streets, the

pedestrians crowded out all vehicles from wall to wall;
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wheels and animals could only travel the streets by night,

so the din of transportation on the cobbles made sleep next

to impossible. May not one visualize the saturation of New
York crowding out the motors by day or vice versa?

The Hexagon. The hexagon is submitted as a principle

of subdivision for residential cells in the civic tissue; ad-

visedly adjustable in design to circumstance of function and

topography; a geometrical translation of a biological anal-

ogy. The north pointing of the hexagon, as a health pro-

vision, insures sunlight to both sides of all streets, in all

seasons, at all latitudes. The hexagon cell is conducive to

community life in that it permits of surplus backyards being

collectively a children's playground. Also where oppor-

tunity is given the landscape artist to treat the interior as

a park, the charm of quiet and repose can be realized in

endless variety. The hexagon residential cell radiates six

streets, more than sufficient; whilst the block radiates a

needless, over-costly, and wasteful opportunity of eight

channels.

The residential honey comb has advantageous proper-

ties, in demanding less street length to given area served ;

in its three-way street junctions which display the minimum
three collison points vs. the five-fold greater 16 collison

points of the four way; in having wide (120) angle turn-

ings and longer visibility vs. (90) right angle turn and

restricted view ; more safety and greater speed vs. waves of

fearsome slackening to the ever impending collison. The
four way street intersection is nevertheless recommended

for business intersections by reason of its facility for con-

trolling heavy cross traffic and of grade separation as may
be.

From the point of view of art, expression, of architec-

ture in particular, the residential streets of the honey comb
afford everchanging vista and focal point for effective treat-

ment and display, secured free of the structural and other

difficulties which obtain on curved streets, both above and
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below ground. An endeavor has been made to demonstrate

the virtues which lie in the properties of the hexagon as

a residential cell and of the rectangular block as a business

cell. They also show the balanced relation between the two,
and the justification for their individual functions.

The problem of the hexagonal cell is submitted in terms
of economic engineering yet with a hopeful feeling that the

fascination of its economy and its flexibility in treatment

may also appeal to the sociologist and the artist, that the

humanitarian knowledge of the one and the intuition of the

other may help in ascertaining "what is truth/' to be fol-

lowed fearlessly wherever it may lead.

The Arterial Highway. Arterial highways inside and

outside cities should answer to the exercise of a function

organically balanced to the cumulative ebb and flow of the

local tide of population. They should not be over-burdened

with any regular through transportation which may or

should be the prerogative of steam and radial services.

Long distance and even suburban motor traffic should

be consigned to independent right of way relatively free

from frequent adits and exits, the "express" system. We
are planning to bring this about in Ottawa on obsolete (rail-

way) rights of way.

The present process of rapid transit trying to overtake

uncontrolled height and number of skyscrapers is the futil-

ity of a dog chasing its tail more subways merely induc-

ing more skyscrapers and consequently no relief from con-

gestion density must be limited to get any beneficial result.

ANDREW WRIGHT CRAWFORD, Philadelphia, Pa.

I was brought up on a farm, and used to drive to the

city frequently, but I never expected the city to furnish my
horse with a stable. I see no reason why, when I drive with

gas I should expect the city to furnish me with a place to

put my gas engine. I think we have to face the fact that
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parking on the city streets, wherever it interferes in any

way with traffic, has got to cease sooner or later, and the

sooner the better.

I am sorry Mr. Macauley was not here, because his

paper showed a good deal of enlightenment. But he used

the nineteenth century phrase instead of the twentieth

when he confused city planning with the city beautiful idea

merely. We all, of course, realize the city beautiful idea

is a powerful factor, but it is the city practical quite as

much that we are after just as much as any automobile

man. But we are after the city practical for the pedestrian

as well as for the automobile owner.

Mr. Pepler's paper had an interesting suggestion about

the street corner. In Philadelphia one man has made two
corners grow where one was before. At 52d Street and

Market Street, instead of rounding the corner, he has cut

it off so as to make two sides of a quadrangle with a store

at the two corners, thus increasing the value of the prop-

erty. He has increased the amount of space which the

pedestrian must cross, but has greatly increased the visi-

bility for the automobile driver. In Philadelphia also you
will find several large signs "Go Slow Around the Corner."

I think we must put this sign on many corners if we are

to stop killing and maiming 2,000 people a day, which was
the record in 1923 on the streets and roads in the United

States. We must be prepared to slow up traffic.

GEORGE E. HOOKER, Chicago.

I believe that the most efficient twentieth century road-

way consists of two steel rails. These rails have not as a

rule been under the dominion of the city planner. The most

efficient street in New York is probably the subway which

runs north and south through the middle of Manhattan.

More traffic is accomplished on that space than on any
other given space in the country. The automobile, although
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perhaps the seventh wonder in the world, in one way, is in

another way an anachronism. It is like the sedan chair

which was used in France at the beginning of the eigh-

teenth century to carry royalty or other privileged persons.

It was left outside the door while calls were made. So the

automobile is used today and it takes up much more room

than an up-to-date vehicle for carrying people should.

When a man goes up to his office he doesn't ride in his own
elevator. He goes in a congregate vehicle. That is the only

vehicle that should be used in a congregate community. I

believe that the up-to-date way of this century is probably
the railroad and the up-to-date vehicle is the congregate
vehicle.

J. R. BIBBINS, Washington, D. C.

The automobile has almost become both the political

unit and the tax-paying unit of this country. We average

today one motor to 1.3 families in the United States and

are rapidly approaching the California average of one motor

per family. When the California motor density reaches

over the entire country, we shall have 30 million more
motors. We must, consequently, secure more efficient

methods of handling this staggering increase. A traffic

survey made in Indianapolis recently showed that 36 out-

let streets from the downtown zone were used at only 25

per cent of their possible efficiency. One step in an effi-

ciency program was taken recently in Washington when

through Congressional action a traffic dictator was in-

stalled concentrating administrative and engineering ability

in one office.

We have discussed automobiles as passenger carriers

but there has been little mention made of the tremendous

problem of railroad freight. A survey in Chicago showed
that over 50 per cent of package freight entering the Chi-

cago gateway went over the public streets of downtown

Chicago. A similar port survey in New Orleans showed
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that one-half of the two million tons of freight for that port

went across the city. For this very important element of

the traffic problem we need to seek the co-operation of our

transportation specialists. They know the mechanics ot

transportation but they have been holding back because they
have felt that the private interests that they serve might
be thought antagonistic to the community interest.

HARLAND BARTHOLOMEW, St. Louis, Mo.

I should like to emphasize the importance of unification

of administration. We are spending several millions of

dollars in street-widening in St. Louis. We suddenly find

that a re-routing of certain transit lines is going on with

the consent of the State Public Service Commission, lines

of which the city has no control whatever, and which are

seriously disrupting the streets on which these millions are

being spent. This is a graphic illustration of the futility

of planning unless the entire scheme is centered in one

administrative authority. A second illustration is found

in the usual treatment of many difficult street intersec-

tions. The planning commission designs, the city engineer

constructs, the traffic lights are installed by the city light-

ing department, and the traffic is regulated by the police.

All are working without respect to the ideas of the others.

In Los Angeles unification is being attempted as thor-

oughly as anywhere I know. The traffic commission has

functioned for many years with a budget of over $100,000

annually and has finally produced a splendid traffic ordi-

nance. The development of the street plan is in the hands

of the same commission. The planning of streets and the

regulation of traffic are now being coordinated by a series

of joint conferences with departmental heads having to do

with the various phases of the work, but the routing of

street cars has not yet been included in the unification. I

strongly urge that we adopt the recommendation of the

Hoover Conference report that there be a traffic commis-
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sion in which will be centered authority both for plans and
for administration.

L. R. PALMER, New York City.

I should like first to pay a tribute to a National Con-

ference which gives such an important place to traffic con-

trol in its program. It is not altogether a problem of the

larger cities. Statistics at the Hoover Conference showed
that in the cities between 15,000 and 20,000 we have higher
accident rates per thousand of the population. That was
a new fact to us safety engineers; I think new to the auto-

mobile engineers. Even the very high death rate per thou-

sand found in Los Angeles is exceeded by the rate in the

rural districts of California.

JOHN Fox, New York City.

In zoning a city in Massachusetts with a population of

40,000 recently, I was greatly surprised to find that it had
on one 50-foot street traffic as heavy as Fifth Avenue,
New York. The people of the city had never realized the

problem they were facing. It came out only through the

zoning studies. The city engineer recognized the necessity
of widening the street or compelling the traffic to by-ways,
but he had not yet convinced the City Council of the need

of taking immediate action.

When zoning was first started in New York, we
attempted to zone the residence streets of Manhattan

against business traffic. In other words we tried to do

for the streets what we did for the buildings. For example,
on Murray Hill, which is on the main line of travel, busi-

ness traffic is filling the residence streets. Our hope is

that the traffic commission recently authorized in New
York can accomplish this zoning of streets.

C. BURTON NICKELS, Toledo, Ohio.

I should like to ask how many cities or communities

represented here have already appointed traffic commis-
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sions in accordance with recommendations of the Hoover

Conference.

(As a result of canvass it was announced that New
York, Los Angeles, Washington, Philadelphia, Kansas City,

New Haven and Pittsburgh have created such commissions.)



TRAFFIC IN NEW YORK CITT
HON. RICHARD E. ENRIGHT,

Police Commissioner, New York City.

The traffic situation in New York is in a constant state

of flux. No sooner do we take one step that promises re-

lief than we find some new problem pressing hard upon us.

You will notice that I say relief not remedy. Of course a

remedy is demanded. But remedies cures do not seem

to be permanently possible in the New York traffic situa-

tion. The most that we can do is to achieve palliatives, to

effect temporary relief. It is perhaps unnecessary for me
to say to men of your knowledge and experience that the

only possible cure for our difficulties would be the rebuilding

of Manhattan Island, of Brooklyn and of the Bronx. And,
rich as this city is, the very thought of levelling skyscrapers
for the opening of broad avenues staggers the imagination
even of the super-business-men who inhabit the lower end

of Manhattan Island.

So the police department, having sole control of vehicular

traffic but not vested with the same powers over pedestrian

traffic, can only deal with the constantly recurring emergen-
cies.

As an illustration of how crises develop in our work,
there is the recent experience of a traffic count at Fifty-

ninth Street and Park Avenue, formerly a reasonably easy

point of control. This count last month revealed that in

the rush hours of morning and afternoon the traffic at that

point is of the same volume and density as that at Forty-
second Street and Fifth Avenue, the world's premier traffic

point. Now the Forty-second Street corner retains its su-

premacy only because it has also to care for an unexampled
number of foot passengers in addition to the flood of motor
vehicles.

In view of these kaleidoscopic changes in our traffic

situation, we may have to scrap at any moment some device

that has been our pride. So I shall merely recount now
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.some of the recent moves we have made for the alleviation

of traffic congestion and the reasons therefor.

Perhaps the greatest change produced in Manhattan
within the last year was making all of our cross streets

below 59th Street one-way streets and clearing them and the

main north and south avenues of the long-time parking evil.

We had come to a point where our moderately wide cross

streets were becoming so congested with two-way trafric

that merchants were losing a sum estimated at over

$100,000 a day through traffic delays and of course the

people of the city and of the country were paying for that.

The Fire Department was making urgent representations

that unless the streets were cleared it would not be respon-
sible for the consequences in the case of a big fire. It was

vigorously pointed out that the hundreds of stalled cars

standing in our streets, some of them, as we found, for two
and three days at a time, constituted a menace that was very

grave. Should their tanks explode one after another in one

of our skyscraper canyons filled with people from the great

buildings on either side no man could tell what the outcome

would be.

That put the responsibilty squarely up to the Police

Commissioner. He made the cross streets one-way streets

all the way up to 59th Street, thereby at one sweep ending

the congestion due to two streams of traffic meeting head-on

in narrow quarters. At the same time he ordered the "No

Parking" signs up on all the downtown streets with a short

limit for parking on any of them and with a two-hour limit

in place of the whole day limit formerly in effect in the city

parking spaces. Traffic at once speeded up about twenty

per cent throughout the city; the congestion due to stalled

cars was greatly reduced. Both merchants and the fire

department were pleased.

The parking limit was sharply enforced at first so that

the very shock of the order would make its effect the greater.

For a time we had to serve summonses on as many as one

thousand persons a day and take them to traffic court in
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order to get the public to recognize both the necessity for

the new rules and our determination to enforce them. By
the time it had been borne in on the mass of drivers that

the traffic regulations could not be broken with impunity we
lengthened the parking limit to one hour on the principal

streets although keeping the great traffic centres clear of

all parking. At the same time the cruising privileges of

our 17,000 taxicabs were shut off from Broadway as they
had been from Fifth Avenue. This of course enabled those

two main highways to move their traffic much more quickly.

Even these strenuous measures did not give us perfect

relief. A recent fire in Thirty-ninth Street found the Fire

Department much handicapped by locked and parked cars

left there in the evening for of course the stringent rules

do not apply after business hours in the less congested
streets.

At the same time we made another big move in rearrang-

ing theatre and after-theatre traffic. Some of it had been

organized for twenty years, but the rearrangement made
last fall cut the time for despatch of motors from the great

Metropolitan Opera House and from the theatres from

twenty-five minutes to ten minutes. Under the new plan all

the motors for a certain theatre are massed in the street

in which its entrance is located, or around the first right-

hand corner, and the cars are moved up to near the door

in a phalanx just two minutes before the last curtain.

Policemen are provided to regulate these lines of parked
cars and in each case the parking area is one or two blocks

east or west, as the case may be, of the theatre block. That
leaves the theatre block free and decentralizes the traffic.

Further decentralization is effected at dismissal when
these cars are sent two blocks east or west before they turn

into the main north and south avenues. Specifically these

cars are sent to Sixth or Eighth Avenues, where traffic is

light and are kept out of Seventh Avenue and Broadway.

At the same time we installed the flash-light traffic

system in Broadway with the lights placed on overhanging
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bracket supports at the tops of poles and controlled by a

distant control system of switches. Under this plan the

difficulty caused by traffic towers was avoided and the man-

power needed to operate towers was greatly reduced. That

Broadway system was the beginning of what is to be a very

widespread system stretching its network over most of the

busy sections of New York. Work is actually being done on

the extension of the system now and some day it is not im-

possible that a great part of lower New York traffic will

start and stop, move or stand still at the will of some cen-

tral traffic control office stationed in a tower invisible to the

thousands he will direct and in some cases miles from them.

That is the far possibility the simultaneous north and
south movement of traffic on all our avenues for an allotted

space and then the simultaneous movement of traffic on all

our east and west cross streets in a succeeding space of time.

The immediate prospect is the simultaneous movement of

north and south traffic on such adjoining avenues as Fifth

and Madison so that the traffic bound across town will get

past two or more big arteries of traffic at one movement.
Of course, in all this provision will be made for local stop-

ping of traffic in emergencies by a red-light flash.

The spreading of the flash-light control system is keep-

ing pace with the opening of avenues to heavy motor traffic

and soon all the principal avenues of the city will be con-

trolled by lights placed four or six blocks apart. Seventh

Avenue will be the first, then probably First Avenue, to be

followed by extensions of the system on Park and Madison
Avenues and possibly on Third, Second and Ninth Avenues
under the L structures.

This brings us to our recent change in the traffic light-

ing system. The three-light system of control so long in

use here has given way to the two-light system of green and

red that has always been used by railways and is also in

use in many cities. Instead of amber, green is now the

"Go" signal. Instead of green, red is now the "Stop"

signal.
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When Dr. John Harris, our efficient Deputy Commis-

sioner of Traffic, and one of the most valuable dollar-a-year

men who ever served anywhere, invented the traffic tower,

things were very different from what they are today.

Traffic policemen were not then stationed on almost every

corner, the principal control was intended to be by the

lights. With the tremendous increase in traffic since 1919

something more than two hundred per cent and the cor-

responding increase in foot movement, there has come neces-

sity for a change in the police methods, increase in the

number of crossing men and a more strict control. So now
the traffic lights are being placed at intervals of four or six

blocks. The result is that it is no longer necessary to attain

long-distance visibility by the use of amber lights, nor is it

necessary to have a red light flash between the other two

signal lights in order to provide a period for pedestrian
traffic to cross. The foot passengers now cross under the

direction of policemen.

These two reasons and the important other reasons of

standardization and economy impelled the change I will

not need to explain the saving in a two-color system as com-

pared with a three-color. It will amount to hundreds of

thousands of dollars here.

In 1920 the Police Commissioner organized the Inter-

national Police Conference, which meets here again this

year, the purpose being to attain police co-operation and
standardization throughout the world. One of the impor-
tant moves made by that body was to recommend the stand-

ardization of the flash-light traffic signal systems on red and

green. In conformity with that recommendation the Com-
missioner initiated the change now in effect.

The use of the arrow as a special traffic direction in-

dicator was also recommended by this Conference. It is in

use in 300 cities. The Conference unites 44 countries in

consideration of traffic problems.

Intimately associated with the traffic problem of this

city is that of the taxicab, the license control of which has
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within the last few weeks been added to the multitudinous

cares of the Police Commissioner. We are now working to

correct the abuses that have grown up in that industry.
With the question of criminal misuse of the taxicab this

conference is not specifically concerned, but with the ques-
tions of the cruising cab and of a gross over-supply of cabs

in any city, men engaged in city planning are vitally inter-

ested. It is incontestable that were the cabmen permitted
to cruise at will in the streets of New York, Fifth Avenue
would have to be forcibly expanded to double its present
size in order to accommodate them. To state the problem
is to show it almost impossible of solution.

When the police program that the Police Commissioner
has in mind is fully developed it probably will be found that

there will not be more taxicabs in the city than traffic de-

mands. The public interest will be kept paramount and
the privilege of driving taxicabs will be restricted to careful

drivers, honest men and courteous ones, thus eliminating
the rowdy, the grafter, the weak-minded, the color-blind

and the deaf. The police will also probably maintain the

supply of cabs at a point that will have some relation to the

public demand. If taxicab men have been running wild

in New York, as some assert, they will no longer continue

that course. New York, in the Police Commissioner's

vision, is to be the safest taxicab city in the world. The
men will be compelled to show that they are authorized

drivers, that the cabs they operate are licensed. The day
is coming when a license to drive a taxi in New York will

be a certificate of character. When that day arrives there

will be fewer cabs in proportion to the public demand, but

they will be more actively employed and will be feafer and
more attractive to the public.

Closely connected with what can be done with traffic

under the straightjacket conditions with which we have to

contend in this city, is what can be accomplished for public

safety at the same time that traffic is expedited. Our Safety
Bureau under that other great dollar-a-year Special Deputy,
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Barron G. Collier, is doing great work, and it is estimated

that as a result of its cautions, its lectures to drivers and

the general enforcement of safety measures, the actual sav-

ing in lives last year was 252 from automobile accidents

alone.

The number of fatal accidents to pedestrians per 10,000

motor vehicles in use here was reduced in a year from 33.8

to 27.1. Besides the saving in lives more than two thousand

nine hundred persons are today well and happy who would

have suffered injury from motor vehicles last year in New
York, had the old ratios continued.

SUMMARY
Items of most vital consideration are:

(a) Growth of population and development of business.

(b) Congestion of street traffic due to many causes.

(c) Enormous development of centralization and the

need of decentralizing population and business to

city areas not yet developed.

(d) Inadequate city planning of past and present

years.

(e) Over 70 distinct problems involved in the study
of highway transportation, showing the necessity
of solving the problem as a whole.

(f) Necessity of co-ordinating the surrounding ter-

ritory and traffic routes with that of the city.

(g) Definite planning should be considered now for

fifty years hence, and should include the co-ordina-

ting of such important problems as the street

system, zoning, rapid transit, surface transporta-

tion, suburban railroads and waterways.
(h) Execution along the plan adopted each year.



DECENTRALIZATION WITHIN
REGIONS

WIRTSCHAFrLICHE GRUNDLAGEN
DER DEZENTRALISATION

DR. ING. R. HEILIGENTHAL

Oberbaurat, Berlin

"The centralization of the industrial system has reached

its limits" (Adna Ferrin Weber, New York, 1899).
These words of a great American economist may be put

at the head of this paper.

Die raumliche Zentralisation unseres Gewerbesystems
hat ihren Hohepunkt iiberschritten. Zwar wachsen dis

gewerblichen Grosstadte infolge der Mechanisierung der

privaten und offentlichen Verwaltung immer noch, aber die

Produktion selbst zieht sich von der Grosstadt zuriick.

Diese Bewegung hat mit der Verlegung der Schwerin-

dustrie in die Bergbaugebiete begonnen, sie hat die Tex-

tilindustrie auf das Land hinausgefiihrt und ergreift heute

bereits die eigentliche Grosstadtindustrie, die mechanischen

Gewerbe.

Die wirtschaftlichen Grundlagen dieser Umsiedlung der

Industrie sind verschieden, sie sind verhaltnismassig ein-

fach in der Schwerindustrie, wesentlich verwickelter aber in

den verarbeitenden Gewerben.

Die Produktionskosten der Schwerindustrie sind ab-

hangig von der Vollkommenheit der technischen Anlagen.
Der gewaltige Raumbedarf notigte die Werke fruhzeitig,

die Grosstadt zu verlassen, und Riicksichten auf Transport-
kosten zwangen zur Ansiedelung in den Bergbaubezirken.
Die Niederlassung erfolgt in der Nahe der Schachtanlagen
meist abseits bestehender Stadte und Dorfer, sodas der

Erwerb ausgedehnter Landereien keine Schwierigkeiten
bietet. Da die Berg-und Huttenwerke auf Vorrat arbeiten

konnen, so ist ihr Geschaftsgang ein stetiger, und die Arbei-

ter sind zum grossten Teile dauernd beschaftigt. Zumeist

sind ungelernte Arbeiter in der Schwerindustrie tatig, deren
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Eignung fur den Beruf mehr auf Korperkraft als auf Ge-

schicklichkeit beruht. Diese Arbeiter wie ihre Frauen stam-

men durchweg vom Lande; Gartenbau und Tierzucht 1st

daher das zweckmassigste Mittel, um das Einkommen des

Berg-und Hiittenarbeiters zu mehren. Die Ansiedelung bei

den Werken in weitraumigen Gartendorfern ist wirtschaft-

lich wie gesundheitlich die geeignetste Form der Nieder-

lassung.

In der Entwicklungszeit der Berg- und Hiittenindustrie

hatten aber die Deutschen Werke zu wenig Kapital fiir den

Wohnungsbau; infolgedessen sind 4/5 aller Arbeiterwoh-

nungen von privaten Wohnungsunternehmern errichtet

worden. Diese Unternehmer bauten nicht bei den einzelnen

Werken, sondern an den Verkehrs- und Wirtschaftsmittel-

punkten des Bezirks, um den Arbeitern den Wechsel der

Arbeitsstatte zu erleichtern. So sind die Grosstadte der

Bergbaugebiete aus den alten Kleinstadten und Dorfen ent-

standen. Die Zusammendrangung der Menschen beruht

hier nicht auf dem Charakter der Industrie, sondern auf

der Eigenart des Wohnungssystems. Demgemas ist das

Problem der Dezentralisation im Gebiete des Bergbaues und
der Hiittenindustrie eine bautechnische Frage, welche durch

gute Bebauungsplane und Bauordnungen zu losen ist.

Ferner erfordert die Besiedelung der weit ausgedehnten

Bergbaubezirke eine Organisation, welche die einzelnen

Gemeinden zusammenfasst ; denn nur dadurch lassen sich die

Verkehrsverhaltnisse ordnen, und die grossen Freiflachen

zum Schutze der Gesundheit erhalten. In Deutschland hat

man diese Organisation in den sog. Siedelungsverbanden

geschaffen, deran erster und bedeutendster der Siedelungs-

verband fiir den Ruhrkohlenbezirk ist.

Die naturgemassen Siedelungsformen in den Gebieten

der Schwerindustrie sind die Gartenstadte und Gartendorfer,
wie sie zahlreich von den grossen Werken und den gemein-

nutzigen Siedelungsunternehmungen errichtet worden sind.

Die Eignung der verarbeitenden Industrie fiir Dezen-

tralisation ist sehr verschieden. In der Hauptsache lassen

sich drei grosse Gruppen unterscheiden :
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(1) Die Textilindustrie mit den unter annlichen Pro-

duktionsbedingungen arbeitenden Gewerben wie Papier-,

Kartonnage- und Tabakindustrie.

(2) Die mechanische Industrie der Maschinen, Instru-

mente und Apparate.

(3) Die Konfektion.

Die Textilindustre ist zum Teil Massenproduktion, zum
Teil Qualitatsarbeit. Zur Massenherstellung werden in

grossem Umfange weibliche Arbeitskrafte verwandt, wah-

rend zur Qualitatsarbeit nur handgeubte und geschulte

Krafte tauglich sind. Da die Textilindustrie im Wettbe-

werb mit Landern geringer Lebenshaltungskosten steht,

kann sie keine hohen Lohne zahlen. Kaum die Halfte der

gelernten Deutschen Textilarbeiter erreicht die Lohne der

gelernten Maschinenarbeiter.

Die mechanische Industrie ist zum iiberwiegenden Teil

Qualitatsarbeit und bedarf gelernter und geubter mann-
licher Arbeitskrafte, welche gut bezahlt werden.

Die Bekleidungsindustrie (Konfektion) schliesslich 1st

Massenproduktion mit gering gelohnten, meist weiblichen

Arbeitskraften.

Die Produktionskosten aller verarbeitenden Gewerbe
sind in der Hauptsache durch die Lohne bestimmt. Der

Geschaftsgang wechselt besonders in der Hersstellung der

Qualitatswaren, welche stark der Mode und dem technischen

Fortschritt unterworfen sind. Infolgedessen wechselt auch
die Zahl der Arbeiter bei den einzelnen Werken haufig, und
die meisten Arbeiter konnen nicht auf dauernde Beschafti-

gung bei einem bestimmten Werke rechnen. Die Fabriken
miissen in der Lage sein, nach Bedarf ihre Arbeitskrafte zu

vermehren und zu vermindern, um Hochkonjunkturen aus-

zunutzen und Krisen zu uberstehen. Die Arbeiter ihrerseits

konnen ebenfalls nicht auf den grossen Arbeitsmarkt ver-

zichten, so lange nicht die Gewahr dauernder Beschaftigung
bei einem Werke geschaffen werden kann. Die zahlreiche

Arbeiterfamilie schliesslich kann vom Verdienst des Mannes
allein nicht leben, sie bedarf des Nebenverdienstes der Frau
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und der heranwachsenden Kinder. Diese drei Umstande be-

stimmen die Bedeutung des Arbeitsmarktes der Grosstadt

und erklaren zugleich die Hindernisse, welche der Dezen-

tralisation der verarbeitenden Industrie entgengenstehen.
Die Textilindustrie eignet sich von den verarbeitenden

Gewerben am meisten fiir eine dezentrale Siedlungsweise.

Die Massenproduktion der Textilien ist in ihrer technischen

Entwicklung abgeschlossen ; die Herstellung auf Vorrat ist

moglich, und die Kosten der Lagerung und des Transportes
sind gering. Eine verhaltnissmassige Stetigkeit der Be-

schaftigung ist also gewahrleistet. Ferner sind in der Tex-

tilindustrie sowohl Manner als auch Frauen und Jugendliche

tatig, so das es moglich ist, die gesamten Arbeitskrafte einer

Familie auszunutzen.

Die Abwanderung der Textilindustrie aus der Grosstadt

hat bereits um 1850 begonnen, als die aufbluhende Ma-
schinenindustrie durch hohere Lohne die Arbeiter an sich

zog. Soweit die Massenproduktion der Textilien in der

Grosstadt sesshaft bleib, musste sie immer mehr zur Frau-

enarbeit ubergehen. In Chemnitz beispielsweise tritt die

Textilindustrie der Machinenindustrie gegeniiber immer
mehr in den Hintergrund und gleichzeitig wachst der pro-

zentuale Anteil der Frauenarbeit. Aus Berlin ist die Tex-

tilindustrie fast vollig verschwunden.

Die aus der Stadt abgewanderten Textilwerke zogen nur

einige wenige Meisterfamilien nach ; die Arbeiter blieben in

der Grosstadt und gingen zur Maschinenindustrie iiber.

Viele Klein- und Mittelstadte Sachsens und Schlesiens haben
sich durch die Ansiedelung Chemnitzer und Berliner Tex-

tilfabriken entwickelt; die Abwanderung der Textilindus-

trie ist aber zum Teil auch tiber die Landesgrenze hinaus

nach Bohmen und Polen gegangen, wo billigere Arbeits-

krafte zu finden waren.

Nur als Qualitatsindustrie kann sich das Textilgewerbe
in der Grosstadt halten, so beispielsweise die Fabrikation

seidener und halbseidener Artikel in Krefeld, Barmen und
Elberfeld. Aber auch diese Industriezweige sind gezwungen
ihre weniger kostbaren waren, wie Futterstoffe und der-
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gleichen auf dem Lande herstellen zu lassen. Von Krefeld

sind zahlreiche Fabriken in den Dorfern der sudlichen und
westlichen Umgebung gegriindet worden, wo von Altersher

Textilhausindustrie ansassig war.

Beim Ausbau eines Dorfes oder einer Kleinstadt fur die

Ansiedelung der Textilindustrie muss vor allem derauf

geachtet werden, das keine teuren grosstadtischen Einrich-

tungen geschaffen werden. Jede Erhohung der Steuern

oder der Lebenshaltungskosten beispielsweise durch Aus-

gaben fur Fahrten vermindert die Eignung des Ortes fiir

die Niederlassung von Textilfabriken. Fur die Textilin-

dustrie wie die verwandten Gewerbe (Papier-, Kartonnage-
und Tabakindustrie) ist die Abwanderung ausschliesslich

ein Lohnproblem.

Die mechanische Industrie der Maschinen, Instrumente

und Apparate beschaftigt in der Hauptsache nur Manner.

Ihre technische Entwicklung ist nicht in dem Mase abge-
schlossen wie in der Textilindustrie, die Trennung der Mas-

senfabrikation von der Qualitatsarbeit begegnet daher gros-

sen Schwierigkeiten. Anfange hierzu sind in Amerika
schon lange vorhanden und lassen sich neuerdings auch in

Deutschland feststellen. Die Berliner Lampenfabrikation
hat ihre Dreh- und Stanzarbeiten eingestellt und bezieht

diese Teile aus den Kleinstadten, wo sie billiger hergestellt

werden konnen, die Pianofortefabrikation lasst die Holzteile

ihrer Instrumente auf dem Lande vorarbeiten und die Au-

tomobilfabrikation vergibt Einzelteile ihrer Lastwagen an

die Mittelbetriebe der kleinen Stadte.

Die Qualitatsarbeit dagegen, die Feinmechanik und die

der Geschmacksbildung unterworfenen Arbeiten sind der

Grosstadt geblieben, weil der Nachwuchs der hochgelernten

Arbeiter sich aus der Grosstadt rekrutiert. Es ist anzuneh-

men, das mit weiterer Normalisierung der Maschinenin-

dustrie noch mehr Betriebe nach ausserhalb verlegt werden

konnen. Mit einer Massenherstellung, einer Serienfabrika-

tion im Sinne Fords, aber kann die deutsche Industrie vor-

laufig nicht rechnen, weil ihr der Massenabsatz fehlt. Man
hat desholf eine Betriebszerlegung derart vorgeschlagen,
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das die Herstellung jedes Teilproduktes als selbststandiger

Fabrikationsprozess eingerichtet wird. Durch diese Grup-

penfabrikation an Stelle der Serienfabrikation hofft man
die Moglichkeit der Verlegung einzelner Fabrikationsgrup-

pen auf das Land zu schaffen, ohne auf die Vorziige gelern-

ter Arbeit zu verzichten.

Da die mechanische Industrie in der Hauptsache nur

Manner beschaftigt, lasst sich das hochste Familieneinkom-

men des Maschinenarbeiters nur an Orten erreichen, wo
besondere Gelegenheit zur Frauenarbeit besteht. Diesen

Umstand hat sich die Bekleidungsindustrie (Konfektion) zu

Nutze gemacht. Ueberall dort, wo die Textilindustrie ab-

gewandert ist und die Maschinenindustrie in Bliite steht,

hat sich das Bekleidungsgewerbe niedergelassen und hat

Frauen und Tochter der Maschinenarbeiter als Hilfskrafte

an sich gegezogen. Da die Bekleidungsindustrie auf ge-
schickte Arbeiterinnen angewiesen ist, und in ihrer Produk-
tion rasch wechselnden Moden unterliegt, gibt es kaum
einen anderen Standort fiir sie als die Grosstadt.

Die mechanische wie die Bekleidungsindustrie sind an
die Grosstadt gebunden, denn sie brauchen bei wechselnder

Beschaftigung den grossen Arbeitsmarkt geschulter Krafte.

Der gelernte Arbeiter verzichtet aber selbst dann nicht

gern auf den freien Arbeitsmarkt, wenn er selbst eine

Dauerstelle innehat, weil nur hier seine Angehoringen ihre

Arbeitskraft verwerten konnen.

Die Verlegung der Werke der mechanischen Industrie

erfolgt aus den angefiihrten Grunden selten in der Form
einer Abwanderung aus der Grosstadt, sondern meist in

der Form einer Randwanderung an die durch giinstige Ver-

kehrsmittel erweiterte Peripherie der Grosstadt. Die me-
chanischen Fabriken konnen sich nur so weit vom Zentrum

entfernen, als ihre Arbeiterschaft im Tagesverkehr nach-

folgen kann. Keines dieser Werke ware auch abgesehen
von den Kosten in der Lage, seine ganze Belegschaft anzu-

siedeln, weil eben die Starke dieser Belegschaft wechselt

und wechseln muss, wenn sich das Werk in den schwanken-
den Konjunkturen rentieren soil. Eine Ersparnis an Loh-
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nen kann durch diese Randwanderung naturlich nicht ein-

treten; die Ursache der Verlegung der mechanischen
Fabriken aus der Innenstadt sind die hohe Grundrente im
Stadtinnern und die Ausdehungsmoglichkeiten und Trans-

porterleichterungen in den Aussenbezirken. Wohl siedeln

diese Werke die Familien ihrer Meister und alteren Ar-
beiter in der Nahe an; die Masse der jungeren Arbeiter

aber stromt ihnen aus dem Stadtinneren im Tagesverkehr
aus dem grossen Arbeitsmarkte nach Bedarf, bald starker,

bald schwacher, zu.

Oft befinden sich im Vorortverkehrsgebiet der Gros-

stadt Kleinstadte mit selbstandigem Arbeitsmarkt. Orte

mit bodenstandigen Industrien, mit Ton- oder Kalkwerken

produzieren mit ansassigen Arbeitern fur die Grosstadt,

Gemeinden mit alter Hausindustrie haben die aus der Gros-

stadt abgewanderten Textilfabriken aufgenommen und
kleine Landstadtchen haben die mit ungelernten Kraften

arbeitende grosstadtische Hilfsindustrie, beispielsweise

chemische Werke an sich gezogen. Diese Kleinstadte sind

durch die Ausdehnung der industriellen Randwanderung in

Gefahr, die Selbstandigkeit ihres Arbeitsmarktes zu ver-

lieren. Durch die Einfuhrung des Vorortverkehrs sind bei-

spielsweise die einst selbstandigen Gemeinden Spandau und

Copenick in den Berliner Arbeitsmarkt einbezogen worden.

Durch die bevorstehende Elektrisierung der Vorortbahnen
werden weitere Kleinstadte zu Gliedern des Berliner Ar-

beitsmarktes. Meist beginnt dieser Umwandlungsprozess
damit, das ein industrielles Werk sich an der Radialbahn

zwischen der Grosstadt und der Nachbarstadt hiederlasst

und durch hohere Lohne die eingesessenen Arbeiter der

Nachbarstadt nach sich zieht. Binnen kurzem steigen dann

die Lohne auch in dieser Kleinstadt, die eingesessenen Ge-

werbe sind gezwungen abzuwandern und die Grosstadtin-

dustrie dringt vor. So werden mit jeder Verkehrserweiter-

ung wirtschaftlich selbstandige Gebiete in den Arbeitsmarkt

der Grosstadt einbezogen.

Die freie Wirtschaft kann den Arbeitsmarkt der Gros-

stadt nicht entbehren. Man darf daher nicht annehmen,
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das wir in absehbarer Zeit zu einer Produktionsorganisation

kommen, welche Ordnung und Stetigkeit verbiirgt und Kon-

junkturen und Konkurrenz, die grossten Hindernisse der

Dezantralisation, beseitigt. Dagegen kann die weitere Ver-

trustung der Werke wohl eine Einsehrankung dieser Nacht-
eile bringen. Ferner ist anzunehmen, das mit fortschrei-

tender Normalisierung der technischen Produktion weitere

Zweige der mechanischen Industrie auf dem Lande und in

den Kleinstadten angesiedelt werden.

Welche Mittel stehen nun zur Verftigung, um der Gros-

stadt der mechanischen Industrie und der Konfekticn,
weiche eine charakteristiche Schopfung unseres Wirtschafs-

systems ist, eine giinstige Gestalt zu geben?

Offenbar ist es zweckmassig, wenn sich die me-

chanische Grosindustrie in moglichst weiter Entfernung
vom Zentrum ansiedelt, damit zwischen dem geschlossen

bebautem Stadtkern und den Industriegebieten moglichst

grosse Freiflachen erhalten werden konnen. Da die Werke
die Verbindung mit dem grossen Arbeitsmarkte brauchen,
kommen als ausserste Entfernungen die Endpunkte des

Vorortverkehrs in Betracht, vorausgesetzt, das die Bahnen

gut mit den Arbeiterwohngebieten der Innenstadt verbun-

den sind. Wo das nicht der Fall ist, muss die Ansiedelung
mehr beim Stadtkern erfolgen und zwar in dem Mase, je

grosser der zeitweilige Bedarf an Arbeitskraften ist.

In Berlin diirfte die grosste Entfernung fur industrielle

Ansiedlung nach Einfuhrung des elektrischen Vorort-

verkehrs etwa 30 km betragen.

Naturlich wird sich die Industrie an diesen Aussen-

punkten nur ansiedeln, wenn ihr erhabliche Vorteile ge-

boten werden, vor allem ausreichende, nicht zu teure

Gelande und gute Transportmoglichkeiten. Letzteres er-

reicht man dadurch, das man die grossen Giiterumgehungs-
bahnen iiber diese Endpunkte des Vorortverkehrs fuhrt

und zweckmassige Verschiebebahnhofe moglichst in Ver-

bindung mit Wasserstrassen anlegt. Ferner wird die Nie-

derlassung der Vorarbeiter und der Stammarbeiter er-
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leichtert, wenn auf billigem Boden weitraumige Garten-

dorfer ohne Kanalisation errichtet werden konnen.

Die Bauordnung muss Erleichterungen fur die Anlage
der industriellen Werke bieten, ohne das durch diese Er-

leichterungen der Boden verteuert wird. Man setzt zu

diesem Zweck fiir Industriebauten die grosste, fiir Wohn-
bauten aber die geringste Ausnutzungsmoglichkeit fest.

Zur zweckmassigen Ausgestaltung der Werkstatten selbst

bedient man sich der cubischen Bauweise, man gestattet

die Errichtung einer bestimmten Gebaudemasse, ent-

sprechend der Grosse des Grundstocks, aber in beliebiger

dem Fabrikationszweck angepasster Anordnung.
Ein ausgezeichnetes Mittel, der Industrie die Werkver-

legung an den Rand der Grosstadt zu ermoglichen, bietet

die Steuerpolitik. Durch Erlass oder Ermassingung der

Gewerbesteuern oder anderer Gemeindeabgaben fiir meh-
rere Jahre kan wan die Umsiedlung erfolgreich fordern.

Die Verlegung der Industrie an die Grenzen des Vorort-

verkehrs ermoglicht die Erhaltung der Walder und Wiesen
in der Nahe des geschlossen babauten Stadtkerns. Diese

Freiflachen mlissen moglichst friihzeitig von der Gemeinde
erworben werden, um Erholungsstatten fiir diejenigen zu

schaffen, welche inmitten der Grosstadt wohnen mussen,
weil sie den grossen Arbeitsmarkt fiir sich und ihre Ange-
horigen brauchen. Diese Freiflachen werden im allge-

meinen radial zur Stadtmitte in den Zwischenraumen
zwischen den Vororteisenbahnen liegen. Neben Waldern,
Parks und Sportplatzen mussen auch Pachtgarten freige-

halten werden fiir diejenigen Bewohner der Miethauser,
welche sich gartnerisch betatigen wollen. Um nicht zu

viel Raum durch diese Garten zu verlieren empfiehlt sich

ein Vorschlag, den der osterreichische Verband fiir Sied-

lungs-und Kleingartenwesen fiir die Stadt Wien ausgear-
beitet hat. Darnach sollen innerhalb der Parks kleinere

Flachen zwischen den offentlichen Promenaden mit Hecken

umgeben und in Kleingarten ausgeteilt werden, damit sie

der Erholung der Gesamtbevolkerung wie der Tatigkeit
der Kleingartner in gleicher Weise dienen konnen.
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Die Entwicklung der Industrie drangt im allgemeinen

zur Verlegung der Werke aus der Grosstadt oder an den

Rand der Grosstadt, sodas ein besonderer Druck seitens der

Verwaltung nicht notwendig ist. Ein derartiger Druck
1st in Deutschland fruher oft von der Eisenbahnverwaltung

ausgeubt worden, wenn der Umbau der Innenbahnhofe

fiir den Personenverkehr zur Kiindigung der Giiteransch-

liisse zwang. Da diese Bahnhofsumbauten meist eine Stei-

gerung der Bodenwerte im Gefolge hatten, konnten die

Werke die Kosten der Verlegung durch den Verkauf ihres

Gelandes decken, in Zeiten niedergehender Konjunktur
aber hatten sie schweren Schaden erlitten. Die Verlegung

zwingt namlich fast immer zu einer Neueinrichtung der

Werks, weil sich der Abbruch und Wiederaufbau grosserer
Maschinen selten lohnt. Derartige Neueinrichtungen sind

nur in Zeiten guten Geschaftsganges und reichlichen sowie

billigen Kapitalzuflusses moglich. Beispielsweise besteht

in Berlin eine Teppichfabrik, welche schon vor dem Kriege
nach einer Kleinstadt auswandern wollte. Trotzdem grosse

Lohnersparnisse erzielt wiirden, ist die Verlegung dieser

Fabrik heute unmoglich, weil das Kapital fehlt. Man sieht

hieraus, das auch der Zeitpunkt fiir die Verlegung indus-

trieller Werke nur auf Grund genauer Kenntnis der Wirt-

schaftslage gewahlt werden kann.

Wer die Eisenbahnen beherrscht, wer Guteranschlusse

gewahren und versagen kann, wer iiber die Guter-und

Vororttarife bestimmt, beherrscht auch die Industrie. Der

zwechmassige Ausbau der Stadte und die Giinstige An-

siedlung der Industrien erfordert daher vor allem Einfluss

auf den Bau und den Betrieb der Eisenbahnen. Wo eine

Haltestelle errichtet oder ein Gleisanschluss genehmigt
wird, schreitet die Entwicklung oft iiber die schonsten

Plane der Architekten hinweg. Die Zusammenarbeit von
Stadtebau und Eisenbahnbau dagegen sichert die grossten

wirtschaftlichen, gesundheitlichen und schonheitlichen

Erfolge.

Einfluss auf die Entwicklung der grossen Stadt als

Handelsstadt ist ebenfalls nur durch die Einwirkung auf
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die grossen Transportanlagen zu Wasser und zu Lande

moglich. Diese Aufgabe weitausschauend Vorsorge zu

treffen, dass nicht durch zu starke Konzentration der Ver-

kehrsmittel neue Riesenstadte entstehen, und die bestehen-

den noch starker anwachsen, kann nur der Staat als Eigen-

tiimer oder als Aufsichtsbehorde der grossen Transport-
anstalten losen. Die Hauptstadte der europaischen Lander

sind deshalb so stark angewachsen, weil der Verkehr aus

politischen und militarischen Grunden absichtlich hier zen-

tralisiert wurde. Die Dezentralisation des Verkehrs muss
heute ebenso bewusst im Dienste der Siedlung durchge-
fiihrt werden. Der Gesichtspunkt der Verkehrsverteilung
fur das ganze Land 1st vor allem fiir die jungen Staaten

wichtig, deren Eisenbahnnetz noch in der Entwicklung be-

griffen ist. Die Siedlungsdezentralisation der einzelnen

Stadt ist haufig abhangig von der Verkehrsdezentralisa-

tion des ganzen Landes.

AUSZUG

Die raumliche Zentralisation unseres Gewerbesystems
hat ihren Hohenpunkt uberschritten. Die Moglichkeit der

Dezentralisation der gewerblichen Siedlung ist heute vor-

handen, sie ist aber verschieden je nachdem es sich um
Schwerindustrie, um Textilgewerbe oder um mechanische

Industrien handelt.

Die Schwerindustrie (Bergbau und Huttenwesen) ist

an die Rohstofflager und Massentransportwege gebunden.
Ihr Raumbedarf zwang fruhzeitig zur Abwanderung aus

den grossen Stadten und die Neueinrichtungen an geeig-

neter Stelle lohnte sich stets, weil die Produktionskosten in

hohem Mase von der Vollkommenheit der technischen An-

lagen abhangig sind. Die Stetigkeit der standardisierten

Produktion verburgt eine verhaltnismassig gleichbleibende

Beschaftigung und macht die Schwerindustrie unabhangig
von den grossen Arbeitsmarkten der Stadte. Da die meist

ungelernten Arbeiter sowie ihre Frauen vom Lande stam-

men, sind Gartenbau und Tierzucht die naturgemasen Mit-

tel, um das Familieneinkommen zu mehren.
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Die Eigenart der Schwerindustrie begiinstigt daher in

hohem Mase die Decentralisation. Durch gute Bebauungs-

plane und Bauordnungen kann eine gesunde Ansiedlung der

Schwerarbeiter in weitraumigen Gartenstadten und Gar-

tendorfern erzielt werden. Die grosse Ausdehnung der

Bergbaugebiete erfordert aber eine Siedlungsorganisation ;

welche die Gemeindegebiete zusammenfasst, um den Ver-

kehr zu regeln und die notwendigen Freiflachen zu er-

halten.

Die Textilindustrie wie die unter ahnlichen Bedingun-

gen arbeitende Kartonnage-, Papier- und Tabakindustrie ist

zum allergrossten Teile Massenproduktion. Die technische

Entwicklung ist im allgemeinen abgeschlossen ; Arbeit auf

Vorrat und stetige Beschaftigung ist daher moglich. Neben
Mannern werden im weiten Umfange Frauen und Jugend-
liche beschaftigt, sodas die gesamten Arbeitskrafte einer

Familie ausgenutzt werden konnen. Wie bei alien verar-

beitenden Gewerben sind die Produktionskosten haupt-
sachlich durch die Lohne bestimmt. Die Textilindustrie

ist deshalb friihzeitig aus den teuren Grosstadten abge-
wandert und hat sich in Dorfern und Kleinstadten nieder-

gelassen. Nur so weit es sich um Qualitatsfabrikation han-

delt, welche der Mode stark unterworfen ist, hat sich die

Textilindustrie mit gut geschulten mannlichen Arbeits-

kraften in den Grosstadten erhalten.

Auhc der Charakter der Textilindustrie begiinstigt also

die Dezentralisation. Die Abwanderung erfolgt aber nur
nach solchen Gegenden, wo eine fiir Textilarbeit geschickte

Bevolkerung vorhanden ist. Beim Ausbau der Dorfer und
Kleinstadte fiir die Aufnahme von Textilindustrie muss
alles vermieden werden, was die Lebenshaltungskosten
verteuert. Grosstadtische Einrichtungen, welche eine Er-

hohung der Steuern oder Ausgaben fiir Fahrten erfordern,
machen die Ansiedlung der auf niedrigste Lohne angewie-
senen Textilgewerbe unmoglich.

Die mechanischen Industrien der Maschinen, Instru-

mente und Apparate ebenso wie die feineren Metall- und

Holzgewerbe sind zum grossten Teil Qualitatsindustrien
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und auf geschulte mannliche Arbeiter angewiesen. Die

technische Entwicklung ist noch nicht abgeschlossen, die

Herstellung standardisierter Einzelteile ist aber bereits

vom Hauptproduktionsprozess getrennt und wird vielfach

in den Kleinstadten besorgt. Die Fertigfabrikate, welche

stark dem technischen Fortschritt und zum Teil auch, wie

Beleuchtungskorper und Mobel. der Mode unterworfen

sind, werden in den Grosstadten angefertigt. Der Ge-

schaftsgang ist sehr stark der Konjunktur unterworfen,
und die Arbeiterzahl der Werke wechselt haufig.

Da die mechanische Industrie nur Manner besehaftigt,

hat sich an ihren Standorten die Konfektion niedergelas-

sen, um die zahlreichen weiblichen Arbeitskrafte auszu-

nutzen.

Die mechanische Industrie wie die Konfektion sind an

die Grosstadt gebunden, denn sie brauchen bei wechselnder

Beschaftigung den grossen Arbeitsmarkt geschulter Krafte.

Die Verlegung der Werke der mechanischen Grosin-

dustrie aus der engen Innenstadt erfolgt daher nicht in der

Form der Abwanderung, sondern als Randwanderung an
die durch giinstige Verkehrsmittel erweiterte Peripherie
der Grosstadt. Die Werke siedeln in diesen Vororten auch
ihre Meister und Stammarbeiter an, die Masse der Arbeits-

krafte stromt ihnen aber taglich aus den Wohngebieten der

inneren Stadt entsprechend dem Beschaftigungsrad bald

starker, bald schwacher zu.

Die gute Ausgestaltung der Stadte der mechanischen
Grosindustrie und des Handels ist die schwierigste Auf-

gabe des Stadtebaues. Offenbar ist es zweckmassig, dass

die Werke moglichst an den Aussenstationen des Vorort-

verkehrs angesiedelt werden, damit zwischen der Innen-

stadt und diesen industriellen Vororten grosse Grimflachen

erhalten werden konnen fiir die Erholung derjenigen,
welche im inneren Stadtgebiet wohnen miissen. Man sucht

die Ansiedlung der Industrie in diesen Aussengebieten da-

durch zu fordern, das man gute Eisenbahnanschlusse in

Verbindung mit den Giiterumgehungsbahnen und den Was-
serstrassen schafft. Giinstige Bebauungsplane und Bau-
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ordnungen, billiger Boden und mehrjahriger Nachlass der

Gemeindesteuern sind geeignete Mittel, um die Industrie

anzuziehen.

Unbedingte Herrschaft tiber die Siedlung der Industrie

und des Handels gibt aber nur die Verfiigungsgewalt iiber

die Eisenbahnen. Daher muss der Stadtebau vor allem

versuchen, Einfluss auf die Gestaltung und den Betrieb der

Eisenbahnen zu erlangen. Nur dadurch kann er seine

wirtschaftlichen, gesundheitlichen und schonheitlichen

Ziele erreichen.

SUMMARY

The centralization of the industrial system has reached

its limits. The possibility of decentralizing exists, but for

heavy industries it is different from mechanical industries.

Heavy industries are bound to be confined to certain

places, namely mining areas and main traffic ways. The
need for space forced them early in their development to

leave the big cities ; the new establishments in proper places

have always paid because the costs of production depend
to a great extent on the perfection of the technical organi-
zations. The steady output of standardized production

guarantees relatively permanent occupation and makes
these industries less dependent on the great labor markets
in the cities. As the workmen are mostly of rural origin,

gardening and poultry farming, etc., are the natural means
to increase the income of the families.

The character of heavy industry therefore facilitates

decentralization. Sound housing of workmen in garden
cities or villages is possible by good plans and building
rules. But the great extension of mining districts needs a

planning organization in which the different communities
are represented for the regulation of traffic arteries and
for the preservation of the necessary open spaces.

The textile industry, like the carton, paper and tobacco

industries, is on mass production lines. Mainly finished

articles are produced; production for the warehouses and
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permanent employment are therefore possible. In addi-

tion to men there are a large number of women and young
persons employed and all sections of the family can find

employment. Like all manufacturing industries, the costs

of production depend principally on the wages. Thus, the

textile industry soon left the expensive cities and went to

villages or small towns. Only those textile industries re-

mained in the cities that needed skilled workmen for the

production of high quality goods, many of which depend on
fashions.

The character of the textile industry, therefore, also

facilitates decentralization, but the exodus is only to dis-

tricts where there is a population qualified for textile work.

Planning villages or little towns suitable for the erection

of textile factories, necessitates avoiding everything that

increases the cost of living. Any arrangements that result

in high taxes or traffic expenses make a decentralization of

this industry, with its low wages, impossible.

The mechanical industries (machine making, instru-

ment, fine metal and fine wood) are mostly "quality" in-

dustries, and depend upon skilled male workmen. They do
not always produce technically finished articles, but the

production of most of the standardized single parts is

separated from the principal work process, in many cases

in small towns. The "finished production," depending very
much on technical knowledge and finish, and in some cases

(e. g. lamps and furniture) also depending upon fashion,
is carried on in the large cities. Employment depends very
much on the market, thus causing fluctuations.

As the "mechanical industries" employ only men, the

confectionery industries are often established in the same
towns because female labor will be available.

The "mechanical" and confectionery industries are both

bound to the large cities for the fluctuations of the first-

named need a large labor market of skilled workmen.

The migration, therefore, of the mechanical industries

does not usually take the form of a complete exodus, but

that of a removal to the periphery of the town if good traf-
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fie facilities are available. The manufacturers often house

their foremen and regular workmen near by, but many of

the other workmen travel daily from the old housing dis-

tricts of the city.

Suitable planning of cities for the big mechanical in-

dustries is one of the more difficult problems of town plan-

ning. It is necessary that the works should be as far as

possible established in the outer suburbs, and that between

the inner city and these new suburbs large green spaces

be preserved for the recreation of those who must live in

the inner city. One tries to favor the establishment of

works in these outer districts by good railway connections

in communication with circular railways for transporta-

tion of goods and with waterways. Suitable town plans
and building rules, cheap land and rebates on municipal
taxes for several years will also attract the industries.

But the absolute sovereignty over the location of indus-

try and trade is only possible by controlling or influencing

railway facilities. It is, therefore, necessary to get such

control or influence if town planning is to attain its eco-

nomic, hygienic and aesthetic aims.

SOMMAIRE

La centralisation du systeme industriel a atteint ses

limites. Les possibilites de decentralisation existent mais

elles sont differentes, suivant qu'on envisage soit les indus-

tries extractives ou de transport, soit les industries de

transformation.

Les industries extractives ou de transport ne peuvent
se developper en dehors de certains endroits: notamment
en dehors des mines ou des principales voies de communi-
cation. Le besoin d'espace les a obliges des le debut de leur

developpement a abandonner les grandes cites; les nou-

veaux etablissements dans des endroits bien choisis ont

toujours eu un excellent rendement, parce que le cout de

production depend en grande partie de la perfection des

organisations techniques. Le rendement constant de la
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production standardised garantit une occupation perma-
nente et rend les industries moins dependantes des grands
marches de travail dans les cites. Comme les ouvriers sont

pour la plupart d'origine paysanne, le jardinage et Felevage
des volailles sont les moyens naturels d'augmenter le reve-

nu de leurs families.

Le caractere de la grande industrie facilite done la

decentralisation. Le logement salubre des ouvriers dans
des cites ou villages jardins est possible si Ton etablit de

bons plans et des reglements de construction. Mais la

grande extension des districts miniers necessite la prepara-
tion d'un plan dans lequel les differentes communautes sont

representees pour reglementer les arteres de trafic et re-

server les espaces libres necessaires.

L'industrie textile, comme les industries du carton, du

papier et du tabac, produit en grande serie; elle produit
surtout des articles acheves; la production pour les maga-
sins et le travail permanent sont done possibles. A cote

des hommes, on emploie un grand nombre de femmes et de

jeunes gens des deux sexes, et tous les membres de la

famille peuvent y trouver une situation. Comme dans
toutes les industries manufacturieres, le cout de produc-
tion depend surtout des salaires. Aussi I'industrie textile

a-t-elle laisse de bonne heure les cites ou la vie coute cher,

pour s'etablir dans les villages ou les petites villes. Seules

resterent dans les villes les industries textiles qui deman-
dent des ouviers qualifies pour la production des marchan-
dises de premiere qualite, qui dependent pour la plupart de

la mode.

Le caractere de 1'industrie textile facilite done aussi la

decentralisation, mais il n'y a exode que vers les districts

ou existe une population qualifiee pour ce genre de travail,

L'amenagement de villages ou de petites villes appropriees
a la construction d'usines textiles exige qu'on evite tout ce

qui augmente le cout de la vie. N'importe quelle organisa-

tion qui aboutit a de lourds impots ou a de grosses depenses

de transport rend impossible la decentralisation de cette

Industrie, avec ses bas salaires.
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Les industries de transformation (fabrication de ma-

chines, instruments, travail du metal et du bois) sont sur-

tout des industries de haut rang (quality), et reposent sur

Fhabilete d'ouvriers males. Elles ne produisent pas tou-

jours d'articles acheves, au sens technique du mot, mais la

production de la plupart des elements standardises est

separee de Toperation du travail principal, qui se fait,

generalement, dans de petites villes. Le "fini" de la pro-

duction depend surtout des connaissances techniques et du

talent, et, dans de nombreux cas (comme le luminaire et

rameublement) de la mode: il est donne dans de grandes
villes. La quantite de travail depend done du marche, ce

qui occasionne des fluctuations.

De meme que les industries de transformation qui n'em-

ploient que des hommes, les industries de Talimentation

sont souvent etablies dans les memes villes, parce qu'il y a

de la main d'oeuvre feminine disponible.

Les industries de transformation et de Talimentation

sont attachees aux grandes villes, car les fluctuations de la

premiere necessitent un marche du travail bien fourni en

ouvriers qualifies.

La migration des industries de transformation ne prend

generalement pas la forme d'une veritable exode, mais celle

d'une marche vers la peripherie de la ville, s'il existe des

facilites de transport. Les industriels logent souvent leurs

contremaitres et leurs ouvriers permanents tout pres

1'usine, mais un grand nombre d'autres ouvriers viennent

tous les jours des vieux quartiers de la cite.

L'amenagement approprie des cites pour les grosses in-

dustries de transformation est un des problemes les plus
difficiles de Tamenagement des villes. II est necessaire que
les ateliers soient etablis aussi loin que possible, dans les

faubourgs les plus exterieurs et qu'entre le centre de la cite

et ces nouveaux faubourgs, on reserve de grands espaces
de verdure pour le repos de ceux qui habitent le centre de la

cite. On essaie de favoriser 1'etablissement des ateliers

dans les quartiers de la peripherie au moyen d'une bonne
co-ordination des voies ferrees avec des chemins de fer de
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ceinture pour le transport des marchandises, et avec des

rivieres et canaux. Des plans de villes et des reglements
de construction bien etablis, le terrain bon marche et des

abattements sur les taxes municipales, pendant plusieurs

annees, attireront aussi les industries.

Mais 1'emprise absolue sur la localisation de 1'industrie

et du commerce n'est possible que si Ton controle et Ton

accroit les facilites de transport. II est done necessaire

d'obtenir un tel controle et une telle influence, si Tamenage-
ment des villes veut atteindre ses buts economiques hy-

gieniques et esthetiques.



METHODS OF DECENTRALIZATION
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Civilization has always been associated with cities, and

has tended to promote life in cities. The industrial develop-

ment of the 19th century has greatly accentuated this ten-

dency; towns have grown with marvelous rapidity, and

their populations have reached quite unprecedented num-
bers. As a result the proportion of town dwellers to coun-

try dwellers is now very great in most industrial countries,

and is still growing.
The increased population has been accommodated in two

ways ; by the springing up of new towns ; and by the rapid

expansion of towns already existing. The first is a healthy

enough method; but it only takes place when there occurs

some stimulating event important enough to overcome the

initial difficulties. The discovery of mineral deposits; the

opening of a new harbour ; the building of a new canal, rail-

way or road; locating of a new industry; the founding of

any important educational institution; or other events of a

similar nature may prove an adequate stimulus for starting

a town.

These are however exceptional events, and tend to hap-

pen in virgin areas with less frequency as the number of

existing towns increases. On the whole therefore urbanisa-

tion has increasingly taken place by addition to existing

towns.

Experience has shown that for this method to be healthy,

the site of the town, and the plan of the town, must afford

opportunity for the harmonious expansion of the various

parts.

Even so there is a limit in each case to the extent of con-

tinuous expansion which can take place without causing

confusion, or leading to congestion in the centre. That
limit can no doubt be enlarged by the timely application

of good extension planning and efficient control, in those

cases where fortune has already provided a favourable loca-
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tion, and foresight has laid out the town on an expandable

plan. In the nature of the case, however, growth by con-

tinuous accretions round the circumference must ultimately

lead to construction in the central area and disorder in the

whole.

A town consists of many different parts ; in a good and
efficient town these should bear a certain relation and pro-

portion to each other. Both the parts and their proper
relation vary in different towns and at different periods;
but any great departure from the best relation for a par-
ticular town must reduce the efficiency of its industry and

commerce, and diminish the pleasure of life therein. Con-

tinual expansion round the fringe of the town, by upsetting
the proper relation of the different parts, and causing

building people to be in the wrong place, must ultimately

increase the volume of traffic beyond the capacity of the

streets; and must set up pressure in the central areas to

expand outwards, at the expense of the adjacent parts, or

upwards, at the expense of increased congestion in the

streets. From this condition follow waste of time, over-

crowding, much useless movement of men and goods, and a

large loss of capital in the widening of streets, and in the

pulling down of good buildings and the re-erecting of new
ones, as the citizens attempt to restore a balance between

the parts.

The discoveries of the 19th century favoured large scale

production, centralised commerce, and general concentra-

tion.

The 20th century has introduced new means and

methods which, unguided, bid fair to reduce the large con-

centrations to a condition of congested impotence; but

which, if widely used, might as effectively facilitate the

carying on of commerce and industry on a decentralised

plan. The electric power machine, motor car, telephone,

and wireless communication, may indeed fos* a tf*ne add to

the mass of people who can be kept
*

-r:iig and moving in a

single agglommeration before congestion reaches the point

where the mass must con^al and become stationary!
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These same developments of science, of communication, and
of specialised production, are however making possible, and

already stimulating, a new movement towards decentralisa-

tion. So long as the advantages of a large city, whether
commercial or cultural, could only be enjoyed by those on

the spot, there was some excuse for crowding to be near

the centre. Today the peasant on his farm can hear the

president's voice as well as if he were at the back of the

hall ;
tomorrow he will watch his face while speaking. Yes-

terday the manufacturers needed to be close to the sources

of power, and the workmen to crowd round them. Today
the power can be taken hundreds of miles to the factory,

and tomorrow the workmen will be able, if he wishes, to

live on his farm and go by electric train or motor to his

work at any factory within twenty or thirty miles. These
new facilities while at present adding to the congestion,

are all increasing our power to cope with the difficulty of

the great town. It may be asked them whether it is possible

to discern in any of the reactions which town conditions

call forth, the prospect of restoring such right relation and

proportion between the parts as will satisfy the needs of a

good city life.

Of the reactions which follow upon rapid and unregul-
ated growth, four are noticeable.

(1) The crowding of more buildings upon the central

area, and the consequent occupancy of every spare piece

of ground. This is followed by a rise in ground values

which further intensifies the process, and greatly increases

the difficulty of reserving open space, even for such neces-

sary needs as the provision of new traffic ways, the widen-

ing of existing roads, or the extension of buildings serving

central functions, which the growth of population must
necessitate.

Seeing that open space is an essential ingredient in any
well arranged town, that many of the functions of a city

centre must expand with the growth of the population which

they serve, and that consequently space for this expansion

should be kept available, it will hardly today be contended
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that the obvious but shortsighted reaction of overcrowding

buildings on the land affords any effective remedy for the

difficulties which rapid growth creates.

(2) Having crowded buildings upon all the available

ground, the second obvious reaction is to increase the height
of such buildings, piling storey upon storey, until, as in

the case of some of the glorious though embarrassing struc-

tures for which this city is famed, the tops do actually

scrape the clouds !

We of other lands, mostly content with five or six

storeys, have watched with bated breath the designing bold-

ness of your architects, and the structural audacity of your

engineers, in handling the problems which these great
masses of buildings present. Though some instinct, some
innate conservatism, or perhaps mere timidity, has held us

back from copying you; it is only fair to say that we, no

more than you, realised until recently that this reaction

upwards was even more shortsighted than that of horizontal

overcrowding. For whereas covering the land with build-

ings adds to ground values and makes the preservation of

open spaces or the widening of thoroughfares difficult, ver-

tical expansion sends values up with a bound, and not only
makes the reservation of open space or the widening of

streets practically impossible, but at the same time in-

creases enormously the need for space and the urgency
for such widenings.

It is now I think generally recognised here that the

effect of expansion upwards is simply to intensify at one

and the same time, and in a progressingly increasing degree,

the congestion of buildings and of traffic, and the difficulty

of applying any remedy.

(3) The reaction which is placed third in order, though
it generally sets in early in the first stage, consists in an at-

tempt to meet, by the multiplication of transport facilities,

the difficulties which spring from growing size, and from the

consequent upsetting of the proper relation of the parts of

the town. While there are undoubtedly legitimate spheres
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for the first and second reactions, and limits within which

they may help the growing town; there is a much wider

sphere, and a more elastic limit of beneficial use, for this

third reaction. Not only may the inconvenience of people
and buildings being in the wrong places be greatly dimin-

ished by the provision of convenient traffic facilities; but

these facilities may also do much to promote the better

placing of all the parts and functions of the growing city.

It is indeed only where overcrowding of buildings has been

extensively supplemented by great additions to the height,

that the limit of the beneficial effects of increased transport
facilities have been clearly revealed. When so great a

volume of building is allowed to be erected on a few blocks,

that a new rapid transport line can be congested merely by
the fresh occupants of these buildings, the point has been

reached when it becomes obvious that new facilities instead

of relieving congestion and reducing inconvenience may but

intensify both.

(4) There is one other reaction to which reference must
be made; it seems to be generally roused only when the

methods for facilitating excessive overcrowding have been

tried and found ineffective.

I refer of course to City Planning ; to the regulation of

growth ; the prevention of overcrowding by securing a bet-

ter distribution of population, of commercial and industrial

development, and a greater localisation of life in the various

urban units. This reaction has in the past taken various

forms, which have been represented by several well known
organisations. These having fully explored the line of ad-

vance on which each had concentrated its study and its

efforts, recently came to realise that there was greater con-

nection between them than was at first seen ; that they were
in fact, each representing but a phase of one larger move-
ment ; and that an advance to be effective must be along all

the lines. This fourth reaction is becoming powerful in

different countries in various forms, according to the con-

ditions prevalent there. In England, where an unregulated
decentralisation tendency had set in with much vigour in
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most of the large towns, the chief objective hitherto has

been to bring under the guidance of Town Planning schemes

this flowing out of the people over the undeveloped areas.

In America on the other hand where the most obvious

dangers seemed to arise from expansion upwards, and from

great instability of conditions in the already built up areas,

the efforts to restrain excessive volume of building, and to

bring about stabilisation of conditions through zoning regu-

lations, have commanded the widest support. Both these

manifestations are however only parts of that complete

system of planning and regulation which we advocate, and
in which alone we see any hope of escape from the con-

gestion of urbanisation, from which we are all suffering.

For in spite of having approached the subject from differ-

ent angles we are gathered here as the "International Fed-

eration for Town and Country Planning and Garden
Cities ;" and in the main we agree on a general policy, aim-

ing at a better distribution of population and a carefully

planned and regulated development of our lands, which

will check excessive concentration, and promote the localisa-

tion of life around more numerous centres.

As each city must have a beginning, let us follow one

though the various stages of its growth, and see how fore-

sight and planning on the lines we advocate could help it

to a healthy expansion.

I am not one of those who think that all the changes
in a town, all rebuilding or street widening, can be avoided,

even with the most enlightened foresight. Nor do I believe

that it would be beneficial, if practicable, to plan every vil-

lage so that it may ultimately serve as an adequate centre

for an important town. There are limits to the extent to

which the village or small town should be inconvenienced

by the provision of excessive space for expansion, or be

charged with the costs of roads adequate to meet the needs

of a too distant future; but provided these limits are recog-

nised, foresight and good planning can do much. Many a

large town today rejoices that good fortune reserved an
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ancient parade ground, or market place, which now in the

days of its congestion, affords invaluable relief.

In planning the commencement of any new urbanisation,

whether of main or subsidiary character, two different pur-

poses for the reservation of open ground should be recog-

nised. First there should be reserved as generous a pro-

vision of permanent open space, wide roads, squares, etc.,

as can be made without much inconvenience ;
these will be-

come increasingly valuable as the size of the town grows.

Ingenuity of planning will enable much provision of this

kind to be made with little disadvantage to the inhabitants

during the early village or small town stages. In addition

to this there should from the first be reserved special areas,

not to be permanent open spaces, but to permit of the easy

expansion of the central parts of the town, and of the ad-

ministrative, business, and cultural buildings, the size of

which must grow with increasing population. This land,

reserved from immediate building use to allow for the easy

expansion of the different parts of the town, is a most

important factor in preserving healthy development, and

one, which we are only now beginning to understand and
to use. By means of such reservations, combined with good

planning and zoning carried out on lines appropriate to the

circumstances of the site and the region around it, the de-

velopment of the town can be guided with a minimum of

confusion and waste, up to the maximum size which is de-

sirable for it as a single self-contained unit of urbanisation.

The gradual building up of the town, the legitimate in-

crease in volume and height of building in the central area

to meet the growing needs, will produce a change in the re-

lative importance and character of use of the different open

spaces. Agricultural land and gardens will give place to

more urgently needed buildings, squares, parks, and play

grounds. The process will, however, continuously enhance

the importance and value of the remaining open spaces,

until, when the full limit of size has been reached, the per-

manent reservation of some further considerable area or

belt of open land for the use of this central town will become
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desirable. Thenceforth the growth of population should be

provided for on fresh lines, and the town expansion be in-

duced to take new forms
;
for at this stage the evils of con-

tinuous expansion will rapidly overbalance any advantages.

It is not necessary that we should now discuss the size

to which towns or their central nucleus, may grow without

serious disadvantage. We are dealing with tendencies and
the guidance of growing forces, not with precise numbers.

The change from a balance of advantage, to a balance of

disadvantage, due to expanding size, will be gradual, for the

power of accommodation in human society is great. More-

over the particular size at which the balance will change,
must vary with the standard of culture of the population,
the nature of its activities, and the character of the location.

Lord Bryce, an exceptionally capable observer of life in all

its phases, used to say that he knew of no advantage
offered by the very large town which could not equally be

enjoyed by a town of 100,000 inhabitants; and near the

close of his life he said he should put the most desirable

figure even lower, from 50,000 to 70,000. It may be said

that the higher the standard of general education and wel.

being the fewer the total numbers necessary to support the

various desirable expressions of human culture; probably
it would also follow that the larger might be the urban
unit without serious disadvantage. Under modern condi-

tions however, life in a city community depends on a degree
of collective effort and organised administration which can

only be successful if it is based on a grouping of the people,

and an order of relationship between them, such as is found

necessary in any great organisation, whether it be an army,
a university, or a trade union. The more democratic the

administration, the more needful it seems that the units of

grouping should not be so large but that the individuals may
have contact with one another, and be in position to know
something of the character and capacities of any member of

the group. There are of course many bases on which the

population will wish to group itself, according to pursuits

or tastes; but after all the city is a geographical unit, and
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as citizens, for the purpose of their citizenship, the group-

ing should be expressed in the form of the town; and the

civic life of its several units should be promoted by some

degree of geographical definition and limitation. This is

but to say that the people as citizens must form an organised

community, and not be a mere crowd. The underlying

sociological basis of communal life seems thus to harmonize
with the physical and economic reasons which have been

mentioned as calling for a new method of development for

towns, and a new order in the disposition of their parts.

They suggest that continuous aggregation should give place
to growth by means of definite and more or less self con-

tained units of population, living a largely localised life

within their units, but able to share in the greater oppor-
tunities for business, culture or enjoyment, which by their

nature must be centralised.

When the continuous expansion of the village or town
we are tracing begins to approach the limits which the cir-

cumstances have indicated as being the desirable ultimate

size for the central nucleus, the time will have come for

stimulating the formation of new local centres of growth.
These may take several forms, each of which may have a

useful and legitimate function to perform. The growing
urban community, even with the best localised provision,

will call for specialised units of development. Industrial

areas will be required to give greater facilities for large

scale production, and to relieve the centre of factories and

workshops which would become a nuisance, and could not

enjoy there the desirable space for their own expansion;
also residential areas for the families of those who are en-

gaged in one or other of the specialised functions, such as

industry, administration or commerce. The latter are some-

times called dormitories; but the term is misleading, as

when properly organised it is only a section of the bread

winners who use the area mainly for sleeping in. If any
large section of the inhabitants use a suburb mainly as a

dormitory, this indicates bad distribution, or bad planning
and organisation of the suburb. These specialised suburbs,
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which would be grouped next around the central area,

should each be planned as definite units around a secondary
centre. Provision should be made for equipping them, as

far as may be consistent with their special service to the

town, with all that is needed for a complete localised life;

areas for expansion of their various parts should be re-

served, as well as permanent open spaces to serve the needs

of the local community, to secure definition of its territory,

and to contribute to the amenity of the whole urban area.

The reservation of this space may at first sight seem diffi-

cult; but a little study of expanding towns will show how

naturally they conform to the method of development sug-

gested. Hamlets or villages for some distance round usually

form the centres for sporadic urbanisation; very slight ad-

vantages, such as the existence of a highway or cheaper

land, will promote developments at greatly increased dis-

tances from the centre, as compared with other large areas

nearer in, which will be left unbuilt upon. The advocates

of the continuous single street form of town have this

degree of fact in support of their proposal, namely that the

total length of street and services to accommodate the build-

ings of a town, depends but little on the arrangement of the

streets, and is mainly determined by the building frontages

required. The length is at the minimum in the single

street development, and it increases with every bend, cross-

ing or road junction that is introduced. The single street

advocates however press this argument too far; other re-

sulting disadvantages soon outweigh the gain in total road

length which must be admitted. None the less the fact is

of great importance; and it partly explains why so little

advantage can be gained from the overcrowding of streets

and buildings upon the land. The fact also helps very

greatly in the planning of town extension so as to leave

space for the expansion of the various parts. Continuous

development can be allowed along the main lines of com-

munication with only the minimum of break necessary to

maintain the continuity of park-ways or defining belts ; and
the areas for expansion, as well as the main open spaces.
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can be reserved on what, relatively to those main roads,

is back land. Where the hundred yard parkway, or the

half mile belt of open space would cause a break incon-

veniently great across some busy line of development, they

may be constructed at the crossing point to a width sufficient

only to keep open a vista of the shrubberies or fields for

those who pass along the thoroughfare.
If the urban community we are studying continues to

grow, when the defined and self contained suburbs them-

selves approach completion, some further provision will be

needed. The total population will by then have reached a

size requiring considerable open areas to minister to its

various needs, to preserve the purity of its air, and the

freshness of its food, or to provide for all the desirable

forms of recreation. This very growth of population will

however in some ways facilitate the provision of the in-

creased space; for it must automatically reduce the extent

to which each individual can directly enjoy the central in-

stitutions, and so favour decentralisation ; and it will render

practicable the adoption of new methods of transportation
to minimise the disadvantage of distance.

The next form of expansion, next in space, but not at all

necessarily subsequent in time to the growth of many of the

suburbs, would be the development, further out, of new vil-

lages, townlets, or satellite cities as they are frequently

called. The choice of a new centre of urbanisation from

which to start these would usually be determined by some

existing or easily provided stimulus to the settlement of

people or industries. The terminus of a tramway exten-

sion
; the stopping place of trains or steamers ; the crossing

place of highways available for motor use ; and many other

artificial or natural circumstances may afford the needed

stimulus. This development is so much along the lines

which the growth of cities frequently follows, that only a

reasonable reservation of the separating belts of open land

from being subsequently built over, and a quite practicable

degree of stimulus by good planning and organisation of

the new centres, seems to be needed to cause the growing
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population to flow naturally along the desired channels or

spread over the prepared areas. Broadly speaking, and

subject to obvious exceptions, the greater the distance from
the centre the more complete and self contained should the

new unit be made. Particularly should local industry and

employment be developed as far as possible pari passu
with the population. In regard to more distant satellite

centres, the fact that they cannot provide in the early stages
of growth all the educational and cultural facilities which
are needed for a complete local life may seem to present
some difficulty. The people must at first depend to an in-

convenient extent upon the main city centre, or their life

must be of a more pioneer character than may be attractive.

New means of transport have however much reduced this

difficulty, while the natural selection as first settlers of

those preferring the interest of such a life, and the com-

paratively small numbers who in the early stages require
the extra transport to the centre, do much to ease the

situation. The central communities could do much to en-

courage these quasi colonial settlements, by better organisa-
tion and planning and by a little anticipation of their edu-

cational and cultural needs. Voluntary associations for such

purposes may greatly help, as evidenced at Letchworth Gar-

den City and the satellite town of Welwyn. Probably how-
ever the full community interest and effort needed to make
this policy a success will only be forthcoming when there

have been worked out closer bonds of relationship between
the city community and what are virtually its colonists.

There must be bonds of attachment based on mutual bene-

fits, and of interest based on some degree of administrative

and financial unity.

"Other papers deal specially with the administrative

problems arising from decentralisation as well as with the

industrial and transport aspects of the question. Reference

must however be made to independent Garden Cities, the

creation of which may be said to complete the general policy
here outlined. At what stage or distance from an existing

city the satellite town will become the independent Garden
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City, we need hardly discuss; it is a matter which must

vary greatly. Suffice it to say here that as people democrat-

ically minded we should naturally look with great favour

on the multiplication of independent cities of moderate size,

rather than on the undue inflation of existing urbanisations.

For we believe that the distribution of an urban population

in such moderate sized city communities will promote a

healthier life, and offer more numerous opportunities than

are to be found in the overgrown unit, for those citizens

who are qualified to make special contributions to the ad-

ministration, the well being, the culture or the enjoyment
of the city.

Without wishing to dogmatise on details, or to minimise

difficulties I venture to suggest that the majority of those

who have studied the conditions in great modern towns,
are coming into agreement on the lines suggested above.

Whether we have approached the subject from the sociolog-

ical side, through the civic survey, from the Town Planning

side, through efforts to cope with present conditions and
relieve existing congestion, or from the more reforming and

perhaps creative side of the Garden City movement, we all

recognise the need for limiting excessive density, for secur-

ing the better distribution, and the more orderly planning of

the various parts of the town. We share in greater or less

degree the belief that decentralisation must be encouraged ;

and that it must be directed towards the formation of fresh

self contained units, designed and equipped to provide for

an attractive and efficient life mainly localised in those

units. We approve and encourage the founding of new and

independent towns wherever opportunity offers; recognis-

ing that each one becomes a fresh centre of culture, and
moreover offers a clean sheet upon which the creative

visions of the town planner may be realised!

But we are equally mindful of the great needs of exist-

ing towns ; and do not forget that growth in urban popula-
tion at present is mainly provided for by extending these.

For them we seek to encourage decentralisation and to pro-
vide for it in an orderly manner by means of well planned
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suburbs, Satellite Towns, or Garden Cities, as may be most

appropriate. We seek also to check congestion in the centre,

and to restore order in place of the confusion which hap-
hazard growth has produced, by zoning regulations which
will limit the height and volume of buildings, and will bring
about a more convenient and staple arrangement of the uses

to which the different parts of the town may be put.

As an International Federation we now put forward for

detailed examination a complete policy for dealing with

existing urban centres and the further growth of urban

population. Though there is very much of method yet to be

studied and much of detail to be evolved, the main line of

policy has emerged from our discussions, and should we
believe now be taken as a general guide in the further de-

velopment of the science and art of Town Planning.

SUMMARY

The growing urban population is provided for in two

ways, by building new towns and by rapid expansion of

existing towns.

The first only takes place when some fairly important
event occurs to overcome the initial difficulties, such as the

new working of mineral deposits, the founding of fresh in-

dustries, the opening of a port, etc. These are exceptional

events; the main growth has been around existing towns.

Experience shows the latter is healthy only up to a certain

size; and then only when growth is not too rapid and the

site and the plan afford opportunity for harmonious expan-

sion, without producing confusion of parts, or constriction

of the centre.

A town consists of many parts, which should bear a

certain relation and proportion to each other; any con-

siderable departure from this must reduce efficiency and
diminish the pleasure of life. Continued expansion round
the fringe, however well provided for, must result in up-

setting the relation and proportion of the parts, and in con-

fusion, inefficiency, increased traffic, expansion of some
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parts at the expense of others, consequent congestion and

ultimately waste in pulling down and rebuilding. Indus-

trial and scientific discoveries in the Nineteenth Century
tended to large scale production and concentration in towns.

Those of the present century if unchecked promise to reduce

large agglomerations to congested impotence. They can

equally, however, be used to facilitate decentralization.

Rapid and unregulated growth sets up a series of reac-

tions of which four may be mentioned :

(1) Crowding more buildings on the land; producing in-

creased land values and greater difficulty in reserving open
spaces.

(2) Piling storeys one upon another, which increases

values and renders reservation of adequate space impossi-

ble, increases street congestion proportionately and makes
costs of widening too great.

(3) The third reaction, though not third in time, is the

effort to meet by increased traffic facilities the excessive

movement which increased size and confusion of parts neces-

sitate.

(4) The fourth, coming usually when all others have

proved ineffective, is City Planning. This reaction has taken

several forms and given rise to many movements. It is in-

creasingly recognized that these movements represent parts
in a wider policy on which all may unite. We meet united as

the International Federation for Town and Country Plan-

ning and Garden Cities, and in the main agree on a general

policy for dealing with the whole problem of urbanization,

applicable to a city in all its stages.

The need of reserving land for permanent open spaces,

<md to allow for expansion of the different parts of the

town, is emphasized. It is recognized that growth must call

for changes, but also that many of these can be foreseen

and provided for, that growth by accretions round the cir-

cumference tends to produce the maximum of confusion,
and that single urban units should be limited in size and
defined in form, and that when the limit is reached further
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growth should be provided for by new units of urbaii de-

velopment, stimulated round suitable secondary centers, and
in turn planned to allow for their expansion to the desirable

limit. The intimate connection of these units, their defini-

tion and separation by belts of open land, their equipment
to provide for a life as localized as practicable, thus avoid-

ing needless movement, constitute the policy of town de-

velopment. The new units would be general or specialized

suburbs around the central nucleus ; further extension would

be by more and more self contained colonies or satellite

towns, and at some distance from the center by quite inde-

pendent Garden Cities. This general method of growth
commonly occurs as the natural one; it only needs regulat-

ing and planning. It is not contrary to any strong tendency
to grow otherwise.

Many details need study and development, but the policy

is becoming accepted as the general guide for the develop-
ment of the Science and Art of Town Planning.

SOMMAIRE

On remedie a Taugmentation de la population urbaine de

deux manieres differentes: par la construction de nouvelles

maisons et par le developpement rapide des villes existantes

On ne recourt a la premiere solution que lorsque des

evenements tres importants permettent de surmonter les

difficultes initiates, tels que Fexploitation nouvelle de depots

mineraux, la fondation de nouvelles industries, Touverture

d'un port. Ce sont des evenements exceptionnels : le prin-

cipal accroissement s'est fait autour des villes existantes,

L'experience montre que la ville construite le plus recem-

ment n'est saine que jusqu'a une certaine dimension; et

encore lorsque I'accroissement n'est pas trop rapide et que
le site et le plan permettent un developpement harmonieux

qui n'aboutisse pas a un bouleversement des diverses parties

de la ville, ni au retrecissement du centre.

Une ville se compose de bien des parties qui sont entre

elles dans un certain rapport et une certaine proportion, et
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n'importe quelle difference considerable entre elles doit en

reduire Pefficacite, et diminuer le plaisir de la vie.

L'extension continue vers la peripherie, bien qu'elle soit

prevue, peut aboutir au bouleversement du rapport et de la

proportion de ces parties, et a la confusion, Tinefficacite.

Paccroissement du trafic, a Pexpansion de quelques quar-

tiers aux depens des autres, a la congestion qui en est la

consequence, et finalement a la demolition et a la reconstruc-

tion. Les decouvertes industrielles et scientifiques du 19eme

siecle augmentent sur une large echelle la production et la

concentration des villes. Celles du siecle present, si on n'y

met pas un frein, aboutissent a reduire les vastes agglomera-

tions a 1'impuissance par suite de la congestion. Elles doi-

vent egalement, cependant, servir a faciliter la decentraliza-

tion.

La croissance rapide et dereglee provoque une serie de

reactions parmi lesquelles on peut en citer 4:

1. L'entassement des maisons, la plus-value des ter-

rains, et une difficulte croissante a reserver des espaces

libres.

2. La construction des etages les uns par dessus les

autres qui augmente la valeur et rend impossible le con-

servation de Pespace necessaire; qui augmente proportion-
nellement la congestion des rues, et eleve considerablement

le cout de leur elargissement.

3. La Seme reaction, bien qu'elle ne soit pas la troi-

sieme dans le temps, consiste dans 1'effort pour pallier, par

Taugmentation des facilites de circulation, aux deplace-
ments excessifs que necessitent les dimensions accrues et la

confusion des parties.

4. La quatrieme, qui survient generalement quand
toutes les autres se sont montrees inefficaces, est Tamenage-
ment des Villes. Cette reaction a pris plusieurs formes et

a donne naissance a de nombreux mouvements. II est un-

animement reconnu que ces mouvements representent des

parties d'une plus large politique pour laquelle tous doivent

s'unir. Nous nous trouvons unis dans des Federations
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comme la Federation Internationale pour I'Amenagement
des Villes, des Campagnes et des Cites-Jardins et dans notre

accord sur une politique generale pour resoudre Tensemble

du probleme de 1'urbanisation applicable a une cite a tous

ses stades.

Le besoin de reserver du terrain pour des espaces libres

permanents, et aussi pour permettre 1'expansion des dif-

ferentes parties de la ville, est accentuee bien forte-

ment. II est reconnu que la croissance d'une ville doit ap-

peler des changements, mais aussi que beaucoup d'entre eux
doivent etre prevus et prepares, que 1'extension par adjonc-
tion autour de la peripherie aboutit a produire le maximum
de bouleversement, et que les unites individuelles urbaines

doivent etre de taille limitee et de forme definie, et que,

quand la limite est atteinte, 1'extension doit etre assuree par
de nouvelles unites de developpement urbain qui seront

stimules par le voisinage de Pautre ville autour de laquelle

elles formeront des centres secondaires adequats et amena-

gees a leur tour pour permettre leur expansion jusqu'a la

limite desirable.

La co-ordination intime de ces unites, leur limitation et

leur separation par des ceintures de terrains libres, leur

preparation pour procurer une vie aussi localisee que pra-

tique, evitant ainsi le deplacement sans necessite, constitu-

ent la politique de Tamenagement des villes. Les nouvelles

unites seraient des faubourgs generaux ou specialises

autour du noyau central; en outre leur extension se ferait

par des colonies ou villes satellites de plus en plus inde-

pendantes, et a quelque distance du centre par des cites-

iardins tout a fait independantes. Cette methode generale
d'extension apparait la plupart du temps comme la methode
naturelle ; elle necessite seulement une reglementation et un

plan prealable. Elle n'est contraire a aucune forte tendance

d'extension differente.

De nombreux details necessitent une etude et un amen-

agement, mais la methode sus-indiquee a tendance a etre

acceptee comme le guide general pour le developpement de

la Science et de 1'Art de rAmenagement des Villes.
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AUSZUG

Zivilisation und Leben in Stadten gehen Hand in Hand.

Die industrielle Entwickelung des 19. Jahrhunderts hat die

Tendenz fur die Ansammlung grosser Bevolkerungsmassen
in Stadten ungemein gefordert und die fortschreitende Ent-

wickelung des Verkehrs und wissentschaftlicher Erfmdun-

gen im 20 Jahrhundert wie Automobile, Telephon, Elec-

trizitats-Werke, Radio u.s.w. steigern diese Moglichkeit noch

cveiter doch bieten diese Erfindungen gleichzeitig einen

Ausweg von dem dringenden Problem der ubervolkerten

grossen Stadt, und ihren Schaden, da dieselben eine Dezen-

tralisation ermoglichen. Der Bauer auf seiner Farm hort

heute die Rede des Presidenten mogen diirfte er ihn

gleichzeitig sehen ; Kraftenlagen, von denen Strom auf hun-

derte von Meilen geleitet werden, machen die Anlage von

neuen Industrien auf grosse Entfernungen von der Kraft-

quelle moglich und erlauben Arbeitern in absehberer Zeit,

mit Hilfe eines Automobiles oder elektrischer Bahnen selbst

20-30 Meilen von der Arbeitsstatte zu wohnen. Demnach
ware die Losung der Frage des Andrages der Bevolkerung
auf zweierlei Weise moglich : Entweder durch die Erweiter-

ung bestehender oder Grundung von neuen Stadten. In bei-

den Fallen muss das harmonische Verhaltniss der einzelnen

Stadt-teile zu einander im Auge behalten werden, um Kon-

gestion im Zentrum und allgemeine Verwirrung im ganzen

Stadtorganismus zu verhindern. Bei planloser Erweiter-

ung um die Peripherie der Stadt, stellt sich als Folgeiibel

eine zu dichte und haufig zu hohe, vertikale Verbauung des

Zentrums ein. Dies treibt naturgemass Bodenpreise in die

Hohe fuhrt zu Ubervolkerung und Kongestion im Zentrum
der Stadt mit hieraus folgender weiterer Verteuerung des

Bodens, so dass selbst die unbedingt notige Erweiterung von

Strassen, Erwerbung des Bodens fur offentliche Bauten und
die hygienisch so wichtigen freien Platze schwierig, wenn
nicht unmoglich wird. Die eigenartigen Wolkenkratzer
Ihrer Stadt sind ein Beispiel dieser Art von Entwickelung.

Wir, die Bewohner von Landern, die sich mit fiinf bis sechs
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Stock hohen Hausern begniigen, bewundern den Konstruk-

tionsmut Ihrer Ingenieure und die Kiinheit in der Zeich-

nung Ihrer Architecten mit verhaltenem Atem.

Es ist uns, wie Ihnen erst nach und nach zum Bewusst-
sein gekommen dass vertikale Baiintwickelung Bodenpreise

iibermassig in die Hohe treibt und Verkehrsprobleme
schafft denen nur schwer zu begegnen ist. Stadtebau ist der

rationellste Weg behufs besserer Verteilung von Bevolker-

ung, Handel und Industrie. Bei Neuanlagen von Stadten

muss Land fur zwei verschiedene Zwecke reserviert wer-

den. Erstens so veil ah irgend moglich fur freie Platze

(Parks), breite Strassen und Platze u.s.w. zweitens Land
t'iir das durch natiirliche Wachstum der Stadt, fur Erwei-

terung notwendig wird.

Wir, die hier versammelt sind als Mitglieder des Inter-

nationalen Verbandes fiir Stadtebau, Landesplanung und
Gartenstadte sind einig in der Ansicht dass eine weitge-
Jtiende Verteilung der Bevolkerung durch Lokaliesierung
von Handel, und Wandel in neuen Zentrum von Noten ist

mit planvoll regulierter Entwickelung von Grund und Bo-
den. Wir wollen die Grosse und Ausdehnung von Neuen
Stadten hier nicht in Zahlen bestimmen, doch mochten wir

bemerken, dass Lord Bryce, ein sehr aufmerksamer Beo-
bachter feststellt, dass kein Grund besteht warum die Vor-
teile von Grosstadten nicht auch in Stadten von 50,000-

100,000 Einwohnern zu erreichnen seien.

Kleinere Gemeinwesen sind fiir culturelle Entwickelung
und Betatigung ihrer Einwohner vorteilhafter als die iiber-

grossen Stadte.

Die Wahl des Ortes fiir neue Stadte wird davon abhan-

gen ein Antrieb, sei es eine schon bestehende Industrie,
neue Hafenanlagen Eisenbahn odr Schiffsstation. Neue
Strassenbauten u.s.w. vorhanden sind. Da diese Art der

Entwickelung von Stadten im Grunde nicht von dem na-

tiirlichen Wachstum abweicht durfte reservierung von Land
fiir Grune-Giirtel und ein gut angelegter Plan geniigen um
die Wachsende Bevolkerung auf diesen neuen Weg zu leiten.

Der Internationaler Verband legt hier ein vollstandiges
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Programm von das sowohl die fur schon bestehenden Stadte

notigen Mittel und Wege als auch die fiir Schaffung von

neuen Gemeinwesen fiir die zunehmende Bevolkerung, be-

handelt. Methoden und Details miissen noch des weiteren

erwogen und vervollkommnet werden, aber die Grunziige
unseres Programmes konnen als Richtschnur fiir die Wei-

terentwickelung des Stadtebaues dienen.



SATELLITE TOWNS AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
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The establishment of satellite towns raises a number of

problems of local government which bear, fundamentally,
much the same character all over the world, although the

details will vary according to the system of local govern-
ment actually existing in any particular country.

It is of the essence of the principle that the satellite

town shall be to a large extent self-contained and shall en-

joy a measure of self-government as a distinct civic entity.

It follows from this that its absorption, for administrative

purposes, in the central city is ruled out of consideration.

On the other hand, the very title of "satellite" implies
a certain definite relation to the central city. What that

relation is to be is a matter of very delicate adjustment, for

it affects the interests not only of the central city and the

satellite town, but also those of the province and county.
Details will vary according to the system of local govern-
ment within which the satellite town is geographically
situated.

LIMITATION OF AREA

Before, however, discussing the main question, there is

a preliminary point to be considered, namely, the definite

limitation of the growth of the central city itself. It is a

usual, and natural, aspiration of a flourishing city to look

forward to an extension of its boundaries, since this brings
with it not only actual additional wealth in an increase of

rateable value, but also enhanced importance in the eyes of

the world, which is a business asset that cannot be ignored.

Moreover, the actual method of effecting such a limita-

tion of area is not without its difficulties. It is generally
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assumed that such a city should be bounded by an agricul-

tural or, at least, an open belt and, in its own interests, as

well as for general reasons, the desirability of this course

(if suitable chances are provided, as by satellite towns, for

natural industrial growth) may, in view of all that has been

written on the subject, be taken here as axiomatic. The

principles of legal procedure for carrying out such an ar-

rangement would be found in appropriate zoning powers
under town planning legislation, but, even where such legis-

lation would give a city power under a town planning
scheme to prohibit, for all time, the erection of other than

farm buildings on a surrounding belt of land, it does not

follow that cities generally would avail themselves of such

a power.
It has to be remembered that the land in question will

often possess a building value at the moment and in any
case, with the limitation of the area of the city, it would
in the ordinary course attain such a value, as the city proper

gradually filled up all its available building space. The
claims for compensation might, therefore, be considerable

if any building on the belt were to be prohibited and, seeing
that the city, by adopting this policy, would be deliberately

sacrificing the creation of further rateable value for the

future, the payment out of the rates of large sums in the

way of compensation might well be expected to meet with

opposition.

On the other hand, if sparse development were permitted
on the belt, there might be no ground for claims for com-

pensation and the "breathing space" for the town would
still be provided, the matter revolving itself practically into

one of distribution.

The establishment of an open or even a purely agri-
cultural belt round each of the satellite towns would not
raise the same difficulties where these towns are developed
on true Garden City lines, since the whole of the land would
be in the ownership of the developing company, who would
provide an agricultural belt in their original lay-out. Some
satellite towns, however, might develop from existing sub-
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centres and there the same issues would arise as in the

case of the city, though to a lesser degree.

It is unthinkable, at any rate in Great Britain, that any

central authority should require either a city or satellite

town, as an obligation, to buy out or compensate at build-

ing value prices the owners of a ring of land on their bor-

ders. The adoption of any such policy can only be achieved

by the goodwill of the authorities concerned and it has fur-

ther to be remembered that it might frequently involve an

adjustment of boundaries. Its financial aspect will be fur-

ther touched upon later.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT SYSTEM

Apart from the question of an open belt, the difficulties

in the way of limiting for all time the area of a city and of

establishing a new and independent satellite town are great

and probably greatest under such a system as that of Great

Britain, on account of the differences of status between the

various local authorities. The creation or extension of an

urban district means a loss of area and, therefore, of rate-

able value, to a rural district and an alteration in many
respects of the administration both of the rural district and

of the county. The exaltation of an urban district to the

dignity of a borough carries the matter somewhat further,

while the conversion of a borough into a county borough
or the extension of the boundaries of an existing county

borough means a loss of area and of rateable value to the

county, as well as affecting the scope of the county coun-

cil's administrative jurisdiction.

In the European continental countries the matter is

less complicated. Except in Germany, where the "kreis-

frei' town is practically equivalent to the English county

borough, it is generally the case that all communes, whether
urban or rural, have equal status. Thus in France for in-

stance, seeing that no extension of a town will lead to its

administrative exclusion from the Department, that par-
ticular motive for the acquisition of additional area is non-

existent.
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On the other hand, the fact that in those countries the

whole area of the State was mapped out into mutually in-

dependent communes, so that there is no room free for

satellite towns between the existing municipalities, raises

difficulties of another kind. As a consequence of this sys-

tem, the communal tradition seems to be much more firmly

established in continental countries than in England and

the alteration of boundaries and the changing of local gov-

ernment entities have been and are exceptional processes

and not, as in England at the present day, a constant prac-

tice.

Nevertheless, the formation of new communes in France

is a matter of no technical difficulty, if the policy is desired.

Tt is less simple in Holland or Belgium, owing to the fact

that in these countries the communal authorities are more

definitely agents of the State as well as self-governing

bodies. In Germany the self-governing communes exist

side by side with the divisions for local state administration

and alterations of boundaries and of authorities may affect

both sides of the organization, but the system of Zweck-

verbande (ad hoc unions of authorities) might be of assist-

ance in solving the problem.

The Swiss practice of forming distinct "communes" for

a variety of purposes, the areas of which sometimes coin-

cide with and sometimes overlap one another, seems to give

unlimited scope and elasticity to administrative arrange-
ments of any kind which may appear suitable, and the prob-
lem of local government boundaries would appear to be,

for this reason, non-existent in Switzerland.

In the British Overseas Dominions and the less popu-
lated parts of the United States the matter is again on a

different footing. Thus, in every province of Canada, the

law provides that when a certain population exists on a

certain number of acres, that area is to be created a village,

that at a certain stage of growth the village is to become
a town and, finally, on the same principle, the town will be-

come a city. The question of the extension of a town or

city by the taking in of newly populated suburbs is gen-
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erally one to be decided by the inhabitants of the area con-

cerned. On this principle it would seem evident that a

satellite town would commence by being a village and would

decide for itself whether it would develop further on the

lines of independent town or city or would throw in its lot,

administratively, with the central city.

This process seems to be one so thoroughly in accord

with common sense that it may appear surprising that it

should not be universally adopted, but it has to be remem-
bered that the vast spaces of the newer countries make all

the difference and that the separation of a growing urban

centre from a rural district of the western European size

and type, having all its administrative services developed

to an extent only some degrees less than that of a town,
is a very different matter from the creation of a new ad-

ministrative organization within a largely undeveloped

region.

THE REGIONAL OUTLOOK

In view of these differences in local government systems
and traditions, it is clearly out of the question, in an inter-

national congress, to suggest any hard and fast line of

action which would be universally applicable, but there is

one principle, of a preliminary nature, which has a decided

bearing on the problem, namely that of the regional out-

look. This principle was unanimously adopted at the Am-
sterdam Congress and it is, therefore, unnecessary to en-

large upon it here as a principle, but its application to the

problem under consideration is of the greatest importance.

If we look at the matter, as one might say, diagramati-

cally and imagine the existence of a central city with half

a dozen satellites around it, one might not unnaturally say,

on first thoughts, that the ideal system of government would

be the creation of an administrative district centering on

the city and including the whole group, with a city council

for the city, a town council for each satellite and a Group
Council to deal with matters of common interest. On this
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Group Council the city would have a preponderant power,

though with proper safeguards to protect the interests of

the minor authorities, which might include others besides

the satellite towns, if there were intervening areas between

them and the city.

The Group Council would be, in effect, a federation of

the authorities within its area, having executive and rating

powers for the purposes laid down in its constitution. The

question whether the members of such a Council should be

directly elected or should be appointed by the councils of

the constituent authorities would no doubt raise sharp

differences of opinion, but it is suggested that there must be

some organic connection between the Group Council on the

one hand and the communal (city, town and district or

parish) councils on the other.

This idea, however, leaves out of account the fact that

satellite towns do not spring into existence in complete form

and, therefore, does not provide for a definition of the group
area, nor does it meet the difficulty of the injury done to

the administration and finance of the province, county, de-

partment or rural district which would lose so large a pro-

portion of its area. This difficulty is so great that it can

not be presumed that this solution of the problem could be

universally applied.

REGIONAL COMMITTEES

The regional principle, nevertheless, does point the way
to a solution of the problem, even where the complete Group
federation is, for any reason, impracticable. The estab-

lishment, in England, of joint committees of local authori-

ties for regional planning, upon which counties, county and

municipal boroughs and urban and rural districts are repre-

sented, was at first met with some suspicion, especially by
the smaller authorities, which feared that it might prove
to be a step to their amalgamation with the larger. Little

by little, however, their utility has been realized, and the

co-operation in town planning which they have brought
about shows a tendency to extend to wider spheres of action.
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This tendency would be greatly strengthened and such sus-

picion as has been mentioned would be to a large extent

eliminated, if the smaller authorities were fully assured that

their separate existence would be in no way threatened.

If, therefore, the limitation of the area of the large city

Krere accepted, there should be little difficulty (subject to

the qualification mentioned later as regards executive pow-
ers) in forming such Regional Committees for any area

which economically and geographically constituted a homo-

geneous unit, although, to meet any possible cases of oppo-

sition, it might be desirable to give a central authority some
powers of bringing in, compulsorily, a local authority which
was unwilling to co-operate.

Within the region so formed the satellite towns would
be free to develop on normal lines. Thus, in England, a
town established on genuine Garden City lines would de-

velop in the same manner as Letchworth, by having its

area in the first place defined as a parish and, when reach-

ing a sufficient population, being created an urban district

to be, possibly, elevated eventually to the dignity of a bor-

ough. In such a country as Canada the normal process
would similarly proceed, by regular steps, from rural

municipality or township to village and town.

On the continent of Europe the position would be some-
what different. Provided that the region consisted of a
number of undivided communes, there would appear to be
no adjustment of any kind necessary. Where, for any rea-

son, it was proposed to include a portion only of a commune
in the region, it would no doubt be desirable either to at-

tach the portion to another commune or to create it a sep-
arate commune. For this purpose the requisite machinery
exists and it is especially simple in Italy on account of the

subdivision of the Italian communes into "fractions."

The committee set up for such a region should be repre-
sentative of the authorities for each of the local government
areas included and its first business would be to draw up a

regional survey and plan. It is of interest to note that the

regional report of the Doncaster Joint Town Planning Com-
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mittee definitely recommended the development of satellite

towns and indicated the appropriate sites.

The English joint committees are not only purely volun-

tary as regards their formation, but have no more than

advisory powers. The opinion was generally expressed at

the Amsterdam Congress that regional committees must
have executive powers and it is clear that this is necessary
if they are to effect all that is needed. This, of course,

means that the various local authorities will be obliged, for

the common good, to delegate to the Regional Committee,
for certain denned purposes, some of the powers which they

individually possess and it may also follow that the Regional
Committee should be given certain powers which are at

present possessed by the central departments of the State.

It must be admitted that the cession of powers by the in-

dividual authorities to the Regional Committee will not

always be readily agreed to, but it is to be hoped that little

by little the advantages of this course will be generally
realized.

The executive powers which the Regional Committees
should possess would relate to such matters as affect the

region as a whole. It would extend this paper unduly to go
into these points in detail, but they should include on the

one hand the reservation of sites for arterial roads and open

spaces and zoning on broad lines and, on the other, the car-

rying out of work involved in these regional proposals and

the allocation of their cost between the local authorities

concerned.

While the formation of Regional Committees of this

description is suggested where a Group Council is not prac-
ticable at the moment, neither this nor any other system of

co-operation between local authorities should be such as to

hinder the formation of a Group Council for city and
satellites at a later date, if their subsequent development
should render this possible.

THE FINANCIAL ASPECT

The allocation of expenses as between the different au-

thorities is a matter of finance which comes, perhaps, more
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properly under another head in the program of the Con-

gress, but it cannot be altogether ignored here, as it is a

vital factor in local government.

The recognition of the regional principle in town plan-

ning carries with it a recognition of the principle that cer-

tain of the expenses incident to the carrying out of a town

planning scheme should be borne regionally. The most
obvious of these is the cost of construction and maintenance
of the principal roads, sewers and other mains.

In those countries which have adopted the system of na-

tional roads under the control of a central department, an
extensive mileage of the principal roads of the country
occasion no problem to local government administration or

finance. In many other countries the principle of govern-
ment grants for arterial roads is in force and to that extent

the local authorities are relieved. With regard, however,
to the balance of the cost of the arterial roads in these cases

and to the cost of other important roads in most countries

(including the cost of compensation for the reservation of

a site for a new road or widening in a town planning
scheme), the question as to how far the burden should be
borne by the ratepayers of the minor local government area
in which the road is situated and what, if any, other authori-

ties should come to their assistance, is a difficult one.

This applies very specially to the communications be-

tween a central city and a satellite town, if they run over

intervening territory, for it is clearly inequitable that the

whole, or even a large proportion, of the cost should fall

upon the intervening rural area, when the roads in ques-
tion are principally, if not entirely, for the benefit of the

two urban communities.

In several countries all important roads are classified by
a central authority and the cost is shared between the State

and the local authority for the area in different proportions

according to the class of road, and sometimes between the

State and the local authorities for both the larger and the

smaller area. If such a classification were carried out, the

case of roads between central cities and satellites being
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recognized as a special class, this could properly form the

basis for an allocation to be arrived at by the Regional Com-
mittee, but provision should be made for a final decision by
an official arbitrator or tribunal, in the event of the Regional
Committee failing to agree or of one of the authorities con-

sidering itself aggrieved.

The cost of open spaces may, in certain circumstances,
be properly spread over a wider area than that of any sin-

gle local authority, and a Regional Committee should often

be able to devise a park system for the whole region or for

some part of it, the cost of which would be borne by all the

authorities in the region or by those more directly con-

cerned.

The question of compensation in connection with the

reservation of an agricultural or open belt might be looked

upon as an expense which it would not be equitable in all

cases to throw entirely upon the city or town which it sur-

rounds. This would seem to be often a matter of national

rather than of regional concern. The adjoining rural au-

thorities can hardly be said to benefit by it, but it might be

looked upon as being, together with the limitation of the

area of the large town, a condition of national well being
and on that ground it might be considered whether a por-
tion of the cost might properly be met by State grants. If

such grants were to be made, the amount of open space

provided in the center of the city should be taken into con-

sideration.

CITY OR COUNTY COLONIES

There is one possible method of creating a definite con-

nection between a central city and a satellite town, which

has not yet been mentioned and which has a financial bear-

ing. Power might be given to any city which had reached

a certain population and had provided in a town planning
scheme for the permanent reservation of an open belt

around it, itself to create a satellite town as a "colony" by
the purchase of land beyond its borders and by its develop-

ment on Garden City lines. A system of this nature appears
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to be possible in England under Section 10 of the Housing
(Additonal Powers) Act, 1919, but no action in that direc-

tion has yet been taken.

It is assumed, for the purposes of this paper, that it is

an accepted proposition that the development of such a town
should be a sound financial undertaking. The city might,

therefore, count upon increasing its revenue by the profits

legitimately realized and special facilities might be given
to it by the Government for raising the capital required.

In accordance with the propositions already put for-

ward, it would be definitely laid down that such a "colony"
would have no closer local government with its parent city

than any other satellite town, but would go through the

same stages of self-government as any other community
within the region.

There is in this suggestion one difficulty which must not

be overlooked. The point is often made that new houses

below a certain value cast a financial burden on the au-

thority for the area in which they are erected in the mat-

ter of education and other public services, since the cost

of these services in respect of each such house is greater
than the additional amount of rates which it represents.

This objection would not apply when once the satellite town
had grown so far as to supply its own public services. In

the preliminary stages, however, the expense of providing
these services must be met and, as it is assumed that this

is a business enterprise of the central city, it would seem
to be only fair that the city should contribute toward any
excess of such expenditure over and above the rates actu-

ally received, this being in effect a part of the promotion

expenses of their colony.

The same difficulty, it is true, arises whenever one au-

thority erects houses in the area of another, but this sug-

gestion is only intended to apply to the case where a scheme

for a complete satellite town is contemplated. It is con-

ceivable that a city might think it preferable, from its

own point of view, to start a number of such separate hous-

ing schemes rather than a complete satellite town, but it
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would be possible to prevent this course by legislative meas-

ures, prohibiting any city from erecting houses outside its

own area except as part of a scheme for a satellite town.

A county, department or province might also be given

power to create satellite towns within its own area and in

that case, in order that the minor local authority should not

be specially burdened in the early stage of the growth of the

satellite town, the larger area should bear any difference

between the rates received and the cost of public services

supplied until the satellite town itself attained the status

of a separate local authority.

AN ASSOCIATION OF CITY AND SATELLITES

We have now to consider the possibility (where a Group
Council has not been set up, but the group forms part of a

Regional Committee) of the knitting up of special relations

between the satellite and the central city without endanger-

ing the self-government and the separate existence of the

former, and it is suggested that this can only be done on

the basis of mutual interest and advantage.

Although the satellite town is to be largely self-con-

tained, it is certain that it will be used to some extent as

a dormitory for workers in the more numerous and more
extensive industrial and commercial concerns of the big

city. The latter will also have theatres, concert halls and
other places of entertainment on a larger scale than the

satellites; it will have secondary and technical schools and
institutes and perhaps a university and cathedral. For
these and many other reasons, there will be a constant in-

tercourse, which it will be to the advantage of all parties

to foster to the utmost.

It does not necessarily follow from this, that any actual

local government union should be effected between the cen-

tral city and its satellites other than the regional organiza-
tion for the area comprising, but extending beyond, this par-
ticular group.

Any such matters as a union of that description would
have to deal with would be carried out by the Regional Com-
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mittee already described. What would seem to be needed

for this purpose would be rather a Voluntary Association,

upon which the various local authorities would be repre-

sented, together with other persons either directly elected

or representative of different organizations.

This Association need have no executive powers cer-

tainly no taxing powers though it might be authorized

to raise voluntary subscriptions for some specific purpose.

Its administrative expenses (which would not be large)

should be met by subventions from the various authorities

and its chief concern would be to make recommendations to

these authorities and to the Regional Committee, and also

to represent the general community in matters with which

the local authorities or the Regional Committee were not

concerned. It would form a link between those authorities

and the various voluntary organizations in the district

which were carrying on work in relation to matters con-

nected with the functions of the local authorities them-

selves and should afford a means of bringing about a good

understanding between the many and diverse sections of

the community.
It should be the concern of the council of the central

city to take steps for the organization of such a body, but

it is questionable whether it should be compulsory upon any
other authority or any organization to join it. The ideal

would be that its sphere of influence should cover the whole

area surrounding the central city to a radius of, roughly,

that of the most distant satellite, but any attempt to lay

down a rule as to what was or was not a satellite would

probably defeat its own object and the matter would be

best left to mutual agreement.

Although the Association thus formed would not be a

local government unit, there would be no reason why it

should not receive a name, of which that of the central city

would presumably be the root or foundation, and by this

device the "business asset" of size and importance, which

was limited by the restrictions on the area of the central

city, would be restored.
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Even where there is a Group Council or where, though
there is no Group Council, the area of the city and its satel-

lites coincides with that of a Regional Committee, a Volun-

tary Association might be an advantage for the purpose of

discussing matters which would not be among the functions

of the Council or Committee, as the case might be, and of

bringing into touch the various interests and organizations

which might be represented upon such an Association.

CONCLUSION

The suggestions made in this paper are calculated to

cause a minimum of disturbance to the existing local gov-
ernment system in any country. The writers have not at-

tempted to set forth a complete practical policy, but they
trust that the ideas which they have outlined may serve as

a useful basis for discussion by the Congress.

SUMMARY

The variety of the systems of local government in the

different countries renders any uniform method of dealing
with the question of the local administration of satellite

towns impracticable.

The simplest and most obvious method would be to form
a self-contained authority, which would be, in effect, a

federation, with a City Council for the central city, a Town
Council for each satellite and a Group Council to deal with

matters of common interest. In this Group Council the

city would have a preponderant power, with proper safe-

guards to protect the interests of the minor authorities,

which might include others besides the satellite towns, if

there were intervening areas between them and the city.

This system would not be universally applicable, as it

might inflict too much injury on the province, county, de-

partment or rural district, which would lose a large portion
of its area in consequence of the formation of the new au-

thority. Moreover, it would not provide for the case of a

gradual growth of satellite towns.
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The creation of administrative regions, which will usu-

ally cover a wider area than that of the group of city and

satellites, with a Regional Committee, upon which each of

the local authorities within the area (including the council

for the county or other area of the larger type) is repre-

sented, meets these objections, but even in this case it would

be necessary that some of the powers of the constituent

authorities should be ceded to the Regional Committee, to

make it fully effective.

As the region for which a Regional Committee is formed
would usually cover a wider area than that of the group
of city and satellites, this would not solve the problem of

group combination, but it is suggested that, where such a

Regional Committee exists, and it would not be suitable to

form a Group Council as a distinct authority (though this

might come later) it would be well to establish a Voluntary

Association, upon which the local authorities for the city,

the satellites and any intervening areas would be repre-

sented, together with other persons, either directly elected

or representative of different organizations. The chief

functions of such a body would be to make recommenda-
tions to the Regional Committee and the various individual

authorities and to represent the general community in mat-

ters with which the local authorities or the Regional Com-
mittee were not concerned.

SOMMAIRE

La diversite des systemes de gouvernement local admis

dans les differents Pays rend impossible pratiquement Tem-

ploi d"une methode uniforme pour traiter la question de

1'administration locale des villes satellites.

La methods la plus simple et la plus commode consiste-

rait a creer une autorite absolument independante, en fait,

une federation, avec un conseil de cite (City Council) pour
la Ville centrale, un conseil municipal (Town Council) pour

chaque satellite, et un conseil federal (Group Council) qui

traiterait tous les problemes d'interet commun. Au sein de

ce Conseil federal, la cite principale aurait un pouvoir
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preponderant, il y aurait des garanties appropriees pour

sauvegarder les interets des autorites inferieures, c'est a

dire des villes satellites, et, en outre, le cas echeant des zones

intermediaires entre elles et la cite.

Ce systeme ne pourrait pas etre applique partout, car

il pourrait causer de trop grands dommages a la province,

au comte, au departement ou au district rural qui perdrai-

ent une grande partie de leur territoire, par suite de la

formation de la nouvelle autorite. En outre, il ne prevoit

pas les cas de developpement graduel des villes satellites.

La creation de regions administratives qui couvriront

habituellement un territoire plus considerable que celui du

groupe forme par la cite et les satellites, avec un Comite

Regional, au sein duquel chacun des pouvoirs locaux com-

pris dans la region sera represente (embrassant le Conseil

de Comte ou de tout autre territoire de type plus etendu)
souleve les memes objections; meme dans ce cas il serait

necessaire que les autorites locales constituant le Comite

regional lui cedent quelques-uns de leurs pouvoirs afin qu'il

possedent une efficacite complete.

Comme la region pour laquelle on creera un Comite

regional sera, en general, plus etendue que le territoire de

la cite et de ses satellites, ce systeme ne resoudra pas le

probleme de la co-ordination au sein du groupement, mais

on suggere que la ou ce Comite regional existera, et ou on

n'aurait pas juge utile de former un conseil federal doue

d'une autorite distincte (bien que cela puisse se produire par
la suite) il serait bon d'etablir un syndicat volontaire ("Vol-

untary Association," c'est a dire un syndicat que les conseils

ci-dessus nommes pourraient creer pour la defense de leurs

interets communs, dont la constitution n'aurait rien d'obli-

gatoire pour eux mais dont les decisions le deviendraient par
le fait de leur affiliation) dans lequel chacune des autorites

locales de la cite, de ses satellites et des territoires inter-

mediaires serait represente, et qui comprendriat en outre des

membres elus directement ou des representants de divers

organismes.
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Bien qu'une association de ce genre ne soit pas une unite

de gouvernement local, il n'y aurait aucune raison pour
qu'elle ne receive pas un nom, dont celuit de la cite centrale

pourrait etre la racine ou la base.

Les principales fonctions de ce corps seraient d'adresser

des avis au Comite regional et aux divers Pouvoirs de

chaque unite, et de representer 1'ensemble de la communaute

quand il s'agirait de problemes qui n'interesseraient pas les

pouvoirs locaux ou le Comite regional.

AUSZUG

Die Verschiedenheit der stadtischen Selbstverwaltungs-
methoden in den einzelnen Landern erlaubt es nicht, die

Frage der Selbstverwaltung von Planetenstadten einheitlich

zu regeln.

Der einfachste und einleuchtendste Weg ware es, eine

selbstandige Behorde, das heisst einen Verband zu schaffen,

und zwar so, dass ein Stadtparlament fur die Mutterstadt

und je ein Stadtparlament fur die Trabantenstadte, ferner

aber auch ein Gesamtparlament fur das ganze Gebiet zur

Behandlung der gemeinschaftlichen Angelegenheiten be-

stehen. Die Mutterstadt musste in dem Gesamtparlament
einen uberwiegenden Einfluss haben; jedoch miissten zum
Schutze der Interessen der einzelnen Trabantenstadte und
der sonstigen, zwischen der Mutterstadt und den Planeten-

stadten liegenden Gebiete Massregeln getroffen werden.

Dieses System ware allerdings nicht allgemein anwend-

bar, da infolge der Bildung der neuen Verbandsbehorde
zuviel Ungerechtigkeit entstehen konnte dadurch, dass

wahrscheinlich der Provinz, dem Kreis oder dergleichen ein

Teil der Gebiete verloren ginge. Ausserdem wurde dieses

System das allmahliche Wachstum der Planetenstadte nicht

beriicksichtigen konnen.

Diesen Einwanden kommt die Bildung von Verwaltungs-

regionen entgegen, die ein grosseres Gebiet als das der

Gruppe von Mutterstadt und Trabantenstadten umfassen
miissten und fur die ein Regionalausschuss gebildet werden
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musste, wobei jede einzelne Kommunalbehorde unter Ein-

schluss der bestehenden ubrigen Behorden (Kreis oder der-

gleichen) vertereten sind. Aber auch hier ware es notwendig,

einige Rechte aus dem Handen der bestehenden Behorden

in die Hande des Regionalausschusses abzutreten, um letz-

teren brauchbar zu machen.

Da der Bezirk des Regionalausschusses ein grosseres

Gebiet umfassen wiirde, als nur das der Mutterstadt nebst

Trabantenstadten, so ware das Problem der Gruppenver-

bindung noch nicht gelost; es 1st daher daran gedacht, wo
ein regionaler Ausschuss gebildet wird, wo es aber noch

nicht passend ware, ein Gesamtparlament als besondere

Regionalbehorde zu bilden (obschon dies spater kommen
konnte), dass es fur diesen Fall nutzlich ware, einen frei-

willigen Verband zu schaffen, bei welchem die verschiedenen

Gemeindebehorden ( Mutterstadt, Planetenstadte und sonstige
in Betracht kommende Behorden), wie auch einzelne Per-

sonlichkeiten (entweder durch direkte Wahl oder als Ver-

treter verschiedener Vereinigungen) beteiligt sein mussten.

Die Hauptaufgabe dieses Verbandes ware es, an den Re-

gionalausschuss und an die verschiedenen einzelnen Behor-

den Vorschlage zu machen und die Allgemeinheit in all den

Angelegenheiten zu vertreten, mit denen sich die einzelnen

Gemeindebehorden beim Regionalausschuss nicht zu befas-

sen haben.



FINANCING DECENTRALIZATION
C. B. PURDOM

Finance Director, Welwyn Garden City, England

The subject of finance in connection with decentraliza-

tion is a wide one over which it would be possible to range
at large. I propose, however, to confine my remarks to its

bearing upon the methods of decentralization outlined in

the first paper by Dr. Heiligenthal and Mr. Unwin, dealing
as far as possible with general principles, which can be ap-

plied in accordance with particular national needs.

I shall say nothing about the costs to individuals, to in-

dustry and to the community in general of our present sys-

tem of city growth. That it involves a heavy waste of

money is known to us all, though the full financial bearing
of it is appreciated by a very few. Everybody agrees that

some different system has to be adopted in its place. All

our efforts at city planning, zoning, regional planning and
so forth, are evidence of that. But what that new system
should be has still to be settled, has still, indeed, to be seri-

ously discussed. The present conference represents an at-

tempt to place the question of what is the most satisfactory

system of city growth in its right place as a primary ques-

tion of city organization. It has to be remembered that the

decentralization of population now proceeds contemporane-

ously with its centralization. The great cities attract popu-
lation to them, and at the same time distribute it from their

centers into the surround Ing districts. There is thus a con-

stant circulation of population, pressing all the time upon
the centre, but covering ever widening areas, so that the in-

fluence of the cities extends over great distances, and city

problems have become regional in character.

One of the major problems of the present time is to dis-

cover some means of bringing the decentralizing forces that

are already at work under control. London, for instance,

is spreading itself over an area stretching fifty miles and

more from its centre. Throughout the whole of that vast

area building is proceeding, suburbs, villages and towns are
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growing, some of the land being subject to town-planning

schemes, some of it with arterial roads constructed or

planned, but nowhere, except in the two garden cities, is

there even the slightest attempt at city design. The same

thing is happening everywhere.

The contribution of the garden city movement to city

planning is to show that the impetus of growth in existing

cities can be used for the development of new centers of

population in the regions surrounding them, those centres

themselves being distinct civic units designed as completely

functioning towns. The two garden cities of Letchworth

and Welwyn are the outcome of the movement and provide

working examples of such towns. It is important that we
should get away from the idea that the garden city move-

ment means the encouragement of idealistic schemes for

workmen's housing, or pretty residential development. Gar-

den suburbs, garden villages, industrial villages, municipal

housing, "twelve houses to the acre," and so forth are not

the garden city movement, and very often represent the

very antithesis of that movement. The garden city move-
ment means the systematic establishment of new subsidiary

towns to accommodate the increasing population of the great

cities, each such town being placed on a suitable site, well

laid out for residence and industry, with its own social life

and having relation with a surrounding rural area.

I venture to refer the members of the Conference to my
new book The Building of Satellite Towns for a full account

of the finance of the two garden cities of Letchworth and

Welwyn, satellite towns of London, and for a discussion of

the complex problems that arise. I do not propose to go
over the same ground here.

The financial questions in relation to the establishment

of new centres of population (in other words, satellite

towns or garden cities), as a system of decentralization may
be separated into two parts (1) the financial machinery for

establishing them, and (2) the financial processes of their

growth.
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In the first place, who is to do it, and how is the money
to be found ? It seems to me that we must face the fact thai

it cannot be done by unassisted or uncontrolled private en-

terprise. The day of unrestricted private enterprise as the

means of city growth is coming to an end, and as soon as

we realize that something more is needed than zoning regu-

ations and town-planning schemes to give us the cities thai

we want, we are forced to the conclusion that control of

land over wide areas must be exercised by public authori-

ties. Hitherto the cities have taken the form given to them

by those engaged in dealing in real estate. I can see no

alternative to the end of that system, for we cannot afford

to allow the real estate operator to remain the creator oi

cities. I am not suggesting that cities can be built without

the aid of those skilled in dealing with land; far from it

But I do suggest that there is no escape from the conclu-

sion that the development of cities should conform to defi-

nite plans and that the layout of new subsidiary centres

necessarily involves effective control over land, which means
that land should be built upon or kept open in accordance

with public, not private interests.

It is clear that new authorities are needed for these new
duties. City development bodies should be formed in asso-

ciation with regional development bodies, which in turn

should be related to a central state authority. Exactly what
form these authorities should take depends upon the local

government administration of each country, and it is not

necessary to go into detail here. I think, however, that

they should not be wholly state or municipal bodies. There

'vould be a great advantage in securing for them the enter-

prise and initiative characteristic of private undertaking
and city building being a creative enterprise, the maximum
of energy and initiative is called for. It would also be de-

sirable to get associated with these bodies the best elements

in the real estate business. Therefore, it would seem that a

kind of statutory body, with obligations and duties defined

by law, and subject to some measure of State control, but

possessing in the ordinary conduct of its affairs consider-
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able independence and freedom from Government interfer-

ence, would be the ideal thing. In some European countries

there is a tendency for such bodies to be formed for public

utility works. Indeed, the general conception might be that

of public utility undertakings formed and operated under

legislative provisions, and made subject in certain of their

activities to the control of a central body specially set up for

the purpose as are the railways and the electricity under-

takings in England.

The work and the costs of regional planning should I

think be separated from the actual establishment of new
towns. In the regional plan the interests of the area as a

whole should be considered as the determining factor.

The establishment and development of each new centre

should, as far as possible, be in the hands of a separate

body. Individual enterprise should be encouraged to the

utmost extent, and an active element of local life should be

brought into being and given as much scope as possible. As
the initial finance will need to be brought in from the out-

side, a large measure of outside control will be inevitable,

but it can be exercised without detriment to the growth of

local activity.

The situation of the new units of population will de-

pend upon geographical and physical conditions. Their

character will be determined by the advantages the parent

city and the region have to offer to industry. It is impossi-
ble to lay down hard and fast rules, for the aim should be

to get away from the dreadful uniformity of a city develop-
ment hitherto prevailing, and to encourage the cities to de-

velop along the lines of their own peculiar physical and
economic characteristics. The slavish imitation of cities by
each other is to be observed in all countries, and it should

be one of the objects of city planners to break that down.

The general principles to be observed are that the new cen-

tres of population should have healthy sites, that they should

have good transport facilities with easy access to the city

and to surrounding markets and sources of raw materials,
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that they should have supplies of power, etc., and that they
should be large enough to provide the variety of social, edu-

cational, and civic life that is necessary for modern popula-
tions. The financial success of the new communities will

largely depend upon the choice of suitable sites and the

proper planning and equipment of those sites, so that they
can satisfy public requirements. Nothing is to be gained
by spreading population in very small units. The village is

out of date; people want to live in a community of such a
size that it can supply all their needs.

The amount of finance required for each scheme is that

necessary for the first stages of development the cost of

the land, the preparation of a town-plan, the construction

of roads, drainage and public services. This money should

come from public sources or be raised subject to public

guarantee. It is not conceivable that it should be found by
private persons, except by subscription to a statutory body
such as I have already suggested. There can be little doubt

that over a number of projects the risks would be small.

Here and there, perhaps, mistakes would be made, a site

would be found unsuitable, or unforeseen difficulties would
arise in its development, and total or part al failure might

result, but it is extremely unlikely, indeed, it might be re-

garded as impossible, that with common prudence a system
of new subsidiary centres around a great city would fail as

a whole. The financial strength of the system comes from
increase of population.

The object is to obtain greater efficiency and increased

economy in city life. Therefore, the new centres of popula-
tion should be so placed in relation to the city, so planned,

and of such a size that they can be made efficient, social and

economic units. It is not my business to deal with all the

questions that have to be considered in this matter. Some
of them are being dealt with by others at the conference.

From the financial point of view, however, what has to be

secured in the establishment of the new centres is (a) the

economic advantages of orderly planning and development,
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in which adequate provision is made for residence, industry

and trade, and (b) the systematic creation and conservation

of land values.

Here we come to the second part of the question the

financial processes of the growth of the new centres. It

can be summed up in the words we have just used, the

creation and conservation of land values. Land values are

the most important of the financial values created by so-

ciety. They arise, to a large extent, automatically by the

increase of population. Usually they are frittered away,
wasted and lost. All attempts at land taxation are based

upon the desire of the community to get back some part of

the wealth it has made. In nothing is the carelessness and
indifference of society to its own interests more unmistak-

able, than in the way in which these values are allowed to

fall into wrong hands. New land values are continually

being created by the increase of population, and city de-

velopment based upon land values is a certain financial

operation. The deliberate creation of land values in new
towns is real estate business, requiring the highest skill ; it

is, however, something very different from the usual activi-

ties of the land speculator. In the rush for immediate profits

the ordinary methods of real estate involve prodigious

waste. Bad development means poor land values, so that

there can be no doubt that the total amount of land values

created by the present haphazard system of city extension

is much less than would arise by a well-considered system
of decentralization. The financial justification for the sys-

tematic planning and development of new centres of popu-
lation on the lines proposed is that the land values created

by the growth of population in the new areas would be suffi-

cient to cover all costs and provide ample and increasing

margins.

The experience of Letchworth and Welwyn Garden City

shows this to be true. The financial problem of decentraliza-

tion may be summed up thus: Credit is required for new
centres of population until they have become estab-
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lished. Once established, capital will come into them from
all kinds of sources, public and private. There is little prac-
tical possibility of loss taking a number of centres together.

SUMMARY
This paper deals with the methods of decentralization

outlined in the first paper, and in it the relative merits, from
a financial point of view, of complete garden city develop-
ment are compared with dormitory, or suburban town de-

velopment. The fundamentals of the finance of town building
are considered to lie in (1) the economic advantages of

orderly planning and development, in which adequate pro-
vision is made for residence, industry and trade, and (2)

the systematic creation and conservation of land values. It

is agreed that the distribution of population should be car-

ried out in such a way that the current tendencies towards,

decentralization should be used to establish town units of,

such a size that they may become effective economic and so-

cial centres. The land values thus brought into existence

should, it is maintained, be kept for public purposes. It is

suggested that it is not economical to spread population in

very small units.

The actual financial methods that may be adopted in the

development of new centres of population are considered in

relation to the experience gained at Letchworth and Welwyn
Garden City. The financial problems that arise in such en-

terprises are largely due to the well-known fact that land

is a slow asset, and it is shown how they are solved with the

growth of population.
The costs and methods of regional planning in associa-

tion with garden city or satellite town development are

touched upon. Regional planning is held to be essential,

under state control.

SOMMAIRE
Ce rapport traite des methodes de decentralisations

decrites dans le premier rapport et a pour but de comparer
les avantages respectifs de ramenagement en cite-jardins
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proprement dite et de 1'extension urbaine limitee aux besoins

residentiels (faubourgs-jardins) .

On considere que les fondements financiers de la con-

struction urbaine reposent (1) sur les avantages eco-

nomiques d'un amenagement et d'un developpement bien or-

donne, dans lequel on prevoit d'une maniere adequate 1'habi-

tation, Tindustrie et le commerce et (2) la creation et la

conservation systematique de la valeur du terrain. II est

constant que la repartition de la population serait realisee

de telle maniere que les tendances habituelles vers la decen-

tralisation seraient utilises pour etablir des unites urbaines

de telle dimension qu'elles pourraient devenir effectivement

des centres economiques et sociaux. Les plus values de la

terre, qui en resulteraient, seraient employees, a ce qu'on

affirme, pour le bien public. On suggere qu'il n'est pas

economique de disperser la population dans de toutes petites
unites.

Les methodes financieres qui peuvent etre adoptees actuel-

lement pour 1'amenagement de nouveaux centres de popu-
lation sont etudiees en liaison avec 1'experience acquise dans
les cites-jardins de Letchworth et de Welwyn. Les prob-
lemes financiers que soulevent de telles entreprises sont dus
en grande partie a ce fait bien connu, que la terre est un
bien qui evalue lentement et on montre comment ils sont

resolus avec Taccroissement de la population.

Les prix et les methodes d'amenagement regional, en

association avec Tanienagement d'une cite-jardin ou d'une
ville satellite sont aussi indiques. L'auteur tient 1'amenage-
ment regional pour essentiel, sous le controle de 1'Etat.

AUSZUG

Diese Schrift befasst sich von einem finanziellen Stand-

punkt aus mit den in der ersten Schrift dargestellten Dezen-
tralisation Methoden, sofern die vollstandige Gartenstadt-

erschliessung mit vorstadtischer Stadterweiterung ver-

glichen wird. Die finanziellen Grundlagen des Stadtebauss

liegen (1) in den wirtschaftlichen Vorteilen einer regel-
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rechten Planung und Erschliessimg, wobei fiir Wohn In-

dustrie und Geschaftsviertel angemessene Vorsorge ge-

troffen wird und (2) in der systematischen Erzeugung
und Erhaltung der Landwerte. Einigkeit ist dariiber,

dass die Verteilung der Bevolkerung so geregelt wer-

den sollte, dass die vorhandene Neigung zur Dezen-

tralisation, zur Bildung von derartig grossen Stadtein-

heiten ausgenutzt wird, dass sie wirkliche eigene wirtschaft-

liche und soziale Mittelpunkte bilden konnen. Der dadurch

erzeugte Wertzuwachs des Bodens musste fiir offentliche

Zwecke erfasst werden. Die Zersplitterung der Bevolker-

ung in ihr kleinen kommunalen Einheiten ist nicht wirt-

schaftlich.

Es werden die gegenwartigen fmanziellen Methoden, die

bei der Erschliessung neuer Bevolkerungszentren angewen-
det werden konnten, in bezug auf die mit den Gartenstadten

Letchworth und Welwyn gemachten Erfahrungen betrach-

tet. Die sich bei solchen Unternehmungen ergebenden finan-

ziellen Probleme hangen weitgehend mit der allbekannten

Tatsache zusammen, dass Land ein schwerfalliges Aktivum

ist; es wird gezeigt, wie sich die Schwierigkeiten mit dem
Wachsen der Bevolkerung losen.

Ferner werden die Kosten und Methoden der regionalen

Planung in Verbindung mit der Erschliessung von Garten-

stadten oder Planetenstadten aufgezeigt. Fiir die regionale

Planung wird die Staatsaufsicht fiir wesentlich gehalten.



DISCUSSION
JOHN NOLEN, City Planner, Cambridge, Mass.

What we have heard this morning on the better dis-

tribution of people and industries in the papers by Dr.

Heiligenthal of Berlin and Mr. Raymond Unwin of London
is fundamental. A root problem of city planning has been

presented, first in the distribution of the parts of the city,

and secondly, in the distribution of the population. Again
and yet again we must get back to causes ; often we have
been merely treating symptoms.

We need to restate essential things, such as:

1. That the city exists for man, and not man for the

city.

2. That "man" means the mass of men, and not the

few.

3. That the young are more important than the old,

and the future more important than the past or the present.
A survey and study of existing conditions in this coun-

try and abroad brings to light many unfavorable results

from the present methods of locating industries and dis-

tributing urban population ; the same applies to the location

of farms and the distribution of rural population. The
subject is a complex one, but the examination of it has ad-

vanced sufficiently to justify the following conclusions :

1. That a better distribution of people is dependent to

a great extent upon a better distribution of industries, be-

cause the industrial population and also the population that

serves industrial workers must always tend to go where the

industries are located.

2. That the industries should go more deliberately to

those sections of the country where the maximum economic
and other advantages are to be obtained. The result of

such action would be to provide greater efficiency and

economy in production, lower the costs for transportation
and reduce the congestion of traffic. The location of many
industries in one state or another is determined in a rather

haphazard manner through accidental causes, and, once es-
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tablished, remains often, regardless of the advantages that

would follow to the industry itself and to the general com-

munity from a radical change of location. Broad divisions

of the country should be considered, such as the Middle
Atlantic States, New England, the Middle West, the South,
the Pacific Coast. The determining economic factors should

be raw materials, transportation, harbors, food supplies,

labor, climate, water power, population, etc.

3. That within these regions of fundamental natural

advantages industries should be encouraged in every pos-

sible way to locate (1) away from the congested large cities,

in already existing separate, small, self-contained cities, or

(2) in new cities, "Garden Cities," to be founded for the

purpose. The twentieth century has provided facilities in

the electric power station, the motor car, telephone and
wireless communication, that tend to make life in new and

relatively small communities almost as satisfactory from a

commercial or cultural point of view as in a larger city.

4. That in the case of large existing cities an effort

should be made by planning and zoning, first to disentangle

the confused and unorganized parts of the city so that those

parts that are capable of being made more or less complete
in themselves shall be so planned and so regulated as to be

more self-contained, and thus to provide more adequate
localization for the life of its citizens and at the same time

more favorable conditions for industry. But more impor-
tant still, because of the greater opportunity, the growth
and extension outward of the large city should be guided
and planned and controlled in such a way as to form on the

outskirts new sections almost as self-contained as separate,

independent towns would be. These new areas would range
in character from suburbs, largely residential, to satellite

towns, the latter providing for local employment. In all

cases, however, there should be local shop centers and mar-

kets, and as complete provision as possible for education,

recreation and an agreeable local social life. Mariemont,

Ohio, near Cincinnati, founded by Mrs. Mary M. Emery,
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and now being built under the direction of Mr. Charles J.

Livingood, is an example in this country of a satellite com-

munity, the growth and development of which can be

watched with profit.

It would be easy to draw lessons from many American

cities with regard to the distribution of population and in-

dustries by examining the present plans and the tendencies

in such places as Niagara Falls, Akron, Flint, Janesville and

Green Bay, Wisconsin, Elkhart, Indiana, Bridgeport, Con-

necticut, and more remote communities in such states as

California and Florida. If this examination were made, it

would be seen that the evil conditions in these and other

American cities are due to a considerable extent to the

wrong location of railroads from the point of view of the

comprehensive planning of cities ; that is, the wrong alloca-

tion of the chief parts of the city including the railroads,

followed by the wrong location of factories, again followed

by the wrong location of almost everything else. The rail-

roads are not to blame, particularly, for this situation. The

system of planning is a bad one, no thought having been

given to comprehensive methods, and under that system un-

fortunate results are almost inevitable.

5. That economic, practical and permanently satisfac-

tory solutions of the problems involved in the better dis-

tribution of industries and population can only be obtained

through a wider application of the principles involved in

city planning and regional planning. Such planning must
be applied ultimately not only (1) to existing towns and
their extensions, (2) to new suburbs, (3) to satellite com-

munities, (4) to new "Garden Cities" to be deliberately and

wisely located and planned, and (5) to "Farm Cities" or

villages, but also to the planning of states and wider regions.

This work must be done with direct reference both to the

needs of industries (and farms) from an investment point
of view, and to the needs of population and public welfare.

Such a program should be based upon sound regional and

municipal surveys and the patient gathering of the neces-
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sary data. In order to carry out such a program success-

fully there must also be wider publicity of the merits of

city planning and of the economic and other advantages thai

would follow from better methods of providing for the dis-

tribution of people and industries.

One more point; the improvement of cities involves the

problems of growth and of change. We must be constantly

looking forward and forecasting the future. This is one

of the limitations of relying too much upon the survey and
a tabulation of existing conditions. Live cities grow and
all cities change. Change is introduced into cities by inven-

tion and new methods of living, as illustrated in the rail-

road, the automobile and motor truck, the high building,

the distribution of electric power, the radio and the air-

plane.

In conclusion it should be noted that even in the smallest

countries there is plenty of land for cities, and there is

plenty of money to do everything that can be done on an
economic basis (as city planning can be) and the law and
the constitution itself will change with human requirements

just as soon as public opinion is favorable to such change.
Our problem is the problem of better planning, better or-

ganization and better control. The form and color of life

of all are dependent to a great extent upon what we can do

to meet the new conditions in cities. No other influence, ex-

cept perhaps, that of education, can do so much to trans-

form the conditions of life for good as can be done through
better methods of planning and developing existing towns
and cities and laying out new communities more in accord-

ance with the requirements of the modern art of town and

city planning.

CHARLES H. CHENEY, Redondo Beach, California.

We have had much emphasis at these sessions on the

location and development of new satellite cities and satellite

suburbs, but nine-tenths of our problem is with cities that

are already badly started. Taking up zoning, which many
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of us think is the foundation for the city getting hold of

itself, we find that this problem of distribution that Mr.

Unwin has discussed, is the first thing that raises it s head.

I would like to raise this question for further discussion as

to how much area and what kind of area ought to be allotted

for present industry and future industry. Is it good zoning
to set aside districts for industry only, that is to exclude

residences, and if so how big ought such districts be? In

most of our western cities 85 to 90 per cent of all buildings

are single-family dwellings. Only about 5 per cent are

apartment and multiple dwellings, even in a city like Long
Beach, California, of 100,000 people, where there are 30,000
or 40,000 visitors in the winter. The area required for in-

dustry in most of our cities wouldn't run over five per cent.

In other words, the overwhelming proportion of any city

area is destined for residence use, but the difficulty is that

industries and businesses have been scattered all over the

city area instead of being concentrated in definite locations,

with a result that they have ruined or at least affected dis-

advantageously many areas.

What are we going to do in existing cities in the matter

of locating future industries and what are we going to do in

new cities ? In Palos Verdes we are providing for business

centers, not by zoning but by private restrictions or cove-

nants in the deeds.

ANDREW WRIGHT CRAWFORD, Philadelphia.

We have a good many satellite suburbs in the United

States and we have had many more which have been

swallowed up by the cities. Continually the city is throwing
off groups of houses and the space between these groups
and the old city is finally filled up. The very crux of the

difficulty is how to get open land either belt or wedges
around our existing cities. Mr. Cheney has just said that

the existing cities form nine-tenths of our problem. With

great respect I submit that the reverse is the case. Our

great opportunity is in the suburbs. Fifty years from now
we may not have that opportunity there.
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In Pennsylvania there are twenty-eight cities which have

belts of open land, not altogether agricultural belts, because

agriculture is not a year-round industry, and not altogether

complete belts. In some cases the belts consist of forest

land and I would like to leave the suggestion that we con-

sider forestry as a form of agriculture, for I believe that

we can obtain considerable open space areas if we use them
for forestry purposes.

In Cook County, Illinois, just out of Chicago, 28,000

acres of land have been taken for park and forest reserva-

tions. The same physical result wil be produced by this

action as if the land were to be devoted exclusively to agri-

culture. There may be other ways of acquiring an open

space belt and thus approximating the garden city idea.

DR. ROBERT SCHMIDT, Ruhr Regional Planning Federation.

In the Ruhr District we have to consider towns and

country. There are 3,800 square kilometers, and nearly

4,000,000 men there. There are 18 large towns, some with

300,000 to 400,000 population, and 11 counties. Our laws

were that every authority had the right to plan its own
streets and traffic ways. That meant that with large towns

fairly near one another and little towns nearby the larger

towns might have some interests in common, but the smaller

towns would not be interested in the same things. So it

was impossible to get anywhere. Therefore we got together

all the towns and gave the matter into one hand. We can

now provide for all traffic roads, areas for industrial work,
for agriculture, for forests, for houses, etc. In this move-

ment we laid the foundation for the building of towns and

for planning a general traffic system. We did another

thing, we laid the foundation for developing industrial

works, trade and commerce, but it is only the beginning.

The question is, can every one do what he wants to?

Impossible. Liberty does not mean that every man can do

just what he wishes, but he must do what is best for the

public welfare. We have tried, in our district, to lay the
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foundation for all these things, all agricultural areas, in-

dustrial work, welfare work, railways, etc. Industrial work

is large now, but in ten years it will be ten times as large.

It must have a place to expand. If you build houses in the

place where ten years from now industry would build,

you have to take all the houses away then, and that costs

too much money. It is not economical if you tear down
several buildings each year to build others in their places.

We have given the industries large areas where they can

expand during ten or twenty years. We also must have

forests ; we must have green places for the people. We also

must have room for agriculture.

STEPHEN CHILD, San Francisco.

I agree with Mr. Crawford that we get further along
if we drop the thought of agricultural land surrounding our

cities and emphasize more the thought of open land. The

thing to do is to set aside land for its best use. If that best

use is agriculture, good. If it is a landing field for aviators,

good. If it is for forestry, good. If it is a rugged ravine

or valley that can be used for parks, good. This thought
has been developed by Mr. Robert Whitten in a paper read

at a recent Institute meeting.
I think more should be done for the correlating of the

efforts of many organizations in the city and regional plan-

ning field. We should support some sort of national service

in Washington which should assemble and correlate the

results of the work, that is now going forward in New
York, Pennsylvania, and in other states along the lines of

regional planning.

THEODORE A. MEYER, New York City.

In the various solutions offered to the Conference for

the relief of traffic congestion and proper growth of the

city, we have heard considerable discussion about the plot-

ting of new areas, of satellite towns and garden cities. If

I am not mistaken, with the exception of Mrs. Aldridge and
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Mr. Adams, no one has made any reference to the reclama-

tion of slums in cities already built.

In New York City, in Manhattan, there are slums exist-

ing on either side of the central part of the island. In these

slums the land values are indicated on the Regional Plan

map as ranging from $201 to $500 and in extreme cases

$1,000 per front foot, where as in the central areas the

values run five times that sum. These slums extend along
the waterfronts below 59th Street on the west side and from

Brooklyn Bridge to the Harlem River on the east side.

The Kips Bay Neighborhood Planning Committee has

prepared a plan which shows the reclamation of these areas

by projecting three new 200-foot avenues east of Third
Avenue from the vicinity of Manhattan Bridge to the Har-
lem River and five new avenues on the west side below 59th

Street. These eight avenues would give an additional north

and south traffic way of over 60 per cent.

The present disease-breeding housing and industrial

plants, the garbage docks, slaughter houses, power plants,

and other value-depressing enterprises existing in these

areas could be better located for their own expansion and
welfare if they were removed to outlying regions and their

places occupied by model housing projects with parks and

playgrounds and other improvements so sadly needed in

Manhattan. This housing would bring the worker whose
business is in central Manhattan within walking distance

or at most a short ride of his home and would result in much
relief for the existing transportation lines. Parking space
for motor cars under the parked strips on the 200-foot

avenues would not only serve a real need but would make
it possible to enforce the rule of no-parking of cars on any
street during the working hours.

In this plan Welfare Island has been reserved for an

aviation field, landing stations, and depots. It is central

to four of the five boroughs and would reduce to zero the one

and one-half hours hazardous trip by motor from Mineola

where the landing field of New York is now located.
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Several viaducts have been provided to conduct cross-

town traffic uninterruptedly. The tangle at the bridge ter-

mini has been unravelled and finally the aesthetic which
we are beginning to recognize as of increasing importance
has been given due consideration.

New York's most important problem is the solution to

its traffic congestion. This cannot be accomplished by
"arcading" streets in the Fifth Avenue and Madison Avenue
sections. We must draw the through traffic away from
that area and not make further inducements to attract it.

We can do this by projecting new through express avenues
in the dilapidated areas and not by confiscation of valuable

property along its most valuable highways.

MR. COMEY.

I should like to stress one consideration that has not

been brought forward, namely the increasing control over

transportation exercised by American cities. I believe this

control will give us the open spaces that we all agree are

desirable around our cities. The worst thing that can hap-

pen to New York is that transportation lines should be

planned to traverse the existing open spaces. If we see that

the transportation lines follow the course of natural devel-

opment then the lands between these transportation lines

and relatively far from them will remain land that can be

used for forestry, agriculture, etc. Land somewhat nearer

the transportation lines will be forced, under our economic

system, to develop as garden suburbs and satellite cities.

The lands nearest the transportation lines and particularly

the transportation stations must inevitably be developed

for higher intensive uses.

The way to keep places open is to keep them without

transportation lines.

MR. NOLEN.

I would like to have Mr. Unwin expand somewhat his

suggestion in regard to the importance of keeping spaces re-
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served for definite purposes, such as commercial or indus-

trial uses, housing uses, etc. I do not now refer to per-

manent open spaces for parks, etc.

DR. RAYMOND UNWIN, British Ministry of Health.

The method we employ in our country where, although

we have some difficulties which you have not, we have no

written constitution, is this: We zone the open land. If,

for instance, we were preparing a plan of a small town, at

this stage we could zone unbuilt areas for commercial pur-

poses, and houses and industrial plants could not be built

there. We could zone areas for industrial purposes, and

dwellings and commercial buildings could not be built there.

We could zone other areas for residential buildings, and
industrial plants and commercial buildings could not be

built there. Thus we can zone areas for particular purposes
so that when the time comes there is sufficient room for

expansion. Only as the need arose for building more houses,

factories or commercial premises would they be biult. It

is more or less automatic, but it depends on being able first

of all to prepare a plan, and then to put the restriction on.

The details of site planning need not be included in the town

plan and there is a tendency to work these out nearer the

time of building.

We can do zoning under our town planning powers with-

out compensation, provided the Ministry of Health regards

the restriction as reasonable. If these things are done soon

enough at the time, for instance, when the land has only

an agricultural value it matters very little to the owner

whether he is restricted to a possible development in one

direction or another, because at present his land has only

agricultural value, and whether it is going to acquire a

building value for commerce or for industry, or for resi-

dence is not a matter of great importance affecting his

pocket at the time.

But what I do believe most sincerely, and I know people

over here are realizing it more and more every year, is that
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owners, as such, do benefit in the long run by these restric-

tions, because, as Dr. Schmidt has so well pointed out, they
make for the benefit of everybody. It is not for the benefit

of everybody that you should have a huge development; it

is for the benefit of everybody that each piece of ground
should be put to that use which is of the most advantage
to the community.

I am not going to discuss how you are going to get

around the difficulties of your Constitution. As I said, we
have no written constitution, but have some puzzles quite

as bad as yours. We each have our way of doing things,

and they are very different. I am not going to enter into

that, but I hope I have answered Mr. Nolen's point as to

how we try to reserve spaces for development. We are only

doing it tentatively, only learning like the rest of the coun-

tries.

CHARLES J. LIVINGOOD, Cincinnati.

We must realize that America is still a comparatively
new country and future generations will expect to share

in its prosperity and development. If land is to be limited

to specific uses, we are preventing future generations from

making a profit from land that they expect. I believe in

planning and zoning as much as anybody but how are we

going to meet Vhat has long been considered a right of

individual ownership?

BENJAMIN MARSH.

I believe that our cities are at best proof of the fact

that civilization is a crime as we practice civilization in the

United States. Our national motto has been "individual

aggrandizement and collective irresponsibility." The census

of 1920 showed that of the people ten years and over en-

gaged in agriculture the proportion in 1910 was about one-

third in the United States and in 1920 it was but a little

over one-fourth. In addition to the natural increase of

urban population, we are bound to have a very unnatural
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increase from immigration from the farms. The Census
of Agriculture for 1925, which is not yet completed, in-

dicates that there are between 200,000 and 250,000 fewer
farms being operated than in 1920. These farmers are

coming into the cities. The farmers divide their days into

three parts eight hours to sleep, sixteen hours to work,
and eight hours to kick, and out where the kick is loudest

that is where the West begins. There are about one million

too many farmers in the United States and they are going
to be in your cities in the next decades. They are more
extreme individualists than any city people. That is the

only way they think they can survive. I hope you will

hasten your city planning before you get this enormous in-

crease as a result of the influx from the farms, which is

the result of land speculation, deflation, and lack of planning
our agricultural development.

DR. ARIE KEPPLER, Housing Director of City of Amsterdam.

I should like to discuss Mr. Harris's paper. I read the

paper with much interest ; his proposals as to the institution

of a group council, a voluntary association between towns,
cities and satellite towns, must be considered, but it is very
difficult to do that in an international conference, because

the laws and habits of our different nations differ so much.
In the Ruhr they have made a law to have one government
over the whole Ruhr District.

I think it is possible in England to make a voluntary
association of cities and towns, but it is not possible in all

countries. I will give you an example. In my city, Ams-
terdam, we would like to make a city colony. Those who
were there last year visited the place where we would like

to build it. The neighboring communities and municipal-
ities are ready to form a voluntary association. We want
to go beyond the city boundaries and would like to make
a city out of the villages in the outer communities, but these

latter refuse; they are their communities, and their homes
are their castles.
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The State of New York makes plans for the whole State,

and it might be well for the small countries to do that. I

believe that is better than having voluntary associations.

I cannot subscribe to Mr. Harris's idea that it become a

law to regulate divisions with or without disturbing the

existing local government. He says you may not disturb

your local government arrangements. I say you may do

that. Here in your country you do not fear to change your
local government if it is necessary. I know there is a large

city manager movement in your country, and to do that

you have to change your ordinances. Why should we not

change our ordinances when we are fighting for good ideas ?

Why should we not disturb our local government arrange-
ments and laws? We have got to fight for large ideas.

FERDINAND THUN, Wyomissing, Pa.

I should like to speak on the subject of the transfer of

industries, out of my experience as a business man and a

manufacturer. I want to call your attention to a difference

which appears to me to exist between the United States

and European countries. In the densely populated countries

of Europe we have high pressure conditions of industry.
In the United States we still have low pressure conditions,

and as a result we have migration of industries on a scale

not known in any other country in the world. We have seen,

for instance, the migration of silk industries from Paterson,
N. J., to small towns and villages of Pennsylvania, in which
coal mining is the chief occupation of the men. This came
about because labor could be secured for lower wages. The
same thing has happened to the cotton industry of New
England and the day is coming when the southern states

will take the supremacy in this industry because of the in-

ducements offered. In the statistics published by the

National Industrial Conference Board I have noted that

labor charges are quoted as 20 per cent lower than in New
England and this is the chief reason compelling transplant-

ing of industry. It is not the initiative of the original in-
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dustries but the initiative of the original agricultural sec-

tions which have grown strong enough to attract industry.

I am a manufacturer of machinery for making silk stock-

ings and I am now furnishing machines to manufacturers

of silk hosiery on the Pacific Coast and in the South where
a few years ago it wasn't thought possible that such an

industry which requires highly skilled labor could exist.

WARREN H. MANNING, Cambridge, Mass.

Just a word about national planning. The great national

highways are going to bring to the front the problem of

national zoning. The Hudson Mohawk Trail will eventually
find its way through the upper section of the United States.

Another great thoroughfare which is bound to come, al-

though few people realize it, is the connection between coast

cities in Georgia and Florida across the country below the

Alleghenys, over the Colorado Plateau to San Diego. An-
other north and south thoroughfare will shortly be estab-

lished through the Mississippi Valley. Great areas are to

be classified in accordance with their best use, that is, for

forests, for water supply areas, for agriculture, for homes,
for industry. So far in these sessions there has been little

reference to the aeroplane, the one transportation agency
which is independent of topography. The more intensive

use of the aeroplane is bound to make radical changes in

our planning. You must give serious attention to landing
fields and to points of exchange between air, roads, and

waterways.
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If the modern city aggregation may be regarded as a

predominant feature of modern civilization, it presents the

most urgent problem of our time. What the city planner,

the engineer and the artist each have to contribute towards

the solution of this problem, what objectives each has in

mind, and what methods of approach each pursues, are

matters of vital importance. Is the drift of the city and

regional planning movement to be towards making life still

more artificial and conditions of growth more stultified and

inflexible or is it to remove impediments to natural evolu-

tion and bring about a restoration of a more natural and

less cramped system of living? Consideration of this ques-

tion gives us the hope that the tendency towards regional

treatment of urban problems in great metropolitan areas

will lead to more, rather than to less, flexibility of growth ;

for it might be claimed with some truth that present evils

are not the result of too little restraint of wrong-doing, nor

of too much regard for economy, but of false standards of

both liberty and economy.

THE APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF REGIONS.

The achievements of the city planner must be commen-
surate with the soundness of the social and economic prin-

ciples on which he develops his plan. He must be technical

and yet not rely too much on technique. It is claimed by
scientists that the very wealth of technology which is a
feature of the present age, may be used by civilized man
for his own undoing. "Economists and psychologists," says
Prof. Ulysses G. Weatherly of Indiana University, "detect
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greater peril in uneven or too rapid progress than in the

inherent faults of civilization itself."*

Those of us who are engaged in the great task of study-

ing the complex problems of city regions, of trying to get
to the root of these problems, of investigating conditions

and trends of growth, realize that the greatest difficulty is

not in accumulating facts but in assimilating and using

them, and also that logical analysis may be upset by sim-

ple and primitive things, by instinctive desires and preju-

dices, and by want of regard for human factors. As Pro-

fessor Weatherly contends, the common factor in all the

despairing views that now exist is the idea of disharmony
between achievement and power of assimilating achieve-

ment, of the rift between what modern man can create and
what he can advantageously use. In other words, the diffi-

culty is to digest out of enormous plenitude the limited

amount needed for actual sustenance.

Probably this country has gone further than any other

in scientific inquiry into social and economic conditions,

whether that has been beneficial or not depends on the

knowledge that has been used, and not on the extent or

volume of the data collected. So the regional planner is

always confronted with the problem of where to limit or

extend inquiry, and how to bring about the maximum use

of the knowledge gained. It is obvious that this use de-

pends on the extent to which the knowledge is adjusted to

human wants, rather than the extent to which it gives in-

tellectual satisfaction. That is why city planners have to

guard themselves against relying too much as well as too

little on scientific method and why knowledge and experi-

ence of human relations and social conditions are an essen-

tial part of their equipment. Thus the first task to be per-

formed in making a regional plan is to arrive at a sound

method of approach to the study of the complex and ever

changing character of the problems of urban and rural

* Volume XVIII. Publications of the American Sociological

Society.
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growth. Part of my present purpose is to indicate the na-

ture of some of these problems in the New York Region.

THE POLITICAL COMPOSITION OF THE NEW YORK REGION.

The New York Region is not a community organization

but a group of community areas, socially and economically

related, although politically heterogeneous. It has no defi-

nite physical unity or fixed length of radius between its

center and its extremities. Its integrate elements are dif-

ficult to define, because the relations between its parts are

widely varied in degree and character. Compare, for in-

stance, the close, if varied, relation that exists between the

several commercial and cultural centers and the suburban

excrescences which surround them, with the comparatively
remote rural areas that have few relations with any center

but close contact with the suburban areas.

The region is a family of communities with more or less

intimate degrees of relationship between its different mem-
bers. Apart from the existence of this relationship, re-

quiring some degree of co-operative treatment of problems
that affect the group of communities in common, the New
York Region is far from being homogeneous either in its

physical features, its political composition, its structural

development, or the racial characteristics of its population.
Its complexities create difficulties of organization and plan-

ning, but they present also welcome opportunities for com-

munity co-operation, for interesting variety of treatment
and for escape from stereotyped processes of planning. The
area of the region lies in 3 states and comprises 282 in-

corporated and 144 unincorporated units of local govern-
ment. In such an area comprehensive planning can only
be carried out by forms of co-operation which may be de-

scribed as a revival of the treaty making that was formerly
necessary for political ends and is now desirable for pur-
poses of business efficiency. New York and New Jersey
have already an Interstate Park Commission and an Inter-

state Port Authority. Recently Commissioners from New
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York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania united in recommend-

ing a plan for the apportionment and use of the waters of

the Delaware River. Railroads, telephones and telegraphs,

water supply, rapid transit and commerce pay little need

to state boundaries and still less heed to city boundaries.

This necessary diffusion of economic forces should stimulate

the treaty making or co-operative activities between state

and cities. The Interstate Commerce Commission is an ex-

ample of this trend regional planning is another.

The field is enlarging with the growth of movements to

create giant power areas and long distance transmission of

electricity, water supply areas covering parts of several

states. If power were to dictate the region they would ex-

tend to include Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jer-

sey, New York and all New England. But such regions are

too large for purposes of planning.

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE REGIONAL
PLAN.

In such an area as I have described it is almost neces-

sary for the work of regional planning to be undertaken

by a non-political organization like the Committee on the

Regional Plan. The functions of the Committee are to ad-

vise government authorities and to co-ordinate their acti-

vities in planning for the future after making compre-
hensive surveys and plans to enable it to give advice and

promote co-ordination. City or regional planning initiated

by governmental agencies possesses such advantage as may
come from having behind it the power to bring about its

execution through the same agencies that make the plan.

But ability to execute may, and most frequently does*

stultify the plan as a result of attempted conformity to what
is immediately practicable and to what is immediately ad-

vantageous to the taxpayers. It may cramp ideas and fore-

sight as a result of confining efforts to the removal of errors

of past growth rather than extending them to preventing
the recurrence of these errors and to arresting tendencies

towards greater errors in the future. While the Commit-
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tee on the Regional Plan cannot do more than advise, it has

the advantage of being free from political influence or of

absorption in the adjustment of current difficulties.

Parenthetically I may explain that I am addressing an

audience which consists of three main groups of people,

each of which is interested in the regional plan of New York
from a different point of view. We have present a number
of eminent engineers and architects who are engaged in

city planning the world over. They are interested in our

technical operations and technical phases of our work. We
have present a number of others who are interested in the

development of planning, although not actively practicing

the profession of planning. There is also amongst you a

number of citizens of the region, men and women living in

New York and its environs, who are watching us, who are

desirous of knowing how we are preparing our plan, and

who are ready to help us, or to criticise us with friendly

intent, as we proceed. To this varied audience, and having

regard particularly to those who are visitors, I think it best

to give a somewhat general impression of the problem and
nature of our operations in making a regional plan.

PROCESS OF AGGREGATION.

An extraordinary feature of the growth of New York
and its environs is the exceptional degree to which the

process of aggregation is proceeding simultaneously with

the process of expansion. The vertical movement in the

center remains strong in spite of a widely distributed hori-

zontal movement in every direction towards the outer ex-

tremity. Whatever factors may weigh in favor of concen-

tration, there is wide agreement among students that every

encouragement should be given to the process of decen-

tralization. This latter process depends in the great urban

region upon developing systems of rapid transit, but the

form in which this development has proceeded in the past
has meant that in proportion as the circumference has
widened the center has become more clogged by the con-

vergence of the transit lines in the central part of the area.
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So long as the tendency is to supply rapid transit to enable

the workers to live in the outskirts and still continue to

work in the center, concentration and decentralization will

take forms that will add to rather than lessen the difficulty

of congestion.

During the business hours of every working day, about

2,000,000 people travel into the section of Manhattan that

lies to the south of 59th Street and the same number travel

from this area back to their homes. Of this total number
who enter the central area, 859,300 come from the north of

59th Street, 745,900 from Long Island and 355,000 from

New Jersey and Staten Island. The growth of neighbor-

hood centers in the environs is lessening this interurban

travel to some extent, as far as retail shopping, amusement
and other social features are concerned, but there is a con-

tinued increase in the volume and distance of travel between

homes and places of occupation. It is probable that the les-

sening of this expensive movement can only be obtained by

dispersing industries over wide areas.

There is an advantage in concentration. But there is

no advantage in congestion. A reasonable amount of crowd-

ing assists business and gives convenient residential facili-

ties desired by many citizens, but when it reaches the point

of overcrowding we can see that there is a disturbance,

there is a lack of convenience, there is a deterioration of

property values, there is an impairment of health, and there

is a loss of efficiency which destroys the advantage of con-

centration. Moreover, overcrowding of buildings in one

place is usually accompanied by blighted or sparsely de-

veloped areas in other places, so that the losses due to con-

gestion are added to by the losses due to the consequental
increase in the areas occupied by obsolete structures in cen-

tral districts and by scattered and financially unsound

growth in the suburbs.

DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION.

The area of the region is over three and one-half million

acres and its present population is about 9,000,000. It has
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grown from about 4,000,000 in 1890 and it is estimated that

there will be from 16 to 20 millions of people in the region
in 1965 and 28,000,000 in 2000. If only one-half of the area

were occupied by dwellings it would accommodate about

87,500,000 people, in single family dwellings at the rate of

twelve families (houses) or 50 persons to the net acre, al-

lowing 4.2 members for each family. The real need is not

to try and lessen natural growth, but to procure more even

distribution by planning. I want you to note that even if

the population should reach the figures of the estimates, the

important thing is not whether there will be 15,000,000 or

28,000,000 people in the region; it is how they will be dis-

tributed. If we study the requirements of this great popu-
lation in regard to healthy occupation of land, we will find

that we have been proceeding with a form of development
that has shown neither forethought nor care in regard to

the future welfare of this great community. Whatever the

prospective population may be within the above figures it

could be provided with homes on half of the area of an

average density of 3.8 dwellings or about 16 persons per
acre. Yet there are, at present, in the lower east side of

Manhattan, areas having a density of 228 families probably

equal to 950 persons per net acre. Under the zoning and
tenement house laws, it is possible to build houses to accom-

modate 120 families per building with 8 families to the floor

and equivalent to 480 families or 2016 persons per acre.

There are many citizens who regard this undesirable con-

dition as a necessity.

Compared with these extreme densities in Manhattan,
we have the other extreme parts in Putnam County, N. Y.,

which lies within the region, where there are only 4 families

or 16.8 persons per square mile. Taking all the variable

conditions between these two extremes that exist in the

area lying within commuting distance of Manhattan it is

absurd to talk about overcrowding being a necessity.

It is perhaps straining the argument to assume that the

population could be equally distributed throughout the re-

gion. It must be served with modes of transit to reach cen-
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tral areas and suburban centres. Therefore I will put the

case in a different form.

If we were to restrict the region to an area of 1,535

square miles comprised in New York City, Westchester,

Nassau, Hudson, Essex and Union Counties, and the inner

parts of Bergen, Passaic and Fairfield Counties, that lie

within easy commuting distance of New York, we would

have a gross acreage of 982,400, allowing that about one-

half of this land area was available for dwellings, we could

accommodate 24,560,000 persons at the average rate of

twelve dwellings and 50 persons per acre. These figures

indicate that there is ample room within this central area

adjacent to Manhattan to provide for any possible increase

of population during the next 50 or 60 years at a density of

400 times less than the probable maximum under the zon-

ing law.

HEIGHTS OF BUILDINGS.

One lady who came to this Conference from Europe told

me the first thing she had noticed was that there was no
traffic problem in New York compared to London, and to

some extent, there is a freer movement on many of the

streets. Many visitors wonder how this can be so, in view
of the greater density and height of buildings in New York.

But if you take the average height of the buildings on Man-

hattan, there is no reason for a greater traffic problem in

New York on the average than there is, say, in the City of

Westminster, Mr. Topham Forrest, the Architect of the

London County Council says that the height of buildings
in Westminster is probably not below 4.9 stories on an aver-

age, which is the average of Manhattan. There are 97,902

buildings in Manhattan; only 1686 are over 10 stories; 9005
are from 7 to 10 stories, 87,211 are 6 stories or less. In

1902 there were 181 buildings 10 to 19 stories, and in 1925

the 181 has increased to 838. In 1902 there were 3 build-

ings erected of 20 stories and over, and now there are 97.

When you look at an aeroplane photograph you will see how
thinly scattered these buildings are, and how the main de-
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velopments of high buildings in the last 10 years has been

uptown rather than downtown, around the districts of the

Pennsylvania Station and the Grand Central Station. But
in spite of these very high buildings, it is probably true that

on the average the height of buildings in Manhattan is not

greater than in some of the central areas of other great
cities. It is the lack of scale between buildings and the

spaces surrounding them that are the main objections to

building development in this city. The high building in it-

self cannot be condemned as an unhealthy thing if there is

sufficient space around it to give it light and air, or as an

inefficient thing if there is sufficient space for the people and
traffic to serve its needs. The strengthening of zoning is

necessary to relieve the conditions created by the combina-

tion of excessive height and density. Fortunately there

has been passed in the New York Legislature an Act which
now enables us to include limitation of density in the zon-

ing regulations of the future.

In connection with our plan, which we are just begin-

ning to develop, we have to think as they are thinking in

other countries, primarily of the development of industry
and shelter, firstly of the means of livelihood according to

the most efficient methods of providing for the needs of the

population, and secondly, of healthy housing accommoda-
tions for the people. Next to these comes the questions of

transportation and of recreation. Dr. Lilienberg referred at

an earlier session of the Conference to the crowded condi-

tions of Manhattan and to the absence of a plan. Manhat-
tan was planned in 1811, and those that planned it were

confronted with the question that there was no other kind

of transportation than horse-drawn vehicles. They planned

liberally for the population of this island with hundred-foot

streets north and south and many hundred-foot streets east

and west. They cannot be condemned for lack of vision,

because it was not their fault that the scale between the

building and the street failed to be maintained. That was
the fault of those who erected the buildings after the street

system was fixed rather than those who laid out the street
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system in the first place. What we have got to do now is to

get back to scale, and this does not mean that we require
to have any less concentration of the kind that is necessary
for business efficiency and healthy living.

The question of scale or proportion enters into other

matters than the relation between street space and build-

Ing densities. It relates also to the ratio between appro-

priate housing accommodation and places of employment in

suitable proximity to each other ; to the provision of an ade-

quate supply of park and playground area in proportion to

population in each district. It relates to such economic

questions as the scale between the value of land and the

use to which it is put.

THE WATERFRONT.

One of the greatest problems confronting the planners
of the future development of New York is the improved
treatment of the waterfront for commercial and recreational

needs of the community. The length of the waterfront in

the region is 1800 miles. In the City of New York there

are 191 miles. A little over a third of this, or 67 Vg miles, is

occupied by factories and miscellaneous commercial uses,

while 26 miles is used for residence and 25% miles for parks
and playgrounds. There is left 72*4 miles of vacant or

sparsely built-upon land, most of it uneconomically used,

and indirectly destructive of adjacent land values, probably
to a greater amount than is represented by its own revenue-

producing capacity.

An object of a plan must be to rescue this inefficiently

used land from its blighted condition. In no direction is it

more important to enlarge the facilities for recreation than

in opening up the additional waterfront of the City and en-

virons. This does not mean that it is necessary to de-

molish good structures and create parks. A boulevard along
the waterfront, or even a wide terraced walk along a wide

stretch of water like the East River, may possess all the

advantages from the point of view of sight-seeing and

health-giving that can be obtained from a wide stretch of
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inland park. Of course it is true that another aim of the

planners of New York must be to get rid of the pollution of

the rivers, but that in itself is dependent to some extent

on the stimulus that will come from the opening up of the

waterfronts and from the removal of certain objectionable

nuisance features directly adjacent to the river .

Some of the great advantages to be obtained from water-

front parks, boulevards and walks are as follows : A margi-
nal boulevard for traffic can be constructed to a large extent

in the air, and the land rights protected for existing uses

with a properly constructed scheme. Such a boulevard

would be free from intersecting streets, and still have the

benefit of exits and entrances from ramp approachments to

the inland thoroughfares. The walk by the waterfront for

the pedestrian would be so approached and so cut off from
traffic as to be the safest place in the city for children. Mon-
umental features could be provided on the higher levels and

thereby add greatly to the beauty of the waterfront with-

out any impairment of its commercial facilities.

Whatever we do by regulation to reduce fatal accidents

in the streets will be of comparatively little benefit until we
construct physical improvements to enable children to move
and play without crossing crowded thoroughfares. In 1922

there were 482 children killed in New York City and 94 per

cent, of those killed in Manhattan were under 12 years of

age. Where there is a great density of population, and in

the same neighborhood high land values on the waterfront

it should be possible to build a many-storied and architec-

turally beautiful building suitable for recreation on all its

floors. Thus one acre of land might be converted into 10

or 15 acres of organized playgrounds open to the wide ex-

panse of water that flows around Manhattan Island. The
cost would be great, but it is a price we have to pay to get
what has become a necessity owing to past neglect.

Generally speaking, New York City is fairly well pro-
vided with parks. Manhattan is poorly off, with its 1700

acres, but in the whole city there are 10,528 acres, much of
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which is accessible to the inhabitants of Manhattan. Since

1918 2,482 acres have been added to the park area in the

city.

THE WORK OF THE COMMITTEE.

The Committee has been proceeding' with its surveys and

preliminary plans for about three years, with the late Mr.

Charles D. Norton who led and inspired the initial opera-

tions as its first chairman and Mr. Frederic A. Delano as

Chairman since Mr. Norton's lamented death. For the first

year and a half the committee was engaged under the able

leadership of Dr. Frederick P. Keppel in collecting data re-

garding physical conditions, in ascertaining the economic

and social conditions and trends, and in analysing, relating

and co-ordinating the various studies. This work has

largely matured
; up until a year ago it had matured in con-

nection with certain economic and social studies to a point
when we could say that we saw where they were leading us,

what value they were going to be to us and in what direc-

tions we should limit or extend the different fields of in-

quiry.

For over a year past, we have been trying to bring our

investigations into transportation and traffic to a point of

progress, parallel to these social and economic studies.

I am not going to take up time this evening in dealing
with the problems which are being dealt with by others.

Colonel Wilgus is here to describe to you the suggestions he

has made to the Committee on the New York Plan to deal

with the question of transportation. Mr. Ernest P. Good-

rich will read a paper to you on the subject of the relation-

ship between traffic and high buildings. Other experts will

deal with subjects kindred to these, and there is on the desk

outside a printed report which has just been completed by
Mr. Harold Lewis, who, in co-operation first with his father,

Mr. Nelson P. Lewis, and latterly with Colonel Wilgus and
Mr. Goodrich, has made a very valuable study on the sub-

ject of traffic.
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The facilities needed to relieve congestion in central

areas, such as the provision of improved port facilities, of

belt line railways and boulevards, of new terminals and

bridges and tunnels, of new arteries and connecting roads,

of improved trucking facilities, of two level streets and mar-

ginal ways and of means of connection between and access

to parks, are dealt with in the reports of these experts. In

our studies we attach importance to the treatment of road

junctions and the separation of grades at important high-

way intersections.

The studies made into economic conditions and trends

under Professors McCrea and Haig have, so far, been main-

ly directed to obtaining data regarding the space require-

ments and placement of industries. A valuable series of

monographs have been published dealing with these studies

and a general volume setting forth the conclusions arrived

at is in course of preparation.

Under the direction of Mr. Shelby Harrison the social

studies have covered such questions as housing, growth of

population, recreation facilities, development of neighbor-
hood and social centers, effects of building densities on

health and placement of correctional and welfare institu-

tions. Reports on these subjects have been prepared for the

Committee.

Mr. Edward M. Bassett and Mr. Frank B. Williams have
made valuable contributions to the discussion of questions
of law relating to city planning, and are continually engaged
in advising the Committee on the legal aspect of all physi-

cal, social and economic problems. Recent publications of

the legal divisions deal with zoning, the platting of new sub-

divisions, and the acquisition of land for small parks, in a

manner that gives us the latest thought and the most up-
to-date knowledge of state, law and court procedure and

practice on these complex subjects. One of the factors in

New York that commends our work to popular favor is the

growing confidence in zoning. As a partial measure of city

planning, zoning in New York (largely owing to the work
of Mr. Bassett and other associates of the New York plan)
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has proved a great success. The time has come to strengthen

and extend zoning, but to make this practicable to a satis-

factory degree of effectiveness, the measures necessary to

achieve it should be carried out in conformity with a com-

prehensive plan of the whole New York Region. The chief

defect of zoning in the region has been that it is largely

confined to areas already built upon, whereas its greatest

success can be achieved when it is combined with the regu-

lations of platting undeveloped areas.

Studies of ownership of land under water, of excess con-

demnation and other legal questions have been made to

guide us in our physical planning.

Other important phases of the work are carried out un-

der the direction of Mr. Henry James and Mr. Flavel Shurt-

leff. The important duty falls to Mr. Shurtleff of organiz-

ing the communities in the region, of rendering aid to city

planning commissions, in carrying out their duties, and

stimulating co-operative activity between the many public

authorities and associations in the region.

Up to recently we have been confining our attention to

making the surveys necessary as the basis for our plan, and

several preliminary planning studies have been made. These

included interesting and valuable architectural studies

made in 1923-24. Groups of distinguished architects, some
of whose achievements have greatly adorned this city and

given them world-wide fame, have given freely of their

time to present ideas for solution of important problems in

the Island of Manhattan. We have to find paths towards

the solution of problems by means of essays in planning as

well as by surveys of conditions. Essays made by archi-

tects have taken the form of presentation of ideas for reno-

vating the Hudson and East River Waterfronts, for embel-

lishment and monumental treatment of the surroundings of

City Hall Square, for development of additional railroad

terminals as adequate and dignified gateways to the center

of the city, for improvement of street facilities in relation

to buildings, and other physical improvements that need
the genius and imagination of the architect to give them
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appropriate artistic treatment. Essays in planning engi-

neering features including new facilities for transportation

by railroad and highway have been made by engineers on

our staff.

Generally speaking, it is unwise to carry out important
architectural studies until the engineering surveys are well

advanced. Our investigations of transportation, transit and

traffic are only now sufficiently developed to enable us to

resume study of important architectural features. We have

only begun the real planning stage of our operations. All

planning of architectural features must be subject to where
the new main terminals will be

;
where the bridges over the

rivers will be situated, where new overhead roads or rail-

roads will be built or objectionable existing overhead struc-

tures removed ;
and numerous other problems that first need

to be studied by the engineers. There are also major prob-

lems of a regional character connected with the uses of

land, the height and bulk of buildings that need to be con-

sidered in advance of planning specific areas.

A reconnaissance survey of the functional growth of the

region was made by a group of city planners in 1923. For

this purpose the area was divided into six sectors, each of

which is now being divided into county areas, and as each

county is selected for planning the original planner who
prepared that sector map is being drawn into consultation.

I have used the term planning essays or studies in re-

ferring to these preliminary operations because planning of

a great city region, or of any region or city must be a

process of evolution. In endeavoring to build up and to

present in graphic form our conception of how this region
should be developed in the interests of the public welfare

which is not merely a question of how to best secure a re-

turn to those who own property but rather how best to se-

cure that people may live and work in wholesome conditions

and have beauty and order preserved we have to plan con-

tinuously and not in one definite operation carried out with-

in a fixed limit of time.
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SPECIFIC PROBLEMS.

From the very beginning of the work on the plan the

members of the Committee have recognized that, in addi-

tion to making a comprehensive plan for the whole region,

it would be necessary to make more or less detailed plans

for reconstruction or remodelling of certain dominant areas

in the central part of the region, including the waterfront

areas. For instance a problem confronting us is to deter-

mine the probable location of the business and cultural cen-

ter that is likely to develop in future to the north of Cen-

tral Park. It seems inevitable that the areas of Manhat-

tan and Bronx that fringe both sides of the Harlem River

will become one of the principal centers of the City and

Region in the next 15 or 20 years. The development of a

new great central terminus at Mott Haven, the construction

of a bridge over the Hudson north of 178th Street, and

linked by bridges over Broadway and Harlem valleys with

a wide concourse leading eastwardly across the Bronx to

the proposed Tri-Borough Bridge connecting with Long
Island these and other significant proposals and trends

point to the Harlem River becoming a water highway in-

tersecting one of the future monumental centers of the

greater city. Some commercial use of the River frontages
will continue but if properly planned this use will fit in with

appropriate and orderly treatment of the building develop-

ment of the neighborhood.

Probably equal in importance to the Harlem River area

is that of the planning of the future reconstruction of the

East River waterfront.

As I have already said, the magnificent waterfront of

Manhattan Island provides opportunities for wonderful phy-
sical improvement. This is particularly true of the water-

front along the east coast of the Island a large portion of

which has remained for many years in a state of stagnation
and even of deterioration. Riverside Drive and the Hudson
River Parks to the north of 72nd Street on the west side

have produced beauty and profit to the community, and are
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an object lesson of the value of spacious development on the

waterfront areas. The area between First Avenue and the

East River bank is not economically used. The dilapidation

and ugliness of much of its building development are sym-
bols of inefficiency. Land values to the east of First Avenue
are from $201 to $500 per foot front, whereas they rise to

$501 to $1,000 on Second and Third Avenues, and to $1,000
to $5,000 on Park, Lexington and Madison Avenues in the

same parts of the Island. The only part of the East River

frontage where values have risen above the average is

where new residential development of a high grade has oc-

curred. This indicates the economic trend of growth. Were
it practicable to carry out a great reconstruction project in

this area, such as that which has transformed Park Avenue
to the north of the Grand Central Station, an equally profit-

able and a more beautiful result could be achieved. But the

absence of a motive, such as existed in connection with the

remodelling of the New York Central terminus, will make it

likely that the removal of the blight and disfigurement from
the land fronting the East River will be achieved by a slow

process of transition rather than by a bold and systematic
scheme. New York is not susceptible to the methods of a

Haussmann, and its transfiguration will only come by the

pressure of economic forces coupled with the growth of a

more intelligent outlook and love of beauty on the part of

its citizens.

The remodelling of the East Waterfront must, however,
include the removal of objectionable uses of the piers and
more efficient forms of dock development. New York should

find some better way to get rid of its garbage than to dump
it into barges where the process destroys valuable building
sites and thereby greatly depreciates assessments. Proper
commercial use of the docking facilities can be made with-

out such unreasonable and wanton destruction of amenities

and values as now goes on in the name of business necessity.

The levels of the land on the river front are such as to per-
mit the frontage to be planned to take care of all commer-
cial use along reconstructed quays and piers on a lower
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level with a high level boulevard or building development

having an unobstructed view over the river. The slaughter
houses should be removed and have substituted for them a

great new cold storage plant capable of assembling all the

dead meat that is required to provide for the needs of Man-
hattan trade.

The area of the river front that can be approached or

used by the teeming population of Manhattan is quite in-

adequate. In the lower part of the Island it is mostly cut off

or offensively used whereas much of it could be made

pleasant and accessible at reasonable cost and without much
if any disturbance of proper commercial facilities. Even
the crowded tenement might become bearable and have little

bad effect on health if easy access could be obtained from

the crowded residence districts of Manhattan to a water-

front boulevard, especially on the hot days of summer.
Out in the bed of the upper part of the river lie Black-

well's, Ward's and Randall's Islands, which are approach-

ing the time when it will be profitable to rescue them from

wrong use and deterioration. They are already owned by
the public. They have been the subject of careful study,

both of the position and needs of the instituions that occupy

them, and of the features that should be embodied in a

plan. The study has been made by the Committee on the

Regional Plan in co-operation with such agencies as the New
York State Prison Association, the State Charities Aid As-

sociation, and the New York Academy of Medicine. The

Regional Plan will contain proposals which accord with the

views of these agencies and which look to a suitable and

gradual transfer of penal and custodial institutions to other

sites. Part of the space on the islands should be set apart
for urgent recreation needs of the New York population.

The day is not far distant when New York will have to

have landing places for airplanes. These places must be

within easy reach of Manhattan and other centers. Small

landing fields will be needed where brief stops can be made
to load and unload passengers and mail. Larger airports,

not over an hour's distance from downtown Manhattan,
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large enough to accommodate hangars, sheds, repair shops

and other facilities, will be required as major landing fields.

The suitability of different sites in New Jersey, West-

chester and Long Island is being considered with a view to

putting forward proposals on the plan for large and small

airports. One problem will be concerned with the owner-

ship and control of these airports, and it seems likely that

some form of public control will be necessary at least over

the near-in landing fields.

The above and many other important ancillary projects

for improving the central area of Manhattan and making

provision for future growth are being carefully studied and

will be dealt with in some measure in the proposals included

in the regional plan.

Other projects include the planning of the 18,000 acres

comprised in the Hackensack and Passaic Meadows in New
Jersey for a great scheme of industrial expansion with ap-

propriate housing areas in the neighborhood, the planning
of the commercial, residential and recreational facilities of

the land surrounding and in the islands that lie in Jamaica

Bay and the replanning of Central Park.

OUTLINE OF REGIONAL PLAN.

The Regional Plan will be prepared on a map of a scale

of 2000 ft. to 1 inch. This map has been prepared by the

U. S. Geological Survey and shows the topographic and

other features of the land within the region. The studies

that have been made are now being brought to a head and

co-ordinated so as to be illustrated on this map. The fol-

lowing is a summary of the features that will be shown on

the map, to some of which general reference has been made.

1. Watenvays and Harbors Piers, docks, quays, freight

distributing facilities, internal waterways, water front

manufacturing sites and water transit.

2. Railways Terminals for passengers and freight,

outer and inner belt railways and boulevards, internal

freight distribution system, extensions of main railways
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and rapid transit and surface lines, extension or elimina-

tion of trolley lines.

3. Highways, Bridges and Tunnels Extensions, widen-

ings, by-passes and diversions of highways; elevated mar-

ginal and other elevated roads; separation of grades at in-

tersections; connecting highways, bridges and tunnels over

the Hudson and other rivers; omnibus routes, etc.

4. Airplane landing places.

5. Marketing facilities.

6. Main Drainage and Sewage Disposal.

7. Proposals Regarding Future Land Utilization, Build-

ing Development, Zoning, Parks and Recreation Features,
and Water Supply.

(a) Industry, Business and Residence Areas.

These will be shown on the map in two classi-

fications as "existing" and "adaptable."

(b) Satellite Cities and Neighborhood Centers.

Sites adaptable for these centers should be indi-

cated.

(c) Open Spaces.
1. Existing open areas.

2. Parks and playgrounds, or other open areas

approved as to situation and boundary which
can be definitely located, but are not existing.

3. Areas adaptable for parks and playgrounds,
aviation fields, afforestation or cultivation.

4. Reservoir and water catchment areas.

(d) Public Institutions.

Areas adaptable for new or displaced institutions.

Any proposals regarding school location that can

be put on the map.

The plan will show in a general way the character of

uses, especially in regard to the adaptability of different

areas in the region for different uses. It will not be possi-

ble, however, to prepare a comprehensive zoning plan for

the region, and it is very questionable if such a plan would
be of practical benefit. A regional plan should be a guide
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in regard to the functional development of the region rather

than an attempt to define arbitrarily the uses of different

areas within it. With regard to heights and densities, we
should be prepared to submit something in the nature of a

definite policy in the report, and not attempt to show any-

thing on the plan. A great many proposals will take the

form of recommendations in reports, based on economic,
social and legal studies. For instance:

Economic Standards of space requirements of build-

ings for different uses on different situations.

Social Standards of housing accommodations and space
about buildings used for habitation.

Legal Standards of protective regulations under the

police power calculated to receive court sanction, and yet

enlarging and perfecting the field of zoning.

The Plan will be a graphic presentation of proposals for

the development of the above features. Each feature will

be studied in relation to all other features. Aerial maps
and photographs are being used to supplement the informa-

tion on the topographic maps.

CONCLUSION.

It is with all humility that I suggest that our task is

almost overwhelming in the issues which it raises and in

the importance of the task of dealing with these issues. Can
we say where this great octopus of New York is leading its

huge army of people? Can we help to direct it toward a

higher quality and better condition of life or prevent its

drift toward an environment that, as it becomes more di-

vorced from nature and more artificial, will engender and
stimulate the forces that make for deterioration?

Charles Schwab said the other day:

"Looking back over a pretty long and busy life the big

thing that strikes me is that I have never yet built a plant
that was big enough for its eventual needs."

Few plans are ever made sufficiently big and compre-
hensive. Men usually lack courage and optimism enough to
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look far ahead. The city or regional planner cannot be a

prophet in the sense of knowing what is going to happen,
and he can only claim that the adjustments that will be

needed to adopt a plan to changed conditions will be easy to

make if the process of planning is made a continuous opera-

tion, whereas without a plan, evils become established that

cannot be cured or at the best can only be remedied at enor-

mous cost.

The quality of growth is more important than the quan-

tity. True economic considerations in civic growth are in

harmony and not in conflict with considerations that lead,

to health, order and beauty. Certain features of the mod-
ern city stand condemned for the ugliness and disorder that

are the product of the same forces that make for industrial

inefficiency and human deterioration. But the greatest

things in life are those things that have been done on a
foundation of error. It is when we realize wherein we have
erred in the building of cities of today that we also realize

along what paths we may tread to achieve real progress in

planning the City of Tomorrow.



TRANSPORTATION IN THE NEW TORK
REGION

WILLIAM J. WILGUS M. Am. Soc. C. E., M. Inst. C. E.,

New York

To plan for the future of a city and vicinity like ours,

that promises to increase in population from nine millions

to twenty millions within the next half century, obviously

calls for clarity of vision and boldness of conception of the

highest order. Blind adherence to ordinary time-worn meth-

ods will simply bring the growth of the community to a

standstill, through its failure to solve the vastly complex

problems that will attend such a massing of humanity. In

fact this is not altogether a matter for the future, to be

dealt with in a leisurely way. The crisis is now actually

upon us, as evidenced by the universal outcry for quick re-

lief from intolerable conditions in rapid transit, street car

and bus service, suburban transportation, trunk line termi-

nals, freight distribution, harbor facilities and last but not

least, street traffic and parks and playgrounds. Radical

measures, not panaceas, alone will pierce to the root of the

difficulty.

As I see it there are three elemental needs of mankind
when grouped together in great cities transportation, rec-

reation and industry. I place transportation first, because

without it no community can exist. Recreation comes next,

as in the absence of means of feeding the spirit all else fails.

Industry follows with its fruits on which the community
must exist.

Other elements, such as water-supply and sanitation,

heat, light and power, small parks and playgrounds, civic

centers and architectural treatment, are truly essential to

the rounding out of the plan, but it seems to me that their

consideration should follow the determination of the basic

structure on which they must rest.

Transportation is, of course, varied in its nature, as will

appear from an inspection of the accompanying diagram
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(Exhibit A). It includes the movement of (a) through
and suburban passengers, mail and express, and through
and local freight, over trunk line or so-called "steam" rail-

roads to and from exterior points, (b) urban passengers
via rapid transit and surface railways and the distribution

of freight of both a rapid transit and local nature within

the city itself, (c) trackless passenger and freight vehicles

on streets and highways and (d) water-borne commerce.

The trunk line problem is in itself a gigantic one and

must be fearlessly met in a big way.

Electricity as a motive power must replace steam and

gasoline in order that the public may be spared the nui-

sances of noise, smoke, gas and cinders; that revenue and

other benefits from air-rights may be enjoyed, as instanced

at the Grand Central and Hudson terminals; and that eco-

nomically proportioned tunnels, subways and covered areas

may be employed without the need for expensive artificial

ventilation. With the advent of cheap and abundant '

'giant

power" and its universal use by all transportation agencies

in the Region, it is not difficult to visualize the enormous

benefits that will be realized by all interests affected,

through the "Grand Centralizing" of vast areas of which

the surface only is now utilized. The mind thrills at the

possibilities that lie in the reclamation of air-rights for

civic centers, parks, railroad terminals of a monumental

nature and sightly buildings for residence and business,

over such wide spaces as the Mott Haven yard in the Bronx,

the yard along the North River between 59th and 72nd

streets in Manhattan, and many similar places in other bor-

oughs of New York and in New Jersey. Waste spots are

thus convertible into revenue producing centers of public

convenience and beauty. With this means of locomotion it

becomes possible to burrow deeply beneath the surface, so

as not to interfere with present and future rapid transit

subways, as has been done with the city's Catskill water

supply.
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Unified management and operation also is, I believe, es-

sential to a successful solution of the steam railroad prob-

lem, for without it jealousies, non-progressiveness, financial

impotence and a natural devotion to the interests of the

stockholder rather than the public, will continue to spell

inefficiency. Tracks now used for the combined passenger
and freight traffic of a single road will be found best adapt-
ed for one or the other of those purposes by all roads, and

terminals devoted to all the purposes of one or several com-

panies will be found to be better suited for some special

usage by the entire group of roads. For instance, a pas-

senger station now utilized for long haul and commuter
service may have its use confined to the long haul traffic of

a much larger number of lines; or a port terminal of a

single company, now used for the handling of all commodi-

ties, may be found to be capable of a higher public service

if confined to the movement of say the grain, flour, coal or

ore traffic of all roads. There must be entire freedom in

the assignment of facilities for the general good as distin-

guished from the selfish interest of the individual company,
and all charges for service should be non-discriminatory.

Otherwise a proper solution of the problem clearly will be

impossible.

By-passes or belt lines, too, are a sine qua non of the

plan. In considering both trunk line railroads and high-

ways there should be an appreciation of the truth of the

old adage that often "the longest way round is the shortest

way home." Traffic of a through nature in every case

should be detoured around the centers with which it has

no concern, so as not unnecessarily to clog and hamper their

activities. An instance of this kind needing such treatment

is the annual movement of 20,000,000 tons of freight be-

tween the New Jersey trunk lines terminating west of the

harbor and its tributary waters, and the Long Island and
New England roads east of the harbor. Likewise there is

the highway traffic between points exterior to the Region
and therefore unrelated thereto, and street traffic between
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locations in the city and such exterior points, which would
flow much more efficiently around rather than through the

intermediate areas of congestion.

It is to be remembered that we are blocking out the

ground-work for a city of 20,000,000 people forty or fifty

years hence. This is the equivalent of eight present-day

Chicagos, eleven Philadelphias, twenty-one Detroits or

twenty-five cities of the size of Cleveland, St. Louis, Boston
or Baltimore.* Adequately to serve such needs will call for

the united carrying capacity of all of the roads of the port

reaching to all of its centers of activity. The time will

come when each of the great sub-divisions of the Region,
or a group of them, will have its own solid trains to and
from distant points, and the same thing is true of subur-

ban or commuter service. This requires that by-passes or

belt-lines shall offer elasticity of routing in order that trains,

as desired, may freely circulate in any or all directions with

a minimum of cross-movements and back-hauls. Through
passengers via all roads should be accommodated in union

terminals on the belt-lines, with rapid transit and other local

facilities for convenient transference to their nearby ulti-

mate destinations. Commuters should be accommodated at

union sub-stations to and from which they may walk or

ride in busses, surface cars, moving sidewalks or subway
and elevated trains.

Plenty of elbow room for the expanding requirements
of industry is an urgent need and this can only be met by

providing a unified system of up-to-date transportation in

the sparsely settled areas that are still available for and

adapted to such usage. A facility of this kind should, at

the same time, afford means of interchange between the

carriers rail, water and highway entirely outside the

heart of the Region.

Sight, too, should not be lost of the outstanding re-

quirement that low-level crossings of deep water channels

*Based on census figures for 1920.
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should not be tolerated. Frequent drawbridge openings are

injurious to the safety and efficiency of both rail and water

movements and seriously hamper the growth of commerce.
This applies particularly to the Newark Bay situation

where in time, as the neighboring communities of Newark,
Bayonne, Jersey City and Elizabeth grow in size and im-

portance, ocean terminals will become an actuality.

A special feature calling for consideration is the rectifi-

cation of the inward bend of the ocean at the Lower Bay,
which not only distorts the symmetry of the Region and
interferes with inter-communication between Long Island

and the mainland, but also leaves the north shore of New
Jersey, the east side of Staten Island and the outlet to

Jamaica Bay exposed to storm and shoaling of ship chan-

nels.

Last, but far from the least, of the objects to be at-

tained by beltlines is the unobstructed movement of great
masses of troops and army supplies to all points in and ex-

terior to the Region in time of war, without at the same
time impeding the uninterrupted supply of necessities for

the vast civilian population. We had concrete evidence of

the usefulness of a facility of this kind in France during

the World War, where the presence of the Grande Ceinture

around Paris was instrumental in saving the cause of the

Allies. As a means of national security it is a necessity

of the first order and should have a first place in our con-

sideration of New York's transportation problem.

Other important principles to be borne in mind, in plan-

ning for railroads and highways, are the inducing of dif-

fusion instead of concentration of civic growth, so as to

avoid the unhappy consequences that will surely attend the

continued building of sky-scrapers on narrow thorough-

fares in congested centers; the minimizing of the use of

the surface of the city streets for the distribution of

freight; and the joint consideration of railways, highways
and waterways, inasmuch as their purposes are closely re-
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lated and great conveniences and economies may be effected

by so doing.

Summed up, it would seem beyond dispute that any

proper solution of the transportation problem should pro-

vide for (a) the electrification of the trunk lines and the

unification of their management and operation, (b) the cre-

ation of belt-lines for by-passing points of congestion and

delay, inducing a better distribution of population and pro-

viding means for industrial expansion, interchange and the

prompt movement of troops and material in time of war,

(c) the minimizing of the surface use of city streets for

freight collection and delivery, and (d) the joint consider-

ation and treatment of the various types of transportation.

I. AN OUTER BELT RAILWAY * AND BOULEVARD

In conformity with these principles the plan should pro-

vide for an outer railway and boulevard belt-line in the open

country, encircling the Region at a distance of about twenty
miles from the New York City Hall, starting say at Mama-
roneck on the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

and passing thence westerly across the Hudson River, mid-

way between Yonkers and Hastings, to North Paterson,
N. J. ; thence on the outskirts of Paterson and along the

valley of the Passaic River to Summit ; thence via the Plain-

fields and Metuchen to Perth Amboy, where the proposed
line would split. The westerly leg would traverse the sparse-

ly settled borough of Richmond (Staten Island) and divide

again, a branch extending under Kill von Kull to a junction

with existing railroad and street facilities in Bayonne, and

the main stem continuing to the Narrows Tunnel and thence

via Long Island, New York Connecting and New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroads to the point of beginning at

*An outer belt railway in this region has long been championed
by the author, as instanced more recently in his paper on The Rail-
road Problem in Relation to the Metropolitan District, presented at
the Annual Meeting of the New York Section, American Society of
Civil Engineers, May 12, 1920.
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Mamaroneck. The easterly leg would pass along the north

shore of New Jersey via South Amboy and Keyport, utiliz-

ing the Central Railroad of New Jersey for a part of the

distance, to Sandy Hook; thence via a causeway across the

shallow waters of the Lower Bay to Rockaway Beach, wr*re

the line again would split. The branch to the west would

serve Jamaica Bay and rejoin the above described westerly

leg near East New York, while the main stem would con-

tinue along or near the easterly limits of New York city to

Willets Point and thence across Long Island Sound to

Throggs Neck, where a junction would be made with the

section of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

which forms a part of the outer belt.

The railroad and boulevard, with divergences here and

there, would occupy the same right-of-way, which should

be of ample width and treated on the "open-air" parkway

principle somewhat as suggested in the case of the pro-

posed rapid transit line in Queens Borough.* Connections,

of course, should be made between the belt railway and all

intersecting rail lines; likewise between the boulevard and

all principal radiating thoroughfares, present and proposed,

including such important pleasure arteries as the Bronx

Parkway, the Palisades Parkway, the proposed Morris

Canal Parkway, Long Island Motor Parkway and other

existing and proposed routes.

Such a belt railway would serve a multitude of purposes.

By its means the railroads of the port, leading to all parts
of the country, would be brought in direct contact vnth

each other and with every harbor and industrial develop-

ment. Traffic unconcerned with the Region would be by-

passed from one railroad to another without intensifying

congestion in our midst. Opportunities would be created

in localities where land is plentiful, and comparatively

cheap, for industrial development on a great scale among

*See Report on Eapid Transit Parkway Line for Queens Bor-

ough by Daniel L. Turner, Consulting Engineer to the Transit Com-
mission.
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parked surroundings so essential for the health and con-

tentment of employes. Delays and inefficiency incident to

drawbridge intersections of deepwater channels would be

obviated. Barge navigation and the development of New
York and New Jersey shore frontages in Lower Bay would

be fostered by the building of the causeway between Sandy
Hook and Rockaway Beach, which, furthermore, would pro-

tect the entrance to Jamaica Bay Inlet from silting up, pro-

mote the self-cleansing of the ship channel and incidentally

form a new beach for pleasure seekers.

The belt boulevard would put the population as a whole

in convenient relation to present and future centers of ac-

tivity, both within the Region and beyond, without the

necessity for painfully crawling through congested inter-

mediate areas. Likewise the population would be placed

in close contact with breathing spots in the three states

of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, now available

for a limited number only. Palisades Park, Ashokan Reser-

voir, the lakes and sea-coast resorts of New Jersey, the

beaches and the parks of Long Island, including the new
one at Montauk Point, the present and proposed parks
of the Bronx and Westchester County and the open
stretches of Connecticut, by this means would be made
accessible to the Region's entire populace. Moreover, a

belt boulevard of this kind would act as a by-pass for motor

traffic passing between exterior points.

The obstacles reared by nature to the effectuating of

such a plan are of moment but not insurmountable. The
Hudson River between Yonkers and Hastings would be

crossed by a tunnel or by a high level bridge of the type
now proposed at the Golden Gate, San Francisco. The

ridges between Mamaroneck and the Hudson River, and the

mountain range at Summit, would be pierced by rock tun-

nels offering no difficulties out of the ordinary. Arthur

Kill would be spanned by a high level bridge and viaduct,

such as is now having the consideration of both states. The
Raritan River, Kill von Kull and The Narrows would be
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tunneled, as likewise ultimately would be done under

Island Sound between Willets Point and Throggs Neck, fol-

lowing the initial use of a ferry. At The Narrows it is

possible that detail consideration may result in the adoption

of a high-level bridge instead of a tunnel for vehicular

traffic. The shallow" waters of Lower Bay would be crossed

by the hereinbefore mentioned cause-way made of waste

rock from the proposed tunnels in the Region, from cellar

excavation in general and from neighboring quarries,

supplemented by sand pumped from channel deepenings in

the harbor. A subaqueous tunnel would carry tracks and

roadways beneath the ship channel.

It will be seen that the outer belt primarily is for the

purpose of stimulating industrial growth, outside of the

congested sections; of intercepting through, harbor and

interchange traffic, both rail and vehicular, that should not

be permitted unnecessarily to penetrate the heart of the

Region with which it has no concern; and of affording a

pathway for army troops and supplies. Other means in

the form of inner belts must be provided for the kind of

traffic that has intimately to do with the more densely

populated areas on both sides of the harbor, namely, trunk

line long-haul passengers and commuters and trackless

vehicles.

The location of the proposed outer and inner belts is

illustrated on the accompanying map. (Exhibit B).

II. TWIN INTER-CONNECTED INNER BELT RAILWAYS AND
BOULEVARDS

On the New Jersey side it is my view that the inner belt

should follow the line of the Newark Branch of the Erie

Railroad from Paterson southerly to Newark; thence over

a piece of proposed new construction to a junction with the

Pennsylvania Railroad at Harrison
; thence easterly over the

latter line to the easterly side of the Meadows in Jersey

City; thence over a proposed new link to a junction with

the Erie Railroad west of Bergen Hill; thence northerlv
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over the latter railroad via New Durham to Hackensack

and thence westerly to Paterson where a proposed new con-

nection would be made with the aforesaid Newark Branch.

On this belt six union terminals for through and suburban

passengers are proposed Paterson, Passaic, Newark, Jer-

sey City, Hackensack and a single one for the group of

communities on Bergen Hill north of Jersey City. Inter-

mediate stops would, of course, be provided for commuter

service.

On the New York side two inner belts are proposed, one

in Manhattan and the other in Brooklyn and Queens. The
Manhattan belt would start at a connection with the New
York Central at Spuyten Duyvil and pass down the west

side to the Battery and thence up the east side to a junction

wLh the New York and Harlem Railroad in the Bronx,

with three cross lines. This intermediate cross line would

be located between 59th Street and 62nd Street, extending
from the North River to the East River and thence to a

junction with the Brooklyn-Queens inner belt; the northerly
one would extend from Fort Washington (178th Street)

west, by means of a bridge over the Hudson River, to

the New Jersey inner belt at Hackensack and east to a

junction with the extreme easterly leg of the proposed outer

belt; the southerly one would extend from the Battery
west under the Hudson River, Central Railroad of New
Jersey and National Docks Railroad to the New Jersey inner

belt, and east under the East River and Atlantic Avenue
to a connection with the Brooklyn-Queens inner belt.

The Brooklyn-Queens inner belt would start at a junction
with the Long Island Railroad section of the outer belt

at Bay Ridge ;
thence under Eighth Avenue and Greenwood

Cemetery to Prospect Park Plaza, thence under Vanderbilt,

Washington, Kent, Franklin, Commercial, Van Alst, Wilbur
and Jackson Avenues and streets to Woodside where con-

nection would be made with the New York Connecting Rail-

road section of the outer belt.
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Six union terminals for through and suburban passen-

gers would be located on the two New York inner belts

Richmond, Brooklyn, Queens and Bronx and the existing

Grand Central and Pennsylvania terminals in Manhattan.

It would even be possible to place a seventh terminal on
the proposed deep-laid 59th Street cross-town line in Man-

hattan, for the combined use of the eight New Jersey rail-

roads that now are, or soon will be, without a real home in

that borough. Centrally located on a broad plaza neighbor-

ing Central Park and within easy reach of both the east and

west side subways, such a terminal would offer unexcelled

advantages to the public and to the railroads.

Through the agency of these inner belts the passenger
traffic of all of the railroads of the port through and

suburban would reach all of the communities within the

Region in both states. The opportunities for expansion,

elasticity of routing, public convenience and aesthetic treat-

ment of stations and surroundings are without equal.

As to boulevards along or near the inner belts, through
the improvement of existing streets and the construction

of new ones it is possible to give much needed circulatory

channels for detouring vehicular traffic in the heart of the

Region. In Manhattan this may be accomplished along the

waterfront, encircling the island, or as proposed by Mr.

Turner in his report of April 23, 1924.* In Brooklyn and

Queens existing thoroughfares and rights-of-way may be

improved for this purpose; and in New Jersey unexampled

opportunities exist for building a new boulevard along the

bank of the Passaic River, and in the improvement of exist-

ing streets and highways adjacent to the railroads that are

included in the belt scheme.

The obstacles to be overcome, as in the case of the outer

belt, are of magnitude but not unsurmountable. The high-
level bridging of the Hudson at Fort Washington, for both

tracks and roadways, is within the bounds of practicability,

*See report on Suburban Transit Problem by Daniel L. Turner,
Consulting Engineer of the Transit Commission.
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and tunneling for tracks beneath the North and East Rivers

at the Battery and beneath the East River opposite 59th

Street to 62nd Street, Manhattan, offers no difficulties of

moment. Tunneling in general, as far as possible, should be

done in solid rock at a sufficient depth to escape complica-

tions with rapid transit and local freight subways near the

surface, and in so doing utilize the excavated materials in

the creation of the proposed Lower Bay causeway.

III. PASSENGER RAPID TRANSIT

In approaching this subject it is well to b6ar in mind that

passenger transportation in a great city is of two general

types, trunk line and urban. The first has to do with inter-

communication between the city as a whole and exterior

points; and the other with intra-mural distribution. Each
in turn is divided into two classes. The trunk line type
embraces long-haul through service to and from distant

regions, and suburban service to and from the nearby tribu-

tary zone lying between the ten or fifteen mile and forty

mile circles. The urban type comprises rapid transit for

the longer hauls within a radius of from ten to fifteen miles,

and short-haul street car and bus traffic.

It will be seen that the suburban and rapid transit ser-

vices are more or less complementary and, therefore, should

be treated together. In the earlier stages of growth of cer-

tain parts of the outlying sections of the community, trunk

line suburban service also may be made satisfactorily and

economically to serve intra-mural needs, but it is to be ex-

pected that this dual arrangement will cease when an in-

crease in population will warrant the separation of the two

through the creation of special rapid transit facilities, either

under or over or alongside of the trunk line tracks.

This prospective utilization of trunk line rights-of-way

for the necessary gradual expansion of rapid transit facil-

ities, in the less densely occupied outlying areas, has the

further advantage of maintaining a close liaison between

trunk line and urban traffic a very necessary arrangement
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in view of the need for convenient interchange of passengers
between the two transportation agencies.

Perhaps the most important requirement to be borne in

mind in planning the rapid transit layout for a populace of

twenty millions is that of decentralization. At this time

transportation routes of all kinds converge upon the prin-

cipal center Manhattan where the resulting congestion

already is serious. As time goes on this situation will be-

come unbearable, and property losses of enormous magni-
tude will ensue unless means are promptly afforded, through
the agency of rapid transit, for the sane development of

inter-connected sub-centers or satellite communities possess-

ing in each instance retail shops, theatres, hotels, offices,

civic buildings, trunk line railroad facilities, parks and other

features that are essential to an independent existence. To

accomplish this purpose loops should facilitate the reversal

of traffic at each satellite; and direct connections, in the

form of by-passes or belt-lines, should enable inter-satellite

movements to be made without necessarily traversing the

more congested sections like Manhattan.

Another prime requisite is the timely expansion of rapid

transit facilities in accordance with pre-determined plans.

This calls for foresight, public spirit, skill and sound finan-

cing under unified control. Public ownership and non-

political operation offer the only effective means of bring-

ing this about. Private ownership of its very nature has

profit for its goal, rather than the good of the community,
and in consequence is not eager for the kind of expansion

that may diminish the financial reward.

In this connection it is well to consider the question of

fares. To place the full burden of cost of rapid transit

service on the passenger does not seem just, in view of the

collateral advantages which flow to the neighboring property

owners in the form of enhanced values, and to the business

interests and public at large by reason of increased prosper-

ity and convenience. Neither does it seem wise to raise

the fare to a level that will discourage travel and thereby
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work against the parent purpose of regional planning

relief from congestion. An equitable division of cost of

service between the passenger through the fare, the neigh-

boring property owner through assessment, and the busi-

ness man and citizen through general taxation, should make
feasible the timely expansion of rapid transit facilities with-

out weighing too heavily upon any of the interests affected.

The supplemental principles, then, that should guide the

wise treatment of the rapid transit problem are:

1. Existing trunk line routes, where desirable for rapid
transit purposes, should be utilized in the less populous sec-

tions of the Region, by means of added facilities alongside

of, or over, or under the present or proposed tracks, thereby

avoiding a large expenditure of capital too far in advance

of current needs, and establishing a close liaison between

trunk line and urban passenger stations.

2. The rapid transit layout should foster de-centraliza-

tion of population by offering means for reversing the di-

rection of traffic at the more important sub-centers or satel-

lite communities, and also direct means of communication

between the sub-centers without the necessity of passing
traffic through congested spots like Manhattan.

3. The entire rapid transit system should be publicly

owned and non-politically operated under a single manage-
ment possessing wisdom, foresight, experience and skill, em-

powered to expand the system in such manner as to keep it

abreast of the times and free from the disgraceful over-

crowding, at both rush and non-rush hours, from which the

community is now suffering.

4. The cost of service, including interest, depreciation

and the expenses of operation, should be equitably shared

by the parties benefited, namely, the passenger through
the fare, the neighboring property owner through assess-

ment, and the business man and citizen through general

taxation.

With these principles settled it is possible to proceed

to their application. As a preliminary step it will be well
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to make a survey of the field and determine which localities

shall be looked upon as the principal sub-centers or satel-

lites in the planning of the rapid transit system. Man-
hattan is, of course, the sun about which the planets re-

volve. In the City of New York, outside of Manhattan,
they are Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens and Richmond, which
for this purpose may be termed the New York group; in

Westchester County, New York, they are Yonkers, Mt. Ver-

non and New Rochelle, hereinafter referred to as the West-
Chester group; in the narrow portion of New Jersey that

stretches north and south between the Hudson River and
the "Meadows," they are Bayonne, Jersey City, Hoboken,
Weehawken, Guttenburg, West New York, Edgewater, Fort

Lee, Englewood and others, termed the Bergen Hill group;
and in the part of New Jersey that lies west of the

"Meadows" they are Elizabeth, Newark, Passaic, Paterson

and Hackensack, hereinafter called the Passaic River group.

Twenty-two separate communities, many already cities of

enormous population, are, therefore, to have a place in the

planning of the Region's rapid transit.

Taking up first the New York City group, a glance at

the layout prepared for the Transit Commission by Mr. D.

L. Turner, is convincing as to the foresight with which the

future needs of all sections of the City have already been

planned. However, a compliance with the aforesaid supple-

mental principles would appear to call for less centralizing

of routes in Manhattan and more "cross-town" by-passes

between the other boroughs. Certainly one of them should

extend from what will probably be the future civic center

and railroad terminal in the Bronx, in the neighborhood of

Mott Haven, southeasterly and southerly to a similar cen-

ter in Queens ; thence southerly to a similar center in Brook-

lyn, say at Prospect Park Plaza, and thence southerly and

southwesterly under The Narrows to a similar center in

Richmond. Mr. Turner has already indicated "cross-town"

by-passes near the waterfront between Queens and Brook-

lyn and another between East Bronx and Rockaway Beach.
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The latter might well be connected with the New Jersey

seacoast by means of the proposed Lower Bay Causeway,
between Rockaway Beach and Sandy Hook. Also it would

seem advisable to provide on the plan for an outer rim to

the radiating spokes of the system, along the easterly

boundary of the City from the northerly city line to Rock-

away Beach, substantially on the route that I have sug-

gested for the outer belt-line. In the borough of Richmond,

(Staten Island) too, a circumferential route would have
merit in linking together future developments along the

west short of the island between Tottenville and St. George.
With these by-passes, supplemented by loops at the

centers, traffic in and between the outer boroughs of the

City could freely flow without adding to confusion on Man-
hattan and, moreover, an impetus would be given to the

desired decentralization of population by encouraging the

growth of self-contained satellite communities.

Proceeding now to the Bergen Hill group it is clearly

evident that a north and south route should be laid out

from Englewood to Bayonne and thence over or under the

Kill von Kull to a junction with the aforesaid borough of

Richmond (Staten Island) west side system. In harmony
with the above mentioned principles it is possible to utilize

the existing routes of the Erie Railroad and the Central

Railroad of New Jersey to Bayonne and thence via new
construction to the borough of Richmond, all substantially

on the same route as I have proposed for one of the trunk

line belt railways. Of course diversions may be made from

this route wherever the local conditions may be such as to

call for a closer relation between the railway and the more

densely settled part of the region.

As to the Passaic River group, it seems clear that the

existing trunk line right-of-way, with some new connections,

may be utilized for rapid transit, extending along the route

I have recommended for a trunk belt railway over the Erie

Railroad, from Paterson through Passaic to Newark, and

thence via the Pennsylvania Railroad, Central Railroad of
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New Jersey and Baltimore & Ohio Railroad to a junction

with the New York City group on the west side of Stateii

Island.

The Westchester group, in addition to the service to be

afforded by the main line suburban routes, will be benefited

by the improvement of the existing trunk lines and their

subsidiaries, as for instance Yonkers through the electrifica-

tion and expansion of the New York and Putnam branch of

the New York Central, and Mt. Vernon and New Rochelle

through the improvement and extension of the New York,
Westchester & Boston branch of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad, both hooked up with the New York

City system.

Cross-connections between the two New Jersey groups
and the New York City group may be made on the same
routes proposed by me for the trunk line belt railways from
Constable Hook, via the Battery to Brooklyn, and from
Paterson via Hackensack, Fort Lee and Fort Washington
to the Bronx near Mott Haven. Also intermediate cross-

connections have been proposed at various times via 14th

Street, 42nd Street and 59th Street extended, and at Man-
hattanville.

It is to be understood that where surface occupancy of

trunk line railways is objectionable, the rapid transit tracks

may be placed above them on an elevated structure or be-

neath them in a subway. The idea is to use intensively, in

the interest of the public as well as in the interest of the

trunk lines, portions of the existing rights-of-way that

otherwise will indefinitely lie fallow. The utilization of the

air and sub-surface rights will, of course, be entirely feasible

with electrification, and the pecuniary reward to result

therefrom may be inferred from the success that has at-

tended similar treatments at the Grand Central and Hudson

terminals. Cases will arise, perhaps many of them, where

the outlying rapid transit routes perforce will occupy in-

dependent rights-of-way, especially on tributary radiating

branches to new industrial developments on the outskirts
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of the Region, but to the extent that the trunk lines may
be used, to just that extent will costs be reduced and the

convenience of the public served.

A great rapid transit system in close liaison with trunk

line facilities, and so located as to foster decentralization

of population, publicly owned and non-politieally managed
and operated under a single head, gradually expanded

promptly to meet growing needs as they develop, and

soundly financed on the basis of an equitable distribution of

burdens and benefits, will go far to make possible the gigan-

tic aggregation of humanity for which we are planning.

The rapid transit layout here suggested is illustrated on

the accompanying map. (Exhibit C).

IV. INTERNAL FREIGHT DISTRIBUTION

(Freight Rapid Transit)

In planning for the future of the nation's metropolis
there is no problem that exceeds in importance the internal

distribution of freight by speedy methods, touching as it

does the daily needs of the community and of industry.

Already the situation in this regard is causing the utmost
concern by reason of excessive costs and bad service, and
it is generally recognized that an effective remedy soon must
be applied if the Region is successfully to compete with

other gateways to the hinterland.

The reasons for the objectionable conditions are not far

to seek. In their attempt to force the standard long-haul,

large capacity freight car as closely as possible to the very
heart of the congested center of the Region in Manhattan,
the railroads that have their terminals on the west side of

the Hudson River in New Jersey, north of the Harlem River
in the Bronx and east of the East River on Long Island, are

compelled in the majority of instances to (a) switch cars

from outlying road-terminal yards to yards near the

waterfront, (b) thence switch them to float bridges where

they are transferred to car floats or to facilities where the

freight is unloaded and transferred to lighters, (c) thence
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float the freight to the other shore, (d) thence switch the

cars from the car-floats to terminal facilities or transfer

the freight from lighters to pier and bulkhead sheds, and

(e) thence truck the freight on crowded city streets to des-

tination. These several stages in the journey involve the

extravagant use of valuable lands, of waterfronts needed
for the legitimate purposes of navigation, and of streets

that have already reached the limit of their capacity. More-

over, the costs of operation are excessive by reason of (a)

the slowing up that necessarily occurs at each transition

from one stage in the journey to the other, (b) the cramped
and inadequate nature of facilities occupying intensively

developed areas imprisoned within neighboring streets, (c)

the frequent interruptions incident to fog, ice and storm

on the surrounding water, (d) the intolerable delays caused

to individually operated motor-trucks at congested freight

houses and on the crowded streets, and (e) the lack of a

controlling single agency intelligently to direct the func-

tioning of such a complex mechanism.

It is not surprising that out of this chaos come not only

burdensome costs but also bad service. The railroads suffer

from the tying up of their cars for long periods, the shipper
from inordinate delays that hurt him in competition with

other sections of the country, the real estate owner in the

driving away of industry and the public at large in uncer-

tainty of collection and delivery and in occupancy of the

city streets by slow moving, congestion causing, freight

carrying vehicles.

It is evident that relief from this serious situation can

only be effected by means of:

1. Unified control of all elements of internal distribution

in the interest of all railroads and the public;

2. Savings in operation sufficient in amount to liquidate

fixed charges on economically planned improvements and

still leave an ample margin of saving for the substantial les-

sening of the burden of terminal costs to the shipper and

consumer ;
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3. Improved service through greater speed and reliabil-

ity, lessened loss and damage and quickened release or trunk

line freight cars;

4. Minimized use of the crowded surface of city streets;

5. Adoption of methods suited to handling of all kinds

of freight (other than long bulky articles), including not

only general merchandise but also coal, building materials

and city waste ;

6. Freeing of the waterfront for the legitimate purposes

of navigation.

To meet these requirements it is my opinion that the

large-capacity freight car, so admirably suited to trunk line

long distance haulage in this country, should be excluded

from the inner congested sections of the Region; and that

the transference of contents between them and smaller dis-

tributive vehicles should be effected on the outskirts, where

ample low-priced land may be secured for that purpose

and facilities created for the prompt turn-around of the

large car and the warehousing of "hold-over" freight.

This increased distance for the distributive vehicle,

between break of bulk and destination, makes necessary

a method of distribution that will overcome the handicaps

inherent in the individually operated motor-truck, propelled

by gasoline over street surfaces, and floated across navig-

able waters, or passed beneath them in vehicular tunnels

which are unavoidably expensive to the last degree as to

both construction and operation.

The method that I first proposed in 1908 still seems to

me to be the most practicable one for accomplishing this

purpose, namely, a standard-gage small car of say ten tons

capacity, with demountable body, adapted to the handling

of every kind of freight except very bulky or long articles,

electrically operated by the multiple unit system in long

trains headed by a single man between transfer yards at

the outskirts and various destinations within the Region,
and passing beneath navigable waters, and beneath the sur-

face of streets in the congested centers, in small dimen-
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sioned tunnels and subways placed as near as possible to

the surface.

At suitable locations such trains would be brought to-

gether in marshalling yards, operated by gravity, where

the cars for a common destination would be sorted and as-

sembled in trains of the desired make-up.

In each of the more congested centers, access to the

larger establishments would be had by means of direct

track access, so that their freight would not affect the

street surfaces at all, while access to the smaller shipper
and householder would be effected by mechanically trans-

ferring the laden demountable car bodies, at a multiplicity

of inland union freight stations, from the small car subway
chassis to motor-truck chassis for short radius distribution

on the street surface.

In all this is a method that lends itself to a single con-

trol in the interest of all the railroads and the public; that

offers promise of savings in operation much more than

sufficient to defray fixed charges on the new investment in

small cross-section tunnels and subways; that guarantees
freedom from the existing hindrances to the speedy, re-

liable and safe movement of freight and to the quick re-

lease of the standard long-haul car; that minimizes or makes

unnecessary the use of the surface of city streets for slow

moving freight trucks, and to that extent, or even in a larger

degree, increases the capacity of the streets for higher speed

automobiles; that is adapted to nearly all classes of freight

shipments ; and that frees the waterfront for its legitimate

usages.

Briefly, the unified "store-door" internal distribution

system, here proposed, has for its parent idea the stoppage
of the unwieldy, long-haul large car, laden with strictly

urban freight, at exterior points, say at the intersections

of the trunk lines with the outer belt; and the conveyance
of the freight thence to destination without a further break

of bulk, in electrically operated multiple unit trains of small

standard-gage cars adapted, by reason of their compactness
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and non-use of gasoline, to economical, non-artificially ven-

tilated underground construction and operation, in a thickly

settled region where the presence of deep ship channels,

surface street congestion, cramped quarters and costly real

estate necessitate the use of steep gradients, sharp curves,

elevators and transfer facilities.

V. INTERNAL WATERWAYS

The commercial use of our inland waterways has been

far from successful, largely due to a lack of close relation-

ship between them and the rail carriers, to an absence of

centralized organization and control, and, in many instances,

to inadequacy of channel width and depth. With these

shortcomings corrected there would seem to be no good
reason why they should not again play an important part
in fostering the prosperity of this port. In fact they will

prove to be growingly essential for the carriage of raw
materials and bulky freight, which more and more will seek

other outlets than rail lines with their rising scale of rates

and increasing usage for passengers and merchandise.

The geographical situation of the Region is peculiarly

advantageous for the development of internal waterways,

abounding as it does in navigable waters.

From the north the New York State barge canal traffic

follows the course of the Hudson River to the upper confines

of the Region, whence its outlets lead, or are proposed to be

led, in three directions (1) via the Harlem and East Rivers

and Long Island Sound to the shores of upper east side Man-

hattan, the Bronx, Queens and Brooklyn, (2) via the North

River, Upper Bay, Lower Bay and the Kills to the shores

of west-side Manhattan, New Jersey, Staten Island, and

South Brooklyn, including Jamaica Bay, and (3) via a pro-

posed connection with the waters of the Hackensack River,

Newark Bay and the Passaic River.

The usefulness of route (1) is seriously impaired by
the tortuous course of the channel at Spuyten Duyvil, now
in course of rectification; and by the obstructing channel
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piers of High Bridge aqueduct, which are to be removed
after a long span is substituted for several of the existing
short ones. Route (3) may be created in several different

ways. One that seems to me to be worthy of serious con-

sideration is by means of a tide level tunnnel between North
River and Overpeck Creek or Hackensack River, very much
as has been done in the case of the four mile Rhone
Marseilles canal in France.

To the east there are the protected waters of Long-
Island Sound, which are proposed to be linked with Jamaica

Bay by means of a new canal between the latter and Flush-

ing Bay. To the west and south a ship canal is proposed

connecting Lower Bay and the Kills with the Delaware

River. Both of these projects deserve further considera-

tion before a final conclusion is reached as to their merits.

Then there is the matter of the protective causeway
or breakwater at the mouth of Lower Bay, which would

greatly expand the short frontage for barge purposes.
With these projects, or variations of them, gradually

perfected and all vitalized under a central control having
the power to establish joint rates with rail and other water

carriers, the internal waterways should take a leading part
in making the Region inhabitable for twenty million people.

VI. RECREATIONAL AREAS

This subject is here touched upon merely because its

relation to transportation is so intimate.

The interchangeable usage of neighboring recreational

areas in all three states, New York, New Jersey and Con

necticut, by the public of the entire Region, emphasizes the

need for passenger transportation routings between the

various centers and the outlying great parks and play-

grounds and seaside resorts, free from interference with in-

tervening points of congestion.

The outer and inner belt lines and rapid transit rout

ings, to which reference has heretofore been made, should

accomplish this purpose. In fact a unified management
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should find no insurmountable difficulty in the employment
of comparatively idle rail facilities in the non-rush hours,
and in opposite direction to rush hour travel, for the move-
ment of pleasure seekers at moderate fares. It is in the

pooling of local transportation, both rail and water, and of

the inland and coast-side recreational areas, that the maxi-
mum benefit can be given to the maximum number of

people.

In a word, the recreational areas should be planned with

a view to having them well served by the types of trans-

portation that will put them in contact with each other and
with the various Regional centers of population, with the

least interference from intervening points of congestion
and at fares that will be within the reach of all.

VII. INDUSTRIAL AND PORT DEVELOPMENTS

Industry is essential to the life of great aggregations
of humanity and, therefore, as the population increases so

must the means for their support. To fail to plan ad-

equately for this primal need is to invite disappointment
in the prevailing expectations of growth.

Transportation, of course, is the outstanding require-

ment for industrial success. Avenues by rail and highway
to all parts of the hinterland, as well as to the different

centers in the Region and to the various port developments,

should be open on equal terms to every industry; and the

port developments should not only be similarly open to all

comers but they should be accessible to the kind of water

carriers for which they are best suited. All this is with a

view to preventing discriminatory switching and other bur-

densome charges that are unavoidable where the railroads,

highways and waterfront facilities are not operated for the

general good.

Opportunity for future expansion is another sine qua
non of industrial and port planning, and in harmony with

this principle the layouts should have a proper relation to
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the contiguous thoroughfares, railroads, recreational areas

and waterfront.

Convenient relationship of each great industry to a

neighboring center is necessary in order that operatives

may enjoy a communal life with a minimum amount of

travel, and that fire and police protection and other civic

conveniences may be readily available.

Last but not least the surroundings should be aesthet-

ically planned in order that ugliness may not have a place in

the new order.

Summarized, the principles to be observed in the plan-

ning of future industries and port developments are:

1. They should be so located as to escape the danger
of discriminatory transportation charges and in the case of

port developments should be accessible to all water and rail

carriers.

2. Opportunity should be afforded for later expansion.
3. Centers of population should be reasonably near.

4. The surroundings should be pleasing.

The proposed outer belt line, under these conditions,

offers excellent sites for the larger industries. They need

not necessarily be placed directly on the belt line but may
be removed therefrom as may be desired and connected

therewith by spur loops. This will leave the central sections

of the Region for small manufacturing establishments and

general business.

As to port developments, there are two virgin fields in

which it is possible to plan without the hindrances and re-

strictions that always will hamper improvements in the

older sections of the community, namely, the westerly por-

tion of Jamaica Bay in New York and Newark Bay in New
Jersey. The first suffers from no obstacle to a ready de-

velopment, other than the difficulty of keeping open the out-

side channel, which may be overcome by building the pro-

posed causeway or breakwater between Rockaway Beach

and Sandy Hook. The other has the drawback of two inter-

secting low-level railroad bridges which in time should be
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removed and the train service handled over the proposed
new north and south routes to which reference has hereto-

fore been made.

Both of these locations are ample in size, and with their

opportunities for unexcelled rail, highway and water access

may be developed in a broad-visioned way as occasion re-

quires, by the quay method which in so many respects is

superior to the pier method. It is, of course, expected that

channels for the largest ships in the ocean trade will be

provided from the entrance at Lower Bay to these major

developments, as well as to all other points in the Region
not already so provided, where it is desirable that big ship?

should be brought in direct contact with land transportation

facilities, such as the south shore of Lower Bay, Arthur

Kill and Kill von Kull, and certain spots on the west shore

of Upper Bay and North River.

Tt will be seen that the suggested transportation system?
lend themselves to industrial and port expansion in a man-

ner that is commensurate with the vital needs of the enor

mous population for which we are planning.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Summarized, the plan here proposed for meeting the

present and future transportation needs of the New York

Region embraces:

1 . An outer belt railway and boulevard, so located as to

bv-pass centers of congestion, serve the purpose of an "open
door" to the waterfront, afford access to industrial sites on

the outskirts and co-ordinate the unified railway terminals

of the port ;

2. Twin inter-connected inner belt railways and boule-

vards, designed to bring all trunk line passenger service

both through and commuter and also the main streams of

highway travel, in direct touch with each and all of the

principal centers of the Region ;

3. A unified passenger rapid transit system, laid out with

a view to promoting decentralization and use as far as pos
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sible of existing railroad rights-of-way, and financed on the

basis of public ownership and private operation and an

equitable distribution of costs among the beneficiaries;

4. An internal freight distribution system under unified

control, predicated on the universal "store door" method of

collection and delivery, the avoidance of the delays, expenses
and hazards of water carriage, the minimized use of the

surface of city streets, and the quickened release of the

railroad car all through the use of electrically operated
trains of distributive standard-gauge small cars with de-

mountable bodies, passing under the surface where desira-

ble, between points of transfer on the outskirts and desti-

nations throughout the Region ;

5. A system of internal waterways connected with all

parts of the harbor, protected where necessary from ocean

storms, and operated in close harmony with rai] and other

carriers as regards trans-shipping facilities and joint rates;

6. Recreational areas, conveniently served by rail and

highway where feasible by water carriers too in order

that such areas may be easily and cheaply reached by the

populace of the Region regardless of state lines ;

7. Industrial and port developments broadly laid out on

modern lines among pleasing surroundings and served, with-

out discrimination, by all carriers; channel depths in each

locality to be ample for the purpose.

It will be noted that unification is the keynote of the

plan.

Radial highway and street arteries are not here treated

because they involve detail consideration that does not

necessarily affect the problem as a whole.

It will be said, no doubt, that these projects are, in

many respects, without precedent and therefore unworthy
of adoption in an instance of such magnitude ;

that the wide

diversity of interest between a host of political entities and

private corporations will prove to be an effective bar to unity

of purpose; and that the capital expenditures will be so

huge as to make the scheme impracticable.
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In response to the first of these objections, it must be

admitted that many of the proposed methods are novel, as

in the case of the plan for internal freight distribution, but

after all their fundamentals are sound and well tried and
there is no good reason why the combination should not

be made to function with success. Desperate ills require
drastic remedies.

As to the plea that united action is unobtainable, to ad-

mit its force is to confess impotence and incapacity for self

government. In some way the diverse elements in our

midst, comprising as they do twelve trunk lines, three major
and several minor traction systems, a variety of trucking

interests, many water carriers, four hundred organized com-

munities, three states and the Nation, must be brought into

harmony for this common purpose. Self preservation de-

mands it. The interior of the country with justice may turn

to rival gateways, including the projected St. Lawrence-

Great Lakes waterway and the Gulf and lower Atlantic

ports, if we do not promptly and effectively put our house

in order.

The hugeness of the capital required would be a com-

pelling objection were it not that savings and efficiency to

be gained through the adoption of new methods of transpor-

tation, plus valuable by-products and benefits to be realized

through the substitution of electricity for steam and gaso-

line, offer brilliant promise of largely exceeding the added

burden of fixed charges. In other words it is to be expected
that the improvements in large part will be more than self

supporting. In any event the growth of the community
will hinge on its capacity to finance its needs.

The question, then, narrows down to the means that

should be employed for translating thought into action. The

preparation of plans, estimates of cost and forecasts of

earnings and expenses; the appraisal of the valuable by-

products of electrification and improved service ; the formu-

lation of construction programs and financial policies; and

the drafting of forms of agreement between the parties in
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interest and of permanent organizations under which the

transportation agencies may be created and managed all

these call for preliminary investigation in advance of the

taking of definite steps by law-making bodies.

It is my idea that this should be speedily done through
a voluntary Regional Plan Commission made up of

duly appointed, or elected, representatives of the rail,

water and highway carriers, the autonomous communities,
the three states in question and the National Government.

From the deliberations of a truly representative group
of this kind, aided by professional advisers of vision and

experience, should come forth (1) a general plan for trans-

portation that will form a real framework or skeleton upon
which intelligently to build the other needs of a populace
of twenty millions, and (2) recommendations upon which

suitable legislation may be based.

// the Region is to embrace such a population, and with

the natural increase of the human race it is difficult to see

how it can be otherwise, it is a matter of life and death that,

without further delay, means shall be found to furnish it

with adequate transportation. If the way here proposed is

not the right way of remedying the lack of "coordination

and elbow room" which the Merchants' Association of New
York rightly alleges is handicapping the commerce of the

Port, then some other must be adopted, and the foundations

laid at once, before the problem is further complicated by
the doing of things that cannot be altered or removed ex-

cept at a vast cost. The task is Gargantuan but one that

is well worth while.
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EXHIBIT A Transportation Chart
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DISCUSSION

DANIEL L. TURNER, Consulting Engineer, New York Transit

Commission.

Colonel Wilgus has not over-drawn the picture of the

transportation needs of our 20-million Metropolitan com-

munity of two generations hence. In fact, in my judgment,
he has been quite moderate in his presentation of the re-

quirements. He has very clearly set forth the fundamental

principles that must govern the development of the neces-

sary facilities in all their varied forms. And, besides, he

has done even more than this. He has had the vision and

the courage to present more or less definite proposals for

dealing with each phase of the problem. And he has done

all this in a masterly fashion.

In the broad principles outlined I fully agree with what
Colonel Wilgus has to say. I particularly endorse his state-

ment that decentralization of the population should be fos-

tered. This is the most important principle of all, and also

it is the most difficult of all to effectuate.

Relatively speaking, it means planning and providing

transportation facilities for areas where no population

exists. In other words, it not only means furnishing trans-

portation in advance of the new population, but more im-

portant than any other factor in its bearing on actual ac-

complishment to decentralize the population means fur-

nishing transportation in violent opposition to the wishes

of the population as it is now located. Unfortunately for

the community, there is never any population to organize

for, to shout for, nor to fight for such transportation as

would bring about decentralization most effectively. On the

contrary, the existing populations, usually already served

by facilities, are insatiable in their demands for more and

still more facilities. Those populations, in order to serve

their own selfish interests regardless of the general welfare,

are the ones that organize, and shout, and fight for new
facilities which create greater congestions in the areas they
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serve rather than produce decentralization and relief. The

existing populations are not concerned with the future, they
are only interested in the present, and in benefiting them-

selves, and in doing so at once. And finally, since all pub-
lic works are generally inaugurated by temporary public

officials and since such public officials are elected by votes,

it is the existing population, with the votes and actuated by
selfish motives primarily, that are the greatest foes to de-

centralized planning. Under such conditions forward look-

ing accomplishment is almost impossible. Political expe-

diency controls rather than the merits of a plan. In other

words, the people themselves because of the power in their

votes are their own worst enemies when it comes to effectu-

ating plans that are designed to serve their best interests in

the future. These facts cannot be brought home to the

thinking public any too forcibly for the common good.
There is just one phase of transportation, the tremen-

dous importance of which I want to stress still further. I

refer to automobile transportation. Automobile use in our

large cities is fast approaching an automobile for every 2

persons of the population. This almost means individual

transportation on wheels. With this degree of saturation

and with "Stop-and-Go" travel on one level to permit cross-

ing movements, 250-foot streets will be required to accom-
modate the automobile traffic of tomorrow. This width is

arrived at on the assumption that the roadway of a street

should be able to accommodate as many people as the side-

walks in the case of the roadway, travelling in automobiles
at the rate of 2 passengers per car, and in the case of the
sidewalks travelling as pedestrians. A 15-foot sidewalk
with suitable clearances at the building lines and curbs will

accommodate comfortably 5 lanes of pedestrians moving at

2 miles per hour or will accommodate 26,400 pedestrians
on both sidewalks in both directions in an hour. At the
rate of 600 automobiles, or 1200 passengers, per "Stop-and-
Go" traffic lane per hour, 11 moving lanes and one lane in

each direction for stopping at the curb, or a total of 24 lanes
in both directions will be required to move the same number
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of people in the roadway in automobiles or on wheels. This

means a street about 250 feet wide between building lines.

But as a general proposition such 250-foot streets are

impracticable in built-up cities, so, instead of one-level

streets, two-level streets of equivalent capacity must be con-

structed with the grade separated for half of the traffic

lanes. If such two-level or double-decked streets are to have

the same traffic capacity as the 250-foot 1-level streets, they
must be at least 120 feet wide between building lines. This

means, in the future, that our communities must supply

the money to construct their main traffic arteries for auto-

mobile transportation at least 120 feet wide, and with

grades separated so as to furnish traffic lanes not only for

"Stop-and-Go" traffic, but for express automobile traffic as

well. Such highways must be constructed both outside and

inside of the present built-up areas. But despite the stag-

gering cost of doing this, the situation in my judgment
must soon be forced. The sooner the better for the com-

munity.
The Parkway Rapid Transit Line recommended by me

two years ago for Queens Borough, that Colonel Wilgus so

graciously referred to, was intended to be a super-highway
that would accommodate rapid transit on rails, express and

local automobile traffic, and also would furnish a park for

playground and recreation purposes all along the same right-

of-way. Moreover, it was intended to decentralize the popu-

lation; therefore it traversed an area now lacking in popu-
lation. For this last reason chiefly, as already explained,

very little progress has been made towards its accomplish-
ment.

The development of such an all-inclusive project as sup-

plying the facilities for freight, passenger, rapid transit and
automobile transportation for a community of 20 million

people, spread over say 5,000 square miles, will require a

vast amount of investigation, study and detailed planning,

Therefore, in the nature of things it is futile and out of

place here to enter into a detailed discussion of any single
feature of the program suggested by Colonel Wilgus. In-
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stead, I shall devote the few minutes of time remaining to

me in emphasizing just one other phase of the problem a

phase that Colonel Wilgus has already referred to namely,
how are such stupendous projects going to be financed?

Their cost will be measured not in millions, but in billions of

dollars. True, their full realization looks ahead for half a

century but that only covers about two generations. They
must be public projects. The public must supply a part, if

not all of the money. But how ?

Even with the present urgent demands upon their finan-

cial resources, our communities financial burdens are rapidly

outrunning the communities' assets, as such assets are now
measured that is, measured by their ability to borrow

money. Most of our communities are living practically up to

their debt limits all the time. They are almost financially

strangled. They can hardly find money enough to meet
their year by year demands. Their modernizing programs
even now are always years behind schedule. They can ex-

ercise their foresight in visualizing their future needs, but

under the present scheme of financing public works, our

communities can only dream about what ought to be done.

They cannot bring many of their dreams into realization.

The working plant of a modern city becomes more and
more complex each year. As we raise our standards of liv-

ing, the requirements in all our community activities are

multiplied many times. This means that old facilities must
be replaced and new facilities must be added continually.

Otherwise the community cannot keep pace with the march
of civilization.

What has taken place in New York City during the last

25 years illustrates very well how the financial burden of

the community grows. In 1899 the tax levy for the year
amounted to about $86,000,000. The total City budget was
about $95,000,000. And the total assessed value of the tax-

able property was $3,478,000,000 in round figures. Ten per
cent of this last sum practically represents the bonded debt

of the City, for the reason that 10 per cent, of the assessed
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value of the taxable property is the bond limit, and tKe City

is always bonded nearly up to the limit.

In 1924 these figures had increased to about $312,000,000

for the tax levy; $376,000,000 for the budget, and $11,862-

000,000 for the taxable property. That is to say, the figures

had multiplied approximately 3.6, 3.9 and 3.4 times respec-

tively in 25 years. During this same time the population

of the City had only multiplied about 1.8 times, so the an-

nual tax levy, budget and bonded debt of the City has in-

creased respectively as the 2.2, 2.3 and 2.1 power of the

population. In other words, these figures mean that during
the 25 years from 1899 to 1924 New York City in order to

carry on has been taxed and bonded at a faster rate than

the square of the population, or, when the population has

doubled, the expense of running the City has more than

quadrupled. New York City now has a population of about

6,000,000. Colonel Wilgus is talking about a community of

20,000,000 or over 3 times as great. Will the past 25 years
serve as a criterion for the next 50 years? Will the ex-

pense of running the 20,000,000 community be 9 times as

great as New York today? Instead of $376,000,000 as at

present, will the annual budget then amount to $3,500,000,-

000? Such a budget would be as large as that required to

run the entire Federal Government today. Will the bonded
debt have grown from a little over one billion to the enor-

mous total of 11 billion dollars or thereabouts? Such fig-

ures are appalling to think of.

It seems to me that enough has been said to demon-
strate that the question of finance is the most vital thing

confronting this future community that we are discussing.
If a modern community is going to maintain its present

position and assure its future it is essential that it elimi-

nate all kinds of financial waste and also enlarge its financial

resources to the utmost.

Now, our communities are mostly financed on long term
borrowed money. Roughly speaking we pay for every pub-
lic improvement twice. One dollar goes for the actual im-

provement as represented by the labor and material neces-
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sary to produce it, and the other dollar goes for the rent of

money.
Again using New York City as an illustration, during the

last 25 years when the running expenses were increasing
faster than the square of the population, the City paid out

about $849,000,000 in interest on borrowed money. As far

as actually benefiting the community was concerned it was

$849,000,000 wasted. The only beneficiaries were those col-

lecting interest on the City bonds. In other words, in 25

years the people have taxed themselves to pay rent for

money to an amount that would wipe out approximately 70

per cent, of the present bonded debt of the City.

Right now the City needs to spend over $500,000,000 for

new rapid transit facilities. The above sum wasted on in-

terest would have furnished the facilities and left $350,-

000,000 to spare, and the people would not have had any
more taxes to pay besides.

In my opinion a pay-as-you-go policy based on benefit

assessments is the most equitable and effective way of en-

larging the financial resources of the community in the fu-

ture. Every public improvement not only benefits the com-

munity at large, but also it produces a corresponding local

benefit that accrues to the land in the vicinity of the im-

provement. And where there is a local benefit there should
also be a local assessment. We have become so accustomed
to the local beneficiaries of public improvements being per-
mitted to retain all of the benefits for themselves that we
accept such a principle as a matter of course without realiz-

ing how unfair it is to the entire community. Benefit as-

sessment can and should be made to furnish its proper share
of the money so urgently needed for future community re-

quirements. This is the only equitable and effective way
that the financial resources of our communities can be en-

larged sufficiently to meet future demands. It means spread-

ing the cost of all community activities among all those who
benefit in proportion to the benefit each receives. The user
of the city plant and the general taxpayer should not be the

only ones to pay. The land-owner frequently benefits most
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of all and he should pay his share of the ccst also. There

is nothing- new in the principle of benefit assessments. The
communities already pay for their street openings by assess-

ment. They pay for their sewers in the same way. In

Kansas City the property benefited is assessed to pay for

the parks. Under the Conservancy Law of Ohio the benefit

assessment plan is applied to furnish the money to build

flood protection works to save the cities, towns and country-

side from damage and destruction. In Colorado the Moffat

Tunnel through the Continental Divide is being paid for by
benefit assessments, and in Detroit the public voted nearly

3 to 1 to pay for its rapid transit lines under a benefit

assessment financial plan.

Colonel Wilgus has stated that radical measures are

needed if our tremendous community problems of the future

are to be solved. I agree with this, but I would add, that

we shall need not only radical planning but radical financing

as well, if anything worth while is going to be accomplished.

FRED LAVIS, Consulting Engineer, New York City.

While I expect that further study may show the need

of modifying some details or features of the plan, I am con-

vinced that on the whole it is sound. Certainly the prin-

ciples stated, which must govern the preparation of any

adequate plan to solve the transportaion problem of the

metropolitan area, are sound, and not only sound but com-

prehensive.
The idea of belt lines is not new they have been in use

in London, Paris and many other places, both here and

abroad, for many years. It has been previously advocated

for this region by other students of the transportation prob-
lem. The by-passing of traffic around congested areas, both

railway and highway traffic is becoming daily of greater and

greater importance and urgency. The plan proposed by Col.

Wilgus is, however, a very bold conception, and combines
the ideas of using the belt lines both as by-passes for

through freight and passengers and as factors in a unified

operation of the terminals.
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As to some of the details, especially regarding the outer

belt around Sandy Hook and the Beaches, I have some

doubt, nor do I entirely agree with the Colonel as to the

utility of the development of inland waterways, but these

are details, and in no way affect the general soundness of

the plan as a whole.

THE NEED FOR COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING.

To those of us who are engaged in the study of this sub-

ject of transportation, and in the development of some of its-

elements, the most discouraging thing is the almost uni-

versal lack of comprehension, not only by the general pub-
lic but by many in authority, of the real magnitude of the

problem and the economic factors which govern it.

The problem is always bigger than the ordinary

thoughts of the ordinary citizen, I care not whether it is the

improvement of a dirt road in a farming community, the

building of an ordinary highway, the building of a railroad,

or a problem like this we are considering the problem of

providing adequate transportation facilities for the richest

and most populous area in the world, and one which has

greater future potentialities than any other in the world.

It matters little how small or how big is the enterprise, it

is difficult to get people to visualize adequately and reason-

ably the future or realize the value of the economic factors

involved.

Perhaps an idea of its magnitude may be obtained from
a concrete example at our very door, from the consideration

of what Colonel Wilgus refers to as one of the minor details

of the plan. After stating in his conclusions the seven

major items which make up this general plan, he says:
"Radial highways and street arteries are not here treated

because they involve detailed consideration that does not
affect the problem as a whole."

Now one of these arterial highways is at the present
moment being constructed from the lower end of Manhat-
tan under the Hudson River, via the Holland Tunnels,
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through Jersey City and Newark to the west side of Eliza-

beth in New Jersey.

The tunnels are being built jointly by the two states,

and will cost some $42,000,000 before they are completed,
and the 13 miles of highway beyond, which are being built

entirely by the State of New Jersey, will cost over $30,-

000,000 more. Taken together this is about $75,000,000 for

about 15 miles of highway.

It is expected that some 18 to 20 million vehicles will

use this highway annually, and in order to accommodate
this traffic, it is to be built without grade crossings with

other highways, and with exceptionally good alignment and

light rates of gradient. Of course, it will have adequate
connections by means of ramps with the main routes it

crosses, but these will be built so that cross currents of

traffic will be avoided.

It is estimated that the motor vehicles using this route

will save on the average an hour each, and estimating the

value of this saving at the very low sum of one dollar per

vehicle, the annual saving is of the nature of some $15,000,-

000 to $20,000,000 per annum, which corresponds to a capi-

tailized value of some $300,000,000 or four times the esti-

mated cost of construction.

It is then possible to get some realization of the magni-
tude of this whole problem when we consider that one of

the minor items of the program, a 15-mile highway, is cost-

ing some 75 millions of dollars to build, and this expendi-
ture can be economically justified. Similarly I have little

doubt that the economic soundness of much if not all of the

plan which Colonel Wilgus has put before you can be demon-
strated.

It hardly seems advisable to quote statistics in connec-

tion with a general presentation of such a subject as this,

but there are two figures which may further help in the

visualization of the size of this problem. The factories of

New York City consume annually five billion dollars' worth
of raw material, and convert it into finished products worth
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nine billion of dollars. There are consumed annually in the

metropolitan area some four million tons of food.

When we realize that in the handling of these enormous

quantities, and these are only two of a large number of

items, there are now delays upon delays, to both labor and

materials, to railroad cars as well as vehicles, trucks, teams,

etc., it can be seen that any scheme to relieve the situation

must be of truly heroic proportions, and that very small

savings on each item amount to enormous total savings
which will easily justify the. very large expenditure in-

volved.

Of course, no one can say what changes may come about

to upset these calculations as to future population, but we
must proceed in this matter in the light of the best knowl-

edge we now have. Our whole life, our whole existence, all

our policies are based on planning the future in the light of

our present knowledge, and we can all recall the saying
attributed to the late J. P. Morgan that the future of the

United States is always a safe bet.

During the last century, which was pre-eminently the

century of transportaion development, the engineers of this

country engaged in this work developed a science of eco-

nomics of transportation. The bankers, capitalists and

operating men were finally after somewhat of a struggle

brought to believe in it. That means it was sound. That
same science, which formerly was applied only to railroads,

is now gradually being applied to highway construction. A
further extension of this same science is being developed
and applied to terminal operation and local distribution.

The most urgent and intensive need of its development is

right here in the New York metropolitan area where we are

annually wasting millions of dollars due to antiquated
methods of handling passengers and freight.

Colonel Wilgus, as well as others who have studied this

problem, realize what this annual waste is. They know that

the savings which may be brought about by the establish-

ment of a comprehensive and adequate plan for the remodel-
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ling and development of the terminal facilities of this region

would mean such enormous sums that the interest on the

capitalized expenditures necessary would be more than

easily met.

If the plan in its general principles is sound, and I be-

lieve it is, let us not hesitate to embark on it, because it

may seem big. The problem is a tremendous one and noth-

ing but measures of heroic dimensions and close co-opera-

tion of all the interests involved will solve it.

UNIFICATION OP TERMINAL OPERATION.

It would seem to be self-evident that such a plan can

only be worked out on the basis of a unified system of opera-

tion.

The war demonstrated the feasibility and utility of this.

I am not altogether an advocate of large consolidations of

interests, but there seems to be no escape from the con-

clusion that the railroad terminals of this region must be

brought together in some way under a unified management
if we are to obtain anything like efficient and economic

.operation.

NEED OF IMMEDIATE ACTION.

This matter of the transportation problem of this region,

as Colonel Wilgus has pointed out, is not solely a matter of

the future it is not a matter of planning today for some-

thing which is to be done fifty years from now, or forty or

twenty or even ten, but it is a matter which has to be

planned today on a scale commensurate with the needs of

fifty years hence. The execution, however, ought to be in-

itiated at once and the essentials carried out with the ut-

most energy and despatch.

Only a few days ago, a writer in the New York Times,
Mr. Byron R. Newton, made the following comment on the

situation :

"The city is standing face to face with the most stupen-
dous problem that has confronted any great city since civili-

zation began. . . . We move with the wall of human flesh
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on the sidewalks; the elevators and corridors of the office

buildings are congested, restaurants and amusement places

are packed to the doors ;
in every part of the city we see the

swarms of humanity increasing with surprising rapidity.

. . . These crowding, herding millions are here and bid fair

to continue coming and the serious question is how much
further this condition can progress without a real upheaval
of some sort."

Colonel Wilgus has pointed out the fact and I wish to

emphasize it most emphatically that we must plan and put
into operation as soon as possible an adequate transporta-

tion system and let the community grow up to it, not let the

community grow as it will and then try and build little

pieces of transportation from time to time to meet needs

which have thus been created. That isn't the way this

country was built. We built our lines of communication

first and the country has grown around them.



WESrCHESTER COUNTY'S NEW PARK
SYSTEM
JAY DOWNER,

Chief Engineer, Westchester County Park Commission.

Our experience with park planning in Westchester

County has been remarkable in the respect that a compre-
hensive park plan and program have been laid out, large

appropriations made, extensive areas of land acquired and
constructive work started, all within a very short time.

Some American cities, especially in the west, are far ad-

vanced in park development, but I claim for Westchester

County that it has done more work on parks in the last

21 months than any other municipality on earth.

Westchester County includes the territory embracing
the only mainland approach to New York City. It has an

area of 484 square miles; about 40 miles of water-front

along the Hudson River and about 20 miles on Long Island

Sound. It has a population of 400,000 and an assessed

valuation of one billion dollars. Its residents are largely

those who make their money in New York and establish

homes in Westchester. We are frankly not striving for

manufacturing or industrial development. We think we are

fulfilling a great need in this metropolitan area if we pro-

vide healthful, convenient, living conditions for homes.

With this background, what were the influences that

enabled us to appreciate our need and provide for it in a

liberal way? I am convinced that the foundation of our

success is the common honesty of citizens and officials. I

believe we have as officials men of vision and public spirit,

who are willing to serve the community at a sacrifice.

Without this we could not have succeeded.

Then about ten or twelve years ago we started to build

through Westchester County, with the aid of New York

City, a great parkway along the Bronx River. As our peo-

ple saw the transformation of the Bronx Valley from a

series of dumps and refuse piles to a modern parkway, as
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they saw the effect upon the people of the county in con-

venience and happiness, and as they experienced the im-

proved property values, they wanted more of the same
thing. No doubt the building of the Bronx River Parkway
helped greatly in securing the adoption of the extensive

program now being financed solely by Westchester County.

In 1922 an act was secured from the Legislature by
unanimous approval of the 41 supervisors of the county,

creating the Westchester Park Commission. The Commis-
sion's first recommendations to the Board of Supervisors
covered the acquisition of parks and parkways to cost from
five to seven million dollars. But there was an immediate

popular demand for an extension of the park system plan.
In July, 1923, the Board of Supervisors voted the first

two and a quarter millions. Additional projects soon

brought the total up to eight millions. On April 6, 1925, the

Board approved a series of parks and parkways for which
were appropriated an additional sum of $10,411,000 and

April 20, 1925, the Board made a final large appropriation
of $2,500,000 for acquiring Rye Beach. That brings our

total to $22,000,000 in the last 21 months. All of these

projects were supported by the unanimous vote of the Board
of Supervisors, except one small park, and the people of the

county are unanimously behind the supervisors.

Westchester County is building up very rapidly and

much of the credit for our breadth of vision is due to the

work of the Committee on the Regional Plan of New York
and Its Environs. If this committee never accomplishes

anything more than the promulgation of the idea that think-

ing and planning ahead are necessary, it will justify its

existence.

The newly created Park System includes water-front

parks along the Hudson River and Long Island Sound, with

interior park reservations, recreation grounds and forest

preserve areas. These various reservations are to be con-

nected by a system of motor traffic parkways making them

conveniently accessible from all parts of the county.
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The parkways will serve a multiple purpose. They fol-

low the stream valleys and consist of controlling strips of

land on both sides of the water courses. The creation of

such reservations forestalls the nuisance conditions such

as dumps and sewage pollution which commonly develop

along unprotected small streams with the growth of popu-
lation. These reservations also provide the natural routes

for motor traffic driveways and for trunk sewers.

The system includes more than 10,000 acres of park
lands, about 122 miles of parkways and an aggregate of

more than nine miles of park shore line along the Hudson
and Long Island Sound. The administrative body is the

Westchester County Park Commission, composed of nine

members, seven men and two women, appointed by the

county governing Board of Supervisors which consists of

41 members. Each township and each ward of the four

cities of the county elects a Supervisor. The Park Com-
mission is composed of prominent professional men, busi-

ness men and publicists serving without compensation. As

previously stated the important factors underlying the

launching of this park program are the rapid growth of

Westchester County due to its proximity to New York City
and the enormous increase in motor traffic.

At the southerly extremity of Westchester County along
the northern boundary of New York City, the rapid growth
of the cities of Yonkers, Mount Vernon and New Rochelle

is filling up the intervening open spaces. A great deal of

the building development consists of apartment houses, be-

ing built to meet a demand for modern housing conveniences

in suburban surroundings.

Prominent citizens and county government leaders rec-

ognized the fact that prompt action was necessary to

acquire vacant land for. parks before it was completely built

up and prices prohibitive.

In laying out the system a study of the needs of the

county was made. This was followed by a canvass of

cheap acreage lands in large single ownerships to simplify
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negotiations. The Commission adopted a policy of acquir-

ing land by negotiation and direct .purchase from owners

rather than cumbersome condemnation proceedings. Long
Island shore front property has become very valuable and

is almost entirely in private ownerships largely excluding

the public from access to the water. After considerable

study the Commission recommended the acquisition of an

undeveloped beach at Manursing Island, the estimated cost

of 160 acres of land being $600,000. A striking contrast

of the value of shore front property developed for amuse-

ment resort purposes is presented by the recently author-

ized acquisition of 54 acres at Rye Beach, adjoining Manur-

sing Island, at an estimated cost of $2,500,000. The latter

property will, however, be self-sustaining from revenues

which the Park Commission will derive from bath houses,

amusements, and concessions.

Another water-front park on the Long Island Sound
shore is at Glen Island, formerly a summer resort widely
known but now a public park owned by Westchester

County.

Along the Hudson River shore property is less valuable

and there was a wider range of choice of park locations.

Parks have been acquired at Crugers near Peekskill, at

Croton Point and at Kingsland Point.

The interior parks include Mohansic Park in the' north-

ern part of the county, and consisting of 1,100 acres of

splendid fields and woodland conveyed to Westchester

County by the State of New York for $1.00. Mohansic

Lake, more than a mile long, lies near the center of the

reservation and an 18-hole public golf course will be opened

early this summer.

Tibbetts Brook Park of 424 acres will afford ball fields,

playgrounds, boating and swimming lakes in the City of

Yonkers, just north of Van Cortlandt Park in New York

City. The Tibbetts Brook Park forms a section of the Saw
Mill River Parkway which also has another expanded area

of about 200 acres at Woodlands Lake near Ardsley.
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Other interior parks include Saxon Woods Park, a forest

tract of 820 acres, between Mamaroneck and Scarsdale;
Silver Lake Park of 491 acres at White Plains; while at

Poundridge a great forest preserve of 3,000 acres is being
established.

The Bronx River Parkway, 15 miles long, from Bronx
Park in New York City to Kensico Dam in Westchester

County, was an important factor in enlisting public interest

in the new Westchester County Park System. This project

originated as a remedy for the drainage problem presented

by the Bronx River and was a joint undertaking between

New York City and Westchester County to eliminate sew-

age pollution and nuisance conditions. The 40-foot paved
motor driveway throughout its length is now open to traffic

with the exception of two small gaps now being bridged at

Scarsdale and Valhalla, the official date of completion be-

ing fixed by law as December 31, 1925.

The successful carrying through of this work strongly
influenced public sentiment in favor of additional park-

ways, and the new County System includes the Saw Mill

River, Sprain Brook, Hutchinson River, Mamaroneck River,

Croton River Parkways, also the Cross-County and Pel-

ham-Port Chester Parkways.
Rapid progress has been made in the acquisition of

lands for these various projects. Park boundaries have

been adjusted to include swampy lowlands, rough, rocky
hillsides and lands in a backward condition, either by reason

of physical characteristics, location or other reasons. Im-

proved property has only been acquired where unavoidably

necessary for a right of way and forms a small percentage
of the total area.

On the most important projects the Park Commission
has generally been able to obtain an option on a tract form-

ing the nucleus of the project before requesting authoriza-

tion from the Board of Supervisors. Negotiations were
then taken up with owners of smaller subsidiary parcels of

land desirable but not necessarily vital to the project, and
therefore only purchased if the price was reasonable.
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In this way lands have been acquired with business-like

dispatch rather than the outworn, wasteful method of con-

demnation proceedings.

While primarily a park system, the whole scheme has

the much broader aspect of a large scale planning project,

particularly for the area of about 125 square miles lying

between Tarrytown and the New York City boundary. The

park system of open areas, recreational spaces, and park-

ways combining motor traffic and trunk sewer routes, con-

stitutes the principal elements of a large scale plan to

which detailed street systems and local community develop-

ments will find adjustment. The various Westchester

County cities and villages are now connected in a more or

less disjointed manner by existing highways. The Park

Commission is providing main through arteries inter-con-

nected to form circuits for efficient traffic movement, but

a great deal of secondary planning remains to be done by
local authorities. In this connection the need is being felt

for some central authority to properly co-ordinate new
street systems of real estate subdivision, for which there

is now no control.

Westchester County's park system has attracted wide-

spread attention by reason of its magnitude and the rapid-

ity of its progress. Visitors to Westchester from various

parts of the country, in some instances, report discourag-

ingly on their efforts to get public support for park and

planning projects in municipalities where need and oppor-

tunity both are obvious.

There are, of course, various city and suburban park

systems in the country that were started many years before

the Westchester County system. Its principal distinctions

are the richness of opportunities afforded by great natural

advantages of location and rapidity of accomplishment after

getting started.



A PLAN FOR THE STATE OF
NEW TORK

CLARENCE S. STEIN, Chairman, State Commission on

Housing and Regional Planning.

We have come to accept as inevitable the ever increas-

ing growth of the bigger cities with the resulting decline

of the rural population. The great centers increased as they
did during the last century because they offered social and
economic advantages that were absent elsewhere. Cities

such as New York have already passed the limits of effici-

ency. They are becoming increasingly less desirable places

for industry and particularly for living. The impetus of

the past will continue the growth of New York and other

great cities for some time to come. But ultimately the

disadvantages, the multiplying costs and the difficulties of

carrying on work and even of sane or healthful existence

will reach the breaking point. Then the big city growth will

end. People will look elsewhere for industrial opportunity
for more efficient living.

The study that has been made of the State of New York

by the Commission of Housing and Regional Planning is

an attempt to forestall this breakdown by studying the

opportunity that is offered in the State of New York for

a more efficient distribution of population.

People have drifted to the big centers of industry not

because they wanted to be herded together, but because

they could find employment and pleasure. As the city

grows, an internal economic and social resistance is de-

veloped, which operates against further growth. As land

values rise the larger proportion of the cost for the same

type of house goes into the ground. This cost becomes pro-

hibitive for any but multi-family construction. The individ-

ual yard disappears in a large city. More recreational space
is needed, but the high land costs make it almost impossible,

and the children have only dangerous streets on which to

play. In spite of bigger incomes, the workers in a larger
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city find that they have less left than those in a smaller city.

All the problems connected with transportation of goods
and men grow quite out of proportion to the growth of the

city. The number of trips per capita and the average length

of the trip both increase. The worker in New York City

refuses to bear this increased cost directly, and the city

treasury loses about $12,000,000 a year on its investment

in the existing inadequate subways. Sewage disposal is

more difficult, and is making an increasing number of our

beaches impossible for bathing. The potential water supply

places a limit on growth. New York City has already

reached into catchment areas that belong geographically to

other parts of the State. For these many reasons it is folly

for those, who see signs of the breakdown of present ten-

dencies and understand their dangers, to plan for future

growth of the same kind.

Our only hope is to get far enough away to see our prob-
lem more or less in its entirety. Given the problem of

planning the State, the imagination of the planner has a

chance. At the same time new factors are arising that

make planning possible. It is not merely the growing re-

sistance of the large city that presages a new state. There

are new elements that allow of decentralization: the auto-

mobile, giant electric power, the radio elements that coun-

teract the compelling centripetal force of the railroad, the

steam engine and the concentration of art and culture.

Industries, railroads, municipalities, the state itself, all

are constantly expending vast sums on development, with

but little real idea of the natural or probable growth of

the State. Each year some $25,000,000 are spent on roads

and canals. The park program calls for the expenditure of

$15,000,000. To use these sums effectively we must start to

lay the foundation of a comprehensive plan.

It is with this in mind that the Commission of Housing
and Regional Planning has proceeded. The data collected

are not a plan for the State. But we believe they mark the

first attempt to collect material on which may be judged
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the tendencies and possibilities of a more efficient use of

the State in the future and on which to base a real plan.

In the history of New York State we find reflected the

great changes through which the whole nation has passed in

the period of settlement and gradual industrial expansion
which has culminated in the present problems of our large
industrial cities. This industrial development has been

marked by two significant epochs the first a period of

small-town industry which extended from 1840 to 1880
; the

second a period of large-scale industry and the drift to

larger cities from 1880 to the present day. In the first

period we had a great diversity of small industries closely

related to farm production, forestry, etc., in which no less

than 500 small towns and centers vied in vigorous and

healthy competition. By 1880 agriculture began to feel

the competition of the fertile lands of the west and the im-

proved farm land of the state, which had by then reached

50% of the State's area, began to fall off until it has shrunk

to about 43% today.

For a time the small scattered industrial towns struggled

on, but industry was changing to a new basis demanding
greater and more regular steam driven power. Coal came
in for the most part over the great trunk railways. This

forced the small manufacturer to move down to the main
line. With agriculture waning the people had to move first

to the industrial centers along the Erie Canal and Mohawk
Valley and finally into the New York City region.

The preliminary studies of the Commission are to be seen

in the adjoining exhibit. They show how from 1850 on

county after county had joined the column of shrinking

population so that finally in the period of 1910-20 only three

out of the fifty-five counties outside of the New York area

have grown, except in one or at most two large industrial

cities, while twenty-nine have actually fallen off even in-

cluding the cities. The rural population which in 1880

still constituted one-half that of the state has now shrunk

to less than 12% upon the basis of a careful study in which
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the purely suburban areas have been rightly classed with

the urban population.

This movement was inevitable so long as the forces

which produced the second industrial epoch prevailed.

Steam and rail transportation brought about nationwide

changes which have been particularly severe in an old state

such as New York founded in a period of more primitive

and elemental conditions. In spite of its traditions, great

natural beauty, and its exhilarating climate our state was
destined to shrink into fewer and more crowded cities so

long as these forces alone predominated.

New methods of roadway transportation less confined to

the valley grades, new methods of power generation and

power distribution offer new possibilities to revive old towns

and build new ones in long forgotten and dormant areas.

They can be accelerated or retarded largely in accordance

with our willingness and desires. Present interests will tend

to hold back the change, but as we realize the peril of the

present situation and the opportunities of the future this

state will find a way to so direct its energies and plan its

public facilities as to encourage the extension of all its

natural resources and advantages.

The studies of the Commission show that as farm land

has first expanded and then contracted it has settled into

the areas of more favorable climate and fertility. The

shrinkage has occurred in the upland areas of poor land

and partial deforestation. A very tentative outline for de-

velopment of the State suggests the more complete utiliza-

tion of the favored areas for both agricultural and indus-

trial life broadened out to encourage more and better or-

ganized communities. The increased amount of unused

land in the upper region some of which is already reverting

to the State and most of which is excellent forest land

should be reforested and conserved for the water supply,

waterpower and recreational areas. And there we may
preserve some of the ruggedness of nature. We of the city

valleys will need more than the little band of green around
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our garden cities if we are to have real recreation a recre-

ation of the spirit that is being crushed by our great indus-

trial cities.

The future opens in two new directions. Relatively

isolated, the small center is now technically and socially pos-
sible. The competitive position of the large city is becoming
more and more untenable. In some industries the advan-

tages of the larger city have already been counterbalanced

by its wastes. As the city grows, more industries will be

so affected. I have said that formerly we thought men
came to the large city from choice

;
but that in general they

cannot leave now if they would. Already in isolated cases

conditions have changed so that the worker must leave the

city whether he wish or not. We are, I believe, approach-

ing the end of high concentration of the kind you see here

in New York and its surrounding area and entering a

period of decentralization over a wide area a period that

calls for a new and a broader planning the planning of

states and nations.



HOW TO LAT OUT REGIONS FOR
PLANNING
ALFRED BETTMAN,

.Attorney'-at-Law, and President, United Citizens' Planning

Committee, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Reading the subject of this paper as stated in the pro-

gram "How to lay out the regions for planning" and the

description of the author as an attorney-at-law of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, members of the audience might well wonder
how a lawyer can know enough to talk about what would

appear upon
(

its face to be an engineering topic. For

reasons of self-defense, therefore, I feel it wise to disclaim

the ability to recognize a drainage district when I see one.

If the portage path first ascends and the canoe seems to

increase proportionately in weight, and then descends with

corresponding pleasurable lightening of the apparent weight
of the canoe, I conclude that I have passed from one water-

shed to another. But of more scientific tests, I am bliss-

fully ignorant; and a topographic map is but a maze of

lines which leave me bewildered and baffled. I have every
intention of remaining within the recognized, if not popular,

province of the members of my profession, namely, that of

presenting a theory or statement of principle and support-

ing the same with incontrovertible arguments. A more
accurate title, perhaps, would be "the theory of the laying

out of regions for planning and the organization of the

regional planning authorities." Though in actual practice

we be forced to compromise with many forces, such as

political situations, inertia, community habits, so that we
do not adhere perfectly to our theories or principles, still

the results of our work will always be better if we have

theories and principles which form both our starting point

and the road to which we seek to get back.

An analysis of the causes of the perplexities, financial

and otherwise, of city administrations, of the inadequacy
of our city governments and of the perennial dissatisfaction
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of city electorates, will dislose that the arbitrariness of the

political boundaries of the city constitute an influential and

growing factor. Whether looked at from the point of view

of the engineering problems, such as water supply, sewer-

age, transportation, or as a commercial organism or as a

social unit, the political boundaries of the municipality
seldom correspond to the realities. The growing interest

in the problems of the planning and government of regional

or metropolitian areas, shows an awakening realization of

the essential place of the region in American, as well as

European life. There is the danger, however, that in this

matter of regional planning, we will practice too well an art

which, along with our constitutional liberties, we are some-

times said to have inherited from mother England, namely,
the art of muddling through.

Upon the statute books of the various states are being

placed, from session to session, statutes creating metro-

politan park boards or county sanitary district boards or

regional water-works commissions and the like. Generally
each of these new administrative organizations proceeds
with its work without the guide or direction of any sort of

regional or metropolitan plan, other than its own plans of

the special type of utility in its charge. Once created and

supplied with funds, these boards are apt to become rather

jealous of any invasion into their particular fields, and to

consider that they alone should be permitted to plan the

region in respect to their respective fields of activity; and

they may even be found hostile to the creation of general

regional planning boards.

Nor have we (which "we" is editorial for the planning
conferences and planners), been free from giving encour-

agement to this development. In the literature relating

to regional planning, especially in our annual and biblio-

graphic claims, the work of these regional or metropolitan

special boards, such as metropolitan park boards or metro-

politan sewer boards or metropolitan transit boards, is listed

with pride and boastfulness. If, however, regional plan-
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ning is to have any definite meaning analogous to and an
extension of city planning, then the references to such

special works as, in and of themselves, illustrative of

regional planning, is a mistake. This point is not concerned

merely with fussy questions of terminology; for the error

of calling a plan of one specific type of public improvement,
such as sewerage or transit, regional planning, is basic.

The planning of a regional sewer system is neither more
nor less regional planning, than is the planning of a sewer

system of a city, city planning. The need of city planning
was disclosed by the realization that some of the wastes of

city planning arise from the separate planning of the vari-

ous city utilities, such as the planning of the location of its

transit system without simultaneous and co-ordinated plan-

ning of its park system ; so that city planning has come to

be envisaged as the simultaneous and co-ordinated planning
of the general location of all or most classes of public im-

provements and public utilities within the city. Analog-

ously regional planning, if it is to have any meaning which

interests, or should interest this Conference, should be de-

fined as the simultaneous and co-ordinated planning of the

general location of the highways and transit facilities and

parks and the other improvements and utilities of the

region.

We display a certain lack of thoroughgoing conscien-

tiousness, when we claim as regional planning accomplish-

ments the special planning work of these regional or metro-

politan boards which have to do with only one type of public

utilities or improvements, such as transit or parks. In fact,

the recognition of this as regional planning is, to some

degree, a repudiation of regional planning; for, if the plan-

ning of the park system of a region or any other single type
of utility may be treated as independent of the planning
of the other utilities and amenities of the region, then there

is no need for general regional planning. The separate and

uncoordinated planning by separate bodies of different

classes or types of utilities will produce the same wastes and
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mal-adjustments in the region, which city planning is de-

signed to prevent in the cities.

The difficulties with which city planning meets in the

developed portions of cities demonstrate the wisdom, in

this matter of regional planning, of at least trying to put
the horse before the cart, by first planning the region or

area as a whole and in a general way, including all types
of utilities, and then creating the necessary administrative

organization for the detailed work of carrying out the gen-
eral plan. For this reason, the creation of separate regional

and metropolitan boards in advance of the existence of a

regional plan should be discouraged rather than praised.

In the wise order of events, the creation of the board to

build the metropolitan park system should be the product
of the metropoiltan plan. As the administrative and gov-
ernmental organs of the region should correspond to the

administrative and governmental necessities disclosed by the

regional survey, so the determination and creation of the

governmental and administrative regional organs for the

building of the regional public works should, in point of

time and attention, follow and not precede the regional plan-

ning commission and the regional plan. Obviously a region

designed for one specific type of utility will not necessarily

have the same outside boundaries as one designed for some
different type of development. The sanitary district, for

instance, whose territory is more or less dictated by topo-

graphic considerations, may or may not correspond to the

social, commercial or industrial unit which is in process of

growing up as an organic region. A region defined, there-

fore, from the point of view of one type of utility or develop-

ment, such as sanitation or recreation or transit, might, if

used as a basis for the planning of other utilities, be as

arbitrary in its boundaries as the political unit of the city

itself. Consequently, from the point of view of the locating

of the region, the selection of a single type of utility or

amenity as the basis might lead to illogical and ultimately
wasteful results.
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We all recognize that there are several distinct types of

regions which need planning treatment. There is the type,

illustrated by Cleveland and Boston, of a collection of muni-

cipalities or urban communities, contiguous to or at very
short distances from each other, one of which is the large

central city and the others occupying a satellite, tributary
or residential relationship to the central city. Another type
consists of a string or group of urban communities, with

short stretches of intervening unincorporated territory, the

group nature of which arises from the fact that the com-

munities are economically allied by some common and more
or less exclusive source of economic unity, such as a stream

and common source of power. Perhaps the Niagara frontier

cities strung along the Niagara River from Buffalo to Niag-
ara Falls, or the cities of the Miami Valley in Southwestern

Ohio from Dayton to Hamilton may be taken as specimens
of this class. Another class of region may be said to be com-

mon to all growing urban communities, being composed of

the existing city or compact urban territory, together with

the territory just outside which, for topographic, economic

or other reasons, needs to be included in the planned ter-

ritory both for intelligent planning of the city itself and
for the protection of the wholesome growth of the city in

the future. Almost any growing city will serve as an ex-

ample of this type. Perhaps Los Angeles, amongst larger

cities, will furnish a clear illustration.

For the sake of simplicity in terminology, the word

"region" or the phrase "regional planning" will serve for

all these types, "region" being a sufficiently comprehensive
word to include all of them ; and its use will avoid the neces-

sity of constantly identifying or differentiating the region

under discussion by the express use of or the express ex-

clusion of the designation "metropolitan."

Turning now to the consideration of the bases for de-

fining the boundaries of a region: we frequently hear

economic unity referred to as the test. On close reflection,

however, this will be found to be a rather vague, inaccurate
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and in some respects dangerous test. Economically speak-

ing, the whole United States is a single organism or unit

or even less than one. Not that it is self-sufficient in the

sense that its business, whether production or consumption,
is limited to its political boundaries. No section or part of

the national area, however large or small, is an economic

unit in that sense, since under modern conditions no area

produces everything it consumes or consumes everything it

produces. Almost any designated territory will be found to

be an economic unit for some of its activities, such as retail

selling, but far from a complete unit for others of its ac-

tivities or needs, such as fuel or power. The giant power
district of the future, for instance, will contain many areas

capable of separate regional planning treatment. Without

stressing the point further, the test of economic unity will

be found to be elusive and to contain the danger of tempting
the planning of large areas many of whose parts need more

immediate and intensive regional planning treatment.

The danger of over-extending the regional areas is one

worthy of brief discussion. I am often reminded of a

famous couple who for some years lived in a social settle-

ment and administered to the social needs of the immediate

neighborhood; but, growing impatient at the slowness with

which the neighborhood seemed to respond, they came to

the conclusion that the trouble lay in the state of mind of

the world at large, and proceeded to withdraw from the

settlement and devote themselves to general agitation for

social justice everywhere in the world. The step decreased

their usefulness and they gradually faded into oblivion. As
we come to realize the inadequacies of exclusively city plan-

ning, we, quite rightly, extend our attention and interest

to the outskirts, and then, as we come to realize the extent

to which even the outskirts have relationships to the ter-

ritory still further outside, we become tempted into planning

larger and larger areas, then state planning, then national

planning, and ultimately world planning.
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One of the most important aims of city planning is the

psychological result of instilling into the people of a city

a consciousness of the organic nature of city problems and
an interest in and enthusiasm for a large and intelligent

program for the whole community. To a gratifying extent

we have succeeded, by means of city planning, in creating
the city mind and overcoming the restricted imaginative

capacity of the neighborhood mind. In every city of size,

however, some of the most intelligent portions of the popu-
lation live outside of the political boundaries of the city,

and these tend to concentrate their civic interest on the

suburban districts in which they sleep, to the neglect of the

larger place in which they work. The growth of the region
is one of the causes of the inadequacy of city government,

partly by reason of the fact that the city and its problems
have lost the intensive interest and attention of those large
and important fractions of its denizens who reside in the

satellite suburbs or the neighboring countryside.

Of the locality and neighborhood mind, as well as of

the suburban and commuter mind, we may have a suffi-

ciency, and we are succeeding, as aforesaid, in building up
the city mind. What we now most need to build up and
create is the regional mind, so that there shall grow up in the

true regional area a consciousness of the organic nature of

the problems of the region and an interest in and enthusiasm

for the development of the region pursuant to an intelligent

and attractive plan. From this point of view, therefore, it

becomes important that the regions be not extended over

too extensive an area for the development of a local regional

consciousness and of a capacity, in a definite regional popu-

lation, to grasp the problems of the region and to desire

their solution. Despite the realization, by those who are

actually engaged in planning and in thinking in engineering

terms, that there is always some larger district which might
logically be taken into consideration, the natural limitations

of the community mind and the community imagination

would dictate, that just as city planning of the city itself
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should reach a certain degree of completeness before cross-

ing the boundaries into the territory beyond, so the interest

in regional planning should not be permitted to be thinned

out over too large a territory until the smaller developed
or developing regions have been intensively and fairly

thoroughly planned.

Just as, on the one hand, the danger is that of limiting

planning to the single political community, though it be

but a part of an actual business, social or industrial unit;

so, at the other extreme, we must avoid the danger of trying

to cover too much ground, of vaguely groping out towards

indefiniteness or remoteness, or asking a community to lose

its identity to too great an extent by taking an interest in

too large a territory.

It would be difficult to state any single measure, standard

or consideration for the determination of the location and

extent of the region. The true test in any case is rather

pragmatic; and in most situations there ought be little

difficulty in determining the prevailing tests or considera-

tions. In general, we may say that the region should con-

tain that territory which, by reason of topographic and

population conditions, needs to be included for the scientific

determination of the location of the local public utilities,

such as street railroads, local bus lines, local highways,

rapid transit, local waterways, gas, electricity, water, sewer-

age and other sanitation or drainage ; that territory which,

by reason of topographic and economic conditions, needs

to be included within a single plan, in order that these local

utilities may, at the boundaries of the existing urban de-

velopment, be properly co-ordinated with and adjusted to

the utilities which connect the urban community with the

outside world ; and all the neighboring territory whose de-

velopment, upon social and economic considerations, needs

to be controlled in the interest of an economically efficient

and socially healthful growth of the existing urban com-

munity.
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More concretely, and in order to avoid, at this stage of

American planning development, an excessive spread for

which we are not ready and to which we have not yet grown,
we may say that the regional plan should include the local

transportation systems, bus, street railroad and rapid

transit, for the existing urban area and the estimated

urban area within the period covered by the plan, including
the necessary points of contact or co-ordination with the

transport to neighboring places beyond; the light, heat,

power, water, sewerage and other local utility systems for

the existing and estimated urban area, with the contacts

or co-ordination with such of the sources of the supply of

these services as comes from or is likely to come from the

territory beyond ; the street system of the developed urban

community, with its contacts and co-ordination with the

highways that lead to and from the other parts of the

world ; the recreational system which will furnish the parks
and forests and playgrounds necessary for the recreational

needs of all the population of this urban community, with

those contacts and co-ordination with the outside world

which will take account of considerations of attractiveness

to tourists and visitors; the terminal systems, railway,

waterway, interurban, autobus, aircraft, superpower and

whatnot, which will provide for the necessities of the de-

veloped urban community, will protect living conditions in

that community and will have, that is the terminal system

itself, an inherent economic and engineering efficiency; and
such zoning as may be more or less scientifically necessary
to protect the existing developed portion of the urban com-

munity against a discriminatory or non-zoning in the still

undeveloped territory, will adjust the development of the

whole region to the general plan of the region, and, possibly

also, will supply the urban community with a degree of

retardation of urban development either for furnishing
some nearby supply of agricultural products or for the

creation of a sort of contingent fund of undeveloped ter-

ritory for such uses as may prove to be needed for the

preservation of the wholesome development of the region.
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If this description of the standards and purposes of the

regional layout be fairly acceptable, then the powers of the

regional planning commission or board should be to make a

plan of these various improvements, utilities and controls,

that is, to make a plan which includes all these utilities,

recreational facilities and zoning, and the plan should in-

clude all of them. The city plan of any city, located in the

region, which has made or is making or will soon make its

own city plan, will necessarily form a part of the general

regional plan, even though the regional plan simply incor-

porate the same by reference.

This brings us to the question of the mode of starting

regional planning, that is, the creation of the region, the de-

fining of its boundaries or extent and the determination of

the scope of the plan. The subject is so new that we have

but few precedents or experiments as illustrations of what
to do or of what to avoid, or as a basis for any dogmatic
statement of comparative advantages and disadvantages.

Despite the newness of the subject, the actual regional plan-

ning movements under way in this country have been so

fully described at previous national conferences, that a de-

scription of the status of the various regional plans under

way would be a little more than a repetition or a series of

quotations or a catalogue. Similarly, the part to be played

by the citizens' or propagandist organizations is so well

known and so similar to the part which such organizations

play in city planning itself, as to need or justify no further

elaboration.

There may be said to be two general modes of proceeding
to define the region, the one springing from the people of

the region itself, the other more or less imposed from with-

out. Both require more or less definite statutory authority.

In the one case, the people of a city or group of cities

and of the surrounding territory, acting through specific

existing governmental bodies, as, for instance, city planning

commissions, county commissioners or county boards or

town trustees, determine that they will create a region and
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make a regional plan, and they themselves define its extent

and provide for the regional planning board, with represen-
tation of both urban and non-urban parts of the territory.

The Ohio statute authorizes any municipality or group of

municipalities, acting through their respective planning

commissions, together with the unincorporated areas acting

through the county commissioners, to create a region and

apportion the expense of the plan. This mode of procedure
has the obvious advantage of the democratic principle of

springing from within, from the localities, from the people
who are to live by the plan and pay for its execution.

The Ohio statute also contains provision for a mild type
of the imposed region. Upon application of a majority of

municipalities within a county, the county commissioners are

required to create a county planning board which may make
a plan for territory which includes non-assenting muni-

cipalities ; though the plan will have an exclusively advisory
status in the incorporated portions of the territory. This

has the advantage of preventing the hampering of regional

planning by some individual community which has not been

awakened to interest in the subject sufficient to make it will-

ing to bear its proportion of the expense, but whose ter-

ritory is requisite for anything like a scientific regional

layout. It has the disadvantage of adopting the county as

the unit for planning, though the county may be and gen-

erally is even more illogical from a planning point of view

than the smaller political unit, the city. The same is true

of that provision of the Ohio statute which permits the

county commissioners to spontaneously create a county

planning commission. The county mind should, perhaps,
not be encouraged.

There are some state statutes which either in and of

themselves create regions, the state legislature thus acting

as a local legislative or administrative organ, or which

create a state agency with power to create regions. This

method, running somewhat counter to homerule principles,

has justification in districts, such as that of metropolitan
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Boston, in which the state legislature sits in the midst of the

region which it creates and has traditionally and historically

acted to some extent as a local governmental organ of that

region; but such procedure is not advisable in the more
usual American case of the state legislature not accus-

tomed to close, sympathetic and informed contacts with the

various regions within the state. In general, following

American traditions and normal American governmental

development, the state might well be asked to furnish expert

assistance, scientific data, technical advice useful in the de-

termination of the factors which control or should control

the location of the regions, leaving, however, the actual

creation and bounding of the regions to more local discre-

tion, willingness and enthusiasm.

These references to modes of defining regions are, of

course, very generalized and high-spotty, and do not attempt
to describe all possible variations in the degrees of local,

county and state initiative and participation. Special men-
tion should, however, be made of the most famous of the

regional plans now underway, namely, the New York

regional plan, which represents a case in which an unofficial

civic body has itself both defined the area to be included

and is making the plan. The prestige and great resources

of the Russell Sage Foundation, the national prominence
of any enterprise that is concerned with the nation's metro-

polis, the standing of those who are engaged in the technical

work of this New York plan, argue hopefully for the carry-

ing out of this plan by the communities and official bodies

of the region; and the success of the Chicago city plan

supports this promise. The whole country is drawing in-

spiration, tempered with criticism, from New York ; but in

the provinces, generally speaking, our usual procedure of

citizen promotion and official action will be found the more

productive procedure.

For reasons above suggested, planning should precede

execution, and therefore planning should precede the func-

tioning of the regional administrative and executive bodies.
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Just as the design, in a general way, of the location of high-

ways and bridges and the sanitary and recreational system
of the city should precede the making of the detailed plans

by the city and park engineers and the levying by the city

council of taxes for the construction of the improvements,
and the detailed specifications and building of the improve-
ments by the city engineer or other executive official; so

the planning for the region should precede the creation of

the sanitary district board with power to raise money and
build district sanitary systems, or the creation of the dis-

trict park board with power to raise money and build parks,
or the creation of the rapid transit commissions with power
to raise money and build the transit system. The appro-

priate powers, functions and jurisdictions of these money-
raising and constructing authorities can be more intelli-

gently defined after than before the regional plan. We are

more likely to intelligently develop the forms of organization
of regional and metropolitan administrative and govern-
mental bodies, if these bodies be the outgrowth or product
of a plan.

The paper of Professor Reed will deal with these prob-
lems of the organization of the administrative and govern-
mental boards, and the scope of this paper is restricted to

the planning authorities themselves. The development of

the city planning movement has practically answered for

us the question of the type or form which the planning

authority should take and the nature of its powers. The
success of the city planning movement removes all doubt

that the appropriate American form is that of the small

planning board.

The method of appointment presents some difficulties

which are not present in city planning proper. Cities are

quite accustomed to officials appointed by mayors or coun-

cils. The metropolitan areas have no traditional appoint-

ing officials. Where the whole region lies within the ter-

ritory of a single state, appointment by the governor sug-

gests itself as the easiest solution of the problem ; but this
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is taking the matter a little too far afield of the locality

and runs counter to the urge of home rule. In those cases

in which the region crosses state lines, so simple a method
of appointment is not available. Where the region lies

largely within a single county, county commissioners and
other governing boards of the county would seern to be a

tangible and logical place in which to locate the appointing

power. Where the region crosses county lines, it will bo

necessary to provide for appointing power from each of

the counties. One must reckon, however, with the intense

local feeling of the municipalities, whose people are apt to

fear that the county authorities will have too rural an out-

look. A possible way of resolving these difficulties will be to

locate the appointing power in the county commissioners

and the nominating power in the municipalities, and to pro-

vide for a minimum proportion of the whole planning board

from amongst the nominees of the largest municipality and
another minimum proportion from the smaller municipal-

ities.

The regional board should have its own engineering and

technical staff, independent of the staff of any other officers

or plannings boards ; but it would be well in this case to do

that which we have done in the case of city planning boards,

namely, have an ex-officio representation, as, for instance,

the county engineer or a member of the county commission.

The board should have full planning powers; that is,

the power to make a comprehensive plan covering the public

utilities and major public improvements of the whole region,

including zoning of at least non-urban territory and some

of the border-line territory within the municipalities.

The problem of the extent to which the powers of the

board should be advisory only and the problem of the sanc-

tions of the regional plan are more difficult than in the case

of the city plan; for here we have to deal not only with

the county and local executive officials, such as the engineer,

with the numerous legislative bodies such as the county com-

missioners and the city and village councils, but also with
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the several city planning commissions themselves. It might
be well to start Conservatively by making the plan an ad-

visory one, leaving each subdivision within the region,

urban or non-urban, free to follow or depart from the plan,

and relying upon the interest which the various communities

would naturally have in protecting the plan for the benefit

of all parts of the district. The early creation of the ex-

ecutive regional boards with powers to carry out the plan
in their respective fields, parks, highways, etc. will then

be the best means for giving the plan its standing and

power. In unincorporated territory, at least, the regional

plan should, at an early stage of the proceeding, be given
the legal status provided in the Ohio statute, namely, that

no public improvement or utility may be located so as to

violate the plan without the concurrence of all or more than

a majority of the board or officials who have statutory

charge of the location of the improvement or utility. The

county commissioners or other legislative organ of the un-

incorporated territory should certainly be given power to

enforce zoning regulations in such territory.

The problem of giving the regional plan a status, other

than merely moral or advisory, in the incorporated city or

town which has or is making a city plan of its own, has not

been solved and we must rather feel our way. Its solution

will probably be found in the gradual development of

regional legislative bodies at which point this paper strikes

the boundaries of its own region and therefore of the ter-

ritory over which Professor Reed has jurisdiction.

Obviously these casual remarks are not intended to con-

stitute a practical manual for the survey and planning of

regional or metropolitan areas. They are designed rather

to point the way, to hint at principles which govern, or to

suggest the spirit with which the actual processes of the

surveying or planning should be approached. They are

particularly designed to provoke controversy which is, as

all will admit, quite within the province and talents of the

lawyer, and which is, when sufficiently friendly in tone,

healthful to any movement or cause.
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Plans must not only be made but executed. Great as

are the difficulties in the way of carrying out a plan which

affects but one city they are as nothing to those which dog
the path of the regional plan of a metropolis. It is proper,

therefore, that we should, this afternoon, consider not only

the matter of organization for metropolitan plan making,
but of the organization of the metropolis for plan execution.

Consistent and comprehensive results cannot ordinarily be

expected from the mere voluntary co-operation of the au-

thorities concerned. It is easy enough to understand why
the directors of the "Plan of New York and Its Environs"

pin their faith to voluntary co-operation. They have noth-

ing else to pin to. The proposal to unite in any formal way
the parts of three states which fall within the metropolitan
area of New York would arouse suspicions and antagonisms

enough to lose the battle before it is begun. Under such

circumstances it is clearly the part of wisdom to preach

voluntary co-operation. Given an intelligently directed and

adequately supported planning agency to stimulate the mul-

titude of diverse authorities to action great things may be

thus accomplished. In general, however, to rely on volun-

tary co-operation is to surrender all hope of substantial

success.

The objects of metropolitan organization are: First, to

secure the execution of a uniform policy or plan with regard
to that group of services properly supplied by local rather

than by state or national enterprise and yet of interest to

the whole metropolis, and second, to achieve an equitable

adjustment of financial burdens between the various por-
tions of the metropolitan community. A metropolis, how-

ever, is not an assemblage of individuals so much as a col-

lection of communities in which individuals are already as-
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sembled. To these communities attach a complex of pride,

prejudice and affection which give use to what our Belgian
friends call "esprit de docker." Political scientists have

long realized the error of ignoring the people's natural

emotional responses, however irrational they may appear.

No opportunity should be neglected for employing the sen-

timent of local patriotism in the service of local govern-
ment. Metropolitan organization, therefore, must not fly

in the face of the traditions and habits of the people, but

must leave in existence to the greatest extent possible, the

customary units of local government.
A variety of attempts have been made to solve the

metropolitan problem. None of them have satisfactorily

solved it. We must seek a new method. To begin with de-

pendence cannot be placed on the enlargement of city boun-

daries to cover the metropolitan area. The process of an-

nexation has always lagged far behind the spread of popu-
lation. Take Brussels as an extreme example, with 215,145

people in the city of Brussels and 593,188 in the fourteen

neighboring communes. Take Boston with 748,060 inside

the city, and 1,054,260 in a ten-mile zone outside. Paris

made her last annexations in 1860 and approximately a
third of the population of metropolitan Paris now dwell in

the "banlieu". The present boundaries of the Administra-
tive County of London were fi.xed in 1855 and 3,000,000

people now dwell in the Outer Ring. Large scale attempts
to solve the metropolitan problem have usually been accom-

panied by recognition of the identity of existing units

some of them by genuine municipal Federalism. The propo-
sition of further municipal expansion, however, even so

qualified arouses increasing opposition. Cities grow after

the manner of the forest. Around the parent tree a grove
springs up, but seed are also borne afield, and falling in

some favored spot sprout into 3 -ncv' g-rovf vM^h fr^ows
with the first until both are merged in one spreading forest.

When outlying centers of population have long enjoyed an
individual life that strange spirit civic pride, breathes

through them. They cling determinedly to their individu-
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ality, and almost always resist annexation under any guise.

The longer they have stood alone the stouter their resist-

ence. Recently a Royal Commission on London Government
listened to the proposals of the London County Council for

a new central authority in London co-extensive with the

built up area and a reasonable margin for development.
Within this territory it was proposed to retain local authori-

ties with powers somewhat enlarged over those of the

metropolitan boroughs. The County Council's proposals
were opposed by the representatives of practically every
other local government authority in Greater London. There

may be a suspicion that these county-councilors, borough-

councilors, town clerks, etc., were talking up their own per-
sonal influence rather than voicing the views of their con-

stituents. My good friend Maurice Vauthier, scholar and
statesman of Brussels, has written me, anent a similar

situation, of politicians "dont Tambition s'accommode assez

bien de la multiplication des mandats municipaux." Never-

theless, the unanimity of the opposition and its frank and

thorough going expression could hardly have existed in the

face of a contrary public opinion. The creation in 1920 of

a Greater Berlin, which by the way, embraces an area less

than half that of the Metropolitan Police District of London
and only slightly larger than that of New York City, might
seem to contradict rny general statement. It is, however,

explicable by the pressure of post war conditions and a

stronger habit of submission to state authority than exists

in the English speaking countries. Furthermore, the legal

creation of Greater Berlin dragged along a good quarter of

a century behind Greater Berlin as a fact. A growing con-

viction exists that there is a limit to successful bigness.

Once a size has been attained, at half a million, or a million,

where the substantial economies of large scale purchasing
and organization have been reached, further bigness only

hampers administration. A great city loses in the increas-

ing impersonality of all its efforts more than it gains by the

large scale of its operation. As a means of enlisting popular

interest in government great size is equally a failure. In the
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swollen metropolis the individual is lost and knows it. There

was a time when men could be induced to give up local in-

dependence and vote for annexation to a big city so that

they might say: "I am a New Yorker." Today they seem to

prefer to say : "I am a citizen of Bronxville." The growing

army of suburbanites have forsaken the great city because

they deliberately prefer the life of the smaller community.

They can scarcely be expected to welcome reabsorption into

the mass they have tried to escape. The day when the

metropolitan problem could be solved by annexation is past.

It is easy in the perplexities of the Metropolitan prob-
lem to turn to the supreme authority of the state for relief.

In the centralized states of Europe, and, to a less extent in

England, there is no doubt that some of the conflicts of in-

terest characteristic of metropolitan conditions are

smoothed away by the interposition of some department of

the central government. I have no disposition to question

the beneficent results of this in stimulating the co-operation
of neighboring communities. It may prove especially effec-

tive where the machinery of common action, like the joint

committees of the English planning act or the syndicats of

communes provided by the French Code Municipal, are at

hand. There is, however, no administrative tutelage of local

government in the United States, nor is likely soon to be.

Quite different is that species of state interference which

puts in the hands of state officers or boards the performance
within a metropolitan area of functions normally entrusted

to local control. Such a unit as the Metropolitan Police Dis-

trict of London is to be justified as a national necessity not

as an expedient for ordinary police administration. The

Metropolitan District Commission in Massachusetts which

provides parks, water supply, main sewers and more recent-

ly regional planning in the metropolitan area of Boston, is,

it is true, appointed by the Governor and has, nevertheless,
found genuine popular support. Perhaps this is to be ex-

plained by the fact that nearly half the population and a
decided preponderance of the leadership of Massachusetts
is to be found within the district. There are a few other ex-
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amples of such authorities, such as the Passaic Valley Sew-

erage Commission, Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage Com-
mission and some port authorities, but there is no likelihood

of the general adoption of this method of metropolitan gov-
ernment. It is too distinct a violation of the principle of

home rule to be acceptable to the public. It means that the

government of the district is not responsible to the people
who support it with their taxes. Nor is it any more accept-

able to the political scientist. We have discovered no other

way of qualifying a community for self government than

by allowing it to govern itself. To remove from local con-

trol governmental services in their nature of local interest,

is to weaken the self-governing capacity of the community.
We must reject, therefore, direct state administration of

metropolitan affairs as a general solution of the metropoli-

tan problem.

In the absence of a comprehensive plan for dealing with

the problems of the metropolis frequent resort has been had

to "ad hoc" authorities. Apart from the perfectly obvious

objection that only a flock of such authorities could give us

the general solution we seek, they are usually open to attack

on more specific grounds. Where the governing body of an

ad hoc metropolitan authority is made up of representatives

chosen by the cities concerned, it almost inevitably becomes

unwieldy and thereby incapable of vigorous and responsible

administration of complicated and difficult affairs. The

Metropolitan Water Board of London for example consists

of 66 members representing the London County Council, the

City Corporation, the county councils of the neighboring
counties and numerous county-borough, borough and urban-

district councils. Its accomplishments have been sufficiently

satisfactory but its best friends admit it is too large that it

is fortunate in having nothing more complicated to adminis-

ter than a going water service. There is also an unfortunate

irresponsibility on the part of such an indirectly select-

ed body, a difficulty that increases with the size of the body
and the number of units of local government represented.

Where, on the other hand, the governing body is elected di-
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rectly by the people it is objected that elections, already too

frequent, are unduly multiplied. If there were to be sev-

eral such authorities, as there must be, completely to solve

the problem of metropolitan government, this objection

would become overwhelming. It is almost impossible to in-

duce the public to interest itself in local elections now. We
cannot afford to diffuse further an interest already so at-

tenuated. I would not be understood to condemn the estab-

lishment of particular ad hoc metropolitan authorities. The

gravest reasons have usually prompted their creation. The

rapid increase in their number in the last few years is our

best evidence of the reality of the metropolitan problem.

Many of them among which may be mentioned the Montreal

Metropolitan Commission, the Sanitary District of Chicago,
and numerous port authorities are to be credited with a

liberal measure of success. Neverthless, the fact remains
that the creation of ad hoc authorities offers no thorough
and permanent solution of the metropolitan problem.

A very interesting suggestion for dealing with questions
of intercommunal interest has been introduced in the Bel-

gian Parliament by the celebrated Bourgomaster of Brus-

sels, Adolph Max. I translate freely from a memorandum
on the subject drawn up by M. Max and supplied to me
through his courtesy.

"An intercommunal council should be instituted for the

whole of the Brussels agglomeration to be composed of dele-

gates of the several communal councils and have the duty
of legislating upon all matters declared to be of intercom-

munal interest by the concurrent vote of all the communal
councils of the agglomeration.

"If communal councils representing at least two-thirds

of the communes and three-quarters at least of the popu-
lation of the agglomeration pronounce in favor of the sub-

mission of a matter to the intercommunal council, the op-

position of the minority will be the object of an examination

by the Permanent Deputation of the Provincial Council.

(The body charged with the tutelage of communes.) Upon
its advice the Government may constrain the minority to
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accept the submission of the matter in dispute to the inter-

communal council.

"The decisions of the intercommunal council will be sent

back not for ratification, but for execution to the communal
councils. This execution will be obligatory." There seems

to be no immediate probability of the passage of even their

measure, but it is an interesting and ingenious method of

getting common action when the demand for such action is

supported by an overwhelming majority of the metropolitan

community. There is a difficulty in its application in

America because of the absence of a state administrative

authority endowed with power to pass on such questions.

Here the delegation of functions to a metropolitan organiza-

tion must unless we change our legal habits be preor-

dained by law.

It is easy to see that we are forced back upon the origi-

nal proposition that our need is a new method. But what is

that method to be? A political scientist is on solid ground
when he points out the defects only too evident in tried

device. With diffidence, however, and in the hope that my
proposal may at least serve as a starting point for more
constructive thought, I propose the creation of a new unit

of local government the Region. Its size should vary with

conditions. States predominantly rural might well get along
without it altogether. It should be centered usually upon
some relatively large urban community, and include the ter-

ritory socially and economically dependent on it, although I

would by no means bar such units as the "Niagara Fron-

tier." Regard should be had at the same time to historic

origins and sentimental ties. My proposition has nothing
in common with the movement for "Regionalisme" in

France nor with the devolution of Parliamentary functions

to Regional governments as has sometimes been urged in

England. G. D. H. Cole, in his "Future of Local Govern-

ment," has suggested something of the thought I have in

mind, but on a grandiose scale, and with communistic im-

plications which I would emphatically repudiate. The areas

I would establish are smaller, more numerous and more sub-
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ject to variation than are his. I can see no reason why
small Regions should not center on Albany, Syracuse and
Rochester as well as large ones on New York and Chicago.

My suggestion of the Region is based upon the commonly
neglected fact that the question of metropolitan areas is

curiously interrelated with that of efficient areas for rural

local government. The cost of the services expected of a

rural government have in recent years mounted with extra-

ordinary rapidity. Highways, which in these days pop first

into the mind in this connection, are in reality but one item

in the swelling total. These increasing costs are, as is well

known, wiping out by inexorable economic pressure the

small units of rural local government. Parishes, rural com-

munes, town and townships are doomed by their financial

incapacity. Even the larger areas such as our American
counties are often unable to meet the demands upon them.

For years our municipal reformers, their thought centered

on urban needs, have been crying "city and county separa-
tion." They based their arguments on English practice.

For nearly a century it has been a principle of English local

government policy to make every city of 50,000 a county-

borough, in other words to separate it, governmentally,

from the rural area. A like principle at the same time

decreed that all the built up area around a borough should

as rapidly as possible exception made of London be in-

cluded in the borough. These time-honored practices have

suffered a check for under their operation the population

and tax paying capacity of the counties were melting away.
We have perhaps been fortunate that our cry for city-county

separation from the rural areas around them is only robbing

rural Peter to pay urban Paul.

From this dilemma there are only two avenues of escape.

First, state subsidies to rural local government, with ac-

companying state control; Second, the creation of large

areas of local government centering upon and including the

cities i. e.
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REGIONS

Accepting, for the moment at least, the latter alternative

we have a unit capable of handling :

1. Planning, including zoning and the preservation
of suitable forest and shore reservations.

2. Transportation including street railways, buses

and rapid transit lines.

3. Traffic, including highway construction and
maintenance.

4. Water supply and electric energy.
5. Drainage.
6. Certain aspects of police, health and charity ad-

ministration.

Such a unit can be effectively governed by a council, say
of nine, elected at large by proportional representation, thus

minimizing the evil of multiplied local elections. The finan-

cial burdens of the Region can be equitably distributed by
the creation of special assessment districts for such small

part of its service as is not of direct benefit to the whole

Region. A regional system will not entirely obviate the

necessity of state contributions as a means of equalizing
local burdens in such matters as education and highway con-

struction. The Region, however, will be financially compe-
tent and will by the performance of the functions entrusted

to it give ample relief to the overburdened rural treasuries.

Within the Region the relations of city and county can be

readjusted without hardship.

Perhaps of equal importance to the possibility of suc-

cessful operation is the fact that the creation of the Region
will not arouse the bitter popular opposition which meets

every proposal for city growth by annexation. In the first

place it is not a means to the aggrandizement of any city.

If for example a region were created in the Hudson-Mohawk

valleys centering on Albany, it would not change the

census standing of Albany, Troy, Schenectady, or any other

city. It would affect the existence, dignity and essential in-

dependence of none of the existing units of government. The
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functions entrusted to it would be strictly limited and would
leave the lesser units a full complement of powers and du-

ties. They would not be reduced to the unhappy state of

London Metropolitan Boroughs, certainly not to mere elec-

tion districts like the Boroughs of New York. What is pro-

posed is a uniform system applicable throughout a whole

state a systematic grouping of communities with common
interests. The fact that it would relieve the financial diffi-

culties of rural areas and small cities would naturally

tend to reconcile them to the surrender of a few functions

to the Region. I make no promises no one dares promise
what the popular response will be to any suggestion but I

hold out these reasonable hopes.

The foundation of Regional Government is being laid,

unwittingly almost, by the city planners. They are daily

popularizing the idea of the Region. Prophets of the new
and better day, they have "cast off their moorings from the

habitable past" and set forth to chart the course of progress.

The alluring idea of the regional plan is already accepted

by the enlightened and imaginative. The time is coming,

however, when you must take deliberate thought of regional

government. For without Regional government the fabric

of your dreams will fray out to tattered fragments. Gov-

erning is a matter of infinitely more difficulty not intellect-

ually but humanly than planning. Regional planning en-

counters no more opposition than the propositions of specu-

lative philosophy. Those who understand approve, and

those who do not understand remain indifferent. The prop-
osition of regional government, however, at once arouses

antagonisms. It is a new political idea and many (conserva-

tives and radicals alike) are suspicious of new political

ideas. It means the breaking up of vested political inter-

ests some readjustments in party activity, some pruning
of the tree of patronage. You will have beautiful regional

plans on paper long before you have regional organization

fit to carry them out. The conclusion is inescapable. If it

is worth while to plan for streets and parks and terminals,

it is worth while to plan for institutions of government. It
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is the way of specialists to take for granted everything out-

side their specialty. It will not do, however, to assume that

arterial highways may be planned, but that government just

happens. The one requires and deserves planning as much
as the other. Two great mementos the civilization of each

age has left to its successors its structures and its insti-

tutions. If there is any difference in the permanence of

these memorials it is to the advantage of institutions. Men
will be reading the Code of Justinian long after the last

three-cornered brick has crumbled from the Pantheon. Let

us plan our physical surroundings and our institutions so

that they may live on worthily together.



TYPICAL CITY PLANS
THE CITY PLAN OF DES MOINES AND

COMMUNITY CONSCIOUSNESS
JAMES B. WEAVER,

Member Town Planning Commission, Des Moines, la.

I am to speak of the evolution of community conscious-

ness through city planning in a municipality located in the

heart of the middle west. Superbly situated at the junc-

tion of the Des Moines and Raccoon Rivers, and thus em-

bracing wooded valley and hill lands of great natural beauty,

the district of Des Moines at the date of its first plat, 1846,

was ripe for a plan that could have given her a pre-eminence
in the Mississippi Valley as distinct as that borne now for

more than a hundred years by the nation's capitol. As a

concession to the future, the main street in the first plat

in the pioneer settlement was indeed made 100 feet in

width, and at least one pioneer among the less than 100

inhabitants of that day urged that all the streets be so

treated. He was overruled and there then began that hap-
hazard development of the city's area with its more than

1,400 streets jogs and dead ends which are a vexing part
of her problem today.

In 1908 the City of Des Moines, pursuant to a poular

election, which aroused great interest, entered upon what
has since become well known as

" The Des Moines Plan"

of city government. The wide-spread discussion and the

enthusiasm aroused by this step greatly stimulated local

pride and cleared the stage for further co-operation in civic

matters.

Every city in the land owes much, along the lines of its

development, to those isolated, independent and courageous
thinkers who from year to year launched this or that pro-

ject and fought for its consummation. Civic unity was

lacking almost everywhere. Towns grew into cities, cities

into great populous centres, by a thousand isolated moves,

without unity of purpose or plan, and of course with no com-
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mon prescience of the insistent demands about to be made
as a result of the advance of science, of transportation, and
of great industrial centres. Even after giving credit for

isolated improvement of great merit, the mistakes and
economic loss due to this lack of unity and of an aroused

public opinion are, of course, everywhere immeasurable.

In 1908 there were three major unofficial civic bodies

in our badly divided city. At this juncture a Civic Im-

provement Committee was named in the Des Moines Com-
mercial Club, one of the major groups. This committee,

largely because of the tactful, able, and wide-visioned

leadership of its chairman, Mr. L. E. Harback, soon became
the central organization for consideration and dissemina-

tion of ideas of civic improvement. It kept in close touch

with public officials, called public meetings, and formed a

Federation of 32 improvement leagues. It committed itself

to certain major projects and was the forum for presenta-
tion of plans to the public. Such exceptional measure of

unity of effort as Des Moines has realized in the last fifteen

years has been due, probably more than to anything else,

to the efforts of this committee.

In 1916 this Civic Improvement Committee took the

name of the Town Planning Committee. At all times it

has maintained friendly relations with the city commis-

sioners and the city council, to whom its recommendations
from time to time were sent in writing. Its duties were

self imposed, its membership self chosen and its position

purely advisory.

In May, 1916, the City Council did this Town Planning
Committee the honor to give it an official status by the en-

actment of an ordinance (without express statutory author-

ization) creating a Town Planning Commission of fifteen

members, naming as such Commission the fifteen persons
then composing the voluntary committee. This Commission
was authorized to act in an advisory capacity for the gen-
eral betterment of the city and it was made the duty of all

municipal department heads "to at all times receive, place
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and keep on file in their offices all suggestions, recommen-

dations, advice and other communications which may be

presented in writing by the Town Planning Commission."
This Commission and the Committee which preceeded it

have had an important relation to every major project and
endless minor proposals inaguarated since its formation.

Many of them it has itself originated, but it has, of course,

always championed proposals of whatever origin if con-

sistent with the city's best interests in the judgment of the

Commission. Some of these projects deserve special con-

sideration.

THE Civic CENTRE:

The Des Moines River bisects the city. In pioneer days
business flourished along the river front. With the coming
of the railroad development went farther inland on both

sides of the river. The waterfront was deserted and be-

came veritably a dumping ground. It was admittedly a

disgrace, just a dividing line between two bitterly antagonis-
tic sections.

The first overture of moment looking to uniting the two
sides of the river arose in connection with the City Library,
which after much discussion was built in 1902 at a cost

of $350,000 on the west side of the river facing the stream.

In 1908 the Civic Improvement Committee prepared and

presented to the Council a comprehensive river front civic

centre plan, and in 1909 a new post office building was lo-

cated in accordance with this plan and the city definitely

committed itself to the location of its public buildings along
the dividing line. A coliseum was built in 1910, in the same
general location.

The report of Charles Mulford Robinson in 1909 made
a strong impression, and in 1911 a new city hall was com-

pleted at a cost of $350,000, on the east bank of the river.

Public opinion was further aroused by these tangible proofs
of the possibilities of a civic center. In 1918 the municipal
courts and central police station was erected in the civic
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center at a cost of $450,000 and a site was chosen there at

about the same time by the federal government for a new
court house.

As early as 1910 the Town Planning Commission urged
that the course of the Raccoon River be changed near its

mouth, and the land between the new and the old beds taken

over by the city. This has now been done and a disreput-

able area of thirty acres, a dumping ground for refuse and
a site for wretched hovels, will become a fine park at the

south end of the civic center, within ten minutes walk of

the main business district.

In all $4,000,000 have been spent on the civic center in

acquiring land, and in erecting bridges, retaining walls, and

buildings. The art gallery and the federal building are yet
to be erected but the sites are acquired. The effect has been

marked. The city is unified as never before. Old an-

tagonisms have died out. The areas adjacent have to a

large degree recovered their commercial self-respect. The
civic center has had a definite spiritual reaction, the unifica-

tion of the city through the transformation of a disgraceful

dumping ground and sinister dividing line into a central

area of great beauty and practical utility. The citizens

of Des Moines and her public officials look forward unitedly
and with eager pride to the full fruition of their plans.

KEOSAUQUA WAY.

In 1916 in the center of the city and at the northwest

corner of the central business district was an area about

eight blocks in width and a mile long, full of dead-end streets

and inferior buildings, through the heart of which ran in

earlier years a ravine. The diagonal course of this ravine,

leading from the rapidly growing residence district straight

to the heart of the business district, early suggested its

use for street purposes. The Town Planning Commission

urged the location through the length of the ravine of a

trafficway, 100 feet in width. The Council increased the
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width to 110 feet, created a benefited district to bear the

cost and proceeded with condemnation of the right of way.

Keosauqua Way was completed a little over a year ago and

already, with one exception, bears the heaviest traffic of any
street in the city. Its cost of $900,000 has been assessed

over a large area, has not been burdensome, and has re-

sulted in few appeals. It required eight years of persistent

effort to consummate this project and today it is transform-

ing adjacent areas and has justified itself in popular opinion

as one of the most notable pieces of planning in the city's

history.

FREDERICK HUBBELL BOULEVARD.

A striking instance of individual initiative for the public

good is illustrated in a project inauguarated and financed

entirely by one of the city's most prominent citizens, Mr.

Frederick M. Hubbell. His scheme was a diagonal boule-

vard leaving Grand Avenue at East 18th Street and extend-

ing by a straight line to the northeast corner of the city,

almost three miles. With the exception of one or two small

pieces acquired by the city, he has paid for the entire road

which bears his name, at a cost of about $95,000. The road

has already reached the city limits but Mr. Hubbell, though

eighty-five years of age, is still pushing for an extension

through the farms outside the city. None of the right of

way was acquired by assessment or the use of a benefited

district. No later scheme can supersede a straight diagonal

thoroughfare leading from a point on the chief cross-state

motor highway four miles out, to the heart of the city.

The Connecticut boy who seventy years earlier came

jostling in aboard the swaying stage coach of 1855, with

its meagre bag of mail, today speeds smoothly along in his

limousine until he strikes, at the eastern terminus of a

thoroughfare that bears his name, the same old stage road.

And if it is early in the night he can see at intervals whirl-

ing in the heavens the great revolving signal rays that guide
the transcontinental aerial mail. Such is the astounding
transformation wrought in the lifetime of one man.
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PARKS.

The city was deficient in downtown parks. The Civic

Center with both banks of the river parked and the park
at the mouth of the Raccoon River, greatly improved the

situation. The most notable addition is Ashworth Park,
the gift of another pioneer. The Ashworth family bought
in 1851 a tract of 80 acres of native white oak timber for

$500. The owner of this tract, Charles Ashworth, who
has never lived in the city but on his farm of more than

1,000 acres on the city's margin, called me on the phone
one evening last fall and asked 'Are you still a member of

the Town Planning Commission ? Come out, I want to help

you plan." When I took my place before the old-time fire-

place that has spread its cheer since 1856 and seems verit-

ably a segment of the days of the covered wagon, the old

pioneer said to me : "Mr. Weaver, you know that land my
father bought for $500 in 1851. I want to give what is

left of it, 65 acres, to the city for a park." The gift of

this superb tract ofJbeautifuly wooded land, worth perhaps

150,000, located in a handsome residential district, has

been consummated, one of the conditions being the erection

by the city of a fine swimming pool, which will be built

this year. May we not believe that the congenial atmos-

phere of city planning so long active in Des Moines, linked

in this instance to the inheritance by Charles Ashworth of

a New England conscience still responsive to well known
traditions that haunt the Vermont hills, has had its part in

prompting the gift to the city for all time of this splendid

park area.

A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR DES MOINES.

I have mentioned only a few of the accomplishments of

the last fifteen years. However commendable were these

individual projects, the Commission has been restive especi-

ally in the last five years. The city was undertaking fine

projects in spots. Its population grew 46 per cent between
1910 and 1920. The improved area has been rapidly ex-
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tending in new plats with pressing problems of connecting

streets, park areas, etc., unsolved. Areas demanding special

treatment were being cut up with little regard for co-ordina-

tion or relation to the comprehensive plan. Expensive
structures were being erected on streets that demanded

widening. Factories and stores were invading residence

districts. The statutes of the state made no provision for

zoning, and the Commission set about to secure the neces-

sary legislation, which was finally secured in April 1923.

That same month the Des Moines Chamber of Commerce
divided its membership of 2,250 into 25 groups ; each group
was called in conference and each member was asked to

express himself in answer to two questions :

1st. What in your opinion as a citizen is the thing of

first importance to be done by the Chamber of Commerce
for the community as a whole? ,

2nd. What in your opinion should be undertaken by
the Chamber of Commerce to improve the local conditions

of direct importance to you ?

Notes of the discussion at all the conferences were taken

and from these a ballot was prepared covering 103 pro-

posals or suggestions. This ballot was mailed to the entire

membership of the Chamber. Based on the votes as re-

turned, a major program was formulated covering ten

points. Zoning and a comprehensive city plan were two of

the first three projects in this major program. This con-

ference and questionnaire have been well termed "a thought

survey" of the people of Des Moines, on plans for city bet-

terment.

About the same time a conference was called by the

Town Planning Commission of delegates from the many
civic organizations of Des Moines and resolutions were

adopted for a zoning conference. It soon became evident

that zoning was but one element in something greater.

Sundry public meetings together with conferences with the

Town Planning Commission, the Zoning Commission, and
the City Council, resulted in committing the city by contract
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not only to zoning but to the preparation of a comprehensive

city plan under Mr. Harland Bartholomew's direction. The
work has been progressing now for about a year and it will

require another year to finish the draft of the plan. A ten-

tative major street plan is nearing completion and the work
on zoning is progressing rapidly as is the study of parks
and boulevards.

There is the feeling on the part of the Town Planning
Commission and allied civic bodies that their feet are at

last on solid ground. It will take years to carry out all

the details of the comprehensive plan. But once adopted

by the Council, and we do not question that it will be, the

city's development will no longer be a matter of chance.

Each year will see the city grow in symmetry, in the con-

venience and comfort of living, in the creation of beauty,
and in the gradual flowering of a splendid plan in whose

scope every section of the city will have had full considera-

tion.

IOWA CAPITOL GROUNDS.

I will not go into the local history of the development
of this site except to quote from the message of Governor
Clarke in 1913 :

"I desire to submit a word with reference to the exten-

sion of the capitol grounds. It is the need of the present
it is the imperative demand of the future. . . . Never again
can the purchase of ground be so advantageously made as

now. . . . The legislature should be unafraid. The people
will sustain you. When the work is done they will ever

refer to you as the legislature that was far-seeing and wise

enough to extend the capitol grounds."

The Legislature responded splendidly. Over a period of

ten years by annual levy a sum of a million and a quarter
dollars was made available. Adjacent lots were purchased
or condemned and streets vacated, the final result being

capitol grounds of seventy-one acres in extent, an area not

equalled, I think, in any other state.
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Governor Clarke's candidacy for re-election was bitterly

opposed on the sole issue presented by his action in this

splendid venture. He met the issue fearlessly on the stump
and triumphed gloriously. The enlarged capitol grounds
as now beautified not only give the structure a setting in

keeping with the nobility of the building and its fine pur-

poses, but have served to transform half a city. It is inter-

esting to note how so splendid an enterprise by the state,

long urged without avail, was suddenly brought to the stage
of action out of a stand taken by the National Sculpture

Society as to the standards that should control in landscape
architecture.

CONCLUSION.

There came to my desk recently a folder charmingly

illustrating an Austrian city of about 140,000 population.
I know of no city of America that can exhibit even remotely
an equal consideration of the element of beauty. The love-

liness of its parks, the nobility of its public structures, its

open spaces, trees and vistas, its restful skyline, its groups
of statuary, the decorative quality of the architecture of

its business blocks, brought to my contemplation of so much
of civic charm an element postively poignant a saddening
realization of how far indeed we on this side have yet to go.

But perhaps some "100% American" will say to his

neighbor : "I would not exchange the freedom, the humane

spirit, the equality of opportunity, the personal initiative

of the average American community for the whole of

Austria." Nor would I, but need one exclude the other?

Profiting by the experience of the old world, and touched by
the spirit of the Renaissance which is immortal and belongs
to the race, may we not rebuild our American cities, fusing
the eagerness of that great period with the daring and

initiative of the twentieth century.

And there are signs that this is exactly what is taking

place. We are fast acquiring the technique and the trained

leaders. A hunger for civic beauty is permeating the

nation. A deeper purpose and determination are abroad in
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American cities. The conviction is spreading in all ranks
that civic beauty is a cause of infinite importance, to which
men and women may worthily dedicate their lives and

fortunes, as to a great public service.

THE PLAN OF CAMDEN

J. DAVID STERN,

Editor and Publisher, Camden Daily Courier, Camden, N. J.

Camden is in New Jersey across the river from Phila-

delphia. It is a Cinderella city. I mean that it has suffered

from an inferiority complex on account of its closeness to

Philadelphia. Its population is 125,000 and Philadelphia's

1,800,000, and there has always been a feeling that Camden
could be nothing more than a factory district and a rather

dreary factory district at that. Then along came our fairy

godmother in the shape of a great bridge, the longest sus-

pension bridge in the world, which is to be completed in

July, 1926. That bridge acted as the hypnotizer and aroused

us from the feeling that we must go along and allow Phila-

delphia to dominate us completely.

A little nucleus of citizens had formed a committee and

had worked and pleaded for an adequate city plan against
a rather immobile political control, which had dominated

the city for twenty-five years. Finally, as a result of our

work, we secured a commission form of government and

got a set of commissioners pledged to city planning.

Camden is in the shape of a crescent two miles wide and

four miles long, and the bridge will come into the city at the

middle of the outer curve of the crescent. Running diagon-

ally north from the centre of the crescent is a muddy
marshy stream called the Cooper River, which has been

no more than a series of marshes and factory flats since

the memory of man. On this Cooper River we are going to

make our civic center. We are actually now straightening

the river out and we have actually purchased 53 acres for

a civic center. The main street through the civic center
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will be the main approach to the bridge. From the center

up the the Cooper River for about eight miles we hope to

extend a parkway. Six of the miles are outside the city

limits and we must get co-operation of other municipalities

or the entire county. There is legislation in Jersey allow-

ing the creation of county park commissions and we hope
to have one in Camden County as successful as those in

Hudson and Union counties in north Jersey. The city has

already extended Broadway, its main thoroughfare, to the

bridge boulevard, at a cost of half a million dollars.

It was only a year ago that we got the plan, and now
we are opening the street and on it are being built a million-

dollar hotel, a $750,000 theatre, and many other improve-
ments are projected so that the street will pay the city 50

per cent on its original investment next year. These are

some of the things we are doing at a cost of 8 to 9 million

dollars and the dirt is actually flying. These are facts

which are making even the hardest boiled of our citizens

believe that city planning has some commercial value and
that the city beautiful is not all a dream but a sound busi-

ness project.

Within the Camden region, in a radius of six miles from
the ferry, there is now a population of 225,000 and in 1932,

according to the estimates of the Bell Telephone Company,
this region will house 450,000 people as a result of the shift-

ing of population across the river from Philadelphia. The

problem today is one of regional planning and the educating
of the environs of Camden to get ready for this great influx

of population.

THE PLAN OF CINCINNATI

ALFRED BETTMAN,
President, United Citizens' Planning Committee,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cincinnati has just officially adopted a complete com-

prehensive city plan. There is a certain amount of family
resemblance between citizen movements whatever shape
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they may take, ii_ one American city or another, but I

believe we have all found that a brief description of the way
in which the plan was evolved and received public recog-

nition has a useful lesson for others, especially for those who
are just beginning.

We have gone upon the principle that we wanted nothing
less than a comprehensive plan and that we did not want
to start building anything until we had this plan. We or-

ganized a committee called the United Citizens' Planning

Committee, made up of delegates from all other civic com-

mittees, for we believed that city planning is a community
city-wide matter. In order to give our work a regular

status, we framed, and succeeded in getting passed, a city

planning and zoning statute which provides that once

adopted the city plan cannot be departed from except by
extraordinary process. Any improvement which is a de-

parture from the city plan must first be submitted to the

city planning commission and if disapproved must be

passed by a two-thirds vote of the city council, and be

approved by the head of the department which has authority

over the improvement.

The official city planning commission started function-

ing January 1, 1918. At first the community wasn't ready
for it and the city treasury was low, and so the united

city planning committee, the citizens' organization, pro-

ceeded to raise the funds by public subscription. It raised

$105,000 from something like 5,000 donors. It was a slow

process but it is going to be effective because it has made
the city plan a citizens' plan. I believe that the passage
of the zoning ordinance by a unanimous vote of the city

council a little less than a year ago was due to a realization

that the citizens were really taking an interest. This fund

was turned over to the official commission and all the actual

technical work of making the plan has been the work of

the official commission. The niap that is shown here is the

official plan. It contains suggestions for thoroughfares, for

zones, for parks and playgrounds, water-front development,
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railroad terminals, school sites, market for food distribution,
and a civic center, all co-ordinated into one comprehensive
whole.

We have some peculiar difficulties a population of

400,000 spread over an area of 72 square miles, pretty
nearly every variety of topographical difficulty. Des Moines
has a ravine or two, but we have many miles of them.

The completion of the city plan is only a commencement
in the city planning program. We have in our possibly
over-slow method succeeded in planting in the conscious-

ness of our whole citizenship the planning idea. It may
now be used as a successful campaign cry against any pro-

posed bond issue that it is not a part of the city plan. The
city officials are quite committed to the idea. They are

represented on the official city planning commission by the

mayor and the head of the public works department. They
feel that the making of a plan is a great accomplishment
of the city administration, so that political backing is added
to the backing of public feeling.

We have gone through quite a process of statute making
and it is interesting to record that every bill we have so

far proposed has been unanimously carried in both houses

of the legislature and that the Governor, who has been
in the habit of vetoing about 90 per cent of the legislation

passed, has always approved our measures. One of the most

important in the series of statutes has provided for the

control of land subdivisions. In this statute is inserted

what I think is logically correct ; that any control over the

platting of land must depend first on the existence of a

comprehensive thoroughfare plan. In other words, a plan
commission shall not be permitted by arbitrary discretion

to determine the validity of a subdivision, but should be

guided by a complete plan.

Our zoning ordinance has been in operation eleven

months. During that time the Board of Appeals, which
hears appeals from orders of the building inspector, has

heard from two to seven cases a week and the only litigated
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case was where the petitioner secured a permit the day
before the zoning ordinance went into effect. No litigation

has arisen since the ordinance went into operation. That

probably indicates that if the Board of Appeals stays with-

in the administrative field of adjusting the general rules of

the zoning ordinance to particular situations, it has an
essential place in zoning.

I should say also that the comprehensive plan is de-

signed for a fifty-year period. It is subject to amendment
at any time by the planning commission which has made it.

Just as we are able now to proclaim the making of a

comprehensive city plan, I hope we can tell you at future

conferences that we are living up to it.

There followed a lecture on New Zealand City Planning,
with slides, by Mr. S. Hurst Seagar, Vice-President of New
Zealand Institute of Architects, and Fellow, Royal Institute

of British Architects.



SELECTION OF AIRPLANE FIELDS

MAJOR WILLIAM N. HENSLEY, JR., U. S. A.

Commanding Officer, Air Service, Mitchel Field.

Late developments, some of which I will enumerate,
show that aviation is about to pass over the commercial

threshold and become a factor in the routine affairs of life.

Mr. Henry Ford, whose interest in aviation is commercial,
has recognized this and is preparing to take the same place
in aviation that he holds in the automobile industry. Mr.

Ford, always apparently reckless but actually conservative,

waited for the psychological moment.

Recently I witnessed the tests of the Stelling Amphibian,
manufactured by John H. Stelling of New York, an automo-
bile importer, who is entering aviation because it is profit-

able rather than picturesque, and I was shown plans and
contracts which call for a production of ten planes a day
starting August 1st and the early output already sold. The

Stelling Amphibian will cost four thousand dollars this year,

and next year, with increased production, it will cost three

thousand dollars. With its accommodations for three pas-

sengers, its ability to land either in a small field or on the

water, and its low-landing speed and high factor of safety

it is typical of the new passenger planes. A person familiar

with driving an automobile could learn to pilot this plane in

two weeks and be in no greater danger than driving through
traffic.

In another direction Harold E. Hartney, a former Air

Service Colonel, is completing final arrangements for an air-

plane line between Boston and St. Paul, Minn. At the start,

five Sikorsky twin-motored biplanes will be put in opera-

tion. There will be sleeping accommodations for eight per-

sons or seats for twelve, in addition to a large express pack-

age compartment. This summer the Remington-Burnelli

Company will put their first air freighter in commercial

service. Important announcements can be expected at any
time from The Zeppelin-Goodyear Corporation. This alii-
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ance will bring dirigible airship supremacy to the United

States.

The first important airways will parallel the trunk lines

of the railroads between the big cities. Later, as in the

case of the railroads, airways will radiate in all directions

and cities who welcome aviation with suitable landing fields

will benefit in increased trade.

Whether the importance of a community warrants the

building of a thoroughly modern air terminal, or whether a

minor air port will satisfy its needs, or be within its finan-

cial resources, it is essential that municipal landing fields

conform in certain particulars to a given standard. For
convenience in understanding the various requirements I

have classified the general specifications and I will start

with the important question of :

LOCATION.

The location of a municipal landing field should be so

selected as to bring it within reach of ground transporta-
tion facilities, for the aerial transportation of passengers
and merchandise is closely interlinked with these conveyers
of commerce. The site should be capable of expansion in

case of future necessity and as near the center of a city as

possible. One of the prime advantages of aviation is

speed and if time is lost in traveling from the landing field

to the city much of the time element is lost. Mitchel Field,

the Army Air Service Station which I have the honor to

command, is badly handicapped in this respect. While we can

come from Washington, D. C., in about one-third the time of

the train, an hour and a quarter is lost getting to New York

City.

SIZE.

While the size of municipal landing fields depends upon
many problems peculiar to each city, there is a minimum
size for fields which are intended to take care of all types of

airplanes and airships used today, now under construction,

or contemplated, under all conditions of traffic and weather.
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This minimum size should allow a clear unobstructed area

of about 900 yards along the direction of the prevailing

wind, if not in all directions. Such a field would allow a

moderate insurance of airplanes and property in the case

of engine failure on the take-off. Smaller fields, allowing
about 600 or 700 yards of unobstructed area, will permit
the average pilot, in any present type of airplane, to land

and take-off without difficulty, provided no engine failure

occurs. The dimensions given may seem excessive, and

many have landed safely and operated from smaller fields.

However, the point to be considered is the saving of life

and property.
The usefulness of small fields is determined by the

presence or absence of obstacles around the field which pre-
vent a clear approach for landing. An obstacle about one

hundred feet high, for instance, would make at least 700
feet of a landing field unavailable for landing. Thus, the

available length of the runway should be computed by sub-

tracting seven times the height of obstacles that materially
obstruct the approach to a land field from the total length
or breadth of the field.

SHAPE.

It must be borne in mind that airplanes and airships
must be landed heading directly into the wind. Thus, the

best shape for a landing field, is, roughly, a square, in that

it allows landing or taking off in any direction. "L" shape
and rectangular fields are only slightly less useful, mainly
because they restrict to a certain degree the number of

angles of possible approach for landings.

CHARACTER OF GROUND.

The ground should be firm under all weather conditions,

sodded if possible on account of the dust, which is not only

disagreeable but injurious to the working parts of the

motor. The surface should be level and fairly smooth.

Ditches or deep furrows will cause considerable damage, if

not wreck an airplane.
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APPROACHES.

Obstacles surrounding field, such as high buildings, tele-

phone and telegraph, or high tension transmission lines,

trees, etc., very materially decrease the amount of landing

runway, as shown in preceding paragraphs. Where only
trees or telegraph lines obstruct the approaches, trees can

be cut down and telegraph lines placed under ground in

conduits.

MARKINGS.

When a field has been set aside and been inspected by a

pilot, preferably an Army Air Service pilot, familiar with

the requirements of modern types of airplanes, it should

be marked with a landing circle, this marker to be placed
in the center of the landing area. It should be a large

white circle, 100 feet in diameter, with a band four feet

wide, constructed so as to be flush with ground, so that in

no way will it interfere with the rolling of airplanes over

it. These circles can be best constructed by digging a

shallow trench about four to six inches deep, and filled with

crushed stone or other material. Planking can also be used.

The circle should be kept white with lime or some other

compound for this purpose.

Within the landing circle, direction landing markers

should be placed to show the best runways and approaches
for landing and taking-off. These markers should consist

of panels, 15 feet long by 3 feet wide, and should parallel

the direction of the least obstructed approaches. They
should be flush with the surface of the ground, so as not

to obstruct the rolling of an airplane over them. They
should also be kept white with lime or some other material.

The international identification marker should be placed

in the northwest corner of the field. As in the case of

other markers, it should be kept white so as to be seen

easily at a great distance in the air.

A wind indicator, such as the standard wind cone, should

be placed in one corner of the field, about 30 feet off the

ground, or on the hangar, if there is one.
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At fields where the wind direction indicator has not

been erected, a cloth "T" should be placed on the field to

indicate the direction of the wind. This "T" should be made
of strips of cloth, approximately three feet wide by fifteen

feet in length. The top of the "T" is to be placed directly

across the path of the wind. The lower part of the "T"
should parallel the direction of the wind in the direction in

which it is blowing, so that a plane about to land will land

from the bottom of the "T" toward the top, or directly into

the wind. In lack of a "T" or wind cone a smudge fire will

serve as a wind indicator.

ACCOMMODATIONS.

An airport or municipal landing field should have com-

munication by telephone with the city it serves, transporta-

tion facilities, gasoline, oil and sundry supplies. Hangars
and shops will be needed as the use of the field develops

and will probably be built by private capital on the edges
of the field on ground leased from the community. The first

and most important step is to provide the landing field and

the natural development of aviation will govern all future

steps.



AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC MAPPING
GERARD H. MATTHES

Consulting Engineer, Fairchild Aerial Surveys, Inc.,
New York

In approaching this subject I am starting from the

premise that in order to plan and zone any city in an intelli-

gent manner the first requisite is a good map. And my con-

ception of a good map for such a purpose is one that will

enable the city planner, the city official and the citizen alike

to recognize those features, both large and small, that are

of prime importance to them in such considerations. In

short, the ideal map for city planning is one showing things
both comprehensively and in detail.

There are comparatively few localities in the United

States that possess maps answering these requirements.

Brookline, Mass., may be cited as an example of a town that

has maintained maps of sufficient detail and excellence to

permit of their being used for town planning. Those maps,
which were started thirty years ago, and are at a scale of

40 feet to 1 inch, show the exact position and outline of

each building, and the street lines laid out by curves and

tangents like railroad tracks, with cut-granite monument's

set flush with the ground at all points of tangency and at

street corners, and serving also as permanent benchmarks.

With the aid of these maps it is possible to study a street

widening plan, for instance, and have every assurance that

streets and buildings are accurately to scale; a ruler laid

along the fronts of a row of houses can be depended upon to

show what bay-windows and porches project beyond it and
how much. Lithographic reproduction of these maps to

smaller scale have proved most useful in studying the gen-
eral aspects of the town plan. This instance is mentioned

to bring out the general type of map that may be looked

upon as ideal for the city planner.

However, it is a lamentable fact that elaborate surveys
and maps of this kind are almost impossible of achievement

by the average city in this day and age of chronic stringency
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of municipal funds and of shortsightedness on the part of

city authorities in failing to make proper provision in

their budgets for having such map work done properly
and kept up to date. The fact is that the line map of the

average city is of small practical value, assuming as it does

most often the form of a mere skeleton outline map, showing
no buildings or detail whatever. Aerial surveying now
affords a welcome solution to some of these difficulties, and
the object of this paper is to outline its possibilities.

To date a number of cities in the United States have
been mapped from the air, but the resulting maps have
not in all cases proven especially serviceable. This is due

to the fact that the work has been done often by parties
not familiar with the requirements of municipalities. The
most common error has been to make the maps at too small

a scale to be of any great value other than for general
reference. Also, there has been difficulty in producing large
numbers of copies cheaply for working purposes. It must
be obvious that one copy of a photographic map of a cityr

no matter how well executed or convenient of access, cannot

serve the needs of the city plan commission, the city

engineer, the sewer and water board, the street, fire and

police departments, the school, park and health officials,

and, last but not least, the tax assessor. All of them are

much in need of a good map and many copies of it.

These statements are not made in criticism of aerial

maps generally, but to emphasize the fact that errors in

judgment and false ideas of economy have permitted aerial

surveys to be made on scales inadequate to make them of

practical value, and this situation has operated in some in-

stances to place aerial surveys in an unfavorable light.

In order that essential details may be clearly seen the

matter of scale is of paramount importance. Scales smaller

than 400 feet to 1 inch (1:4800) are not especially useful

unless supplemented by photographic enlargements of por-
tions that are of specific interest because of local problems

requiring study. On the other hand, it is rapidly becoming
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recognized that photographic detail, if sharp and clear, is

of such nature that information may be derived from it at

a scale smaller than is correspondingly possible from

ordinary maps, other things being equal. Thus, where

formerly a scale of 100 feet was required in order that a

draftsman might show certain features, a photographic

map at 200-foot scale is now found ample to reveal those

same features. Similarly, a 400-foot scale photographic

map will answer practically all of the purposes of a 200-foot

hand drawn map, and usually better.

Several city maps have been produced by aerial pho-

tography at a scale of 600 feet to 1 inch (1:7200), and

this scale has answered admirably for general comprehen-
sive study using enlargements to 200 and 100-foot, and in

occasional instances to 50-foot scale of smaller portions, for

working out local problems. In this category belongs the

aerial photographic map of New York City now in use by
the Board of Estimates and Apportionment. It covers the

five boroughs, comprising a total area of over 500 square

miles, the densely built up portions being mapped at 600-

foot scale and the outlying districts at 2000-foot scale.

(1:24,000). For its construction over 2000 so-called verti-

cal photographs each 7x9 inches (18x24 cm.) were required.

The map was delivered in two forms: a set of 127 sheets

each 14x21 inches (35x53 cm.) covering the portion mapped
at 600-foot scale, and a one-piece wall map measuring about

8 feet square, covering the entire area at the 2000-foot

scale. It was completed last year, cost the city about

$35,000, and has since been used extensively by the

engineers of the Board of Estimates and Apportionment in

planning streets in suburban sections, in developing water

front facilities and in the extension of rapid transit lines.

New York did not enter upon an experiment when it

ordered this map made. Previously, its engineers had made
use of aerial maps of smaller areas requiring intensive

study, as, for instance, in projecting the route for the tunnel

across the Narrows. In this case, it became possible to
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visualize the true conditions on Staten Island and in Bay-

onne, N. J., where the then existing maps were completely
out of date. Other instances are the 200-foot scale map of

Coney Island showing the famous Board Walk and the

concessions; a map for planning the New Queens Boule-

vard; and one of the belt line route.

A good example of the value of an aerial survey for

city planning is the photographic map of the business sec-

tion of Los Angeles, made in 1922. This map covers a

strip only 41/2 miles long by 1 1/3 miles wide (llxS 1
/^ km.)

at a scale of 200 feet to 1 inch (1:2400), and was made for

the express purpose of studying means of relieving traffic

congestion. The pictures were taken between 11 :30 a. m.
and 1 :30 p. m. of one day, and simultaneously traffic counts,

and flow studies were made at numerous street corners. The

map is in sufficient detail to permit of counting automobiles

within any given area, including the shadow areas of high

buildings, and to differentiate between vehicles parked and
in motion. From the information so obtained a definite

relation was established between the number of vehicles

within an area and their rate of movement and number

passing a certain street intersection in a given time. The

accuracy of this map was such that street widening, elimi-

nation of awkward angles and turns, and the possibilities

of cutting through new streets could be worked out directly

on the map, and the nature of each piece of property

affected ascertained from it. It is a significant fact that

this traffic study and aerial map were initiated and financed

by the Automobile Club of Southern California. Another

thought that suggests itself here is that often it is better

to map a restricted area at a large scale, for problems of

this kind, rather than to undertake to map an entire city

at a scale too small to serve any particular purpose. The
Los Angeles traffic map was contracted for at $1,625,

which did not include insurance against damage to prop-

erty, which was assumed by the Automobile Club. The

above figure is not representative of the cost of surveys
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of this kind, the operator having learned from the com-
pany that made this aerial map that they lost considerable

money on their contract.

Control. As in any form of map or survey, ground
control is indispensable for securing accuracy. Depending
upon the extent of control data so used any desired degree
of precision can be obtained. It has become customary for

commercial aerial mapping companies to leave the matter

of control entirely to the city engineer. This places on the

latter the responsibility as regards the degree of precision

with which the map can be put together. Most often his

office possesses a large amount of accurately measured dis-

tances and carefully established points from previous sur-

veys, and usually these can be utilized to good advantage,

supplemented with such additional measurements as may be

needed, to provide a rigid grid or skeleton to serve as a

basis for the compiling of the aerial photograph. Gen-

erally speaking, the amount of ground survey data so re-

quired is much less than would be needed for compiling

ordinary maps of like precision. Traverse lines have been

found the most useful form of control, and in large cities it

is desirable that these be tied at suitable intervals to tri-

angulation control. Traverse lines spaced from a half mile

to one mile apart are ample in cities located on fairly level

ground. In hilly sections additional control lines are needed.

Control points had best be selected at edge of curb or at

street car line intersections, and the lines themselves are

likewise best made to follow curb lines or street car tracks,

because of the readiness with which such features may be

identified in the photographs. Building lines or offsets

from them are not so useful, as usually the overhang of the

roof or the leaning of the building, due to perspective, may
obscure them. In country or suburban districts, control

points may be made to consist of fence intersections, gate

posts, corners of small buildings, and even lone trees. It

will be found advantageous in nearly all cases to do the
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photographic work first and select control points by refer-

ence to the pictures.

Construction of Map. The best practice today of com-

piling aerial maps is to take the photographs with consider-

able overlap, as much as 60% in the direction of flight, and

50% between adjacent parallel flights, and to correct the

scale of the pictures photographically by reference to the

control points. Great progress has been made within the

past years in working out from the photographs themselves

a system of paper triangulation known as radial control,

which makes it possible to determine the correct position

and orientation of photographs over considerable areas

situated between ground control lines. In this manner a

fair degree of accuracy is obtained which permits of dis-

stances to be scaled as closely as can ordinarily be done on

blue print plans made at the same scale. The photographic

map, like the blue print, being paper articles, are ever

subject to expansion and contraction with changes in the

moisture content of the atmosphere. Generally speaking,

aerial maps have shown better accuracy than ordinary

maps, and, of course, furnish a wealth of detailed informa-

tion that cannot be embodied in a map drawn by hand.

Displacements. Displacement of elevated objects due to

perspective cannot always be avoided. It is the custom to

utilize in the construction of the aerial map only the central

portions of the exposures, i. e., those areas that are most

nearly under the camera and therefore least affected by per-

spective distortion due to tilting of the camera at instant

of exposure. Nevertheless, not all troubles of this sort can

thus be eliminated, and slight displacements will often be

found in sky-scraper districts and very hilly sections.

These take the form of leaning in the case of tall buildings

and may not be noticeable in the case of hills although

equally present. As stated, discrepancies from these sources

are unavoidable, but, on the other hand, they are finite quan-

tities that can be determined with accuracy.
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The difficulties of obtaining good clear pictures in cities

where there are many factories or railroad yards emitting
soft coal smoke are very material and may cause great

delays in completing aerial surveys. On the other hand,
when the weather and atmospheric conditions are perfect,

an area of 40 to 80 square miles can be photographed in

one day, depending upon the scale at which the exposures
are taken.

Line Maps. A word should be said here about line maps
prepared by transferring with pen and ink to tracing linen

the most important features appearing in the photographs.
For regional planning purposes line maps of this kind are

preferable to photographic maps, because on them may be

delineated property lines and contours showing the topog-

raphy. It has been found that contours drawn on photo-

graphic maps are objectionable in that they tend to obliter-

ate the more delicate photographic detail. One advantage
of the line map worthy of note is that all of the distortions

and displacements alluded to as occurring in photographic

maps are eliminated in the process of drafting through the

application of simple geometrical principles.

Line maps are more costly to produce than photographic

maps, at the same scale, because considerable labor is in-

volved in the field work of locating contours and in the

office drafting. However, they may be reproduced at less

cost than photographic maps, using the blue print process,

and are as a rule more easily filed and handled. They are

not so useful for city planning in that they fail to show

many features pertaining to character of buildings, traffic

conditions, trees and shrubbery, which usually are of great

importance to the city planner. Though more expensive

than photographic maps, they are vastly cheaper than line

maps of like character produced by standard methods of

surveying and drafting. Also, it is found that a scale as

small as 800 feet to 1 inch is ample for regional planning

purposes whereas it would be too small for city planning.
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Attention is invited to the survey of the City of Rich-

mond, Va., completed more than a year ago, which was exe-

cuted by the most up-to-date methods of ground surveying.
This map covered about 31 square miles at a scale of 200
feet to 1 inch and was contoured with 1-foot, 2-foot and
4-foot contour lines depending upon the steepness of the

ground. Altogether it is a remarkably fine piece of work.

It cost the city nearly $1900 per square mile, a price that

would be considered wellnigh prohibitive for the average

city to pay. A map, similar in all respects, could have been

prepared with the aid of aerial photographs combined with

plane table survey at less than two-thirds this cost and in

one year's time instead of the two years which were con-

sumed by the survey described. Such an aerial line map
accompanied by the original photographs or enlargements
thereof would have made available a great deal more infor-

mation and would have been more useful than the map
that was obtained.

It is not advisable to prepare an aerial line map by
tracing off a photographic map for the reason that the

cost would run unnecessarily high, involving as it does the

construction of two separate maps, one photographic and
one on tracing linen, and also because there is danger of

perpetuating in the process of tracing the displacements and
small errors normally in the photographic copy. The work
of tracing should, therefore, always be done from the pho-

tographs, making adjustments and corrections as pre-

viously stated. The latter may be used on the plane table

for locating contours, and this method has found favor in

many quarters, because of the rapidity and accuracy with

which such contour surveying may be done.

City engineers should not be induced to believe that

aerial photographic maps can take the place of contract

drawings for scaling and computing quantities for public

works. The speaker's experience in municipal work leads

him to state that contract quantities, such as yardage of

pavement or sewer lengths, can be determined accurately

only by direct measurement on the ground.
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Oblique Aerial Photographs. These are views taken at

an angle to the vertical from airplanes flying at compara-
tively low altitudes, and are especially useful in showing
the character of buildings and properties, such as the num-
ber of stories, whether residence, store, office, garage or

factory. In this manner information is supplied in an in-

expensive way that cannot always readily be gleaned from a

photographic map. Oblique pictures are, of course, not at

any one scale but vary in scale, objects in the foreground

being large and distant ones quite small, with varying scales

in between. One great advantage of the oblique view is that

comparatively few exposures are required to cover a large
area. They are of decided value in city and regional plan-

ning work taken in conjunction with photographic or line

maps.

Reproduction. This is an important subject, for the

city or regional planner usually requires many copies in his

work. In the case of the line map on tracing linen blue

printing makes reproduction a simple matter. The photo-

graphic map requires reproduction by some photographic

process. Where very large quantities of a photographic

map are desired, the photogelatine process can be resorted

to at reasonable cost, but this implies first making a set of

special negatives. For photographing, the largest commer-
cial size of cut film negative measuring 20 by 24 inches is

used extensively. From such negative blue prints can also be

made, but these often lack the definiteness of photographs
and are recommended only for use in preliminary studies

or for sketching. Copying the map on small negatives and

making enlarged prints from them is being done success-

fully and saves cost. It is not unlikely that as time goes
on the demand for photographic maps will bring out other

and better processes of reproduction.

Cost. It is often erroneously assumed that aerial sur-

veys are made by taking kodak views from airplanes and

then pasting these together into map form, and that the

cost of such work should be nominal. The fact is, that
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aerial photography calls for special appliances and highly

trained personnel, and the taking of photographs is limited

at present to perfectly clear days, which in this part of the

United States do not occur, on an average, oftener than once

in seven. Aerial surveying, within the last few years, has

developed into a veritable art in which only the skilled can

produce worthwhile results. Many city planners and city

engineers have been disappointed at the high cost of aerial

surveys, but have had to admit that, after all, they are fai

cheaper than ground surveys, and possess the inestimable

advantages of being quickly made and furnishing a com-

pleteness of information not obtainable by any other known

processes.

It is not uncommon to find cities with areas of 25 to 40

square miles setting aside in their budgets items of $2000
or $3000 for aerial maps, only to find on receiving bids that

such work, if at all reliable, is more likely to cost double

these amounts. This is due to the fact that in the past many
maps of cities have been made through the courtesy of the

government air services and much free work was done

in this manner now prohibited by the government. Cost

data on aerial mapping are therefore still scarce. There
also appears to be an idea current in some quarters that iu

making an aerial map all that the city engineer may possess
in the shape of survey data should go a long ways towards

helping the aerial map along, whereas all that such data

can be used for is ground control for the aerial map.

Stereoscope. In using the stereoscope it is necessary ta

view the photographs, two at a time, and to make sure that

portions of these photographs cover the same area. It is

the latter area that appears in relief, and when properly

adjusted to suit the eyes of the observer, the topographic
relief and the relative heights of buildings are seen with

astonishing clarity. Actual differences of elevation cannot

be determined through mere stereoscopic vision, but the

plastic image so obtained supplements to a large degree the

absence of topographic data in the photographic map, and
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for city planning purposes has been found of the greatest

value. Often the use of the stereoscope will eliminate the

necessity of contouring a map.
In presenting this paper there has been no intention of

conveying the impression that aerial surveying is to be

preferred to any and all forms of ground surveying. The
latter will always remain the best means of determining
actual distances and bearings, such as are called for in

cadastral maps and for court house records and deeds
; also

for staking out and measuring .up construction work. There

is every indication, on the other hand, that aerial methods
will sooner or later supersede ground survey methods when-
ever the objective is the production of a map.



PLANNING UNBUILT AREAS
PLOTTING AND PLANNING OF

BUILDING SITES
PROFESSOR SVERRE PEDERSEN

City Architect of Trondhjem, Norway

I should not have accepted the kind invitation to present
a paper at this meeting of so many able town planners had
it not been that this international movement enables even

a representative of a small country to be a collaborator in

the work for this great idea of our time.

There is another reason. In my country the great ma-

jority of buildings are built of wood. Our new small towns

are predominantly built of this material, which induces an

extensive use of single houses and very open planning

principally on account of the danger of fire. I imagine that

the United States, which I have not visited before, has a

vast wealth of fine landscapes with the most varied forma-

tions, that you are interested in the garden city movement
and that perhaps wood is also utilized here to no small ex-

tent for building houses. I do not venture to speak because

I think fit to enrich the subject with something of technical

or scientific value, which could be more ably done by the

representatives of the great nations. Neither is it perhaps
the matter-of-fact things I can deal with. These undoubted-

ly can be better treated where many professional men are

able frequently to discuss the problems. In my city I am
almost alone with town planning problems. I have a day's

travel southward to meet a colleague in my profession, and

in northern Norway, where I work, there are often great

distances between even very small towns or villages. 1

therefore beg you to excuse me if the emotional side of the

question is brought to the front. This international move-

ment has been a boon to all the town planning architects

living far out of the way and working only with small prob-

lems. It has brought us in touch with colleagues in large
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countries who often solve great problems by dividing them
into smaller ones.

It is the small town, the residential town, the limited

housing area with its little centre which should be my topic.

Either it develops as an entirely new organism in connection

with a new railroad station or port, or it is connected with
new industries or already existing cities, in the last case

as a suburb. It often occurs that small old clusters of

houses or villages are the original beginnings of the growth
of the new little town. There arise some general questions

concerning this kind of town, and among the most impor-
tant are: The relation of the town to the surrounding land-

scape; the composition of the plan; and the details, e.g. the

grouping of the houses in accordance with the formation of
the land.

A question of particular importance in broken and un-

even country is the placing of railroads and stations in areas

well suited for housing purposes. This question is of par-

ticular importance in our country, as our towns and suburbs

are usually small in proportion to the space taken up by
railroads. Anyone who has to tackle the problem of plan-

ning a new town or the extension of a small town on the

coast, in a fjord between huge mountains, or in a narrow val-

ley, will soon find out that the problem is not merely of a

technical or architectural nature. The powerful beauty of

the mountains, the harmonic forms and colours of the virgin

land, the mirror surfaces of the lakes, the views through
the fjord towards the ocean, grasp the mind of the planner.

The structures get tiny against the great formations and

impressions. The planner's task will commonly be the mod-

est one of not disfiguring the landscape, but harmoniously

accommodating buildings to it. To attain this is much. In

but very few happy cases one attains such good results that

the structures and their grouping emphasize and complete

the beauty of the scenery. In many landscapes effects are

slumbering which man can awake and complete. The en-

croachment of man on the landscape, his hamlets, roads
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and rails or technical plants are at first often stains and
cuts in the perfection, but when the sun has toned the

timber of the settlers' cabins and the grass has covered
the cuts and embankments of the roads, the effect begins
again to be amalgamated in the harmony of the scenery.
If one believes that architecture can create great values

of beauty in a beautiful landscape, one will soon find out that

there is something which the art of the architect never can

compensate or replace.

My native city of Trondhjem lies on a peninsula in a

river and is connected with the mainland by a narrow tongue
of land along which the main road runs out of town and con-

tinues for a short distance through the open landscape be-

fore the suburban buildings begin. On one side the road has
a splendid outlook over the great blue fjord with the moun-
tains in the background. Immense is the far-reaching per-

spective of the mountains till it disappears in the bright

skyline, freely against the sky between two distant head-

lands. On the other side of the road one sees the valley

stretching between terraces rising towards the wooded

ridges and ending in blue mountains. At the bottom the

river is meandering as a silver ribbon through the green,

brown and grey colours of the landscape. Two very differ-

ent pictures but both of perfect beauty. It was 'proposed

to build rows of houses along the sides of this road. The
most able architects would have been engaged and the most

expensive material used. The proposition seemed to be

passed. Then arose one of the old citizens and said :

"Gentlemen, the most precious houses, facades of gold can

not outweigh what we are losing the scenery, the view.

This place is a sacred one in our city." The building of the

houses was not allowed. I then realized the difference be-

tween architecture and town planning.*****
Namsos is a small town lying at the snug head of a fjord

in northern Norway. Northwards sheltered by steep wooded

mountains, it opens southwards smiling to the fjord. It
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had been living by timber export; a great river ended near

by and brought the timber from the large forests. An im-

portant event was near. The railroad was coming to the

town. It would connect the place with the railroad system
of the country, while it previously had only a cumbrous sea

connection. At the same time it would give a chance for a

large export of ores from the mountains. For twelve years
the little town made applications to the government to have

its borders extended. At last the town was allotted an ex-

cellent plateau to the east, which was cut to a point towards

the fjord, and which had the almost symmetrical form
which nature at times can produce. As a site it was a jewel.

It was possible to arrange an axially composed and regular

garden suburb there. It had a free and high location, sunny
and with a beautiful outlook. At the near end of the axis

could be built a church, at the far end a school as termina-

tion of the axis. They could be connected with a broad

planted street; at the crossing of the main street a little

centre with stores. All things seemed to promise well. The
railroad was in the original plan carried outside the terrace,

at its footing along the shore. Then one day the superior

railroad authorities got the idea that in order to have a

more surveyable location of the line they must must have

the road in a huge cut through the plateau. As there was

clay at the bottom, the building land on both sides of the

nearly 16 m. deep cut would be unsafe for building purposes.

Like a steel tool the railroad would penetrate this master-

piece of terrace formation. Coincidentally the extension

land would be practically lost. The town would once more

have to look forward to twelve years work for a new piece of

land. This would have happened had not the chief engineer

of the railroad been a man with a heart in his breast. He
was talked to and got smitten in his conscience (like King
David once, who took the poor man's only lamb) and he got

a sleepless night. In the morning he presented the author-

ities with a new plan with the railroad outside the terrace.

It was no great event a little event in a little far off town.



Namsos. A Centre Terrace which would have been damaged by

the Railroad if the Plan for the Railroad had not been Changed.



Svolvar. A Central Place Composed to give View of Distant Mountain Island.
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But I guess there were more hymns of praise in the heaven

of town planning that morning for the one sinner who had

returned than for the ninety-nine who had no need for con-

version. ******
At the head of a fjord between gigantic mountains a

little town is to be developed. The mountains are of ex-

ceptional beauty. In their majestic grandeur they look like

giant cathedrals of a singularly unearthly style, powerful

bulky and balanced, with details in an informal individually

spiritual variety. A stratum of cloud often hides theii

bases so that they seem to have foundations in anothei

world. At the end of the peninsula the town will be built

How ought the town be planned and how ought the houses

be placed? It might be that by the development of con-

tinuous rows of houses along not very broad streets, a town
would grow so that in many parts of it one would have no

idea that it was between mountains, but might imagine it

to be on a large desolate plain. How many towns in beauti-

ful surroundings are there that have not been planned in

this way? How many small town deserts are growing sere

amid landscapes like the Garden of Eden?
I hope these examples have illustrated some of the things

I mentioned in my introduction.******
CONTACT OF THE TOWN WITH THE LANDSCAPE

Our ideal residential town is a small one, separated from

neighboring towns by park belts or agricultural belts. On
account of its small size it ought to be distinguished foi

clearness and lucidity in its plan.

I referred in my introduction to the relation of the town

to the surrounding landscape. I now will go a little further
s

the town should be in intimate contact with the surround-

ing landscape, so that those in the town should have a clear

realization of the nature of the surroundings. I have sug-

gested this in the last picture of the town between the

mountains. Let me explain more clearly what I mean. One
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can live in a seaside town and not notice it. There are

towns, faultlessly planned and built in all other respects,

where one is apt to forget the proximity of the sea. This

problem is of immediate importance in my native country,
as so many of our small residential towns are placed along
the coast, in fjords or sounds. It should not be only from
some few main streets that one can realize the nearness of

the sea, but from as many houses as possible. What does it

not mean to a man working all day, coming home in the

evening to see from his windows the sun shining over or

setting in the sea. That means to him almost as many im-

pressions of beauty as there are days in the year. There

are men whose boyhood days were filled with shining pic-

tures of sea and sky and who later on have kept these

treasures in their hearts. The town planner can increase

their number through his art.

******
General Cicignon had to make a new town plan for

Trondhjem in 1681, then a little town of four or five thous-

and inhabitants which had just been destroyed by fire; a

small problem. The landscape is thus: The peninsula, a

triangular and not very high terrace connected by a narrow

tongue with the mainland. On two sides of the town high

ridges; on the third the valley with its characteristic

mountains in the background; on the fourth the fjord.

Trondhjem had been a small mediaeval town with narrow

streets. From the streets one could not see anything
worth mentioning of the landscape. The cathedral was

spared by the fire, and in the fjord was a little fortress.

Cicignon made an achievement which will be remembered
in Norway as long as there are cities and city planning.

He laid a mighty axis across the peninsula. The main axis

was directed north-south from the cathedral towards the

little fortress in the fjord. It was very broad and beauti-

fully planted with dark green poplars. In the east-west

direction was the other axis, also broad and planted. It

showed the two ridges, one at each end as termination.



TROMDHJEM
ABOUT '80P

Plan of Trondhjem.
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Along the river he placed the storehouses and separated
them from the town buildings by a very broad planted in-

tersection. The rows of warehouses he cut with certain

intersections, so that the river, the embankments and the

ridges on the other side could be seen. The transverse sec-

tion he arranged with a higher road on the plateau and a

lower for the warehouses. The slopes are emerald green
lawns. The rest of the streets also rectilineal are rel-

atively narrow, and subordinate themselves to the main

network, one group going north-south and giving outlook

to the fjord. On entering this little old wood town from
the newer surrounding quarters, one gets an indefinable

sentiment of harmony and peace. Its plan brings the town

in touch with the landscape. One sees the ridges, the val-

ley, the fjord and the river. It gives the cathedral a digni-

fied place as termination of a most beautiful, broad and

slightly graded street. It gives the contrast between a few

broad planted streets and many narrower ones. From the

crossing of the main axis one has full control over the land-

scapes and realizes fully its form. Even the river, which is

lying lower, one can guess is at the end of the main street.

In this little plan are given all the things I men-
tioned in my introduction ; contact with the landscape, char-

acterization of the site, a peninsula with higher steeps on

two sides where border buildings and the grand lines of

the place are found or created. At the same time the plan

is lucid, simple and regular. It governs the entity as well

as details. But it has given something more. It has filled

the old town, in spite of its many new buildings, with an

aristocratic, restrained grandeur, the inheritance from the

great period of absolutism
;
an example to all who are plan-

ning small towns. While the grand plan of Wren for Lon-

don after the fire in 1660 unfortunately was not put into

effect, Cicignon's was. This is one of the advantages of

having small problems to deal with. In dealing with Cicig-

non's plan I illustrated the problem of the composition of

the plan, also the possibility, even in a little town planning
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problem, of aiming at a great lucid line. Later on I am
going to deal with this question in connection with the inter-

sections.

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SITE

There are several modern examples showing that the

great lines have been found, but there are also a lot of ex-

amples to the contrary. Many plans of suburbs suffer

from a want of lucidity, simplicity and power, in spite of

their technical perfection. They may have picturesque de-

tails but are lacking totality. In my view it would be ad-

visable to let the plan among other things be distinguished

by an emphasis of the contrast between housing areas and

open areas. Hampstead Garden Suburb near London is one

of the schemes where I think the chief characteristics of

the site are brought out and harmoniously completed by the

buildings. The plan is characterized by lucidity and power.
In addition one almost everywhere realizes the formation

of the land. From several points there are excellent, con-

scientiously planned outlooks to the surrounding landscape.

The attempt at a regular form is carried out. The ele-

vated and the lower parts are characterized. On a hilly

range the block of public buildings on a hill rises from the

ground like a big crystal. The suggestions of natural scen-

ery have been followed. The grand features I think have

been found.

In dealing with a site it may be a hill that hints the main

features. It may be a depression in the field. It may be an

interaction between both, sometimes very rarely how-

ever, combined with a beautiful and dominating line of

view. It may be a forest-bordered crag or elevation. It may
be the prominent location of forest-scenery, besides many
other things. It is only one side of the question to find the

main features, it is another thing to utilize them.



Hamar. The Plan follows Topography, where Ground is irregular,

making a picturesque Plan.



Hamar. Town Forest at top of Middle Axis, with Fine Outlook to the
south through the Middle Axis.
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TERRACES AND SLOPES

Without being very conversant with geology and topog-

raphy my work has at various places led to treatment of

many different formations of the land. Terrace formations

are common in northern Norway. Quite a number of our

towns lie at the outlet of rivers into the fjords. Here often

are series of terraces to work with. As is well known, the

rivers very often form great flat sand deposits at the out-

lets in the fjords, a peninsula, round which the river makes
its finishing turn before meandering into the sea. On this

peninsula the town is built on a horizontal, not particularly

elevated terrace or plateau, surrounded by the zone of water

and air which the loop of the river gives. When the town

grows it extends inland and there is a tendency to build on

the slopes and terraces at various heights. To the town

planner the terraces are welcome demarcations in the hous-

ing areas. They have a distinct horizontal effect, when the

border houses are made fairly uniform and even. The slopes

are often so steep that they cannot be built upon, but only

planted. The structure of the town is thus often dis-

tinguished by these horizontal green zones forming a base-

ment for the buildings. I have here chosen a marked ex-

ample. Sometimes there are isolated terraced areas, their

sides rugged and broken, but in the main there are even

slopes with smaller gradients than the sides of the terrace.

Isolated terraces are also welcome objects to the planner.

Where houses are built along their borders one gets charac-

teristic castle-like areas. They have the effect of regularity

which in a pleasant way contrasts with the irregularity so

common in our towns. At some places the rocks emerge
and create distinct points in the town picture.

DEPRESSIONS

These may either be small valleys or they may be formed

like a spoon with a little brook at the bottom. While the

characteristic feature of the terraces is their horizontal
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effect, the distinction of the depressions often is their

axis their direction. Both terraces and depressions give

outlooks, which ought to be utilized in a well considered

manner. The views from the terraces are more grand

spacious wide those of the depressions are commonly
more limited framed intimate. Remarkably often, the

axis of a distinct depression gives a view where the sil-

houettes of distant ridges and mountains balance on the

axis of the picturesque effect.

If the depressions are too deep and narrow, they cannot

be utilized for building purposes. But they can make
valuable park zones in the area. If they are fairly level at

the bottom and not too narrow, they allow excellent axial

groupings, which give a natural effect, especially when the

axis is directed southwards, and the valley will be well

lighted, snug and warm. A crisscross road-system over

such destinct demarcations of the ground may have a

confusing and disharmonizing effect. It also very often

gives a difficult grading of the roads. In the axial street

on the bottom with the outlook, the main sewer naturally

is located. Here the conduits of the side streets are gath-
ered. The fall is natural and harmonic. If the gradient
of the bottom is too steep for a street, it can be solved as

a park zone or in other ways, which I cannot go into here.

I presuppose that all sanitary, technical and economic con-

siderations as to the adequacy of placing a housing area on

such a site are gone into beforehand.

Among the innumerable varieties of sites I have singled

out these two. In the most varied country they may be

more or less distinct. There are the distinctly horizontal

forms ; either entirely regular or more or less conic forma-

tions, "tops" naturally not always very conspicuous but at

times only as mere suggestions. There are large wavy
forms, there are evenly rising areas and combinations of

the various forms I have mentioned, besides a lot of others.
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Bodo. Development Plan for an old little Town ; Park Intervals arranged

Beams.



Tromso. New Plan for the Old Town. Axis Arrangement and Hill,

side Park Intervals.
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The Norwegian cities have been very eager to arrange
competitions for plans for their extensions and suburbs,
most often among Scandinavian-Finnish town planners. I

have had the pleasure to be on the jury of several such com-

petitions with experts from our own country and from
Sweden. In going through a variety of solutions for the

same site and collecting the results of the experiences to

utilize them later on, I have realized that most building
sites have a kind of architecture a combination of regular
and irregular forms which give them their distinct and
characteristic "face." When the different plans have been

examined both in regard to the technical and artistic side,

their advantages and drawbacks summed up and the best

solution found, it has been found that the better solutions

were those whose authors had realized and continued the

architecture of the ground, the geologic conditions also

being included in this term. Many plans disposed very well

of the areas for housing, were economical, and the roads

followed the contours. But they lacked the inspiration of

the site. Their lines were wanting in lucidity, simplicity

and character. The study in the field cannot be dispensed
with if a convincingly good solution is to be found. In the

best plans the author had realized the site, had absorbed

in his mind all its characteristic features ; where the ground
was calm and regular he had chosen a calm and regular ar-

rangements of the lines, where the ground was uneven he
let the solution follow the ground. The regularity of the

ground was further formed out. He let the arrangement
of the houses crystallize, completely regular from a nearly

regular form created by nature. This resulted in a charac-

teristic individuality, lucidity and simplicity.

HILLSIDES AND PARK STRIPS

The development of newer English town planning has

worked much and meritoriously on the treatment of hillside

land. Excellent statements are given as to the practical and
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artistic point of view which assert themselves in treating

these kinds of problems. Eminent examples are found from

earlier days. Let us only recall Bath with its ascending

rows of houses, its crescents with frontal open areas treated

as parks. My admiration does not perhaps extend as much
to the Royal crescents as some further up, such as the

Landsdown crescent.

On steepish land where the gradient is more than 1:10

meters streets cannot be used as vertical demarcations.

That is too steep. The means to apply to discontinue housing
areas is the open space, the park strips. These spaces or

strips in my opinion may be of considerable importance to

the composition of the plan. The strips on hillside land,

when going perpendicularly across the contours and other-

wise having an eligible location, can go like sectors from

top to bottom, unprevented by hills and slopes, but must
be placed where the ground decides. In Norway, where all

small towns or new town quarters must be built with the

highest degree of economy, a powerful park section per-

pendicularly on the contours is often the most efficient fac-

tor to give character to a plan. This gives us a park,

divides wood towns into parts for protection against fires,

gives outlook and gives character to the plan seen from the

distance. On an even terrace which may occur in this strip

the small stadium can be placed. The slopes can be utilized

for skiing in the winter, etc.

A strip can continue from the sea at the bathing place

to where the town forest begins. There is a tendency to-

wards such spaces in old Norwegian towns, commonly with-

out being consistently formed. But the modern little town,

suburb or housing area gives this means an increasing

value and importance. Strongly rising pathways may be

laid through the spaces. I mention this because I imagine
that in many places in the United States similar conditions

and formations may be found, and that at many places

housing areas and small towns may be built of wood.



Mo i rana. Attempt to Combine strong axial effect

in Central Park Strip. Town Forest at top of

Axis. Picturesque Arrangement where Ground' is

Irregular.



Birdseye view of Mo i rana.
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In the plan of a certain Norwegian town situated on a

fairly level peninsula great sectorial park spaces are ap-

plied to separate the suburban areas. They go out from
a circular park around the old town, are relatively small at

the park, but widen by and by to an imposing breadth. In

some of these park-sectors sporting places and recreation

grounds are placed; in one a cemetery has its place. They
go across the peninsula and reach the sea at bathing places.

Coincidentally, their axis is directed towards characteristic

distant mountain scenery, forming their background. The

place where the town is situated is unsheltered. Trees can

hardly grow there, but the grass gives the effect of great

green beams between the housing areas.

Another little Norwegian town is situated on a terraced

ground at the head of a, fjord. Uppermost in the town-area

there is a plate-shaped terrace, overgrown by a beautiful

forest of firs.

The entire town area was owned by two landowners.

The one who owned most of it laid the elevated terrace out

as a town forest, which was limited by an elliptic border-

road around it along the slope. In the middle of the area

was cut a little round central space. Narrow paths were
cut radially from this open space. They gave beautiful

views. From this town park to the center of the housing
areas was carried a broad park-sector down to the beach.

Its axis was co-extensive with the axis of the outlook to

the fjord. Its direction was perpendicular on the curves of

the ground. The old church lay in the middle of the axis.

Around this park space that forms a strong backbone of

the plan, with the elliptic park as its head, the housing
areas are grouped and follow the irregular form of the land.

A powerful contrast between housing areas and open spaces
arises in this way. Seen from the fjord from a distance,

the park strip looks like an immense green column in the

middle of the housing areas. The lines of the plan also

show a powerful characterization of the regular and irregu-

lar areas of the site.
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In a third Norwegian town plan the strip forms the base

of a number of public buildings that crown a ridge, while

in another strip public buildings are grouped, gradually as-

cending through the hillside. Successfully applied, these

park strips seem able to add to the lucidity, power and

clearness of the plan composition.

In some recent plans the strip is also placed along a

main traffic street, which has the character of a park on

this range.

GROUPING THE BUILDINGS

The houses of a small town can be grouped on many
principles. In English town planning the practice of hav-

ing 12 houses to the acre is a very important factor of a

general nature. There is no doubt that this has been of

fundamental importance to the forming of housing areas.

It is perhaps, according to Norwegian ideas, a somewhat
close grouping, though the town planning acts do not give

any definite limit. Previously tenement houses of several

stories were very common in the towns, but the practice

of building such houses has much decreased, and a greater

interest for quite open planning with single houses has

arisen. In our country the danger of fire in wooden houses

invites building single houses. There is another factor

which must not be underrated. The farmers in Norway
and the north of Sweden do not live in villages. They live

on single farms at some distance from each other. When
they move to a town they take along with them a preference
for single houses with fairly spacious plots around.

The majority of the housing areas therefore consist of

such detached houses. Only in the center of the area are

the houses concentrated, and even then in very limited

rows. From a purely economic point of view houses in rows
are to be preferred; the small lots particularly are better

utilized in this way. But if the lots for the single houses

tend to be larger on account of this way of building, this

after all is not so objectionable. All modern development
of the planning of housing areas points to more spacious-
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ness. The slogan: "Nothing gained by overcrowding" is

still a good one even when 12 houses to an acre has been

attained.

The development of modern transport reduces distances ;

sewage systems which do not surpass the limits of reason-

able economy might also be found for single house areas.

The increasing ability to construct suitable, good and cheap
roads is also involved. The sanitation problems do not in-

crease, even if the areas are more spacious.

The single house more easily admits the sun to all living

rooms, of great importance to a northern country with a

long winter. And it easily gives opportunity for good out-

looks from each house. We Norwegians love beautiful

scenery. We have no objections to living in narrow resi-

dence quarters, but we wish as far as possible to have a feel-

ing of living in a free landscape. We will never develop to

common town people to whom the street and the square are

the main interest. We will follow the advice of Ebenezer
Howard to combine the advantages of living in the city and
in the country. In the same way as our sporting interests

are not satisfied by arranged sports in a stadium but

through rambling around in the landscape in the winter on

skis, thus our instincts require the most spacious kind of

town.

The mediaeval square is a closed square. The Renais-

sance cut openings in the walls of the square to give outlook

from the place. Coincidentally by a strict formation it pre-

served the effect of unity. Our town ideal goes further than

the present, the intimate. We want to include the land-

scape in its full breadth. In order to preserve a certain

effect of unity in our town plans we try to give the grouping
of houses in our spacious housing areas a strict form, where
the landscape enables it. The regular areas are emphasized

by a more strict grouping and by a more uniform archi-

tecture of the single houses. The landscape procures abun-

dant irregularity and variety. The uniformity of the

houses creates rest and unity. We go back to the simplest
form of houses, the rectangular with a saddle roof. Seen
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from a distance the simplicity of the form is of importance.

The eye is easily confused by small houses with a grouped
form. The plain form has a clear and pleasing effect, the

eye realizes it at once. The houses are the calming note

of the landscape, the intentional achievement of man, dis-

tinguished by thought. On hillside land the houses rise

evenly along the roads or they are terraced in the hillside

with emphasis on the parallelism along the hills. Our fun-

damental type is a house of two stories with a somewhat

higher ground for living rooms than upper floor bed

rooms. The roof commonly has a grade of 1:3 meters, and

for distinct housing areas we try to maintain this angle of

the roof in all houses. All erections above the cornice are

banished. The grouping of single houses in the plan has

its own aesthetics, its own laws. One of them seems to be

that the grouping ought to follow harmonic, quiet lines

without elbows or casualness. We do not pursue the pic-

turesque, but a calm harmonic location of the house. Na-
ture will care for the picturesque.

Where the lots are small we aim at even spaces between
the houses. If one looks at a row of houses with uneven

spaces between lying on a hillside it has the effect of a row
of teeth in a mouth where either the teeth are uneven or

some are lacking.

The solution of the corners of the squares gives no small

difficulty. Even if the form of the square limited by the

road system has both pointed and obtuse corners we try
to bend the Jines of the house rows toward each other till

they cut each other rectangularly. The roads must follow

their own laws, the grouping of the houses its own. The
street-view need not necessarily be distinguished by single

houses parallel with the street, but also rows of single uni-

form houses with the gable end toward the street may be

applied, giving a modern effect recalling the mediaeval

gable-rows along the street, where the houses were too

closely grouped however.

Many of the difficulties of grouping houses on rising

land are considerably lessened by the application of the



Entrance to Town Forest, Mo i rana.



Uniform Wood Houses along a Road, Mo i rana.
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single house system. They have some of the ability of the

mediaeval gable-houses to climb the slopes in a natural and
beautiful way. In a street across rising land, rows of

houses parallel with the streets along the upper side of the

street and rows of gable-houses along the lower side may
sometimes be applied, with good open outlooks between the

gable-houses. In such cases open views may be attained

by placing the rows so that the houses of the upper row
correspond to the open spaces of -the lower. These open
spaces or intervals are considerably larger in Norway, with

the predominant wood houses, than the usual distance be-

tween brick houses in most other countries.

The single houses may embellish the even areas of the

landscape as regular ornaments. Especially is this the case

with rising axes. Seen from distant heights the effect is

conspicuous.

The monotony and plainness in the form of the houses

which I have mentioned is an old inheritance in the north-

ern part of Norway, but it fits well with the endeavor of

our time at standardizing the house-types and with whole-

sale production of houses. Wood is one of the few building
materials that may be industrialized. Such methods are in

touch with other modern practices, e.g., the production of

railroad wagons. Economically the standardization and the

industrial production of the wood houses play an important
role. That these wood houses are drier, warmer and bet-

ter to live in than brick-built houses is in the northern coun-

tries a fact, which not only depends on the instinctive judg-

ment of the population, but is proven through scientific

research by Prof. Andr. Bugge of the Polytechnic Institute

of Norway (see his book on "Test Houses").

As to Norwegian towns we must take into consideration

that wood houses in open areas will occupy nearly 80 per

cent, of the housing areas in most of our towns. That will

no doubt also be the case in northern Sweden, Finland and

great parts of Russia, and in some parts of the United

States and Canada.
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The problem of color is of no insignificant importance
in our open areas with wood houses. The houses are

painted. At many places one may paint according
to his own ideas, when he is the owner of the house, and
in many places are found the most curious and disharmonic

contrasts between flaringly painted houses. It is particu-

larly the love of white paint which creates difficulties. Small

white houses lying on a rough and steep land against a dark

background of fields or forests are very conspicuous and
often have a discouraging effect. Their lack of color seems
hard against the soft hues of the background.

The problem of house-painting is a study which is al-

ready making progress in our country. It is the landscape
which is determining. On the coast, where the houses are

on rocks and islands without any vegetation worth men-

tioning, the white paint even may be good. We have sev-

eral examples proving this. But against a somewhat darker

background it does not always do well. I here disregard
some few public buildings with a distinguished location in

the town picture surrounded by parks, and I speak of groups
of buildings generally.

A certain moderation in the color seems to be favorable,

Too dark colors, as e. g. dark brown, recalling sunburnt

timber, people do not like, though it holds well to many
kinds of landscapes. But the intermediate tones have a rich

scale of tan, grey, green and red; the last one may even

without detriment be strong and dark. The window frames,
the cornices and the barge boards are emphasized by an-

other color, darker or brighter. The same applies to the

portal.

Our preference for the plain house-form brings about a

strictly architectonic treatment of it. The portal is em-

phasized and given importance, often it is provided with

pilasters or columns. We have a rich, good and plain tra-

dition to build on.

Among the color problems the color of the roofs is pre-

dominating. For a simple plain type of town, often located

in a rough very conspicuous ground, the roofing itself, be-
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sides the surface of the roof on the whole, is of very great

importance. Here the material cannot be painted but com-

monly must be taken as it is. We are to a great extent

annoyed by a too bright slate. But happily a more yellow-

ish-brown has got an extended application. Naturally we
have also slates of various color and form. Some kinds are

very satisfying. ******
There are certainly many more things I might mention,

for instance the location of the public buildings especially

the schools in a single house area. A few words on the

arrangement of the small business centers would certainly

also have been timely. I am fully aware that I have not

treated of a number of more matter-of-fact problems.
It is mainly what I have felt during my work with small

town planning problems under our Norwegian conditions,

that I have mentioned, conditions which I imagine in many
ways correspond to those of the northern parts of this

continent, both in regard to landscape, land and building
materials.

SOMMAIRE

Le sujet est: "La petite Ville" (surtout de residence),

qu'elle se soit developpee comme un organisme entierement

nouveau, en liaison avec une nouvelle gare ou un port nou-

veau, ou qu'elle soit liee a une Industrie, ou a une ville deja
existante dans ce dernier cas, comme un faubourg. Les

villages ou les petits groupes de maisons anciennes sont sou-

vent 1'origine de telles petites villes.

Les problemes sont traites d'un point de vue moins ra-

tionnel que sentimental, puisque des plans peuvent etre

parfaitement acceptables en matiere technique, mais n'en

etre pas moins mauvais si le cote sentimental est neglige.

L'auteur a particulierement present a 1'esprit 1'amenage-
ment d'un pays accidente, avec de beaux environs quelques

questions generates se posent quand on considere le prob-
leme de ce point de vue.
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1 La relation avec le paysage environnant.

2 La composition du plan.

3 Le groupement des maisons suivant la conformation

du terrain.

Ce dernier facteur a une importance speciale dans les

regions ou les maisons isolees sont construites en bois.

Le rapport des espaces batis avec les voies ferrees et les

gares est aussi important. Avec un certain nombre d'exem-

ples pris en Norvege, le Conferencier explique la necessite

d'adapter les espaces batis au paysage. II ne faut pas se

contenter d'eviter simplement d'abimer le paysage: les

maisons doivent s'harmoniser avec lui, et si possible le com-

pleter et 1'embellir.

Dans beaucoup de paysages sommeillent des possibilites

que Thomme peut eveiller et completer.

On donne des exemples de ce fait que les voies ferrees

peuvent detruire de beaux accidents de terrain, qui aurai-

ent parfaitement convenu a la construction de maisons, et

tandis que des routes bien etablies peuvent satisfaire les

besoins du trafic sans abimer le paysage, ni usurper les

espaces qui doivent etre reserves a Thabitation.

On donne des exemples de villes d'habitation si mal

amenagees qu'on n'a aucune idee de la beaute des sites en-

vironnants, et que meme dans une region montagneuse on

peut avoir 1'impression d'etre dans une ville de plaine.

On cite le plan general fait par Gicignon en 1681 pour

Trondhjem comme un bon example de plan pour une petite

ville d'habitation construite en bois. La ville est divisee en

4 quartiers par une grande croix formee de 2 zones de pares ;

le plan est clair, il harmonise la ville avec le paysage et il

fait ressortir les caracteres du terrain forme de terrasses

sur lequel la ville s'etend.

Des types varies de sites accidentes et leur traitement

sont fournis particulierement par les terrasses et les vallees.

L'auteur a etudie ce qu'il appelle "1'architecture du terrain"

et a exprime avec force la valeur d'une etude complete de

Templacement avant de dessiner le plan. II attribue une
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grande importance a Tinspiration du site que manifestent

les recherches minutieuses d'un grand nombre de concours

pour I'amenagement des villes norvegiennes. Un site calme

inspire un amenagement calme et regulier des lignes peu
accidentees du plan ; tandis que dans les terrains accidentes

le plan suivra les courbes de niveau. De cette maniere,

chaque plan aura son individuality naturelle, ce qui est bien

a souhaiter meme en matiere technique.

Les larges allees doivent former une partie importante
du plan des villes en bois. Dans les vieilles villes norvegien-
nes de bois c'est souvent ce moyen qui donne surtout du
caractere au plan. L'allee doit etre large toujours; elle

est souvent perpendiculaire aux courbes de niveau et divise

la ville en deux zones depuis le haut jusqu'en bas. Dans

quelques villes norvegiennes modernes, elle aboutit en haut

a la foret (la foret de la ville) et en bas a une plage, a un
endroit amenage pour les bains. Dans cette large allee,

des stades peuvent etre places sur des terrasses. La pente

peut etre utilisee pour faire du ski pendant Thiver pour les

petits enfants. Mais le principal role de Tallee doit etre

d'empecher la propagation de Pincendie dans la ville. Elle

donne en outre un apergu du paysage et maintient le contact

avec lui. Dans la composition du plan, 1'allee, quand elle est

regulierement dessines, peut etre repine dorsale du plan,

dont les parties laterales peuvent etre amenagees irregu-

lierement et pittoresquement.

On etudie aussi les exigences particulieres de Tamenage-
ment des espaces qui entourent la ville et des maisons indi-

viduelles en liaison avec la composition du plan, ainsi que

Timportance d'un type de maison tres simple, la couleur du
toit et de la peinture des maisons en bois pour donner un
<jffet general heureux.

AUSZUG.

Der Gegenstand, der hier behandelt wird, ist die Planle-

gung der kleinen Stadt, der Wohnstadt des begrenzten

Wohngebietes, entweder sich als ein vollig neuer Organisms
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entwickelnd in Verbindung mit einer neuen Eisenbahnsta-

tion, einer neuen Haltestelle fiir Kustendampfer, einer In-

dustrie, oder mit existierenden Stadten verbunden in letz-

tem Fall in der Form einer Vorstadt. Oft bilden auch kleine

altere Hausansammlungen oder Db'rfer den Ausgangspunkt
t'ur die neue kleine Stadt.

Die Fragen der Planlegung werden von dem Verfasser

weniger von der Verstandesseite behandet als von der Seite

des Geflihls. Ihm scheint es namlich, dass die Planlegung
in technischer Hinsicht oft die bestmoglichste sein kann,
and doch nicht hinreichen mag, wenn nicht die Gefiihlsseite

gebuhrende Beachtung gefunden hat.

Der Verfasser denkt hierbei besonders an neue Bebau-

ung in stark bewegtem Gelande und in schonen landschaft-

iichen Umgebungen. Er findet dabei, dass einige Fragen
von allgemeiner Art sich ergeben:

1. Das Verbaltnis der Bebauung zu der umge-
benden Landschaft, hierbei das Einpassen in das

Gelande.

2. Komposition des Planes, weil das gesamte

Baugelande gewohnlich von relativ kleiner Aus-

dehnung ist.

3. Gruppierung der einzelnen Hauser unter

Rucksicht auf die Eigenart des Gelandes, speziell

was die Form der Oberflache betrifft.

Alles gesehen im Lichte der Forderungen, welche un-

sere Zeit auf die Rdumlichkeit der Bebauung aufstellt.

Dieses letzte Moment ist besonders bei Holzbauten, die am
meisten als Einzelhauser auftreten, besonders zu beachten.

Fiir grosse Teile von U. S. A., Canada, Russland, Finn-

land, Schweden und Norwegen diirfte die Holzbauweise fiir

die neuen Wohngebiete kunftig wie jetzt eine grosse Rolle

spielen.

Nebenbei wird vom Verfasser die Bedeutung des Trace

der Eisenbahnlinien und die Anlage und Form von Station-

sanlagen in Wohngebieten auch behandelt.

Durch eine Reihe von Beispielen, norwegischen Verhalt-

nissen entnommen, versucht es der Verfasser, das Ver-
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langen der Landschaft auf die Planlegung der Wohngebiete
darzustellen. Es mochte nicht geniigen, bloss die Landschaft

nicht zu verunstalten. Die Bebauung diirfte sich harmo-

nisch einfiigen und, wenn es moglich sei, auch die Eigenart
and die Schonheit der Landschaft zu unterslreichen oder

hervorzuheben. In vielen Landschaften und Gelandeforma-

tionen schlummern formale Andeutungen, die auch durch

den modernen Wohnbau weitergefuhrt werden konnen.

Danach werden einige Beispiele auf riicksichtlose, sowie

auch auf verstandnisvolle Planlegung der Eisenbahnlinien

in Wohngebieten gegeben. Die verkehrstechnischen An-

forderungen schliessen nicht berechtigte Rucksichtsnahme
auf architektonische und landschaftliche Anforderungen
aus.

Beispiele werden auch erwahnt, wo die Planlegung neuer
Wohnstadte in schoner Landschaft zwischen Bergen oder
an der See so gemacht worden ist, dass man in der Stadt

keine Ahnung von der schonen Umgebungen hat.

Der Verfasser nennt General Cicignons Plan fur

Trondhjem von 1681 als ein Beispiel, wo die hiibschen land-

schaftlichen Umgebungen in hohem Grade im Stadtbild mit

hineingezogen sind. Zwei sich kreuzende Hauptachsen aus
Parkstreifen bestehend, sind in der Beziehung von grosser

Bedeutung. Sie geben auch dem Plane Uebersichtlichkeit,
Klarheit und Kraft.

Verschiedene charakteristische Gelandeformationen wer-
den erwahnt, darunter speziell die Terrassen und die Taler
oder Senkungen, ebenso wird auch die "Architektur" der
Gelandeformationen angedeutet. Beobachtungen aus Wett-

bewerben, betreffend Planlosungen in bewegtem Gelande,
werden mitgeteilt. Inspiration durch fleissiges Studium an
Ort und Stelle, nicht bios nach dem Kartenmaterial, und
Weiterfiihrung der formalen Andeutungen des Gelandes
durch Bebauung konnen mitunter dem Plan eine natur-
liche Individualitat geben, die nicht bios kiinstlerisch, son-

dern auch technisch wertvoll sein kann.

Als wichtiges und einfaches Mittel der Plankomposition,
wenn es sich um Aufgaben dreht, wo grosse Sparsamkeit
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notig 1st, nennt der Verfasser den Parkstreifen. Nicht

gruppiert oder unregelmassig angeordnet, sondern in der

Form einer Achse. Selbst in sehr bewegtem Gelande ist

er verwendbar und von den Steigerungsverhaltnissen un-

abhangig. Er gibt eine Unterbrechung der Bebauung,
sichert gegen Katastrophen durch Feuer, gibt Aussicht,

Parkgelande, Platz fur Sportplatze, kann dem kleinsten

Plane eine gewisse Grosslinigkeit, Klarheit und Kraft ge-

ben, sichert Verbindung zwischen Bebauung und Land-

schaft. An den Seiten des monumentalen Parkstreifens

konnen die Linien des Planes sich malerisch und bewegt
dem Gelande anschmiegen. Wurde es hierdurch moglich

sein, selbst fur kleine Plane eine gewisse Groslinigkeit mit

der Schmiegsamkeit zu verbinden?

Zuletzt werden die besonderen Probleme, die freiste-

hende Einzelhauser veranlassen, speziell wenn es Holz-

hauser sind. Endlich die Farbenprobleme. Der Verfasser

spricht zuletzt die Hoffnung aus, dass der Kongress ver-

schiedenen der von ihm erwahnten Probleme mehr Licht

zufiihren mochte.



DIE ANORDNUNG DER GRUNFLACHEN
IN UND BE I DEN STADTEN

DR. J. STUBBEN,

Munster, Westphalia, Germany.

Von alien Aufgaben des Stadtebaus 1st es die Anordnung
der offentlichen Grunflachen die sich in den letzten Jahr-

zehnten der grossten Fortschritte zu erfreuen hatte. Hier

soil das Wesen dieser Fortschritte und die Ausflihrbarkeit

ktirz besprochen werden.

Wahrend der Stadtgriin sich fruher auf die Bepflanzung
breiter Strassen mit Baumreihen, den gartnerischen
Schmuck freier platze und die Anlage offentlicher Parks zu

beschranken pflegte, wofur man im ganzen etwa 10 per cent,

der Stadtflache in Ansoruch nahm, sind nun hinzugetreten :

1. Die Spiel und Sportplatze

2. Die Verdindung der offentlichen Parkanlagen durch

"Griinbander," die zumeist als Promenaden neben

den Fahrstrassen und Wasserlaufen oder als "Innen-

promenaden" ausgebildet werden. Die Letzteren

durchqueren die Baublocke zwischen den Garten,
dienen nicht zum Anbau, sind nur fiir den Fussver-

kehr bestimmt und vollig frei vom Larm und Staub
der Fahrstrassen.

3. Die Wald und Wiesenflachen in der Stadtumge-

bung.

4. Die fiir die dauer bestimmt en Nutzgartenflachen

(Pachtgarten, Kleingarten) .

5. Die fiir die dauer bestimmten landwirtschaftlichen

Nutzflachen in der Stadtumgebung.

6. Stadien, Rennbahnen, Friedhofe, Flugfelder.

A. INNERHALB DER STADT.

Zu 1. Die Spielplatze waren fruher nur sehr vereinzelt

vorhanden. Man zog es vor, die freien Stadtplatze durch
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gartnerische Bepflanzung als sogenannte "Schmuckplatze"
anzulegen, die entweder gar nicht betreten wiirden oder in

Gestalt kleiner Parkanlagen mit Fusswegen durchzogen, mit
Sitzplatzen ausgestattet, auch durch Wasserkunste, Denk-
male, Kioske and dergleich verschonert wurden. An ihrer
Stelle treten nun zahlreiche, einfach angelegte "Kinder-

spieplatze," die angemessenen Abstande, in sogennanter

"Kindwewagen-entfernung," von einander verteilt werden.
Sie sind ausschliesslich dem Spiel der kleinen gewidmet,
wahrend die begehbaren Schmuckplatze mehr der allge-
meinen "Erholung" dienen.

Die Sportplatze, fiir Erwachsene bestimmt, haben ihre

Heimat in England. Nachdem in den letzten Jahrzehnten

die verschiedenen Arten des Rasensports in Deutschland so-

wohl als in anderen Landen des Kontinents eine schnelle

und umfagreiche Verbreitung gefunden haben, ist das Re-

diirfnis nach geeigneten Freiflachen fiir Tennisspiel, Fuss-

ball, Schlagball, Croquet, Kricket, u.s.w., immer starker

hervorgetreten, und hat in alle Stadten die Anlage ver-

schiedenartigste Sportplatze in ansehnlicher Zahl ins Leben

gerufen.

Die Spiel und Sportplatze konnen fiir sich selbstandig

angelegt, oder aber in offentlichen Parks eingerichtet, oder

mit den unter (2) zu besprechenden Grtinbander und mit

den unter (3) genannten Wald und Wiesenflachen ver-

einigt; auch mit Schulen und ahnlichen Anstalten verbun-

den werden. Es wtirde zu weit ftihren die erforderliche

Grosse und Beschaffenheit der Spiel und Sportplatze hier

im einzelnen darzulegen. Es moge der Hinweis geniigen,

dass fiir Spiel und Sport etwa 3 qm. auf den Kopf der

Bevolkerung verlangt werden. Bei einer Bewohnerzahl von

durchschnittlich 150 auf 1 Hektar wtirde dies 4.5 per cent,

der Stadtflache ergeben.

Zu 2. Die Grtinbander haben ihre Heimat in den Ver-

einigten Staaten, Sie sind ver etwa 20 Jahren in Deutsch-.

land und anderen Landern Europas eingefuhrt worden und
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erfreuen sich einer stets wachsenden Anwendung. Nament-
lich sind es die durch die Baublocke gefiihrten, an geeigne-
ten Stellen zu Ruheplatzen und Spielflachen erweiterten In-

nenpromenaden, die in keinem modernen Bebauungsplan
fehlen sollten. Sie verbinden die offentlichen Parks und
sind als ruhige, staubfreie auch fiir alte Leute und Kinder

sichere Spaziergange besonders beliebt. Wahrend man
Bacher und sonstige kleine Wasserlaufe friiher in die Stras-

sen zu legen und einzuwolben pflegte, werden sie jetz in die

Blocke aufgenommen und dienen mit ihren bepflanzten
Ufern ihren klaren Gewasser und rauschenden Kaskaden
zur landschaftlichen Verschonerung der Promenadenwege.

In neuester Zeit haben die Innenpromenaden eine sehr

beteutsame Wichtigkeit erlangt infolge der starken Zu-

nahme der Kraftwagen und Motorrader, die den Verkehr
sowohl der Fussganger als der gewohnlichen Furhrwerke
auf Stadt und Landstrassen gefahrden. Man beginnt des-

halb im Aussengelande der Stadte in volkreichen Gegenden
auch uberland selbstandige Strassen zu planen und anzu-

legen, die ausschliesslich fiir den Autoverkehr bestimmt
sind. Diese "Autostrassen" oder "Bahnstrassen" sind vom
Anbau frei zu halten; sie kreuzen die Vorhandenen Wege
und ebenso die neuen zum Anbau bestimmten strassen mit-

tels tiber. Ueberoder Unterfiihrungen, so dass die Schnell-

fahrt nirgehdwo den gewohnlichen Verkehr stort oder von

diesen gestort wird. Da es indes schwierig und oft fast un-

moglich ist, solche selbstandige Autostrassen nachtraglich

in bestehende und in Bau begriffene Stadtteile einzufiihren,

so werden die Strassen der inneren Stadt von Kraftwagen
und Motorradern nicht frei gehalten werden konnen. Selbst

die reinen "Wohnstrassen" werden dem Autoverkehr inso-

fern offen stehen, als diese an den dortigen Wohnungen
sein Ziel findet. Immerhin kann in solchen Wohnstrassen

nicht von einer eigentlicher Verkehrsgefahrdung ges-

prochen worden, wahrend in den stadtischen Verkehrs und
Geschaftsstrassen die gewohnlichen Fiihrwerke und na-

mentlich die Fussganger starken, ja unertraglichen Gefah-
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ren ausgesezt sein konnen. Hier bieten reinen Fusswege,

welche die Baublocke durchqueren und die Wohnstrassen in

der Ebene, die Verkehrstrassen mittels Unter-oder Ueber-

fiihrungen kreuzen eine willkommene Aushilfe. Sie ist in

alten Stadtteilen nachtraglich zwar schwer erreichbar, da-

gegen fiir neue Stadtteile oder in grosseren Stadtbauplanen
veilleicht sogar in Ueberlandplanen mit Leichtigkeit vor-

zuschen. In hligeligen Gelande ergeben wird bei organ-

ischer Planung die Unter und Ueberfuhrungen fast vom
selbst. Sie bieten aber auch im ebenem Gelande nur geringe

schwierigkeiten, weil in dem Fusswegen starke Rampen-
steigungen, notigenfalls sogar Treppenstuffen, zulassig sind.

Es versteht sich, dass sowohl die Autostrassen als diese

selbstandigen Pfade, erstere durch Rampen, letztere durch

Rampen oder Treppen, mit den eigentlichen Stadtstrassen,

die allein dem Anbau dienen, an den Kreuzungstellen in pas-

sende Verbindung gesetzt werden konnen so weit dies noti-

gen erscheint.

Die selbstandigen Fusswege werden zweckmassig als 4

bis 6 m breite Pfade mit Baumreihen angelegt und beider-

seits von 4 bis 5 m. breiten Griinstreifen eingefasst, so dass

einer 12 bis 16 m. breite Flache zwischen den Garten in

Anspruch genommen wird, von wo private Zugange vertrag-

lich gestattet werden konnen.

So wird also dass zukunftige Strassennetz einer Stadt

ausser den bisherigen Strassen und Platzen, Eisenbahnen,
Wasserlaufen und Griinanlagen noch zwei Arten selbstandi-

ger Verkehrswege enthalten, die nicht zum Anbau bestimmt

sind, namlich: die Autostrassen, die so weit als moglich in

die Stadt hinein zu fiihren sind, und die Innenpromenaden,
die nicht bloss als Parkways die offentlichen Parkanlagen
mit einander verbinden, sondern auch als geschiitzte Fuss-

wege den sicheren Verkehr der Fussganger zwischen den

Stadtteilen und aus der Stadt in die Umgebung ermoglichen
sollen. Welchen Raum diese geschlitzten Fusswege in Ans-

pruch nehmem werden, ist noch night erprobt. Schatzt
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man ihn auf etwa 2i/2 per cent, der Stadtflache, so ergeben
sich:

Per cent.

Fur die alteren Griinanlagen wie erwahnt
etwa 10

Fur die Spiel und Sportplatze etwa 4,5

Fur die Innenfusswege etwa 2.5

Zusammen etwa 17.0

B. AUSSERHALB DER STADT.

Zu 3. Was die dauernde Erhaltung von Wald und Wie-
senflachen in der Stadtumgebung betrifft, so haben zwar
schon friiher manche Stadte, z. B. Rom und Florenz, Paris

und Berlin, auch mehrere Theinische Stadte, dafiir Sorge
getragen, dass auch ausserhalb der Rebauten Stadteile

Wald-, Wiesen- und Parkflachen geschont und frei gehalten
wurden. Aber die Erkentnisse der Notwendigkeit dieses

"Aussengriins" ist doch erst in jungste Zeit und zwar be-

sonders durch die engliche Gartenstadtbewegung und die

vorbildiche Planung des Wiener Wald und Wiesengurtels
allgemein verbreitet werden. Eine erhohte Wertschatzung
und eine bestimmte For, hat sodann die Anordnung des

Aussengriine empfangen durch die gleichfalls aus England
gekommene Forderung der planmassigen Einschrankung
der Zusammenhangenden Stadterweiterung und die Erhalt-

ung oder Schaffung selbstandiger Vororte, sogenannte
Trabantenstadte, von ebenfalls beschrankter Grosse da-

durch sind die ausseren Grunflachen nach Lage und Gestalt

ein wesentliche Restandteil der Stadtplanung geworden und
werden es immer mehr. Sie erganzen das planmassig ge-
ordnete Gesamt-Weichbild, in welches die Zentralstadt und
die Vorstadte gemeinsam eingebettet werden.

Zu 4. Nun aber ist dieses Aussengriin des Gesamt-
Weichbildes nicht auf Wald- Wiesen- und Parkflachen nebet

Zubehor beschrankt, sondern es soil auch dauernd verblei-

bende Nutzgarten enthalten, die an die Stadtbewohner zur

Bewirtschaftung und Pflage sowie fiir Erholungszwecke
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vertraglich abgegeben werden, und zwar in der Regel pacht
weise von beschrankter Grosse (Pacht und Kleingarten) .

Durch die Errichtung offener Lauben oder kleiner Baulich-

keiten zum voriibergehenden Aufenthalt entstehen die so-

genannten Laubenkolonien, die bisher der Fortschreitenden

Bebauung weichen mussten, in Zukunft aber dauernde Be-

standteile der Stadtanlage sein sollen.

Zu 5. Entsprechend den Grundsatzen der englischen

Gartenstadt treten als Teile des Stadtganzen dauernd

landwirtschaftlich zu benutzende Flachen hinzu, die als

Aecker zu bewirtschaften sind, und nur nit solchen Baulich-

keiten besetzt werden durfen, die dem landwirtschaftlichen

Betriebe dienen.

Zu 6. Schliesslich bieten die griinen Aussenflachen des

stadtischen Gesamt-Weichbildes, welche die Zentralstadt

und die Trababantenstadte von einander trennen und nach

Moglichkeit in einheitlicher Verwaltung stehen sollen, die

willkommene Gelegenheit zur Einrichtung von Stadien,

Rennbahnen, und sonstigen Sportanlangen im grossen, von

Friedhofen, Anzucht-garten und Baumschulen, sowie von

Flugfeldern, deren Bedeutung, Zahl und Gebrauch mit der

Entwickelung des Flugwesens von Jahr zu Jahr zunehmen.

C. DIE AUSFUHRUNG.

Fur die Ausfiihrung der Griinanlagen unter (1) and (2)

genugt zumeist die bestehende Gesetzgebung. Insoweit sie

mit Einschliiss des Strassennetzes einen bestimmten Pro-

zentsatz des in betracht kommenden Teiles des Stadtflache,

z.B. 35 oder 40 per cent, nicht iiberschreiten, kann die Ge-

meinde deren Erwerb durch die "Umlegung" der ungeregel-
ten Grundstucke in der Weise erreichen, dass jeder Grund-
besitzer den genannten Prozentsatz seines Landes unent-

geltlich abzutreten hat, wahrend ihm das verbleibende

Flachenmass von mindestens 65 oder 60 per cent, seines

urspriinglichen Besitzes in Gestalt von regelmassig gestall-

tetem Baugelande an bebauungsfahigen Strassen iiberwie-

sen wird. Ueberschreitet der Dedarf an Strassenflache und
Grunflache den unentgeltlich abzutretenden Prozentsatz, so
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hat die Gemeinde die uberschiessenden Flachenteile ent>

weder vor der Umlegung aus der Masse der umzulegenden
Grundstiicke giitlich anzukaufen oder nachher den Eigentlu-
mern im Wege der Engeignung zu entschadigen. Der vor-

herige Ankauf, so weit moglich, ist selbsttedend vorzu-

ziehen.

Was die Grunflaehen unter (3) betrifft, so wird es nur
in einzelnen Fallen moglich sein dass die Gemeinde sie aus-

nahmsweise oder teilweise durch das Verfahren der Um-
legung erwirbt. Das ist beispielwise in Koln geschehen bei

Analge der sogenannten "Griigurtels" an Stelle einer bisher

mit dem militarischen Bauverbot belegten, infolge Auflas-

sung der Festungswerke freigewordenen Gelandezone. Hier
war es der Stadtverwaltung gelungen, durch ein besonderes

preussiches Gesetz den obigen Prozentsatz auf 50 per cent,

zu erhohen, was, so weit bekannt, fur die Ausfiihrung des

Grungiirtels hingereicht hat.

Im allgemeinen aber handeltes sich bei den dauernd zu
erhaltenden Wald-und Wiesenflachen in der Stadtumgebung
um einen grosseren Prozentsatz und somit um einen schwer-

wiegenden, notwendigen Eingriff in das private Eigen-
tumsrecht, der, schon um Willkur zu verhuten, mit sorgfal-

tigen gesetzlichen Biirgschaften zu umkleiden ist. Es wird
kaum zulassig sein, ohne angemessene Schadloshaltung ein

Bauverbot fur die ausgedehnten Griinflachen des Gesamt-
weichbildes der Stadt auszusprechen, weil es zu Ungerecht-
lichkeiten fiihren miisste, dem einen Grundbesitzer die bau-

liche Ausnutzung seines Landes zu gestatten, dem benach-
barten Besitzer aber diese Ausnutzung entschadigung
zu unter sagen. Andererseits konnte es ebenso ungerecht
sein, den Eigentumern des Landes in den Grunzonen sofort

namhafte Entschadigungen zuzubilligen, wahrend es sich

doch in der Regel nur um den Verzicht auf einen moglicher-
weise in der Zukunft eintretenden, keineswegs sicheren

Gewinn handelt. Indes, wo ein Wille ist, findst sich ein Weg.
Ein billiger Ausgleich wird durch einer weise Gesetzgebung
anzuordnen sein.
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Selbstredend vermindern sich die Schwierigkeiten, wenn
wie bei den Englischen Gartenstadten die unbebaut

zu erhaltenden Aussenflachen sich in der Hauptsache be-

reits im offentliehen Eigentum befinden oder wenn die Ge-

meinde sich zu deren Ankauf entschliessen kann. Auch
mtisste der Gemeinde das Enteignungsrecht zu erkannt

werden. Auf diese Fragen naher einzugehen, wiirde hier

zu weit ftihren.

Zu 4 and 5. Was die Nutzgarten und die Landwirt-

schaftsflachen betrifft, so wird das Bauverbot die Eigen-
tumer zwar im allgemeinen weniger schadigen. Immerhin
aber treten auch hier ahnliche Entschadigungs Ankaufs

und Enteignungsfragen auf, wie unter (3).

Zu 6. Das fiir Stadien, Rennbahnen, Friedhofe, Flug-
felder und ahnliche Benutzungszwecke bestimmte Gelande

wird, so weit es sich nicht schon im offentlichen Eigentum
befindet, im allgemeinen durch giitlichen Ankauf zu erwer-

ben sein. Aber auch fiir manche dieser Anlagen ist das En-

teignungsrecht unentbehrlich.

SCHLUSS.

Die stadtischen Grunflachen sind weit mehr als ein

Schmuckmittel. Ihre wohliiberlegte reichliche Anordnung
und Zweckmassige Verteilung im Inneren und Aeusseren

der Stadt ist von der grossten sozialen und gesundheitlichen

Bedeutung und deshalb eine der vornehmsten Aufgaben des

Stadtebauers. Die richtige Losung dieser Aufgabe ver-

biirgt zugleich die sachgemasse Grossenbeschrankung der

Zentralstadt, sowie die gute Verteilung und Bemessung der

Trabantenstadte.

SUMMARY
While the provision of green spaces in the earlier town

plans did not go beyond the planting of avenues of trees in

broad streets, the laying out with flowers and shrubs of

small areas and public parks, which covered about 10 per
cent of the whole area of the town, in recent years the fol-

lowing more varied provision has been considered neces-
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sary: (a) Fields for games and sports; (b) strips of green

uniting parks and other laid out open spaces; and (c)

woods, meadows, kitchen gardens and agricultural areas to

be retained in their original condition within the area of

the town.

The children's playing places, which often take the place
of the ornamental gardens or are connected with schools

and similar institutions, should be distributed in all parts
of the town, so that the streets may be kept free of peram-
bulators and little children at play. In the case of sports
fields of all kinds there is no harm in these being placed at

greater distances from the centre of the town. The green

spaces needed for games and sports should be in the ratio

of about 3 sq. m. per head of population.

Fields for games and sports may be combined with

parks, ornamental gardens and green strips. But the gar-
den strips, in the form of "inside" walks, that is, simple

footpaths leading through the blocks of dwellings, are of

the greatest importance at the present day owing to the

continual increase in motor and other power-driven vehicles.

The rapid pace possible with this kind of traffic threatens

the safety both of slower traffic and of the foot passengers
in the ordinary streets to such an extent that other provision

must be made for those who travel on foot. These inside

walks provide a sheltered way for foot passengers between

the various parts of the town and also to the suburbs, es-

pecially where they are arranged to cross or to pass under

the ordinary streets. If the area required to provide the

narrow green strips along these footways be estimated at

21/2% of the area of the town, the total amount of open

space required in the center area of the town is about 17%.

The above named green spaces, including race courses,

stadiums, churchyards, aerodromes and similar spaces set

apart for public use should be so ordered and arranged as

to limit the built-upon areas of the inner part of the town

and separate the suburbs and satellite towns from each

other.
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While the provision of the open spaces in the inner parts

of the town is provided for in the legislation of most states,

by means of "exchange" and compulsory acquisition, the

formation and preservation of open spaces beyond the

present boundaries of the towns requires supplementary

legislation, not only with a view to protecting the property
of land owners who are affected by a prohibition to build,

but also in regard to those areas which may later be ac-

quired by the municipal authority. It is an important prob-
lem of legislation in regard to this question to deal fairly

and harmoniously with both public and private interests.

SOMMAIRE
Tandis que la prevision des espaces de verdure dans les

premiers plans de villes ne depassait pas la plantation de

lignes d'arbres dans les grandes rues, I'amenagement de

massifs de fleurs et d'arbustes de petites dimensions ou de

jardins publics, qui couvrait environ 10% de la superficie

totale de la Ville, dans ces dernieres annees on a trouve

necessaire de prendre des mesures plus variees que nous

allons exposer.

(a) Des terrains pour les jeux et les sports.

(b) Des bandes de verdure reunissant les jardins et

d'autres espaces decouverts amenages.

(c) Des bois, des prairies, des jardins potagers et des

zones agricoles doivent etre maintenus dans leur etat

originaire dans Tinterieur meme de la Ville.

Les terrains de jeu pour les enfants, qui prennent souvent

la place des jardins d'agrement ou sont rattaches a des

ecoles ou autres institutions similaires, seront repartis dans

toutes les parties de la Ville, de telle fac,on que les rues

soient debarrassees des voitures des enfants et de leurs

jeux. Quant il s'agit de terrains de sports de tous genres, il

n'y a aucun inconvenient a les placer a des plus grandes
distances du centre de la Ville. Ces espaces de verdure

necessaires pour les jeux et les sports doivent etre en pro-

portion de 3 m 2 par individu.
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Les terrains de jeux et de sports doivent etre combines

avec les pares, les jardins d'agrement et les bandes de

verdure. Mais les bandes de verdure, sous la forme de

promenades "interieures" c'est-a-dire de simples passages

pour les pietons a travers les blocs d'habitations, sont de la

plus grande importance actuellement en egard au nombre
croissant continuellement des autos et autres vehicules auto-

mobiles.

L'allure rapide que cette espece de circulation rend pos-
sible menace a la fois la securite de la circulation plus lente

et celle des pietons dans les rues ordinaires, a un tel point

que Ton doit prendre des precautions pour ceux qui voyagent
a pied. Ces promenades interieures doivent fournir un

refuge aux pietons qui circulent entre les divers parties de

la Ville et les faubourgs, surtout quand elles sont amenagees
de fac.on a croiser ou a traverser les rues ordinaires au

moyen de passages souterrains. Si 1'espace exige pour
planter une bande etroite de verdure le long de ces chemins
reserves aux pietons est estime a 2.5% de la superficie de

la Ville, le total des espaces libres requis dans le centre de

la Ville est d'environ 17%.
Les espaces de verdure ci-dessus nommes comprenant

des pistes pour les courses, des stades, des cimetieres des

aerodromes et d'autres espaces reserves pour Tusage public
doivent etre ordonnes et amenages de fac.on a limiter les

espaces batis de la partie interne de la Ville et a separer les

faubourgs et les villes satellites les uns des autres.

Tandis que le reserve d'espaces libres dans les parties
internes de la Ville est prevue par la legislation de la plupart
des Etats au moyen d' "echange" et I'expropriation, la for-

mation et la preservation des espaces libres en dehors des

limites des villes exigent une legislation supplemental, non
seulement en vue de proteger les droits des proprietaires

qui sont soumis a une servitude de ne pas batir, mais aussi

en egard a ces espaces qui peuvent plus tard etre admis

par Tautorite municipale. C'est un important probleme de

la legislation que de resoudre equitablement cette question,

en egard aux interets publics et prives qui sont en jeu.



PREVENTING BUILDING IN OFFI-
CIALLT MAPPED STREETS

PHILIP NICHOLS,

Attorney-at-Law, Boston.

Intelligent public opinion now fully recognizes the im-

portance to any growing community of the formulation by
public authority of an official map indicating on its face the

location of the streets and thoroughfares which it is ex-

pected will be constructed in the outlying sections of the

city when the increase of population has caused the city to

spread out, and the construction of a system of streets and

thoroughfares in such territory is required by the common
necessity and convenience. The preparation of such a map
can be safely entrusted to the professional skill of a well-

trained and enthusiastic guild of city planners. But the

legal problems incidental to the establishment of such a

map by public authority in such a way that it will have

any permanent value require the most careful and thought-
ful consideration on the part of those familiar with the

problems of public and constitutional law.

In the constitution of almost every one of the states

which compose the United States of America is a provision

which prohibits the legislature of the state from taking or

authorizing the taking of private property for the public

use without compensation. An amendment to the Constitu-

tion of the United States in like manner prohibits any state

from depriving any person of his property without due pro-

cess of law. As a result of these constitutional provisions,

a law which authorizes the taking of private property for

public use without compensation is incapable of enforce-

ment. The constitutional provisions in question have not

been so strictly construed as to be limited in their applica-

tion to the outright seizure of property, but prohibit as well

such an interference with the enjoyment and use of property
as amounts to the deprivation of the ordinary rights of

ownership, whether such interference is physical, as by
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flooding a private owner's land with water, or is imposed by

unduly restrictive regulation.

On the other hand, not every interference by legislative

authority with the use and enjoyment of private property

which derogates from its value is a "taking" or a "depriva-

tion" of property in the constitutional sense ; and how severe

such interference must be to constitute a "taking" or a

"deprivation" of property is a question of degree, and an

exact definition is impossible. It is, however, generally

recognized that the legislature may go farther in restrict-

ing the use of property without compensation as an incident

to a general regulation applicable to all citizens alike, and

enacted in behalf of the public health, morals or safety,

than it may in imposing restrictions applicable to such prop-

erty only as is so situated with respect to a particular public

improvement that the restriction facilitates the establish-

ment or use of the improvement. As a matter of legal

terminology, legislation of the former class is deemed an

exercise of the "police power," legislation of the latter

class, on the other hand, is deemed an exercise of the "power
of eminent domain." An arbitrary discrimination between

classes of individuals and classes of property is fatal to an

attempted exercise of the police power, but if there is no

such discrimination, and there is no deprivation of the whole

beneficial use of property, a regulation in behalf of the

public health, morals or safety is valid, though no com-

pensation is provided. Discrimination is a normal in-

cident of eminent domain; one piece of property is seized,

or damaged, or restricted because its seizure, damage or

restriction facilitates the establishment, construction or use

of a particular public improvement, while other property of

a like character remains entirely free from seizure, damage
or restriction because it is not needed. In such a case, the

owner of the first piece of property is entitled to compensa-

tion, even for the imposition of a restriction which does not

deprive him of the whole beneficial use of the property,
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and which might be imposed as a general regulation under

the police power without compensation.

With this brief explanation of the relation of the federal

and state constitutions to laws regulating the use of land

held in private ownership, we may now proceed to a brief

summary of the legal history of official maps of street loca-

tions in the United States.

While little or nothing was done in the way of making
provision for future streets in most of the American colonies

a notable exception exists in the case of the City of Phila-

delphia. William Penn, the proprietor of the Colony in

1682, laid out a system of "checker-board" streets which
is the basis of Philadelphia's present street system. On
the other hand, a notable example of the lack of city plan-

ning is found in the City of Boston, the streets of which
follow the paths and roads as they gradually developed

through use, and which are so notoriously narrow, crooked

and winding that it is the local tradition that they follow

the paths worn by the cattle of the first settlers when they
returned from pasture. The City of Boston is now paying

dearly for this lack of foresight in its founders, and a system
of street widening, and the cutting through of necessary

thoroughfares, in the congested business district, which is

now being entered upon may result in an expenditure of

fifty million dollars.

The classic example of city planning in the early days of

the American Republic is, of course, the City of Washington.
It is not, however, so well known that many others of the

eastern cities, outside of New England, enjoyed the advan-

tage of a comprehensive map of street locations, established

and protected by public authority, at about the time of the

establishment of the City of Washington. In 1807, the

Legislature of the State of New York provided for a survey
of what was then considered the upper part of the City of

New York, and under this statute a map of proposed streets

was filed. At this time the land in question was held in

private ownership, but the statute contained a provision
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that an owner who built upon the location of one of the

proposed streets was to receive no compensation for his

improvements when the street was opened. A like pro-

vision was contained in the statute which incorporated the

Village of Brooklyn in 1816, and for many years these

statutes were in force, and no objection was taken to their

validity. In fact, in 1836, the statute relating to Brooklyn
was expressly held to be constitutional. Thus, during the

period of the growth of New York and Brooklyn to cities

of the first rank they had the benefit of an official map of

street locations, the integrity of which was protected by

law, and while the rigid adherence to the "checker-board"

system of streets would probably not meet with the full

approval of the city planners of today, the difference be-

tween the broad, straight thoroughfares of New York and

the crooked, narrow and winding streets in the business

sections of Boston bears witness to the advantage which

New York enjoyed by reason of this early adoption of one

of the most essential features of city planning.

As a result of the tendency to a stricter limitation on

legislative power which made itself felt before the middle

of the century, and of the gradual building up of judicial

precedents thereunder, in 1892 the highest court of the

State of New York held that such a statute as had protected

the street maps of New York and Brooklyn was unconstitu-

tional, and a few years later the Act of 1807 which had

established the street map in New York was itself held to

be invalid. Since then it has been established law in New
York that a statute is unconstitutional which attempts to

protect the integrity of an official map of street locations by

providing that one who builds upon the location of a pro-

jected street shall receive no compensation for his improve-

ments when the street is opened.

City planning in Baltimore had a similar history. In

1817 a statute was enacted providing for the establishment

of an official map of street locations, and seeking to protect

its integrity in the same manner as the New York map was
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protected. This statute was in force, apparently with gen-

eral acquiescence, for thirty-seven years, but in 1854 it was
held unconstitutional. Similar acts in Delaware and New
Jersey met with a similar fate.

No attempt appears to have been made anywhere in the

New England states to provide for the establishment of a

general city map of proposed street locations until 1891,

although in Boston, much earlier, large tracts of flats were

filled by the state, and laid out with broad and regular
streets and avenues which form a marked contrast not only
to the streets in the older part of Boston itself, but to the

streets in the adjacent centers of population, which are

now included within the city limits of Boston. In 1891 a

statute was enacted providing for a map of proposed street

locations for the City of Boston, the integrity of which it

was sought to protect in the usual way, but thirteen years
later this statute was held to be unconstitutional. Penn-

sylvania appears to be the only state in which the contrary
doctrine is maintained, and in that state the courts now
rest their decisions, upholding the statutes which protect
the location of streets shown upon the official map, more

upon the early establishment of, and long acquiescence in,

the constitutionality of the legislation in question, rather

than on any legal principle upon which it can be supported.

We are thus met with the situation that, except in the

State of Pennsylvania, all statutory provisions which have

been enacted for the purpose of protecting the integrity of

an official map of street locations have been held uncon-

stitutional, and the important function of definitely deter-

mining in advance the location of the public streets of a

growing city has come to a complete standstill.

To meet the situation a new type of legislation should

be enacted, but whether it should be under the the police

power or under the power of eminent domain is still an

open question. In support of the former method it is urged
that if the element of substantial confiscation could be

avoided the statute would be otherwise unobjectionable.
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It has, therefore, been suggested that the statute should pro-

vide that the owner of land within the location of a proposed

street, who was denied permission to erect a building there-

on, might appeal to a Board of Appeals, and, if the Board

should find that the deprivation of the right to erect a

building amounted to a substantial confiscation of the land,

they might permit the use of the land for a building from
which some income could be derived, but which could be

torn down or removed when the street was actually con-

structed, without a substantial loss to the owner. A definite

plan for an efficient system of public streets is, it is said,

now recognized to be so necessary for the public health,

morals and safety that a regulation preserving the integrity

of the official map of street locations could be justified as an

exercise of the police power, provided it did not cause a sub-

stantial deprivation of property, and that an owner who
was allowed to derive a reasonable return from his property
could not complain that he had been in substance deprived

of his property. The method of preserving the integrity of

a city plan thus outlined has been embodied in bills intro-

duced in the Legislatures of the States of New York and

Florida, but has not yet been enacted as a law.

There are, however, grave reasons for questioning the

constitutionality of such legislation. A regulation which

prohibits one man from building upon his land because if

he builds he will interfere with the construction of a street

at some future date, while the owner of the adjoining land

is allowed to build as he will, is not, it would seem, such a

general regulation as can be justified as an exercise of the

police power, but is a taking of an easement by eminent

domain, and it is no justification for the taking by eminent

domain without compensation of an easement in the prop-

erty of an individual that the owner is allowed to retain

such rights in his property as will enable him to make some

use of it. Though holding the most profound respect for

the opinion of the eminent attorneys who have devised and

defended this means of meeting the constitutional objections
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which have been encountered, I cannot but feel that the

proposed method of establishing the integrity of the official

map of street locations under the police power is of such

doubtful constitutionality that it should not be attempted
unless no other course is open.

To take the locations of the proposed streets outright by
an exercise of the power of eminent domain is entirely im-

practical, since no city or town could possibly afford to take

and pay for the very large proportion of its area which
would be included within the locations of the proposed

streets, nor could betterment assessments be levied at such

a long period before the streets were opened to use. In my
opinion, however, the problem can be solved under the power
of eminent domain by the application of methods which
have frequently been applied to similar situations without

encountering any constitutional objection. In most cases

an owner could not show that any substantial damage had
been inflicted upon him by the establishment of the map,
though its integrity was protected by law. The case of

real injury would be the exception, and in most instances

the violation of constitutional rights would be purely tech-

nical.

There is a large class of authorized public acts which
constitute a technical violation of constitutional rights, but

which as a practical matter seldom cause any real damage.
Such situations are commonly met by adding a clause to

the statute which authorizes the performance of the act

providing that anyone who suffers damages may recover

compensation from the body politic which caused the dam-

age. Very few persons, and in many cases no one, ever

claim damages in such cases, but the existence of the remedy
saves the constitutionality of the statute. In this class of

legislative enactments the statutes protecting the integrity

of the official map of street locations may well be deemed to

fall.

There is, however, a serious practical difficulty in adapt-

ing a statute, designed to protect the integrity of the official
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map of street locations by an exercise of the power of

eminent domain, to the eminent domain procedure of any
one state, and it is this difficulty which has hitherto pre-
vented the use of the power of eminent domain to meet
the situation. While the eminent domain procedure differs

widely in the different states, there are two entirely diverse

classes of procedure commonly employed, into one of which
the procedure of almost every state falls. In New York,
and in a majority of the other states, eminent domain pro-

ceedings originate with a proceeding in court, instituted

by the body politic or corporate which desires to take the

land, and all owners and others having an interest in the

land sought to be taken are made parties defendant. If the

body politic or corporate which seeks to take the land es-

tablishes the right to do so, an award is then made by the

jury or other tribunal of the compensation or damages
which it will be required to pay to the different owners.
This award amounts to a determination of the sum for

which the land may be taken. If the sum is deemed exces-

sive by the body politic or corporate which instituted the

proceedings, the proceedings are abandoned ; the owner has
no vested right in the award, but the land may be taken

only upon the payment of the sum awarded. On the other

hand, in Massachusetts, and in some of the other states,

the taking of property is definitely and finally made by
an administrative order of the governing body of a body
politic or corporate authorized to exercise the power of

eminent domain. Some form of actual or constructive

notice is given to the owners, and they are allowed a limited

period to Ale a claim for damages, and on their failure to

file such a claim their rights to compensation lapse. But if

a claim is filed by an owner, and an award made by the

jury, a definite judgment is entered against the body politic

or corporate which made the taking, and no opportunity is

given to avoid payment by discontinuing the proceedings.

If the filing of the official map, protected by a restriction

upon the right to build within the limits of the proposed
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streets, is treated as a taking of property by eminent do-

main, under the New York procedure all of the owners of

land within the locations of the proposed streets would be

made parties defendant to judicial proceedings, and would
be much more likely to claim damages than if they had to

take the initiative themselves, and even if the owners were
unknown or did not appear, the court would still be obliged

to award damages. As a consequence, the expense and
trouble to which the city would be put would discourage

any frequent use of this method of protecting the integrity

of the map.

On the other hand, under the Massachusetts plan, while

most owners would not feel that they had suffered sufficient

injury to warrant them to take the initiative in instituting

proceedings in court, there might be some who rightly or

wrongly felt that the official map of street locations pre-

vented the most advantageous development of their land,

and some of such owners, with the aid of sufficiently in-

genious and plausible real estate experts, might secure very
substantial verdicts some of them deserved, but more of

which would be based on a purely fanciful injury and
under the Massachusetts plan the city would have no option
but to pay the damages.

The fear of such a result might well deter the city gov-
ernment from adopting an official map of street locations

under a statute imposing this liability. It is only by a

combination of the different features of these two methods

that a practicable means of protecting the integrity of the

official map by the exercise of the power of eminent domain
can be evolved. Thus, a statute might be enacted which

provided that, upon the filing of the map and the giving of

notice thereof in some public manner to owners of land

affected, such owners might within one year thereafter peti-

tion the appropriate court for an award of damages for the

imposition upon their land of the easement created by the

filing of the map, or be forever barred from claiming such

damages.
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Such a statute would further provide that, if a verdict

against the city was returned, the city would have a certain

interval to accept or reject the verdict; and that if the city

rejected the verdict it would be obliged to amend the official

map so that it would no longer affect the property of the

complaining owner, and his award of damages would there-

upon be annulled, provision, however, being made to com-

pensate him for the expense which he suffered by the pro-

ceedings.

It is believed that if such a statute were enacted very
few claims would be instituted under its provisions, and that

in any event the fact that the municipal authorities would
have the option of modifying the official map, in case they
encountered an excessive claim for damages, would make
city governments more willing to establish an official map.

A statute embodying this method of protecting the in-

tegrity of street locations was introduced this year into the

Massachusetts Legislature, and the opinion of the Attorney-
General was asked as to its constitutionality. The opinion
which has just been rendered sustained the constitutionality
of the bill. It is believed that the plan has been received

with favor by the members of the Legislature, and there is

good ground for expecting that it will be enacted in the

year 1926.

If the Legislature of Massachusetts enacts this bill, the

people of the state will have to accept a new and unfamiliar

feature in eminent domain proceedings, namely, the aband-

onment of a taking in order to avoid the payment of exces-

sive damages ; but the opportunity of adopting a means of

protecting the official map which is undoubtedly constitu-

tional and which will not subject the cities and towns of the

state to the possibility of a great and undeterminable liabil-

ity to damages may well obviate this objection. It is to be

hoped that the method of protecting the integrity of the

official map under the police power as has been proposed in

New York will be held constitutional by virtue of the pro-

vision for the amelioration of the severity of the law
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through the discretionary power of the board of appeals;

but if this plan should fail, and the method of protecting the

city plan by the exercise of the power of eminent domain
should be adopted in Massachusetts, and should prove of

practical value, the states which treat the condemnation of

property as a judicial process would still have the oppor-

tunity of following the path thus blazed out and adopting
the eminent domain method of protecting the official map
of street location, if they were willing to accept the, to them,
new and unfamiliar step of condemnation by administrative

order.
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APPENDIX A.

HOUSE No. 504

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty-Five.

AN ACT TO FURTHER PROTECT LOCATIONS RESERVED FOR
PUBLIC WAYS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in Gen-
eral Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

SECTION 1. Chapter forty-one of the General Laws is hereby
amended by inserting after section seventy-nine the following new
sections :

SECTION 79A. The city council of a city or town at a town meet-

ing may by vote provide that the location of all or part of the ways
not already laid out as public ways or such portions thereof as are not

included in existing public ways, which are shown on a plan prepared,

approved and filed by the board of survey of such city or town under
section seventy-five or by the planning board of such city or town, or

by the division of metropolitan planning, after such notices and hear-

ings as are required in the case of boards of survey by section sev-

enty-five, shall be reserved for public use, and in such case the city

or town clerk shall within thirty days after such vote cause to be filed

in the registry of deeds of the county or district in which such city

or town is situated an attested copy of such plan and vote, and shall

cause a copy of such plan to be left open to public inspection at some
convenient public place in the city or town as long as the reservations

established by said vote are in force, and shall cause to be published
once a week for three successive weeks in a newspaper published in

the city or town, if any, otherwise in the county in which such city

or town is situated, a notice of such action and a statement of the

place where and the time when the copy of the plan which is open to

public inspection may be seen. The first publication of said notice shall

be not later than fifteen days after copies of said plan and note have

been filed in the registry of deeds as aforesaid. A plan so filed in the

registry of deeds may be changed by the city council or the town to

conform to a new plan prepared by the board of survey or the plan-

ning board or the division of metropolitan planning after like notices

and hearings to those required in the case of an original plan and in

such case the city or town clerk shall cause the new plan to be filed

and notice thereof to be given as herein provided in the case of an

original plan. The filing of a plan under this section shall not be

deemed a public improvement for which betterments can be assessed

under chapter eighty.
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SECTION 79B. If the location of a way, or any part thereof,

which has been reserved for public use under section seventy-nine A,
is laid out as a public way, or is included within the limits of an

existing public way by proceedings for widening, altering, or relocat-

ing such way, no damages shall be paid to or recovered by any per-

son for injury, caused by the laying out, widening, alteration, or re-

location of such way, to buildings, structures, or additions thereto or

other improvements upon his land which have been constructed after

the filing in the registry of deeds of an attested copy of the vote

reserving such location for public use under section seventy-nine A.

Any person whose property has been taken by the action of any city

or town under section seventy-nine A may recover the damages there-

by caused by filing a petition for the assessment of such damages
under chapter seventy-nine against such city or town within one year
from the filing of the vote and plan in the registry of deeds as pro-
vided in said section.

SECTION 79C. The right to recover damages under section sev-

enty-nine B shall not become absolute and judgment for the petition-

ers shall not be entered until ninety days after the proceedings have
become otherwise ripe for judgment, and if at any time after the

filing of a petition for damages under section seventy-nine B and be-

fore the expiration of such ninety days the city council or the select-

men shall cause to be filed in the registry of deeds in which the copy
of a vote and plan was filed under section seventy-nine A a statement

that the city or town has abandoned the reservation of that part of

the location which included the land with respect to which the peti-

tion was filed, the petition shall be dismissed upon motion of the city

or town, and no damages shall be recovered by or paid to the peti-

tioner, except as hereinafter provided. Upon the dismissal of a peti-

tion as herein provided, the petitioner shall have judgment against the

city or town for his costs and for the damages, if any, which he has

sustained in his property by the restriction thus temporarily placed
on his land, such damages to be determined by the court, and any
person whose property has been taken by the action of any city or

town in abandoning the reservation of the whole or any part of a way
under this section may recover the damages thereby caused in the

same manner and subject to the same conditions as a person whose

property has been taken by the action of a city or town under sec-

tion seventy-nine A.

SECTION 79D. In a town which has accepted section seventy-
three or corresponding provisions of earlier laws or any special act

authorizing the creation of a board of survey therein, or in a city or

town which has accepted section thirty-seven of chapter eighty-one,
or corresponding provisions of earlier laws, a plan of ways and parts
of ways not already laid out as public ways prepared by the planning
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board or by the board of survey of such city or town or by the divi-

sion of metropolitan planning, may include exterior building lines not

more than forty feet distant from the exterior line of such ways, and
a vote to reserve such ways for public use under section seventy-
nine A may provide for the reservation of the land between such

building lines and the exterior lines of such ways for the future estab-

lishment of a building line or lines, and such vote may prescribe the

extent to which steps, windows, porticos and other usual projections

appurtenant to the front wall of a building will be permitted to extend

beyond such building line when such building line is established, and

if, after the land between the building lines and the exterior lines of

a way shown on such plan has been reserved as aforesaid, such build-

ing lines are established when such way is laid out, widened, altered,

or relocated in accordance with said plan, the board of officers charged
with the duty of preparing such way for travel shall cause to be re-

moved all structures upon the land between said building lines and
the exterior lines of said way which have been constructed after the

filing in the registry of deeds of an attested copy of the vote reserv-

ing such space for public use under section seventy-nine A, except

steps, windows, porticos, and other usual projections appurtenant to

the front walls of buildings, to the extent prescribed in the vote es-

tablishing such building line. The provisions of sections seventy-nine

A, seventy-nine B and seventy-nine C shall apply to building lines and

to the land between building lines and the exterior lines of ways when
such building lines have been included in plans and said land has been

reserved for public use under this section.

SECTION 2. Chapter forty-one of the General Laws is hereby
amended by striking out section eighty-one and inserting in place

thereof the following:

SECTION 81. Section seventy-three to seventy-nine D, inclusive,

shall not authorize a city or town to lay out or construct any way
or to maintain any building lines, which may be indicated on any plan,

until such way has been laid out as a public way or such building

lines have been established, in the manner provided by law, nor shall

such sections render a city or town liable for damages, except as pro-

vided in sections seventy-nine B, seventy-nine C and seventy-nine D
and for such damages as may be sustained by reason of the acts of

the board of survey, its officers and agents, under section seventy-

nine. Any person injured in his property as aforesaid under section

seventy-nine or by the establishment or discontinuance of exterior

lines under section eighty, may recover the damages so caused under

chapter seventy-nine.
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A session of the International Planning Conference is

invaluable for the opportunity which it offers for the in-

terchange of information on matters of common interest.

Especially suitable for consideration in this country where
the conference is held, are American problems which have

already been solved abroad. Obviously the conference is

invaluable to us, for from it we obtain at first hand a solu-

tion of our problems tested abroad and found to be effec-

tive and just. And to you from abroad also, the discus-

sion may well be of peculiar value; for the study of our

difficulties in dealing with matters familiar to you gives

you as perhaps nothing else can, a knowledge of underlying
conditions here.

Problems which have been solved elsewhere and remain

unsolved here, are no doubt to be found in all departments
of planning, but are more numerous in that part of the field

in which law and legal institutions are of preponderating

importance. In physical planning the physical sciences,

being the same everywhere, furnish a common guide to cor-

rect practice. In the legal field this is not the case, in any

event, to the same extent. Many of you come from civil

law countries; we live under the common law. Moreover,
we in this country must conform to written constitutions,

whose supremacy is maintained by our courts, and while

you have fundamental laws, some of which are written, you
are not so bound to them as we are by court interpretation.

There is a widespread feeling in this country that, use-

ful to us as foreign experience may be in other fields, in

legal matters because of the protection given to property

interests in our written Constitutions, it is of no value. It

is needless to say that American students of your institu-

tions do not share this feeling. They know that property
abroad is safeguarded adequately and by methods which in
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substance and effect are much like our own. They observe

that a considerable part of our recent social legislation was
first tried and found to be useful and just abroad, and al-

though for a time regarded here as of doubtful validity, has
been sustained by our courts. In the field of planning this

as we all know has already proved to be true, and there is

every reason to believe that it will continue.

Foreign legislation cannot, of course, be copied here; it,

or the idea upon which it is based, must be translated in

accordance with our customs and ways of thought, so that

it will fit into our institutions and become an integral part
of them.

The legal problem presented in this paper, solved by
every country in the world that has interested itself seri-

ously in city planning except the United States, is that of

protecting the city plan from encroachments of the owners
of the property planned.

It is, of course, quite unnecessary, in addressing this

audience assembled from all parts of the world in a com-

mon interest in city planning, to prove the fact that for the

attainment of efficiency and economy in building a city

there must be a plan of its major features in conformity
to which they shall be constructed. Obviously the need in

private enterprises of a plan made at the outset and fol-

lowed throughout, is immeasurably greater in that huge

aggregation of private enterprises which constitutes a city.

And the difference is one not only or chiefly of size and

complexity, but of the time element which is so different

in the two cases. The private undertaking can be com-

pleted without interruption, or definite arrangements can

be made at the outset for its completion as planned, but for

the city in any stage or for any major feature of its de-

velopment, this is impossible.

Let us take as an illustration the highways of the city.

In order to ensure ultimately the requisite facilities for

communication and traffic, a city must provide for a high-

way system stretching out far beyond its present needs.
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But at any one time only the highways required for imme-
diate use can actually be built or the land for them pur-
chased. To do otherwise would not only be a great waste,
in maintenance and carrying charges, but would be an un-

bearable strain upon the resources and credit of the city,

always taxed to the utmost to furnish the many facilities

which the city resident of today demands and obtains. And
in this country the situation in this respect is more difficult

to deal with than abroad; for in other countries the debt

limits of cities are as a rule adjusted to some extent to suit

the circumstances of the particular case ; while in this coun-

try these limits are by our constitutions rigidly fixed at a

percentage (usually 10 per cent.) of the value of real estate

within the city. The preservation of the plan until it can

be completed is, therefore, even more necessary in this coun-

try than in most others.

In order that a city shall be built according to plan, two

things are necessary: First, that the city itself, in its pub-
lic works, shall conform to the plan throughout the time

required for the completion of the features included in it;

and secondly, that the owners of the land planned shall be

prevented from erecting structures, for their own purposes,

too expensive for the city to acquire and demolish when
the time conies to carry out the plan in that locality. To
the accomplishment of the first of these objects, by a stat-

utory command from the state to its agent and subordinate,
the municipality, there is no constitutional difficulty; in-

deed, a number of our cities have for many years been

functioning without challenge under provisions of this sort.

In New York, for instance, there has been since 1811 a map
of streets and parks adopted and amended from time to time

in a prescribed way. No street or park can be laid out in New
York City unless it appears upon this map, nor can the city

vary in any respect from the main lines of the street or park
as it appears there. The making and adoption of this map,
however, is not a solution of the second phase of the problem
under consideration; for it is not a taking of any interest

in the land planned, nor does it, except by express provisions-
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introduced for the purpose, purport to prevent the owner
from building within the lines of mapped improvements.

In most foreign countries * the city plan is protected
from the encroachments of the owners of the land planned

by laws providing that they shall not build in the bed of

mapped streets; or that, if they do so build, no compensa-
tion shall be paid them for their improvements when the

city takes and pays for the land required for the street.

Such a law prevents the owner, between the time of the

adoption of the plan and its execution, in his locality,

from utilizing that part of his land within the lines

of a street included on the map as a site for a building.

If the street is properly planned and sensibly laid out it will

not be to his advantage to do so
;
for in the opinion of the

planners the most suitable use of this particular land, both

for the public and for the land owner, will always be as a

street. Moreover, before the neighborhood is ripe for build-

ing development, it will not be profitable to use the land

much less the small portion of it destined to become a street

for building, but rather to continue to utilize it less in-

tensively. Obviously there is seldom need to place struc-

tures incidental to agricultural and similar utilization in

the exact bed of a street. As a rule, therefore, no injustice

is done the land owner by the appropriation of this right
without compensation.

In foreign countries, as everywhere, there are excep-
tional cases in which the application of the general rule

would work injustice. These cases are often provided for

by rules of thumb, as for instance, that if an undue portion
or all of the land of an owner in a given locality falls within

the lines of the improvement planned, he may at once re-

quire the authorities to take and pay for his land, and re-

gardless of the percentage of holding so included, he may
demand the taking of his land as soon as there is requisite

evidence that the locality in which the land is situated is

* The law of England in this connection is so different from the
law in this country and in most others that it has not seemed wise to
refer to it in this connection.
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ripe for building development. Thus in Baden,
1 if the lot

is situated on an existing street, he is entitled to payment
for that portion of it in the bed of a planned street as soon

as planned; if the lot is in the interior of a public square
he may claim payment for his lot as soon as the land for

the surrounding streets is acquired.

The same reasons that led foreign countries to protect,

by law, the city plan from the encroachments of the prop-

erty owners caused us in this country, early in our history
as an independent nation, to do the same. The age of Wash-

ington was the age of city planning. The street plan of

New York City, already referred to, was protected by a state

law providing that a property owner, when the city was

ready to lay out the street and took the land necessary for

the purpose, could recover no damages for improvements
which he had made in the bed of a mapped street; and
there were similar laws in other states. For many years
these laws remained unchallenged in our statute books and
were generally regarded as valid. But, before our Civil

War, in 1861, a change of attitude occurred, and today, ex-

cept in the State of Pennsylvania, all these laws are, under

decisions of our highest state courts, held to be a taking

of property rights without compensation contrary to our

state constitutions. 2 The United States constitution pro-

tects private property by provisions substantially similar

1 Street Law of October 15, 1908, Sees. 8, 9, 30.
2 Delaware Kittinger vs. Rossman,' 12 Del. Ch. 276.

Kentucky Terrill vs. Bloomfield, 21 S. W. 1041.

Maryland Baltimore vs. Hook, 62 Md. 371; Moale vs. Baltimore,
5 Md. 314.

Massachusetts Edwards vs. Bruorton, 184 Mass. 529.

New Jersey State vs. Carragan, 36 N. J. L. 52.
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See also Windsor vs. Whitney, 95 Conn. 357 (cited below).
Kartell vs. Ferguson, 109 Texas 144 and generally William*

Law of City Planning and Zoning, p. 27, ff.
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to those in the various state constitutions, but these laws,

having been pronounced void by the state courts, have never

come for adjudication before the Supreme Court of the

United States.

The decisions just referred to are well worth the atten-

tion of the student of social legislation in this country. At
first impression they seem to hold that property rights can.

not in any case under our written constitutions be taken

without compensation. But regulation generally deprives
the owners of property of rights over it, which but for the

regulation he would be at liberty to exercise, and there are

a multitude of regulations of this sort as for instance, the

limitation without compensation of the height of buildings

and the requirement of open spaces around them, neces-

sary to give access to light and air which are of unques-
tioned validity. It would seem, therefore, that these de-

cisions do not state all the law on this subject. And this

is in fact the case. Our courts hold that although property

may not be taken without compensation, nevertheless regu-
lations of property rights may be created under what is

called in this country the police power. The courts of this

country have consistently refused to give a comprehensive
definition of the police power, but have said that it can be

exercised for the public health, safety, convenience and gen-
eral welfare. Evidently, however, all regulations of prop-

erty which are for the public health, safety, convenience

and general welfare, cannot be imposed validly, without

payment, or the constitutional provisions forbidding the

taking of private property without compensation would be

meaningless. The regulation, to be a proper exercise of the

police power must be reasonable; i. e., reasonable when no

compensation is provided for, and evidently reasonableness

is also an expression incapable of exact definition. As a

result the courts in their many decisions with regard to

specific legislative acts may be said to have illustrated rather

than defined the police power. In these decisions the courts

seem, in fact, to be drawing a line between eminent domain
or reasonable appropriation of property rights with compen-
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sation, and the police power, or reasonable appropriation

of property rights without compensation. The differ-

ence between these two powers would seem, in the last

analysis, to be one of degree. If the burden to be imposed
is light, if it is wide spread, if any benefits accruing are

general, throughout the community, or any group within

it that can rightly be classified as such for the purpose, then

a regulation for the general good is proper; otherwise it is

usually unjust to impose it without equalizing it by com-

pensation derived from general taxation.

While the courts have refused to define the police power,

jurists in this country have not hesitated to analyze it. Prof.

James Bradley Thayer calls it
l "Unclassified Legislative

Power." W. G. Hastings, in a well known essay on the sub-

ject,
2 characterizes it as the indefinite supremacy of the

state. The word police is derived from the Greek word
iroAireia meaning "pertaining to the government of a city,

or city state." The word included in Greek times the

administration of both foreign and internal affairs in

all their phases. With the decline of feudalism and

the growth of royal absolutism in Europe, the word came
into use as meaning internal administration in all its

branches. With the growth of constitutional government
came a differentiation of other powers of internal admin-

istration, such as civil and criminal justice, taxation, etc.,

leaving the term police to stand for the remaining undif-

ferentiated functions. The term was first employed in this

country in the sense here referred to by Chief Justice Mar-
shall in 1827. 3 It is aptly characterized in the constitution

of the State of Massachusetts 4 as the power to pass "all

manner of wholesome and reasonable * * * laws." After

all, therefore, with the proper allowance for the difference

in circumstances, institutions and people which is con-

1 Cases on Constitutional Law (Charles W. Sever, Cambridge,
Mass., 1894), Vol. I, Pt. 2, Chap. V.

2 Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Philadel-

phia, 1900.
3 Tn Brown vs. Maryland, 12 Wheaton (U. S. Reports), 419 at 443.
4 Part II, Ch. 1, Sec. 1. Art. IV.
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siderable the legislative power in this country and in other

countries to regulate property without compensation is

much the same, being in both cases the power to pass "all

manner of wholesome and reasonable * * * laws."

We have seen that laws practically forbidding land

owners to build in the bed of mapped streets were passed
in this country early in our history, remained in force until

the period before our Civil War, and were then declared

unconstitutional and void. It is not difficult to see why
these laws were passed and for a considerable period re-

mained in force. It was a period of city planning and the

advantage of preserving the plan, when made, was appre-
ciated. Ordinarily, in planning for outlying territory, the

owner could use the small portion of his land within planned
lines for agriculture as formerly, and before building could

be begun with advantage the street was needed and built

to his profit. With the burden light and both burdens and
benefits distributed equitably among the land owners af-

fected, it was an ideal case for the use of the police power.
Nor is it difficult to see why these laws were later in-

validated. It is always the exceptional case that causes the

difficulty and as time went on the exceptional cases of hard-

ship and injustice began to appear. In all the foreign laws
there are provisions for these cases. In the American law,

however, there were no such provisions. Contributing to

the result were the facts that just before our Civil War the

interest in city planning in this country had greatly de-

clined, and the tendency of the courts to protect property,
often at the expense of human life and happiness, was be-

coming evident. The result was inevitable.

We are now living in a period in which laws for city

planning and legislation recognizing in many ways the fact

that life is more important than property, are again being
enacted and supported by the Courts. Believing in city

planning, we naturally believe in the protection of the plan
when made. Consequently we are endeavoring to devise

laws which will accomplish this purpose and at the same
time meet with the approval of our state courts. To that
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end two schemes have been proposed, the first making use of

the power of eminent domain, the second employing the

police power. The proponent of the first method of accom-

plishing the desired result is Mr. Nichols of Massachu-

setts, the eminent authority on the law of eminent domain.

After the careful exposition of this scheme, before you to-

day, it requires only such additional comment as will facili-

tate the presentation of the police power method of reach-

ing the same general result.

Very briefly, Mr. Nichols' method of preventing the

erection of structures in the bed of mapped streets is by
vote of the legislative body of the city or town, which shall

be the taking of an easement to that effect. In Massachu-

setts it is customary for municipalities to acquire property

rights in this way, without court proceedings or personal
notice to property owners, leaving it to such owners to

bring suit for any damages they feel that they have suf-

fered within a time fixed by the law. This method in

Massachusetts has proved efficacious and economical in

those classes of cases where the property right taken was
as a rule of nominal value, or the benefits to be assessed

against the property affected would be equal to or exceed

the worth of the right in it to be taken. Typical of this

class of cases is the establishment of building lines or set-

backs on land abutting on public streets in localities in

which few if any buildings have been erected in front of

the new line, and a proper open space on the front part of

the lot for an entire block or other considerable distance

is of manifest benefit to all the property owners, each ob-

taining the advantage of the lawn of all the others. Ex-

perience has proven that in Massachusetts the land owner
seldom attempts to recover damages in such cases.1

The other method of protecting the street map makes
use of the police power. That streets are essential for

irThe student is referred to a pamphlet by Mr. Nichols on this

subject entitled "Protecting the City Plan The Next Steps," being
Bulletin No. 16 of the Massachusetts Federation of Planning Boards,
Edward T. Hartman, Executive Secretary, 37 State House, Boston,
Mass., issued November, 1924.
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housing, communication, the public utilities and every form
of city life and well-being is self evident. The aim of a

plan is to provide the best streets in the most economical

way, and the protection of the plan, as experience shows
is necessary to the carrying out of the plan. Time and

again, in New York and many other cities in this country
land owners have erected valuable structures encroaching
upon mapped streets, and the city, on account of the ex-

pense of acquiring and destroying these structures, has
been compelled to narrow the street so as greatly to limit

its usefulness, and in many instances tc give it up alto-

gether. The leading decision which recognizes that the

making of a plan is so conducive to the general well-being
as to render the invocation of the police power in its be-

half lawful * also recognizes as valid the protection of the

plan by the police power. The brief of the attorney whose
contention to this effect prevailed with the court says on
this point:

"The complaint states that the defendants are endeavor-

ing to sell a large number of building lots * * * It is obvious

that in the natural course of events there will be a large
number of houses erected on this tract within a few years
and that a considerable number of people will live in them.
This is not only probable, but is the result which the de-

fendants contemplate and are trying to bring about. It

is respectfully submitted that this enterprise is one in which
the State of Connecticut has a legitimate interest.

"If within the next few years this tract contains numer-
ous dwellings and a considerable population, it will become
the duty of the State of Connecticut and its agent, the

Town of Windsor, to provide fire protection and police pro-

tection. In the interest of safety and morality lights must
be provided. In the interest of health a sewer must be in-

stalled. Water must be furnished. The children must be

provided with school facilities. In caring for all these es-

sentials the State must use streets. We all know from ex-

Windsor vs. Whitney, 95 Conn., 3571920.
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perience that the normal result of such an enterprise is that

the town sooner or later takes over such streets as public

highways. If it does, grading, curbing, drainage, etc., be-

come necessary and expensive. But whether these streets

become public highways or not, the above public duties and

many others will be eventually thrown on the Town of

Windsor if the project of the defendants becomes a suc-

cess. * * *

"It may be contended that the time for the town to take

a hand in the matter is when the necessity for actual pub-
lic care arises. But we respectfully maintain that the State

is fairly entitled to look forward to probable conditions con-

templated by the parties in interest with proper foresight
for its future duties and that this is supported by common
sense and by the authorities which we have cited above. It

is ridiculous to say that the State must stand by and watch
the defendants and their vendees build up a considerable

community and then step in and straighten out the street

problems at greatly increased expense to both the State and
the parties then concerned. The prudent and sensible thing
for the State to do is to have its say now. This is what the

present act seeks to accomplish. It is clear from the above

citations that the police power of the State would enable it

to handle the situation when the communtiy has once come
into existence and we think it equally clear that the police

power of the State is broad enough to enable it to anticipate

the future conditions indicated by the situation." 1

It will be asked whether the proponents of the method
of protecting the street plan by the use of the police power

by statutes for this purpose identical with those held

unconstitutional by repeated decisions in many of our

states expect the courts of this country to reverse these

decisions, and it should be stated at once that they do not.

These statutes, overthrown by our courts, forbade the erec-

tion of structures in the bed of mapped streets in all cases.

1 For a full statement of the ease with further extracts from the

plaintiff's brief, see Williams, The Law of City Planning and Zon-

ing, Macmillan Co., Publisher, 1922.
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In this they differed from foreign legislation which pro-

vided for the exceptional case, sure in time to arise. It was
the injustice in these cases, or the possibility of injustice

under all of these American statutes which led to their

overthrow; by the statutes now proposed provision is

made for the exceptional case.

Under the foreign laws certain enumerated exceptions
are made to the prohibition of building in mapped streets.

This method, with skillful planning and careful adminis-

tration, evidently eliminates injustice in those foreign coun-

tries in which it is in force. 1 It is to be feared that this

method would not satisfy our courts. The ingenuity of man
cannot provide adequately by enumeration for all the cases

which might arise in the various plans of land of all sorts,

shapes and sizes, in all kinds of situation and in all stages
and sorts of development. Our courts would not be content

with the provision for proper administration of such legis-

lation as a possible means of relief, and it is only by fur-

nishing a remedy in specific cases of hardship as they arise

that we in the United States can escape from this difficulty.

The proposed method of dealing with the exceptional

case of hardship and injustice under the police power is as

follows : In the state ]aw authorizing municipalities to adopt
street plans binding upon themselves, or in a law supple-

menting it, there would be a prohibition against the issu-

ance of permits for the erection of buildings on land within

the lines of mapped streets, but to this prohibition an ex-

ception would be made in individual cases where that land

was not yielding the owner a just return on its fair value.

In such cases the owner, on application to a board of ap-

peals appointed by the city would be allowed to construct

a building on this land which would both give him the

reasonable return to which he was entitled, and as little as

possible increase the expense of carrying out the plan, or

necessitate a change in it. To that end the board would be

1 It is not the English method; in England, where a scheme is

adopted for each area planned, the land owner has his appeal to the

national authorities.
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authorized to impose reasonable requirements as condi-

tions to the granting of the permit. The interest of the

public would be safeguarded by providing that before tak-

ing such action the board of appeals should give public
notice and. hearing.

There are many illustrations of the service which a

board of appeals could render in the administration of a

law for the establishment of a street plan, of which a few

only will be given.

The board could almost as a matter of course grant the

right to erect temporary buildings ; for in the rare instances

in which the streets would be planned to be laid out at once

the owner would not desire such a permit.
Where it was evident that the street would not be begun

for a considerable period of years, the board could give

permission for a building to remain for this longer period,

with profit to the city and the land owner.

But the action of the board would not be limited to the

granting of permits for structures to be removed when the

street was laid out. If the land owner proposed to build

a four-story masonry block of houses across the mapped
street, the board could insist that the portion of the block

within the street should be of inexpensive construction, one

story high, pointing out to the applicant that after the

street was opened and these less expensive structures de-

stroyed the adjoining four-story masonry buildings would
remain as desirable corner properties.

If the board considered it impossible practically in a

given instance to prevent the erection of permanent struc-

tures encroaching upon the street, it could insist that the

building should occupy as little of the land desired by the

city as seemed feasible under the circumstances.

The existence of the suggested law protecting the plan
would give the city the notice and the time necessary for

it to condemn land needed for its street plan in the rare

case where there was an appeal to the board of appeals
and no adjustment with the owner was found to be reason-

able and possible, without giving the owners of planned
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property generally the power by threat of making valuable

improvements to force the city to buy their land at once

or allow its plan to be jeopardized.
The suggested method of eliminating injustice in the

establishment of the street plan has been employed in zon-

ing in this country, and is regarded by students of the sub-

ject as indispensible to its permanence and success. The
use of the same method for the same purpose in the estab-

lishment of the city plan seems, therefore, to be in harmony
with our institutions and has further the advantage of be-

ing familiar to us. A board of zoning appeals could, with-

out difficulty be given this additional duty with the knowl-

edge that it was well fitted to perform it.

For the sake of a clearer presentation of the subject, it

may be well to make some comparison of the two plans for

guarding the street plan outlined in this paper.
Of the constitutionality of the plan proposed by Mr.

Nichols there can be no question. And the proponents of

the police power method feel that there can be no serious

doubt of the validity of that method; for if the cases of

hardship and injustice are eliminated, the risk of adverse

decision is also removed with the reason for it.

Of the two methods that employing the police power has

a greater flexibility. Under eminent domain easements in

future streets are obtained and a change of street plan
would involve disposing of these easements, with many of

the well-known difficulties inevitable in street closings; un-

der the police power no interest in the land for the future

street is required and, when necessary, the street layout

can readily be altered as seems best.

Also the fact that under the police power a board of

appeals may grant permits with conditions of any sort at-

tached, makes close adaptation to the circumstances of each

case feasible. This the experience with boards of appeal in

zoning demonstrates in numberless ways.
The most important difference between the two plans

is that they are not equally in accordance with customary

procedure in the various parts of this country. The sug-
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Massachusetts procedure is not adapted to tnt

methods of New York and other states where owners in

condemnations by municipalities are made parties to an

action, and if the parties do not appear awards are made to

unknown owners. Under such a procedure some owners

will always make formal claims for damages and this vir-

tually compels others to do the same. In this matter as in

so many others it is for the legislators of each state to de-

cide what is best suited to its needs and will best fit in with

its existing laws and methods. And city planners in these

different jurisdictions will advocate the one or the other

of the methods of protecting the city plan as seems best

under all the circumstances. Already each of these methods

of protecting the street plan has, in various states in this

country, found its way into legislative reports, legislative

bills and statutes subject to ratification by popular vote,
1

and soon, apparently with a little more effort to concentrate

popular attention upon them will, one or both, become law,

with the hearty approval of city planners in this country

generally, who believe that, whatever their relative merits,

both will be of inestimable service to the cause of city plan-

ning in this country.

1 See Massachusetts, House Bill No. 504, January 16, 1924.

Florida, Special Acts, 1923 (Vol. II), p. 2697. New York, Laws, 1923,
Ch. 863, Art. 16, 17. Report of New York Charter Commission for
the City of New York, 1923, p. 63. New York Senate Bill Intro-

ductory No. 1827 (1923). New York Assembly Bill Introductory No.
1494 (1925). New York Assembly Bill Introductory No. 1495 (1925).
For literature on the subject, see Mr. Nichols' pamphlet, already
mentioned; "Enforcing the City Plan," by Frank B. Williams, Na-
tional Municipal Review, July, 1921; "Fields of Progressive Legisla-
tion for Better City Planning," by Edward M. Bassett, American City
Magazine, December, 1924. "The Preservation of the Integrity of the

City Plan," by Edward M. Bassett and Frank B. Williams, National

Municipal Review, March, 1925; also "The Law of City Planning and
Zoning," by Frank B. Williams, published by Macmillan, 1922, p. 27 ff.



ACT*
authorizing every municipality to establish an official map showing
streets and highways; to regulate the erection of structures on such

mapped streets and highways pending their acquirement, and to ap-
point a Planning Board with advisory powers.

Section 1. The legislative body of every municipality may es-
tablish an official map or plan of the municipality showing the streets
and highways heretofore laid out, adopted and established by law,
and such map or plan is to be deemed to be final and conclusive with
respect to the location and width of streets and highways shown
thereon. Such official map or plan is hereby declared to be estab-
lished to conserve and promote the public health, safety and general
welfare.

Section 2. The legislative body of each municipality is hereby
authorized and empowered to create by ordinance or resolution a
Planning Board of five members to be appointed for a term of three
years. The ordinance or resolution shall specify the public officer or

body of such municipality that shall appoint the members of such
board.

Section 3. The board shall elect annually a chairman from its

own members. It shall have the power and authority to employ ex-

perts, clerks and a secretary, and to pay for their services and such
other expenses as may be necessary and proper, not exceeding, in all,

the annual appropriation that may be made for such board. Each
municipality is hereby authorized and empowered to make such ap-
propriation as it may see fit for such expenses, such appropriations
to be made by those officers or bodies having charge of the appropria-
tion of the public funds.

Section 4. Such legislative body is authorized and empowered,
whenever and as often as it may deem it for the public interest, to

change or add to the official map or plan of the municipality so as to

lay out new streets or highways, or to close existing streets or high-
ways. At least ten days' notice of a public hearing on any proposed
action with reference to such change in the official map or plan shall

be published in a newspaper of general circulation in such munici-

pality. Before making such addition or change the legislative body
shall refer such matter to the Planning Board for report thereon,,
but if the Planning Board shall not make its report within fifteen

days of such reference, it shall forfeit the right further to suspend
action. Such additions and changes when so adopted by the legisla-
tive body shall become a part of the official map of the municipality
and shall be deemed to be final and conclusive with respect to the
location of the streets and highways shown thereon.

Section 5. For the purpose of preserving the integrity of such
official map or plan no permit shall hereafter be issued for any build-

ing in the bed of any street or highway shown or laid out on such

map or plan, provided, however, that if the land within such mapped
street or highway is not yielding a fair return on its value to the

* For the proposed act from which this Act was derived, see,
"Planning of Unbuilt Areas in the New York Region"; being a re-

port of the Regional Plan of New York and Its Environs, 130 East
Twenty-second Street, 1925, by Edward M. Bassett, Esq., of New
York City.
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owner, the Board of Appeals or other similar board in any munici-

pality which has established such a board having power to make
variances or exceptions in zoning regulations shall have power in

a specific case by the vote of a majority of its members to grant a

permit for a building in such street or highway which will as litttle

as practicable increase the cost of opening such street or highway,
or tend to cause a change of such official map or plan, and such
board may impose reasonable requirements as a condition of grant-
ing such permit, which requirements shall inure to the benefit of the

municipality. Before taking any action authorized in this section the
Board of Appeals or similar board shall give a hearing at which par-
ties in interest and others shall have an opportunity to be heard. At
least fifteen days' notice of the time and place of such hearing shall
be published in a newspaper of general circulation in such munici-

pality. Any such decision shall be subject to review by writ of cer-
tiorari issued out of a court of record in the same manner and pur-
suant to the same provisions as in appeals from the decisions of such
board upon zoning regulations.



THE CONTROL OF THE SUB-DIVISION
OF LAND INTO BUILDING LOTS

ROBERT WRITTEN
City Planner, New York City

In America the character of city growth and expansion
is in the main directed by the real estate subdivider. The
work of subdividing land into building lots is performed in

all the large cities by a numerous and important group of

the real estate profession. Though often men of more than

ordinary insight and civic spirit they are usually compelled

by the rules of the game and the force of circumstances

to devote their energies to the wholesale production and

retail marketing of building lots, with little or no considera-

tion of the things essential to the permanent welfare and

attractiveness of the community, whose foundations they

are laying.

A large measure of responsibility for this condition may
of course be charged to the ignorance of the lot buyers of

the essentials that contribute to the making of a desirable

residence neighborhood. An even larger measure of re-

sponsibility is often due to the very widespread desire to

share in the supposed large increment in value accruing to

the owner of urban land. Where such speculation is rife,

distant fields are staked off with no consideration other

than that of dividing the entire plot into a maximum num-

ber of minimum size lots. The lots are quickly sold by the

well known "free excursion," "free lot" and public auction

methods.

There are in every city examples of a better type of

subdivision for the more discriminating home owners of

more than average means. These subdivisions are care-

fully laid out and restricted. Their measure of excellence

and permanency is often limited by the smallness of the

area over which it is possible to obtain a somewhat uniform

standard of convenience and amenity. There are only a few
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examples throughout the country of large residence develop-

ments that show the real possibilities of applying the prin-

ciples of city planning to the subdivision of land for resi-

dence purposes.

An outstanding illustration of this is the Country Club

District of Kansas City, developed through the vision and
civic statesmanship of J. C. Nichols, realtor. But the Coun-

try Club District and similar well known developments in

a number of other cities are adapted to the requirements
of home owners of much more than average means. In

all cities the subdivision of land into building lots to meet
the wants of the great mass of home owners and tenants

is substantially without any real planning for neighborhood

convenience, welfare and amenity.

It is true that many states have authorized some slight

control over land subdivision by requiring the approval of

a plat by the city council, city engineer or planning board

as a condition precedent to its being received for public

record. Such control has been intended to apply primarily
to securing streets of some minimum width and of prevent-

ing jogs and dead-end streets. It has not been based on a

recognition of the need for a thoroughgoing control of land

subdivision with a view to conserving in a broad way the

health, convenience and amenity of the neighborhood.

The purpose of public control of the subdivision of land

should be that of securing an appropriate street and block

layout with relation to good city planning and zoning prin-

ciples. It involves the creation of a good neighborhood
environment and its correlation with the planning and zon-

ing of the entire region. Some of the characteristics or

essentials of a good neighborhood environment are as fol-

lows:

1. The neighborhood must have all the functions and

facilities of a complete residence unit. It must

have churches, schools, shops, assembly halls,

clubs and small parks or commons.
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2. It must have a well ordered arrangement of these

various functions and facilities and a local system
of circulation that will not interfere with or be

incommoded by the general circulation system of

the city or of the region as a whole.

3. The local streets, small parks, building lots and

buildings should in the main conform to the

topography. They should be fitted to the con-

tour of the land and their location and arrange-

ment should seem to be necessary and natural.

4. The residence neighborhood must possess the

natural beauty that comes from private gardens,
street trees and small parks; and from the care-

ful preservation in its planning of the scenic

beauty and exceptional physical features of its

site.

A good neighborhood environment involves opportunities

for contact with nature. It involves intimate contact with

gardens, trees, natural landscape features, and extended

water and sky views. It involves opportunities for walks

in quiet places. It involves ample play space for the chil-

dren both in private gardens about the homes and in a

"commons" serving an entire block or subdivision.

One of the prime purposes of platting control should be

the conservation of natural beauty to the fullest extent

consistent with use for residence purposes. A clump of

trees, a wooded ravine, a rocky ledge, a water view is a

community asset of very real value. It should be conserved

for the community either on private property through an

appropriate public easement or as a small park or commons.

Daily contact with nature in some of its varied forms
is an essential of healthy, normal living. It has an un-

doubted energizing, tonic effect that is no less real because

incapable of actual measurement. It has a restful effect

on eye and nerve and aids clarity of thought. It facilitates

a sane, joyous outlook on life. It stimulates and it inspires.
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Every human being finds natural beauty pleasant and agree-
able. Men differ in their tastes as to dress, as to architec-

ture and as to all forms of art; but there is no real disagree-
ment as to natural objects. Beauty of form and color in

growing things is innate; and its universal and instinctive

recognition by humans is due to the fact it is good and has

a real function and purpose in the life and work of the

world.

"The comfort to be derived from shade trees has long
been recognized. The early settlers of this country saved

fine trees about their homes, on the village greens, along the

country roads, and in the fields. Later, as villages grew,
the householders planted trees adjoining their properties,

and the result has been the beautiful elm-shaded villages

of New England, the maple-shaded towns of New York and

the Ohio Valley, and the oak-shaded streets of the South-

eastern States."*

A residence neighborhood with large gardens and num-
erous trees is undoubtedly cooler and more comfortable and

probably more healthful in the hot summer months than a

similar neighborhood where almost the entire area of the

earth is covered with pavements and buildings. Brick and

stone absorb heat during the day and radiate heat during
the night. Trees protect the earth from the heat of the

sun during the day and evaporation from the leaves lowers

the temperatures at night.

"The shade of trees protects the earth from the direct

rays of the sun, and prevents solar radiation from the earth.

This effect is of immense importance in cities where the

paved streets become excessively heated, and radiation

creates one of the most dangerous sources of heat. Whoever
has walked in the streets of New York, on a hot summer's

day, protected from the direct rays of a midday sun by his

umbrella, has found the reflected heat of the pavement in-

tolerable. If for a moment he passed into the dense shade

* F. L. Mulford, Street Trees, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Bulletin 816.
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of a tree, he at once experiencd a marked sense of relief.

This relief is not due so much to the shade as to the cooling
effect of the vaporization from the leaves of the tree."*

The reasons that make the regulation of the use of

private property necessary and legal in zoning apply equally
to platting or the subdivision of land into building lots.

Zoning is the method devised to regulate the use of property
in the common interest and as such is concerned primarily
with the orderly and harmonious development of the com-

munity. It is primarily a matter of relationship between

the various uses and intensities of use of property. It con-

cerns itself not so much with what takes place in a par-
ticular building or with the effects of a particular use or

mode of construction on the occupants of such building, as

it does with the effects of a particular use or mode of con-

struction upon the appropriate use of adjacent property,

upon the orderly development of the neighborhood as a

whole and upon the general welfare of the entire community.
It aims to enforce fair play in the development and use of

property by requiring all owners to contribute to the yards
and open space of the neighborhood and thus prevents any
owner from unduly cutting off or monopolizing the commun-

ity's common stock of light and air.

The subdivision of land into building lots for purposes
of buildings or sale is a use of land that has not heretofore

been included within the scope of zoning, nor has it been

considered as subject to direct control under the police

powers of the State. Yet such subdivision affects the

health, safety and welfare of the community as fundamen-

tally as any feature of zoning. Heretofore little control over

the subdivision of land has been attempted except through
the requirement that the plat of a proposed subdivision

receive official approval as a condition precedent to its being

received for record. No attempt has usually been made to

prevent subdivision and sale by metes and bounds without

*
Stephen Smith, Vegetation a remedy for the summer heat of

cities, Appleton's Popular Science Monthly, Feb. 1899.
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reference to a recorded plat, or to prevent the erection of

houses on lots within an unapproved subdivision. Direct

control of the subdivision of land into building lots has not

been insisted upon as a reasonable and necessary regulation
of the use of property in the interest of health, safety and
the general welfare. But in the states where the zoning

principle is accepted and established, it is inconceivable

that the application of this principle to the most important
and fundamental single use of property that there is, that

of its subdivision into building lots, should be long delayed.

Planning and zoning will progress more rapidly and

more efficiently when it is recognized that there should be a

somewhat different procedure and method of planning and

zoning control in the unbuilt areas. The character and

method of planning control and zoning appropriate for a

built-up urban community is not that which is appropriate
for an area that can be planned and zoned in advance of

urban development. This results primarily from the fact

that a much greater measure of control is reasonable and

practicable in dealing with the unbuilt areas.

Both for efficiency in planning and efficiency in zoning
it is necessary that a comprehensive plan for the unbuilt

areas be prepared several years in advance of actual develop-

ment. This general or master plan should then be worked

out in detail and applied as each tract of land is subdivided

into building lots.

This master plan would combine zoning, park and thoro-

fare planning. Subject to this master plan details could be

adjusted in the approval of the subdivision plat.

When the unbuilt areas to be controlled are within the

limits of a city or town a simple extension of zoning powers
to include control of the subdivision of land into building

lots and the regulation of the erection of buildings in un-

approved subdivisions or within the lines of proposed streets

will be sufficient to make it possible to secure a fairly com-

prehensive and adequate control of development in the un-

built areas.
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With such powers a plan board, after making a regional

survey, could prepare for adoption by the council a master

plan and ordinance that would include, and subject to special

regulation, all the generally unbuilt and unsubdivided area

within the municipality. Such master plan and ordinance

would as to the unbuilt areas:

a. Determine the general location and width of all

main thorofares and parkways;
b. Determine the larger industrial and business

zones ;

c. Determine the areas most suitable for large parks
and water supply and forest reservations;

d. Determine the residential zones ;

e. Divide the entire area into housing density zones ;

f. Define the measure of control to be exercised in

connection with the approval of plats of sub-

divisions.

Subject to this master plan and ordinance, some of the

matters that should be determined or adjusted in connec-

tion with the subdivision of land into building lots are the

following :

1. The general plan of main thorofares should be

substantially maintained. Local and secondary

streets should be controlled as to location, width,

grade and improvement. Rear easements for

public utlity services should in general be re-

quired ;

2. Building lines should be established; the plant-

ing of street trees should be required;

3. Small neighborhood parks and playgrounds
should be required;

4. Lot shapes and areas should be controlled;

5. General density and area regulations should be

adjusted so as to provide in appropriate cases for

group houses or apartment houses and so as to

permit ol appropriate variety in housing types
and methods ;
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6. Locations for small store centers should be de-

termined and rear alleys should be required in

connection therewith. Loading space for trucks

and parking space for automobiles should also be

required in connection with business centers.

7. In all the above, considerations of neighborhood

amenity and comfort should have a chief place.

Natural beauty should be preserved in the loca-

tion of streets, in the fixing of building lines and
in the location of parks and playgrounds.

The control above outlined if exercised wisely and

reasonably would inure to the advantage of all concerned.

To insure moderation and fairness the subdivider should

have the right to have any harsh or arbitrary requirement
of the plan board reviewed by a court. Reasonable re-

quirements as to lot sizes, small parks and street space
will not result in loss to the subdivider provided all like

areas similarly situated are subjected to substantially the

same requirements. The subdivider must know the general
nature of the requirements to which a tract will be sub-

jected in order to determine what he can afford to pay for

the tract. This amount per acre that the subdivider can

afford to pay fixes the market value of the raw land when

ripe for subdivision.

Nor will reasonable and carefully applied platting regu-
lations result in higher costs to the home owner or in higher
rents to the tenant. They should give the great mass of

home owners and tenants a more comfortable, wholesome
and attractive environment without increased cost. Sav-

ings will be effected in development costs for grading and

pavements that will probably offset any increased cost for

utilities due to greater average lot widths. A general re-

quirement for greater area in common open spaces should

be discounted in the acreage value of the raw land and

should not result in increased cost of building lots.

The value of land for residence purposes depends of

course on supply and demand. If there are only a very
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limited number of desirable and attractive residence neigh-
borhoods the lots there located will bring a premium. If

through subdivision control similar standards of comfort
and amenity are applied generally there will be no cor-

responding increase in the price of lots. This is fortunate

for we must find ways of reducing housing costs for the

two thirds of the total number of families having the lower

incomes, if we would greatly improve housing conditions for

the mass of the population.

In estimating the cost of setting aside small parks in

subdivisions it is important to bear in mind that by no
means all land is physically suitable for cutting up into

streets and lots. It often costs almost as much to prepare
a lot for building as the improved lot is worth. On most
one-hundred acre tracts there is a marsh, pond, quarry,

gravel or sand pit, stream course, rocky ledge or steep

slope that is expensive to condition for building purposes.

Often, too, these areas that are physically unsuitable for

building purposes have exceptional value for park purposes.

In this connection, the experience of the United States

Housing Corporation is valuable. The housing projects
of the Corporation were located in 72 municipalities and
included 128 separate sites and a total of 5,033 acres of

land. Of this total area 886 acres, or 17.6 per cent were
set aside for parks, playgrounds and other public open

spaces ; and of this total amount so set aside 584 acres was
land physically unsuited for cutting up into lots and streets.

Thus based on the experience of the Housing Corporation
11.6 per cent, of the gross acreage of the average subdivi-

sion is physically unsuitable for cutting up into lots and
can be converted into public open spaces with little or no

additional cost for the bare land. The report* of the Cor-

poration states:

"We endeavored to preserve as parks and public spaces
of various kinds, where these were needed, the most attrac-

tive bits of landscape that we found. Fortunately, the

*Report of the United States Housing Corporation, Vol. 2, p. 73, Henry V.

Hubbard, editor.
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roughest land and that with brooks and large trees is

likely to be both the most interesting to look at and walk

through, and the most expensive to build on, and so on
both counts best fitted for public reservations. We also

studied carefully the distant views from our property, and
where possible arranged that the best of them should be

enjoyed not only from house windows but from some public

resting place."

The waters of a great river or lake or of the sea have
the potential recreational value of a great park reserva-

tion. This potential value cannot, however, be utilized

unless there is a narrow strip of park land along most of

the shore line, affording opportunity for public view and
access. The recreational value of each acre of land in such

a shore park strip is multiplied many times by the great

expanse of publicly owned waters adjacent. It seems a

very poor utilization of public resources to leave such water
fronts in private ownership and thus limit the full enjoy-
ment of these broad expanses of publicly owned waters

to the few who are able to buy house lots adjoining the

shore. Moreover the protection of all streams and waters

from possible pollution can be promoted most effectively

by including the shores of public waters and all small

stream courses in required park, parkway or highway space
in connection with the planning of each subdivision.

There are big economic problems connected with urban

expansion and control of subdivisions that need thorough

study. Our scattered suburban growth greatly increases

the cost of utilities and of municipal service and adminis-

tration. It is a question whether it would not be more
economical for the city to pay out of its general funds

the entire cost of street improvements within subdivisions

needed for expansion, if thereby it could secure a building

up of the areas immediately adjacent to existing built-up

areas, rather than a scattering of houses over many square
miles of area that will not be largely built up for years.

Perhaps such assumption by the municipality of street

improvement costs will prove to be the best way to afford
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practical and substantial relief in the housing of the lower

income class, and at the same time will make effective a

larger measure of public control of the subdivision of land

than might otherwise prove feasible.



DISCUSSION

G. GORDON WHITNALL, Los Angeles, California.

When I tell you that in Los Angeles there were recorded

in 1924 1,325 subdivisions and in the previous year 1,432,

you will agree that in the expansion of a community through
subdivision we find one of the most potent means of de-

veloping a plan. During the year 1924 the Los Angeles Plan

Commission secured an absolute conformance to a predeter-
mined plan which had been prepared for an area of 100

square miles. In these subdivisions there are contained

over 100 miles of new 100 foot thoroughfare every mile of

which is located exactly where it will be required in the

future so far as we can now determine.

Matters of lot size, lot shapes, alignment, contour and

grade of streets, and all the other things that are involved

in the making of a physical community are taken into con-

sideration in passing upon a subdivision layout. We are

rapidly evolving, out of a raw state and semi-arid territory,

an urban condition. For those who are confronted with the

problem of rather broken topography, I may add that the

hillsides about Los Angeles are within recent years coming
into their own as the choicest of residential development in

the metropolitan district. We are, I believe, solving one of

our two problems namely, the conforming of new develop-

ments to a plan. The second problem and the one that we
have been discussing a great deal in these planning confer-

ences is the making of older parts of the city conform to a

subsequently determined plan.

A MEMBER.

The value of the platting and planning of unbuilt areas

has been the subject of rather intensive study for the last

few years, particularly by the Regional Plan of New York
and Its Environs. A booklet called The Planning of Un-

built Areas has been published. It contains a draft of a

statute which in my opinion would be workable and upheld
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by the courts throughout the country. This statute involves

the preparation and adoption of an official map by the legis-

lative body in the cities. The process would usually be for

the legislative body to appoint a planning board and for the

planning board to prepare a map, and after it is adopted

by the legislative body the planning board would have the

power to approve plats. The official map would contain at

least the principal and secondary streets and the small or

neighborhood parks, and with the map as a guide the plan-

ing board would have the function of approving a plan
which contained minor streets.

The statute also provides that unless a plan is approved
it cannot be filed in the registry of deeds. A review of the

action of the planning board is made possible by the creation

of a Board of Appeal and there are other carefully worked
out devices which probably make the plan valid from a

constitutional point of view.

PROFESSOR ADOLF MUESMANN, Dresden, Germany.

(Translation was made by Mr. Frank Williams).

The German Association for Allottment Gardens con-

siders that the proportion of one-quarter of an acre to a

family of five persons is the minimum that should be es-

tablished. These gardens should be located particularly in

tenement house developments preferably on the outskirts

of the urban development so that they might serve as a

part of the open belt around the city. It is also a principle

of the German society that the allottment gardens should

be not more than ten minutes away from the home. These

gardens should be permanent. In the past they have disap-

peared with the growth of the city just at the time they are

most necessary. They should be made a part of the city's

development plan. The present law in Germany is insuffi-

cient to protect the allottment garden.

In July of 1924 a bill was introduced into the Parlia-

ment of Great Britain, which among other things secured
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the permanence of the allottment garden and gave the local

authorities power to buy land for that purpose. It would be

interesting to know whether the bill was passed and whether
other nations have legislation which expedite the securing

permanently of allottment gardens.



ZONING IN PRACTICE
FUNDAMENTALS OF AMERICAN ZON-
ING WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO

THE VITAL IMPORTANCE OF
COURT REVIEW
EDWARD M. BASSETT

Counsel, New York Zoning Committee

The American states have all the powers of the king
and people of England as they existed before the American
revolution except such as the states have granted to the

United States government by the federal constitution. If

one wants to know the powers of the United States gov-

ernment, he must read the United States constitution, and
if a certain power is not given there then the federal gov-
ernment does not have it. The states also have written

constitutions, some of them antedating the federal consti-

tution. The United States supreme court can declare void

any act of the congress (which is the legislative body of

the federal government) if that court considers that the

act transgresses the scope of the federal constitution.

Strangely enough, one will find nothing in the federal con-

stitution which gives the court this power, but John Mar-

shall, the first chief justice of the United States supreme
court, thought that his court should have this power, and

as he was an exceedingly determined man he started off

this government his way. Similarly the written constitu-

tions of the states say nothing about the courts having
this power ta upset the doings of state legislatures, but

all the states have fallowed the federal government in yield-

ing this power to thp courts. Accordingly each state legis-

lature can pass laws for the benefit of all the people of

the state covering all the fields not delegated to the United

States government, but if a law takes away individual rights

guaranteed by the state constitution, and then some citizen

asserts his constitutional rights before the court, the court

will say that the law is void. Every state constitution de-
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clares that a person shall not be deprived of his property
without due process of law or words to that effect. What
does "due process of law" mean? It means that body of

law written and unwritten from time immemorial gained

by the people of England to protect their persons and

property, and added to for the same purpose since the inde-

pendence of the American states.

It is handy to have a word that means this particular

field of court approval. It would be cumbersome to keep

describing it as that field of legislation regarding personal
and property rights which the courts consider to be in ac-

cordance with due process of law. Consequently we have
an American short-cut word. It is the "police power."
What the courts will not set aside is within the police power
of the legislature. What they will set aside is beyond the

police power of the legislature and therefore void. It is

quite plain that countries, where the courts have no power
to set aside the acts of legislatures, can have no term equiv-

alent to our word "police power."

Keeping these fundamentals in mind we move on to

the subject of zoning. Zoning is that legislative invocation

of the police power by which the government regulates the

height and bulk of buildings, the use of buildings and land,

and the density of population. But zoning like other police

power regulations must not transgress the rights of prop-

erty owners guaranteed to them by the "due process of

law" provisions of state constitutions. If the zoning regu-

lations do so transgress, they will be declared void by the

courts.

A generation ago modern zoning under the police power
would have been difficult if not impossible. The growth
of community needs, especially the needs of cities, have

necessitated adjustments of private rights to community
welfare. The courts have checked a too rapid acquiescence
in community demands, yet have on the whole recognized
the constantly enlarging scope of the police power. Zoning

probably arrived about as soon as there was a widespread
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popular conviction that community protection of buildings
was compatible with the preservation of private property

rights. Comprehensive zoning came about nine years ago
and was first developed and applied in the city of New York.

Although the state legislature is the repository of the

police power, it does not do the actual zoning but grants
that power to municipalities. Cities, villages and other mu-

nicipalities are in this country considered to be the crea-

tions of the state government. The first step therefore in

zoning the municipalities of a state is for the state legisla-

ture to grant its municipalities the power to regulate the

height and bulk of buildings, the use of buildings and land

and the density of population. This grant of power can be,

and experience is showing that it ought to be, a blanket

grant to municipalities of all sizes. The smallest town needs

the same comprehensive power along with the same checks

and safeguards as the largest city. The form of state en-

abling act for zoning has become quite well standardized.

The latest forms which have had the benefit of ten years'

study and experience are far superior to the early legisla-

tive drafts. As the state enabling act is merely a grant
of the police power to municipalities with appropriate safe-

guards, it is not likely that the courts will declare the en-

abling act unconstitutional. This course has been followed

almost invariably by the courts. The reason is plain. The

legislature grants only the power that it possesses in rela-

tion to such regulations. It could not grant more if it tried.

The application of the power is made by the municipality,

and then for the first time objection can be raised by any

property owner that particular regulations deprive him of

his constitutional property rights. This is why the courts

upset provisions of ordinances but not those of state en-

abling acts for zoning.

The courts of this country have gradually established

certain fundamentals of the police power. They say that

the invocation of the police power must be based on con-

siderations of the health, safety, morals and general wel-
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fare of the community. They are careful not to define the

police power because community needs may require a larger

and larger application. On this account the words '

'general

welfare" do not for this purpose have a precise meaning,
neither are they entirely indefinite, because the courts will

look to previous court decisions to see how far considera-

tions of general welfare have been held to be within the

police power. Accordingly it can be seen that the police

power is court-created, court-controlled and court-enlarged,

bat in its enlargement the courts somewhat follow public

sentiment as it becomes more widespread and discriminat-

ing. They properly follow it rather conservatively. Some
states follow more conservatively than others. On the whole

the courts probably enlarge the scope of the police power
at about the right rate. The courts will set aside and de-

clare void any zoning regulations that are not based on the

health, safety, morals and general welfare of the commu-

nity. Thus far the courts do not recognize aesthetics as

within the scope of the police power.

As regulations established under the police power are

designed to protect the community, the courts hold that

they must be impartial, that persons and property situ-

ated alike should be treated substantially alike. The courts

call a regulation arbitrary if it is not based on considera-

tions of health, safety, morals and the general welfare, or

if it is partial. After a court concludes that a zoning regu-
lation is "arbitrary" the next conclusion is that it is uncon-

stitutional and therefore void.

It now becomes apparent that a zoning plan based on

the police power must be susceptible of a certain amount

of elasticity, or otherwise it will often turn out to be arbi-

trary in its application to a particular lot of land or a par-

ticular building. The field of buildings and their uses is

so diverse and adaptations to prevent arbitrariness must
be so frequently made that any iron-clad and copper-riveted

zoning ordinance will happen to be arbitrary here and there,

and to just that extent will be vulnerable when brought ta
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the attention of the court by an aggrieved property owner.
It is not within human prescience to employ words and

maps in a zoning ordinance so as to provide for every pos-
sible contingency. Boundary lines between districts will

sometimes run through a single land ownership. Non-con-

forming buildings will be found in almost every zoning dis-

trict and it would often prove arbitrary to insist on the

strict letter of the law for a building next door to some of

these non-conforming structures. Building lots are of dif-

ferent sizes and shapes, and sometimes on different grades.
Units half completed before the adoption of zoning should

sometimes be completed as a harmonious whole. If there

is no way of adjusting particular permits for buildings to

the actual conditions, instances of arbitrariness are sure to

result, and when the property owner who is subjected to

this arbitrary treatment brings the instance before the

court, the court will protect him by declaring the zoning
ordinance unconstitutional and therefore void in that par-

ticular. The courts do not declare the entire ordinance void,

as it may be arbitrary only in its relation to a particular

plot of land. The ordinance as a whole remains valid.

Temporary uses of land must be provided for. It would

be unreasonable and arbitrary if certain proper temporary
uses of land could not be made. A thousand and one in-

stances of arbitrariness may arise in the administration of

any zoning ordinance however carefully prepared, and if

there is no method of adjusting these instances there will

be a succession of adverse court decisions against the ordi-

nance, and after these court decisions have accumulated for

a few years the zoning ordinance will be rather near the

scrap heap.

It is of vital importance therefore that the property

owner should be afforded some channel by which he can

secure a reasonable variance for his building permit so that

as to him the application of the zoning ordinance will not

be arbitrary. If no such channel is provided by the state

enabling act and ordinance, the courts have no alternative
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but to declare the ordinance arbitrary and void in certain

of its applications. This is usually accomplished by the

property owner seeking and obtaining a court order com-

manding the building commissioner to issue his building

permit on the ground that the zoning ordinance is void in

this particular instance and in its relation to this particular

property, and therefore the building commissioner cannot

refuse a permit for a building otherwise lawful. This pro-

ceeding is usually by writ of mandamus. In every city

where applicants for permits can readily obtain writs of

mandamus, the zoning ordinance is doomed. The city might
better have saved its time and money and not gone to the

trouble of passing a zoning ordinance.

The handling of variances decides the life or death of a

zoning ordinance. How can variances be handled so as to

perpetuate the zoning plan? The state enabling act must
authorize the municipality to establish an administrative

board, usually called the board of appeals or board of ad-

justment, with power to vary the strict letter of the ordi-

nance in cases of practical difficulty or unnecessary hard-

ship. This board must be given the power to issue or au-

thorize the issue of a variance, i. e., a permit varying from
the strict letter of the ordinance, that will overcome arbi-

trariness and that will still carry out the spirit and intent

of the zoning law. These variances are not alterations of

the ordinance or maps. Only the legislative body of the

municipality can alter these. The administrative board can

do nothing more than to vary a particular building permit.

These variances are made only after public hearings and

careful consideration of each particular case. The adminis-

trative board is presumed to be composed of experts. Its

conclusions are subject to court review. When the court

reviews the decision of the administrative board, it can, if

necessary, make additional adjustments. Usually, however,
the court upholds the decision of the administrative board

or sets it aside in whole or part. The applicant or other

aggrieved person then has his right of appeal to the higher
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court. In most of the states this court review is brought
about by writs of certiorari.

In every state where zoning ordinances come before the

courts on writs of certiorari, zoning is becoming better and
better established. In every state where zoning comes be-

fore the courts on writs of mandamus it is being gradually
overthrown. Why is this ? Where there is a board of ap-

peals whose decisions are subject to court review, no appli-

cant can successfully apply to court for a writ of mandamus
on grounds of arbitrariness and unconstitutionality because

it is a rule of law that the applicant must first exhaust the

remedies which the law gives him. In states having sound

zoning enabling acts the applicant can have his remedy be-

fore the board of 'appeals. He can have his day in court

before a board of experts having the power to vary. If he
does not obtain what he wants from the board of appeals,

he must ask for his court review before he can resort to

mandamus. If the court of first resort does not satisfy

him, he must appeal. Thus it comes about that the courts

become helpers in carrying out the zoning plan wherever
the state enabling act authorizes the establishment of

boards of appeals. In states where there are no function-

ing boards of appeals, the courts cannot bring about ad-

justments to prevent instances of arbitrariness. All that

they can do is to declare certain instances arbitrary and
declare the ordinance unconstitutional and void in those

particulars. In the city of New York whenever an appli-

cant asks the court for a writ of mandamus in order to have
the court declare a zoning instance arbitrary, the city at-

torney asks the court to send the applicant to the board of

appeals instead, and the court does it. This is the main
reason why in nine years of operation under the zoning

plan in this city, no court has uttered a word of disapproval

of the zoning regulations.

It has taken American states and cities about ten years
to develop the American plan of police power zoning. State

legislatures, municipal councils and the courts have all
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helped in doing this. As a science it is still far from per-

fect. City planners from other countries may regard it un-

fortunate that zoning in this country is court-controlled.

They will reflect with satisfaction that in their own coun-

tries the regulation of buildings and their uses is unim-

peded by the conservatism of courts, and that such regula-

tion is without constraint accomplished by legislative enact-

ments and administrative rulings. Nevertheless there is

much to be said in favor of the American method. The con-

trol by the courts has brought about a strict impartiality.

It has caused zoning regulations to keep within a definite

field of community protection susceptible of proof by expert

opinion evidence. This control by the courts has rapidly

established principles and procedure. The spread of com-

prehensive zoning to more than three hundred American

municipalities in the brief space of ten years can only be

accounted for primarily by the existence of a very pressing

need, and secondarily by reason of a widespread popular con-

fidence that the courts will not allow the regulations to be-

come unreasonable or cpnfiscatory.
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SUMMARY
Each state legislature can pass laws covering the fields

not delegated to the United States federal government, but
if the law takes away individual rights guaranteed by the

state constitution, a citizen can assert his rights and the

court will declare the law void. State constitutions declare

that a person shall not be deprived of his property without
due process of law, ie., written and unwritten law from time

immemorial in England to protect persons and property,
and added to since in the various states.

What the courts will not set aside is within the "police

power" of the legislature ; what they set aside is beyond it,

and void.

Zoning is that legislative invocation of the police power
by which the government regulates the height and bulk of

buildings, the use of buildings and .land, and the density
of population.

A generation ago zoning under "police power" would
have been difficult if not impossible. The growth of com-

munity needs has necessitated adjustments of private

rights to community welfare. Comprehensive zoning came
about nine years ago and was first applied in New York
City.

State legislatures do not do the actual zoning but grant
that power to municipalities. This can and ought to be a

general grant, the same for all municipalities.

The courts have gradually established certain fundamen-
tals of the police power. They say that its invocation must
be based on considerations of the health, safety, morals
and general welfare of the community. They are careful

not to define the power because community needs may
require its increasingly larger application. "General wel-

fare" has no precise meaning, neither is it entirely indefi-

nite, because courts look to previous court decisions to see

how far considerations of general welfare have been held to

be within the police power. Police power is court-created,
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court-controlled and court-enlarged, but in its enlargement
the courts somewhat follow public sentiment.

A zoning plan based on police power must be elastic or it

will often be arbitrary in its application to a particular lot

or building.

If there is no method of preventing arbitrariness there

will be adverse court decisions, and after these have ac-

cumulated for a few years the ordinance will be nearly

useless.

It is of vital importance that there be some way of mak-

ing reasonable variations. If no way be provided by the en-

abling act and the ordinance, the courts must declare the

ordinance arbitrary and void in certain of its applications.

This proceeding is usually by writ of mandamus. In every

city where such writs can readily be obtained the zoning
ordinance is doomed.

The handling of variations decides the fate of an or-

dinance. The state enabling act must authorize the muni-

cipality to establish a board of appeals or board of adjust-

ment, with power to vary the strict letter of the ordinance

in cases of hardship. Its conclusions are subject to court

review. In most states this review is brought about by
writs of certiorari.

Where ordinances come before the courts on writs of

certiorari, zoning is becoming increasingly better estab-

lished, where on writs of mandamus it is being gradually
overthrown. Where there are no boards of appeals, the

courts cannot bring about adjustments; they can only de-

clare the ordinance unconstitutional and void in those par-
ticulars. In New York whenever an applicant asks the court

for a writ of mandamus, to have the court declare a zoning
instance arbitrary, the city attorney asks that the applicant
be sent to the board of appeals, and the court does it. This

is the main reason why in nine years under the zoning plan
in this city, no court has uttered a word of disapproval of

the zonin<? regulations.

It has taken about ten years to develop the American

plan of police power zoning. State legislatures, municipal
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councils and the courts have all helped in doing this. As a
science it is still far from perfect. City Planners from other
countries may regard it unfortunate that zoning here is

court-controlled. This control has brought about a strict

impartiality. It has caused zoning regulations to keep with-
in a definite field of community protection susceptible of

proof by expert evidence. It has rapidly established prin-

ciples and procedure. The spread of comprehensive zoning
to over 300 municipalities in ten years is accounted for

primarily by very pressing need and secondarily by wide-

spread confidence that the courts will not allow regulations
to be unreasonable or confiscatory.

SOMMAIRE

Le Parlement de chaque Etat peut voter des lois dans
toutes les spheres d'action qui n'ont pas ete deleguees au
Gouvernement federal des Etats-Unis, mais si la loi viole

les droits individuels garantis par la Constitution de 1'Etat

un citoyen peut affirmer ses droits, et le Tribunal annulera

la loi. Les Constitutions des Etats decident qu'une personne
ne peut etre depouillee de sa propriete dans la procedure

exigee par la loi; c'est-a-dire par la loi ecrite ou non ecrite

qui depuis des temps immemoriaux, protege en Angleterre
les personnes et les biens, et celle qui lui a ete ajoutee

depuis dans les divers Etats.

Ce que les tribunaux n'annuleront pas rentre dans les

"pouvoirs de police" du Parlement; ce qu'ils annuleront est

en dehors et ne doit avoir aucun effet.

Le "zoning" est cette application legislative du pouvoir

de police par laquelle le Gouvernement regie la hauteur et

la saillie des edifices, 1'usage des batiments et du terrain et

la densite de la population.

Le "zoning" par I'intermediaire du "pouvoir de police"

aurait ete difficile sinon impossible. L'accroissement des
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besoins de la communaute a necessite Fadoption des droits

prives au bien public. Le "zoning" doctrine rationnelle

naquit il y a environ 9 ans et fut d'abord applique a la Cite

de New York.

Les Parlements des Etats ne font pas actuellement de

"zoning" mais deleguent ce pouvoir aux Municipalites.

Cette delegation peut et doit etre general et la meme pour
toutes les Municipalites.

Les Tribunaux ont etabli graduellement certains fonde-

ments du pouvoir de police. Us decident que son application

doit etre fondee sur des considerations d'hygiene, de secu-

rite, de bien etre moral et general de la communaute. Us

ont soin de ne pas limiter les pouvoirs parce que les besoins

de la communaute peuvent exiger une application de plus en

plus large. Le "bien etre general" n'a pas de signification

precise, mais n'est pas non plus entierement indefini, parce

que les Tribunaux examinent les decisions de justice an-

terieures pour voir jusqu 'a quel point on a juge que les con-

siderations de bien etre general rentrent dans les pouvoirs
de police. Le Pouvoir de police a ete cree par les Tribunaux,
controle et elargi par eux, mais, pour 1'elargir, les Tribunaux

suivent plus ou moins le sentiment public.

Un plan de "zoning" fonde sur le pouvoir de police doit

etre elastique, ou il sera souvent arbitraire dans son ap-

plication a un terrain ou a un edifice particulier.

S'il ne renferme pas de methode pour empecher Far-

bitraire, des jugements seront prononces centre lui et apres

qu'ils se seront accumules pendant quelques annes le regle-

ment sera presque sans utilite.

II est d'une importance vitale de trouver quelque moyen
d'operer des modifications raisonnables. Si on en a prevu
aucun dans Tacte d'autorisation ou le reglement, les Tri-

bunaux devront declarer le reglement arbitraire et annuler

certaines de ses applications. Cette procedure se fait

habituellement par "writ of mandamus" (jugement en

dernier ressort). Dans toutes les villes ou de tels "writ"

peuvent etre obtenus facilement, le reglement de "zoning"
est condamne.
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La possibilite des modifications decide du destin d'un

reglement. L'acte d'autorisation donne par 1'Etat doit per-
mettre a la Municipality d'etablir un tableau des appels, ou
tableau d'adaptation, avec le pouvoir de ne pas appliquer
1'ordonnance a la lettre dans les cas d'injustice. Ses con-

clusions sont soumises au controle des Tribunaux. Dans la

plupart des cas, ce controle est assure au moyen de "writs
of certiorari" (ordonnance de communique des registres et

d'evocation d'une cause deja pendente devant des Tribunaux

inferieurs).

La ou les Tribunaux connaissent des reglements au moyen
de ces "writs of certiorari" le "zoning" devient de jour en

jour mieux etabli; la ou on applique les "writ of mandamus"
il est peu a peu ruine. La ou il n'y a pas de tableau d'appels,

les tribunaux ne peuvent apporter d'adaptations ; ils peuvent
seulement declarer 1'ordonnance inconstitutionnelle et 1'an-

nuler dans des cas particuliers. A New York, quand un
demandeur requiert du Tribunal un "writ of mandamus"
pour saisir la justice d'un proces d'arbitrage en matiere de

"zoning" 1'Avocat de la Ville reclame que le demandeur soit

renoyee au tableau des appels, ce que le Tribunal fait. C'est

la principale raison pour laquelle, depuis 9 ans, on applique
a cette cite le plan de "zoning," aucun tribunal n'a prononce
mot de disapprobation au sujet des reglements de "zoning."

II a fallu 10 ans pour mettre a execution le plan americain

de "pouvoir de police" en matiere de "zoning" avec la col-

laboration des Parlements des Etats, des Conseils Muni-

cipaux et des Tribunaux.

Comme un science le "zoning" est bien loin d'etre par-

fait. Les Architectes urbanistes des autres pays peuvent

considerer comme malheureux que le zoning soit controle ic.i

par les Tribunaux. Ce controle a apporte une stricte im-

partialite. II est cause que les reglements de zoning sont

restes dans les limites de la protection de Finteret general,

soumise a expertise. II a rapidement etabli les principes et

la procedure. L'extension d'un zoning rationnel dans 300

Villes en 10 ans est justifiee premierement par la necessite
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pressante, et secondement par la croyance generate que les

Tribunaux ne permettront pas aux reglements d'etre de-

raisonnables ou frustratoires.

AUSZUG
Alle Staaten der Union konnen auf denjenigen Gebieten

Gesetze erlassen, die nicht der Bundesregierung zustehen;
wenn aber ein Gesetz personliche, von der Staatsverfassung

garantierte Rechte antastet, kann der Burger seine Rechte

verfechten, und das Gericht erklart das Gesetz fur nichtig.

Die Staatsverfassungen bestimmen, dass keine Person ohne

gehoriges rechtliches Verfahren ihres Eigentums bera'ubt

wird. Das ist seit undenklichen Zeiten in England und

spater in den einzelnen Staaten der Union geschriebenes
und ungeschhriebenes Recht fiir den Schutz von Personen

und Eigentum.
Was die Gerichte nicht aufheben, befindet sich in der

"Polizeigewalt" der Gesetzgebung ; was sie aufheben, gerat
ausserhalb und wird nichtig.

Die Zonung ist jene gesetzgebende Anrufung der

Polizeigewalt, durch die die Regierung Hohe und Umfang
von Gebauden, Benutzung von Gebauden und von Land,
sowie auch die Bevolkerungsdichte regelt.

Vor einem Menschenalter ware die Zonung unter

Polizeigewalt schwierig, wenn nicht unmoglich gewesen.
Die wachsenden Gemeinschaftsbedurfnisse haben Aus-

gleichungen der Privatrechte mit denen des Gemeinwohls

notig gemacht. Eine weitgehende Zonung kam vor 9 Jah-

ren, und zwar zuerst im Staate New York auf.

Die Staatsgesetzgebungen nehmen die tatsachliche

Zonung nicht selbst in die Hand, sondern raumen dies Recht

den Gemeindebehorden ein. Es kann und sollte eine all-

gemeine Rechtseinraumung gleichmassig fiir alle Gemein-

den sein.

Die Gerichte haben allmahlich .crewisse Grundsatze fiir

die Polizeigewalt aufgestellt, und ihr Umfang muss sich
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auf Erwagungen iiber Gesundheit, Sicherheit, Sitte und
allgemeine Wohlfahrt des Gemeinwesens stlitzen. Man
bestimmt absichtlich die Rechte der Polizeigewalt nicht

genau, well moglicherweise die Bediirfnisse der Gemein-
schaft eine grosser werdende Anwendung notig machen.
"Gemeinwohl" ist kein ganz genau bestimmter Begriff, doch
1st er auch nicht vollig unbestimmt, weil die Gerichte auf

vorhergehende Entscheidungen achten, um zu sehen, in

welchem Umfang die Polizeigewalt auf das Gemeinwohl
Riicksicht zu nehmen hat. Die Polizeigewalt ist gerichts-

geschaffen, gerichtsbeaufsichtigt und gerichtserweiterungs-

fahig; aber bei ihrer Erweiterung beriicksichtigen die

Gerichte einigermassen die offentliche Meinung.

Ein mittels Polizeigewalt verwirklichter Zonenplan muss
elastisch sein, sonst wird er oft bei der Anwendung auf ein

besonderes Stuck Land oder Gebaude willkurlich sein.

Falls keine Moglichkeit zum Vermeiden von Ungerech-
tigkeit besteht, wird es Gegenentscheidungen geben, und
wenn sich solche in einigen Jahren gehauft haben, dtirfte

die Verordnung nahezu unbrauchbar sein.

Von wesentlicher Wichtigkeit ist es, dass kewisse Mog-
lichkeiten fur verminftige Abanderungen bestehen. Wenn
solche Moglichkeit durch das Gesetz und die Verordnung
nicht vorgesehen ist, miissen die Gerichte die Verordnung
bei gewissen Anwendungsfallen als ungerecht und nichtig
erklaren. Das Verfahren beruht auf richterlicher Ent-

scheidung. In alien Stadten, wo solche Entscheidungen
schnell erlangt werden konnen, ist die Zonenverordnung
nichtig.

Die Handhabung von Abweichungen bestimmt das

Schicksal einer Verordnung. Das Staatsgesetz muss die

Gemeinde zum Einsetzen einer Priifungs oder Schlich-

tungsbehorde bevollmachtigen mit dem Recht, den strengen
Wortlaut der Verordnung in Fallen von Harten zu andern.

Deren Entscheidung sind gegenstand der Priifung durch
das gericht. In den meisten Staaten wird diese Priifung
durch hohere Entscheidung herbeigefiihrt.
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Wo Verordnungen vor das Berufungsgericht kommen,
wird die Zonung wesentlich besser gehandhabt, wahrend
sie im ersten Verfahren allmahlich unwirksam wird. Wo
es keine Berufungsbehorde gibt, konnen die Gerichte keine

Schlichtung herbeifiihren ; sie konnen die Verordnung in

den betreffenden Punkten nur fiir unverfassungsmassig und

nichtig erklaren. Sooft in New York ein Ansucher das

Gericht wegen Entscheidung tiber die Ungerechtigkeit eines

Zonenfalles anruft, beantragt der Stadtsyndikus die Ver-

weisung an die Berufsbehorde und das Gericht willigt ein.

Hauptsachlich aus diesem Grunde hat in dieser Stadt seit

neunjahrigem Bestehen des Zonenplanes kein Gericht ein

Wort der Missbilligung tiber die Zonenverordnung ausges-

prochen.
Es waren ungefahr 10 Jahre notig, um die amerika-

nische Baupolizeizonung zu entwickeln. Die Staatsgesetz-

gebungen, Stadtverwaltungen und Gerichte haben dabei

geholfen, und noch ist es, wie eine Wissenschaft, weit ent-

fernt von der Vollkommenheit. Die Stadtebauer aus an-

deren Landern werden es nicht fur glticklich halten, dass

die Zonung Hierzulande vom Gericht tiberwacht wird.

Diese Ueberwachung hat eine strenge Unparteilichkeit zur

Folge gehabt und Zonenordnungen hervorgerufen, die sich

an bestimmte Gebiete des Schutzes der Gemeinschaft hal-

ten, und fur die Prtifung durch Sachverstandigenurteile
sehr empfindlich sind. Schnell haben sich Grundzuge und
Verfahren ergeben. Die Ausdehnung des Zonenverfahrens

auf tiber 300 Gemeinden in 10 Jahren ist anfanglich auf

Rechnung der sehr drangenden Not zu stellen, dann aber

mit dem weitverbreiteten Zutrauen zu erklaren, dass nam-
lich die Gerichte keine unrechtmassige oder konfiskatorische

Regelung zulassen werden*



THE INFLUENCE OF ZONING ON HIGH
BUILDINGS AND STREET TRAFFIC

THE RELATION OF BUILDING BULK TO STREET TRAFFIC

ERNEST P. GOODRICH

Consultant on Traffic Plan of New York and Its Environs

In studying the question of street traffic in its relation

to building bulk, the first query is :

What factors affect the traffic capacity of a thorough-
fare?

Analysis shows that two general types of factor exist.

They are such as relate to the

(1) Physical condition of the thoroughfare
and to

(2) Traffic movement.

Further analysis reveals several sub-factors. As to the

physical condition of the thoroughfare there are to be in-

cluded :

(a) Width of roadway.

(b) Grade of thoroughfare.

(c) Character of pavement.

(d) Physical means of access to the roadway
from adjacent property.

(e) Presence of street obstructions like

Street car tracks,

Elevated columns,

Bridges and tunnels.

As to the traffic movement the secondary elements in-

clude :

(a) Methods of traffic movement and control

such as

Random operation,

Start and stop system of control,

Platoon system of control.

(b) Distance apart of intersecting thorough-
fares at grade.
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(c) The velocity of movement on the aver-

age and for each of the several kinds of

traffic, both in fact, and as to the eco-

nomic maximum.

(d) The variation in quantity of traffic

hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, seasonal.

(e) The size of vehicles, both as to

Length and

Width

(f ) The vehicle load, both as to

Tonnage,

Overhang of the vehicle,

Height when interfered with by

bridge or tunnel clearance.

(g) Vehicle operation characteristics, as to

Acceleration rate,

Breaking distance.

(h) Driver's reaction time,

(i) Accident hazard with increased speed,

(j) Length of haul, both

Average,

Minimum, and

Maximum,

(k) Points of origin and destination of traffic

movement.

(1) Concentration of traffic near origin and

destination points.

(m) Amount of traffic originating and termi-

nating per unit of building bulk for dif-

ferent kinds of building use.

Obviously, zoning can control the use of the property
and thereby affect the quantity originating at or destined

to a given section and the street traffic conditions accord-

ingly. In fact, this element combined with the extent of

the frontage of each use and the length of traffic haul con-
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stitute the principal factors which affect the amount and
character of street traffic.

Zoning regulations generally designate three principal

types of use, often with several subdivisions, as follows:

Eesidential

Sometimes again subdivided by different

density units which correspond to differ-

ing economic statuses:

One family,
Two family,

Multi-family.

Business

Outlying or local,

Central, mercantile and office building area.

Manufacturing
Light (of the loft-building type),

Heavy,
Unrestricted.

These various kinds of use originate and draw traffic

of correspondingly varying kind and quantity.
The residence districts require deliveries of food stuffs,

fuel, clothing, house furnishings and building materials and
are the origin of most of the privately owned automobile

traffic. As to each of these commodities the amount of

traffic varies with the economic status of the average resi-

dent in the zone.

Plotting the per capita income tax paid in each of the

United States against the per capita automobile registration
reveals a marked increase in the number of automobiles

owned, with increased income tax payment. The average

relationship is given by the formula, "per capita income tax

in dollars=50 times the per capita auto registration."
A short investigation of the ownership of automobiles by
apartment-house dwellers in New York City in comparison
with the rents paid showed a similar relationship with the

formula, "rent per month per apartment=250 times the

average automobile ownership per family."
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No data have been discovered as to the annual mileage of

cars of differing cost. Even the data as to the average
annual mileage throughout the country must be estimated

on the basis of the total gasoline consumption in the United

States, and of the known gasoline taxes in a few states.

On California highways it is estimated that the average
annual mileage per car was 7,727 in 1923. For the country
at large a figure of 6,300 has been estimated from the gaso-
line use. This annual mileage per car seems to have had a

tendency to decline slightly with lapse of time.

Another factor which apparently affects automobile

ownership is the size (population) or perhaps more ac-

curately the population density of the community. Statis-

tics published in the annual compilation of "Facts and Fig-
ures of the Automobile Industry" for 1924 by the National

Automobile Chamber of Commerce as to the car ownership
per 1,000 persons in communities of different sizes are as

follows :

Locality Cars Per 1,000 Persons
Farms and towns under 1,000 population 69.8

Cities 1,000 to 5,000 population 230.0

Cities .000 to 25,000 population 150.3

Cities 2t>,000 to 100,000 population 119.6

Cities over 100,000 population 84.3

When the areas in acres of the cities in the several

groups are considered, it is found that the car registration

per acre is practically constant irrespective of the size and

population density of the community.

Density,
Census Bureau Land Area Persons Cars Per Total Cars Per

Population Group Population Acres Per Acre 1,000 Persons Cars Acre

100,000-300,000 8,071,347 881,707 9.15 ,

300,000-500,000 4,158,840 395,896 10.80 ,

500,000 up 17,010,223 919,997 18.55

Over 100,000 29,240,410 2,197,600 13.35 84.3 2,464,967 1.121

30,000- 50,000 4,106,345 626,002 6.58

50,000-100,000 5,389,902 643,059 8.36

30,000-100,000 9,496,247 1,269,061 7.47 119.6 1,135,711 0.895
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The interpretation of this data is that the general aver-

age of a large number of communities shows the above de-

scribed area density characteristics, but they will apply to

each specific community only when the data are modified to

meet the local conditions. The total registration for any
community will depend upon the economic status of each

zone. Data as to the number of cars per square mile is

given in an article by the President of the Packard Motor
Car Company in "Public Works" for December, 1923, as

follows :

Motor Vehicles
City Population Per Square Mile

Dayton, Ohio 152,559 1885
Detroit, Mich 993,678 1867
San Francisco, Cal 506,676 1803
Cleveland, Ohio 796,841 1762
Heading, Pa 107,784 1704
Dallas, Texas 158,976 1695
Milwaukee, Wis 457,147 1471
Toledo, Ohio 243,164 1454
Akron, Ohio 208,435 1448
Bridgeport, Conn 143,355 1337
Rochester, N. Y 295,750 1318

1600 per square mile=2.5 per acre.

These figures show a surprising uniformity for cities

ranging from 100,000 to 1,000,000 with an extreme varia-

tion of only about 20 per cent, from the average. The lat-

ter is, however, over twice the average figure found in the

preceding table.

Comparisons of the street traffic originating in different

sections of two New England cities showed a variation

which corresponded roughly with the known economic

status of each section as determined by the average rent

paid in it as ascertained by the Telephone Company surveys.

Obviously the total originating traffic includes not alone

that from the owned automobiles, but also the deliveries

made within each section of commodities consumed in it.

Data collected for New York City by the New York, New
Jersey Port and Harbor Development Commission, pub-
lished in 1920, disclose 0.93 tons per capita per annum of

food stuffs locally consumed, 0.58 tons of building materials
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used up, 4.97 tons of fuel and 1.00 tons ot miscellaneous

commodities. These quantities vary to some extent with

the economic status of the consumer and the rate of de-

velopment of his neighborhood. In an average section it is

estimated that the annual per capita consumption of all

commodities would average 4.5 tons. The average load per
vehicle reaching and leaving New York City freight sta-

tions was found by the same investigators to be 1.42 tons

for 1772 trucks. The loads of vehicles used for local de-

livery will be less than this figure. Based on these figures

it may be roughly estimated that the traffic to and from any
residence section of a city would be approximately 0.2 vehi-

cles per family per day for local delivery.

If each owned automobile leaves its owner's residence

and returns to it (thus making a round trip) each day, the

average number of such vehicles per family per day which
would be counted on the streets would be twice the average
automobile registration per family. The total traffic would
be 0.2 more this being the figure for the vehicles making
local deliveries per family per day as computed above. In

one New England city, the registration per family was
found to be 0.44. Doubling this and adding 0.2 would give
1.08. Traffic tallies on a large number of thoroughfares in

districts which could be segregated so that the contributary
families could be counted, showed an average of 0.98 vehi-

cles per family per day of 14 hours in the tributary terri-

tory. The difference between these two figures is well within

the possible errors involved in the estimated population

groups.

These estimates of traffic reduced to a per-family basis

appear to govern the traffic which is incident to all types
of residence districts single family, two family and multi-

family. Based on these studies it is obvious that the zoning
of residential districts in territory for which the street plan
has already been constructed should see to it that the den-

sity of families which is permitted at any point will not be

such as to create more traffic during the congested hour
under future motor use than the thoroughfare system can
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accommodate. These factors of congested hour, future au-

tomobile ownership and street capacity will be discussed

later.

The problem as to the outlying business district is well

illustrated by the Saturday night traffic in the down-town
district of a typical New England town. There is a busi-

ness frontage of 2320 feet. Automobile patrons of the vari-

ous business establishments numbered 584 during the three

hours from 7 to 10 P. M. This is equivalent to 0.25 vehicle

per running foot of business property. During the re-

mainder of the day the traffic was nominal in comparison.
In a large city in the Middle West it was found that 120

feet of local business frontage created an average of 24

vehicles per day between it and the wholesale and indus-

trial districts. This is at the rate of 0.2 of a vehicle per

day per front foot of local business. On the basis of these

and other pertinent data it is to be expected that each foot

of local business frontage would correspond with about one

vehicle per day in any traffic tally. In almost all local

business districts it is the custom to use the stories above

the ground for residence purposes. The resulting effect

upon the street traffic will obviously be cumulative.

Closely akin to the type of traffic problem presented by
the local business district is that of the industrial zones.

Several new factors enter the problem at this point. The

typical factory has as much tonnage entering as leaving.

Crude materials come in by boat where the factory has a

waterfront location. They come in by railroad car if the

factory has a rail siding. They may come in by pipe line

in the case of oil refineries or artificial ice plants. They
may come in by vehicle over the streets and roads, and the

introduction and improvement of the motor truck is tend-

ing to a greater and greater use of that means of convey-
ance. The same means are employed for distributing the

manufacturer's product as for bringing in the crude ma-
terials. Since one of the accepted factors in the formula-

tion of a freight rate structure is the value of the com-

modity (so that rates are to some extent proportional to
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such value) it is (generally speaking) cheaper to transport

crude than manufactured articles. Other elements also en-

ter this problem, such as bulk, so that it is also usually

cheaper to transport at higher rates the more valuable

metals, than to carry the less valuable but much bulkier

ores. The same economic point applies largely to live stock

and grain. However, the general principle first above

enunciated has been found to apply so widely, that a ten-

dency has developed toward a wider distribution of the

plants of an industry rather than their concentration at one

point. Such concentration as that of the silk industry in

Paterson, N. J., or of the hat industry at Danbury, Conn.,

has also been found detrimental to the community. Whereas
the shoe industry was once almost exclusively found near

Lynn, Mass., it is now widely disseminated with large cen-

ters at Cincinnati, Ohio, St. Louis, Mo., and elsewhere. That

tendency will probably continue and be found among most
other industries so that a greater and greater tendency will

develop toward a much narrower field of distribution of the

product of any given manufacturing plant with a corre-

sponding tendency toward the use of the motor truck as the

distributing agency. A corresponding tendency would be

natural toward a greater use of the motor truck to bring
back crude materials on its return trips so that the location

of a factory on a waterway or a railroad siding will be

found of less and less importance. Conversely, more and
more use will doubtless be made of the highways for the

transportation of commodities. The amount of such traffic

can best be estimated by indirect methods and the final

figures related to the land used for industrial purposes and

the number of employees.

The value of product per employee can be ascertained

for practically every industry from the Federal statistics

of manufacture. The value per ton of exported and im-

ported articles is available for many commodities and there

is thus found a figure for the annual tonnage per employee.

Average figures for all commodities computed in this

manner show the following averages of tons of incoming
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raw material and outgoing manufactured articles per wage
earner per year:

Average Tons Per Wage Earner In
Year And Out Of All Factories

1914 31.2

1919 41.2

1921 69.5

The increase in the tons per employee is obviously due

to the growing introduction of machinery which was espe-

cially marked during the war and is reflected in the great

increase in the figure for the year 1921. As to any given

factory or industrial zone, there will be considerable varia-

tion from this average, depending upon the specific com-

modity handled. Again, the highway traffic will be fur-

ther affected by the proportion which moves by water, rail

and pipe line respectively. For each zoning study these

factors must be ascertained or assumed. In order to esti-

mate such traffic, two additional factors are required the

average load per vehicle and the land area per employee.
Certain data have already been given as to the average load

per vehicle at New York City freight stations.* A report

upon the Boston freight terminals gives a figure of 1.13

tons average per load. The California state highway traffic

survey of 1923 disclosed 2.1 tons per load. Little informa-

tion is available as to the land area or the building area or

bulk per employee in industry. The number of cubic feet

required under certain state industrial codes is known and

indicates a minimum figure. Original investigations in

several cities as to types of industry, of industrial units

and of the whole industrial section of the community have

disclosed widely varying conditions. In connection with the

formulation of a report in 1912 "On the Development of

Public Docks and Shipping Facilities" in Newark, N. J., a

personal inspection was made of fifty industrial plants of a

wide range of size and commodity manufactured. These

plants employed approximately 10,000 workers and occu-

pied almost 1,000 acres of land. The employees ranged
from 4 to nearly 4,000 per establishment, while the average

*1.42 tons per load1
.
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land area per employee varied from 400 square feet to

nearly 20,000, with a general average of 4,000 square feet.

in Elizabeth, N. J., a careful estimate (excluding all vacant

meadow areas owned by plants but not used) gave 1,500

square feet of land per worker. At the Bush Terminal this

figure falls to 80. Were the buildings but a single story in

height (as was largely the case in Newark) instead of the

five stories actually existing in large part at the Bush Ter-

minal, the Newark minimum of 400 would be obtained.

Assuming 70 tons average per employee per year and 1.5

tons per load for both raw materials in and manufactured

products out (and that the two are equal) it is found that

each worker would correspond with 94 loads per year or

0.33 of a load per day (at 288 working days per year). To
convert this figure to an area basis, the land area figures

already given per employee are to be divided by 0.33 to give

the land area which will correspond with one vehicle per

day. The following table gives the data thus computed and

also the results of certain investigations made in Cincin-

nati.
Land Area Per Load Land Area Per Estimated Vehicle
Per Day Based On Load Per Day Per Foot of Front-

Type of Industrial Land Area Per Average Commodity Based On Ob- age With Proper
District Employee Figure served Traffic Lot Depth

Light manufacturing
in loft buildings. . .. ... 200 0.50

(Cincinnati)
Ditto 80 240 ... 0.41

(Bush Terminal)
Medium manufac-
ing in plants ... 850 0.18

(Cincinnati)
Ditto 400 1,200 . . . 0.13

(Newark, min.)
Heavy manufactur-
ing in plants ... 1,700 0.12

(Cincinnati)
General averages... 1,500 4,500 ... 0.04

(Elizabeth)
General averages. . . 4,000 12,000 . . . 0.02

(Newark)

If the minimum volume of air space per employee per-
mitted by good labor law regulation is assumed (400 cu.

ft.) and the height and other restrictions are applied as

exacted in the New York Zoning Ordinance, it will be found
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that 16.5 square feet of land would theoretically produce
traffic equal to one vehicle per day. On the basis of a lot

depth of 100 feet (as is common in New York City) six

vehicles would be indicated per foot of frontage. Obviously
all these figures must be adjusted to take account of all ton-

nage which moves by water, rail or otherwise than by
vehicle.

To the commercial vehicles which daily visit any indus-

trial section must be added all passenger conveyances which

bring workers, clerks, officials and visitors. Observations

at many industrial plants in outlying parts of the large

cities have disclosed a worker's automobile parked all day
for an average of each ten employees. This figure does not

apply to the usual type of loft building which is found in the

centers of the large cities, or to the factories in towns
which are so small that practically all employees can walk
to their work. From the statistics of manufactures it is

found that the average salary paid in the United States

is only about fifty per cent, higher than the average wage
paid. The latter was about $1200 during 1919. Salaried

employees and wage earners can, therefore, be grouped

together. Since, also, the total number of proprietors and
firm members was only 2.5 per cent, of the total of all those

engaged in manufacture, it is evident that if all the pro-

prietors visited their plants daily by automobile and ten

per cent, of the others came in cars also, there would be an

increase in the ratio of 12.25 to 9.75 compared with the

figures which would apply, did none of the proprietors

travel by automobile. It is to be noted, however, that in

the case of the average loft building the figures would be

very different. On the basis of all loft building industrial

proprietors using cars daily and no loft building workers

doing so in one case, and all proprietors and ten per cent,

of the workers when the area per worker rises to 4,000

square feet of land (as in Newark) while the lot depth in-

creases from 100 to 200 feet, the frontage* equal to one ve-

hicle per day changes from 784 to 80 respectively. In other

*Per floor.
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words the passenger vehicle traffic will be only one-tenth as

much* in the industrial centers of the large cities as in out-

lying industrial plant sections. Adding these figures for

passenger and for freight vehicles in the proper manner

gives a range of frontage per vehicle per day from 2 in the

loft building district to 30 in the outlying areas. Some
careful computations based on observations in that part of

New York City between Twenty-third and Forty-second
Streets in the Boro of Manhattan, where loft buildings are

numerous, give a value of 4.3 feet of frontage per vehicle

per day. The buildings within that area have an average

height of 5.5 stories. Reducing the frontage in the ratio

of this height to that of the specific Cincinnati buildings to

which those data apply gives 2.65, which is a surprising
check on the figure 2 reached above, considering the dif-

ferences in the cities.

Data secured for the amount of automobile traffic visit-

ing a large New York department store gave one vehicle

per day (as it would be counted on the street) for each 165

square feet of floor space or each 2.0 feet of frontage per

story of height. In the New England town already de-

scribed, one vehicle was counted on Saturday night for each

2.5 feet of frontage.
Counts made at several theatres, at the Metropolitan

Opera House and at several of the big football games show
almost exactly one-tenth as many cars bringing patrons as

the total capacity of each attraction. In the case of the

football game, practically all cars were parked near the

amphitheatre, while as to the theatres and opera house the

cars were required to move some distance to park or to

garage. The traffic would, therefore, be twice the number
of cars in the first instance and four times in the second

case. The total seating capacity of the theatres in the thea-

tre zone in Manhattan in New York City is 95,294, and the

street frontage is 9,400 feet. On the basis of one vehicle

stopping at the theater for each 10 seats there would be an

equivalent of one vehicle per running foot of frontage, or
*One-tenth as much per floor or practically the same as for a ten-story loft

building.
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four vehicles using the streets per running foot of theatre

frontage.

Railroad passenger stations are concentrated origina-
tors of vehicular traffic. Certain investigations made in a

number of cities in New England and the Middle West
showed that about ten per cent, of those who visited the

stations arrived or left in vehicles. Since each vehicle was
counted twice, it may be figured that the street traffic was

equal to 20 per cent, of the number of persons who visited

the station daily. This does not take into account the fact

that the average vehicle carried 1.2 persons. Adjusting the

20 per cent, by this ratio gives 17 per cent, as the number
which would measure the street traffic near a station. Such
traffic is always denser near times of arrival and departure
of trains, which fact materially affects street traffic den-

sity. Counts showed that an equivalent of almost exactly

10 per cent, of the population of each of several cities visited

the railroad stations daily. These figures afford a basis

upon which street traffic near passenger railroad stations

can be computed. Freight stations must be included as

major factors in creating street traffic. The total tonnage
handled to and from any normal community has been found

to be from 7 to 9 tons per capita per year. By a normal

community is meant one with mixed commercial and in-

dustrial business not a mining town or a Pittsburgh
suburb which manufactures large quantities of steel pro-

ducts. As has already been suggested, a considerable por-

tion of this tonnage is usually handled over private sidings

or over waterways direct to or from factory or warehouse.

A 25 per cent, deduction for this diversion has been found

to apply in several cities. There then remain between 5.3

and 6.8 tons per capita per annum which pass through

freight stations and over team delivery tracks. Maximum
monthly conditions usually run about 200 per cent, of the

average. Twelve tons per capita per year may, therefore,

be taken as the annual rate, and the daily freight tonnage

computed accordingly. The individual station tonnage must
be considered in estimating local traffic conditions. Fuel
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moves generally from special fuel yards and is, therefore,
to be separately treated in estimating the resulting traffic.

Building materials are similarly handled in great part.

Sometimes food stuffs go through a special railroad market.
Household furniture belonging to new arrivals or depar-
tures of the population and some food for local centers often

move through local stations. These items constitute about
10 per cent, of the total and can be estimated on the basis

of the population naturally tributary to the local station in

question. The traffic between the wholesale and factory
districts and railroad freight stations is much greater and

generally runs to 25 per cent, of the total for the city.

Other sources of concentrated traffic but only in a rela-

tively smaller degree are large hotels and office buildings.
Hotels create traffic from two principal sources the arrival

and departure of patrons as they move to and from the com-

munity and as they employ vehicles for local business trips.

The initial arrival and final departure figures will depend
on the relative proportion of transient business and the

economic level of the patrons. The business use of vehicles

by hotel patrons will also vary with the transient ratio. A
second source of street traffic due to the existence of a hotel

is its endeavor to make the utmost use of its accessory ac-

commodations for special community functions like balls,

banquets, bazaars, and other activities. These will origi-

nate traffic in proportion to the attendance, which can be

computed as was that for theatres. Certain transient hotels

in a western city had a complete turn over on the average
every three days. Information received from the door men
of several hotels leads to the conclusion that they are closely
similar to department stores at about one-half the frontage
rate except that special functions are to be figured like

theatres.

Office buildings are traffic points only in a minor degree.
A certain proportion of the higher paid tenants of office

buildings come to their offices daily in their own cars driven

by chauffeurs. A few others drive from their homes to

nearby garages. A few more (especially in the smaller
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cities) drive to work and park their cars all day as near

their offices as possible. Among the clerks and other ten-

ants of lower income scale, the use of automobiles is pro-

portionately less, although the potential car use is about

six times greater. Visitors to the offices of tenants are often

greater sources of traffic than are the tenants. Investiga-
tions of the average floor space per regular tenant in many
office buildings in a number of widely distributed cities dis-

close figures varying from slightly below 100 to over 200.

The lower figure applies in the densest parts of New York,
while the higher value is found where office space is not in

such great demand. Even though the higher paid tenants

will occupy proportionately more than their quota of 100

square feet of floor space per person, a first approximation
to the traffic originated by an office building may be made
by assuming the average area figure and applying to it the

proportion of proprietors and firm members to the total

office tenancy. This is found to be 17 per cent, and by

using the same method as that used in connection with the

factory districts a figure can be computed to check against

observed traffic data. Seventeen per cent, of the floor

space will create between 2 and 4 vehicles per day (average

3), while 10 per cent, of the balance (83) will originate 2

vehicles per day. On the basis of this assumption it is

found that each 1,000 square feet of office space will be

equivalent to 6.76 vehicles per day. In other words a 20-

story building which occupied a whole block, 200x400 feet,

would originate 10,816 vehicles per day counting them both

as they come and as they leave. Of the 5,408 vehicles which

would carry building tenants, 25 per cent., it is assumed,

would be garaged or parked in the vicinity. Assuming an

average length of car of 15 feet, the cars would require

20,180 lineal feet of parking space. The total building

frontage on all four sides is evidently only 1,200. Housed

in garages these cars would occupy 162,240 square feet,

or a space equivalent to a little over two floors of the as-

sumed building. The present day facts are that no such

proportion of office workers use cars to go to and from
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work in the large cities and this figure is approached only

under exceptional circumstances. In one apartment house

in New York City in which each head of a family was a

merchant or professional man going to an office each day,

and of whom over 50 per cent, owned cars and over 25 per
cent, employed chauffeurs, only 6 per cent, used their cars

to reach their offices daily. It may be contended that the

parking and garaging problem and the excellent transit

facilities in New York militate against the use of cars by
office workers. Observations of the total numbers of vehi-

cles which daily enter and leave the business and commer-
cial centers of such cities as Indianapolis, Ind., Springfield,

Mass., and Cincinnati, Ohio, show that only a relatively

small number even of car owners among office workers use

their cars to go to and from business even when other

transit facilities are meagre and poor in quality. Traffic

tallies in many cities of the total number of vehicles which
enter and leave the business district daily (excluding all

through travel) is very close to one vehicle per family per

day. In one city of about 150,000 population it was found
that the rush hours morning and night (at which time office

workers would be traveling) were only 30 per cent, above
the average hour figures for a ten-hour day.

Assuming that the whole of the rush hour traffic were
to be considered as office workers, that the office area was
eight blocks square with an average building height of four

stories with two used for offices on the average, with build-

ings covering 75 per cent, of the land area (outside of the

streets), with blocks 400 feet square and a daily total traffic

flow of 100,000 vehicles, that each automobile morning and

night carried two persons, it is easily computed that only
17 per cent, traveled by automobile. The assumption as to

the 20-story building is thus found to be somewhat extreme.

The data as to rush-hour and non-rush hour traffic show
that the amount originated by office buildings during the
hours when visitors constitute the bulk of the movement is

not as great as when the office workers are arriving and

leaving. On the basis of the ratios already quoted it is esti-
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mated that the total non-rush hour office building and com-

mercial area traffic is about three times that of the two
rush hours combined. Since office buildings are usually de-

voted to merchandising on the first floor, that fact must be

taken into consideration in all traffic estimation.

The foregoing analysis gives a basis upon which the rela-

tionship between traffic and building bulk can be studied.

It is obvious that street capacity must be proportioned for

rush-hour conditions as far as is practicable, and if that is

done the thoroughfare dimensions will be determined

largely by those who go to and from office, store and factory
and their homes morning and night.

Besides the regular movement of privately owned vehi-

cles between these points, there must be space for the vehi-

cles which move the people on a commercial scale and for a

certain proportion of through vehicles. In addition to

the provision of moving traffic ways, some space must be

set aside for terminal use spaces where vehicles can stop
to drop and pick up passengers.

Before going further with the analysis, the influence

of shape of district should be discussed. As between a com-

munity with a single thoroughfare along which all business

is done and a community of equal population, business and

area, arranged in the form of a circle, square or even of a

cross, there will be a very wide variation in traffic density
even though all other factors except shape are constant,

The following table shows the average haul from the center

of a community of each assumed stop to all points in the

area. The several assumed shapes are a single street, two
streets at right angles, a square with streets run parallel

with the sides, a square with streets run parallel with the

diagonals, a circle with radial thoroughfares, and half

squares and a semi-circle with the center on one side and

rectangles. An area of about one square mile has been

assumed with lots about 100 feet deep and 33 per cent, of

the gross area devoted to streets. The figures are approxi-

mate, intended only to illustrate the relationship be-

tween the quantities involved.
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Relative Length of

Shape of Community Average Haul

Long street 9.96

Two long streets forming a cross 4.98

Square, with streets parallel to sides, distribution from
center 1.13

Rectangle, twice as long as wide, streets parallel with

sides, distribution from center of long side 1.59

Rectangle, twice as long as wide, streets parallel with

diagonals, distribution from center of long side 1.41

Circle, streets radial and circumferential, distribution

from center <. 0.94

Rectangle, four times as long as wide, streets parallel
with sides, distribution from center 3.39

Semi-circle, streets radial and circumferential, distribu-
tion from center of diameter 1.28

Square, streets parallel with diagonals, distribution
from center 1.00

Right angle triangle, streets parallel and perpendicular
to long side, distribution from center of same 1.36

Obviously if all traffic is assumed to start from the cen-

ter and move to each point within the area, then the traffic

at the center will be the total number of units which must

be moved, divided by the unit load ; and the number of loads

will be the length of a working day divided by the number
of round trips. It has been found that in residence districts

about eight-tenths of the traffic should theoretically be of

the passenger type which makes one round trip daily. The
balance will supposedly be merchandise which will move

throughout the working day. Careful observations show
that vehicles are standing idle 58 per cent, of the time on

New York City streets, that the average haul is close to

one mile and that the average speed of travel is 12 miles

per hour. Simple algebra shows that the number of vehi-

cles required to move the merchandise will vary directly as

a constant plus some multiple of the distance. Based on

these facts the constant can easily be computed to be 1.38

and the number of commercial vehicles required to handle

the merchandise in communities of the different shapes

listed would be in accordance with the following table:
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PROPORTIONATE NUMBER OF VEHICLES AT
CENTER

Total During Rush
Hour At 1/10 Com-

mercial Plus Assumed
Total Commercial Constant Pas-

Shape of Community All Day sengers

Square, streets parallel with diago-
nals, distribution from center. . . . 100 100

Circle, distribution from center.... 97 99

Right angle triangle, distribution
from center of long side 115 103

Square, streets parallel with sides,
distribution from center 106 101

Semi-circle, distribution from center
of diameter 112 102

Rectangle, twice as long as wide,
distribution from center of long
side 117 103

Rectangle, twice as long as wide,
distribution from center 125 105

Rectangle, four times as long as
wide, distribution from center. . . . 200 120

Where there is to be more traffic during a rush hour
in any community more or wider thoroughfares are neces-

sary to accommodate it.

The length of average haul has been seen to vary with

varying shape from 1.00 to 3.61, but the corresponding
variation in the traffic of the rush hour due to shape is

theoretically only from 1.00 to 1.21. As a first approxi-
mation it may be assumed that the street system of all the

type communities will bear a constant ratio to the gross
area. Employing this assumption, and further assuming
that the height is uniform throughout each community at

any assumed figure, it is easy to estimate the variation in

length of haul with a change in building height and area.

Simple algebra shows that the length of haul varies in-

versely as the average building height. Consequently the

number of commercial vehicles required is reduced with in-

creased height. If the average building height is doubled

the average haul changes in the ratio of 1.00 to 0.70 ap-

proximately. With the same population in the two cases,

the same number of loads of merchandise and the same
number of passenger vehicles would leave the center each

day. Since the average haul of the commercial vehicle

would be less, more trips per vehicle would be accomplished,
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but with the same total tonnage to be handled no more ve-

hicles per hour would be counted.

In most communities the density of use varies inversely

with the distance from the commercial center (plus or

minus a constant distance). This density varies more

rapidly than the change in building height, the latter being
found in most communities to vary in steps which form

nearly a straight line. Under such circumstances the haul

from the center* to the center of bulkf changes from two-

thirds of the radius of a circular city to one-half of the

radius}. Since the density of use changes in an even greater

degree the actual haul is even less than one-half. In one

roughly semi-circular city it fell to about one-third the

radius of the area occupied with houses (down to a density
of two acres per dwelling). This resulted in an average
haul of about one mile. Since the same average is found in

such widely varying communities as New York City with

its several millions, and cities of about 150,000 in New Eng-
land and Virginia, it seems a safe conclusion that growth
which adds simultaneously area and building height to a

city simply increases the traffic area and density without

altering its average value. In a report on "Highway Traffic

in New York and Its Environs," prepared by Mr. H. M.

Lewis, in charge of the Engineering Division of the Re-

gional Plan, are shown some curves of distribution of haul.

With the small range of variation disclosed, it is quite

proper to assume a constant average figure and proceed to

build up the theoretical traffic density on a down-town street

system the frontage of which is assumed. Since the aver-

age haul is one mile, a frontage equal to that distance can
best be assumed. With streets and avenues at an average
distance apart of 400 feet and with an average street width
of 66 feet, a mile of street will have on its two sides 9,000
feet of frontage. The following table gives the traffic which
would correspond with this amount of frontage, one story

high, devoted to several kinds of use:

*Of the community
tOf any portion on one side of the center of the community.
^Approximately.
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Traffic
Use Traffic Per Unit Length Per Mile

Residence One vehicle per family per
40-ft. frontage 225 All floors

Residence Apartment house and one
family per floor per 20-ft.

frontage 450 Per floor
Local Business. .. .Two vehicles per foot front-

age 9,000 1st floor only
Loft Building 2-ft. front, 10 stories high, per

vehicle 450 Per floor

Average manufac-
turing plant 600 All floors

Outlying heavy
m a nufacturing
plant 300 All floors

Department store.. 2-ft. front per vehicle per
floor 4,500 Per story

Theatre district. . .Four vehicles per foot front. 36,000 All floors
Hotel 4-ft. front per vehicle per

Special functions floor 2,200 Per story
Office building
except first floor 0.09 vehicle per foot front

per floor 800 Per floor

Before proceeding to compute street dimensions to care

for the traffic thus disclosed a word should be said about

the probabilities of future growth of automobile use and in

other factors. The automobile registration in the United

States has seen a remarkable growth, but its rate of in-

crease is diminishing, and is doing so in accordance with

a law pointed out some years ago in a report to the New
Jersey Highway Commission and since given wide publicity

and general acceptance. The best measure is the number
of persons per registered car and this figure appears to be

tending to approach a constant value in accordance with a

well-known mathematical formula. This value may be

called the saturation point in automobile registration. The
local figure must be ascertained for each community, be-

cause it will be found to vary with such local conditions as

economic status, topography, good roads and similar fac-

tors. At the present time (1925) the average number of

persons per car in the United States is 6.0, in the State of

California it is 2.93, in all cities ranging in population be-

tween 1,000 and 5,000 it is 4.35. Future traffic estimates as

of dates about 20 years hence can very properly assume
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twice the present registration. But increase in registration
does not necessarily carry with it a corresponding increase

in traffic. It has already been suggested that the average
annual mileage per car seems to be slowly decreasing. Cer-

tain investigations reported to the Fourteenth National

Conference on City Planning in Springfield, Mass., in 1922,
and further studies described in the Report on "Highway
Traffic in New York and its Environs" already mentioned
show that traffic increases as some fractional power of the

registration, ranging from the one-half power to slightly
less than one, in different parts of the country. It is be-

lieved that this figure will slowly decrease to about the one-

half power. The size of motor trucks shows a slight ten-

dency to increase, which would contribute to this reduction

in rate of traffic growth. On the other hand the tonnage
per employee in factories is increasing and the proportion
of the factory output which is being carried over the streets

and roads is increasing. The relationship between commer-
cial and passenger transportation will probably remain
about constant however even though there is a constant

tendency for modern civilization to increase its consump
tion, by all classes, of more and more commodities. Taking
all these factors into consideration,it is believed that traffic

may be expected to increase as about the square root of the

registration which latter will slowly approach a saturation

point which bears to the saturation point for the country
as a whole the same ratio as the present registration of any
region or community bears to that of the country at large.

For New York City that means an increase of 2.31 (or about

2) times the 1924 quantity. The ratio of the traffic during
the maximum hour of the maximum day of the week of

the maximum time of year to that of the general average
hour was also reported upon to the Springfield City Planning
Conference and has been studied by the Engineering Divi-

sion of the Regional Plan of New York. The latter showed
that big city conditions did not give the large ratio found

in smaller communities. The latter studies also showed
that the ratio is quite different when the average is based
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upon 10 or 12 hour tallies from a figure based on a 24-hour

census. The analysis was made for the most heavily

traveled street in 15 different cities and showed an average
increase from 1.4 for a ten hour count to 2.0 for an 18-hour

tally. For most communities a ratio of 1.40, it is believed,

will cover all probable future conditions, based on 10-hour

counts.

In estimates of all future traffic quantities, one must

include a proper figure for through and another figure for

motor bus passenger and street car traffic. These can be

estimated with the same amount of precision as is the case

with reference to local vehicles but the analysis cannot be

here included.

Mention has been made of the need of terminal facilities.

As far as space for loading and unloading commercial

vehicles is concerned, it is believed that ordinances will

eventually require all loading and unloading which might
otherwise interfere with moving traffic to be accomplished
on private property. The same is also true as to commercial

passenger vehicles like motor buses and taxicabs. The lat-

ter are now usually accommodated at railroad stations on

railroad property set aside for the purpose. Special load-

ing points will probably also be arranged for motor buses

where their stopping will not interfere with the regular
flow of other vehicles. But even with all these classes of

traffic cared for, the need will remain for space for the

stopping of private vehicles while the owner or passenger

alights and re-enters his car. Space must also be provided
for short time storage or parking at some convenient point.

The latter is obviously best on private property. A growing
appreciation of this fact is shown by the action on the

part of a large department store in Boston, and another

in New York, of supplying private garage space for its

customers. Large industrial plants like that of Ford at

River Rouge supply their workers with parking space upon
their property, and the Detroit Edison Company has pro-

vided similarly for the cars of its officials and higher paid

employees in the central office. Some information as to the
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present practice as to the time during which vehicles are

normally parked is given in the following table taken from a

report of the City Plan Commission on the "Thoroughfares
and Traffic of Paterson, N. J."

Time Parked (Minutes) Machines (Number)
1- 5 26
6- 10 94

11- 15 17
16- 20 21
21- 25 2
26- 30 17
31- 40 19
41- 50 12
51- 60 4
61- 90 14
91-120 9

121 plus 10

Total 245

These data were collected between 8 A. M. and 6 P. M.
in June, 1921. An unpublished report as to conditions in

a typical New England town to which many non-residents

come to do business is given in the following table:

Time Parked (Minutes) Number of Vehicles Parked
20 366
40 91
60 60
80 21
100 15
120 11
140 12
160 3
180 2
200 3

Total 584

To provide parking space for the numbers of vehicles

which are to be expected to desire to stop opposite any given

property on the basis of the average time indicated in

the above tables (30 and 40 minutes approximately, respec-

tively) is obviously out of the question on the public high-

ways unless the latter are to be greatly magnified. The
theater district is perhaps an exception, but a computation
may be of interest. Space for one vehicle would have to be
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provided for each foot of frontage of each theater, did all

patrons who now go to and from the New York theaters

do so in their cars and desire to park them during a per-
formance. If it be assumed that taxicabs carry three-

quarters of the riding theater-goers, and that no special

parking space is required for them, space for one car for

each three feet of frontage would be necessary. Assuming
that each car occupies 100 square feet it is seen that a space
33 feet wide by the whole frontage of the theater is re-

quired. The next most important use as far as parking
space is concerned is the local business district. While
rush hour conditions do not apply as acutely to such a dis-

trict as to the theater zone, some allowance must still be

made for it. This can easily be done by assuming that all

the traffic of 9,000 vehicles per mile per day is distributed

over only six hours. One vehicle per foot in six hours
is equal to one-twelfth of a vehicle per foot front per half

hour ( which latter is the parking figure found in Paterson) .

If the vehicles could back to the curb and would each oc-

cupy only six feet of width, all the vehicles could be ac-

commodated twice over. But some allowance must be made
for space opposite entrances to stores and opposite fire

hydrants, street car loading stations and other places. These

requirements would practically require pre-emption of one-

half the total frontage so that adequate parking space
would just be available.

Additional space, however, must be provided for the use

of persons who usually reside over the stores in such local

business districts. These requirements point to the need of

providing such a large area for parking purposes as in most

cases to make it highly questionable whether the commun-

ity at large should undertake to set aside sufficient street

space to care for it.

As to other varieties of frontage (except office build-

ings) the use of a figure of 500 vehicles per mile to be

parked not to exceed 30 minutes would seem reasonable.

If 15 feet is assumed as the average vehicle length, an ag~
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gregate frontage of 7500 feet would be required. This

space will usually be available for all day parking adjacent

to industrial plants, and even in front of loft buildings

(which rarely exceed ten stories) sufficient frontage will

exist if all loading of merchandise is done on private land,

and if parking is restricted to one-half hour. The office

building problem is different, however, and an example of

the requirements involved has already been given.

The capacity of thoroughfares of different widths and

characters of use by car tracks and impressed with single

and two directions of traffic flow was studied and certain

figures given in the paper before the Springfield City Plan-

ning Conference. Further study has been given the prob-
lem by the Engineering Division of the Regional Plan of

New York and is to be found in Highway Traffic in New
York and Its Environs from which the following tabulation

has been extracted:

MAXIMUM VEHICULAR TRAFFIC CAPACITIES ON
VARIOUS TYPES OF STREETS

Vehicles Per Lane
Type of Street Per Hour

Through highways without grade crossings 1,500
Parkways 800
Unobstructed main highways with traffic regulated

throughout their length 750
Unobstructed main highways of more than two lanes

with traffic regulated only at strategic points 700
Streets with elevated railway columns, but no trolley

tracks 700
Highways with four moving lanes and trolleys 600
Unobstructed two-lane roadways or highways 600
Highways with trolley on one side only 600
Highways with two or three moving lanes and trolleys 475
Streets with trolleys and elevated railway columns 400

In order to make any estimate of the thoroughfare road-

way (in lanes) for any type of district a figure must be
assumed for the through, itinerant and motor bus travel.

As a first approximation this may be taken as equal to that
derived from a mile of any type of frontage use which
creates heavy travel, like office building or local mercan-
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tile. The easiest method of allowing for the congested
hour is to make use of a reduced average capacity factor.

The figure of 700 divided by 1.4 (equals 500) has there-

fore been used in the following estimates. This quantity
has been again reduced by dividing by two, to provide for

through and other traffic. The 250 (thus secured) has been

multiplied by ten as the number of hours per day during
which traffic is usually fairly heavy.

It is also the figure used heretofore in estimating the

factor for the rush hour, compared with average traffic.

One lane of traffic has therefore been constructively as-

sumed as equal to 2,500 vehicles per day. On this basis

it is seen that a street with two or more lanes of free travel

should provide facilities for an apartment house district

in which the buildings averaged eleven stories in height,
a loft building zone with buildings not over eleven stories in

height, an office building area with buildings not over six

stories high, a department store street with stores one and
one-tenth stories high on the average, and for all other

types of district with unlimited building heights, except
theater districts and local business streets. The latter, if

they constituted a continuous frontage of one mile, would

require 14 lanes of travel. Similarly, the number of lanes

for a solidly built-up district of any type and of any other

height would require a number of lanes equal to the traffic

per mile found in the table on page 21 multiplied by the

number of stories and divided by 2,500. For example, a solid-

ly built 20-story office building district one mile long would

require 800 X 20 -r- 2,500 lanes. This equals 6.4 and there-

fore a minimum of 6 lanes must be provided. Zoning should,

therefore, either limit rigidly the heights of office buildings

or else limit their distribution so that groups of buildings

only one block wide and of lengths less than a mile are

permitted, or else many branch and intersecting streets

must be provided, each with much less intensive use so as

to carry away the traffic originating on the office build-

ing streets. Ten-story department stores would require

10 X 4,500 -i- 2,500 or 18 lanes. Consequently, the high-
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storied department store district should be rigidly restricted

in both height and area and should preferably be as nearly
circular as possible with many radiating streets.

Where a specific use does not extend for a full mile the

traffic and the corresponding number of lanes may be re-

duced proportionately. For distances over a mile no addi-

tional width is required. When passing from one type of

use to another, a transition may be made, but it should be

graduated over at least a mile in length. Main thorough-
fares must obviously be designed to care for all tributaries.

In addition to the requirements for moving traffic and

provision of two additional lanes for passenger loading and

unloading purposes, a proper area should be set aside for

sidewalk purposes. The method of analysis must be along
lines similar to those employed in analyzing vehicular

traffic. In the office building area the number of tenants,

their time of leaving the building and their speed and length

of. walk (which latter will generally be to some nearby

rapid transit station) must be the factors entering into the

problem. The same applies to large factories, but obviously

in a much less degree, except as to loft buildings. The

department store sidewalks, on the other hand, must be

designed for the patrons who will usually be present in

largest numbers during the off-rush hour for the office and

factory workers. In all these cases the noon hour tendency
to take recreation by sauntering must not be forgotten, but

it is felt as to this problem that the solution is rather by
the provision of proper recreation space on private property
or in parks and playgrounds, than in the form of excessive

sidewalks.

On the basis of 100 square feet of building space per
office worker, six square feet of sidewalk space per walker

moving at three miles per hour, and one-quarter mile aver-

age to his point of embarkation on a transit line, it is easily

estimated that a sidewalk width of % foot per story is

required. For a 20-story office building this equals 7y% feet.

Through cooperation of several of the best New York de-
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partment stores, data were secured as to the number of per-
sons who entered them daily, segregated by short intervals

down to five minutes. Analyzed on the basis of persons

entering per story per foot of frontage it was found that

1.2 feet width of walk is required per story height. For
a 10-story store a 12-foot walk would be necessary.

In a theatre district the sidewalk problem is especially
bad. Estimating that eight-tenths of the patrons will walk,
that the theatres will so arrange their closing time as to

spread it over half an hour and that the average walk to a
restaurant or transit station will be one-quarter mile, cov-

ered at a rate of two miles per hour, it is estimated that the
sidewalks should be 12 feet wide. This is seen to be the

same as for a 10-story department store district or a 32-

story office building. Most communities will consider it

advantageous to provide sidewalks wider than are here indi-

cated as the minima simply for the comfort of pedestrians,
to provide reservoir space adjacent to roadway crossing

points and near transit stations, to secure space where pos-
sible patrons can inspect show windows without interrupt-

ing the flow of traffic, and for space along the curbs where
are usually located hydrants, poles, and other street furni-

ture and where vehicle passengers await the arrival of their

conveyances. About four additional feet of sidewalk width
are considered necessary for these several uses, as a

minimum.

With these factors for sidewalk, parking space and

moving vehicular traffic requirements, it is an easy matter
to build up an estimate of the traffic to be expected with

any predetermined building use, height and distribution.

When that has been done, the street dimensions can be

fixed. Or, an existing distribution of building use and

height can be analyzed and the theoretical traffic computed
and compared with the known actual. This latter computa-
tion was made for that portion of New York City on Man-
hattan Island between 23rd and 42nd streets and the two

rivers. The areas devoted to different uses were taken from
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the reports of the Department of Taxes. The building

heights were estimated from detailed atlases. The factors

derived above were then applied and the result adjusted to

the known length of streets. The figure thus computed was
found to vary from the traffic actually counted by less than
1 per cent in a total of about 125,000 vehicles per day.

Similar computations with reference to the traffic and build-

ing bulk in down-town Cincinnati and Indianapolis gave
results within 4 per cent, for a total of nearly 100,000.

It is obvious that short hauls for the delivery of com-
modities or the conveyance of passengers cost a community
less than do long hauls. From this single fact it might be

inferred that a compact community of small area covered

with high buildings would be more economical than would
a community which contained the same total building bulk

erected over a greater area but at a lesser height. Further

consideration discloses the additional fact that high build-

ings involve greater proportionate costs both for original

construction and for annual operation than do lower ones.

Other factors also must be included in the problem such as

the value of time to passengers, the value of land for build-

ings, streets, parks and other uses, the value of money and
of vehicles and of building operation. A considerable study
of the problem led to the development of a rather compli-
cated formula involving the third and fifth powers of certain

variables but capable of use to determine the optimum
building height for communities of different sizes and for

certain assumed values of the many factors which were

employed. The work thus far completed has had to do

only with an assumed circular city, in which all commodi-

ties are delivered from the center to the householders who
come to the center daily according to a given riding habit

from their places of abode, which are of uniform height,

first cost, and operating cost. The following table gives the

several factors assumed, the symbol employed, and the

numerical value assigned for study purposes after a con-

siderable investigation of the average values and the spread,

of each one.
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Factor Symbol Assigned Value
Height in stories of all residence

buildings . ....................... s Variable
Radius of city ....................... r Variable with S and P
Height of each story (in feet) ....... h 10 feet.
Volume of buildings (per person) ---- v 1,000 cubic feet

Population (total) ................. P Variable
Area for parks, schools, etc., (per

person) ......................... k 200 square feet
Area for streets (per person) ........ t t= 2/3 (k+v/hs)
Land value (average) ............... e 100 per sq. feet ($1)
Annual cost of building operation ..... p 12/100 (12 per cent.)
Annual cost of land holding (gross).. x 6/100 (6 per cent.)

Tonnage of commodities (per capita
per year) ....................... T 4 tons

Average ton-mile haulage cost ....... y 15 cents per ton mile

Passenger riding habit (factor of P) m P/10,000=annual rid-
ing habit

Average speed of passenger transit. . a 1,000 feet per mile (12
miles per hour)

Value of time of average passenger. . . e 1 cent per minute
Cost of housing one story high ....... c 19 cents per cubic foot
Factor of increased housing cost per

added story ..................... n 1 cent per cubic foot

The total annual cost per capita of the items enumerated

is given by the following formula:

Cost per capita =

From this formula have been omitted a few items some-

times included in discussing this subject qualitatively, but

they are believed immaterial in proportion to those included.

Among such omitted items are the time occupied in vertical

transportation by residence elevators, the radius of the

assumed central office, business and distributing center, the

cost of passenger transportation except as it is included in

the value of the time of the passenger. Were these to be

included it would be necessary to be more exact in selecting

numerical values and the further computations showed that

even some of the factors included have an immaterial in-

fluence upon the results for ordinary conditions. Since the

formula is based on the assumption that there exists only a

single, central distributing point, it can logically apply only

to communities of a few hundred thousand at most, because

even in cities of 100,000 population there are almost invari-
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ably several local freight stations and numerous local busi-

ness districts. Nevertheless, it is interesting to discover

what the formula would give even for cities of several mil-

lions under the assumed conditions. Substitution of the

numerical value of the factors given in the table reduce the

formula to one which involves only P (total population) and

s (average residence building height in stories). The easiest

method to pursue in solving the cubic or quintic equation

which results is substitution of values for P and then by

differentiation with respect to S, equating the result to zero

and solving for S, finding the height which will give the

minimum per capita cost. Computations made in that way
revealed the following results:

Optimum Eesidence Height
Total Population In Stories

10,000 4.4

100,000 4.5

1,000,000 4.9

2,500,000 6.0

6,250,000 10.2

10,000,000 14.0

Slightly over four stories is seen to be the economic

height even for the smallest community, and little change
occurs until 1,000,000 population is passed. Thereafter the

height rises rapidly with increase of size. In this connec-

tion it is interesting to discover from the New York City

building department records that the average building

height in the Borough of Manhattan was 4.8 stories in 1912

and that the average height of all buildings for which per-

mits were granted during the intervening period down to

1924 was also 4.8 stories. This average was not weighted
for building area but this would have small effect when it is

known that only 1,048 of the 92,749 buildings disclosed by
the 1913 summary were over 10 stories high. Assuming
12 feet as the average story height above the street gives
an average building height of 58 feet. It is interesting to

compare this figure with the height limitations in Paris and
London which are 65.6 and 80 feet respectively.* Since the

*Data as to the heights in stories show an even closer similarity, New York
4.8, London from 4 to 5, Paris just below 5.
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averages in those cities are somewhat below these limits

it is seen that the average building heights in the three

largest cities of the world are substantially alike and that

they are very close to the theoretical figure which would
result in a minimum gross annual community cost.

A natural query arises in one's mind, "But what of the

future?" especially "What of the future of New York City,

London, Paris and the other great cities of the world ?"

The New York City problem has been given somewhat
extended study. It has many factors, among which the

most important will be discussed briefly.

Careful consideration has led to the conclusion that im-

provements in traffic control and handling will more than

compensate for the increased use of automobiles due to

their natural growth. The introduction of the "platoon" sys-

tem of control in place of the "stop and go" method would

largely offset the effect of the increase, and if it were

coupled with careful segregation, the whole growth could be

compensated for. A study of the urban auto problem before

the Twelfth National City Planning Conference held in Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, in 1920, predicted an early widening of the

average automobile found on the streets and roads. This

has occurred through the introduction of a large number of

passenger motor buses which are much wider than the cars

which theretofore existed. This growth in width must
either be rigidly controlled or else the streets and roadways
of all cities will require widening or new streets will be

necessary to care for the vehicles displaced by the wider

types. The motor mechanism will probably undergo some

improvement so as to increase the acceleration rate and

lessen the braking distance. These changes will somewhat

increase street capacities.

Somewhat extended studies of the laws of population

growth, especially as they are related to the factor of

"opportunity," have led to the conclusion that few of the

large cities will more than double in population within the

next century. The world's potential food supply, and more
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specifically that of the United States, will not permit much
more than a doubled population. In order to garner such

greater food supply, relatively more human labor will be

required so that there will be indeed a "back-to-the-farm"

movement or else the city population will go hungry. In

consequence, the large agricultural lands in the west and
south will experience a larger proportional growth than will

the older part of the United States. With a larger agricul-

tural population, the cities which supply them with com-
modities will grow correspondingly and a greater and

greater proportion of the manufactured articles needed by
the agricultural classes will be manufactured in their midst

to take advantage of cheaper distribution costs. Further-

more, as the domestic demand for food increases, less and

less will be exported so that the seaboard cities will not

grow in water-borne commerce as they have heretofore.

Everything thus indicates a marked slowing down in the

rate of growth of the North Atlantic States and of their

cities, including the New York City region. In the latter

community, as the parts grow in size they will become more
and more self-sufficient with relatively less everyday com-
munication with Manhattan. This reduction will result in

a lessening proportionate demand for office space and

department store buildings. It is well known that industry
is not as active on Manhattan as was once the case in pro-

portion to the population. These several matters point to

the conclusion that the average building height on Man-
hattan Island will probably never be more than double its

present figure of 4.8 stories.

It has already been shown that the average length of

vehicle movement on the streets has not increased with

growth in area and building height. A doubling of building

height would therefore only double the street traffic. While

certain sections of certain Manhattan thoroughfares at cer-

tain times of day are now practically saturated, as is well

known, it is, however, also a fact that the present average
is below half the total capacity. Consequently, all that is
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required in New York City is a better use of street space
without resort to grandiose schemes of multi-level thorough-
i'ares, gigantic viaducts and financially impossible new
arteries cut through the city's heart.
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ABSTRACT
The factors which affect the traffic capacity of a thor-

oughfare are first listed, followed by the designations

usually found in American zoning ordinances as to the dif-

ferent uses permitted in different types of districts. These

various kinds of use originate and draw to themselves traffic

of correspondingly different kinds and quantities. Data are

then reported and analyzed with regard to each type of use,

and collateral data as to many traffic matters given. The

per capita federal income tax by states is found to average
50 times the per capita automobile registration. In a num-
ber of New York City apartment houses it was found that

the rent per month per apartment averaged 250 times the

automobile ownership per family. The average annual

mileage throughout the United States is computed to have

been 6300 in 1923 while in the State of California it was

7727. The annual mileage was found to have a tendency

to decline slightly with lapse of time. In cities of 1000

population and upwards the number of automobiles falls as

the city increases in size from 230 per 1000 inhabitants in

small communities to 84 in cities exceeding 100,000 in popu-
lation. The ownership was found to be nearly constant

when measured on an area basis both as to groups of cities

of varying size and as to certain individual cities for which

statistics are given. The amount of street traffic in resi-

dence districts was found to vary with the economic status

of the people in such districts but averages one vehicle per

family per day. In outlying local business sections the

traffic was found to develop one vehicle per day per running
foot of business frontage. The use of the motor truck for

the handling of freight has increased and will increase be-

cause of reasons stated in the paper. The tonnage of manu-
factured products per industrial worker and per unit of floor

and of land area is shown to have more than doubled be-

tween the years 1914 and 1921, doubtless because of the

rapid introduction and improvement of machinery. The
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average load per vehicle is stated as disclosed in New York
City, Boston and the State of California. The average area
of industrial land per employee varies widely for different

industries and in different cities from 80 at the Bush Ter-

minal to 4000 in some establishments in the City of Newark,
N. J. Estimates are submitted for the traffic developed for

industrial plants of different sizes and types on a frontage
basis. The observed number of passenger vehicles owned

by workers is stated and their use in traveling to and from
work is estimated. The patrons of a large New York de-

partment store are given on a floor space and a frontage
basis. The traffic at a large number of theatres was found
to be close to one-tenth of the seating capacity of those

houses and to be equivalent to four vehicles counted on the

streets before and after the entertainment per foot frontage
on the average. Data are given as to railroad passenger and

freight stations, it having been found that an equivalent

of one-tenth of the population of several cities visited the

passenger station daily with such a proportion of them

doing so by vehicle as to equal 17 per cent, of the station

visitors, measured in terms of street vehicles. The total

annual tonnage of freight in the same cities ranged from

7 to 9 per capita. Hotels were found to develop about half

as much traffic as department stores while office buildings

created traffic during the morning and afternoon rush

hours to an extent equal to that which would be produced
were 17 per cent of all office building tenants to travel by
street vehicle. Were this number of persons to park their

cars within an assumed 20-story office building it would

require two floors of the building to accommodate such

automobiles. The effect of through, local commercial and of

motor bus traffic is mentioned. The average length of haul

as affected by the shape of a community is discussed and

factors are given for different shapes, and locations of the

center of consumption. The effect of this variation in theo-

retical length of haul on rush hour and non-rush hour

traffic is shown and the corresponding factors stated. The
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effect on traffic of varying the average building height while

maintaining a constant total bulk is discussed, as well as of

constant, compared with a height varying uniformly from

the center outward. The following table is given of the

estimated quantities of traffic which are to be expected from
a continuous mile of each type of use of building studied :

Traffic

Use Traffic Per Unit Length Per Mile
Residence One vehicle per family per

40-ft. frontage 225 All floors

Residence Apartment house and one

family per floor per 20-ft.

frontage 450 Per floor

Local Business Two vehicles per foot front-

age 9,000 1st floor only
Loft Building 2-ft. front, 10 stories high, per

vehicle 450 Per floor

Average manufac-
turing plant 600 All floors

Outlying heavy
m a nufacturing
plant 300 All floors

Department store. 2-ft. front per vehicle per
floor 4,500 Per story

Theatre district. . .Four vehicles per foot front. 36,000 All floors

Hotel 4-ft. front per vehicle per
Special functions floor 2,200 Per story

Office building
except first floor 0.09 vehicle per foot front

per floor 800 Per floor

The probable future growth of automobile ownership in

the United States is studied and also of the resulting in-

crease in street traffic. This, it is believed, will be as about

the square root of the ownership. Other growth factors are

also studied. Data are shown as to the average time during
which cars were parked in two communities, and the area

required for parking purposes is estimated for different

types of property use. A table of street traffic capacities

is given, derived from several different studies and applica-

ble to varying widths and kinds of obstruction (like tram-

way tracks, intersecting thoroughfares, etc.)

Widths of sidewalk necessary to accommodate depart-
ment store patrons, office tenants and theatergoers are

computed.
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The factors thus deduced were applied to the known
building distribution and height in several cities and the

computed street traffic found to check closely with that

actually counted.

A theoretical formula is given to determine the optimum
average residence building height in view of the facts that

high buildings cost more to construct and to operate than
do low ones, and that a city of any assumed size (building

bulk) will occupy less area and thereby involve less lengthy
and less costly vehicular operations if the buildings are high
than if they are low. Between four and five stories were
thus computed and the average and maximum building

heights of New York City (Borough of Manhattan), London
and Paris are quoted for comparison. A short discussion

then follows of the probable future size of New York City
and the conclusion is reached that most of the gigantic

schemes which have been proposed from time to time for

street widenings and extensions will eventually be found

economically unjustified.

SOMMAIRE
Les facteurs qui effectent la capacite du traffic d'une

rue sont enumeres premierement, suivies des nomes,

qui se trouvent habituellement dans les reglements Ameri-

cains sur la distribution des zones, ainsi qu'en accord avec

les differents emplois permis dans les differents types des

arrondissements. Ces differents genres d'emploi originent

et attirent un traffic de genres et quantites qui different

dans une maniere correspondente. Des donnees sont aussi

rapportees et analyzeees en relation avec chaque type

d'emploi et des donnees auxiliaires sont presentees sur beau-

coup de problemes de traffic. L'impot de revenue Federal

par capita par etats est calcule etre 50 fois la moyenne de la

registration d'automobiles par capita. On trouve que dans

une quantite des maisons de logements le loyer par mois

par logement, donnait une moyenne de 250 comparee avec

la possession d'automobiles par famille. Le peage par mille
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moyen dans les Etats-Unis est calcule avoir ete 6300 en

1923, pendant que dans 1'etat de Californie il etait 7727.

Le peage par mille annuel avait une tendence de diminuer

legerement avec le temps. Dans les villes avec une popula-
tion de 1000 et plus, le nombre des automobiles tombe en

correspondence avec leur accroissement de 230 par 1000

d'habitants dans les petites communautes, jusqu'a 84 dans

les villes d'une population de plus de 100,0000. On trouve

que la possession est presque constante si elle est calculee

sur la base de la surface tant pour les groupes de villes de

differentes dimensions, que pour certaines villes indivi-

duelles pour lesquelles les donnees statistiques ont ete men-

tionnees. Le volume du traffic de rue dans les sections

residentielles varie en correspondence avec la condition

economique du peuple dans ces sections, mais retient la

moyenne de vehicule par famille et par jour. Dans les sec-

tions locales d'affaires, le traffic produit un vehicule par

jour par pied courrant de fagade commercielle. L'emploi des

autotrucks pour le transport de cargaisons a augmente et

va augmenter par suite de certaines raisons citees dans le

document. Le tonnage des produits de manufacture par
ouvier industriel et par unite de plancher et de surface de

terrain est demontre avoir plus que double pendant la

periode de 1914 a 1921, assurement par suite de 1'intrcduc-

tion rapide de machines et de leur amelioration. La charge

moyenne par vehicule est donnee comme etablie pour New
York, Boston et Tetat de Californie. La moyenne surface

du terrain industriel par employe varie largement pour les

differentes industries et dans les differentes villes de 80 au

Bush Terminal jusqu'a 4000 dans certains etablissements

a Newark, N. J. Des estimations sont soumises pour le

traffic developpe par les usines de dimensions et types dif-

ferents calcule sur base de fagade. Les nombres observes

de vehicules de passagers en possession d'ouvriers sont

donnes et leur emploi pour aller et revenir du travail est

estime. Le nombre des clients des grands magazins (de-

partment stores) de New York est donne calcule sur base
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d'espace de plancher et fagade. Le traffic aupres d'un grand
nombre de theatres approche un dixieme de la capacite de

sieges dans ces maisons, et est egal a une moyenne de 4

vehicules comptes dans les rues avant et apres la represen-

tation, par pied de facade. Des donnees sont presentees
en ce qui concerne les stations de chemin-de-fer pour pas-

sagers et cargaisons et il a ete calcule qu' un-dixieme de

la population dans plusieurs villes avait visite chaque jour

la station de passagers, et parmis eux la proportion de

ceux qui etaient venus en voiture est egale a 17 pourcent du

nombre des visiteurs, mesure en termes de voitures de rue.

Le tonnage total annuel des cargaisons dans les memes
villes rangent de 7 a 9 par capita. Les hotels produisent a

peu pres une moitie
(

du traffic produit par les grands maga-

zins, tandis que les batiments de bureaux produisent un

volume de traffic pendant les heures de hate (rush hours)

du matin et de 1'apresmidi egal a celui qui serait produit si

17 pourcent de tous les occupants des batiments de bureaux

seraient venus par vehicule. Si ce nombre de personnes
aurait laisse leurs voitures devant un batiment de bureau de

20 etages, deux etages d'un tel batiment seraient neces-

saires pour accommoder ces automobiles. L'effet du traffic

direct et local des autobus commerciels et des motor omnibus

est mentionne. La longueur moyenne du transport par con-

sequence de la forme de la communaute est discutee et les

facteurs sont donnes pour les formes et locations diverses du

centre de consumption. L'effet de cette variation dans la

longueur theoretique du transport sur le traffic des heures

de hate (rush hours) et de non-hate (non-rush hours) est

demontre et les facteurs correspondents sont cites. L'effet

sur le traffic produit par variant la hauteur moyenne des

batiments en retenant une capacite totale stabile est aussi

discute, de meme que celui de hauteur stabile comparee avec

hauteur variante uniformement de centre a Texterieur. La

table suivante donne les quantites estimees de traffic qui

doit etre expecte d'un mille continu de chaque type de

batiments etudie.
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Traffic

Use Traffic Per Unit Length Per Mile
Residence One vehicle per family per

40-ft. frontage 225 All floors

Residence Apartment house and one

family per floor per 20-ft.

frontage 450 Per floor

Local Business Two vehicles per foot front-

age 9,000 1st floor only
Loft Building 2-ft. front,10 stories high, per

vehicle 450 Per floor

Average manufac-
turing plant 600 All floors

Outlying heavy
m a nufacturing
plant 300 All floors

Department store. 2-ft. front per vehicle per
floor 4,500 Per story

Theatre district. ..Four vehicles per foot front. 36,000 All floors

Hotel 4-ft. front per vehicle per
Special functions floor 2,200 Per story

Office building
except first floor 0.09 vehicle per foot front

per floor 800 Per floor

Le probable accroissement future de possession d'auto-

mobiles dans les Etats-Unis est etudie, de meme que 1'ac-

croissement resultant du traffic de rue. II semble probable

que celui-ci egalera a peu pres la racine carree du nombre
des automobiles en possession. D'autres facteurs d'ac-

croissement sont egalement discutes. Les donnees sont

demontrees concernant le temps moyen pendant lequel les

voitures sont parquees dans deux communautes et la surface

necessaire pour parquer est estimee pour differents types
de propriete. Une table de capacites de traffic des rues est

donnee, derivee de plusieurs differentes etudes, qui peut
etre appliquee a largeurs variantes et differents obstacles

(comme, par exemple, les voies de tramways, carrefours,

etc.).

Les largeurs des trottoirs necessaires pour accommoder
les clients des grand magazins, des batiments de bureaux,
et les visiteurs des theatres, sont calculees.

Les facteurs ainsi derives ont ete appliques a la distribu-

tion et la hauteur connues de batiments dans plusieurs

villes, et le traffic de rue ainsi calcule a ete trouve en plein

accord avec celui actuellement registre.
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Une formule theoretique est donnee pour determiner

1'optime hauteur moyenne de batiments de residence en vue
du fait que les batiments eleves sont plus cher a construire

et a operer que les batiments non-eleves, et qu'une ville

d'une dimension quelconque donnee (building bulk) occupe
moins de surface et par ceci implique des operations vehicu-

laires moins cheres et moins etendues si les batiments sont

plus eleves. Ainsi, une elevation de quatre a cinq etages
a ete calcule, et la moyenne et maximale hauteur des bati-

ments de New York (arrondissement de Manhattan),
Londres et Paris sont cites pour le but de comparaison.
Une discussion breve de la dimension future probable de

New York suit ici, et on arrive a la conclusion que la plupart
des projets gigantesques proposes de temps en temps pour

Pelargissement et Pextension des rues eventuellement ne

seront pas trouves justifies au point de vue economique.

AUSZUG

Die Faktoren, die die Verkehrsfahigkeit eines Weges
beeinflussen, sind erst genannt in Beziehung auf ihre Be-

stimmung, wie sie gewohnlich in Amerikanischen Zonen-

Verordnungen vorkommen hinsichtlich des verschiedenen

Gebrauches der in verschiedenen Bezirkstypen erlaubt ist.

Diese verschiedenen Arten des Gebrauches bringen ent-

sprechend verschiedene Arten und Quantitaten von Traffic

hervor und ziehen diese an. Darauf sind Data in Beziehung
auf jeden Gebrauchstypus mitgeteilt und analysiert, und
Hilfsdata iiber zahlreiche Verkehrsfragen gegeben. Es ist

festgestellt, dass die per capita Federale Einkommen-Steuer

nach Staaten die per capita Automobil-Registration in

Durchschnitt 50 mal iibertrifft. In einer Anzahl New
Yorker Mietshauser wurde festgestellt, dass die monat-

liche Wohnungsmiete per Wohnung den Automobilbe-

sitz per Familie im Durchschnitt 250 mal tiber-
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trifft. Die durchschnittliche jahrliche Meilenlange in

den ganzen Vereinigten Staaten ist berechnet, im Jahre 1923

6300 gewesen zu sein, wahrend diese im Staate California

7727 betrug. Die jahrliche Meilenlange hat die Tendenz,

mit der Zeit ein wenig abzunehmen. In Stadten von 1000

Einwohnern und dariiber nimmt die Anzahl der Automo-

bile im Verhaltnis zur Vergrosserung der Stadte ab, von

230 per 1000 Einwohnern in kleinen Gemeinden, bis 84 per
1000 in Stadten von iiber 100,000 Einwohnern. Der Besitz

war beinah standig wenn auf einer Raumbasis berechnet,

sowohl fur Gruppen von Stadten von verschiedener Grosse,

als auch fiir einzelne Stadte, fur die statistische Daten ge-

geben sind. Die Dimension des Strassenverkehrs in Resi-

denzbezirken andert sich im Verhaltniss zur economischen

Lage der Bewohner in solchen Bezirken, doch bleibt sich

der Durchschnitt von Wagen per Familie per Tag gleich.

In localen Geschaftssectionen entwickelt der Verkehr ein

Wagen per Tag per Fuss der Geschaftsfassade. Der Ge-

brauch von Lastautomobilen fur Fracht Transport hat zu-

genommen und wird wachsen infolge gewisser Griinde, die

im Dokument angefiihrt sind. Die Tonnage der Manu-
facturproducte per industrieller Arbeiter und per Raumein-

heit von Fussboden und Landoberflache hat sich zwischen

den Jahren 1914 und 1924 mehr als verdoppelt, zweifellos

infolge der schnellen Einfiihrung und Verbesserung der

Maschinen. Die Durchschnittslast per Wagen, wie in New
York City, Boston und im Staate California festgestellt, ist

angefiihrt. Die Durchschnitts-Oberflache von industriel-

lem Land per Arbeiter variirt stark in den verschiedenen

Industrien und verschiedenen Stadten, von 80 an dem Bush

Terminal bis zu 4000 in einigen Anstalten in Newark, N. J.

Anschlage fur die Entwickelung des Verkehrs fiir industri-

elle Anlagen verschiedener Grosse und Typen auf einer

Fassaden-Basis sind vorgestellt. Die beobachtete Anzahl

der Passagierwagen im Besitz von Arbeitern ist festge-

stellt und ihr Gebrauch im Fahren zu und von der Arbeit ist
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calculiert. Die Anzahl der Besucher eines grossen New
Yorker Kaufhauses (department store) im Verhaltnis zu
Boden- und Fassaden-Raum 1st gegeben. Der Verkehr bei

einer grossen Anzahl von Teatern betrug etwa ein zehntel

des Sitzraumes dieser Hauser und war gleich 4 Wagen, vor

und nach der Vorstellung auf den Strassen gezahlt, per Fuss
Fassade im Durchschnitt. Data beziiglich Eisenbahn

Passagier- und Frachtstationen sind gegeben, und es ist

festgestellt, dass ein Zehntel der Bewohner mehrerer
Stadte die Passagier Station taglich besuchten, von denen

17 Prozent in Strassenwagen kamen. Die totale jahrliche

Frachttonnage in denselben Stadten betrug 7-9 per capita.

Hotels entwickeln etwa die Halfte des Verkehrs, den Kauf-

hauser (department stores) verursachen, wahrend Ge-

schaftsgebaude in den Morgen und Nachmittags-Eilstun-

den (rush hours) einen Verkehr verursachen, gleich dem
der hevorgerufen wtirde, wenn 17 Prozent aller Besucher

solcher Geschaftsgebaude Strassenwagen benutzen wtirden.

Wenn diese Anzahl Personen ihre Automobile in einem Ge-

schaftsgebaude von 20 Etagen abstellten, so wiirden dazu

zwei Etagen benotigt werden. Der Einfluss des directen und
localen commerciellen Motor Omnibus Verkehrs ist annoti-

ert. Die durchschnittliche Lange des Transports in Bezieh-

ung auf die Form der Gemeinde ist beurteilt, sowie die Fac-

toren fur verschiedene Form und Lage des Verbrauchs.
Der Einfluss dieser Variation in teoretischer Trans-

portlange in Eilund Nicht-Eilstunden ist gezeigt und die

diesbeziiglichen Faktoren aufgezahlt. Der Einfluss auf den

Verkehr durch Variieren der durchschnittlichen Hohe der

Gebaude und gleichzeitiger Erhaltung des Rauminhaltes ist

beobachtet; gleichfalls der Einfluss einer standigen Hohe

im Vergleich mit einer gleichmassig von Zentrum nach

aussen veriierenden Hohe. Die folgende Tabelle gibt die

vorangeschlagenen Quantitaten des Verkehrs, welcher von

einer fortlaufenden Maile eines jeden der betrachteten

Gebaudetypen erwartet werden kann.
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Traffic

Use Traffic Per Unit Length Per Mile
Residence One vehicle per family per

40-ft. frontage 225 All floors

Residence Apartment house and one
family per floor per 20-ft.

frontage 450 Per floor

Local Business Two vehicles per foot front-

age 9,000 1st floor only
Loft Building 2-ft. front,10 stories high, per

vehicle 450 Per floor

Average manufac-
turing plant 600 All floors

Outlying heavy
m a nufacturing
plant 300 All floors

Department store. 2-ft. front per vehicle per
floor 4,500 Per story

Theatre district . . . Four vehicles per foot front . 36,000 All floors

Hotel 4-ft. front per vehicle per
Special functions floor 2,200 Per story

Office building
except first floor 0.09 vehicle per foot front

per floor 800 Per floor

Das wahrscheinliche zukunftige Wachstum des Auto-

mobilbesitzes und die hieraus folgende Vergrosserung des

Strassenverkehrs sind studiert. Es erscheint wahrschein-

lich, dass diese etwa der Quadratwurzel des Besitzes gleich

kommen wird. Andere Wachstumfaktore sind auch betrach-

tet. Data tiber die durchsnittliche Zeit, wahrend der Auto-

mobile in zwei Gemeinden auf der Strasse abgestellt waren,

sind gegeben, und die no'tige Oberflache ftir Abstellungs-

zwecke fur verschiedene Besitztypen ist gegeben. Eine

Tabelle der Strassenverkehrsfahigkeit ist gegeben, welche

auf Grund mehrerer verschiedener Calculationen ausgear-

beitet ist und auf variierende Weiten und Arten von Hinder-

nissen (wie Strassenbahnengeleise, Kreuzwege, etc.) bezo-

gen werden kann.

Die Weite des Trottoirs, die den Anforderungen der

Besucher der Kaufhauser, Geschaftslocale und Teater

geniigen wtirde, ist calculiert.

Die auf diese weise erhaltenen Faktoren wurden auf

die bekannte Verteilung und Hohe der Gebaude in mehreren

Stadten angewandt, und es wurde festgestellt, dass die cal-
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culierte Strassentraffik sehr nah mit der faktisch gezahlten
ubereinstimmt.

Eine teoretische Formel 1st gegeben um die grosste
Durchschnittshohe der Residenzgebaude zu bestimmen, well

es mehr kostet, hohe Gebaude zu errichten und zu erhalten

als die niedrigen, und auch weil eine Stadt jeder beliebigen

Grosse (building bulk) weniger Flache einnehmen wird und
dadurch geringere und weniger kostspielige Verkehrsopera-
tionen verlangen wird wenn die Gebaude hoch sind, als wenn
sie niedrig sind. Zwischen 4 und 5 Etagen sind auf diese

Weise calculiert und die durchschnittliche und grosste Hohe
der Gebaude in New York (Bezirk Manhattan) , London und
Paris sind zum Vergleich angefuhrt. Darauf folgt eine

kurze Betrachtung des moglichen zukunftigen Umfanges
von New York, und es wird zum Schluss behauptet, dass die

meisten der gigantischen Projekte fur Strassenerweiterung
und Verlangerung, die von Zeit zu Zeit vorgeschlagen
worden sind, eventuell economisch unberechtigt gefunden
werden.
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The establishment of front yard lines, or building lines,

is an important factor in the accomplishment of many of

the benefits arising from comprehensive city planning and

zoning. As a consequence the attention of city plan com-

missions has been focused upon the legality of methods for

the creation of front yard areas and the setting back of

business buildings as well as residences. There is a marked
difference between a set-back or building line established

for the purpose of widening a street and one for the pur-

pose of providing larger open spaces about residential

structures with the consequent conservation of light and
air about such living quarters. These two functions of

building lines should not be confused. In residence sec-

tions of cities the usual and real purpose involved in the

establishment of building lines has been to secure adequate

open spaces adjacent to the street which are so necessary
for light, air and the general well-being of the neighbor-

hood, and which offered opportunity for landscape treat-

ment and added beauty of the homes. Frequently, how-

ever, when in the growth of the city, it becomes evident

that the original width of a street is no longer adequate
for present traffic needs, and that its widening will be de-

sirable and necessary in the future, building lines are estab-

lished in order that the erection of structures over the

strip of ground adjacent to the street that will be necessary
for the future proposed widening may be forestalled.

Most of the cases considered by the Courts in the various

States have been of the latter type. Obviously, the estab-

lishment of a building line for such a purpose is the taking
of private property for a public use, or at least a partial
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taking at the time the restriction is placed, to be com-

pleted when the street is actually widened.

Building lines for such purposes usually involve prop-

erty of high value, and in many instances are the cause of

litigation. This has resulted in a line of decisions setting
forth the doctrine that the establishment of a building line

is, in effect, the taking of private property, and to be valid,

compensation therefor must be made. The Courts have
been reluctant to consider the fixing of the building line as

coming under the police power; and the validity of any at-

tempt so to do has been a serious question. Therefore, the

usual practice has been to establish a building line by the

exercise of some form of eminent domain.

Buildings may be required to set back from street lines

in the three following ways:
1. By condemnation of an easement over land adjacent

to the street upon which buildings or structures may not

be erected.

2. By the establishment of a set back line in the orig-

inal plat of the real estate.

3. By the establishment of front yard areas in a com-

prehensive zoning ordinance.

Since city planning in its present comprehensive form
has been adopted in many cities throughout the country,
the establishment of building lines has been one of the first

matters to be discussed and frequently undertaken. Build-

ing lines are of great advantage in the making over or re-

constructing of the older, built-up sections of the city. Such

replanning or redeveloping is of as great importance as the

original planning of new sections. The cost of establishing

building lines by condemnation would, however, be so great

as to prevent such action being done uniformly and in time

to forestall the erection of all buildings whose removal would

be required later at great expense to the city and benefited

property owners. To avoid this difficulty, in areas under

development but which will later be included in the built-

up city, the Commission or Board that approves plats and
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subdivisions may be empowered to require the designation

of building lines on all lots included within the plat, with

a penalty or forfeiture clause included and with the right

vested in the city or any lot owner to enforce the penalty

or to prevent the violation of the restriction. This is the

ideal building line. It is a condition or restriction running
with the title to the land, and is established without cost,

as the subdivider, in most instances, recognizes the advan-

tage to himself in selling lots with such safeguards to the

new owners. In some instances the establishment of such

lines has resulted in serious damage. There is a lot in

Indianapolis, Ind., occupied by a fine old residence built many
years ago, which is now used for offices, and, it is said, at a

loss to the owner. This lot is near the section of the city

now used almost entirely for office purposes, yet it is sub-

ject to a building line established before the house was
built and when the neighborhood was entirely residential.

It is impossible now to improve it with a business building

of the character which would be necessary to bring in an

adequate return because other buildings do not set back

and in this particular case there is no reason for them to

do so. The damage, of course, is due to the fact that the

building line was established as a permanent restriction on

the land. Generally, plats should provide that the build-

ing line restriction shall be in effect for a certain period

of years, twenty-five being a reasonable term in most in-

stances.

The City Plan Commission of Indianapolis requires that

building lines be included as parts of all plats which are

submitted to it for approval, and all plats must be so ap-

proved before they are eligible for record. It has been

found that the establishment of such lines tends to increase

the value of property because of the protection against un-

thinking or unscrupulous builders who would build out be-

yond the line to obtain special advantage for themselves.

To take care of the conditions which may exist in older

and built-up business or semi-business parts of a city, when
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it is deemed necessary to prepare for future widening of

streets, various procedures, in some form or other of con-

demnation, have been devised, usually providing for the

postponement of the payment of damages until a future

time fixed, or dependent, on the removal of the existing

buildings or the actual taking of the ground. These methods

have been more or less satisfactory, but they are carried

out at great cost to the city.

The Indianapolis City Plan Commission was confronted

with this important and perplexing problem. It proceeded
on the theory that the establishment of a building line over

built-up property where the sole purpose was to prepare
for a future widening of the street was in reality a part
of such widening, and not such a regulation as would fall

within the police-power doctrine that consequent damages
must be paid and, therefore, not within the province of

zoning.

However, following the existing law in Indiana with ref-

erence to the payment of damages and the assessment of

benefits in condemnation for other purposes, the Commis-
sion submitted a bill to the General Assembly in 1923, which

was enacted, granting to the Board of Public Works the

power to establish building lines by condemnation and the

payment of damages therefor, with certain provisions for

the postponement of such payment, and also providing for

the assessment of benefits against the property abutting on

the streets along which such building line is established.

The law also further provides that the benefits so assessed

may equal the damages. It will be seen at once that the

cost to the city by such procedure is greatly reduced. In

one instance a 75 ft. building line along two miles of Merid-

ian Street was established at a total cost of $5400. This

was for damages to one property in excess of benefits. On
all other lots for the entire two miles, the benefits and dam-

ages were fixed at equal amounts.

Under this law, the right acquired and paid for is merely
to prevent the erection of buildings between the building
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line and the street line. All other rights of ownership re-

main with the owner until the street is actually widened.

The great saving to the city is secured by the reduced cost

of the later widening, when it is not necessary to remove

expensive improvements. Under this method existing build-

ings are permitted to stand until the actual widening. New
buildings are erected back of the building line. In most in-

stances, when the reasons for the establishment of the build-

ing line are fully understood, owners cheerfully assent to the

procedure in order to obtain the advantage accruing to their

property by the improvement occasioned by the street

widening.

The two methods of establishing building lines just de-

scribed, the first by means of condemnation of an easement

and the second through the control of platting, do not come
under the classification of zoning. It is important, how-

ever, that these methods be understood and that it be known
where they must be used in order more clearly to under-

stand the theory of building line restrictions in zoning ordi-

nances. In the latter case, the matter is handled in an en-

tirely different way and with a purpose quite different from

those outlined under condemnation methods. Zoning does

not attempt to establish building lines for purposes other

than those for which zoning itself is established, that is,

for health, safety, or public welfare.

Strictly speaking, therefore, "building line" is not the

proper terminology to be used in zoning. It would be more

apt to say "front yard line." In many zoning ordinances

the term "set-back line" is used, but because of the uncer-

tain attitude of the Courts on the question, it is believed

to be safer to use the words "front yards," and as far as

possible to adhere to that idea, the same results being ob-

tained as if so-called building lines were established.

Since zoning as such has been used, and, in fact, long
before its use, when the only protection of building was
through housing laws, it was recognized that the establish-

ment of side yards in residential areas was a real necessity
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to safeguard the hoalth, safety, and welfare of the public.

From the standpoint of fire protection there is no question
but that any measure which would compel owners to pro-
vide considerable space between buildings would be of value

in event of a conflagration. There are instances in every

city where houses are built so closely together that the

eaves overlap. A fire in one building is almost certain to

be communicated to the neighboring houses. With the great

preponderance of frame construction in American cities, it

was necessary to secure more effective fire breaks between

buildings.

Buildings constructed very close together of course oc-

casion shaded windows. Such houses are unquestionably

darkened, damp, and do not contribute to the health of their

occupants. Many of the housing laws provide for a side

yard of four feet, resulting in a space of eight feet between

dwellings, and zoning ordinances, following the lead of the

housing laws, have strengthened side-yard requirements.

Housing laws and zoning ordinances have usually pro-

vided for rear yards for much the same reason as side

yards. Such requirements have also aided in reducing the

percentages of lots occupied by buildings and have thus re-

duced congestion in dwelling-house neighborhoods.

The arguments for front yards are based on much the

same considerations as those for side and rear yards. By
their establishment, more light is obtained in streets ; there

is less fire hazard when the houses are far apart, and, in

addition, a greater measure of safety is afforded on account
'

of the larger yard areas, allowing more space in which

children may play unendangered by street traffic. There is

no question but that well-defined lines on a street contribute

to the happiness and health of all its residents. This con-

tribution is a matter of general welfare.

Many incidental benefits arise from the establishment

of such front yards. Owners are prevented from placing

buildings beyond the other structures and thereby decreas-

ing the value of neighborhood property merely to gain ad-
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vantages for themselves. This, also, is a matter of public,

or general welfare.

In many cases the establishment of such front yards
aids materially in the widening of streets. It should be

borne in mind, however, that street widening should not be

one of the fundamental purposes in the establishment of

front yard lines in a zoning ordinance. They are based

solely on the considerations of health, safety or general

welfare, and should be sustained because they are a proper
exercise of the police power. For this reason it is not cus-

tomary to establish front yard lines in other than dwelling-

house and apartment-house districts. The same arguments,
based on the health, safety, and public welfare might not

apply so well to a business or industrial district, and there-

by might cause the Courts to look with disfavor on the whole

subject.

There has been an effort on the part of some to en-

deavor, through legislative enactment, to place the estab-

lishment of building lines clearly under the police power;
and it is quite likely that, with the trend of conditions and

the necessity for the remedy, the Courts may uphold such

enactments and eventually declare the establishment of a

building line for any of the purposes discussed, to be a

proper exercise of the police power. Until that time, it will

be the wise course to recognize the "front yard" as creating

the only building line which should be attempted in a zoning

ordinance.

The provision of ample front yards, incidentally, con-

tributes to the esthetic aspect of the community, and as

happens, frequently, in other places of comprehensive city

planning and zoning, beauty results, not as the first con-

sideration, but as an inevitable by-product of intelligent at-

tention to and provision for the needs of the city.



ZONING AND THE STREET STSTEM
T. GLENN PHILLIPS, City Planning Consultant of Detroit,

in Collaboration with TRACY B. AUGUR.

An analysis of the structure of the city shows :

That it is built up of two basic elements, the premises
on which activities are conducted and the spaces left be-

tween them over which they become mutually accessible.

That the opportunity for quick and easy communication
is a primary essential.

That the street system broadly construed is the city's

provision for communication, and the traffic using streets

the means of effecting that communication.

That the ability of the street system to insure quick
traffic movement is essential to the life of the city and that

the current procedure for keeping traffic facilities abreast

of the demand is approaching an economic impasse.
The centripetal force leading to the concentration of

human activities in cities is as strong and economically as

sound today as it was a century ago. Why, then, should a

force economically sound be producing a condition econom-

ically unsound? And must that force be destroyed before

relief is found ?

Obviously a force about which the economic structure of

the country is built is not a thing to be lightly waved aside.

The only alternative is acceptance of its power and its direc-

tion in channels leading to better results. It is not so much
the fact of concentration that is causing the difficulties, but

the form it has assumed.

In England the control of this force is sought through

the Garden City movement, and in America through zon-

ing. To those familiar with the Garden City principles,

the many relationships between it and zoning will be ap-

parent from the treatment of zoning that follows.

Before the process of urban centralization had shown its

tendency to choke off its own facilities for circulation, it

had brought about numerous conditions in city life demand-

ing correction. One was the use of private property by
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individuals for their own advantage in a way detrimental
to the use of neighboring property. This was not a neces-

sary concomitant to the growth of cities but merely an
example of misdirected growth. It became evident that
directive measures intended to segregate inharmonious ac-

tivities were justifiable in the interest of the best enjoyment
of urban property.

This condition gave the principles of zoning a prompt
appeal when it was first expounded and made it within less

than a decade the greatest directive influence in the growth
of cities. It has thrived on its reasonableness. It is pro-
tective legislation not restrictive. It does not limit uses of

property because they are bad in themselves but because
their operation impairs the just value of neighboring prop-
erties. It protects each property owner against use of ad-

joining property inimical to the enjoyment of his own.
We have seen that the use of urban property depends

upon the street system. If, consequently, property is put
to a use which the surrounding streets are incapable of

serving, either that use will be impaired or throttled or the

streets will become congested and useless because over-

burdened. There is nothing unreasonable, therefore, in the

use of zoning control to prevent individual property owners
from usurping streets. One large building can easily ab-

sorb half the traffic capacity of a given block and in so

doing cause congestion reacting harmfully on all the other

properties dependent on the same stretch of street for their

access.

We know that each unit of a street system has a definite

traffic capacity and is economically limited in the increase

of that capacity. We should, therefore, by the proper cor-

relation of zoning and street planning be able to fix the

relationship between the traffic productiveness of urban

property and the traffic capacity of the streets serving them
in a way to end the present economic losses and injustices.

The cure for over-centralization is not, as is commonly
said, decentralization. It is rather a realignment, a divi-

sion of urban occupations and human abodes among centers
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equipped to take care of them, the development of service-

able cities instead of merely big ones. We find in the heart

of New York little communities as isolated and independent
of the activities throbbing about them as though they were
surrounded by hayfields. Where their means of support
are not found in their own confines, they use the transit lines

as the village uses the railroad to reach other centers of

activity at a distance.

When in the formation of a metropolis, entire groups
of related activities become duplicated many times over and
thrive without extensive exchange with each other, the ad-

vantage of their location in one great centralized community
is difficult to see, and they may interfere with the intercom-

munication between other groups more vitally depending

upon exchange. Many exchanges which should become

purely local become lengthy affairs because activities with

which they have no concern are thrust into their path, while

communication with activities which by their nature cannot

be duplicated is grossly obstructed by the local use of

through traffic and transit lines. If it takes longer to dis-

tribute a factory product over the city streets to a hundred

retailers than to a similar number in neighboring towns,

there is a loss incident to concentration. If it takes longer

to go ten miles through a city than thirty miles around it,

there is a loss. And cities are built for gain.

What zoning and planning can do to overcome that loss

is indicated by the expedients already being adopted to

overcome it, but which undirected are bound to bring about

more serious conditions. When the operation of public con-

veyances on the street surface is too greatly impeded by
other traffic, elevated and subway lines are provided. When

length of line makes local station stops too frequent, and

too great a cause of delay, express service is inaugurated.

With the advent of the automobile similar expedients are

developed to facilitate its progress. Stop streets and platoon

traffic regulations relieve the more important lanes of the

interference of slow and cross traffic. Finally the express

roadway is adopted.
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The tendency is all toward one thing, ease and rapidity
of communication between points at a distance secured by
removing the obstruction of intermediate activity. The
system of operation necessarily adopted implies collection

at centers convenient to local activities of traffic units seek-

ing communication outside the locality, where those with a
common destination form groups large enough to warrant

special facilities for taking them there.

Opportunity for ready communication is coming to

mean, with the private motor vehicle, what it has already
come to be with public transportation, a matter of location

near one of the local centers from which circulation is

specially facilitated. The downtown center often loses its

focal advantage in street layout because of traffic conges-
tion nullifying its streets as useful agencies of exchange,
and the advantage is shifted to outer thoroughfare points
where longer distances are more than offset by speed of

communication. All great cities exhibit the tendency to

distribute many of their activities among such local centers.

Aside from its superior structure from the standpoint
of traffic accommodation, a city made up of correlated satel-

lite centers gives promise of a better political and social

composition. The forces now creating satellite growth are

economic, however, not spiritual. Their direction along
sound lines is good business regardless of social benefit or

political improvement. If they are uncontrolled they will

operate along the same blind course that has led to trouble

in the older centers and the same alleviating expedients are

not open to the satellites. The preservation of satellite

centers in full possession of their faculties for circulation

can be secured only by keeping their activities in proper

relationship to the street system. The streets cannot be

expanded indefinitely; the activities using them therefore

cannot be expanded indefinitely.

The agency for such a control is the zoning law. The

proper aim of its application is the direction of urban
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growth along the line of production of workable units.

Only in this way will good circulation, the basic element
of city life, be preserved.

The building of efficient livable wholesome cities is in our

power today without the inauguration of methods that are
unreasonable. The field of opportunity embraces most of

our existing towns and the greater part of our metropolitan
centers as well as the undeveloped sites on which new towns
may be created. The method requires only one thing that
the street plan and the zoning scheme go hand in hand.

Except in building new towns, the existing street system
must be the point of departure. Each portion of it must
be protected by the limitation of tributary activities within
the bounds of its potential capacity to serve them. The
zone plan should foster the concentration of activities at the
centers and the graduation downward. The intensification

of activities at points of special accessibility is natural as

is its graduation outward. It should also impose a maxi-
mum limit all along the line if the traffic demands of the

district are to be kept in conformity with the feasible means
of meeting them. If growth beyond the established limit

is desired, that growth should seek new territory.

In ultimate accomplishment the operation of zoning
along these lines varies but little from the garden city con-

ception of urban growth. The size and arrangement of

communities must conform with the requirements of the

activities they are designed to serve; whether governed

centrally or separately is not in our power to fix. Even
in the treatment of increments in land value, zoning gives
the same opportunity that the garden city does by classify-

ing and stabilizing the utility of land as the basis for taxa-

tion. It has the advantage of established precedent, known
popularity, and opportunity for gradual application only at

the rate that popular demand requires it, without hint of

revolution or sudden overthrow of systems and conditions

to which we are accustomed. It is not inappropriately
called "America's Garden City Idea."
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DISCUSSION
ALFRED BETTMAN, Cincinnati.

I think in the framing of zoning legislation it is well

to avoid complete uniformity. Not that a standard law is

not a good model but there are certain habits of thought in

various parts of the country which makes it well for each

community, speaking of states as communities, to reflect

their habits of thought in their legislation so that the courts

in hearing discussions of the zoning statute meet with ex-

pressions with which they are familar. It is particularly

with reference to court review that I would like to express
a little dissent from Mr. Bassett's point of view.

I agree that a board of adjustment or board of appeals
is absolutely essential because there is involved in the work-

ing of any zoning ordinance the problem of adjusting gen-
eral rules and regulations to particular situations. It is

fatal not to have an administrative tribunal with the power
of making this adjustment, but however well the adjust-
ment may be made, we can never avoid the fundamental

question of the constitutionality of zoning. There is no pro-
cess known to American law by which anybody is precluded
from bringing up the constitutional questions sooner or

later. It is not this question that I wish to discuss, but

rather the administrative process or the process of adjust-

ment.

New York City and other cities in New York State are

quite accustomed to talking about certiorari, or court re-

view, and the courts here are constantly passing on con-

clusions of administrative tribunals. This is not equally

true all over the country. The right of certiorari in Ohio

was abolished seventy-five years ago. Secondly, a New
York court is quite as familiar with New York as the zon-

ing board itself, so that a court in certiorari proceeding from
a zoning board of appeals is dealing with a subject with

which it is familiar. The same is not true with all courts.

In some states the court may be called upon to pass on the

action of an administrative board of a city with which it
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is not at all familiar. Consequently a uniform system of

court review for all zoning boards of appeal cases may often
mean the appealing from an informed tribunal to a rela-

tively inexpert and uninformed one.

In some European countries there is a system of ad-

ministrative courts quite separated from the ordinary regu-
lar tribunals and these courts become experts in administra-
tive problems. We haven't any such system in the United
States nor do we train our courts in administrative prob-
lems. I believe therefore it would be an error under general
American conditions, excepting in the few great metro-

politan centers which have courts sitting all the year around
in one city, to have a system of court review from a zoning
board of appeals. I believe it to be the best practice, speak-
ing generally, to leave to the courts their more appropriate
functions dealing with purely legal problems although I

am willing to admit an exception in the case of these few
great metropolitan centers.

ARTHUR C. COMEY.

Massachusetts has certiorari proceedings. In a recent

case a property owner was refused a permit by the building
commissioner and instead of going to the Board of Appeals
he took his case immediately to the supreme court to find

out whether the zoning ordinances were valid. I am won-

dering whether in practically every other state a man can-

not go in the same way to the supreme court and raise the

basic question of constitutionality thereby nullifying all our

attempts to safeguard zoning ordinances by provisions for

review of the acts qf the administrative tribunals.

JOHN Fox, New York City.

I first want to take this opportunity to express our grati-

tude to Germany for the introduction of zoning into this

country. In 1907 Mr. Benjamin Marsh started the preach-

ing of zoning but it wasn't until Mr. Frank B. Williams

in 1916 brought back from Germany the details the maps
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and ordinances that we really had a clear understanding
of its value.

When we realize that a single property owner cannot up-
set an entire zoning ordinance, we appreciate the value of

the conservative advice of Mr. Bassett to keep always in

mind that our work must eventually run the gauntlet of

the courts. Unfortunately here in New York and perhaps
in other states, the courts have set up an administrative

function whether they have it legally or not. This makes
it all the more necessary to follow conservative lines in

our zoning if we do not want to see the zoning principles

undermined by court decisions.

C. GORDON WHITNALL, Los Angeles.

We have been unsuccessful in California in securing an

amended enabling act which will provide for a Board of

Appeals. Our attorneys felt that since the larger cities of

California are working practically under home rule, the

state could not authorize a delegation of the necessary power
to the Board of Appeals. I understand that there are

other cities throughout the country working under much
the same conditions and it is from those that I should like

to receive any information which will make it possible for

us two years from now to succeed in our campaign for

Boards of Appeals.

DR. J. STUBBEN, Munster, Westphalia, Germany.

(Dr. Stiibben's remarks were translated by Mr. Alfred

Bettman). Dr. Stubben wishes to thank the delegates for

the gracious expression of indebtedness to Germany for the

principles of zoning. The German zoning movement had

the same difficulty with the courts in the early stages that

we are having. Gradually the very necessity of civilized life

under modern complex conditions gave zoning its oppor-

tunity, and its usefulness and its relationship to social wel-

fare became so apparent that the courts were forced to
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recognize its legality. We will go through the same evolu-

tion in the United States.

Dr. Stiibben wishes for the zoning movement in America
the very great success it has had in Germany, particularly
as the world is now looking toward America more than to-

the other countries of the world.

MR. BETTMAN.

I do not want to be misunderstood in saying that we have
no court of review in Ohio. Very frequently the statute

which establishes administrative tribunals provides for

court review of their decisions. This isn't called certiorari.

The appeal of the property owners to the court is not on
the question of the wisdom of the administrative tribunal

but on the question of the legality of the ordinance. The
court does not itself redetermine the administrative ques-
tion that was before the zoning board of appeals. It simply
determines the legality of the whole situation in which the

property owner finds himself.

HARLAND BARTHOLOMEW, St. Louis.

If lawyers would only disagree more, we city planners

might have our ideas much more clarified. Most of the

favorable decisions on zoning appear to me to be the result

of a clear expression of ideas and the principles in the

minds of city planners by competent lawyers. I should like

to cite two illustrations. Two years ago the Ware case in

Wichita, Kansas, was decided by the Supreme Court in

favor of the constitutionality of zoning. More recently Mr.

Ware brought a whole series of cases involving practically

every phase of zoning. When these cases came before the

court, the city was represented by an exceedingly able city

attorney who presented to the courts the broader aspects of

zoning and only ten days ago one of the most clean-cut and

remarkable decisions in favor of zoning was handed down,

sustaining, among other things, one-family districts and the

principles of the non-conforming use. The Kansas zoning-
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ordinances have no provision for a Board of Adjustment.
We have tried to get it from three different legislatures and
have met with the answer that the laws of Kansas invest

in certain judges of the lower courts the powers that we
understand to be those of a board of appeals.

Another case emphasized the importance of getting

broad principles to the attention of the court. The Illinois

Supreme Court some time ago handed down an adverse de-

cision in the Aurora case, which seemed to nullify most of

the zoning in Illinois. Lawyers seem to agree that the case

was poorly handled from a legal standpoint. At about the

same time in the same court there were argued two cases

from Evanston on zoning. The court did not pass immedi-

ately on the case because questions of fact and principle

were raised which caused them to think, with the result

that the Aurora case has been reopened. The lawyers in-

terested in the Evanston and Chicago suburb cases have got-

ten the minds of the courts raised above mere minutiae, to

the relationship of zoning to social well being.

JEFFERSON C. GRINNALDS, Baltimore, Md.

In the Baltimore zoning procedure the city court has

become a board of review and it has been held that a

petitioner is entitled to a jury trial in the city court. It

is, of course, bad practice to have a case which has been

passed upon by the specialists comprising the board of ap-

peals reviewed by a jury of twelve lay men. So far, for-

tunately, in all the cases that have gone to the city court, the

action of the board of appeals has been sustained. In my
opinion, the only thing that should come before the city

court is specifically the question whether the board of ap-

peals acted within the scope of its power.

If we are to make the courts understand the broader as-

pects of zoning, we should be allowed to introduce evidence

showing the relation of zoning to other public utilities. Any
city engineer knows that the size of a sanitary sewer de-

pends upon the size of the population and the population
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size may be determined by zoning ordinance. We also know
that the fire-fighting facilities are dependent upon the size

of the water main, and distribution system, and the size

of the water main is again determined by the use of build-

ings in the various districts. In a business and industrial

district there must be a greater water supply and a larger

water main. These are some of the illustrations of the re-

lation of zoning to city utilities and they are some of the

suggestions which should be called to the attention of the

courts.

It seems to me that now is a good opportunity to get on

to record for the education of courts and zoning experts

the relation between zoning and the distribution of the water

supply and I should like to have Mr. Meiser, assistant water

engineer of Baltimore, speak on that question.

MR. BEISER, Baltimore, Md.

It is impossible to design a water supply system econom-

ically unless there is a well established plan for a guide.

We have had many instances of improperly designed

systems because the future needs of the city were not an-

ticipated. This was brought out with great clearness at the

time of the Baltimore fire when in the downtown district

the water supply was found to be altogether inadequate.

With a zoning ordinance one can much more easily calculate

the future requirements for fire protection over a period of

twenty-five or thirty years into the future.

ROWLETT PAINE, Mayor of Memphis, Tenn.

Zoning in Memphis is popular. It was passed without

a single protest on the part of any citizen and we have only

one litigated case over a period of two and a half years.

In that case the lower court has handed down a favorable

opinion and we are hopeful that it will be sustained in the

supreme court where it is scheduled for a hearing next

month.
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I should like to raise for consideration this question:
How far should cities be allowed to go in forcing business

districts to be spread over a larger area? We know that

hotels and theatres, department stores, etc., cause conges-
tion. How far should we be able to say that in a given
business district there should be no more of these uses?

Last fall we opened in Memphis an auditorium that would
seat 12,000 persons. It has been filled on several occasions

and I have made inquiry to find out how many persons use

street cars to reach the building. On one occasion the

street car company told me that out of the entire 12,000

people, only two carloads of them left the building by street

car. Practically the entire number came by automobile.

The building might as well have been located three miles out

from the center of population. Aren't we going to be able

some day to prohibit in certain districts department stores,

office buildings, and other crowd-collecting structures, and

do this even in smaller cities ? It certainly would be a great

help in solving the traffic problem if we could decentralize

these downtown business areas.

J. T. WOODRUFF, Springfield, Mass.

Springfield is doing its city planning work day by day.

We have a $6,000,000 bridge entering the city by a dead-

end street. This bridge was located before Springfield had

a city plan. We have a $1,000,0000 bridge located since the

city plan. I should like to have you see the effect of each

of these structures. We are acquiring school property in

what is really the brush-wood district, outside of the city

proper. We are decentralizing one of our largest downtown
office buildings and building up a subsidiary business area

two and a half miles away from the central business dis-

trict. This question of decentralization is very closely re-

lated to zoning and I think in our zoning we haven't given
sufficient attention to it. In defining our various zones we
have followed too closely property lines laid down many
years ago by the original subdividers. We all agree that
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one of the principles of zoning is to keep widely divergent
uses separated and graduated from one to another. In a

study of many cities I have discovered that the appeals for

change in zones have been in cases of property situated on

boundary lines between zones.

LEONARD SMITH, Madison, Wis.

I would like to ask the gentleman from Detroit if he
thinks that these super streets that are now being planned
for Detroit will result in a permanent benefit or whether

they may not by inviting more people to the downtown sec-

tion have as a result a much more crowded condition.

TRACY B. AUGUR, Detroit, Mich.

The super highways will certainly make conditions worse
in downtown Detroit unless in our zoning we can create at

the intersections of the super streets with the more impor-
tant of the secondary thoroughfares, local business and
industrial centers. As our super streets are planned they
cannot be crossed by traffic except at half-mile intervals.

This plan as supplemented by proper zoning will tend to

break the city up into many localities and thus relieve the

downtown business center.

EDWIN A. FISHER, Rochester, N. Y.

In reply to the question as to the use of excess condemna-

tion, I offer the experience of Rochester, New York, which

has in four instances used the excess condemnation right

given by the legislative act which is, in turn, based on con-

stitutional amendment, passed some years ago. In the first

instance, all the property in a small area was taken by the

city. The street was laid out and connections made with

other streets. Subsequently the property was sold. The

city recovered all that it had spent and a little more, al-

though the question of profit was not in mind when the

taking was made. Another case was the extension of Uni-
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versity Avenue to connect with Andrews Street. These

two streets, together with some other connections, furnish

the right of way across the city from east to west. A con-

siderable piece of land on either side of University Avenue
was taken. The street has been put through, paved, and
sidewalks built, but none of the property has been sold.

It is in demand but the comptroller hasn't seen fit yet to put
it on the market. He thinks he can get a better price a little

later on.

Another instance was the widening of South Avenue
from 66 to 80 feet. There was an irregular strip of land

between this widened street and former Erie Canal prop-

erty. This property was secured under the right of excess

condemnation, but it was purchased, not condemned. The

city has not yet determined whether to keep it as a small

park or to subdivide and sell it. We consider from the ex-

perience in Rochester that the excess condemnation power
is of very great value. We can only take sufficient property
of a depth to make lots of reasonable size facing upon the

street. We cannot take a large tract of land and resell it.

S. H. HARE, Kansas City, Mo.

I understand that one of the difficulties about excess

condemnation is in financing the acquisition of the excess

land. It requires a great deal of initial capital and it may
be some time before the land is resold.

MR. FISHER.

We finance excess condemnation the same way as any
street opening. In the cases I have cited we have done it

by issuing city notes, and if the notes are carried for any
length of time they are taken up by bonds. The land which
is taken by excess condemnation is, of course, not subject
to general taxation since it becomes the property of the city,

but it is subject to a local improvement assessment and for

this purpose is treated just the same as if it were owned

by a private individual.
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It may be interesting to know that at the general meet-

ing of the American Society of Civil Engineers recently
Mr. Frank Williams gave a resume of the law in regard to

excess condemnation. If I remember rightly, he said there

were constitutional amendments permitting excess con-

demnation in thirteen states.

MR. COMEY.

It was suggested at one of the zoning round tables yes-

terday that unbuilt areas far removed from close occupation
should be placed in local business zones or light industry
zones rather than in the residence zones because no trend

of occupation had appeared. That may be sound from a

legal point of view but what are we here for if not to deter-

mine tendencies in advance. We are practically saying, let

anything come into these areas for the next ten, twenty,

twenty-five years until they are ruined. Then when they
are ruined, we will zone them according to the trends that

have appeared. I believe that we should meet this challenge

and should zone these unbuilt areas as residence zones with

retail business corners.

LAWRENCE V. SHERIDAN, Indianapolis.

I think the point made by Mr. Comey is well taken. It

has become the custom in several cities of Indiana to ask

subdividers of the land in the territory lying five miles be-

yond the city, over which the plan commissions have the

right of approving plats, to include in their planning deed

restrictions which shall remain in force until the particular

territory is annexed by the city. When that takes place

the zoning system of the city will be substituted or at least

will supplement the regulations by private restrictions. As
a guide to subdividers, tentative zoning plans are made for

these outside territories, and it is not uncommon to make

provision for local business areas at cross roads.
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MR. BETTMAN.

It may well be that the city planner has confidence in his

ability to prophecy the trends in unbuilt areas, but the courts

are not apt to have such belief in his prophetic instincts.

I believe, however, that it is sound practice to prevent in a

considerable undeveloped territory spotty development and
to this end insist on residence restrictions. The planner

may not know what is going to happen in the future in a

given district but he does wish to preserve it against a

spotty development. It would be advisable to have some

provision in the ordinance which expresses the motive of

the planner. We might zone a given undeveloped territory

as residence but expressly provide on the face of the or-

dinance a method whereby a portion of it can in the future

be made into a local business district, by showing in the

ordinance that we are not absolutely certain of development
in the future but that we are trying to preserve it for its

best uses and are providing a procedure by which we may
be able to overcome the legal objections.



ACQUISITION OF LANDS BENEFITED
BT PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS

DR. I. G. GIBBON,

Assistant Secretary, British Ministry of Health.

Like most other industrialised countries, Britain is at

present in a state of transition as regards the power to ap-

propriate land benefited by public improvements. Whereas,
until recently, the dominating idea in any legislation touch-

ing land was that private rights should be invaded only on

proved public necessity, definite and indubitable, now the

dominating idea is developing that the public advantage
comes first, and that, in particular, the community has a

right to any increment of value created by its own improve-

ments, always with strict regard to the fair treatment of

private interests.

This change in point of view is largely the consequence
of the pressure of town conditions in this industrial and
urban age, the rights of the community in relation to the

individual having to be progressively enlarged in order that

the needs and comfort of citizens, a decent standard of

amenity, and, indeed, the very protection of private rights,

may be reasonably safeguarded.

The compulsory acquisition of land by Local Authori-

ties is, in the main, of comparatively recent date, and the

general application of the principle was regarded as a great

innovation as recently as the middle of the last century.

The general principle still prevails that a Local Au-

thority can acquire compulsorily, against the wishes of the

owner, only such land as can be shown to be required for

carrying out some definite duty placed upon them water

supply, sewage disposal, provision of public buildings, for

instance.

Even then, with some exceptions (the most important

being when the land is required for housing) ,
the power to

acquire compulsorily can be given only by the direct au-

thority of Parliament, which generally takes the form of
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an Order made by the appropriate Central Government De-

partment, after local investigation, this Order being then

incorporated in a Bill submitted to Parliament and passed

generally without opposition, because the issues have al-

ready been thrashed out in the course of the departmental

investigation.

Until recent years, Local Authorities could not acquire

even voluntarily any land which was not needed for a defi-

nite duty laid upon them, but any town of size can now ob-

tain powers from Parliament for the voluntary acquisition

of land for the general advantage of the town, subject to

the consent, where a loan is required (as is practically al-

ways the case), of the Ministry of Health, a consent which

is now readily given if the conditions are good.

WIDER POWERS OF COMPULSORY ACQUISITION.

The only exceptions to the strict limit placed on the com-

pulsory acquisition of land are in the case of town planning,
to which later reference will be made, and of new roads

made at the instance of the Central Government. This lat-

ter case is of particular interest because land up to a depth
of 220 yards on each side of the road may be acquired, in

addition to the land needed for the road itself.

This principle was first introduced in the Development
Act of 1909, but was not used until after the war, when a

very large amount of new road work was put in hand, par-

ticularly to relieve unemployment.

There have been cases where excess land has been ac-

quired under these powers, but usually the right to take

excess land has been used as a means of negotiation for ob-

taining cheaply the land required for the road; in many
cases owners have given land without payment.

LAW AS TO STREET IMPROVEMENTS.

The general provisions of the law as to street improve-
ments are contained in the Public Health Act of 1875, which

empowers Local Authorities to carry out such works and,
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subject to the procedure already mentioned, compulsorily
to acquire land needed for the purpose.

For many years, it was considered that under these pro-
visions Local Authorities could be authorized to acquire
compulsorily not only land needed for the improvement it-

self, but also, if desired, surplus land up to a reasonable

building depth on the improved side or sides of the streets,
and proposals were passed on this basis. It has been held,

however, that this was too wide an interpretation, and Local
Authorities are now restricted under this provision to the
land needed for the improvements, with any parcels of land
or properties which can be said to be tied up with the land
so needed.

This is a position, as may well be imagined, far from
satisfactory, is out of harmony, as will be shown later, with
modern opinion, and doubtless will shortly be altered.

WIDER POWERS OBTAINED BY LOCAL ACTS.

Any Town or Urban District Council in England and
Wales can promote legislation, subject to certain conditions,

and many of these Local Bills are presented to Parliament

each year.

A Local Authority may include proposals for street im-

provements in a Local Bill, and may propose to take powers
to acquire compulsorily not only the land for the improve-
ment itself but also adjoining land, generally the land which,
it is considered, should be redeveloped in consequence of it.

If such a proposal is made, Parliament will unhesitat-

ingly give power to acquire at least land up to a reason-

able building depth on each side of the street improved, and
even to a wider extent if a good case can be made out for

the proposal. There have been numerous such cases, and

a few instances are given in appendix B.

It may be rightly stated, therefore, that this is now the

accepted doctrine of Parliament and that, in time-honored

British fashion, when the general law of the land is amend-
ed in this matter (as is expected shortly), the principles al-
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ready freely adopted in local legislation will be made part
of it.

In this connection, another practice in local legislation

merits brief mention. Local Authorities are empowered to

state the least width which any new street laid out by a

private developer must have; this they do in by-laws

(which are subject to central confirmation) or, in some

cases, in Local Acts, and the least width required varies in

different localities, being in most places 36 or 40 ft., but in

some 50, and, in a few, even 60 ft.

Parliament now will give a Local Authority who asks

for it the power to require a private developer, without com-

pensation, to give on each side of the street a set-back of

10 ft. in addition to what could otherwise be demanded.

THE SPECIAL POWERS OF TOWN PLANNING.

The first Town Planning Act in Britain was passed in

1909, and it introduced, in our typically cautious way, a new

dispensation, very large powers being given to Local Au-

thorities to control development, though those powers are

carefully hedged round with precautions, such as the need

of central confirmation.

A Town Planning Scheme may empower the Local Au-

thority to acquire compulsorily any land which it is deemed

right should be acquired for the purposes of the plan; a

scheme can become effective only after full public oppor-

tunity has been given to objectors to state their views and

after the Ministry of Health have approved the proposals.

The general principle followed by the Ministry of Health

in these matters, the broad constitutional limit which they

place on their right to give consent, is that they may prop-

erly approve proposals which are of such a kind as have
been passed by Parliament in general or local legislation, but

would generally not be warranted in acting on principles

which have not Parliamentary sanction behind them.

Assent would, therefore, be given, if a good case were
made out in any individual instance, to the acquisition of a
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reasonable amount of land in addition to that required for

the improvement itself. No case of this kind has occurred

up to the present, chiefly because, with some exceptions,

town planning powers are at present confined to unbuilt

areas.

BETTERMENT.

On the question of "recoupment lands," it has also to be

remembered that the Town Planning Acts provide that the

Local Authority may claim half of any increase of value

which can be shown to be due to the provisions of a Town

Planning Scheme.

This is at present the one instance in our general law

of the direct right of Local Authorities to make a claim in

respect of increment of value, though the provisions en-

abling the taking of excess land, to which I have previously

referred, indirectly do the same thing, and the principle is

also recognized in local legislation by providing that, in

assessing compensation for property taken for a public im-

provement, due account is to be paid to any increment of

value due to this improvement in property owned by the

same person.

Increment in value, even though it is felt to be there,

is not an easy thing to prove, especially when the incre-

ment has to be due (as in the town planning law) to the

provisions contained in the Town Planning Scheme as a

scheme, when few, if any, of these provisions have had

practical effect. Not unreasonably also, an arbitrator might
hesitate to put a burden on a private owner in respect of

an increment, if the increment, in the absence of any defi-

nite transaction, has a very strong problematical element.

It is not surprising, therefore, that up to the present

there is only one case where a Local Authority has obtained

a large sum under the betterment provisions of town plan-

ning. On the other hand, the right to claim betterment has

undoubtedly played an important and salutary part in ne-

gotiating with owners, in obtaining concessions from them,

and in preventing claims for compensation; this is the re-
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spect in which the betterment provisions have as yet proved
of most service.

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE OP CASES.

It may seem to many that the taking of
'

'recoupment
lands'* should always be a profitable proposition, but the

matter is not so easy as it looks. In particular, much de-

pends on the earliness of redevelopment and, unfortunately

for Local Authorities, there are not a few cases where long

years elapse before new building is completed, and during
this time interest on the money paid for acquisition eats,

and sometimes eats greatly, into any profits from increment

of value. This consideration would probably apply more
with us in Britain than in the United States, where new
developments are generally more rapid.

Two other factors, however, have to be taken into ac-

count (1) in any event the improvement would have cost

money and, therefore, what has to be considered is not

whether there was a profit on the whole transaction but

whether the improvement has cost more than would other-

wise have been the case; (2) the Local Authority gains not

only from the increment of value, but also from the in-

creased rateable (or taxable) value of the new property, but

as regards this matter it has to be considered whether there

would not have been an equal increase if development had
been left to private hands.

Our forefathers would have readily solved the problem
on the easy doctrine that money always fructifies more, and,

therefore, benefits the community more, in private than in

public hands ; a larger experience bars for us so glib a way
of escape.

What needs to be emphasized is firstly, that each case

must be treated on its merits as to whether or not recoup-
ment will pay; improvements should preferably be under-

taken, subject to the public interest, in areas where there

is likely to be liberal recoupment, blighted areas for in-

stance; secondly, that the planning and managing of

schemes of this kind call for special skill, and, unless loss
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is to be invited, should not be left in the hands of any per-
son, however well-intentioned, whose chief faith is in the

simple light of nature.

This, indeed, is one of the chief lessons taught by the

experience already gained. That Local Authorities should
be empowered, where they carry out improvements, to take
land up to a reasonable extent and with strict fairness to

private owners, there will probably be little question. But
these powers need to be exercised with trained foresight,
and the management of the improvement to be undertaken
with trained ability, if the venture is to be profitable and
of benefit to the common good.

APPENDIX A.

THE DETERMINATION OP COMPENSATION AND BETTERMENT.

The important change introduced by the Acquisition of
Land Act, 1919, merits mention.

Previously, disputed cases were determined by an inde-

pendent arbitrator, always a man in private practice, ap-
pointed for each particular case.

Local authorities were under the further disadvantage
of paying for land enhanced prices which had no relation

to real values.

The Act of 1919 provided that a Local Authority in ac-

quiring any land compulsorily for public purposes was to be
free from any of these disabilities, and that the price to be

paid for the land was the value as between a willing buyer
and a willing seller.

Further, it was provided that an official arbitrator or
arbitrators should be appointed and that Local Authorities
should be enabled to have any cases of dispute decided by
these permanent Arbitrators.

To secure complete impartiality the arbitrators are ap-

pointed, not by the Government, but by a special "Reference

Committee," consisting, in England and Wales, of two of

the principal judges and the President of the Surveyors'
Institution, and are paid an annual salary, and are, there-

fore, in no way dependent upon fees.
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Of further great advantage to Local Authorities has
been the use, in connection with the acquisition of land,
which has been made of the Valuation Department.

This was a Department set up in connection with the
measures for the taxation of land contained in the Budget
introduced by Mr. Lloyd George in 1909

; it is a Department
of State primarily established for State purposes, and it

plays an important part, for instance, in assessing the value
of property for taxation.

It is now the practice of the Central Departments, as

regards the acquisition of any land to which, directly or in-

directly, their sanction is required, to obtain the opinion of
this Department, which has its branches throughout the

country, as to the value of the land, and this practice has
had a salutary effect in reducing the prices which Local
Authorities have had to pay for land.

APPENDIX B.

IMPROVEMENTS UNDER LOCAL ACTS.

Many large improvement schemes have been carried out
under powers obtained by Local Acts. Thus, Manchester
in this way obtained powers to acquire and clear an insani-

tary area in 1845; Glasgow secured powers to carry out a

big scheme of this kind in 1866, covering 80 acres, with

10,000 houses and costing nearly 2,000,000, one of the

largest schemes ever carried out; Edinburgh followed suit

in 1867 with a scheme for an area on which 14,000 persons
dwelt. There are now powers in the general law to acquire
and clear insanitary areas.

Many big street improvements have been authorized by
Local Act. As an instance may be mentioned the proposal
of Leicester this year to cut a new road through the heart
of the city and to widen other roads, at an estimated total

cost of over 1,000,000, of which it is expected that about
450,000 will be recovered from the sale of surplus lands.

Many costly street improvements have been carried out

by Local Acts by the City of London, such as the Cannon
Street, etc., improvement (1850/62) at a cost of over 500,-
000, and the Holborn Viaduct improvement (1861/84) at a
cost of over 1,500,000.

In London outside the city, the Metropolitan Board of

Works, set up in 1855, executed a large number of street
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improvements, costing many millions of pounds, including
such familiar new schemes as Long Acre, Shaftesbury Ave-
nue and Northumberland Avenue. In 1888, the Metropoli-
tan Board of Works were replaced by the London County
Council, who have continued the work of improvement, their
most extensive scheme being that of Aldwych and Kings-
way.

In many of these cases, a large amount of land has been
acquired, over and above that needed for the street itself,
for the general improvement of the area.

It may be mentioned that Parliament is always strict in

imposing an obligation on Local Authorities for the rehous-

ing of workpeople displaced by street improvements.

HOLBORN TO STRAND (KINGSWAY) IMPROVEMENT.

Extract from the Minutes of the Proceedings of the London County
Council on 16th of March, 1920.

Report of the Improvements Committee.

With the exception of one small plot the whole of the
land surplus from the Holborn to Strand improvement has
been disposed of, and we are now in a position to place the

Council in possession of the financial results of the improve-
ment.

The original estimate of the value of the surplus land
was 4,088,300, but ... the total revised figure to be se-

cured by way of recoupment amounted to 4,372,900 . . .

the first plots were available for disposal towards the latter

part of 1903.

The disposal of the whole of the surplus land has . . .

taken about 16 years, which, in our opinion, is not an un-

reasonably long period when it is considered that the area

dealt with is about 141/2 acres, a considerable portion of

which, before demolition, was an insanitary slum area

and property of inferior class . . . the whole has now been

transformed into one of the principal thoroughfares in Lon-

don. It should also be remembered that during this period

operations were seriously affected, first by general depres-

sion in the property market following the South African

War, then by the strikes in the building trade, and for five

years by the European War.
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Land has been sold for various public purposes, and
many reinstatement sites provided for businesses required
to be displaced for the carrying out of the improvement.

The result of these operations gives the following fig-

ures:

Lands sold 731,416
Land utilized for reinstatement and for the Municipal

Lodging House, based on the values at which it stood
in the original estimate 225,191

Ground rents (including the unlet plot of say 240 a year)
amounting to 144,989. This sum if capitalized on the
same basis as was used for the purpose of the original
estimate would produce . . 4,059,692

5,016,299

representing an increase of nearly 14% per cent, above the

original revised estimate.

The approximate financial results of the improvement
to March 31, 1919, are as follows:

Gross expenditure 4,977,635
Less Surplus land, brought into last valuation. 3,234,329

Sales 674,782
3,909,111

Net capital cost 1,068,524

With regard to the surplus land valuation, the figure of

3,234,329 is the value which was included in the return to

the Treasury as at December, 1918, and this was based upon
a valuation as at December, 1914, and has not been varied
in accordance with the actual rents which have been fixed

since 1914. The comparable figure of 4,059,692 used in the

previous calculation has regard to rents actually estab-
lished . . . The total of the sales (674,782) excludes the
value of land (52,000) recently appropriated in connection
with the London School of Economics and Political Science
and the expenses incidental to sales have also been deducted.

The following figures are given indicating the effect of
the accumulation of interest during the period of develop-
ment:

Aggregate gross interest charge during period of develop-
ment 2,328,751

Less Rents (less drawbacks) 485,950

Net interest charge 1,842,801
Aggregate of yearly charges for redemption 312,763

Total charges on rate to 31st March, 1919 2,155,564
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The approximate position in about five years' time, when
all peppercorn and progressive rents have ceased, and the
full rental is received, will be as follows :

Interest charge 103,000
Eedemption charge 26,000

129,000
Less Rents 144,000

Approximate year's surplus in about five years' time. . 15,000

Moreover, the charge for interest will decrease each year
by from 1,000 to 1,500 as the debt is repaid, according to

the rate of earnings of the sinking fund. It may be antici-

pated, therefore, that in the course of a few years there
will be each year an increasing surplus in respect of this im-

provement as a set-oif against the charge on the rate dur-

ing the period of development. The present value of the

surplus which would thus be obtained up to 1960 would

represent a substantial sum.

It is of interest to compare these results with those of

other large improvements carried out by the Council or its

predecessors, and for this purpose four of the largest im-

provements in the central district have been selected.

Name
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THE BUSINESS VALUE OF CITT AND
REGIONAL PLANNING

BANCROFT GHERARDI,

Vice President and Chief Engineer, American Telephone
and Telegraph Company.

The management of your Conference has done me a

signal honor in asking me to speak to you at this meeting
on "The business value of city and regional planning."
The management has also placed me in an interesting posi-

tion, because if I should be cross-examined on the subject
of City Planning, it would not be difficult to establish the

fact that my lack of specific knowledge on this subject
would include much of its scope.

I am reminded of the advice which the distinguished

British physicist, Michael Faraday, once gave to a speaker.
He was asked how much the speaker should assume that

his audience knew of the subject, and Faraday's advice

was that the speaker should consider that his audience knew

nothing of the subject. In this case, however, the con-

ditions seem to be reversed. While the gathering which
I am addressing includes the greatest experts and those

best informed on city planning, the speaker who is ad-

dressing you knows but little of this subject. Nevertheless,

my excuse for accepting the invitation so kindly extended

to me is two-fold. First, like every other good citizen I

am keenly desirous that our cities shall develop in such

manner that they will in the highest degree be healthful,

beautiful and comfortable places in which to live. That

they will be effectively laid out to permit the free move-

ment of traffic. That they will permit the efficient business

operation of the community with resulting economic gain

to all. That they will be cities in which the coming genera-

tions may grow up, be educated, and in due course take their

places as healthy, prosperous and happy members of the

community, the nation and the world. Second, in a field

of planning having, in some of its features at least, factors
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closely analogous to those concerned in community and

regional planning, I have had experience for over thirty

years. I have therefore gladly accepted the invitation to

speak at this conference.

It may be of interest at the start to refer briefly to one

of the problems of community life requiring advance plan-

ning and with which I have been more directly concerned

namely, the communication system. My life work has

been telephone engineering and the related operating ques-

tions, and from the brief statement I am about to make I

believe you will recognize that there are many points of

similarity between planning for the telephone needs of a

community and planning for the community as a whole.

A reference to the communication problem may, therefore,

develop points of interest in the broader planning to which

you are giving intensive consideration.

In the earliest days of telephone service, the problem
of laying out telephone plants was a simple one. A very
small switchboard, simple in character and easily moved if

necessary, was placed in some convenient location, usually

in rented quarters, and from that switchboard wires were

run one by one as needed to the premises of those desiring

service, either on poles or over housetops. Under such

simple and rudimentary conditions, no serious questions

of the future needed to be answered. Today, how different

is the telephone situation in New York or in any other

large city! Large and specially designed buildings must

be constructed for the accommodation of the necessary inter-

connecting or switching mechanisms; expensive switch-

boards must be placed in these buildings ; conduits must be

extended from each of these buildings along appropriate
routes to reach the tens of thousands of telephones which

will get service from these switchboards; other conduits

must be placed between these switchboards and the other

buildings and switchboards throughout the city so as to

provide the means of intercommunication between the sub-

scribers connected with the switchboards located in differ-

ent buildings ;
still other conduits and cables must be placed
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between these switchboards and the central switchboard or

toll board from which radiate cables and conduits and lines

extending to the suburban area, to adjacent cities, and to

all the other principal cities in the United States.

Each of the buildings must be placed in some definite

location and must be planned for some definite ultimate

size, although of course the whole building need not be

built at one time. Ducts cannot be placed under the streets

one by one as needed. Public sentiment would of course not

tolerate the opening of important street routes several

times, or even once each year, for the purpose of placing
an additional duct. Neither would it be economical, if prac-

ticable, to construct conduits in this piecemeal way. The
manholes in these conduits must be planned with reference

to the number of ducts extending into them, not only the

ducts initially placed, but if side runs are to be made from

these manholes or if other ducts are to be placed later, this

fact must be foreseen and provided for, or extensive and

expensive alterations are inevitable at a later date. We
know that this advance planning has saved the telephone

companies, and hence their subscribers, large sums of

money. Needless to say, I am impressed by the fact that

adequate advance city or regional planning cannot but re-

sult in the long run in magnificent savings to the com-

munity.
I might go on and multiply the conditions which must

be met in constructing telephone plant for a large city, in

which not only the population is growing and moving, but

where the demand for telephone service is growing more

rapidly than the population. Enough, however, has been

said, I believe, to indicate clearly to you that the telephone

company on every item of its buildings, conduits and cable

construction must answer for itself certain questions as to-

the future development of the community. This is not onlv

true of the communication problem, but also of other public

utilities, although in many respects the telephone problem

may be more closely analogous to that of city or regional

planning. Whether the city has a comprehensive plan or
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not, it must answer these questions relative to the future.

Each time it lays out a street, for example, it gives a

definite answer as to its expectation of the future require-

ments along that route. How much better it will be there-

fore if these various steps are taken in line with some well-

though-out plan of procedure !

Underlying all of this future planning is the question

of what will be the total population of the community, the

region and the state, twenty-five or fifty years hence? What
will be the distribution of this population over not only the

area of the community at the time the plan is made but

over the outlying areas into which the community will

necessarily extend ? What will be the nature of the popula-
tion and of its activities twenty-five or fifty years ahead?

As a result of these considerations, what will be the extent

of the community of interest between the different sections

of the community, and between the community as a whole,

the surrounding communities, and the more distant com-

munities within the country and without?

The forces and factors which we are dealing with in

future planning are forces and factors beyond our control.

Nevertheless, it is necessary for us in our planning to under-

take to determine them as best we may and to measure their

effects upon the numbers of the population, its changing
character and its changing interest, and to plan and provide

adequately to meet the estimated developments and their

requirements. To the extent that zoning may be effectively

developed and applied to anticipate and express the opera-

tion of the natural forces and factors at work, it will tend

to diminish the uncertainty of some of these factors.

That we have had in a nation-wide industry a consider-

able measure of success in our efforts to look into the future

development of communities will, I believe, be a note of

encouragement to all who are interested in city or regional

planning, because the underlying questions which we try
to answer for ourselves and which our experience shows
we are able to answer with a sufficient degree of accuracy to
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fully justify such planning are some of the questions which
must lie at the root of community planning.

Such planning must concern itself with a future probable
population, its distribution, character and interests. As we
must provide adequate pathways for the circulation of tele-

phone traffic within the city, the city plan must provide
adequate circulation routes for traffic on foot, in vehicles

on the streets, and in transportation systems of one kind
or another. As we must provide buildings suitably located

with reference to the wire centre, the city must provide

facilities, such as schools, centrally located with reference

to the population which they too are to serve. As we must

provide routes adequate in both number and capacity from
the suburban areas and from distant points to accommodate
the toll telephone traffic, highways and transportation

systems to more distant points must be comprehended in

the city plan. In addition, the city plan must cover many
other factors, at least one of which the matter of play-

grounds, parks and other open spaces is so important that

it cannot be omitted from specific mention.

In city planning, as in our plans, we must recognize

that we are dealing with ultimate tendencies largely beyond
our control and the effects of which are not capable of exact

valuation. Plans, therefore, must be flexible, capable of

modification from time to time, and such modifications must

be made as changing conditions show them to be advisable.

In another respect, it seems to me that our planning

is similar to city planning. In our work, as in yours, a

system is being planned, all of which is not being built at

one time. We are really planning a growing organism, and

the layout or general plan is our expectation of the require-

ments many years ahead. In adopting a city and regional

plan, it obviously does not require that the community be

committed to its immediate completion, but rather, as the

community develops, each step as taken is in line with the

picture of the ultimate requirements of the community. In-

consistencies are avoided, and while the plan may not be
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perfect, it cannot be doubted that it will be productive of

far better results than no plan at all or a plan not based

on a full and careful study of all underlying factors.

No one who is familiar with one of our large cities can,
I believe, doubt the business value and desirability of city

planning and the many advantages which will come to a

community that intelligently approaches this question, and
after full study of all of the factors adopts and is guided

by a well-thought-out plan. To some it may seem that the

forces determining the growth of a community are so ob-

scure and uncertain in their operation that practical plan-

ning is impossible. Our experience, however, convinces

us that these forces and tendencies are not incapable of de-

termination within limits and that, as we have found such

studies of inestimable value to us in the proper planning
of our business, the community planners and public author-

ities will find that their problems are capable of definite

solution not precise solution, because from the nature of

the case the factors to be dealt with exclude precision but

they are capable of being determined, with a sufficient de-

gree of precision, so that the results of such studies may be

followed with far better results than will result from a

haphazard and piecemeal method of planning without any

comprehensive underlying basis.

It has been well said "Where there is no vision, the

people perish." You gentlemen and ladies of this confer-

ence have, I am satisfied, the vision and I am persuaded
that you can and will inspire the public generally with the

vision which you have. If anything which I have said will

be of aid or encouragement to you in your great work, I

am gratified to have had this opportunity to have spoken
to you today.
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